AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL "MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 7, 2005
RETREAT
The American Fork City Council met in a Retreat on Friday, January 7, 2005, in the Fire/Rescue
Station, 96 North Center Street, commencing at 8:15a.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. City Staff present included:
Chief of Staff
Finance Officer
Recorder
Police Chief

Melanie Marsh
Cathy Jensen
Richard Colborn
Terry Fox

Others present included Denton Alexander, Jacob McClellan, and Barbara Christiansen.
Mayor Barratt explained that during the day they would be discussing the audit report, discuss
items with the Department Heads, and after lunch discuss employee services and the items for
the Council meeting on January 11, 2005.
DISCUSSION OF THE AUDIT REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2004
Cathy Jensen introduced the auditors from Hawkins Cloward & Simister.
Jacob McClellan reported that a partner in the firm, Angie Anderson had some other meetings in
Salt Lake and would not be able to attend this meeting.
Jacob McClellan explained their responsibility was to pull samplings and gain a reasonable
assurance that what was shown was a true reflection. In the audit they gave an unqualified
opinion. They had legal tests that they conducted. Two minor items were reported. Broadband
was in a deficit and it was anticipated that it would continue for a couple more years. A couple
of departments went over budget. The overages were very minor. One was in the police
department that they new was going to happen. Another was a result of adjusting entries that the
auditors made to more accurately reflect what was happening with regard to the recording of
accrued absences. It was highly commendable that the City had only the four minor overages.
Jacob McClellan noted that their opinion was limited to the financial statements and the notes.
He explained the basis for the audit including the City's assets and debt. Government functions
included the General Fund, Capital Projects, Debt Service, Special Revenue, Perpetual Fund,
Arts, Downtown, RDA, and Fitness Center. The City's Enterprise or Proprietary Funds were
more business oriented and included Sewer, Water, Building Lease Fund, and Broadband. Part
of the purpose ofGSB34 that was implemented last year was to have continuity in the audits of
cities.
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Cash was up due to the sale of the Heritage Building. Restricted funds had reduced from $12
million to $7 million. Most of that was from bond proceeds that were now being spent. Fixed
assets went up also because of developer contributions.
Denton Alexander observed that there was a lot of development going on in American Fork.
Jacob McClellan explained that net assets were what the City owed versus what they owned.
Councilman Blake asked what constituted the major part of the assets.
Mr. McClellan answered that it was in water and sewer lines and included water rights as well.

Councilman Blake thought that the water would have been with the government portion and not
under the Enterprise Fund.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the cost of $1.8 million for public safety was within the normal
limits as comparable to other governments of American Fork's size.
Denton Alexander explained that type of information for comparison was on the State Auditors
Website. That type of information was much easier to extrapolate under GSB34 than under the
previous style of audits.
Jacob McClellan expressed that there was improvement in most areas. Broadband still had a lot
of expenses and not a lot of income.
Councilman Blake noted that in long term debt, the City had a bonding capacity of about $71
million. The City's actual bond debt was about $21 million. He asked Cathy Jensen if she had a
feel as to how it was compared with other communities.
Cathy Jensen was not sure.
Mayor Barratt noted that he had met with Lehi recently and in the course of that, Lehi had said
they wished they were in the financial shape American Fork was in. Mayor Barratt responded
that American Fork wished they had the huge bundle of cash that Lehi had with their power plant
facilities.
Councilman Blake explained that his point was that in looking at some of the things like
secondary irrigation, it helped to understand the bonding perspective. American Fork was on the
very low end of the bonding capacity and it was something that they could look to. It was
important to understand those ratios.
Denton Alexander observed that to the City's credit American Fork had been very conservative
in their fiscal approach.
Mayor Barratt believed that scenario to pretty much be the case in cities in this State. He added
that some of the assets that the City has acquired would soon be deteriorating and would need to
be repaired and they would need to have funding for that.
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Mr. McClellan noted that this audit report was as of June 30, 2004.
Denton Alexander commented that the net worth of the City was going up. Unrestricted net
assets went from $13.3 million to $15 million.
Jacob McClellan asked ifthere were questions.
Councilman LeBaron asked to review the Fitness Center funding.

Mr. McClellan explained that the audit showed that revenue had dropped off a little and that
necessitated transfers from the General Fund.
Councilman Blake noted the Council needed to be cognoscente oflong-term debt.
Jacob McClellan stated that they were consistently impressed with the City's staff and their
ability to keep up and to keep their arms around their work. It was a sizeable task.
DISCUSSION OF EMPLOYEE SERVICES
Additional Staff in attendance:
Ambulance Director
Asst. Public Works Director
Broadband Director
Building Inspection
Cemetery Sexton
City Attorney, Civil Matters
City Engineer
City Treasurer
Fitness Center
Fitness Center
Library Director
Maintenance Supervisor
Operations Manager
Parks Superintendent
Recreation Director
Streets Superintendent
Water & Sewer Superintendent

Jay Christensen
J.H. Hadfield
Tom Whitchurch
Ron Morrill
Ray Garrett
Kevin Bennett
Howard Denney
Pam Hunsaker
Rebecca Danklef
Shelly Medina
Sheena Parker
Ed Jones
Rob Autry
Cal Houghton
Doug Schneider
Kenny Smith
Steve Parker

Mayor Barratt welcomed the department heads. He noted that this was to be an informal
discussion about a number of issues and would like their input to determine how to do things in a
more efficient way. On January 19, 2005, the department heads would get together to establish a
yearly calendar and hold monthly meetings to be made aware of what was on the horizon and
what was going on.
Mayor Barratt reaffirmed that any part-time help that was going to be hired had to go through
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh and Personnel Director Pam Hunsaker before any hiring took
place.
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Mayor Barratt explained that they needed to operate as employees in a more efficient way. The
City needed to do whatever it could to get more "bang" for their buck and get more
accomplished during the course of a day. He asked the department heads to evaluate that. He
asked them to look at employees as a group. He did not what employees to feel that they were in
a particular department and they couldn't help out in another. He hoped that was not the case.
He wanted to see them move in the direction that needed help. Rob Autrey was going to be
Operations Manager and help in coordinating where employees need to go to get tasks
accomplished. He asked the feelings of the employees if it would work.
J.H. Hadfield stated that he felt it was happening now. Recently they had water department
people driving snowplows. When Steel Days rolled around, they all attacked many different
problems like moving bleachers. Raising and lowering the bubble took the help of many. It may
need to be broadened and would need to be seen.
Mayor Barratt noted there had been times when they had not had the help they needed in raising
or lowering the bubble. Ifthat was not the case, were there situations during the course of the
year that there was a lull time. Did they have too many employees during winter months? If
there wasn't snow and they had a mild winter, he asked what some ofthe employees did.
Kenny Smith commented that they repaired equipment.
Ray Garrett added that the Cemetery Department crews were going through each mower and
trimmer getting it ready for spring and the Parks Department did the same thing.
Mayor Barratt asked if the City had too many or too few employees.
Ed Jones spoke up and asked for more.
Cal Houghton stated that it depended on the time of year. Right now, the Parks Department was
well staffed. They bring in their bleachers and repair them in the winter. Once spring broke,
they would be understaffed.
Mayor Barratt asked if in the month of January 2005, there was a job for every employee to do
every day for eight hours a day.
Cal Houghton responded that through proper planning of the department heads, there were.
Mayor Barratt felt that they were not there. He thought that not everyone did have a job every
day and there were some employees who did not really understand what they were supposed to
be doing and so they were waiting for a job assignment. They were just waiting.
Ray Garrett explained that his department sat down once a week and planned out the week
noting that it could change due to a funeraL
Councilman Hunter asked if there was a lull time, and if there was painting that needed to be
done, and department heads knew that, could they schedule employees to do that work.
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Ray Garrett added that they needed to work closely with Rob Autrey. Mr. Garrett felt it would
be very valuable.
Councilman Blake felt that was a good approach and one of the keys was that Mr. Autrey needed
to be kept informed as to what projects needed to be done.
Cal Houghton stated that it was a matter of communication.
Mayor Barratt asked if in the course of2005, if they had the ability on a given day, January or
July, to have employees of the City supply janitorial duties for the City, rather than going
outside.
Howard Denney stated that public works was doing that right now. Jose Cortez and Dennis
Skougaard were doing the janitorial now, instead of maintaining the flower beds.
Ed Jones added that everyone in public works was working on their restrooms.
Mayor Barratt asked if the City employees could take care of that. The Council was talking
about hiring part time employees or full time employees to do it. Was this something that the
City employees could do in house?
Chief Fox stated that it would not work at the Police and Courts as they had 53,000 square feet.
Councilman Blake noted that based on the bids it would be around $12,000 per month for all of
the buildings.
Howard Denney noted that in the summer, Jose Cortez and Dennis Skougaard would not be able
to do janitorial.
Ray Garrett thought that the personnel smaller buildings could take care of their own.
Mayor Barratt explained that this was a budget item. Mapleton was looking at privatizing their
Parks Department and getting rid of employees. He did not want to see American Fork get to
that situation. If there were employees, during for instance the winter months, the City could
save jobs and money. He was looking at a group of employees that did nothing more than just
clean.
Ed Jones commented that they opened the Fitness Center in the mid-nineties and since then they
have had very minor custodial services in the building. One reason why it was in the condition
that it was, was because the City had never been willing to pay the price to keep that building
clean and germ free. There were more people going through that building in one day than in all
the City buildings put together. Most of them were sweaty, hot people. When the older people
came in to clean they polished a little and did this and that. What the City was really doing was
telling the public that could not afford good, reliable services that were educated as to what
needed to be done. They needed to know what and how to clean. There were germs there that
were not common elsewhere. They people needed the time to do the job not just a few hours a
week.
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Councilman Blake felt that one of the keys was that the City needed to have control of those
doing the cleaning. He asked about expanding Ed's staff to do that work.
Ed Jones explained that he had never had classes to know what was needed other that his wife
telling him that she wanted the sink clean.
Councilman Blake noted that the bids to clean the Fitness Center ranged from $1800 to almost
$6,000. That was a broad range. One wondered about taking the low bid.
Mayor Barratt noted that there were problems with those doing the work, performing.
Ed Jones noted at the Police and Courts there was a 75 year-old man cleaning the building.
Councilman Storrs noted like Councilman Blake, that maybe they needed to hire part-time help.
That was all the janitorial companies did and their personnel was changing all the time. Maybe
the City needed to hire someone to be over that to make sure it was done properly.
Doug Schneider noted that the person over the cleaning of the Fitness Center needed to be at the
Fitness Center. The building supervisor needed to be in charge. If there was one large
organization, they would not know that. He did not know who was in charge at the Fitness
Center. IfBrent Larson was the one hiring the janitors, and if the cleaning was not getting done,
then the supervisor needed to get after it.
Councilman Blake noted that with the budget they could hire two or three people and coordinate
with Ed Jones and do the cleaning.
Councilman Hunter stated that Ed Jones' job was to be over the mechanical equipment, not
janitorial.
Ed Jones stated that he worked right alongside his employees. He did not just send them off to
do a job.
Councilman Hunter expressed that another way look at it was that they had Bob's Janitorial
providing the product. The bids that went out included the product. He personally would like to
see it broken out as to what they felt their costs of supplies were and then let Bob Krommenhoek,
who was a local businessman and who was providing the product, give a price for the product.
Or, if they decided they wanted to do it in house, then the City would know what that wage
would be and have Bob Krommenhoek give a price on the product and the City would still save
money.
Councilman Belmont asked if any of the departments do this because they have an hour or
something. She was sure some did not have that time. She had worked with people who never
had down time. They saw something that needed to be done and they did it. They didn't sit in a
chair and pick up a newspaper. They realized what needed to be done. Can they do this?
Jay Christensen explained that he spent two hours a day on the fire/rescue building. There were
16 garbage cans to empty and the floors to vacuum. They have not had a janitor since they
moved into the building. It was just one ofthe things he did.
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Councilman Belmont commented that historically, even the old fire station, was always clean.
Some people just knew what clean was and they did it.
Councilman LeBaron added that they needed to look at training. He used the Fitness Center as
an example. They needed to have somebody professional trained in disinfecting. If the City
hired ten people part-time for six hours at night and paid $6 an hour that was about $7200 per
month plus supplies. Three could be assigned to the Fitness Center, one to public works, two to
the police and courts, one to administration, etc., making sure they were qualified, was one
option.
Rebecca Danklef reported that right now they had one employee for the whole at the Fitness
Center who was well trained, but it was really a job for five to six people. Someone in the
industry looked at the building and its needs and told her that he would charge $3000 to get it up
to where it needed to be for a first time cleaning. He guaranteed that he could take the tile and
whiten it to where it looked brand new. After that, it would cost about $1,000 per month with
three or four people working in the evening, along with one or two of the City's employees
working during the day. The Fitness Center saw 1,000 to 1500 people per day. It was something
that needed to be ongoing. People were wet and sweaty and it took more effort than any other
department in the City. The pool cleaners worked about 32 hours per week.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they got complaints from patrons.
Ms. Danklef responded that they did.
Mayor Barratt made the point that they were not getting very good janitorial service and they
have hired and hired and hired.
Rebecca Danklef offered that the reason was that the people that were actually trained were not
given enough money. They did not want to work for $7 or $8 an hour. What was happening was
that they were training some of the employees to be janitors because they could not afford to pay
someone $10, $12, $14, or $16 an hour. The bottom line was that they did not have the funds to
pay people what they were worth. Everyone in the Fitness Center was pitching in to help.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had heard problems, but he had not heard a solution other than
spend a lot more money. He thought that we worked in the building. Maybe they needed to hire
an individual that knew how to clean. There were employees in this City that had part-time jobs
cleaning other buildings.
Pam Hunsaker explained that they could not do their normal jobs and a job to clean City
buildings as they would go over their number of hours.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were enough man hours in the course of a week that there could be
a group of employees that could do cleaning. He asked ifthere was so much work to do that as a
group of employees there was not time to do any cleaning.
Rebecca Danklef stated that they were doing the job of many.
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Mayor Barratt acknowledged that was true in some departments but he was not sure it was the
case in all departments. It was not just janitorial. There were other aspects in the City that were
in the same boat as janitorial service. Was there a way the City employees could assume that
responsibility. He did not think it was right and did not feel good, because ofthe tightness of the
budget, that there could not be any increases. What can be done differently? Were they working
at peak performance?
Ray Garrett believed that the Cemetery could take care of their own. Police and courts had an
enormous building to take care of At public works he believed there was enough manpower to
do what the Mayor was asking to do. He believed it could be done.
Mayor Barratt asked if it was thought that the cemetery and public works could take care of their
own and clean it better than it was being cleaned now.
Jay Christensen explained that they would be hiring some part-time paramedics and that could be
some oftheir station duties along with the firemen. Some of the bigger items like cleaning of the
outside of the windows could be contracted out.
Councilman Belmont felt that the firemen and ambulance personnel have done a wonderful job.
Councilman Storrs noted that there was more traffic in some buildings than other.
Councilman Blake suggested that one thing might be to hire a part-time manager who was
experienced in cleaning to coordinate all of it and then he could work with those doing their own
buildings.
Doug Schneider added that there were also public outbuildings that needed to be cleaned like at
Art Dye and some of the newly constructed parks facilities. Someone would be taking on more
responsibility for that.
Councilman Belmont asked to know how many part-time employees were in the City.
Ed Jones commented that the Fitness Center had a lot of part-time employees but they were all
16-years old. There were some things that they could not do.
Councilman LeBaron thought that the employees could do the surface cleaning, vacuuming, and
taking out the garbage, but for the deep cleaning and for the standard that the public deserved,
additional training or professional people were needed.
Mayor Barratt explained that they have tried the professionals three times and everyone had not
performed.
Councilman Blake noted that there was quite a disparity in the bids.
Sheena Parker commented that it was not the head of the company that was the problem. It was
the crew. When a problem was brought to their attention, a supervisor came out and it was fine,
but when he was no longer there, it dropped down again. It happened when there was no
supervtston.
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Mayor Barratt concluded that it appeared to him that this was something they could do in house.
The City had ownership of the buildings. They knew what they wanted done and how it needed
to be done. If it was at all possible, he would like to see it done. The object of doing this was to
at least maintain the budget they had.
Cathy Jensen noted that the current was about $148,000.
Mayor Barratt noted that was about $12,000 per month.
Howard Denney asked if that included materials.
Mayor Barratt answered that it did not.
Doug Schneider asked what the bids included that was to be done.
Richard Colborn explained that it included whatever the department head put on the list.
Doug Schneider commented that most knew how to vacuum and superficial clean, but like what
Councilman LeBaron mentioned, most did not know how to professionally deep clean. We need
to train people to do the superficial things and have someone come in to deep clean.
Mayor Barratt felt that a group of City employees could come in every night for two hours to
deep clean the Fitness Center while at the fire/ambulance maybe they came just once a week.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were other areas where this philosophy could take place.
Police Chief Fox commented about the Police Department relationship with Cedar Hills. There
had been a situation of mutual benefit, but with the new commercial projects there were several
more calls for service and he believed that mutual benefit was slipping. The City may be better
off moving those officers to town. Twenty-two percent of the accidents were around the new
projects.
Councilman LeBaron suggested asking Woodbury for space for a substation in The Meadows.
Chief Fox reported that they had discussed having an office out there. They would need to man
it also. It could be the location for nuisance abatement activities as well.
J.H Hadfield stated that there was a manager's office included in Woodbury's plans.
ChiefFox added that they did not need very much space.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were other areas where they could have City employees, because of
the season, be able to be used in other departments.
J.H Hadfield thought that was happening.
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Doug Schneider noted that the Parks Department had offered to help on Saturdays at some of the
gyms. It was hard to get adults that wanted to work on the weekends for $7 or $8 an hour.
Councilman Belmont asked if Saturday was overtime for them.
Cal Houghton responded that it was part of their 40 hours.
Doug Schneider stated that the Parks Department personnel were dependable and appreciated.
The City was in five facilities and 11 gymnasiums to accommodate 150 teams for over 2,000
kids. The Recreation Department was down two full-time employees. The City was at the mercy
of the schools. It just happened that they called him on Wednesday to cancel out on Saturday
because of the benefit concert for the Marching Band.
Councilman Belmont asked how many employees the Recreation Department had.
Doug Schneider reported that the Recreation Office had two full-time employees now. Janet
Hicken was into her 26th hour. She worked through the night trying to get ready for tomorrow,
because they were about two weeks behind the regular starting time for the Jr. Jazz because they
were so short handed. He asked her why she worked all night. Her answer was because she
knew they couldn't do it. That was an example of some of the dedication shown by the
employees. There were 5 part-time employees.
Shelly Medina reported that the Fitness Center had 3 full-time employees and between 150 and
300 part-time.
Doug Schneider added that they had 60 part time officials and scorekeepers.
Tom Whitchurch noted that broadband was in the same situation as was talked about with the
janitorial. They were subbing out drops to the homes to providers that they could be doing
internally. It was an issue of additional people to cover that and bring on that long time liability
rather than continue to sub it out. He and Melanie Marsh had been trying to work out if it made
sense to bring somebody on long term for something that had the potential of not being long
term, or should they just spend more right now. At times, having control as to when that actual
work took place would allow them to get more done. They were in that same quandary. They
would like to be able to ease into it and bring a part time person on full time.
J.H. Hadfield comment that at times they all have that same problem. Several times they trim the
Chinese Elms at the complex, because if they didn't, they would take over. It was a matter of
pride and they all do a number of things because ofthat. He appreciated Doug Schneider's
comment, but when he punched out last Wednesday night, he had 39 hours accumulated in those
three days as sometimes days don't end at eight hours. Did he need more help? Yes. Was he
promised more help? Yes. There was a lot that needed to be done. Howard and J.H. worked
around the clock to put together a report that was due in October and they met that. The City
should have a Storm Water Manager and a staff to clean and maintain that system. They had
more on their plate and they took the things that were in their face, first. He felt that was the way
it was throughout public works.
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Shelly Medina agreed. They were in the same position at the Fitness Center. They took pride in
the facility and to the patrons, it didn't seem that it was good enough. There were problems and
they were asking for solutions.
Mayor Barratt shifted gears and talked about maintenance of equipment.
Rob Autrey talked about the age of the equipment. Some were archaic. Bruce Carter had been
trying to find a radiator for a 1992 Ford dump truck. It was not available through the Ford
dealership.
Howard Denney added that earlier, due to corrosion on the same vehicle, the whole accelerator
arm broke.
Mayor Barratt agreed that they needed to find ways to have enough of a savings to keep up on
the maintenance and have some type of a schedule for new equipment.
Ron Morrill explained that they had a 5-year maintenance tum-over program however it was
being done on a 10-year basis.
Ken Smith noted that some were 15 years.
Ron Morrill agreed and added that some were 20 years.
Howard Denney commented that during the winter time, that was what public works was trying
to do. They were doing maintenance so they had things ready for spring.
Cal Houghton explained that the Parks Department had two 580D mowers and a big Jacobsen
mower that will be ready for spring along with the smaller Walker mowers. Usually during the
summer time, ifthere was a break down they had them repaired commercially because of the
urgency. There was no way Bruce Carter could maintain all of the equipment.
Tom Whitchurch explained that the Broadband equipment needed to have a more aggressive
replacement program as technology changed about every 18 months. Whoever hires on as the
City's IT person would need to deal with old equipment for which parts cannot be obtained.
Doug Schneider asked how they went about getting new computers. Usually they just ran it until
it went out.
Tom Whitchurch reported that right now, Broadband had been handling IT issues. Usually you
can get five years or maybe seven years. After that it was more expensive for parts than to
replace the computer. It should be in everybody's budget. New computers were around $1200
with the software upgrades. The machines were around $400 or $500. It was the software that
took it up to $1200.
Councilman Blake noted that there were some new options. One was Open Office that was an
open source that was coming along.
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Tom Whitchurch added that when an IT person was hired they would make some of those
decisions. Right now they were devoting about 2Y2 Broadband employees at any one point to IT.
Mayor Barratt asked Cathy Jensen and Melanie Marsh if they had anything else with regard to
employee services.
Melanie Marsh stated that Administration was in the same boat as it was all over the City. Cathy
Jensen worked long hours.
Cathy Jensen stated that the budget was not going to look rosy over the next couple of years, but
things would begin to change.
Mayor Barratt explained that on the west side, the City was anticipating that the sales tax
revenue would start flowing back into the community in about three to five years.
Cathy Jensen explained that a lot of what was being generated out there was going to pay off the
infrastructure.
Mayor Barratt asked if working for American Fork City was a good job.
Most responded that it was.
Mayor Barratt asked how the City could be a better place to work besides better equipment and
more people. He agreed that there were times when personnel was needed.
Ray Garrett stated that he knew first hand how good this job was. He was very thankful. He was
in the trenches and he worked with good people and worked with some of the people for 25
years. As employees they needed to realize how good the job was and to come up with solutions
instead of complaining. He felt there were too many complainers.
Mayor Barratt agreed and asked how they could resolve that.
Ray Garrett felt that within their own departments they could take care of that. If that
department complained, then look at the department head. He was responsible for the attitude
that went on around him. If he can't control it, he did not deserve to be a department head.
Mayor Barratt asked the department heads if they were able to deal with complainers.
Police Chief Fox explained that as a government employee it was hard to correct those. He had
run up against that wall. Part was protection under federal law. The only thing he heard was pay
versus other Cities. Policies needed to be stream lined regarding progressive discipline.
Mayor Barratt noted that situations had taken place where they had to take action against
employees and they had taken it to the grievance board and the employee prevailed. It was his
opinion that they were in a better situation right now. He asked where they were at. It was the
department heads job to make sure they had a good, happy, productive employee.
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Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh stated that they had to have leadership in the City and that fell to
each department head. If not, they had nothing to stand on. They needed to be the leader and if
they did not want to be the leader, maybe there were other areas they could serve in. It could not
continue. They were in a period of change and they needed to move on.
Councilman Hunter suggested that employees needed to keep in mind that the City each year
absorbed 12% to 15% to 18% increase just in health insurance benefits that they did not pass on
to the employees. In 2005, health insurance equated to $8500 per employee for a family. In
every other employer, he was lucky to get the employer to pay the insurance on the employee.
That was a huge benefit. It will go up next year and the next year and would continue to go up.
He would be more than happy to meet with the employees and show them what that meant to
them.
Cathy Jensen commented that the benefit package was about one third of the wage and then
health insurance.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the intangible benefits of working for the City needed to be
explained. Not everyone was adept at working for the government. The employees worked in
wonderful conditions and worked for wonderful bosses. That was an intangible that people
needed to understand. The Council appreciated the employees. They were working for their
neighbors and for people that paid taxes. They had heard stories of people going the extra mile
and the citizens needed to know that. Personally, his family appreciated the employees and the
challenges they were under and the budget constraints.
Councilman Blake heard that the Department Heads were willing to take responsibility and
leadership and realize that all could improve in both attitude and training. The department heads
were the key.
Councilman Storrs expressed that what Ray Garrett and Councilman Hunter brought up was
good. He had employees come to him to complain that they had lost their cafeteria money. He
asked them if they understood that the State Retirement went up every year and that carne out of
the cafeteria plan. He did not know if they understood that.
Ray Garrett noted that they were not aware of that until they went to the benefit fair and it was
after the fact.
Pam Hunsaker explained that a lot of that was because of her health situation.
Mayor Barratt agreed that the employees should have been informed what was going to happen.
Pam Hunsaker added that it changed every year.
Mayor Barratt asked Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen to schedule a meeting with all of the fulltime employees, have Councilman Hunter and some of the companies there and answer their
questions.
Councilman Hunter asked that he be provided the other fringe benefits and he would put together
something that explained it.
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Shelly Medina stated that she has stayed with the City because of the benefits. In a department
where 99 percent of the employees were part-time who did not receive those benefits, how did
they keep up morale.
Mayor Barratt stated that was a problem that he hoped to resolve in 30 to 45 days. He knew
there were some solutions.
Doug Schneider asked if there was a way to empower the Employees Association more. It was
started a number of years ago and was intended to work to build morale whether the employee
was part-time or full-time.
Mayor Barratt asked how many employees were members.
Ray Garrett guessed that it was 90%.
Mayor Barratt explained that they would have lunch at 11 :30 a.m. and that would conclude the
meeting for the department heads. He addressed employee schedules noting that some worked
four-IO's and some five-8' s. He felt throughout the City that it should be consistent rather than
department by department deciding what they would do.
Police Chief Fox reported that they were on four-IO's seven years ago and he tried to change to
five-S's and it was one of the most uncomfortable times he had. The problem being partly
because public safety was somewhat geared to that. On paper, it seemed that five-S's worked out
better, but it was not worth the change.
Councilman Blake asked who was on four-lOs.

It was noted that all but Administration, Fitness Center, Police Administration, and Library.
Mayor Barratt asked why four -1 0' s and not fi ve-8 's.
Cal Houghton explained that it was advantageous for the Parks Department. During the
summer, once they had the mowers out to leave them out. During the winter time four-1 0' s was
more of a convenience. He acknowledged that during the winter there was a little more down
time and they came to work in the dark and went home in the dark.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he had a problem with four-1 0' s because they were really only
getting eight hours. That was not the case in all cases as it depended on the supervisor.
Pam Hunsaker related that one of the complaints she had heard regarding the four-IO's was in
relation to holiday schedules. When a person on four-1 0' s took a holiday, they worked 30 hours
when the others worked 3 2.
Councilman Storrs noted that they should only get 8 hours on the holiday and they would need to
take two hours vacation.
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lH. Hadfield explained that was how they did it. He further commented that in the Building and
Engineering Departments they had to support the customers. Throughout the course of the year a
majority of the civilian contractors worked daylight to dark and took Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday off It was not uncommon to have an inspection schedule for 6:30a.m. because they had
cement coming and you needed to be there. Ron Morrill has scheduled his building department
to where they can get inspections on Friday, but they stagger the work week and rotate through
four 10-hour shifts. In his case, J.H. Hadfield worked five-S's in the winter and four-IO's in the
summer. There were a number of bases to cover and they had to do what they had to do to
support the contractors and inspections.
Councilman Storrs noted that in the Water Department they worked four-IO's and they had two
more hours of coverage on those days that they would not have to pay overtime on.
Steve Parker expressed that would have happened about five or six times last year.
Melanie Marsh noted that they were without coverage though on Fridays when administration
was open.
Councilman Storrs noted that they could alternate schedules to have coverage.
Mayor Barratt stated that was the point that he was making.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he understood that most governments that had tried the four10's had gone back to five-S's. His recommendation was that they make it a uniform five-S's
and it was something that the consumer and citizens expected.
Councilman Storrs noted that the surrounding communities were still doing four-1 0' s.

lH. Hadfield reported that Lehi worked four-IO's and their City offices were also closed on
Friday.
Melanie Marsh noted that Pleasant Grove was on four-lO's but they still had coverage on Friday.
Mayor Barratt explained that there were some departments that worked four-10's and had
coverage five days a week and some were working four-lO's and did not have five days of
coverage.
Steve Parker and Ray Garrett felt that everyone was covered.
Ron Morrill noted that one advantage to his department in coming in early before they were open
to the public, it gave them an opportunity to do paperwork and plan reviews without getting
interrupted. When the office was open, he spent a majority of his time on the telephone or at the
counter.
Mayor Barratt asked if the way schedules currently were, if they felt comfortable enough to say
that it was right or it was not right and was there a problem with morale in departments because
of the different schedules.
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Ed Jones stated that as far as he knew at the complex, he did not know of any department that
had a problem with the way it was. His department worked a five-8's schedule.
Cal Houghton noted that all had someone on call.
Mayor Barratt asked that when they had an emergency, was there enough manpower. They were
having to pay overtime, when if they worked five-8's they would not have to pay overtime.
Ray Garrett stated that the Cemetery was doing five-S's but they have always offered their
services in case of an emergency.
After talking to Melanie Marsh, Steve Parker stated that they have been taking comp time on
Friday call outs.
Cal Houghton reported that they have also.
Councilman Belmont asked how much was paid out for overtime.
Cathy Jensen did not know offhand but she would look it up.
Mayor Barratt asked if taking comp time was working.
Councilman Hunter explained that they needed to know that if lunch was at noon, they were not
to be preparing to go to lunch at 11:30 a.m. The department head needed to make sure they were
getting the ten hours.
Councilman Storrs observed that situation existed whether they were working IO's or 8's.
Richard Colborn commented that he would love to go to four-9's and a half day on Friday.
Howard Denney asked if they could coordinate start times. City Hall was open until5:00 p.m.
Ray Garrett noted that his crew started each day at different times, 6:30 a.m., 7:00 a.m., and 8:00
a.m. so they were covered all day long.
Cal Houghton reported that the Parks Department met together every morning at 6:30a.m. so he
had all of his people start at the same time.
Cathy Jensen reported that $74,000 was spent on overtime for the whole City from July to
November.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had exhausted his list and asked if there was anything else.
Pam Hunsaker asked if it mattered that there were different schedules.
Mayor Barratt answered that he wanted to hear from the departments. He felt the City would
operate better if they were consistent or at least had coverage all the way through. He had a little
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concern as he said before ofhaving employees in one department on five-S's wanting to have
Friday off as well.
Councilman Blake noted there were some differences between departments.
Mayor Barratt noted that the Parks Department was better off in the summer working four-10' s.
Pam Hunsaker noted that it used to be differentiated between Daylight Savings Time and
Standard Time.
Mayor Barratt stated that after a while, in some departments, it just became a year-round thing.
Maybe that was okay, it just didn't feel right to him.
J.H. Hadfield commented that since the City got the Nextel network, it did not matter if he was at
work or in St. George, he was in contact. It has been a real plus for the City.
Mayor Barratt asked if there was anything else.
Steve Parker noted that some other cities had pulled out of FICA including Highland and Orem.
He asked if that would be a consideration here.
Mayor Barratt would look into it and get some answers.
Councilman Belmont thought that the state retirement was very good.
J.H. Hadfield went to look at his 401K and noted that the deposits for July, August, and
September were not there.
Steve Parker stated that they were paid through December.
Doug Schneider asked about RDA money.
Mayor Barratt explained that right now it looked like they would have around $5.7 million, but
that did not include bonding costs.
Councilman Belmont commented that they were losing ground.
Mayor Barratt explained that bond counsel has advised the RDA that they may need to notify the
other taxing entities, the State School Board, Alpine School District, and the County. They
needed to form a Taxing Entity Committee. If they had the approval from those groups, they
were probably looking in the $9 million range. They already had been somewhat alerted that the
State School Board was not going to go along and neither was the County. If they cannot get
their approval, they will drop back to the $5.7 million. Hopefully that will be determined by the
end of January. They still needed to hear from the cultural arts. There was a real need at the
Fitness Center and in the Recreation Department.
Melanie Marsh reported that the number one priority from the survey was Fitness Center and
Recreation.
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Mayor Barratt commented that the Council had received many emails from a number of
individuals that really wanted to put the money toward the expansion of the Fitness Center.
They also received emails about cultural arts.
Doug Schneider asked about building gymnasiums off site and if the City could work with the
School District They used to have a pool at the Jr. High School. It's use was discontinued and
the area was converted to a gymnasium. That floor was now bubbling and the floor was
unusable. There were two locker rooms already there. The School District was going to be
putting some money into it to replace the floor anyway. They could build two gymnasiums up
there and share the cost with the School District. He felt it could be a win-win if they would
work together. In a year and half Alpine and Highland would be pulling away from participation
in the City's recreation programs.
Mayor Barratt noted that was a point well taken and they would address it with the Alpine
School District. There were other things they were in discussion with the district on as well as
the Literacy Center.
Ed Jones stated that there was a lady in the City who had been the driving force for putting
together over 1 million humanitarian kits that had been distributed to people all over the world.
He proposed to change the name of the developmental center park to RoseAnn' s Garden for
RoseAnn Gunther.
Councilman Belmont thought that would be great. That was also suggested about ten years ago.
Cal Houghton added that they called it the Developmental Center Park as they did not have
anything else to call it.
Steve Parker asked if they were going to discuss secondary irrigation.
Mayor Barratt explained that if the City went to bond for the secondary irrigation and it failed,
the City would not be reimbursed for the $1 million it would cost to get to that point. They did
not have the ability to cover that in the budget. It needed to be a favorable vote and that would
take place through an education process. He was of the opinion that was a two to three year
process.
Councilman Blake asked why it would cost a million dollars to go to bond.
Howard Denney responded that to go to bond, they would need to design the whole system.
Councilman Blake asked what the other cities had done and if they put that much money into
engineering costs before they bonded.
Cathy Jensen commented that if the bond was successful it would be reimbursed.
J .H. Hadfield noted other Council's sold back CUP water to cover that
Steve Parker asked if they were planning on an election in November.
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Mayor Barratt answered that was a subject that still needed to be determined. He was not sure
that they would be prepared by this November. He felt it should go in November of2006 and in
the meantime, apply for the grants they needed.
Councilman Storrs asked why they did not require new development to put in the secondary
system.
Councilman Blake felt it was appropriate to require it.
Richard Colborn asked what happened if the bond did not pass.
Howard Denney stated that the requirement for that improvement could be made and have them
install a dry pipe.
Kevin Bennett noted that if the public voted for a secondary system, that would be okay.
Tom Whitchurch thought that if that happened, the City would have to reimburse them.
Howard Denney commented that the pipes could be tapped and they could also be used for
culinary water.
Mayor Barratt asked that those changes be made to the Ordinance.
Tom Whitchurch asked that the Broadband system be included in that as well.
Rebecca Danklef discussed the parks, arts, and recreation tax. In Tooele it was one cent on $10
and it was generating $300,000 annually. She asked if they could put that up for election.
Mayor Barratt reported that they had looked at that and were not in favor of putting them in the
same election.
Councilman Belmont commented that the County had refused to put that on the ballot.
Mayor Barratt explained that every Mayor in the County signed the petition asking the County to
put it on the ballot and they refused.
Mayor Barratt thanked the department heads for being in attendance and informing the Council.
He wished they had the funding to some things. He felt they were positioned to have the funding
in the future. He noted that everyone had wished they were Lehi and had the money from their
power utility, they were in the same boat as American Fork.
Broke for lunch at 11:35 a.m.
Mayor Barratt, City Councilmembers, Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Kevin
Bennett, and Richard Colborn brought their lunch back in and continued discussions at about
Noon.
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Mayor Barratt noted that he had met with Lehi and Costco representatives. During the course of
that discussion, the representatives from Costco were asked if the had dealt with multiple
jurisdictions in the past. Their answer was that they had, but they had never been in a situation
where the Cities couldn't work it out. Costco would bring clients wherever they went.
Councilman LeBaron asked what American Fork would need to do with regard to infrastructure
if Cost co were to go in.
Howard Denney stated that 900 West would need to be four-lane. Costco would be using sewer
and water service from Lehi.
Mayor Barratt stated that he would like to leave by 2:00 p.m. and he knew that Councilman
Hunter had to leave by then also. He asked that they discuss agenda items for the next Council
meeting.
Agenda Items for the January ll, 2005, City Council meeting
7:00p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to the Cottage Concept in inner block areas
Howard Denney excused Rod Despain noting that his wife had surgery yesterday. This morning
he had some problems and believed it was food poisoning.
Howard Denney continued that this was an alternate inner block solution where clustering would
be allowed.
Kevin Bennett stated that it would allow 5,000 to 6,000 square foot lots.
Howard Denney added that right now the City required a road to be in front of each lot. This
would allow homes to be clustered in areas. There was a map previously prepared that identified
those areas that would qualify and it was included in the back of the proposed Ordinance.
Councilman Belmont noted that there had been a lot of resistance to flag lots.
Howard Denney noted that the Inner Block Ordinance had allowed for flag lots. There was an
architectural section in the Ordinance.
Councilman Belmont wanted to talk about this. She would like to discuss it at the public hearing
but not vote on it the same evening. It was kind of a surprise to her.
Mayor Barratt did not know that anything was pushing this. If the Council wanted to delay
action until the last meeting in January, that would be okay.
Councilman Belmont stated that she was interested in it but was not ready to take action.
Councilman Blake agreed. He noted that the map was not complete at the back and asked for a
complete map. Richard Colborn would get that for the Council.
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7:10 p.m. -Receiving of public hearing regarding the site plan for a bank at #502 American Fork
Commercial Center Plat E at 797 West State Road
Howard Denney noted that this was for a Wells Fargo Bank, between Cafe Rio and Chili's.
7:15 p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding a site plan for a paint store and retail shops
on lot #2, American Fork Commercial Center PlatH at 643 West Pacific Drive
This was for a Sherwin Williams paint store.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plan for the Commerce
Center Office/Warehouse Condominiums at 568 South 370 East
This was on the Donna Dean property.
Mayor Barratt noted that one thing about the cottage concept was that American Fork had a lot
of neighborhoods where elderly individuals lived on the perimeter were one-acre lots. This
would give them hopefully an advantage to develop their property.
Action items
!-Presentation and acceptance of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2004
There was no discussion on this item.
2-Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code relating to the Cottage
Concept in inner block areas
Mayor Barratt stated that it looked like this was an item that would be delayed until the next
meeting.
3-Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Commerce Center Office/Warehouse
Condominiums at 568 South 370 East
There was no discussion on this item.
4-Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request consisting of .143 acres
at 35 South 200 West from the existing R4-7500 multiple family zone to the CC-2. Central
Commercial 2 zone
Councilman Storrs did not know if there was a solution. He felt that the best resolution was what
Councilman Blake had come up with.
Councilman Blake noted that the limiting factor was the sewer and moving it fifteen feet to the
north would be compliant to what was there and the parking would be in the R-4 zone.
Kevin Bennett stated that you could not park commercially in a residential zone.
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Councilman Storrs noted that was with a change in zone.
The Council discussed a legal factor with the zone map showing it as commercial.
Mayor Barratt stated that real estate attorney had told him that the City had the responsibility to
make it whole. This was sold as commercial property.
Councilman LeBaron felt that with it shown as it was, surrounded by another zone, a light bulb
should have gone off that it was wrong.
Councilman Storrs asked if they approved the zone change, could they attach solutions.
Councilman Hunter noted that they would still have to go through planning.
Richard Colborn noted that initially you could say what had to be done, but as soon as it was
through, any development would only have to meet the requirements of that zone.
Councilman Hunter felt the City needed to be careful with this issue.
Kevin Bennett stated that the City represented that the property was commercial.
There was a discussion on the zone map.
Richard Colborn noted that the map was corrected shortly after the meeting where this was
discussed.
Councilman Blake asked if they could put some other parameters around it.
Kevin Bennett noted that they could, but there was nothing that would stop a change to that.
Richard Colborn noted that on Village Green they wanted a zone change and the City agreed,
based on the providing of an acceptable site plan. The zone change was held until an acceptable
site plan was provided and then they passed both concurrently.
Councilman Belmont noted that her problem with it was the impact on 200 West Street and the
houses on that street.
Councilman Blake suggested that the site plan be approved at the same time as the zone change.
Richard Colborn noted that if it met the Ordinance, it could be approved.
Kevin Bennett stated that once they had the zone change, anything could be built as long as it
met the requirements of the new zone.
Mayor Barratt presented a zone map from the City offices that still showed the area as being CC2. He asked how come that was still being sold and that something needed to be done
procedurally to make sure the right map was being sold and that it did not happen again.
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Councilman Belmont noted that 200 West area was in the Historic District and there were some
rules to infill housing.
Sa- Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a bank on Lot #502 American
Fork Commercial Center PlatE at 797 West State Road
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject ofthe 7:10p.m. public.
Sb - Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a paint store & retail shops on
Lot #2 American Fork Commercial Center PlatH at 643 West Pacific Drive
Mayor Barratt explained this was a subject of an earlier public hearing.
Sc - Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision consisting of 3 lots at 626 North
100 East
Kevin Bennett noted that it was just west of the Star Flour Mill.
Sd- Review and action on the final plat of Penrod Place Subdivision consisting of two duplex
lots at 210 South 100 West
Mayor Barratt stated that this was a Patterson development.
Councilman Belmont stated that this was the old Christensen home.
6-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the L.W. Hansen
Annexation consisting of7.30 acres at 405 East 620 South
Richard Colborn explained that the City had looked at this property before, but this request
included some additional acreage owned by Mr. Kitchen.
7-Review and action on awarding of janitorial bids
Mayor Barratt believed that they needed to maybe rethink that. His recommendation was to have
some discussion as to how the Council wanted to proceed with that. After discussions with the
department heads, he was of the opinion that a large amount could be done in house.
Councilman Belmont commented that there seemed to be a willingness on the part of the
department heads.
Melanie Marsh stated that no one was currently managing janitorial services.
Councilman Blake expressed that they needed to hire some experienced people and they could
help train the others.
Mayor Barratt felt that those that worked there would be the best to manage it.
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8-Review and action on a Meter Reading Technology Service Agreement with Badger Meter,
Inc.
Howard Denney noted that this was regarding the new meter reading technology.
Richard Colborn noted that Steve Parker had provided a copy of the amount of the agreement
that had been omitted from the copy of the agreement that was in the packets. It would be in
everyone's box.
9-Discussion and action on the repeal of Chapter 5.24 ofthe American Fork City Code
(Solicitors) and amendment of Chapter 5.04 of the American Fork City Code to exempt
Solicitors from the provisions thereof
Kevin Bennett distributed the Ordinance. This was being brought about because of the Kirby
Vacuum suit. It would leave us without anything.
Councilman Blake asked how long before they would have a new Ordinance.
Mr. Bennett did not know. The problem was that there was no good standard one. Dave Church
with the League of Cities and Towns was working on something.

Councilman Blake noted that citizens did still have the FCC rules and were able to back out of
purchase within three days.
REVIEW OF SERVICES BY STAFF TO MEMBERS OF THE CITY COUNCIL (12:30 p.m.)
Representatives from Lehi City, Mayor Greenwood & City Administrator Ed Collins, arrived to
discuss the area of the Ault driving range and a potential commercial development. Mayor
Barratt explained that Lehi Mayor Greenwood along with Rod Despain and Howard Denney had
met in previous meetings on this subject. Lehi had reached the point with the developers where a
decision had to be made. It was a big thing to Lehi City and it should be, they wanted to answer
questions and hear from them. Introductions were made.
A map was shown showing the area of the current boundary agreement.
Councilman Belmont asked why it would not work with current boundary and the use of a cross
easement agreement.
Mayor Greenwood responded that when they met before it was discussed in detail. Mainly the
concerns were that American Fork City wanted to control how it looked on 6800 West.
Yesterday in meeting with Mayor Barratt, it was asked what happened if they came to an
agreement and Costco went somewhere else and therefore it would not be the caliber nor the
impact. As far as a cross-easement the Costco people did not want to see that. It was not
acceptable to them and did not fit within their parameters. Mayor Greenwood wanted it to be
acceptable to American Fork, however if it was not in control ofLehi, it would not happen.
They would enter into an agreement conditioned upon Costo going through.
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Mayor Greenwood continued that the spirit of the agreement was that those on the boundary line
would go to American Fork or to Lehi. It put the property owner's on a knife's edge. He
understood the concerns and he felt they had tried to address the concerns of American Fork and
meet the concerns ofCostco and Lehi. He felt it would benefit American Fork and Lehi. On the
other end ofLehi, Cabella's was coming and it would be a good thing and bring benefits for the
county and the state. It took a lot of effort and expense to get these things in. Costco would be a
real help to Lehi to help to fund some of the other things. He asked for American Fork's help
and cooperation. He expressed that they were against the wall. A person from Costco had met
with them and informed them that it needed to move along.
Mayor Greenwood added that this was important to Lehi and it was important to American Fork
and asked that they work this out.
Lehi City Administrator Ed Collins felt that Costco had a lot of benefits for the communities.
Costco wanted to be across the street from The Meadows where that traffic was and the home
improvement store for the same reasons. The benefits to American Fork was that the more
people that came to that area, the better. The Meadows was beautiful and they felt they could
add to that along with consumer traffic. He introduced Don Beckam who was representing the
developer and Chad Morris who was the realtor. He asked ifthere were any questions.
Mayor Barratt noted that American Fork City had put in improvements in on 900 West and Lehi
City understood and knew that and were willing to help on those and financially pay their way.
Councilman Storrs asked how much the City was into the improvements.
Howard Denney did not have the figures, but the improvements included the railroad crossing,
the road, and the signalization. He guessed about a half million dollars.
Councilman Blake asked ifLehi would be willing to pay half the cost.
Ed Collins stated that they expected to participate in an appropriate way and half sounded
appropriate.
Councilman Belmont suggested moving the boundary line to the west. She asked what was
going to happen to the McKinney and Brenchly properties. They were not happy.
Councilman Blake reported that he spoke with the Brenchly's and they had been looking at this
for a number of months. They seemed resigned that this was going to be commerciaL
Mayor Barratt stated that the Brenchly' s had met with Lehi.
Councilman Belmont noted that they had gone out to a rural position and built a beautiful home.
It was now not going to work for them.
Councilman Storrs asked how Lehi was going to get a new crossing.
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Ed Collins stated that they were spending a lot of money on a crossing on the west that has
created a little good will. This crossing in the center would not be a full intersection but a right
in, right out situation.
Councilman Blake asked ifthere were plans for some sort of access from the north to keep the
trucks out of the front.
Ed Collins noted that the site plan had not yet been to their Planning Commission, but felt the
same way.
Don Beckam explained that the property where Les Schwab was going was tied up in litigation.
Ed Collins stated that this was an exciting project. They wanted to give the right-of-way needed
and give American Fork control to have the landscaping the way they wanted it. Time was of
the essence. They could not wait much longer or it would slip away.
Councilman Hunter thought it would be good for both communities and bring more energy there.
Councilman Belmont commented that if they got much more energy there, you would not be able
to go anywhere.
Councilman Blake understood the time frame to mean this month.
Councilman Belmont asked if the legislature had passed a bill that City boundaries must be
compatible. Commercial could not be brought in against housing.
No one knew.
Ed Collins stated that with an annexation agreement and they could stop it from happening if it
was not what was represented.
Councilman LeBaron noted that 900 West would be four lanes. The City would need additional
right-of-way.
Mayor Barratt stated that was being offered.
Mayor Greenwood explained that Lehi had received funding to finish Lehi's 1200 East from SR
89 to SR 92. It was money that was pulled offyears ago. Now they were ready. There would
be a way to go north from the project. It would be a two-lane road with a tum lane and shoulder.
Ed Collins noted that it would handle 30,000 cars per day.
Mayor Greenwood asked to poll the Council.
Mayor Barratt thought that the Council was favorable to do something, there was the cost of
infrastructure that had been put in, and an agreement that if Costco did not come that the
agreement would revert back. He asked if there was anyone on the Council that adamantly
opposed working this out.
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Councilman Belmont felt that American Fork went the extra mile to make Woodbury make it
look like it did.
There were multiple discussions on the merits of the railroad, legal question on the Les Schwab
project, and the cost of improvements, going on at the same time.
Mayor Barratt thanked the representatives from Lehi for corning.
Councilman Blake felt that this paralleled the development proposed for 200 West in that if it
didn't go that way it would revert back
Mayor Barratt did not want this thing to fall apart and then have multiple housing there. They
have agreed that it would revert back Costco did not have a problem of that. It was reported
that if the cities worked it out, Costco would proceed immediately. It was Costco and Lowes
that would be going in. Mayor Barratt noted that all cities would share somewhat in the sales
tax, just as other cities shared in the sales tax from American Fork businesses. Mayor Barratt
asked about work sessions next week
Mayor Barratt, Councilman Hunter, and Councilman Blake would be gone for the next regular
work session on January 20, 2005. It was decided that the next one would be on Thursday,
January 13, 2005 at 4:00p.m.
Mayor Barratt discussed building permits in sister cities. One way to generate revenue was to
generate development. Over the last 365 days in American Fork there had been 287 units sold.
Lehi had 643, Pleasant Grove 309, Cedar Hills 159. Homes that were on the market valued at
more than $250,000, American Fork had 15, Lehi 78, Pleasant Grove 34, and Cedar Hills 53.
Homes on the market valued at $500,000 or more, American Fork 1, Lehi 5, Pleasant Grove 5,
and Cedar Hills 1. Sold there were American Fork 2, one was the Schurernan, Lehi 4, Pleasant
Grove 4, and Cedar Hills was 4.
Mayor Barratt reported that in talking to the Mayor ofLehi yesterday, Mayor Greenwood told
him that ifLehi did not have construction in Lehi, they would be in dire straights. They had to
put in millions of dollars over the past seven years into their power facilities.
Mayor Barratt felt the City needed to be a little more friendly toward development That was
one way to generate some revenue. He acknowledged that housetops eventually became a drain
on the City, but the initial shot could bring in a lot of dollars to the community. Lehi did about
1000 building permits last year. They were the second fastest growing city in the state.
Mayor Barratt expressed that American Fork had some budget concerns.
Cathy Jensen stated that it would be a tight year. Starting this month of January they would be
paying out of the general fund for the improvements on the west She explained a concern at the
Fitness Center in that they were running a deficit of$106,000 as ofthe end ofNovernber. She
had met with Rebecca Danklef and Shelly Medina who reported that there was no way to cut
back
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Ms. Jensen suggested that Temporary Wages was a place where they could cut back. That was
where lifeguards were paid from. It came out that the swim team required a great deal of
lifeguards. They met with DaNane Adamson and asked for a schedule for the swim team and the
swim team was pretty much there all day long. They pulled some figures together. Employee
wages for just the coaches was about $77,000. Required swim guards were about $33,000.
Currently the swim team had given back $17,615.
Richard Colborn thought that most of those families also had a family pass.
Cathy Jensen noted that they were weighing that but they were losing patrons on the other end
because they did not want to compete with the swim team. They have had complaints also
because patrons could not get into the weight room as the swim team was using it.
Councilman Blake asked if the swim team was part of the high school or a separate entity.
Cathy Jensen stated that it was City supported. They had a line item in the budget, however they
were finding that they had fund raisers at swim meets while the City was covering the expense.
The City was only getting a splash fee from each swimmer of about $2. The swim team booster
club was getting the fundraising efforts.
Councilman Blake asked if the City was increasing the fees to the swim team.
Cathy Jensen noted that was what they were here to discuss and to come up with a solution.
They were working to get the figures. The fees when they were paid went to the HAST Swim
Club. When she asked to see the records, Ms. Jensen was told that they were not available. The
City wanted to verify that the revenue they were getting was what it should be.
Councilman LeBaron stated that she needed additional time to get the records together.
Cathy Jensen suggested it was her view that they either needed to change the time the swim team
operated to early morning or late evening or maybe let them pay for the swim coaches. She was
not sure.
Councilman LeBaron asked why the City paid benefits to part time swim coaches.
Cathy Jensen noted that there was about 10% added and included FICA. She continued that they
had done some calling around to see if other cities were supporting swim teams. They could not
find another city in Utah County that supported a swim team. They were all privately owned and
operated and they rent to use the facilities. She asked what the Council wanted to do. She felt
that they needed to act soon. The deficit at the Fitness Center was $106,000 now and that was
only through November.
Councilman Hunter thought that it ought to be a self-sufficient organization.
Councilman Storrs was shocked at the number of part-time employees.
Mayor Barratt added that some were only working a few hours.
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Councilman LeBaron expressed that swimming was an essential function. He had talked to
Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen and DaNene Adamson. He was aware of the situation. He did
not think they should "throw the baby out with the bathwater." They have asked the coaches and
the booster club to get together to address the problem. Factually he did not think the times were
a problem. He felt the new Recreation Director needed to address it. It was unfair to address it
as it was suggested. There were a handful of senior swimmers that wanted an entire lane by
themselves to do lap swimming. That was unreasonable. The standard was five adults per lane.
There needed to be some reasonableness and some fact finding with the organization.
Councilman Blake noted that they needed to let people know that there was a charge and to make
some adjustment.
Councilman LeBaron explained that they were right in the middle of swim team.
Richard Colborn asked who got the estimated $220 the team members paid a quarter.
Cathy Jensen stated that the City received the registration fee. The amount the City received was
supposed to be all the registration fee.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was a lot of money.
Richard Colborn stated that the kids paid the money.
Melanie Marsh stated that they were trying to work with them. They needed to see if there was a
way to generate more money. She was told by the director that the Team was maxed out.
Councilman LeBaron stated that there were other areas. They could sell merchandise.
Cathy Jensen noted that the markup on merchandise was so small it was not much.
Richard Colborn noted that a reconciliation was needed.
Cathy Jensen stated in the summary they said they made $250,000 in fund raising, but that it cost
them that much as welL
Councilman Blake asked if funds were spent on transportation to swim meets.
Richard Colborn answered they that did not take a bus. Each individual kid made his own way.
Cathy Jensen commented that other communities have come to the conclusion that it was not
feasible to have a team.
Richard Colborn asked that when they were checking with other teams if they checked with the
Kearns Youth Aquatics Team.
Cathy Jensen reported that they had the ZAP tax and that helped to support them. Utah County
did not have that.
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Councilman Belmont felt that they needed an accounting.
Councilman Storrs thought that if they had $250,000 that they brought in, they could afford their
own coaches.
Richard Colborn stated that they needed to have a reconciliation and if they can show that, then
fine.
Councilman Hunter expressed that the City needed the information.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had been contacted and was told that that was their money and they
did not have to show that. He asked that they show it as they were using a public facility. They
needed to have a reconciliation and then they would discuss it.
Councilman Blake asked why they couldn't provide their own coaches and lifeguards.
Cathy Jensen reported that when Carl Wanlass was here, they did look at forming a 501C3 and
then looked at what it would cost them. They decided it was not good for them.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the City knew how much they were subsidizing HAST.
Cathy Jensen stated that it was $77,000 in coaches and then there was an additional amount.
Richard Colborn asked how many kids were participating. It was not readily known.
Cathy Jensen noted that the swim team coaches were identified in the temporary wages. She
added that there had to be two lifeguards on deck at all times. If they got more patrons, they
needed more lifeguards and the City had to pay those wages. Last year they pulled the W-2's
and for swim team coaches it was over $77,000.
Councilman LeBaron felt they should be self-sufficient with their coaches or have volunteers.
They needed to see the reconciliation.
Cathy Jensen talked about the Literacy Center. Right now they were at 103% of part-time wages
and they were only through five months.
Councilman Blake asked if this was something that was being discussed with the School District.
Mayor Barratt stated that they had not had a report back from the District.
Councilman Storrs expressed that if there was no budget left, they should be cut off.
Cathy Jensen reported that the school district was asking the City why they had a Literacy Center
when they provide the service. Did the City want to cut back?
Richard Colborn commented that they had a lot of kids there. It was a tough question.
Mayor Barratt stated that they did not know what the school was offering.
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Richard Colborn asked what the kids in Lehi or Pleasant Grove or Highland did and if they came
to American Fork.
Melanie Marsh noted that Lehi had one.
Mayor Barratt commented that the District did not know why the City did it. They had a literacy
program at Forbes and Greenwood.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had not seen that at the schools. One goes there 15 minutes
after school was out and the doors were locked.
Melanie Marsh thought that it was part oftheir curriculum during school hours.
Councilman Belmont mentioned that if they offered it, and the City was in a financial problem
with ours, they needed to reconcile with the School District.
Councilman Storrs asked why they had spent a whole year's worth oftemporary wages already.
Melanie Marsh explained that their budget had been cut down. When she came on she
understood they had one individual when in fact they were paying three individuals.
Councilman Blake stated that the Literacy Center needed to be made aware that the budget was
spent and they could not spend what was not there.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were aware of that, but asked what could they do.
Kevin Bennett asked about their Fun Run Fundraiser and where those funds went.
Councilman Blake suggested that the Literacy Center suggest how they can make it work.
Mayor Barratt stated that they don't have an answer. He noted that there were some private
individuals that supported the Literacy Center. Like the swim team, there was a lot of money
that came into this program that the City never saw. It was his impression that the school district
was suggesting that they look at the two programs so that the City's program complimented their
program and that it be done on a limited basis.
Kevin Bennett raised questions concerning whether they were really under the umbrella of the
City.
Cathy Jensen noted that the Broadband was still running in a deficit.
Mayor Barratt stated that they originally started with a $6 million bond and after this budget year
they would be down to less than $2 million. He was not in support oftaking it all the way down
and then have it not work. The City needed to take a real hard stand and make some type of a
decision.
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Richard Colborn commented that at the last retreat it was represented and in previous meetings
before that they would bring in close to $520,000 a month. That was a great thing. He asked
what had to be done in order for that to take place and what was the time frame.
Councilman Blake added that there were very few things that were needed to start that.
Richard Colborn stated that was the big money. For the lease of the dark fiber, that was a lot of
money.
Mayor Barratt noted that the problem was that they have heard that for so long that they were
going to spend another million dollars on the hope something was going to happen.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Finance Committee was going to get a request for about
$130,000 for redundancy.
Melanie Marsh explained that Tom Whitchurch was saying that it was going to take another
million dollars to get it to Salt Lake.
Councilman Blake expressed that was the same message they said a couple of months ago. The
funds that Richard Colborn was talking about was after connecting to Salt Lake. They ought to
understand what the numbers were and what the time frame was for doing it and if they had a
contract in place that they really would bring in the revenue. The City ought to get signed
contracts up front.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to see the performance that was going to take place.
Mayor Barratt reported that he got calls constantly about property for the expansion ofLyons
Park. The real estate agent was of the opinion that this Council was in favor buying the property.
He was speaking ofthe Coleman property. The one acre piece of land was for sale for $200,000.
He has told them that the City did not have an interest. Now they were saying if the City gave
them $100,000 they would go out and seek the other $100,000 privately. Councilmembers
Blake, Hunter, Belmont, LeBaron, and Storrs were not in favor at this time.
Mayor Barratt noted that they were going to need 65 feet for 900 West. He thanked everyone for
their time.
ADJOURNMENT
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMEUCANFORKCITYCOUNCa
JANUARY 7, 2005

NOTICE OF RETREAT
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Retreat to be held on
Friday, Juuary 7, %005, at the Firei.Racae Statioa, 96 North Ceater Street, commencing at
8:08 La The Agenda shall be as follows:

RETREAT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion of the Audit Report for fiscal year ending June 30, 2004. (8:00 a.m. to 9:00
a.m.)
Discussion ofEmployee Services. (9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.)
Lunch. (II :30 a.m to 12:30 p.m.)
Review of services by Staff to members of the City Council. (12:30 p.m.)
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of January, 2005.

tn.&L

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 11, 2005
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
AN AMENDMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO THE COTTAGE
CONCEPT IN INNER BLOCK AREAS
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 11, 2005, in the
City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those
present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Tom Hunter,
Keith Blake*, Shirl LeBaron*, and Rick Storrs*. Others present included Melanie
Marsh**, Cathy Jensen**, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry
Fox, Mike Young, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christensen, Angie Anderson, Jacob
McClellan, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Jacobs, Dan Kohler, Geri Pratt, Judy Price, Dan
Richards, Steve Sowby, Mr. & Mrs. Todd Smith, Carl Wanlass, John Woffinden,
three citizens, and scouts from Troop 842.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding an amendment to the Development Code relating to the Cottage Concept
in Inner Block areas. He indicated the City Council has asked that this item be
deferred until the next meeting so they can digest what they have heard at this
public hearing. Mayor Barratt asked for comments.
Mr. Despain stated this represents an alternate form to the Inner Block
Development. The basic concept is that this will be allowed in established parts of
the community, so if an applicant proposes single family residents with small lots,
it can be done. Mr. Despain indicated that some people are expressing their
concern that there are too many twin homes and duplexes in these areas and that
they would rather see single family dwellings rather than twin homes. This type of
development would also be limited to the established blocks of the original city
survey.
*Council members Keith Blake, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs arrived at 7:05 p.m.
Council member Belmont asked if this would allow flag lots. Mr. Despain stated
that as part of an inner block development project, it would be allowed. Council
member Belmont stated that there have only been a few houses that are flag lots
allowed within the city and they have turned out very nice.
Council member Belmont asked if this still allows the City to be choosy and if they
have to conform with the surrounding block. Mr. Despain stated the only style of
use would be single family. Council member Belmont asked if this would allow a
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four story building that was only twenty feet wide. Mr. Despain answered that
there would be limitations to height and that he would be happy to discuss this with
Council member Belmont in greater detail.
Bill Jacob asked if this would have to be a developer who would have to purchase
all the property of the inner block in order to have a flag lot. Mr. Despain stated
yes and further explained that if a developer came to the city with an odd shaped
piece of property accessible only through a flag lot, the city may approve access to
that lot.
Mr. Jacobs stated there have been flag lots in the past, according to Council
member Belmont. Council member Belmont pointed out an example is the Garlick
property on 400 North. Mr. Despain stated that is an illegal use, but an example of
the legal flag lot is on 150 West by the American Fork Junior High School. Council
member Belmont asked about the house on 300 North west of the 100 East light;
the lane to the home is against the river and goes South. Mr. Despain was not
aware of which house she is talking about. Council member Belmont felt that home
turned out well.
Mr. Despain stated that the dilemma with stand alone flag lots is that the City
would probably double the population in the central part of the city.
Steve Sowby had some prepared comments and asked that the City Council look at
them before adopted. He highlighted some concerns. He supports the concept, as
the existing ordinance is "no good." This ordinance is better, but he does have
some suggestions which may improve it. One restriction only allows single family
dwellings, even if the zone allows for multiple family dwellings; he feels they need
to carefully look at that to see if it is legal or desired.
**Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen arrived at 7:10p.m.
Mr. Sowby also stated that other possibilities that need to be considered are
private street options, two-story dwelling options, and to better define the flag lot.
The fifth is that they need to be very specific that it does not require the 100-foot
depth requirement on the lot. Mr. Sowby stated the ordinance's intent is to make
the lots smaller, not only by width but he would hope by depth as well. Mr. Sowby
asked they consider allowing upgraded materials, such as brick or stone, instead of
siding or stucco if the surrounding area is inferior. Mr. Sowby restated he does
support the new ordinance as it is much nicer than what the city currently has.
Mayor Barratt stated this will not be acted on tonight but will be on the next
agenda for action so the City Council members can look closely at this item.
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Mr. Despain stated there are answers to all those issues brought up but that they
may need to make this the matter of a work session. It was noted there will not be
a Work Session on January 20, 2005, as a number of Council members will not be
here.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:15p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
THE SITE PLAN FOR A BANK ON LOT #502 AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL
CENTER PLAT "E" AT 797 WEST STATE ROAD.
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 11, 2005, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:16p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick
Storrs. Those present at the previous public hearing were present for this public
hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the site plan for a bank on Lot #502 American Fork Commercial Center
Plat E at 797 West State Road. He asked for comments.
There were no comments. The public hearing concluded at 7:17 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:15P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
THE SITE PLAN FOR A PAINT STORE & RETAIL SHOPS ON LOT #2 AMERICAN
FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER PLAT H AT 643 WEST P ACIF DRIVE.
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 11, 2005, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:15p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick
Storrs. Those present at the previous public hearings were present for this
hearing, as well as Kevin Bennett* and one additional citizen.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the site plan for a paint store and retail shops on Lot #2 American Fork
Commercial Center Plat H at 643 West Pacific Drive. He asked for comments.
*Kevin Bennett arrived at 7:17p.m.
There being no comments, the hearing concluded at 7:25 p.m.
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PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE COMMERCE CENTER OFFICE WAREHOUSE
CONDOMINIUMS AT 568 SOUTH 370 EAST.
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 11, 2005, in the
City Hall, commencing at 7:25p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick
Storrs. Those present at the previous public hearing was also present for this
public hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the preliminary plan for the Commerce Center Office Warehouse
Condominiums at 568 South 370 East. He indicated this was also the subject of
action item #3. Mayor Barratt asked for comments.
Krystal Smith commented her home was right behind the home where the
commercial building is and she wanted to know about the lighting plan such as
where the lights would be and how tall the poles would be. Mr. Richards stated it
was downward lighting and directed only to the parking lot; there is approximately
a 25-foot buffer but all the lighting is directed to the parking lot.
Council member Belmont asked about the height of the light posts. Mr. Richards
stated there are some posts in the parking lot areas which would be approximately
18 feet tall.
Council member Belmont stated she, as well as Mrs. Smith, is concerned with the
buffer. Mr. Richards stated there will be a 6-foot cinderblock or simulated wall
and it will be on his property.
Council member Belmont asked if there are ever light poles that are not 18 feet
tall; she is trying to visualize what it would be for the Smiths. Mr. Richards stated
there are lights on building but they are approximately 16 to 18 feet as well.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:29p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on January 11, 2005, in
the City Hall, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick
Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker,
Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Terry Fox, Mike Young, Sheena
Parker, Barbara Christensen, Angie Anderson, Jacob McClellan, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
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Jacobs, Dan Kohler, Geri Pratt, Judy Price, Dan Richards, Steve Sowby, Mr. & Mrs.
Smith, Carl Wanlass, John Woffinden, four citizens, and scouts from Troop 842.
The Scouts led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman LeBaron
offered a prayer.
Mayor Barratt had the scouts from Troop 842, led by Steve Goodwin, introduce
themselves; they were Cameron, Matthew Johnson, Daniel Brown, and Tyler
Huntsman. Joshua Goodwin, a Weeblos scout, was also present.
TWENTY MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES
PER PERSON
Dan Scoresby stated he is a parent of a HAST swimmer. A rumor was started that
the swim team may have to go away because the City Council said they aren't
getting any funds. He does not know what is true but he was there to let them
know there is a group of parents that are supportive of the team and would be
happy to come to some type of amicable conclusion. Mr. Scoresby stated his
daughter is 9 years old and is on the swim team. He stated she wakes up at 5:45
a.m. on her own and gets herself ready and is dropped off at 6:20 in the morning
and is there until 8:00 a.m. After she is finished, she calls him up every day telling
him what they did that day. It is wonderful to see the parents and grandparents
support these kids. Mr. Scoresby stated there are a lot of people that support the
program.
John Woffinden indicated he checked in the 560 West crossing as requested. He
has contacted UTA, UDOT and Horrocks Engineers. Horrocks Engineers have all
the drawings prepared, just waiting for the go-ahead from the City. Mr. Woffinden
indicated that UTA and UDOT have said they have not heard from the City telling
them which two crossings the City will be closing; they would prefer to see the
crossings at Church Street and Merchant Street closed. The second choice of
UTA and UDOT would be to close the "wig-wag" on Pacific Drive where it is on
both sides of the tracks. Mr. Woffinden feels it is vital that the American Fork City
Council tell them which crossings want to close. He indicated UTA and UDOT are
waiting for a signed letter from the Mayor and Council telling them which crossings
they would close; he suggested the Barratt Avenue crossing be closed. He
indicated he would be willing to hand deliver that letter to UTA and UDOT. Mr.
Woffinden stated Mayor Barratt had indicated to him letters had been sent, but
UTA and UDOT do not have them.
Councilman Storrs thought that the 100 West crossing was to be closed.
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Councilman Blake stated the City Council has not approved it. He stated the cost
is very expensive and that is why they have not proceeded, although studies have
been done and drawings prepared.
Councilman Storrs thought they had agreed that Elm Street would also be closed.
Mr. Woffinden stated that Elm Street had been decided upon, but those two
agencies do not have the letter indicating which crossings would be closed; they
needed to make a decision.
Councilman Storrs thought the City was waiting to hear from them. Mr. Denney
stated that Mike Seally was going to organize a meeting with everyone; he has not
seen that meeting come about. Mr. Denney stated it sounds like to him they are
willing to but off Barratt Avenue, so they wouldn't have to remove the "wig wag."
Mr. Woffinden stated the last those organizations had heard from the City was a
year and a half ago. Mr. Denney stated they had proposed that to them, but they
would not live with that plan.
Mr. Woffinden stated he had dealt with Mr. Sealy with UDOT and Mr. Harris with
UTA. They had told him they are waiting to hear from the City Council.
Steve Sowby read a statement he prepared concerning Annexations. He
commented that in the last seven years, several requests for plats of annexation
have been presented to the City on parcels south of the freeway. Hearings have
been held. Advertising has been complete. Development Plans have been
presented and the Planning Commission has addressed many of the plans. But
none of these annexation have ever been acted on by the City Council. The main
annexation plat was titled Harbor Annexation; it was signed in 1998 but no action
has been taken by the City Council to complete this. Other requests and plats have
been presented but no action has been taken by the Council. Mr. Sowby stated
that he, along with twenty other interested parties, is asking that the City Council
taken action. No action on these annexation requests is no longer acceptable. Mr.
Sowby stated that if it took a General Plan amendment or the Land Use Element
adoption or a new Zoning Code, please get it done. He commented that seven
years was long enough to wait. Mr. Sowby handed the statement to Terilyn
Lurker, who passed it to Mayor Barratt.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Fitness Fair at the Fitness Center took place
on Saturday, January gth. He commented that wonderful things took place. He
encouraged the citizens to take advantage of what the Fitness Center has to offer.
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Councilman Hunter indicated he met with the Library Board. He indicated the new
Chairman is Gary Scoville; his term is for two years. There are two board
members leaving, Richard Rowley and Carma Swain, and asked that they receive
certificates.
Councilman Hunter stated that on January 27, 2005, the Chamber of Commerce is
having the installation banquet at 6:30 p.m. at Thanksgiving Point. The cost is $20
per person and anyone interested needs to RSVP. Lynn Scoresby is the guest
speaker.
Councilman Blake had nothing to report.
Council member Belmont had nothing to report.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt stated the American Fork High School Band will be putting on a
concert tomorrow night at the Thanksgiving Barn at 7:00p.m. He indicated they
have collected over $100,000 but need $150,000. Mr. Woffinden stated the Band is
$27,000 short as of 7:00p.m. tonight. Mayor Barratt indicated that the instruments
leave Thursday morning.
ACTION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt stated that items #2 and #7 will not be addressed tonight.
PRESENTATION AND ACCEPTANCE OF THE FINANCIAL AUDIT FOR FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2004
Angie Anderson was here representing Hawkins, Cloward, and Simister, LC. She
reported that City Staff did a lot of work to get the information together. Ms.
Anderson reviewed how to read the reports, as the new reporting model is
different from what they are used to doing.
Ms. Anderson stated the audit report is first. Next is the management discussion
and analysis; this is prepared by City Staff and is a summary of what has occurred
over the year in understandable terms. Then you will find the balance sheets as of
the last date of the fiscal year. You then have the Statement of Activities. Next
there are the funds statements; these statements focus on money in and money
out. Next are the Notes to the Financial Statement; it gives more description of
what went on; their opinion goes to the end of the Notes. Then there are the
required supplementary information which reports on the road system. The last
item is the budget comparison schedule; it shows the budget as originally adopted,
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any amendments made, and compares it to what was actually expended. Ms.
Anderson stated all the "other" stuff is just supplementary.
Ms. Anderson stated that the Independent Auditor's Report is on page one. They
have given the city a clean opinion; it is unqualified opinion, which is the best
opinion you get. It means that the financial statements you have presented are in
compliance with generally accepted accounting principles. As a reader, one could
compare the financial statements of American Fork with financial statements back
East and know that American Fork has used the same concepts.
Ms. Anderson continued that the basic financials are the balance sheet, the snap
shot of the city on June 30, 2004. The biggest difference is that it includes
infrastructure assets, such as roads, bridges, sidewalks: those are on the balance
sheet which hasn't been done that way in the past. As a whole, this shows what is
owned and what is owed and what the equity is. The bulk of the equity is capital
assets such as roads, buildings, and equipment; it isn't liquid money that can be
spent. A piece of the equity is restricted by outside parties, or legislation, for a
specific use; this is equity we have but can not be used except for a specific
purpose. Ms. Anderson stated that the unrestricted money is $15 million: this
money can be used as the City sees fit. Ms. Anderson stated that as of June 30,
2004, the unrestricted cash is up mainly due to the sale of the old hospital. Also,
the restricted cash went down because they spent down the ambulance building
and parks projects.
Ms. Anderson had the City Council look at the Statement of Activities. This
basically tells what happened during the year; it shows the what the City is
spending the money on and where the revenue is coming from. This is broken it
out by the government activities and business-type activities. The statement
shows expenses for the government function first. Overall, in the governmental
activities, the city is better off by ten million dollars this year; it is not all cash, but
is mainly developer contributions. They have also done comparisons to last year;
it shows that this year, the City is 11.8 million better off. The City is growing and
that is a good sign.
Ms. Anderson had the City Council look at the Funds Statements next. What are
the funds and the activities important to the readers? The different funds are the
General Fund, Capital Projects, Debt Service, and "Other" Funds. You can see the
details of the "Other" funds in the supplemental information. This focus is more of
a budget focus. What is the money available for spending and what is going out?
Ms. Anderson pointed out the next statement shows how they get from funds
statements converting it to full accrual accounting. She indicated the Income
Statement shows the revenue in and where it was spent.
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Ms. Anderson stated the proprietary funds focus is to cover the expenses with the
revenue. Those funds include the Sewer and Water, Building Lease, and
Broadband funds. The Water and Sewer fund always does well. The Building
Lease is dwindling down to small numbers because of the sale of the Hospital;
there is a gain of 1.4 million dollars, but not all of that is cash. She stated that the
Broadband Funds are in a deficit position but they realize the City is in the start up
phase and this is expected in a start up phase.
Ms. Anderson pointed out on page 24 the note related to the Capital Assets of the
City. These are the buildings, infrastructure, vehicles, equipment, etc. This shows
what was started with, what was added, what was deleted, and what we ended up
with. This details what was acquired. She indicated that another area of interest
is the information on Roads and Bridges. The City had determined the roads will
maintain a service life of at least eight and a half years. This section reports back
to the reader if the City is meeting the goal of maintaining the road.
Ms. Anderson went over graphs in the Financial Audit booklet.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the City's debt was within normal limits. Ms.
Anderson stated it is; the report shows the legal debt limit. State law only allows
governmental entities to have certain general obligations they can go back to the
citizens to pay for and the City is well below that debt limit. We are in the normal
range.
Mr. Jacobs stated that with the Broadband fund, it says the actual operating
revenue is $134,466 and the total operating expense is $593,552. So it is correct
that there was a $459,086 operating loss? Ms. Anderson stated that is correct.
She further explained that on proprietary funds, which is what Broadband is, they
break out the revenues by what is normal operations and what is outside normal
operations. This does mean they have an operating loss of $459,086. Mr. Jacobs
asked if this is an enterprise fund. Ms. Anderson stated that was correct. Mr.
Jacobs commented that they are supposed to reduce the operating expenses to
match the revenue. Ms. Anderson stated they are supposed to cover the expenses
with the revenues. Mr. Jacobs asked if that was noted in the statement. Ms.
Anderson answered that it was in the notes.
Ms. Anderson thanked Jacob McClellan for helping out. She commented that she
loves the Westside Development.
Councilman Hunter moved to accept the financial audit for fiscal year ending June
30, 2004. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE DEVELOPMENT
CODE TO PROVIDE FOR THE COTTAGE CONCEPT IN INNER BLOCK AREAS
This was not discussed and will be addressed at the next City Council Meeting.
REIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE COMMERCE
CENTER OFFICE/WAREHOUSE CONDOMINIUMS AT 568 SOUTH 370 EAST
Councilman Hunter moved approval of the preliminary plan for the Commerce
Center Office/Warehouse Condominium project at 568 South 370 East. Councilman
LeBaron seconded the motion.
Council member Belmont stated she can not vote for this as she voted against it
when the zone change initially came before them. She commented that the
Planning Commission denied the request and she agrees with them. She will not
vote in favor on this item.
Councilman Storrs asked Ms. Smith what she would want the fence to be. Ms.
Smith commented she wanted the nicer fence and the lights not in her direction.
Councilman Storrs asked if Mr. Richards had agreed to the stone fence. Mr.
Richards answered that he has not decided on the type of fence but the ordinance
states it would be a block fence.
Councilman LeBaron commented he liked the buffer landscaping and feels it will
add to the area.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilman Hunter, Councilman LeBaron, Councilman Blake, and Councilman
Storrs. Council member Belmont voted "nay." The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE
REQUEST CONSISTING OF .143 ACRES AT 35 SOUTH 200 WEST FROM THE
EXISTING R4-7,500 MULTIPLE FAMILY ZONE TO THE CC-2 CENTRAL
COMMERCIAL 2 ZONE
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Ordinance #05-01-01 amending the
official zone map to show the zone designation for the parcel identified on the map
attached to the ordinance located at approximately 35 South 200 West to be in the
CC-2, Central Commercial, Zone with a comment that this corrects the error.
Council member Belmont questioned Councilman Storrs if he had met with the
neighbors to discuss this. Councilman Storrs answered he had met with the
neighbors and that there had been three proposals; they could not come to a
consensus on any proposal. Council member Belmont asked if he would be
continuing to meet with the neighbors. Councilman Storrs answered he will not.
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Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Mike Bigelow stated this was a surprise to them; it was their understanding that
the developer and the neighbor was to work together on this. He stated that
George Jacklin was not able to come to this meeting but that Mr. Jacklin was under
the impression that it was to go to the Planning Commission.
Judy Price asked if it was supposed to be Council members LeBaron and Storrs
who met with the neighbors. Councilman Storrs answered that Councilman
LeBaron was unable to meet and so Councilman Blake stood in. Ms. Price asked if
Councilman Blake was involved in the meetings. Councilman Blake stated he was
involved. Ms. Price said she had never heard of a meeting. Councilman Blake
stated that George Jacklin indicated he was representing the people in the
neighborhood.
Councilman LeBaron stated they can still meet and work with the design that would
be appropriate to this area, but this action is correcting the error of the official
zonmg map. This will still go back to the Planning Commission with regard to the
design.
Ms. Price asked what was meant by a correcting an error. Councilman LeBaron
stated the map was in error.
Ms. Price asked how they determined it was in error. Mayor Barratt read section
2-3.2 of the Development Code on the. It states that the official zone map, which
is located in the office of the City Recorder, is the final authority in determining
current status. Mayor Barratt stated the zone map shows the status is that it is in
the CC-2 zone. Mayor Barratt stated that in reality, this probably did not need to
take place or action taken as the map shows it is already in the CC-2 zone.
Councilman Blake stated the key issue is that the map does show it is in the CC-2
zone. In concept, he may have given a miss-impression at a prior meeting where
he gave some indication that this wasn't an important topic or area. This area is
close to Main Street. This land would otherwise be a derelict piece of property. It
is an area right by a commercial zone. Councilman Blake stated this action
corrects the error, but it also makes sense to have the CC-2 zone and feels it
seems consistent with what should happen in the area. He commented that
residents know they are near a commercial zone. This is the end of the zone; it
will not creep or expand as there is a home to the south. There is no indication
the CC-2 zone will go further south.
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Councilman LeBaron stated this will correct the map and allow the Planning
Commission to act on the proposal. They will ask the Planning Commission to
review the site plan. The motion is to pass an ordinance to amend the zone map,
not the site plan of the project.
Mike Bigelow commented that if the City Council votes to change the zone, then
the rug is taken out from under the neighborhood; they do not have any power left
except to go to the Planning Commission and work out something that will
hopefully be acceptable.
Mr. Bigelow asked if the property was not zoned the R4-7,500 zone? Mayor
Barratt stated the zone map is a legal document. The zone map on file with the
City Recorder shows the property is in the CC-2 zone.
Mr. Bigelow asked why they had to ask for a zone change. Mayor Barratt indicated
that after the last meeting, the City went back to clarify which zone the property
was in, as there was confusion as to if it was actually supposed to be in the R47,500 zone. In order to clear up the proper zone, the City Council is taking action
to specifically say it is the CC-2 zone.
Mr. Jacob stated the agenda item indicates it is a zone change request; he read the
wording on this item from the agenda. He stated they can not even act on this
because it is not worded properly; they have to word that correctly and notify the
public. He indicated that a couple of months ago, he received a letter from the City
Recorder announcing the zone change. At the December 14, 2004, meeting, Mr.
Jacob made the statement that he thought the meeting was moot anyway. This has
confused the citizens; notices were sent but now they are saying it does not need
to take place. Now, they have something on the agenda and they are asking for a
vote on it, but what it says is if they pass this, they aren't allowing the public a
chance to comment.
Mayor Barratt stated the zone map shows it is the zone is CC-2.
Mr. Jacobs stated they need to correct the agenda.
Mayor Barratt stated that if he would feel better about not addressing it on the
agenda, then that is how they can deal with it.
Mr. Bennett indicated that some city documents show this property in the CC-2
zone and other documents showing it is in the R4-7500 zone. He commented they
are making a change so that all the documents show it is in the same zone. They
have given the proper notice. Mr. Bennett stated he has heard time and time again
of what they need to have to meet the open meetings act as far as public notices
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are concerned. He feels our City Recorder goes to great efforts to be specific. In
this case, they have some documents showing one zone and other documents
showing another zone; this action is to clear up the confusion. The motion is to
ensure that all documents are changed to the CC-2 zone. Mr. Bennett stated there
is nothing wrong with the notice and the motion.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote of the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Councilman Blake, Councilman Hunter, Councilman LeBaron, and Councilman
Storrs.
Council member Belmont asked if any of them know what the district is? It is in
the Historic District. She is in favor of preserving neighborhoods; she has
documents on Landmarks Committee as an attachment to the Planning Commission.
Council member Belmont stated there are "search and destroy" groups who go out
and buy up property. Landmarks are disappearing. Her fear is that there is no
regard for what is already there. The neighbors are in fear of what will happen in
that area. Council member stated that they need to stop and think and ask
themselves what we see for the future of this town. Is this what they are going to
do? She can see it is.
Council member Belmont voted "nay." The motion carried.
Councilman Storrs commented that George Jacklin did represent the neighborhood
well and that good comments were made.
Mr. Jacobs asked how many meetings with Mr. Jacklin they had since the last City
Council meeting. Councilman Storrs initially indicated there were no meetings. It
was noted that at the last City Council meeting, the issue was tabled. Councilman
Storrs stated he thought they had had a meeting before that.
Councilman Storrs stated some good things came out of that meeting.
Councilman Blake stated it does need to come back to the City Council for approval
of the site plan. He commented this does correct the official map.
Ms. Price stated another thing that confused the neighbors was that it was tabled.
They did not realize it would be right back up.
A citizen stated they were told something else. They were told that at the last
meeting that George Jacklin went to was that the neighbors and the developers
were so conflicting with their views that the developer decided to go to the zoning
and planning again.
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Mayor Barratt stated the whole problem was caused by the city not understanding
the situation. Once it was looked at, the official document showed it was the CC-2
zone. This should never have been addressed. What took place tonight should
have been done the first time it came before the City Council.
Mr. Jacobs indicated he has the unapproved minutes from the December 14, 2004,
meeting and it shows the Mayor Barratt indicated it was the R4-7500 zone. He
indicated it was tabled but stated it would be on the next agenda. He thought the
City would meet with the people involved.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE
PLAT RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a bank on
Lot #502 American Fork Commercial Center PlatE at 797 West State
Road.
Councilman Hunter moved to approve Ordinance #05-01-02 approving
a site plan for a bank on Lot #502 American Fork Commercial Center
Plat E at 797 West State road including the changes and additional
driveways connected to the adjacent streets. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a paint
store & retail shops on Lot #2 American Fork Commercial Center PlatH
at 643 West Pacific Drive
Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance #05-01-03 approving a
site plan for a paint store and retail shops on Lot #2 American Fork
Commercial Center Plat H at 643 West Pacific Drive subject to
satisfaction of the water rights requirement. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

c.

Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision consisting of 3
lots at 626 North 100 East.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the engineering showed about the
slope on the property; he knew there was some concern. Mr. Denney
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stated the proposal is a fence at the property line, a retaining wall and
retainage of water against the wall, a ditch on the other side of the wall,
re-vegetation and mulching of slope to grow vegetation where it is
bare.
Councilman LeBaron asked if that satisfies City Staff. Mr. Denney
indicated he had suggested a toe treatment which would have to occur
on the Daniel Copper property; Mr. Copper did not want that to occur.
Councilman Blake asked what the toe treatment would be. Mr. Denney
responded that it a rock wall up about three feet at the base of the slope
to help stabilize the slope; Mr. Copper does not want that. Mr. Sowby
indicated that the developer would have built it and paid for that, but Mr.
Copper did not want it.
Councilman Blake asked if there was a lot of natural wooded area on
this already. Mr. Denney stated there was some brush and grass. Mr.
Woffinden stated reports showed it was 34% gravel.
Council member Belmont asked if the driveways will be backing onto
100 East. Mr. Sowby stated they would be forward motion by either a
hammer head or circular driveway as required by the Planning
Commission.
Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat of Aurora
Subdivision consisting of 3 lots at 626 North 100 East, to authorize the
Mayor and the Council to sign the plat, acceptance of all dedications and
have the plat recorded at the office of the Utah County Recorder
subject to (1) to allocate 3 acre feet of water rights currently held by
the City for the benefit of Patterson Construction under Water User
Claim No. 55-964 7 to meet the water conveyance requirements for the
subdivision, and (2) posting of bond to ensure timely construction of the
outstanding subdivision improvements. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
Mr. Bennett questioned if they could add a note about the re-vegetation
by the developer; the plat shows there would be no disturbance on that
area. He did not want there to be any problems if someone went in
there to re-vegetate that to prevent soil errosion.
Councilman Hunter included in his motion that they were approving the
re-vegetation of the slope. Councilman Blake agreed with the included
statement. All were in favor. The motion carried.
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d.

Review and action on the final plat of Penrod Place Subdivision
consisting of two duplex lots at 210 South 100 West.
Council member Belmont stated she wants to see what will be built on
the property because she is concerned with the architecture of the
project. Mr. Sowby stated they will built what is approved; they are
aware they will need to document according to the Historical Committee
requirements such as taking pictures.
Councilman Storrs asked if they were keeping the existing home. Mr.
Sowby answered that he did not know; it may be taken down but it may
remam.
Councilman LeBaron clarified that there would be two lots (four units)
on the project.
Council member Belmont stated the house is way over qualified on the
years for history. They have to have a drawing, the floor plan, and
pictures on all four sides. Council member Belmont asked if they were
going to try to save the big trees. Mr. Sowby stated they will try to
save them but some interfere with the sidewalks
Council member Belmont asked if these would be sold or rented. Mr.
Sowby stated he is not sure; the property is owned by a relative of the
Pattersons.
Council member asked if it would be possible to see architectural
drawings of what is planned: most of the twin home projects are not so
appealing. She hopes this project is better. Mr. Sowby said they would
have those drawings at building permit time.
Councilman Hunter moved to approve the final plat for Penrod Place
Subdivision consisting of two twin-home lots at approximately 210
South 100 West, to authorize the Mayor and the Council to sign the plat,
acceptance of all dedications and have the plat recorded at the office of
the Utah County Recorder subject to (1) to allocate 3 acre feet of water
rights currently held by the City for the benefit of Patterson
Construction under Water User Claim No. 55-9647 to meet the water
conveyance requirements for the subdivision, and (2) posting of bond to
ensure timely construction of the outstanding subdivision improvements.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
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Councilman LeBaron commented she will be in contact with Mr. Sowby
over the design of the project.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE L.W. HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.3 ACRES AT 405
EAST 620 SOUTH
Mr. Sowby was present for this item.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the intent was for this property. Mr. Sowby
stated the intent was a portion on 620 South to be commercial; the northern
portion will be residential.
Councilman Blake asked what the island or peninsula is noted in the resolution.
Mr. Despain explained this parcel of land is part of an island and the requirement of
annexation is to put that wording in the notice of intent.
Councilman Blake asked what the zoning intent is. Mr. Despain stated this will
come at the time of the annexation agreement. This is east of the Donna Dean
Annexation and south of the Kitchen Annexation. The adjacent zones are the GC2 zone as well as the R2-7500 zone to the north.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Resolution #05-01-0lR indicating the
City's intent to annex the L.W. Hansen Annexation consisting of 7.30 acres at 405
East 620 South. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF JANITORIAL BIDS
This item was not discussed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A METER READING TECHNOLOGY SERVICE
AGREEMENT WITH BADGET METER, INC.
Each of them should have received the price sheet, which is $3,725.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the Meter Reading Technology Service
Agreement with Badger Meter, Inc. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mr. Denney suggested they add the quote an attachment to the agreement.
Councilman Storrs added the quote as an attachment to the agreement.
Councilman Blake agreed with the addition. Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
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DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE REPEAL OF CHAPTER 5.24 OF THE
AMERICAN FORK CITY CODE (SOLICITORS) AND AMENDMENT OF CHAPTER
5.04 OF THE AMERICAN FORK CITY CODE TO EXEMPT SOLICITORS FROM THE
PROVISIONS THEREIN
Councilman Storrs stated he hated to do it, but he moved to approve the repeal of
Chapter 5.24 of the American Fork City Code (Solicitors) and amendment of
chapter 5.04 of the American Fork City Code to exempt solicitors from the
provisions therein. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mr. Jacobs asked if this is precipitated because of the lawsuit brought by Kirby. It
was noted that was correct. Mr. Jacob then stated this is an admission this was
incorrect. Mayor Barratt stated legal counsel has suggested this be repealed and
that it will not be substituted at this time.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE
ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
They have a memorandum before them.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 9, 2004, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Council member Belmont moved to approve the December 9, 2004, work session
minutes. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were
Council member Belmont, Councilman Storrs, Councilman Blake, and Councilman
LeBaron. Councilman Hunter abstained as he was not at the meeting. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 14, 2004, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Ms. Lurker handed a request to Mayor Barratt from Dan Richards asking that a
commented be added to the minutes.
Mayor Barratt read the statement from Dan Richards. "During the discussion, I,
Dan Richards, stated this was not a typical subdivision. I stated this many times."
Mayor Barratt explained this was in reference to the Schureman Annexation.
Mayor Barratt stated that this item will be delayed until Richard Colborn can look
over this and make a decision on whether or not it should be added.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF
CITY BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake stated that the Finance Committee met at 5:30p.m. and
reviewed the city bills. They had a presentation from Tucker Hansen. In respect
to the City Bills, all items were in included in one motion. The manual cash
expenses totaled $972,572.49. The city bills are in two groups; one group totaling
$92,681.52 and a second group totaling $332,181.60. With respect to purchase
requests over $1000, the members were unanimous in feeling that these purchases
should be requested for approval before work is done and/or items ordered. There
were a number of the requests not approved this evening. Those were requests
not approved were to: Alpine School District, Bonneville Nursery, Donald
Ripplinger, Doug Smith Autoplex, Monsen Engineering, Palco Distributing, and
Symbol Arts. Councilman Blake indicated there were two requests proposed to be
added; one was to the American Fork Marching Band for a community concert in
the amount of $2,500 and one for Utah Valley State College in the amount of
$3,737.50. The amount approved by the Finance Committee totaled $358,110.79.
Council member Belmont asked what the payment to the Band was for.
Councilman Blake explained it was a payment for a mini-concert the Band is doing
at Thanksgiving Point. Council member Belmont asked if this was allowed. It was
explained that this is being paid for out of the Arts Council budget; the Band is
performing a service for the City.

Councilmember Blake moved to approve the payment of bills according to what the
Finance Committee had approved at the Finance Committee Meeting. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt stated that there will be a work session this Thursday at 4:00p.m.
There will be a presentation by BFI, a presentation by Downtown, Inc., and
possibly a discussion on possible Lehi Boundary Line adjustment. He encouraged
all City Council members to be present and indicated he would like to keep this
meeting to an hour and a half.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Hunter moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:10p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 11, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
January 11, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to the Development Code
relating to the Cottage Concept in Inner Block areas.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a bank on Lot #502
American Fork Commercial Center PlatE at 797 West State Road.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a paint store & retail
shops on Lot #2 American Fork Commercial Center PlatH at 643 West Pacific
Drive.
Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plan for the Commerce
Center Office Warehouse Condominiums at 568 South 370 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilman LeBaron; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

Presentation and acceptance of the financial audit for fiscal year ending June 30, 2004.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code to provide for the
Cottage Concept in Inner Block areas.
Review and action on the preliminary plan for the Commerce Center Office/Warehouse
Condominiums at 568 South 370 East.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request consisting of .143
acres at 35 South 200 West from the existing R4-7500 Multiple Family zone to the CC-2
Central Commercial 2 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a bank on Lot #502
American Fork Commercial Center PlatE at 797 West State Road.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a paint store & retail
shops on Lot #2 American Fork Commercial Center PlatH at 643 West Pacific
Drive.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Aurora Subdivision consisting of 3 lots at
626 North 100 East.

d.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on the final plat of Penrod Place Subdivision consisting of two
duplex lots at 210 South 100 West.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the L.W. Hansen
Annexation consisting of7.30 acres at 405 East 620 South.
Review and action on awarding of janitorial bids.
Review and action on a Meter Reading Technology Service Agreement with Badger
Meter, Inc.
Discussion and action on the repeal of Chapter 5.24 of the American Fork City Code
(Solicitors) and amendment of Chapter 5.04 of the American Fork City Code to exempt
Solicitors from the provisions thereof.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the December 9, 2004, work session minutes.
Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of January, 2005.

lc ~. gt_

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL WORK SESSION MINUTES
JANUARY 13, 2005

ATTACHMENTS (2)
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on January 13, 2005, at the American Fork
City Hall, located at 31 North Church Street, commencing at 4:05 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake*, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and
Rick Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Terry Fox,
Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Thomas Whitchurch, W endelin Knobloch, Lori
England, Sheryl Carson, Glen Beckstead, Barbara Christiansen, Dale Gunther, Blake Hatch,
Raylene Jorgenson, Pat McConklin, Gordon Raymond, Heber Thompson, and one citizen.
WORK SESSION
PRESENTATION BY BFI ON RECYCLING AND EXTENSION OF CONTRACT
Gordon Raymond ofBFI passed out a handout on recycling highlights and contract extension
prices; see attachment #1. Mr. Raymond stated that BFI would like an extension on the solid waste
collection contract, and as part of that they would offer a recycling program. He indicated that most
cities do not want to make recycling mandatory, so they have come up with a program making that
an option.
*Councilman Blake arrived at 4:07p.m.
Mr. Raymond indicated the 90 gallon containers would be different colors to recognize the
difference between the normal garbage can and the recycling can. If citizens wanted, they would be
able to sign up with the city. He indicated the Recycling would be picked up every other week.
They would ask that the City bill the residents for that program through the utility bill; city would
then be able to add an administrative fee, if necessary. Mr. Raymond stated there is a minimum of
250 homes that would need to sign up.
Mayor Barratt stated that Lindon City was able to get over 200 people. It was felt the City would be
able to get the number needed for recycling.
Councilman Storrs asked if it would be picked up the same day as garbage collection. Mr.
Raymond stated it would be picked up on Fridays.
**Mayor Barratt exited the meeting at 4:15p.m.
Mr. Raymond stated that Lindon City has approximately 2,100 homes and had 248 signed up;
American Fork has three times that number of homes and felt the City would be able to get more
than 250.
Councilman Blake asked if the materials are all placed in one can. Mr. Raymond explained that all
recycled items would be placed in the same can, the contents are then taken to a location in Salt
Lake County to be sorted and sold to mills. Mr. Raymond explained that there are no facilities in
Utah County.
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Mr. Raymond continued that in conjunction with the recycling program, they would like to extend
their contract for either three or five years. They had a couple of options on the handout.
Councilman Hunter asked if the recycling amount would stay the same if the contract was extended.
Mr. Raymond stated it was part of the package.
Councilman Storrs asked how the prices can be lowered with the gas prices as high as it has been
lately. Mr. Raymond answered that they are trying to get the price more in line with competition.
Councilman LeBaron stated this would be taken to a transfer station in Salt Lake County and asked
if there is a reason for that. Mr. Raymond indicated that BFI owns the recycling center in South
Salt Lake.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the price was the rock bottom amount or they could come down any
more. Mr. Raymond indicated it was as low as they could go and felt it was a fair rate.
Councilman LeBaron asked if anyone had any complaints on the service, such as drivers leaving
fallen trash on the ground. Blake Hatch answered that he is in charge of training the drivers. Mr.
Hatch indicated they do address any problems right away that have been called in.
Council member Belmont stated the driver in her neighborhood does a great job; the cans are all
kept upright.
Mr. Hatch stated they do reward those drivers who do a good job to encourage other drivers.
Councilman Hunter and Storrs commented that it sounded good. Councilman Hunter stated they
would have to decide on three or five year extension.
Barbara Christensen asked how soon they could start the recycling program. Mr. Gordon stated
April 1st would be a possible date, but the City would have to generate the 250 residents signed up.
Council member Belmont clarified that the recycling pickup would be on a different day than
garbage day. Mr. Hatch stated they would have recycling picked up on Friday; at some point in the
future they may be able to collect it on the same day.
Councilman Storrs asked if they had a pamphlet for those who signed up for the program. Mr.
Gordon stated they have a flyer on the can when delivered, but there would also be flyers available
at City Administration.
DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED RDA PROJECT PRESENTATION
BY DOWNTOWN, INC.
Heber Thompson was in attendance for the presentation representing Downtown, Inc. and the Arts
Council. Mr. Thompson passed out a handout on reasons the City Council should allocate $2.7
Million in RDA funds to turn the Harrington School into a Community Fine Arts Center; see
attachment #2.
Mr. Thompson asked them to look at item number five which explained the funding proposal. They
have altered the funding to 2.7 million dollars, down from a previous proposal. They indicated they
would like to do this in phases. In phase I, they would purchase the building, seismic upgrade,
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exterior restoration, and theatre construction totaling 2. 7 million dollars. Under phase II, with the
approval of the property owner, would be the domain of the private funding such as the rest of the
share of building purchase and the classroom upgrade totaling 1.2 million dollars. The total cost for
the project would be 3.9 million dollars.
Mr. Thompson stated the handout included two exhibits; they have come from the 2000 study
which looked at converting the area to a plaza. Mr. Thompson introduced Pat McClonkin and Glen
Beckstead ofMHTN Architects; they would give more detail on the project.
Dale Gunther indicated that Pat McClockin, an architect, has been through the building and
explained Glen Beckstead is the estimater.
Councilman Hunter asked if they would be closing Church Street to accomplish building the
fountain. Mr. Thompson stated that Church Street would be open; the fountain would actually be
more in front of the building. Mr. Gunther commented that when the plan was originally drawn,
Church Street would have been closed. But after the first meeting, it was decided that Church Street
would remain open.
Mr. Thompson stated that the overall plan would have to be re-drawn because of all the new
construction that has gone on. Also, there was a concern on access for the two City Buildings.
Councilman Blake commented one idea would design that to be a walkway along Church Street
with the exception of emergency vehicles. Ms. England asked how they would access the parking
for the Fine Arts Center. Councilman Blake stated that would have to be addressed; there would be
options.
Mr. Thompson pointed out that remodeling this building would be approximately two-thirds of the
cost of new construction, according to MHTN Architects.
Mr. McClonkin stated that as they looked at the building, there were two additions. Structurally,
there are some walls that will need to be considered when they look at the location of a theater.
There are three possible locations; one would require an addition to the West of the building and
that was the preferred location. Mr. McClonkin stated this was a nice building with a nice
architectural quality. He felt they could do the project within the budget they have talked about.
Councilman Blake asked if this plan included the purchase of both the Harrington School building
and the small building to the West. It was stated that it only included the Harrington building.
**Mayor Barratt returned at 4:30p.m.
They went over the proposed funding for the project.
Councilman Hunter questioned the worth ofthe building. Mr. Thompson stated if they were to do
an appraisal on the building where they demolished the building and had raw land, it is $200,000.
Mr. Thompson stated that the current appraisal would give them more because of the development
in American Fork. Mr. Thompson had talked to an appraiser and was told that he would give a fair
market value, but a historic building can not be appraised objectively.
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Councilman Blake stated he was concerned with the remodel costs compared to new construction;
he wanted a confirmation that construction costs really would be two-thirds of new construction.
Councilman Storrs was said that with the library, the city was told it would be cheaper to tear it
down and build a new building.
Mr. Beckstead responded to Councilman Storrs statement indicating that usually his reaction is to
bulldoze the structure and build a new building, but not in this case. Mr. Beckstead stated that with
complete historic renovation, it would be about the same price as a new structure. With this
building, the masonry is free. When they get done with this building, they are significantly under
$200 a square foot completely finished. This size and type ofbuilding lends itself to renovations.
The most troublesome part is the old part of the building on a stone foundation. They will basically
start with a new building on the inside; they can either start with a new roof or keep the existing
one. Mr. Beckstead stated that they will have to put new floors in. He was very careful with the
cost estimate, but they need to be aware of cost increases. He pointed out the exterior features, like
the fountain, are not included. Mr. Beckstead explained they would spray concrete on the wall,
tying the brick right to it, making it a new building on the inside; electrical, mechanical, windows,
etc. would be new.
Councilman LeBaron asked about hidden costs. Mr. Beckstead stated there isn't anything that can
come up. Shock creek is a new building inside the exterior; same look, but totally new.
Councilman LeBaron stated he had heard there was a bearing wall or beam that would prohibit the
theatre from going in. Mr. Beckstead stated that beam will be taken out completely. There are
different options on how they could replace that beam.
Mr. Beckstead commented he had included a 5% contingency of the amount.
Councilman Blake asked if it would look better if the building were all one color. Mr. Beckstead
indicated it looked like someone tried to paint the building. Council member Belmont stated a
company donated time and washed it with a high-pressure system to clean it up. Councilman Blake
thought he had been told it was once one color and then painted. It was noted the brick would need
to be sealed, but it was not a good idea to paint it.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there would be a cafe in the building. Ms. England stated it would be
on bottom the bottom floor.
Mr. Gunther stated that after he talked to Mr. Beckstead, he could see the value in what was there.
Mayor Barratt stated if the City only ends up with 5.4 million dollars, the City Council has stated
they would probably repair the boat harbor as it is a revenue generating source for the city, remodel
the amphitheater, a skateboard park and this City Hall remodeled, that would be between 2 and 2.9
million dollars. Mayor Barratt continued this proposed project would have the money spent and
would leave no money for the parks or the fitness center. He met with the School District getting
involved with the fitness center. In his opinion, there may be something that could be done for the
Arts Center, but he didn't think it was fair to the citizens to not put any money into trails and more
upgrades in the parks. He did not know if the City would be able to provide 2. 7 million; there may

be fundraising needed.
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Ms. England asked how come the Arts are being denied anything at all.
Mayor Barratt stated they haven't been denied anything and they wouldn't be. He has looked into
grants for the Arts. Mayor Barratt indicated he would be meeting with Congressional leaders next
Friday to see what can be done.
Councilman Blake asked if they look at selling the Administration Building, which was initially
looked at as temporary, and take a portion of Harrington for City Offices; the funds from selling the
administration offices could go toward Harrington. Mayor Barratt stated that is always an option
and thought the current administration building is worth at least a half million dollars.
Mayor Barratt stated they were not making a decision tonight, but he believes the City Council will
have a difficult time with 2. 7 million dollars. He stated he would be asking for a presentation from
the Parks, Fitness Center, Recreation, Cultural Arts during a public hearing. Mayor Barratt stated
that on the 25th of January, the City Council needs to make a decision.
Mr. Gunther stated one question he has heard the City Council ask is where they want to be as a
City down the road. He would suggest that if they have a lot invested in recreation, they haven't
really invested much in the Arts. If they have a place to go for the Arts, he thinks it would create
cultural and refinement in the community. He'd like to appeal to them to consider how we are
going to define ourselves.
Mayor Barratt stated the trails in the Hunter Park would cost approximately $345,000. Everything
costs money.
Council member Belmont stated her feeling is that this would really help to define American Fork
and she feels it is time for the Arts to have a place.
Councilman Storrs asked if the City did not give the total amount, would the project be shot down?
Mr. Thompson stated this is the project they want to do, and if they have tore-look at the private
investments, that will have to be done.
DISCUSSION ON POSSIBLE ADJUSTMENTS TO THE LEHI BOUNDARY LINE
Mayor Barratt stated they are trying to get a list of items that American Fork City can send to Lehi
indicating what the City will need in order for Lehi to proceed with the project. He has met with
Mr. Despain and Mr. Denney to discuss this. All they are doing is sending to Lehi what we feel like
needs to take place and then see where it goes from there. Mayor Barratt stated that Lehi City had
made a presentation at the work session.
Councilman Storrs stated that they should have Lehi pay for opening of 560 West Crossing as a
trade for the investment the City put into 900 West.
Mr. Despain stated that they have three potential options for what can be done. One option is to
hold firm on the current boundary. He knows what is in this for Lehi but he does not know what is
in it for American Fork in a positive way. When we needed Lehi on a sewer matter, they could not
help us, but now we are needed for them to accomplish something. The second option is to agree
with Lehi City's request with no conditions. The third option is to agree, but with conditions which

would be enforced by agreement. Mr. Despain explained that the Costco representatives flew down
and impressed that a split ownership was unrealistic; they will not have their property in two cities.
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Mr. Despain stated they now need to decide what conditions need to be in the agreement in order to
change the boundary line agreement.
Mr. Despain stated there were four components he had looked at for the agreement. One would
deal with access to 900 West, second to the width of 900 West, third is a question relating to the
Out parcels, and fourth is what forms of compensation or contribution should there be.
Mayor Barratt asked that this topic will be quiet; Costco did not want this known. Mayor Barratt
stated this was the easiest way and form to conduct this meeting; he did not want to call each
council member individually to discuss this matter. He asked Ms. Christiansen to be kind in what
she reports. He feels there are benefits to American Fork with this project, if they could address this
the right way.
Mayor Barratt stated that access to 900 West and width of900 West are the same thing; Lehi's
proposal is 15 feet off of the edge of the road now.
Mr. Despain stated the dilemma with width is that when the homes were dictating how wide 900
West would be, they had a plan of72-foot of right-of-way. When you add a large structure such as
one that is proposed, you invite a lot more traffic and you need additional designs to accommodate
that. This road should actually be an 82-foot of right-of-way that would accommodate a left hand
turn and to accommodate traffic better. Mayor Barratt asked if they should have a 96-foot street.
Mr. Denney explained that the difference between the 96-foot and 82-foot right-of-way is there is
no parking on either side on 82-foot right-of-ways.
Mr. Despain stated another issue is the edge-treatment such as landscaping; the wider it is, the more
decorative it can be. He stated that at 72 feet, everything is at the minimum. Lehi has offered 15
feet, but the City would need some property from Lehi to get the 82-foot right-of-way.
Mayor Barratt stated we need to tell Lehi that we would need an 82- foot road and that would be
taken away form the Lehi side.
Mr. Despain stated the other issue is that the road would have to be in American Fork's name,
including the additional width needed.
Mr. Despain stated the first item he raised was access to 900 West. If they don't address that issue,
then moving the city boundary to the west of 900 West would give the owners access to 900 West.
Councilman Storrs asked if the Police Chief would rather have the road in Lehi City limits. It was
stated the City would want it in American Fork City's limits. If we don't want control, then give it
to Lehi.
Mr. Despain commented that another issue relates to access. Mr. Despain explained the proposed
boundary line between cities as requested by Lehi City. Mayor Barratt asked if Carson Meats
would stay in the City. Mr. Denney explained he felt they needed to force the issue with Carson
Meat Market and have that part of the project and moved to a better location as once promised; he
felt that location should be cleaned up as part of the agreement.
Mayor Barratt stated they are going to move on to a new item and that he, Mr. Denney, and Mr.
Despain will make their presentation at the next meeting.
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Council member Belmont asked why they can not see a site plan, since Lehi indicated it has been
going on for six years. She wanted to see what is being planned. Mayor Barratt answered that
Costco will not put any more money in the project until the issue between Lehi and American Fork
is worked out.
Ms. Carson commented that she had arrived after the discussion started and questioned what was
decided. Mayor Barratt stated there will be no more discussion because he needs to get with Mayor
Greenwood before Mayor Greenwood hears what has been discussed from someone else. Mayor
Barratt stated he was in error in placing this on the agenda; he will prepare a memo giving his
recommendation on the matter.
Council member Belmont wanted to see a plat map; she wanted to see the location of the building.
Mayor Barratt explained Costco representatives told him they will not draw up a map until they
know for sure they will go to that location.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they would have a major entrance on 900 West. Mayor Barratt stated
they would. Councilman LeBaron felt that would be a problem.
Ms. Carson asked if they let Costco in if the City would allow their property be re-zoned
commercial. It was noted that was a possibility. Ms. Carson stated they need to address the traffic
concerns if Costco does go in that location. As a resident of American Fork, she is concerned for
the traffic patterns.
Mayor Barratt stated there are lots of concerns on the road. They are discussing widening the road
if Costco does build in that location. He explained that every Costco store averages over
$100,000,000 in business nationwide. The Costco representatives have acknowledged the added
traffic in the area. Mayor Barratt indicated that with this project, the Lowes store will be built.
Ms. Carson stated that as a resident, she is not sure she looks forward to the development. The
traffic is a concern. She stated she wanted to see what direction the city is taking with this project.
Mayor Barratt stated that Costco is going to bring a lot of business to this area. The current
development has already brought traffic through American Fork; that traffic has brought business to
the smaller stores as well as the large stores. Mayor Barratt stated that traffic will be a problem.
Ms. Carson asked ifCostco does not build in that location, ifthere is another location in American
Fork it will build on. Mayor Barratt stated that Costco will not be in American Fork, but other
possible locations would be on another site in Lehi as well as property in a Sister City.
Mayor Barratt stated that communities change with the time.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt passed out a map of the Meadows project and stated he was asking for a feeling from
the City Council on a possible change. Mayor Barratt indicated that Woodbury Corporation has
some property in the area south of Wal-mart, which currently can be built upon, that has some
ponds and that the Corp of Engineers wondered if that property should be traded for other property

owned by Woodbury Corporation which can not be built upon at this time but may be a better
location for structures. Mayor Barratt stated this can not happen without the Corp of Engineer's
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approval. Woodbury Corporation is going to address this with the Corp of Engineers and then come
back to the City.
Councilman Blake clarified that currently they could build in that specific area that should probably
be in the conservation area and that the proposed property they would switch it for is currently in an
area that can not be built upon.
Mr. Bennett asked if the was part of what was conveyed to the city and if they would have to
surplus the property or if it would be exchanged. Mayor Barratt stated that this was part ofwhat
was conveyed to the City.
Councilman Blake asked if there are any issues with the Mill Pond. It was stated that there is none
that is known. He felt there could be some trails through the area.
Mr. Denney explained that currently they have fill in the area which they will remove and restore it
back to a conservation area and then build on the area they would trade for.
Council members Hunter, LeBaron, Blake, and Storrs were in support of the change. Council
member Belmont commented that Woodbury keeps coming back for changes.
Chief Fox asked if now would be the time to ask Woodbury Corporation for a satellite office.
Mayor Barratt commented that if Woodbury Corporation was allowed to do this, they should to talk
to Woodbury about a satellite office as well as a trail system.
Council member Belmont stated that she has heard from people who wonder how much more
damage can be done to the area. Councilman Storrs has heard only positive remarks on the
development.
Councilman Hunter stated they need to be flexible with changing in development; ideas change as
progression takes place.
Council member Belmont stated it is a fine development, but Woodbury Corporation would
continue to come back to the City with changes until they developed the entire area.
Going back to the previous item, Mayor Barratt commented that the possible boundary line
adjustment was important to American Fork; they need to make sure they can get all they can out of
it, such as recouping some of our expenses on the improvement. He stated only a portion of the
parking lot is in American Fork; the development is mostly in Lehi. If the city can get land for
widening the road, it would benefit us. Mayor Barratt stated that our neighboring communities have
all come to us for help for some reason. The City needs to put ourselves in a situation.
Councilman Blake commented that a tone of mutual cooperation is a better way to work. He felt
they were getting more cooperation from the other communities.
Council member Belmont asked about the sewer hookups the city gave to neighboring communities
and if it was time to cut those off? It was stated that the Lindon connection was already cut off, but
Pleasant Grove connection was still there.
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ADJOURNMENT

Councilman LeBaron moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Hunter seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 5:40p.m.

Terilyn Lu er
Deputy Recorder
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ATTACHMENT #1 TO THE CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION ON 01-13-05 PAGE 1 OF 1

BFI
American Fork City
Recycling Program & SW Extension
Recycling Highlights
•
•
•
•
•

BFI will provide a 90 gallon container to residents.
Provides service to those who want to recycle, does not burden those who do not.
Collections to take place on an "every other week" schedule.
BFI bills City for participants.
City may add administrative fee.

250-499 participating homes

$ 4.00 per month

5Q.O + participating homes

$3.75 per month

Current materials recycled:
Paper

-All types including newspaper, magazines, junk mail, and office paper.

Boxes

-cardboard and paperboard.

Plastics

-numbers L-7.

Aluminum

-beverage containers.

Steel

-food containers

Non-recyclable:
Glass, clothing, napkins, paper towels, food and food wrappings, scrap metal, yard waste
small appliances, hazardous materials.

Extension
container

1st container Rate

2nd

Current Rates

$8.62

$5.76

5-year Extension

$7.94

$5.76

3-year Extension

$8.05

$5.76

BFI will not seek a price increase this year with any extension agreement. The rates would be
effective through June 30,2006.
675 South Gladiola • Salt Lake City, Utah 84104
Phone 801-972-4234 • Fax 801-972-3827

ATTACHMENT #2 TO THE CITY COUNCIL WORK SESSION ON 01-13-05 PAGE 1 OF 3

Why the City Council Should Allocate $2.7 Million in
RDA Funds to Turn the Harrington School into a
Community Fine Arts Center
1. The community will be proud to be identified with such a facility.

2.

Gives new life to a building rich in history and tradition.

3.

Centerpiece for a civic center plaza.

4.

City share of funds needed will be $2.7 Million (MH1N estimates this
to be 2/3 the cost of new construction).

5.

Project can be phased.
•

Phase One - $2.7 Million: Building purchase ($400,000).
seismic upgrade, exterior restoration. theatre construction
($2.3 Million).

•

P~ Two - $1.2 .Million pri~ funds: Building purchase
private sbate ($300,000), classroom restoration and upgrade
($900,000).

6.

Opens avenues for historical and arts grants and for private funding.

7.

Architecturally feasible and practical.

8.

Similar successful examples (Riverton school is most recent).

9.

Will establish downtown as a destination point that will encourage
other businesses.

10.

Owner is willing to work with the city.

11. You will be following the advice of your Arts Council, Downtown
American Fork Inc. and the Historic Preservation Committee.
12. You will be a council remembered for its vision. foresight. and
balance in programs and for wise use of funds.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JANUARY 25, 2005

ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
ELLEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.03 ACRES AT 480 NORTH 900 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 25, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Ricahrd Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Bill Jacob,
George E. Brown Jr., Danny Richards, Lehi City Administrator Ed Collins, and 8 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the
Ellen Annexation at 480 North 900 East. He asked for comments.
Richard Colborn reported that no protests were received.
The hearing ended at 7:31 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
WEN HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.387 ACRES AT 425 NORTH 1100
EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on January 25, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:31p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Ricahrd Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Bill Jacob,
George E. Brown Jr., Danny Richards, Lehi City Administrator Ed Collins, Bob Peasley,
Richard Magleby, and 8 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the
Wen Hansen Annexation at 425 North 1100 East He asked for comments.
The developer of the property Bob Peasley was present to answer questions.
Richard Colborn reported that no protests were received.
Mr. Magleby asked what was to be developed on the property.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was a protest hearing on the annexation.
The hearing concluded at 7:33 p.m.
Mayor Barratt noted that agenda items one and six would not be addressed this evening.

It was noted that both of the annexation requests were scheduled for discussion at the Planning
Commission on February 2nd.
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Mayor Barratt stated that they did not have an agreement with Lehi. They were very close. He
was gone last week and Councilman Storrs met with Lehi. He met with Lehi yesterday and
today, but they were not there yet. They were trying to see ifthere was a way to have Costco
and that needed to take place by February 1st. They were not looking for formal action but a
level of agreement.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on January 25, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:38p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Chief Terry
Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Danny Richards, Stephen Sowby, George E. Brown Jr., Jimmie
Cates, a Scout from Troop 17, Barbara Christiansen, Jess Green, Judy Price, and 18 citizens.
Scout Josh Davis led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Bishop Brad Frost offered a
prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Tom Mackay, read a statement regarding the Temple Meadows Development and presented a
petition to the City Council. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1. He
explained that Mr. Dave Millheim was willing to move forward and finish the development but
had been opposed and discouraged by a vocal minority. He wanted the Council to know that
90% of property owners would like to see it finished in a timely manner.
Mr. Mackay stated that Mr. Scott Sandberg was not able to be in attendance but was also in favor
of the project moving forward. He read a short statement from him.

Mr. Mackay explained that the property owners appreciated the concern of the Council in this
matter. He asked that the Council look upon it favorably when it came before them.
Mayor Barratt asked ifthere had been communication with the developer.
Councilman Blake noted that he had a letter.
Rod Despain answered that they had been communicating with the developer.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont reported that the Nuisance Abatement Committee continued to meet on a
regular basis. Jim Hardy and Officer Falslev had done a great deal of work and have had a lot of
success. The people they have contacted had been very easy to work with and some were
grateful that they had been contacted.
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Councilman Blake noted that Councilman Belmont had met with him and the Parks and Trails
Committee and received a request for qualifications from firms that could do the engineering
work on the trail above the Art Dye Park under a $492,000 grant. Eighty percent of the work
would be done with federal funds. The trail would accommodate the trails already planned for
so that horses were kept separate from people.
Councilman Hunter read a prepared statement resigning from the City Council. It is included in
these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2. It would be effective on or before March 1, 2005, or when
his replacement was named.
Mayor Barratt stated that this was a difficult decision for Councilman Hunter. He had spoken
with him numerous times over the past six weeks. He would be missed. This community has
had great leaders that had made good decisions. Councilman Hunter would leave a legacy. He
appreciated Councilman Hunter giving a period oftime out of his life to serve.
Councilman LeBaron echoed those sentiments. It came as a complete surprise to him and was
saddened by it. He expressed that Councilman Hunter was very wise and he relied on him a lot
this year and will miss the association.
Councilman LeBaron reported that with regard to the Recreation Director search they conducted
interviews last week with some fine candidates. The search committee included Chairman of the
Parks and Recreation Committee Curtis Sampson, Vice-Chairman of that Committee Brian
Thompson, Melanie Marsh, Pam Hunsaker, Councilman LeBaron, and the Aquatics Director and
one other from West Valley City. The candidate that would be recommended would be very
well qualified and would be able to address some of the concerns. Ofthe nine interviewed, they
would be meeting with four of them again.
Councilman Storrs thanked Councilman Hunter for his service on behalf of the Mayor, Council,
himself, and the citizens. There was general applause.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had a call from EJ ofEJ's Car Care regarding the entrance of
350 West Street onto State Street. There was concern for school buses using that area. He asked
that the City Engineer met with him.
Councilman Storrs expressed condolences to former Councilmember Brown in the passing of his
mother.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that he had the opportunity of traveling with the American Fork High
School Band back to the Inauguration. They did a great job. Senator Hatch spoke with the band
members and the band parents. He reported that he was with the President and as some bands
came by they weren't lined up and some didn't sound that good, but American Fork sounded
very, very good and by all means were the best band in the parade. They looked really sharp. It
was a great honor to have the band in the parade.
Mayor Barratt continued that he was amazed at the thousands of demonstrators and how obscene
they could be. He was also amazed at the amount of security and the things they would do.
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Mayor Barratt added that the band members were excited. If they hadn't raised all of their
money, they were extremely close. They were going to give a concert for Simmons Mattress in a
few weeks and Simmons Mattress will be paying them $5,000. They were well mannered.
Mayor Barratt extended his condolences to former Councilmember Brown in the passing of his
mother. He had the opportunity ofliving by his parents for a number of years and nobody could
have had a better mother and father than George Brown did. Millie Brown always made him feel
like a million dollars when he was only a ten-buck guy, but she never let him know that. Millie
was a great woman.
ACTION ITEMS
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A BOUNDARY AGREEMENT AMENDMENT
BETWEEN LEHI CITY AND AMERICAN FORK CITY
This item had been removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE DEVELOPMENT CODE
TO PROVIDE FOR THE COTTAGE CONCEPT IN INNER BLOCK AREAS
Mayor Barratt explained that this was on the agenda for the last Council meeting. Members of
the Council wanted more time to review it further. He asked if Staff had any comment to make.
Rod Despain noted on typographical error on page 5, paragraph 8, it should read wall "or" fence.
He noted that he had discussed it with Councilman Belmont.
Councilman Blake asked about the access and if it was a road or a lane.
Rod Despain noted that Page 3 e offered three alternatives. One was a 50-foot public street, or if
it was a cul-de-sac 42-feet, and if it traveled all the way thru it could be 37-feet. That standard
was already in the Inner Block Development Ordinance. It was limited to the defined area of the
map and within central portion of the community. It was even further limited to the interior as
identified on the map. It functioned as an alternative for development potential in the inner
block area of the City.
Councilman Blake asked if the outer boundary defined all of it, why the inner boundary needed
to be outlined.
Rod Despain explained that those areas were previously defined as inner block eligible. If there
were places in the community, other than those that were defined, the Ordinance provided for the
addition of new areas. It was not meant to have this alternative in areas that were substantially
undeveloped. Some felt that the current inner block provisions discouraged development. This
was a slightly different wrinkle to the inner block provisions. The primary feature was that
regardless of the zone classification this provision would only allow single-family dwellings.
Councilman Blake asked if five feet was sufficient between structures.
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Rod Despain explained that the five feet referred to the minimum distance from the structure to
the lot line. It would be ten feet between structures. Current applicants have intended to use the
provisions ofthis Ordinance for small, upscale dwellings largely oriented toward senior citizens.
It was felt it was a good approach. There were provisions in the Ordinance that intended to give
to the City some measure of control over the character of the dwellings that were built. The City
could approve elevations and the schedule of materials to be used.
Councilman Belmont wondered about the architectural compatibility. She asked who that
"policeman" was.
Rod Despain responded that the Planning Commission would review it in their approval process.
Councilman Belmont felt it was an interesting concept and was preferable to duplexes. She
asked where this idea came from.
Danny Richards responded that it was in Denver, Colorado and that there was one group at 3900
South and 2100 East in Salt Lake. In Salt Lake the density was allowed at about 16 units per
acre. Here it was about the same density of an R2 zone, about 10 units per acre.
Councilman Belmont asked what would keep the next person from doing something less
desirable.
Danny Richards answered that the footprint and the exteriors and architecture went hand in hand
with the plan. When a plan for approval was submitted, it also included the architecture.
Councilman Belmont expressed her concern that the City did not know what they were going to
get. She referred to the map and noted that there was a lot of areas in which this concept would
be allowed. She did not understand why people did not use their inner block property. It was
used in the Avenues area. Here people did not utilize all of their property. She had been
contacted by several neighbors in a couple of the proposed areas and had one letter that said
please don't do that.
Councilman Blake observed that most of the areas were zoned R2, R3, or R4.
Councilman Belmont noted that most the areas identified were not built on because they could
not get sufficient access for what they wanted to do.
Danny Richards explained that an inner block with R2-7500 could come in now and that was
open to anyone to put a duplex there. He was not sure they were not opening up issues that were
not there now.
Councilman Belmont felt that people were not building in those locations now because they just
could not get enough access. It was the huge amount of potential area that she was worried
about.
Mayor Barratt noted there was the other scenario. There were those that were elderly and they
had an acre of ground and they only needed a portion of the ground. They did not have that big
garden anymore. The City did not allow flag lots. There were these situations all over the
5

community. They want to have their granddaughter live in the rear. They would like to derive a
little income. They just did not need the property anymore.
Danny Richards commented that lifestyles had changed. The issue up in the Avenues was that
most of those homes were from another generation and they have sold it to people that want that
ground, but it was not 386 feet deep like there was in American Fork.
Councilman Belmont noted that Salt Lake also had 10-acre blocks.
Danny Richards felt that most people were anxious to know what they were doing. Were they
making it easier for multiple-family units? They were not doing that, but creating just singlefamily units.
Former Mayor Jess Green felt it was a marvelous idea to move toward single-family dwellings in
inner block areas. That had been one of the real problems for a long time. Even though they
were contemplating making a change in this direction, it might not accomplish all that was
needed in the community for housing. It would be beneficial and he applauded the effort to
create single-family dwellings. If allowance for flag lots was made, that was a big step in the
right direction. The access lengths and widths needed to be reviewed so a reasonable
development could take place. He was not speaking for himself as someone who would gain an
advantage.
Councilman Belmont asked if here was anyone who lived in one of those neighborhoods in
attendance. There was one.
Councilman Hunter moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-01-05 amending the Development
Code authorizing the development of Cottage Development Projects in certain inner-block
areas of the City. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Hunter, LeBaron, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilman Belmont expressed that her negative vote had nothing to do with Mr. Danny
Richards.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Temple Haven Subdivision Plat A consisting of21
lots at 522 North 1060 East
Steve Sowby was present representing the owners. It was north of Stone Hollow and
included Richard Magleby's property and the Barratt property. Three Rivers
6

Development was the one doing the development. They had adopted certain criteria and
the homes would be a certain square footage and include brick and rock and had given
elevations and they had been reviewed. It would be an upscale development and would
hold to certain CC & R' s.
Councilman Hunter noted that the annexation agreement had placed certain development
restrictions.
Rod Despain noted that it was a PUD. At the time of the Jones Evans Annexation they
had provided five or six floor plans and the suggested motion made specific reference to
the terms of the Annexation Agreement. There were elevations that were submitted. It
was not intended to identify the specifics as to where each would go, but to provide the
nature of the buildings intended to go there.
Councilman Hunter commented that this was a prime area for upscale homes.
The developer concurred and stated that they would meet the terms of the Annexation
Agreement.
Steve Sowby explained that the plat showed an average lot size of more than 14,000
square feet.
Richard Magleby commented that his property was to the south and his existing home
was on Lot 21.
Councilman Blake asked about the Highway Frontage Overlay Zone.
Mr. Sowby explained that the set back was a greater. It was 40-feet and there needed to
be forward motion out of the driveway, rather than backing out. In addition they had
dedicated an additional 12 feet to widen the road. Forty percent of the home would be
rock or brick.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat for the Temple Haven
Subdivision Plat A subject to: 1) Compliance with the terms of the Annexation
Agreement for the Jones-Evans annexation and the terms and conditions for final
plat approval as recommended by the Planning Commission, and 2) Posting of a
bond for the construction of outstanding public improvements. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt commented that the enforcement of this project rested upon the City
Inspectors.
Rod Despain answered that was correct. He added that CC & R' s were private covenants
and the City did not enforce those.
Mayor Barratt responded that was why he asked the question. He wanted to know who
was going to make sure they had whatever percentage it was of brick.
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Rod Despain stated that the answer to that question was that it was Ron Morrill. At least
part of the Annexation Agreement took on the form of a Development Agreement
because there were elements of the Annexation Agreement that said the type of houses
that were going to be built. It was not an Ordinance matter, it was an agreement matter.
Councilman Storrs added to his motion that the review was to be done by the
Building Inspector. Councilman Blake agreed with his second.
All were in favor of the motion.
Councilman Blake asked if there were some special conditions with water.
Mayor Barratt responded that when they ran sewer and water up 11 00 East, that property
dried up.
Richard Magleby noted that the Temple Springs development took the spring water to the
east. It has been dry for two years.
Planning Commissioner Jimmie Cates explained that when this was approved by the
Planning Commission there were some pretty stringent rules laid out to ensure that it
would be upscale.
b.

Review and action on the final plat ofBest Vinyl Subdivision Plat A consisting of3 lots
at 980 West 50 North
Steve Sowby explained that the site plan was approved previously and now the owner has
decided to divide it into three lots.
Councilman Hunter moved to adopt the final plat for the Best Vinyl Subdivision
Plat A subject to: 1) The water rights conveyance requirements being completed
prior to recording of the plat, and 2) Posting of a bond for the construction of
outstanding public improvements. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
Rod Despain explained that the water rights had been sent to the State Engineer and was
rejected and needed to be made whole. It was not the responsibility of developer. This
had to be accomplished prior to this recording. The City would be happy to talk to Mr.
Garlick who sold them to Mr. Childs.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPEAL BY JOHN ROBBINS REGARDING THE
DENIAL BY THE PLANNING COMMISSION OF A SITE PLAN FOR A CAR SALES LOT
AT 166 WEST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt stated that it met the requirements of the zone in the area. The Planning
Commisison was short on members the time this was before them and there was a negative vote.
Action by the Planning Commission required a minimum of four affirmative votes for a motion
to pass. Another member expressed that there were too many car lots. They probably did not
really understand what was going to take place there.
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Kevin Bennett noted that it was a 3-1 vote, both times.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had met all ofthe issues including adequate parking.
Kevin Bennett answered that as long as the cars were displayed in the rear, it would not be a
violation. The issue there was a change in use.
Councilman LeBaron commented that most ofMr. Robbins' business was from mail or phone
orders.
John Robbins explained that this business was part-time. People contacted him for a certain type
of car. He needed office space. At the Planning Commission meeting the first time one person
thought that it was unsafe and at the other meeting one person thought there were all ready too
many car lots. He was appealing the denial by the Planning Commission. He would be using
five parking spaces in the back and one in the front, maybe two.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Ordinance limited the number of parking spaces.
Kevin Bennett stated that to comply, he could use not space out front for display.
Councilman Belmont asked how he contacted customers.
John Robbins explained that it was thru word of mouth. He sold between four and five cars a
month.
Councilman Storrs moved, that with the findings of staff that it met the Code, to override
the denial of the site plan for a car sales lot on a portion of the office building at 166 West
Main, with the condition that any display of vehicles for sale would be limited to the rear
parking lot. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont commented that in her mind she was counting the empty parking lots on
Main Street.
Mr. Robbins noted that was the case because of their cost per month.
Steve Sowby added that Mr. Robbins found the car he wanted.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF BEER LICENSES FOR 2005
Ricky moved approval of the beer licenses and read them for the public's information.
Albertson's
Brinker dba Chili's
C &A Oil
Conoco/Biimpees

135 East Main
765 West State
309 West Main
655 South 500 East
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Class A
Alcoholic Beverage
Class A
Class A

Harts Gas & Food
Harts Gas & Food
Lasabre
Lee's Roundup
Mi Ranchito
River Crossing dba Ottavios
Smith's Food & Drug
Valley Food & Fuel
Walker, Ivan
WaiMart
Winger's

717 West Main
585 East State
44 North Merchant
862 East State
396 East State
749 West 100 North #9
240 North West State
312 North West State
295 West Main
949 West Grassland
748 East State

Class A
Class A
Club
Class A
Alcoholic Beverage
Alcoholic Beverage
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class A
Class C

Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE RENTAL OF THE
CITY'S AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES AND PLEASANT GROVE
IRRIGATION SHARES FOR THE 2005 SEASON
This item was removed from the agenda. Mayor Barratt had some suggestion and concerns that
needed to be addressed.
Councilman Blake asked for a report on the Irrigation Meeting.
Howard Denney noted that the three seats on the Board that were up were those held by Lee
Searle, Dean Fraughton, and Grant Leonard. The vote was to put them back in for new two-year
terms.
Councilman Blake asked if it was a unanimous vote.
Howard Denney stated that it was not a stock vote, but and individual vote of the 25 or 26 who
were present at the meeting. He did not know the actual vote count. There was one other
nomination of someone from Highland.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A PUBLIC LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT GRANT
CONTRACT
Kevin Bennett explained that it was the same contract that they have had for years. This was the
same amount as the year before.
Library Director Sheena Parker clarified that it was the same not to exceed amount.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the Public Library Development Grant Contract.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that Sheena Parker was doing a wonderful job at the Library and
she had wonderful programs. She stayed within the budget guidelines and she was appreciated.
There was general applause.
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All were in favor of the motion.
Kevin Bennett noted that Section 8b needed to be checked. It was not a big deal but that
alteration needed to be done.

Councilman Storrs moved to incorporate the changes as requested by the City Attorney.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE NATIONAL INCIDENT
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (NIMS)
Mayor Barratt noted that the actual document was 400 pages in length.
Police Chief Fox commented that this was being carried forward by Emergency Services
Director Jay Christensen. They had done some training and have had some real life situation
where they called out the Command Center. The City had Interlocal Agreements. It was written
by Tom Ridge when he was the Director of Homeland Security. This put the City in line for any
federal funding.
Councilman Blake asked if it affected radio communications.
Chief Fox explained that that block of money was administered through the LEPC and
agreements were in place. The City was in the process of changing and had changed Y3 of the
radio system to the 800Mhz. Another portion of that would come in this budget year plus they
were asking he County through the LEPC Committee to fund another Y3 of that. In the next two
years it was hoped that they would have a countywide records management system in place and
everyone in the County on the same radio system.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-01-02R adopting the National
Incident Management System. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO CITIZEN COMMITTEES AND
BOARDS

Councilman Hunter moved to appoint David King to the Library Board for a three-year
term. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont recommended Hank Dowse to service on the Beautification Committee.

Councilman Hunter accepted the recommendation for Hank Dowse to serve on the
Beautification Committee in his motion. Councilman Storrs agreed with the second.
All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
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REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt noted that a memo had been provided previously.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 7, 2005, RETREAT MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the January 7, 2005, retreat minutes as presented.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 11, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the January 11, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn thanked Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker for attending and
taking these minutes.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met yesterday and reviewed the City
bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000. There were two additions. One was for
$1045 and one was for $645.32.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the City bills for payment and the requests over
$1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS PROPERTY ACQUISITION

Councilman Blake moved to enter into an Executive Session to discuss property
acquisition. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an Executive Session to discuss property
acquisition at 9:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Chief Financial Officer Cathy Jensen, Cemetery Sexton Ray
Garrett, City Attorney Kevin Bennett, and City Recorder Richard Colborn. Kevin Bennett
excused himselffrom the meeting at 9:03p.m. The executive session concluded at 9:17p.m.

Councilman Belmont moved to return to regular session at 9: 17 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they hold an open house for Councilman Hunter.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they may do that at the next meeting.
12

ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Blake moved adjournment at 9:19p.m. Councilman Belmont seconded the

motil· ~ ~flvor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 1-25-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 7

24 January 2005

Mayor Barratt and the American Fork City Council:

Attached are signed copies of a peition requesting that the City approve the Temple
Meadows replat proposal by Dave Millheim and Development Associates Inc., replatting 28
twinhome residences to 22 single family lots. The petition also seeks to have the city collect
the bond funds that have been called.
The signatures, each annotated with the respective lot ownership number, are for 46 of the
841ots. When combined with the 30 lots (117-144, 147-148) owned by DAI, these 76lots
constitute 90% of the owners. We have not been able to contact the owner of the incompleted
twin (lots 145-146). The remaining six owners have not signed this petition, although they

.

have indicated they are in principle in favor of replatting to single homes.
Thank you for your prompt consideration of this matter.

""1~ a._~ R..~ JL~Cl?!Tom and Rosemary Mackay

ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 1-25-0SCCMINUTES- PAGE2 OF 7
Mayor Ted Barratt and the City Council of American Fork City
in re of: Temple Meadow replatting to 22 single family homes
Homeowners in Temple Meadows are hopeful that the city will grant approval of the
DAI proposal to replat 28 twinhome units and the attendant surrounding property to 22 single
homes. As the homes are built and occupied, we will meet the 75% ownership requirement
necessary to organize.
We have done as much as we can to this point An interim board revised the CC&Rs
and also drafted compatible incorporation documents and bylaws. Some homeowners oppose
bringingthem to a vote while DAI retains a large voting block (one-third).
The hoped for actions are:
1. Approval of the plat change to 22 single family residences.
2. Collection of the bond money. Dave Millheim has pledged to deposit $10,000
towards new landscaping costs as a means of augmenting the bond funds.
3. Sale of the lots in the replatted subdivision to individual owners.
4. The city and the homeowners will work together so that the city may meet the
requisites of the law for the use of the funds.
Mayor Barratt, please encourage the City Council to approve the replat proposal
presented by DAI and collect the bond funds.
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 1-25-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 7
Mayor Ted Barratt and the City Council of American Fork City
in re of: Temple Meadow replatting to 22 single family

h~mes

Homeowners in Temple Meadows are hopeful that the city will grant approval of the
DAI proposal to replat 28 twinhome units and the attendant surrounding property to 22 single.
homes. As the homes are built and occupied, we will meet the 75% ownership requirement
necessary to organize.
We have done as much as we can to this point. An interim board revised the CC&Rs
and also drafted compatible incorporation documents and bylaws. Some homeowners oppose
bringing them to a vote while DAI retains a large voting block (one-third).
The hoped for actions are:
1. Approval of the plat change to 22 single family residences.
2. Collection of the bond money. Dave Millheim has pledged to deposit $10,000
towards new landscaping costs as a means of augmenting the bond funds.
3. Sale of the lots in the replatted subdivision to individual owners.
4. The city and the homeowners will work together so that the city may meet the
requisites of the law for the use of the funds.
Mayor Barratt, please encourage the City Council to approve the replat proposal
presented by DAI and coll~ct the bond funds.
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 1-25-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 4 OF 7
Mayor Ted Barratt and the City Council of American Fork City
in re of: Temple Meadow replatting to 22 single family homes
Homeowners in Temple Meadows are hopeful that the city will grant approval of the
DAI proposal to replat 28 twinhome units and the attendant surrounding property to 22 single
homes. As the homes are built and occupied, we will meet the 75% ownership requirement
necessary to organize.
We have done as much as we can to this point An interim board revised the CC&Rs
and also drafted compatible incorporation documents and bylaws. Some homeowners oppose
bringing them to a vote while DAI retains a large voting block (one-third).
The hoped for actions are:
1. Approval of the plat change to 22 single family residences.
2. Collection of the bond money. Dave Millheim has pledged to deposit $10,000
towards new landscaping costs as a means of augmenting the bond funds.
3. Sale of the lots in the replatted subdivision to individual owners.
4. The city and the homeowners will work together so that the city may meet the
requisites of the law for the use of the funds.
Mayor Barratt, please encourage the City Council to approve the replat proposal
presented by DAI and collect the bond funds. .
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 1-25-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 5 OF 7
Mayor Ted Barratt and the City Council of American Fork City
in re of: Temple Meadow replatting to 22 single family homes
Homeowners in Temple Meadows are hopeful that the city will grant approval of the
DAI proposal to replat 28 twinhome units and the attendant surrounding property to 22 single
homes. As the homes are built and occupied, we will meet the 75% ownership requirement
necessary to organize.
We have done as much as we can to this point. An interim board revised the CC&Rs
and also drafted compatible incorporation documents and bylaws. Some homeowners oppose
bringing them to a vote while DAI retains a large voting block (one-third).
The hoped for actions are:
1. Approval of the plat change to 22 single family residences.
2. Collection of the bond money. Dave Millheim has pledged to deposit $10,000
towards new landscaping costs as a means of augmenting the bond funds;
3. Sale of the lots in the replatted subdivision to individual owners.
4. The city and the homeowners will work together so that the city may meet the
requisites of the law for the use of the funds.
Mayor Barratt, please encourage the City Council to approve the replat proposal
presented by DAI and collect the bond funds.
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 1-25-05 CC MINUTES

PAGE 6 OF 7

Mayor Ted Barratt and the City Council of American Fork City
in re of: Temple Meadow replatting to 22 single family homes
Homeowners in Temple Meadows are hopeful that the city will grant approval of the
DAI proposal to replat 28 twinhome units and the attendant surrounding property to 22 single
homes. As the homes are built and occupied, we will meet the 75% ownership requirement
necessary to organize.
We have done as much as we can to this point. An interim board revised the CC&Rs
and also drafted compatible incorporation documents and bylaws. Some homeowners oppose
bringing them to a vote while DAI retains a large voting block (one-third).
The hoped for actions are:
1. Approval of the plat change to 22 single family residences.
2. Collection of the bond money. Dave Millheim has pledged to deposit $10,000
towards new landscaping costs as a means of augmenting the bond funds.
3. Sale of the lots in the replatted subdivision to individual owners.
4. The city and the homeowners will work together so that the city may meet the
requisites of the law for the use of the funds.
Mayor Barratt, please encourage the City Council to approve the replat proposal
presented by DAI and collect the bond funds.
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Mayor Ted Barratt and the City Council ol' Ameri~m Fork City
in re of: Temple Mcadow replaniag to 22 single tiunily homes
HorneownerK in ietnple Meadows Rr$ hopeful tb.1-l the city will grant approval ot·ch~
DAl propc.lsal 10 replat 28 twinhome units and the A1te.ndant surroundinG property to 22 single
homes. As the homes IU·c built and occupied, we wlll tneet the 75°1. ownership requirement
necessary ln orgatnize.
We have done us muoh 1111 w~ can tc• this pt'.lint. An interim board revised the CC&Rs
and al$n dt'llfted compatible incorporo.tion documenu and bylaws. Some hos\'teowners oppose
bringing thc:m to a vote wbUs: DAl reta.irys a large voting blo~k (.one-third).
The hoped for actions are:

1. Appl'ovnJ of· ahe plat change lO 22 $ingte family residences.
2. Collc:~tion oflbc bond money. Pave Mlllbe.im h.as pledged to deposit
towards new I!U\ds~aping cosu as " means ot' f\ugmentina the bond funds.
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3. Sole of the lots i.n the replatted subdivision tn individt.tal owners.
4. The ciry and the homeowners will work togdbcr so that tbe ~)ty may meet the

n:qui:sites nf the law for: lhe usc l:'f cbc 1\Jnds.
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ATTACBMENT 2 TO THE 1-25-05 CC MINUTES

PAGE 1 OF 1

January 25, 2005

To: Mayor Ted Barratt, American Fork City Council, American Fork Citizens
Effective:~aAYacy31,

2005

It is with mixed emotions that I render my resignation as a City Councilman for American Fork City. 1have
learned much over the past 5 years serving American Fork and the citizens. I have been very pleased with
many of the accomplishments that have taken place in my 5 year tender. As well, I have been disappointed
in some of the crucial decisions that haven't been made, that I thought we're in the best interest of the City
as a whole. I thank the employees of American Fork City for their tireless efforts in regards to the citizens
of American Fork. I appreciate the trust given to me by the citizens of American Fork. It is truly a huge
responsibility that takes more time than I can give at this point in my life. I don't want to give a half effort to
such a responsibility. I especially thank my family for their support in the time away from them in
dedication to the City.
As our situations, commitments and priorities change in our personal lives, it makes us take a step back
and evaluate the effectiveness of our service and our time. I have many obligations and commitments in
my life, and I want to be the best I can be and do the best I can do at all of them. This is not a selfish
decision. I have pondered this decision for over a month, trying to make everything work, I can't do it. I
have a family, business's, and church commitments that stretch me to thin. When I add the City
Councilman's time and obligations on top of those, I can't see how any of the responsibilities or
commitments I have will receive the attention and or the time they deserve.
I love American Fork. I have lived here my entire life and I care deeply with respect to the growth and
development of American Fork and it's future. Vision is needed to ensure we have leaders that can and will
make the important choices that represent the majority of the citizens, and not just splinter groups or loud,
outspoken citizens who have their own interest in mind. If I could encourage the citizens to do one thing, it
would be to get involved, serve on committees, vote during elections, support good, honest candidates,
and even run for an elected official yourself if you have the time and desire. American Fork will continue to
be a great City to live in and be part of, I will miss my affiliation with all of those within the City, it's staff, the
Mayor and Councilman, and I do appreciate them and their time they take out of their lives for everyone in
American Fork. Maybe at a different time in my life I can again serve the citizens of American Fork. Who
knows??

'--_Th"'t"\-~"W"~~
Tom Hunter

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JANUARY 25, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
January 25, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Ellen Annexation consisting of6.03
acres at 480 North 900 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Wen Hansen Annexation consisting
of2.387 acres at 425 North 1100 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Brad Frost; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Discussion and action on a boundary agreement amendment between Lehi City and
American Fork City.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code to provide for the
Cottage Concept in Inner Block areas.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of Temple Haven Subdivision Plat A
consisting of21 lots at 522 North 1060 East.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of Best Vinyl Subdivision Plat A consisting of
3 lots at 980 West 50 North.
Review and action on an appeal by John Robbins regarding the denial by the Planning
Commission of a site plan for a Car Sales Lot at 166 West Main Street.
Review and action on the approval ofBeer Licenses for 2005.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental of the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares and Pleasant Grove Irrigation shares for the 2005 season.
Discussion and action on a Public Library Development Grant Contract.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the National Incident Management System
(NIMS)
Review and action on appointments to citizen committees and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the January 7, 2005, retreat minutes.

13.
14.
15.
16.

Review and action on the January 11, 2005, City Council minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an Executive Session to discuss property
acquisition.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day of January, 2005.

}(ft..~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 3, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on February 3, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 4:07p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Cathy Jensen, Brent Larson,
Chief Terry Fox, Walter Ruales, Maritza Naseath, and 1 citizen.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH THE PROVO RIVER WATER
USERS ASSOCIATION REGARDING THE COVERING OF THE CANAL
Mayor Barratt explained that the canal passed through a small part of American Fork. There
were some meetings that he attended and some that he had not attended. Orem and Lindon have
a much larger portion of the canal in their community. As far as he knew, all of the communities
have agreed to this Memorandum of Understanding. American Fork has not as yet signed off on
it and they were asking that it be taken care of so they could get the signatures by Tuesday when
they would be picking up the rest. He did not believe it obligated the City to any financial
commitments but that, in essence, they were not opposed to covering the canal. He asked
Howard Denney for his take on the Memorandum.
Howard Denney explained that it asked the City to designate an agent who would be the main
contact person and the Memorandum asked for that person to be identified. They would be
applying for grants for a trail, creating a legal interest, response to design, financing, and
construction. Some of those issues would come out in other agreements. They would agree that
the property would be transferred from the United States Government to the Provo River Water
Users Association and that in theory agree that a trail and open space was the best use of the
property.
Councilman Belmont recalled that Mayor Barratt had brought it up before and it seemed that the
cost for American Fork was much less than others.
Howard Denney noted that the City had 500 shares, Highland City 5,000 shares, and the City
also had Deer Creek Water.
Councilman Blake expressed that he understood the funding for this work would come from the
Association as they would have additional water available because of the reduction in
evaporation and seepage. He asked if there was an issue concerning the recharge of the aquifers.
There was a need for the open area at the mouth of the canyon. He asked what status of those
discussions.
Howard Denney explained that he, Kevin Bennett, and Rod Despain were developing the
interlocal agreement. It was in Highland City and their zoning was very restrictive.
Councilman Blake asked who was pushing for the piping of the canaL
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Mayor Barratt answered that it was Orem and Lindon.
Howard Denney added that Salt Lake also wanted the piping. The original beginnings were that
they were trying to get more water delivered. Besides the losses, they could not push more water
through. With this pipe, and a head, they could push enough water to reach the main
shareholders in the Salt Lake Valley. The canal area could be used as a recreation trail, green
space, and open space. At first it was promoted to be a road corridor, but that was shot down.
Councilman Blake asked if the City would lose any opportunity for more productive discussions
on issues important to American Fork if they were to proceed with the agreement.
Kevin Bennett commented that it would help with the April Ridge situation.
Councilman Blake asked ifthere were positive discussions on the holding pond.
Howard Denney responded that there were.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the Memorandum of Understanding and also that
Councilman Keith Blake be appointed as the City's representative. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn to a work session. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
WORK SESSION
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING FEBRUARY 8, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Barratt reviewed the items for the upcoming February 8, 2005, City Council meeting.
Public Hearings
7:20 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a car wash at 680 South 500
East.
It was noted that the car wash site started out on the west, moved to the east, and this is a request
to move it back to the west side of 500 East. The existing road on the south would be moved to

the north a little.
Councilman LeBaron noted that it was better access.
Regular Session
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Community Service Awards would be presented to Richard Rowley, Library Board; Sydney
Thomas, Steel Days; Carma Swain, Library Board; and Dick Dixon, Golf Course Committee.
Action Items
# 1 - Discussion and action on a boundary agreement amendment between Lehi City and
American Fork City

Mayor Barratt stated that they did not have a written agreement and did not have a map as of yet
They did have a handshake agreement and he had been informed by Costco that it was sufficient
Councilman Belmont asked that when it did come back on the agenda, if there would be a plat
map.
Mayor Barratt answered that there would be a new plat map and boundary description of the
property that was involved.
#2- Discussion and action on the RDA's recommendation for the use ofRDA funds
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Rod Despain, and Mayor Barratt met with Bond Counsel Blake
Wade, who was also a State Bond Attorney, who explained to them that it was so important to
designate the use of the funds. The funds were fluid, but the use of the $5.7 million needed to be
established. They needed to accept the recommendation of the RDA.
Councilman Belmont asked if the funds could be moved a bit A little bit here and little bit there.
She felt some got a little short-changed.
Mayor Barratt stated that they could. There was a long way to go before they could spend the
money. They could sell the bonds in sixty days. The beginning of construction constituted a
project As it was written now, that had to be done before June 30, 2006. The fear was that the
legislature could make that shut off date March 1, 2005, and the City could not put off that
decision.
Councilman Belmont wanted to know if they could arm wrestle a little after the projects were
approved.
Mayor Barratt did not know how much arm wrestling could occur.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had talked with State Representative John Dougall who was
sponsoring a bill and State Senator Curits Bramble who was also sponsoring a bilL Their
concern was the definition of blight. That definition needed to be taken out They think that
there was some abuse ofRDA's and it was running rampant because it was not addressing
blighted areas.
Mayor Barratt explained that Rod Despain had already said that the example used was American
Fork.
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Rod Despain reported that he was told that the Taxpayers Association was advancing the notion
that American Fork was using RDA funding to finance the improvements in The Meadows. That
was not the case. That was misinformation. The City was not using RDA funding. American
Fork has lived within the law but is being seen as an abuser. Some have been fearful that this
type of funding would be used to build a soccer stadium.
Mayor Barratt continued that the concern was that no one knows but at the eleventh hour
something would be brought forward. It was important that the City do everything could.
Councilman Blake asked if they have begun to form the taxing committee for the school and
state.
Cathy Jensen reported that Mr. Wade felt it was not necessary to move forward with that until
there was an objection.
Councilman Blake commented that the point was that there were additional funds beyond the
$5.7 million and that was the reason to organize that committee. There was the element of the
school and the need for a swimming pool. The school has funds that came thru this and he
thought there would be some discussion with the school district.
Mayor Barratt agreed, but it had nothing to do with this. It was something the school district was
going to do in their budget.
#3 - Discussion and action on janitorial services
Mayor Barratt asked Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh for a report.
Melanie Marsh had looked at having someone in house oversee that. There was not enough
money in the budget to do that. She asked if the Council wanted to review the bids.
Mayor Barratt suggested that some departments have said they could do some of the cleaning.
They would have to bid out on some deep cleaning. The Fitness Center and the Police and
Courts were going to have to be done differently.
Melanie Marsh explained that four to five people would have to be dedicated to the Fitness
Center and they would also have to purchase the proper equipment. She felt they could handle
the smaller ones in house, but not the bigger buildings.
Councilman Storrs asked how they were going to make sure the buildings got cleaned properly.
Ms. Marsh continued that she knew that maintenance and cleaning were two different areas but
maybe the City could have a point of contact and have Ed Jones or someone in his department
oversee the cleaning.
Councilman Blake asked if they were going to review and consider awarding the bid.
Councilman Hunter noted that there was someone that was providing the supplies and they
should not cut Bob Krommenhoek out of the equation.
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Mayor Barratt asked if the Finance Committee could look at this. He did not think it was an item
they could act on Tuesday night.
Cathy Jenson noted that they could adjust the actual contract on some things.
Chief Terry Fox explained that the Police and Courts was taken care of partly by the court lease.
Councilman Blake felt that with the Courts there were grounds for annual changes.
Councilman Belmont thought that the department heads would know if the building was being
taken care of
Mayor Barratt explained that since he had been Mayor, they had been through three companies.
He had called a number of businesses and they could not give him any recommendations. How
could there not be someone with a high level of professionalism.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they rebid.
Chief Fox noted that the elderly gentleman that came in five nights a week to clean just was not
getting it done.
Mayor Barratt suggested that part of the problem was they were always taking the low bidder.
Councilman Belmont expressed that maybe they were not paying them enough.
Brent Larson noted that they got paid by the job.
Councilman Belmont was amazed that they were not able to have someone really clean their
building.
Councilman Blake asked the department heads to review the scope and re-bid with service
separated from supplies and the Finance Committee could review it.
Mayor Barratt stated that he would take that off the agenda and re-bid just service only.
Complete Building Maintenance General Manager, Walter Ruales, explained that the City had
different criteria at each building. With the supplies, what caught his attention, was different
towels at different buildings. He understood the City already had a supplier. His bid was broken
down and had provided for the supplies at a very low rate.
Mayor Barratt understood that supplies were an important part of his bid, and if it was pulled out,
it would limit his ability to perform as he would like.
Councilman LeBaron asked why "in house" could not take care of paper goods.

Mr. Ruales answered that they could.
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Brent Larson from the Fitness Center explained that a lot of times the salesman would provide
the dispensor. It was a can of worms on the dispenser.
Melanie Marsh recommended that the Finance Committee review the bids and the break out of
the supplies. They had only seen the totals on a spreadsheet.
Mayor Barratt asked that those items be given to the Finance Committee to review and have
them make a recommendation by the second meeting in February.
#4- Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects. condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation: and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat A consisting of 4 lots at
680 South 500 East
Rod Despain would have the action memo prior to the meeting.

b.

Review and action an Ordinance approving a site plan for a car wash to be located at 680
South 500 East
Rod Despain would have the action memo prior to the meeting.

c.

Review and action on the final plat ofDurrant Meadows Subdivision Plat A consisting of
6lots at 650 West 200 South
Rod Despain explained that he would have the action memo prior to the meeting. He
noted that this item did not have delivered what they expected. They would do some
additional research.

#5 - Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through December
31, 2005, for those on active duty in the military
Mayor Barratt noted that this would continue something that had been in place that had expired.
#6- Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental of the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares and Pleasant Grove Irrigation shares for the 2005 season
Richard Colborn noted that last year they established the rental rate at $20 for the American F ark
shares. Rod Despain had reported to him that the Pleasant Grove assessment per share was $25.
#7 - Review and action on a contract with Rio Hot Inc. for the Steel Days Big Show
Kevin Bennett reported that he met with Nan Kuhn from the Steel Days Committee. There were
still some questions. A lot of carving had been done on the agreement. They other party had not
seen it, but with input from Melanie Marsh it went along with what had been done in the past. It
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was proposed that tickets would be $10 until the day of the event when they would go up to $15.
Children under 6 would be free instead ofunder 8. They had a $50,000 commitment to them and
the City needed to meet the expenses. He did not know if they would accept it Ms. Kuhn felt
that they would. Nan Kuhn had indicated to him that she and Melanie had a good working
relationship with them.
#8 - Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
Mayor Barratt asked that if anyone had appointments he would appreciate receiving them prior
to the meeting.
#9 - Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
# 10 - Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no memo for this meeting. The Planning Commission would not meet again until
February 91h.
#11-14 Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes; Review and action
on the January 13, 2005, work session minutes; Review and action on the January 25, 2005, City
Council minutes; and Review and action on the February 3, 2005, work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
# 15 - Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman Storrs asked that they amend the agenda to include entering into an executive
session to discuss litigation and property acquisition. Mayor Barratt so directed.
Mayor Barratt stated that items, 1, 3, 9, & 10 would be eliminated from the agenda.
Mayor Barratt reported that Garth Wilkinson, who had property east of the Tri-City Golf Course,
met with him last week and told him that the homes he was planning on building on his property
would start at $600,000 and go up from there. Mr. Wilkinson had the impression the City was
going to put in the bridge at 980 North across the river. He did not feel that his development was
going to get a good response if they had to access his project through the subdivisions. He felt
he needed to bring people up 500 East Street. Mr. Wilkinson was also concerned about the Art
Dye Park and that the City was not finishing it off He felt it was a vital amenity. He was
planning on an upscale project and would appreciate as much help as he could get There were
piles of dirt, sagebrush and debris.
Councilman LeBaron asked how many acres and lots.
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Mayor Barratt explained that it would be gated, but the lots would not be that large. It would be
aPUD.
Councilman Belmont stated that RDA funds were going to finish the parks.
Howard Denney stated that they had an estimate and could have put the bridge in for about
$24,000 by the same people that put in the other bridges on 700 North and 520 North. Those
prices were gone.
Councilman Blake asked if the roads were typically funded by the development going in.
Councilman LeBaron explained that the master plan showed 980 North going thru.
Rod Despain added that the City owned the right-of-way on either side of the river, and maybe
even through the river. It was a minor collector road.
Mayor Barratt continued that the bridge was the City's responsibility.
ADJOURNMENT

The ~k s~~o:red at 5 00 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 3, 2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session & a
work session on Thursday, February 3, 2005, in the City BaD, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

2.

Review and action on an agreement with the Provo River Water Users Association
regarding the covering of the canal.
Adjournment to a work session.

WORK SESSION
1.

2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming February 8, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Datedltbis~d~y ~, 2005.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 3, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 3, 2005, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming February 8, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 31 day of January, 2005.

l/L.

QL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 8, 2005
ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR A CAR WASH AT 680 SOUTH 500 EAST

The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on February 8, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:28p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox,
Sheena Parker, Lori England, Raylene Jorgenson, Maxine Steele, Brent Larson, Rod Despain,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Carl Ingersoll, Hal Holmstead, Dale Gunther, Heber Thompson, Glen
Wagstaff, Walter Ruales, Maritza Naseath, Gary Gray, Barbara Christiansen, and 13 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive comment regarding the site
plan for a car wash to be located at 680 South 500 East. He asked for comments.
Gary Gray was present to answer questions.
There were no comments. Mayor Barratt noted that this was scheduled for action under Action
Item 2b.
The hearing concluded at 7:29p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on February 8, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Terry Fox,
Sheena Parker, Lori England, Raylene Jorgenson, Maxine Steele, Brent Larson, Rod Despain,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Carl Ingersoll, John Woffinden, Hal Holmstead, Dale Gunther, Heber
Thompson, Glen Wagstaff, Walter Ruales, Maritza Naseath, Gary Gray, Barbara Christiansen,
Scout Mathew Jensen from Troop 17, and 15 citizens.
Scout Mathew Jensen led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Father James Blaine
offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Maxine Steele reminded everyone that the American Fork Symfhony was part of the Arts in
American Fork and their concert was on Monday, February 28t at the High School. She invited
everyone to attend. They appreciated the support of the City.
Garold Springer addressed the recent zone change at 3 5 South 200 West. He was a neighbor of
that area. He was not able to attend the council meeting when the zone change took place, but

has read the minutes. He was one of the residents who collected several ofthe signatures on the
petition that went out from the neighborhood. There were 136 collected from neighbors who did
not want that zone change. He read from the Application for Zone Amendment.
"No amendment shall be made, however, unless it can be shown that changed or
changing conditions in the applicable area, make the proposed amendment reasonably
necessary to the promotion of the health, safety, morals, convenience or general welfare
of the public."
They had outlined several reasons why it would not be good for the area and in previous
meetings he had been to and in any discussion, he never heard one reason as to how the zone
change promoted the health, safety, morals, convenience or general welfare of the public. On the
application the developer stated the reason was that the "change would be consistent with the
current proposed use for commercial office project." That did not address the question.
Mayor Barratt stated that the zone map at the City offices showed it was zoned commercial.
Mr. Springer stated that it was except for a tiny strip that was R-4.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Council asked for a zone map to be brought to them and the
map that was brought showed it being in a CC-2 zone. That map was the final authority.
Mr. Springer asked where that map was.

Mayor Barratt responded that map was now changed.
Councilman Blake commented that the public works building had that and he was there this
morning and saw it. It was in the Recorder's Office also.
Mayor Barratt stated that the map that was given out is the official map and it showed it as a CC2 zone.
Mr. Springer stated that the map in the Recorder's Office had a little strip ofR-4 and was dated
2003.
Mayor Barratt restated that the map that was given out showed it as a CC-2 zone. That was an
Official Document of the City and the City had to maintain that zone. When the Council asked
to see the map, that was brought forward.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had the map in his office.
Councilman Blake stated that he saw one in the Public Works and it was dated 2004 and it shows
it CC-2.
Mr. Springer asked ifthe one in the Recorder's Office was not right.
City Recorder reported that Mr. Springer was in his Office. The previous map showed the CC-2
zone with a line, like a pencil line, of the R-4 and below that was the CC-2 zone.
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Mr. Springer acknowledged that was correct.
Richard Colborn added that it should have been R-4.
Mayor Barratt stated there was nothing they could do about it. They had sought legal counsel on
it and there was nothing to be done about it, except what was done. That was the one and only
choice.
Mr. Springer commented that the map in the Recorder's Office was wrong.

Richard Colborn noted that the one that was looked at was dated August 2003. That one was
wrong. The new one on the wall was correct. The only other one there was the one that showed
August 2003.
Howard Denney stated that there was a new map that was prepared after the Council action.
Mr. Springer commented that everything indicated that there should not have been a zone
change.

Mayor Barratt explained that was how they dealt with it. There was a zone change.
Mr. Springer asked how that met the health, safety, morals, convenience or general welfare of
the public.
Mayor Barratt responded that he did not know how to answer that question. He did not think the
Councilmembers could either.
Bill Jacob commented that Mayor Barratt had stated he had a legal opinion about that and he
asked if the City had mapping policies.
Howard Denney responded did not believe there were written policies.
Bill Jacob asked if he could get a copy ofthe legal opinion.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was in the Ordinance. What he read was right in the Ordinance.
The City zoning map was the final authority.
Bill Jacob asked who gave the legal opinion.
Mayor Barratt responded that Kevin Bennett gave a legal opinion.
Mr. Jacob would make a GRAMA request.
Mayor Barratt stated he could make a GRAMA request, but there was nothing written.
Steve Sowby asked about the status of the annexations on the south side and updates to the
general plan and zoning ordinances.
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Mayor Barratt believed they were being prepared for the first meeting in March.
Rod Despain explained they were preparing the notices for the general plan for March 8.
Mr. Sowby asked about the Ordinances that implemented the plan.
Rod Despain responded that they would follow shortly thereafter.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Barratt presented a Community Service Award to Richard Rowley for his service on the
Library Board. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt noted that this item would be on the next agenda as well.
COUNCil.. REPORTS
Councilmembers Storrs, LeBaron, Hunter, and Blake had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Belmont explained that Nuisance Abatement, Planning Commission, and City
Council had talked about the Sign Ordinance. She had received a letter about the reader boards
that were showing up all over town. She asked ifthat was in the City's Sign Ordinance.
Rod Despain responded that the regulation that dealt with reader boards had to deal with large
project identification signs such as at auto dealerships. Whether or not the other forms of signs
could have or have not reader boards, the Ordinance was silent on that. He had seen the letter
being referred to. He had not seen the sign, but assumed it was processed through the Building
Inspection Department.
Councilman Belmont noted that it was a huge reader board in a residential project. They would
need to address them in the future.
Councilman Belmont asked when they would be taking applications for Councilman Hunter's
seat.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was advertised in the last issue of the Citizen. It closed at Noon on
February 1ih.
Councilman Belmont questioned whether anyone even knew about it.
Mayor Barratt responded that he had a number of calls on it. They were due to him.
Councilman Belmont asked that when the applications came in, if they would go through the
process they did last time and they would have presentations from those people.
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Mayor Barratt answered that at this point, he did not think that was what they were going to do.
They would simply, probably go through those applications, and look at them, and he would
make a nomination.
Councilman Belmont commented that last time Councilman LeBaron came and gave a
presentation. They had twelve applications and they were very, very good. They came before
the Council. She felt that was the way to do it.
Councilman Belmont noted that in a little while the Council would be discussing the RDA
recommendations. Several weeks ago she asked the Council a question that nobody answered.
She again polled the Council and asked them what they saw for American Fork in the future; in
the next 10 years or 20 years.
Councilman Blake responded that was a pretty broad question. American Fork continued to
grow. They had some water issues and they have done some with the parks. They discussed this
with the RDA. He had expressed that the Arts needed some help.
Councilman Belmont asked that they consider a hundred years. She was asking what they saw
for the physical layout of American Fork.
Mayor Barratt asked her to tell what she saw so they got an idea.
Councilman Belmont stated that from the history of the last seven years, she saw that things
would be totally different. She was sure there were some feelings here. Mr. Springer discussed
some things. She was thinking that they should do some salvation for the center of town and for
downtown. She was carefully looking at projects. She was not against those that have been
done. She stated that one could go to Chicago and it was just like it was, with wonderful vibrant
neighborhoods and one could find theirs. It was getting so that you could not do that here. They
were destroying the good things. She asked to hear what everybody else thought.
Councilman Hunter noted that the paper the other day said that by the year 2050 Utah's
population was going to double. American Fork had positioned itself economically to be part of
that growth. They would not be doing their job if they did not do what was in the best interest of
American Fork for the future. They could not stay in the past. They had to grow.
Councilman Belmont asked if he saw anything for people or just for businesses.
Councilman Hunter continued that as far as the City looked to develop neighborhoods and as
developers have come in, he believed they had been on top ofthat and they had been requiring
more out of developers than had ever been required in the past. The lots, the way the homes
were built, the way neighborhoods were built, the way parks were built, were something people
would want to move to. American Fork was going to be financially sound when The Meadows
and other projects start to produce the tax revenues that the Council saw in the future. He did not
see anything wrong with the direction in which American Fork was going. Things could not stay
the way they are. They were going to progress. They could be a part of it or they could be left in
the dust. He believed American Fork was in a position that the City should be positive in their
outlook of the future.
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Mr. Hunter added that there were some areas in American Fork that they needed to be careful
with including the downtown area and the part of downtown where they have inner blocks. He
believed that as a whole American Fork was a great place to live and would continue to be. He
looked for an economic boon in the future and it would reflect positively on each citizen in
American Fork and American Fork City itself.

Councilman Belmont thanked Councilman Hunter.
Mayor Barratt explained that Bob Terragno was present and would like to make his presentation.
Councilman Belmont wanted to hear from the others and asked if she could do so after the
presentation.
Mayor Barratt stated that there was an agenda and there were people present to have their items
acted on.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had the floor and really wanted to get a response.
Mayor Barratt stated that he appreciated that but he would not grant the request at this time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt introduced Envision Utah's Government Relations Coordinator Bob Terragno
who would be making a presentation.
Mr. Terragno explained that there was supposed to be someone from the Wasatch Front Regional
Council in attendance as well, but in their absence he would proceed. He distributed a handout
of the slides he would be using in his power point presentation. It is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 1.

Mr. Terragno explained that the 2000 population would double in the four-county metro area
sooner than 2050. The transportation network was a big part of that. It was the biggest single
taxpayer item that they decide upon as residents of a region. The price tag for all of the projects
in the 2030 Plan that was approved about a year ago, was $23 billion. That was the low-end.
The Utah League of Cities & Towns have estimated that cost to be closer to $28 billion.
They were looking at the 2040 Plan.
There would be a workshop for this area on February 24, 2005, at the Pleasant Grove Jr. High
School Cafeteria from 6:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Councilman Belmont commented that she attended one at that same location about a year ago.
Every table said exactly the same thing.
Mr. Terragno noted that was unusual.
Councilman Belmont asked if this was the same thing.
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Mr. Terragno responded that the process would be the same, but the subject matter was much
broader. That meeting was about one corridor, the Mountain View Corridor. This was about the
whole region. Land use decisions were local decisions. There were 74 jurisdictions in the four
counties. About next August they would show the final two or three scenarios. By next October,
they would be ready to hand over a finalized regional scenario or vision to Mountainlands
Association of Governments and the Wasatch Regional Council. They would like to have an
invitation list from the City.
Mayor Barratt thanked Mr. Terragno for his presentation.
ACTION ITEMS
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE RDA'S RECOMMENDATION FOR THE USE OF
RDAFUNDS
Mayor Barratt explained that this was in response to the recommendation made by the RDA and
to move forward toward the selling of the bonds. Bond Counsel was of the opinion that the
bonds could be sold in approximately 60 days and that was what they were hoping to do. He
asked for any comments or motions from the Council concerning the RDA.

Councilman Hunter moved to accept the RDA Board's recommendations with a couple of
minor adjustments. With regard to the Boat Harbor improvements he added that they also
build a concession stand as it would provide a revenue stream, and allow $350,000 each, for
the Boat Harbor and the Amphitheater. The rest would remain the same, $600,000 for the
Skate Park, $1.6 million for the City Hall, and $2.8 million for the Fitness Center, pool, and
two gymnasiums. That totaled $5.7 million. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake noted that on the concession stand there would be some expense to man it.
Councilman Hunter commented that with the amount of people that were down there, if hot
dogs, hamburgers, and drinks were provided, it could be quite a revenue stream. It was thought
that young people could be hired to man it.
Councilman Blake expressed that it was a key opportunity to dredge the Boat Harbor now that
the water level was down.
Councilman Belmont did not want to put that much money into City Hall. That was not what
Cooper Roberts suggested at all.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was their Option B.
Councilman Belmont commented that it included moving the footprint out. This building was on
the National Register of Historic Places in the entire United States. With that type of change,
they would not be able get any kind of grants for it in the future. It would shut the door to any
future dollars.
Mayor Barratt reported that Cooper Roberts stated that would not be the case and the integrity of
the building would be maintained.
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Councilman Belmont was very worried.
Mayor Barratt explained that he talked to Cooper Roberts, he believed it was last Friday, and that
would not be the case.
Councilman Blake reported that he tended to concur. He did not know that was the best use of
funds. It was so expensive to do the remodel. It was proposed for use by the Arts but he was not
hearing from the Arts that that was what they wanted to use.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Arts people would be the ones to work with Cooper Roberts.
They would be getting five practice rooms and two smaller theaters.
Councilman Blake did not think it was a wise use of funds.
Mayor Barratt stated to bring the City Hall up to Code was $722,000. To remodel and
reconfigure City Hall to put in a performance facility of 85 seats down stairs and put a 3 5-seat
Recital Hall upstairs with two more restrooms upstairs, the cost was $1.6 million that included
bringing it up to a seismic rating.
Councilman Blake expressed that it was not a good use of funds to do that. It was an average of
$3 00,000 per room.
Mayor Barratt expressed that was how he felt, and if they didn't, he recommended that they put
the money into one of the other areas. At some point in time, City Hall was going to need to be
remodeled.
Councilman Belmont noted that it needed to be restored.
Councilman Blake thought it could be restored for $300,000 to $500,000.
Mayor Barratt expressed his feelings that down the road they were going to have the opportunity,
because he believed they needed to move the Administrative Offices off of Main Street, and they
needed to refurbish this block. He was recommending that they start by refurbishing the City
Hall. The City Hall would then have practice facilities for the Arts Council. There would be an
85-seat facility, which was nowhere near the capacity that they needed, but it was far beyond
what they had now. As the City moved forward over the next few years and they were able to
acquire more space on this block and be able to move off of Main Street, the City Hall would
have already been completed and finished. Whether $1.6 million was spent now or at another
day, at some point in time, City Hall would not serve the City, in his opinion, as an
Administration building. It would be ideal for the Arts Council or to other groups who could use
the building. This was the beginning of an overall redirection of the block. He was of the
opinion that as early as 3 to 5 years and maybe as late as 10 years, when this block was
completed, it began right here. Right now City Hall was basically used for City Council and
Planning Commission meetings and if money was not put into the building that was all it would
be used for in the future.
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Councilman Belmont stated that she liked Cooper Roberts presentation that they gave much
better than the Mayor's presentation.
Mayor Barratt responded that this was their presentation.
Councilman Belmont stated that it wasn't. Because what the Mayor was saying was a few rooms
to practice in a little place for 3 5 people. She did not think that was a good use.
Mayor Barratt stated that was his opinion and his vision of this block. They would begin
refurbishing this area with City Hall. It would go out to bid but that was the bid that was given
by Cooper Roberts. He talked to Cooper Roberrts on Friday and went over it again. The major
cost was the refurbishing, or restoring and updating the City Hall to not only seismic standards
but to allow it to have two auditoriums and restrooms and class rooms. That was the difference
between the $700,000 and $1.6 million. He believed it was the right thing to do.
Councilman Belmont felt they were destroying the building.
Mayor Barratt asked how it could it be destroyed. The Beautification Committee and Arts
Council would be in charge ofthe refurbishing ofthe building.
Councilman Belmont thought that with what was being stated, she had spent 28 years not only
going to seminars and tours and dealing with Cooper Roberts and other people, she thought that
his vision had never talked about restoration of any kind. She thought it was the wrong place to
spend the money.
Councilman Blake noted that the point was the cost compared with the floor space that would be
provided, it was just expensive.
Mayor Barratt agreed that it was expensive. There was almost a million dollars in the
Administration Building in order to use it. He asked if there were comments from the audience.
Heber Thompson, President of Downtown American Fork Incorporated noted that there was a
question earlier as to what Downtown American Fork was. There was a Community
Development Strategic Plan developed in 1992. He was a member of that body that was
commissioned by the Mayor and City Council at the time. They had several vision statements
and objectives to enhance downtown and to make it a very central focal point. From that plan
Downtown American Fork Inc. was formed in September 1999. The summary of the 2002
Master Plan was,
"We will revitalize American Fork's Downtown Area by creating unity between
government, business, and citizens; opportunities for providing commerce; as well as
meaningful social and cultural activities while respecting our pioneer heritage."
In last Sunday's, Daily Herald there was a Metro Guide 2005 put out by the Provo Orem
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Thompson noted there were only two mentions of American Fork,
Under Special Events, Steel Days and under Education, the American Fork Library. There was
nothing under Visitors. It was not the vision that was had in 1992 as to where American Fork
ought to be.
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He read a letter to the City Council and suggested a change in the allocation of funds from the
City Hall to the Harrington. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2.
Mayor Barratt thanked Heber Thompson for the presentation.
Dale Gunther thanked the Council and appreciated the opportunity express some thoughts and
share the vision he had. He appreciated Councilman Hunter's vision and he was in harmony
with that He expressed appreciation for his service and the gentlemanly way he conducted
business. He also expressed appreciation to the other members of the Council for their service as
welL
Mr. Gunther continued that he really appreciated what was done with the parks. They did the
basics and they had a huge volunteer group that went to work to raise some additional funds, and
cash, and donated labor to complete the parks. He had been asked to serve on the community
foundation and he enjoyed working with that group. That was a good model.
Mr. Gunther added that the City Hall was a great building and it needed to be restored, but now
may not be the time. He had talked with Mayor Barratt earlier and if the building was not done,
that it be fixed up and put the major work off to the future. Mayor Barratt also indicated to him
that in the next two or three years the revenues from the west side would be better and the City
would be in a better position to do something on their own.
Dale Gunther commented on the plan that Cooper Roberts provided. When he saw that, he
called Cheryl Norman, who was a piano teacher who held recitals and asked her how many seats
she needed for a recitaL She answered that her groups were 100 or more. Most needed about 75.
The proposed room sizes were too smalL He thought they could get some more space for City
Council meetings by doing some modifications. He asked that the Council not put that kind of
money into this City Hall now. He felt that it did need to be preserved and that it was an
important part of the block. It would be nice to make this long-term investment on the
Harrington.
Mr. Gunther observed that there was a publication put out by the Fitness Center, which he used
regularly. It said that they had about 1200 memberships, some single, some two-party, and some
family. It amounted to 3580 persons and represented about 15% ofthe City's population.

The number that participated in the Arts and those that attended as patrons of the Arts, were a
higher percentage. The City was going to spend $2.8 million in addition to what was already
invested, which was about that much again, maybe. That was a tremendous investment relative
to the population that used it as compared to the Arts. He encouraged them to look at it
carefully.
Dale Gunther noted that he was in a meeting a number of years ago in which Councilman Hunter
commented that he wished there was a way to get some RDA funding for downtown. Mr.
Gunther suggested that this was a little different in the priorities that were set but that they start
with the Harrington. They could get the building shelled in. The money was much wiser spent
doing that with a much longer benefit
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Mr. Gunther continued that he felt there was some additional money available. He met with
Cathy Jensen earlier in the day. He understood that the participating areas were the Albertsons,
where Walmart was previously located, and Kmart. There was about $461,250 coming in
annually that she has used to amortize the bonds. She has taken the total revenue stream and
discounted it by an administrative 5% and she said was a safe estimate. He knew about interest
rates on municipal bonds.
Mr. Gunther reported that he talked to Jim Matsumori today and to another bond broker that they
used at the bank In the market right now, the average rate on a 20-year bond was 3.75% and if
that held the City would get $6.4 million, another $700,000 to allocate. If it was 4% the City
would get about $6.2 million. His plea to the Council was to really consider the Harrington. It
was really the best long-term use ofthe funds. This block could be a real sense of pride

George E. Brown, Jr. addressed this issue from the standpoint of property and sales taxes. There
were projects on the west side that appeared very successful. There were two problems,
however. One, there were businesses that relocated from American Fork out there, and two, the
City had about $7 million in bonds to pay back. That was going to decrease the sales taxes and
property taxes. He suggested that the City take all of the money available and put into
downtown, the civic center of American Fork, to purchase and develop the Harrington, purchase
and develop the Apollo Hall, and to build a parking structure downtown that would attract the
TRAX stop. If they did those kinds of things they would start business again in downtown
American Fork and it would have a definite impact upon the sales tax and the property tax
because of the flow of traffic into that part of town. It would be a long-term investment and
would be a very wise investment. He thought there would be a little disappointment on the
Westside because ofthings being paid back and because ofthe relocation of businesses. Again,
he encouraged the Council to put all of the money downtown as opposed to other projects. He
did not have anything against the other projects, but they needed to look at an increase in
property taxes and in sales taxes.
Councilman Blake felt they have received an excellent rationale for reallocating the funds. They
also knew that they needed some work done on City Hall costing about $200,000 to $250,000.
They did not need an office building at the amphitheater and be able to save $100,000 to
$150,000 out of the amphitheater and still build the things the City needed there. They could put
$1.5 million into Harrington. City Hall could still be used for practice rooms by making a good
roof, and then start the vision being talked about with the Harrington School. It was available
and the owner was willing to sell it. They were also committing $2.4 million in private funds. It
was time to proceed with what the Arts were recommending. He asked if Councilman Hunter
was willing to amend his motion, based on the presentation.
Councilman Hunter responded that he would stick with his motion. Councilman Storrs stated
that he would stay with his second.
Councilman Belmont explained that previously it was stated by the Mayor that they needed to
allocate the funds, and then they could move them around. She stated that Councilman Hunter's
motion did not give anything to the Harrington and the Arts Council was really left out in the
cold. She asked Councilmembers Hunter & Storrs to reconsider their motion to allow the
Harrington to be on the list and then they could move figures around. She felt that if the
Harrington was completely left off the list, they would not have the option to do that.
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Councilman Blake asked that they consider that flexibility. They could allocate money to do
some of the landscaping downtown.
Councilman Storrs asked if the motion passed and they did come up with the extra money, could
they still use that money for the Harrington.
Couniclman Blake thought that it needed to be on the list.
Mayor Barratt was not so sure if they could only spend the money on those projects. The $5.7
million needed to be identified.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs, Hunter, and LeBaron. Nay, Councilmembers Belmont and Blake.
The motion carried.
Councilman Storrs stated that he would like to see them investigate the use of any additional
revenue.
Mayor Barratt responded that they would talk with Blake Wade.
Mayor Barratt was of the opinion that the amphitheater would not be that much and he did not
know that the Boat Harbor was going to be that much money. He did not think that the City Hall
was going to take all of the $1.6 million. There were some things proposed that he did not agree
with and he did not think that the Beautification Committee would agree with. He reminded the
Council that they were trying to get ahead of the legislature and make sure they have established
the RDA. He did not have the ability to tell them that they could not include the Harrington, but
the funds were for cultural arts and it fell within the parameter.
Councilman Belmont was afraid that if it was not on the list, they would not be allowed to use it
Mayor Barratt asked what if it was not on the list, and there was a $3.5 million endowment for
the Arts for American Fork. He did not want the Council to sell him short. He thought that there
were a lot of things that needed to be done. In his opinion, the Harrington was an important
building in American Fork. If it was that important to the citizens of American Fork, they
needed to do the same thing that the parks people did and get it on a bond election. Riverton put
it on the ballot and it got voted down. They worked on it some more and went back to an
election and it was approved and they were also able to get some grants from Senator Bennett
and others.
Councilman Belmont stated that they would say Arts, Parks, and Recreation and they did not
have to say Harrington.
Mayor Barratt noted that the other was Broadband one.
Councilman Belmont felt that they needed to say the Harrington.
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Mayor Barratt stated that this City needed to use the Harrington for more than cultural arts. The
way to restore the Harrington was through private funds or through a bond election. They
needed to use it for City staff and for departments within the community. That was his opinion.
He believed this block was important. That was what his vision was. If the residents were not
behind it, put the money into recreation.
Dale Gunther asked the Mayor why he did not feel the same way about the Recreation Center
and take it to a vote. He did not understand.
Mayor Barratt responded that he believed the reason there were a lot of residents that did not use
the facility, was because it was impossible because of the way it was structured and because it
was not a facility that the public wanted. It was not the type of a facility they liked. What they
wanted was a better model. Mayor Barratt believed the better model would solve the problem
with Hilltop Aquatics and he believed it would make it profitable. That was why Lehi was doing
what they were doing.
Bill Jacob stated that he looked at the audit and it seemed to him like the Broadband was
hemorrhaging the taxpayers to death. He thought it was time to shut that down and use that bond
money on the Harrington. That ought to be taken to the public.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat A consisting of 4 lots at
680 South 500 East
Hal Holmstead was present along with Gary Gray.
Councilman Hunter moved to grant approval of the final subdivision plat for the
Holm stead Center Subdivision- Plat A; to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign
the plat, accept all dedications and have the plat recorded at the Office of the Utah
County Recorder, subject to the following: 1) Verification of completion of all
conditions required by the City Council and Planning Commission; and 2) Posting
of a bond to ensure timely construction of any outstanding subdivision
improvements. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked if it would move the access to 500 East Street.
Hal Holmstead responded that it would move 700 South to 680 South and would be
further from the I-15 on ramp.
Rod Despain explained that it would provide another 30,000 square feet of display area
for Mr. Watts.
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All were in favor.
b.

Review and action an Ordinance approving a site plan for a car wash to be located at 680
South 500 East
Councilman Belmont was excused from the meeting due to a coughing spell to get a
drink of water.
Gary Gray explained this would be a full service tunnel car wash and was a stand alone
business. It would be on the north side of the relocated roadway.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-02-06 approving a specific
site pan for the car wash facility on Lot 3 of the Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat
A, subject to: 1) Verification of the adequacy of the previously conveyed water
rights for a car wash facility; and 2) Approval of this Ordinance shall constitute a
repeal of the previous approval granted for this parcel and also the proposed car
wash facility on Lot 3 of the Utah Valley Business Park at 713 South 500 East.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers LeBaron, Blake, Hunter, and Storrs. Absent, Councilman
Belmont. The motion carried.
c.

Review and action on the final plat of Durrant Meadows Subdivision Plat A consisting of
6lots at 650 West 200 South
Councilman Blake noted that these were nice sized lots.

Councilman Storrs moved to grant final approval of the Durrant Meadows
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept all
dedications and have the plat recorded at the Office of the Utah County Recorder,
subject to the following: 1) Verification of completion of all conditions required by
the City Council and Planning Commission; 2) Actual conveyance of 6 acre feet of
water right in accordance with the terms of the City's water rights ordinance; 3)
Posting of a bond to ensure timely construction of any outstanding subdivision
improvements; 4) Delivery of a mylar copy suitable for recording and containing all
required materials and notations as required by the City Engineer; and 5) Easement
for utilities on lot 5 for Fenn Acres Plat B.
Howard Denney noted that it was for a sewer easement.

Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs, Lebaron, Blake, and Hunter. Absent, Councilman
Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION GRANTING RELIEF FROM CITY UTILITY
BILLS THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2005. FOR THOSE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN THE
MILITARY
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Mayor Barratt commented that this would be retroactive back to January 1, 2005.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-02-03R granting relief from City
utility bills through December 31, 2005, for those on active duty in the military.
Councilman Hunter seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs reported that there were approximately 33 families being helped.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Storrs, Hunter, LeBaron, and Blake.
Absent, Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE RENTAL OF THE
CITY'S AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES AND PLEASANT GROVE
IRRIGATION SHARES FOR THE 2005 SEASON
Last year's rate of rental for American Fork shares was $20.00. The amount ofthe annual
assessment for Pleasant Grove shares was $25.
Rod Despain noted that about one-third of the City's shares go to use at the golf course.
The Council discussed the renting of the water.
Richard Colborn commented that they needed to have the water used.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-02-04 authorizing the rental of the
City's American Fork Irrigation shares for $20 per share and the City's Pleasant Grove
Irrigation Shares for $25 per share. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was
as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Storrs, Blake, LeBaron, and Hunter. Absent,
Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilman Belmont returned.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH RIO HOT, INC. FOR THE STEEL DAYS
BIG SHOW
Nan Kuhn reported that they had reviewed the contract.
Kevin Bennett reported that a memo had been provided earlier in the day updating the Council
over what was provided at last Thursday's work session. There were a couple of changes.
Advance ticket sales counts would be done once a week. On the need for 14 stagehands, that
was changed to "up to 14." Another change was that they would provide parking for the semitrucks.
Mr. Bennett stated that the only other thing he had was the issue of insurance. He did not see a
problem as long as they could get that type of insurance. Melanie Marsh and Richard Colborn
were looking into that. The motion could be subject to whatever Melanie Marsh and Richard
Colborn found out.
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Councilman Blake moved approval of the contract with Rio Hot, Inc. subject to the
corrections provided and with input and changes suggested by the Chief of Staff and City
Recorder regarding the insurance. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
Mayor Barratt recommended the reappointment ofKen Baldwin to a six-year term on the
Planning Commission.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the appointment of Ken Baldwin. Councilman
Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 14, 2004, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman LeBaron moved to postpone action for another two weeks. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob stated that he had a copy of the unapproved minutes and asked why the delay. At the
end it noted that Councilman Hunter declared a conflict of interest on agenda items 2 & 3. He
asked what the conflict was.
Councilman Hunter stated that he did have a conflict.

All were in favor of the motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 13, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the January 13, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor
Richard Colborn thanked Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker for taking the minutes at this meeting.
Mayor Barratt complimented Ms. Lurker and added that she did an excellent job.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JANUARY 25, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the January 25, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 3, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the February 3, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Hunter seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
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Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committe met at 5:30p.m. and reviewed the
purchase requests over $1,000, manual cash expenses, and City bills for payment.
Councilman Blake added that the Finance Committee reviewed the janitorial proposals and
recommended that they re-bid, breaking out the supplies.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over
$1,000, and the manual cash expenses as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION AND PROPERTY ACQUISITION

Councilman Storrs moved to go to an executive session to discuss litigation and property
acquisition. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
George E. Brown Jr. asked what litigation was to be discussed.
Mayor Barratt noted that it was concerning the 1120 North Street, Dan Richards.
Councilman Blake noted they also had theOrem lawsuit to discuss.

All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council met in an executive session to discuss litigation and property
acquisition at 9:37p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
City Engineer Howard Denney, City Planner Rod Despain, City Attorney Kevin Bennett, Chief
of Staff Melanie Marsh, and City Recorder Richard Colborn. Litigation and property acquisition
were discussed. The meeting was audiotape recorded as required by Statute.

Councilman LeBaron moved to return to regular session at 10:07 p.m. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Hunter moved adjournment at 10:08 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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Wasatch Front Counties
Regional Transportation Plan

Wasatch Choices 2040
Regional Visioning Process
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Our Region's Transportation
• How do we create the
best transportation
system for us, our
children, our
grandchildren?

Regional Transportation Plan - RTP
• Provides guiding policy for
-highways
-public transit systems
- bikeways and trails
• Addresses Growth and
congestion
• Prioritizes federal projects
• Forms basis of 5-year TIP
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The Next RTP Process
• New Features
- Coordinated with WFRC
- Safety and homeland security
-Advanced environmental planning
• New Approach:
Wasatch Choices 2040
- Growth principles and strategies
- Recognize land use I transportation
interaction
• Envision Utah invited to facilitate
the visioning process

The Visioning Process
• Broad-based, grassroots public process
• 12 sub-regional public workshops
• Create and compare scenarios of the future
• Process outcomes form basis of the RTP
• Steering Committee guides the process
• Land use remains under local control

Conventional approach:
one-way communication

Future
Quality
Of
Life
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Wasatch Choices: tvvo-way dialogue
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Stakeholder Workshops
Process: Groups 'build' their vision of:
• Roads and transit
• Open space
• Neighborhoods and
commerce
Participants:
• Local officials
• Resident stakeholders
Product: a range of ideas to develop scenarios
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Creating a Regional Vision

. - - - - - Juno to October of 2006

March to May of 200&

February/March of 2006

Enhances economic vitality and job creation
Reduces gridlock
Keeps air cleaner
Reduces sprawl
•

Conserves water
Improves housing affordability

Wasatch Front Counties
Regional Transportation Plan

Wasatch Choices 2040
Regional Visioning Process
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To:
From:
Subject:
Date:

Mayor and City Council
Downtown American Fork Inc.
RDAFunds
2/8/05

We thank you for considering our proposal before the RDA Board last week to allocate
$2.7 million ofRDA funds toward converting the Harrington School into a community
fine arts center. Yet we feel saddened that the city passed up a golden opportunity to take
a major step in favor of the arts and the revitalization of downtown. Several of you
expressed regret that more funds were not available for the arts. We are still determined
that the Harrington become our future community fine arts center. Downtown American
Fork Inc. has always viewed a "Civic Center Plaza" with a Harrington Arts Center focal
point, as its top priority for downtown revitalization.
Thus, we feel the attached alternative proposal is viable and helps Downtown American
Fork Inc. and the city toward a more worthwhile long-term objective. According to the
allocation of RDA funds approved by the board on 1/25/05, $1.6 million was approved
for city hall's partial conversion to arts-oriented activities. We respectfully request that
this $1.6 million be put toward the purchase of the Harrington School, the initial seismic
upgrade work and the "hardening of the shell" as MHTN architects puts it. See attached
for RDA funds allocation proposed changes. Our feeling is that Cooper and Roberts'
Option "A", costing $1.6 million, which you approved last week, is not an efficient use
of funds, changes the "footprint" of this historic building and doesn't meet the long-term
needs of the Arts Council.
Adopting this revised proposal would require $2.4 million of grants and private funding,
which the Arts Council and Carl Bell's Harrington Foundation feel confident can be
raised, if the city makes the $1.6 million funding commitment outlined above.
In no other proposals I have heard to date, concerning the use ofRDA funds, has a group
of citizens come forward to commit to private fund-raising to compliment public funds.
This is a win-win situation for the city. Would the City Council please make at least this
level of commitment to the long-term health of downtown and the arts in American Fork
and assure a sound footing for private fund-raising?
Sincerely,

Heber Thompson
Downtown American Fork Inc.

ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 2-8-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 2

RDA FUND ALLOCATION OPTIONS
Project
Boat Harbor
Amphitheatre

Skate Park
Harrington
Rec. Center
City Hall
Total

Approved by RDA
Board 1/25/05
$ 300,000
400,000
600,000
2,800,000
1,600,000
$5,700,000

Proposal
$ 300,000
400,000
600,000
1,600,000
2,800,000
$5,700,000

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 8, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
February 8, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a car wash at 680 South
500 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Father James Blaine; roll caB.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
* 12.
13.

Discussion and action on the RDA's recommendation for the use ofRDA funds.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat A consisting of 4
lots at 680 South 500 East
b.
Review and action an Ordinance approving a site plan for a car wash to be located
at 680 South 500 East.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Durrant Meadows Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 6 lots at 650 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2005, for those on active duty in the military.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental ofthe City's American Fork
Irrigation shares and Pleasant Grove Irrigation shares for the 2005 season.
Review and action on a contract with Rio Hot, Inc. for the Steel Days Big Show.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes
Review and action on the January 13, 2005, work session minutes
Review and action on the January 25, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the February 3, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City biBs for payment.
Discussion and action on entering into an executive session to.Piscuss litigation and
property acquisition.
L
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day ofFebruary, 2005.
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Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 8, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
February 8, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a car wash at 680 South
500 East.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Father James Blaine; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Discussion and action on a boundary agreement amendment between Lehi City and
American Fork City.
Discussion and action on the RDA's recommendation for the use ofRDA funds.
Discussion and action on janitorial services.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat A consisting of 4
lots at 680 South 500 East
b.
Review and action an Ordinance approving a site plan for a car wash to be located
at 680 South 500 East.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Durrant Meadows Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 6 lots at 650 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2005, for those on active duty in the military.
Review and action on a Resolution authorizing the rental ofthe City's American Fork
Irrigation shares and Pleasant Grove Irrigation shares for the 2005 season.
Review and action on a contract with Rio Hot, Inc. for the Steel Days Big Show.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes
Review and action on the January 13, 2005, work session minutes
Review and action on the January 25, 2005, City Council minutes.

14.
15.
16.

Review and action on the February 3, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated~s ~d~y QI_~' 2005.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 17, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on February 17, 2005, in the City
Administration Offices, commencing at 4:04p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman
LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn,
Steve Cornia, Lori England, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Roger Harper, and Barbara
Christiansen.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING FEBRUARY 22. 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
Public Hearing - 7:15 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at
545 East Main Street from the existing R2-7500 zone to the PO-l, Professional Office zone
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the old green home and property owned by Dr. Grant. It
was just west of the condominiums.
From the application, it was proposed to build a 7500 square foot office building.
Regular Session
Presentation of Community Service Awards
If any had names for awards, they needed to be turned in.
Action Items
#!-Discussion and action on an appointment to fill the Council seat vacated by Councilman Tom
Hunter
Mayor Barratt noted that this was Councilman Hunter's last work session.
Councilman Hunter stated that he would miss this part of what he did. He had enjoyed it.
Mayor Barratt reported the following had submitted for the open Council position.
George Brown
Jimmie Cates
Richard Harwood
Ken Jorgenson
Judy Price
1

Larry Roberts
Heber Thompson
Mayor Barratt distributed copies of the submissions to members of the Council. He noted that
Councilman Hunter would have a vote. Each one of the applicants would be notified that they
were to make a presentation that did not exceed three minutes. He would make a
recommendation to the CounciL If they did not get a majority vote, then he possibly would
propose another name and if that did not get ratified, they would probably delay it, or he would
ask for a proposal from the Council.
Councilman Blake noted that the person would serve through 2005.
Mayor Barratt added that in November the citizens would be electing a Mayor, two-four year
Councilmembers, and a two-year Councilman. This November would be very important.
Councilman Blake stated that the Statute did not say those that put in their application were the
only ones that could be considered. It was a Council appointment.
Mayor Barratt stated that was right, but he would make a recommendation.
Councilman Blake noted that it was a good process, and there were people that had responded,
but it was not limited to those people if there was someone else that showed interest. They
would have to be a registered voter of American Fork and a resident for a period of365 days.
Richard Colborn added that they could be a resident for 365 days in an area that had been
recently annexed to the City.
#2-Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 545 East Main Street
from the existing R2-7500 to the PO-l, Professional Office zone
Mayor Barratt stated that this was the subject of the 7:15 p.m. public hearing.
3-Consideration for adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of not more than
$6.000,000 aggregate principal amount of Sales Tax Revenue Bonds. Series 2005 of American
Fork City. Utah County, Utah for the purpose of financing all or a portion of the costs of
acquiring and constructing certain recreational and cultural facilities; calling a public hearing and
establishing a time, place and location for said public hearing; providing for publication of a
notice of public hearing and bonds to be issued; providing for a pledge of sales tax revenues for
repayment of the bonds; fixing the maximum aggregate principal amount of the bonds, the
maximum number of years over which the bonds may mature, the maximum interest rate which
the bonds may bear, and the maximum discount from par at which the bonds may be sold;
providing for the running of a contest period; and related matters
Mayor Barratt reported that Cathy Jensen had received an email that more than likely it must be
under construction by December 31, 2005, or it would not be allowed.
Councilman Storrs asked how it would work if they were able to get additional funds beyond the
$6 million.
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Mayor Barratt responded that the City could not go over the $6 million. They were now of the
opinion after discussing that with Bond Counsel, that because of the way things were going in
the Legislature, they needed to push forward with this. They have had communication from
some of the other parties, and they did not think that was an avenue that they would explore.
They needed State Board of Education, Local School District, and County approval as well and it
did not seem likely.
Councilman Blake was surprised that they were not willing to support it even though it meant an
increase in sales tax.
Mayor Barratt explained that staff had met and discussed the scope of work on the projects. He
would be establishing, hopefully Tuesday night, committees to work strictly with the architects.
In redoing the City Hall, the committee would be made up of City staff members, Arts Council
members, and Historical Preservation members. There would be another committee established
that would work with strictly the Amphitheater made up of City staff members, Parks Committee
members, and Arts Council members. There would be a committee established to work with the
architect on the Skatepark. He had already received a design of one that was to be constructed
elsewhere but was not used. They would also have youth representatives on this committee. At
the Boat Harbor they knew that the harbor needed to be dredged and new docks and asphalt and
a culinary water line run. Parking was critical.
Councilman Storrs noted there was property for sale just north of where the Boat Club was.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was only a 20-foot right of way to get into it and it was a ways
away from the Boat Harbor. There was other property around that area.
Richard Colborn commented that the City actually only owned one acre at the Boat Harbor.
Mayor Barratt noted there were some concerns at the Fitness Center and the expansion. There
was not enough money to do all that they would like to do. They would also have to push to the
north where the Pony League Field was.
Councilman Hunter thought that they could use the third field at the Art Dye with a little bit of
work.
Councilman Belmont asked about the new person at the Fitness Center.
Mayor Barratt explained that he and Councilman LeBaron, Curtis Sampson, Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Pam Hunsaker, the Fitness Center Director from West Valley, and the Pool
Director from West Valley interviewed the final four. Brian Thompson was part of the initial
interviews but not the final interviews. From the four, they have two. They were looking at their
references and doing background checks. He hoped to have someone by the first part ofMarch.
That person should be on the committee for the Fitness Center.
Councilman Belmont asked that someone from Historic Preservation should be on the
Amphitheater Committee as the wall and the Amphitheater were on the National Register.
3

#4-Discussion and action on a contract extension with BFI for solid waste services to include a
voluntary recycling program
Mayor Barratt expressed that this was the recycling program that was presented to the Council at
a work session. There were a lot of individuals interested in recycling. Lindon and Pleasant
Grove had this type of a program. It was voluntary.
Councilman Hunter thought it was a great idea.
Councilman Storrs introduced North Pointe Solid Waste District Manager Roger Harper.
Mr. Harper discussed restructuring the contract so the District would bill the City directly for the
tonnage hauled in. One reason was that the City then knew exactly how much weight the City
was paying for. He believed the weights were now based on national or state averages. A
second reason was that it was a constant battle with Allied Waste for control oftipping fees and
cost. Allied Waste had been talking with the Board about installing their own transfer station.
As a District, they felt, that the District was established by all of the communities in the area for
waste services. They needed to have some say as to where the garbage went. The Cities needed
to be billed directly or mandate in their contract that the solid waste went to the North Pointe
Transfer Station. He noted that Allied Waste owned BFI.

Mayor Barrat asked how it would work. He asked ifthey only collected American Fork on
Thursdays.
Mr. Harper stated that they went also to Highland on Thursdays.
Mayor Barratt asked how they would know that the tonnage they were getting billed for only
came from American Fork.
Mr. Harper explained that currently they billed Orem, Pleasant Grove, and Lehi for the tonnage.
Lehi' s provider was Waste Management as was Orem' s. Pleasant Grove had BFI. He continued
that he did not know that any money would be saved but they would know exactly what the
amount of tonnage was and what was being delivered to the landfill. With voluntary recycling, it
ought to reduce the tonnage. It was a good management tool for the municipalities to know
exactly what was being brought in and paid for. Landfill tipping fees were only going to get
more expensive. The District gave the member Cities the best rate possible of any place in the
State.
Councilman Blake asked what the rates were.
Mr. Harper answered that the tipping fee was $32.60 per ton. The tipping fee at the transfer
station was a little higher than the state average.
Councilman Blake asked how the City would know they were getting a good fee.
Mr. Harper responded that they were a special service district and they could not generate a
profit. Allied or Waste Management on the other hand could subsidize and then push the
competition out. In this area, they needed to control where the garbage went.
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Councilman Blake noted that the volume was really an advantage because of better pricing. He
asked how much the tipping fees had changed over the past five or ten years.
Mr. Harper explained the tipping fees were raised last March to $32.60 and that was prior to his
tenure and he did not know the previous rates.

Mayor Barratt commented that being billed directly by North Pointe for the tonnage, as Mr.
Harper stated, would not necessarily save money, but the City would know what the actual
tonnage was. Mayor Barratt stated that the contract did not expire for two years, but this would
give the City the opportunity to get going with recycling.
Councilman Blake felt that they needed to tie down where the garbage went.
Mayor Barratt commented that there would be a number of questions to ask BFI on Tuesday.
The City had a vested interest in North Pointe.
Mr. Harper had suggested to the Board that they enter into an Interlocal agreement with each of
the Cities that their garbage went to North Pointe.

Mayor Barratt thanked Roger Harper for the information.
#5-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the American Fork Commercial Center Subdivision Plat H. a
merger andre-subdivision ofPlat C amended Parcel3C and additional adjacent parcels,
consisting of3 lots at approximately 245 North West State Road
Rod Despain explained that this was the area to the east of the development fronting on
Highway 89 and Pacific. A larger version had been approved but because they could not
get agreement with the owner ofKmart, they needed to make it only three lots. It was
driven by a need to move forward and not being able to get the signatures needed. It
would void the earlier approval. It was the site for Applebee's and another financial
institution. Parts of it were in the RDA. It was not in the SID. He would get a memo to
the Council on this.
Mayor Barratt noted that at one time the plat consisted of seven lots.

#6-Review and action on a Website Services Contract with RiaK, LLC./Rick L. Pence
Mayor Barratt noted that the previous agreement expired at the end of 2004. This contract was
the same terms and would go through 2005.
#7-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
5

There was no discussion on this item.
#8-Report and action on construction items including change orders
Cathy Jensen reported that there would be one change order on the parks.
#9-Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item.
#10-Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron had asked for this delay and assumed he would
be ready on Tuesday to act.
#11-Review and action on the February 8, 2005, City Council minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
#12-Review and action on the February 17, 2005. work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
#13-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
Councilman Blake stated that Finance Committee would be held at 5:30p.m.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt stated that the agenda be amended to have an executive session to deal with the
DMP lawsuit.
Mayor Barratt reported that a delay on answering the lawsuit on 1120 North had been given.
Howard Denney reported on the selection process of a firm to do the Art Dye Trail. There was
not a clear winner. The Committee narrowed it down from seven to two, RB&G and Horrocks.
There was a question whether Horrocks would be able to do the work because they had reached
their limit. They could use them outside of the pool, but there was another whole process to go
through in order to use Enhancement Funds. He would try UDOT headquarters on the pool
question.
Councilman Blake noted that part of the purpose of the pool was to spread it around.
Howard Denney would talk with UDOT headquarters and report on Tuesday.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had called MAG and talked with the trail person for the
County, Jim Price. He commented that he was not that familiar with RB&G. He felt that
6

Horrocks was a good candidate. Jim Price would look into the pool issue as well. If Horrocks
was used, they needed to make sure that Nancy Caulkins would be part of the design team. She
had a great deal of experience with historical, landscaped trails.
Howard Denney understood that it was better to use an in-City firm.
Councilman Blake asked the advantage of paving the trail rather than leaving it natural.
Mayor Barratt commented that with a paved surface they were getting control over the elements.
Howard Denney added that it would last longer.
Rod Despain explained that the funding source was UDOT and they saw it as enhancement
funds. It meant that it was enhancing the road system.
Howard Denney added that it was an alternate form of transportation.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilman Belmont for two names for the Amphitheater Committee and
the City Hall Committee from the Historical Preservation Committee. He would like to not have
the same members on both committees.
Councilman Belmont reported that Tom Whitchurch had talked with her about their proposal.
She would like to have a friend of hers review it and discuss it with her.
ADJOURNMENT

Th~or~:''[tmed at s o6 p.m.
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 17, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, February 17, 2005, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming February 22, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 8 day ofFebruary, 2005.

l
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
FEBRUARY 22,2005
ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARING-7:15P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 545 EAST MAIN STREET FROM THE EXISTING R2-7500
ZONE TO THE PO-l, PROFESSIONAL OFFICE ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on February 22, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:19p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Terry Fox, Howard Denney, Lori England, Rod
Despain, Maxine Steele, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Larry Roberts, Heber Thompson, Mr. & Mrs.
Jimmie Cates, Mr. & Mrs. Ken Jorgenson, Dr. & Mrs. Mark Grant, and 9 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change from the existing R2-7500 to the PO-l, Professional Office zone. He asked for
comments.
A gentleman asked the kind of construction that was proposed and if it would be multi-story.
Dr. Mark Grant answered that it had not been resolved at this point in time. They wouldn't go to
that extent until they knew whether or not it was possible or feasible to have that zone.
Mayor Barratt explained that the current zoning was R2-7500. The property to the east was R47500 and the property across the street was a GC-1, commercial zone.
Councilman Blake asked if the PO-l zone allowed two stories.
Mayor Barratt responded that it did. He explained that this was a public hearing on the zone
change. It had not yet been determined what the design would be. The design would go through
the Planning Commission and on to this body. It was not known at this time if the zoning was
going to be allowed.
A gentleman asked if the zoning came before he let it be known what he was building.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was proposed to go into the Professional Office zone. He could
stay with the current R2-7500 zone or go to the R4-7500, which was what was to the east. Once
it was known if the zone change was approved, then Dr. Grant would begin his design work and
it would have to fit within the zoning requirements.
Councilman Blake observed that a two-story building was also allowed in the current R-2
zonmg.
Rod Despain thought it was probable it would be a two-story structure.
Land Planner Adam Lankford explained that he was working with Dr. Grant on this project and
noted that this part ofEast Main Street was interesting in that there were commercial, single1

family, multi-family, and offices in the area. He felt there were some positive attributes to the
zone change request. A Professional Office in that area could stabilize and help enhance that end
of Main Street, without as much impact as a rental or a commercial use. People in offices
usually went home at 6:00p.m. and they did not have cars they were fixing and not a lot of
noise. As far as the public welfare, the project would clean up the property and remove the
weeds, chicken coops, and outbuildings. There would be less crime and one less rental building
on that end of Main Street.
Mr. Lankford expressed that he was not in attendance to discuss the site plan, but he felt the site
could be designed to fit into the neighborhood. He showed some pictures of some of the uses in
that area. Set backs and site design had to come back through the City for approval and they
would look at design. It was 1.05 acres.
Councilman Belmont commented that if infill housing was compatible, it was preferable to
apartment houses or rentals. The City was concerned about the structure so that it was not a
monolith and negatively impacted the neighbors.
Mayor Barratt stated that this was second item on the agenda and they would have discussion at
that time.
A gentleman stated that he was concerned about his property value being lowered by having a
business next to his property. Another gentleman had the same concern.
Adam Lankford explained that presently the home was a rundown house and asked if that
affected property values.
Mayor Barratt concluded the hearing at 7:29p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on February 22, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:33p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Tom Hunter, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Terry Fox, Howard Denney, Lori England, Rod
Despain, Maxine Steele, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Larry Roberts, Mrs. Tom Hunter, Heber
Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Jimmie Cates, Mr. & Mrs. Ken Jorgenson, Dr. & Mrs. Mark Grant,
Dustin Matsumori, Judy Price, Glen Wagstaff, George E. Brown Jr., Joe Gordon, and 17 citizens.
Mayor Barratt led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Melanie Marsh offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
PERSON

LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER

Amy Hatton read from some prepared notes as a homeowner in the Temple Meadows
development. They are included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. She asked the status
of the approval.
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Mayor Barratt reported that this was discussed at a staff meeting this evening. The re-platting of
the subdivision had not yet been to the Planning Commission. He turned time to City Attorney
Kevin Bennett for a report.
Kevin Bennett stated that as far as the planning went in looked like a nice plan but the City did
not know if it met the 25% open space rule. There was also the issue of the open space as far as
a deed being issued to some owners that conveyed an undivided interest in the common area.
Others did not get that.
Mr. Bennett continued that as far as the bonds went, until this past week American Fork City had
been told by the bankruptcy court that there was still some concern regarding the money bonds.
There were three bonds. One was a Surety Bond and there were two that were Escrow Bonds.
There was still concern with the Escrow Bonds. Now he understood that was not the true
although one that they had been focusing on was the Surety Bond for the swimming pool
because there were diverging opinions of individuals who lived within Temple Meadows as to
whether or not they even wanted a swimming pool because of the added liability. It was the only
one that they had potential access to, and there was some question on that. The Surety Agency
was out ofNevada and it was to be used only for a swim pool. They will be pursuing it. As far
as the Wells Fargo Bonds, he was having Ken Rushton work with him on that.
Mayor Barratt stated that there were not a lot of answers, but they were working on it to get it
resolved.
Mrs. Hatton asked if the legal issues entangled the approval ofthe plat.
Mr. Bennett responded that they did and that Mr. Milheim was aware of that.

COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont reported that February 9th was the Arts Council dinner at the
Northhampton House and it was a delightful evening. Monday, February 28th the American Fork
Symphony would be performing at the High School at 7:30p.m. She encouraged everyone to
attend.
Councilman Blake echoed what Councilman Belmont said about the Arts Council Dinner. The
Northhampton House was a beautifully restored facility.
Councilman Blake explained that he and Councilman Belmont along with Kenny Hoggan, Rod
Despain, J.H. Hadfield, and Howard Denney, were on the Trail Committee that reviewed some
proposals for the design of the trail that would go from the Art Dye Park about a half-mile north
and tie into the Highland's Trail. They received proposals from eight firms and narrowed them
to four. They then had presentations from the four, RB&G, Horrocks, Civil Science, and PEPG.
The top two were Horrocks and RB&G. Their recommendation was Horrocks.
Councilman Belmont concurred. They did have a question on the pool funds but it was not as
they had thought. Horrocks was a local company. Nancy Caulkins was the expert that worked
with them.
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Councilman Blake reported that staff would be working with UDOT on a design contract with
Horrocks. They had now completed the qualifications process.
Councilman Storrs expressed his thanks to Councilman Hunter for his years of dedicated service.
There was general applause.
Councilan LeBaron reported on the recent Recreation and Parks Committee meeting. There
were very strong personalities on that committee and they were very proactive. They were
redoing the bylaws and would be submitting them to the Council. He was pleased with their
actions.
Councilman LeBaron reported that they had narrowed the applicants down to two for the
Recreation and Fitness Director and they were checking on various kinds of things and would
have an announcement shortly.
Councilman LeBaron added his concern along with Councilman Belmont's regarding signs. He
had numerous calls particularly with concerns of banners and temporary signs. He urged the
Council to look at the sign ordinance and look at a tagging procedure and no more than a ten-day
grand opening. He recognized that businesses wanted to promote their business.
Councilman Blake added that enforcement was an issue as welL
Councilman LeBaron suggested that the Chamber could encourage that.
Councilman LeBaron expressed appreciation to Councilman Hunter. Though they had not
agreed on everything, he agreed that what Councilman Hunter had done in his mind and in his
heart had been in the best interest of the City and the City had been well served by him. He
would miss him.
Councilman Blake echoed those sentiments. He had thoroughly enjoyed working with
Councilman Hunter and appreciated his service. He noted it was not easy to serve.
PRESENTATION OF COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Mayor Barratt presented Community Service Awards to:
Carma Swain for service on the Library Board
Louise Day for service on the Arts Council and as a President of the Arts Council
Mayor Barratt announced the following Community Service Awards:
Ted Pierce for service on the Cemetery Committee
Dick Dixon for service on the Golf Course Committee
Sydney Thomas for service for many, many, years on the Steele Days Committee
MAYOR'S REPORT
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Mayor Barratt stated that he had attended a meeting with Speaker of the House Representative
Curtis and the Senate President Senator Valentine and Lieutenant Governor Gary Herbert and
with Governor Huntsman. He reported that it was interesting to listen to these men and their
vision of the State ofUtah. Governor Huntsman certainly had a vision. Some of the group that
was there did not necessarily agree with some of the directions the Governor was going as far as
taxation and land use plans. Governor Huntsman made it very, very clear that he was the
Governor and he was going to do what he thought was right. They could vote him out of office,
but he was not bowing down. He was impressed with Governor Huntsman and the others that
spoke. They had a lot of energy and a lot of desire to get some things done as far as
transportation, and he was pleased with that.
Mayor Barratt reported that on Thursday night at 6:30 p.m. there would be an Envision Utah
meeting at the Pleasant Grove Jr. High School. He would not be able to be there, but encouraged
the Council to attend.
Mayor Barratt explained that in the years that he had been the Mayor the individual that sat to his
right had resigned. Councilman Hampton had felt it was time for he and his wife to have a
change in their life and Councilman Hunter has reached that point where he had to look at his life
and the things that were important to him. American Fork was important to Councilman Hunter
but it was a difficult thing to put in the time required. He was a local businessman and that was a
great attribute and a great asset to have as a member of the Council. He was a hometown boy.
He appreciated Councilman Hunter's service. It was a great opportunity for one to be able to say
that they served. Councilman Hunter put his name before the public and was willing to put his
feet in the fire. He had been a good Councilman. He came prepared to the meetings. A useless
Councilman was one that refused to vote. He had to abstain a few times, but that was rare. He
wished there was something more they could give him than a thank you. The Community was
better because of his service. Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation to everyone of the
Councilmembers because they were willing to put their name on the firing line.
Mayor Barratt invited Councilman Hunter to make his last Council report and then the meeting
would take a short break for some refreshments.
Councilman Hunter reported that when he ran five years ago, everyone told him that it would
hurt his business. He did not believe that was the case. He had voted his conscience. Not
everyone agreed with his views and not everyone agreed with the way he had voted. However,
since he had said he was going to step down, a lot of people have come up to him to state that
they appreciated the time he had put in. It was a big commitment and that was one of the reasons
he felt he needed to step aside. Some things had changed in his life and he had accepted other
commitments. Between those commitments and family and work, he did not have time. He
liked to do things 100 percent to the best of his ability. It was time to step aside.
Councilman Hunter continued that he had grown a lot in the past five years. It had been great
serving with the Councilmembers and the Mayor. He appreciated Mayor Barratt. He noted that
a Mayor was a job that took a lot of backbone. It was a tough job and whoever had it, must love
American Fork. Councilman Hunter stated that he loved American Fork. He was born and
raised here, had his business here and he appreciated the support of the Council and from the
citizens. He expressed his appreciation to the employees of American Fork City. They were the
ones in the trenches. He appreciated his wife who was here and her support. She was his best
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friend and partner. His decision to step down was not easy. He contemplated it for a month. He
appreciated the citizens of American Fork. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt stated that they had presentations from applicants to fill Councilman Hunter's
seat. The meeting took a break at 8:02p.m.
The meeting picked up again at 8:13 p.m.
ACTION ITEMS
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON AN APPOINTMENT TO FILL THE COUNCIL SEAT
VACATED BY COUNCILMAN TOM HUNTER
Mayor Barratt stated that there were a number that had made application.
Councilman Blake asked when that person would assume his position.
Mayor Barratt assumed that it would be when he was chosen and sworn in and that was intended
to be done tonight.
Councilman Blake concurred and commented that it was good to confirm that.
Heber Thompson
Mayor, Councilmembers and citizens when I worked for General Electric they asked people
what they brought to the table. I have had broad successful work experience. I've worked for
General Electric Company, IBM, and the LDS Church. Three very good, high-principled,
successful organizations and I've had a lot ofleadership experience in those organizations. I
bring planning, analytical, and problem solving skills which has been much of my work in those
organizations. I think I have integrity and high standards. I don't think I will be tempted by
conflict of interest. I like to make good decisions based on solid principles. I had leadership
positions in church and in the community. I am currently the President of Downtown American
Fork. I also serve on the American Fork Foundation and the Economic Development Team in
the City. I was one of the original members of the 1992 Long Range Planning Committee for the
City. I think I have a multi-dimensional perspective on the characteristics of communities.
We've lived here in American Fork for 25 years, but we have lived in Arizona, California,
Minnesota, and New York with these various companies and in Washington and in France. I
guess it was in France I spent four years of my life there in Paris, and I got a real dose of a soft
spot I have for the arts and aesthetics and the enduring qualities of community. I think that
perspective is valuable even in this community. I have a history of community service. In
California, I was Chairman of the Curriculum Committee for a large school district there, as a
volunteer. I was on the Board ofDirectors ofthe New York Boy Scout Council and I served in
other kinds of positions in other communities. I think I have a friendly, non-offensive people
skills approach to life. I think most of you would agree with that. I love American Fork. My
wife is a native of American Fork and as I say we have been here 25 years and I see this as a
great community. I love the mountains. I love everything about this City and that's why I find
myself loving volunteer work here. I have respect for City workers and volunteers. I have
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worked with them in these various volunteer situations and I've found them of high quality
people, hard workers and I've gotten along well with those that I've dealt with. I have a respect
for this community and its workers. I think I have the ability to listen to and understand other
people's points of view. I'm not stuck on a hobbyhorse or anything particularly, although you
may know that I had done some stumping for the Arts Council recently with my pension for the
arts. This soft spot for the arts and aesthetics was very important. I participated in the arts and in
this last Steel Days Arts Competition I won a blue ribbon for a piece of photography I had.
I've had a membership in the Rec Center for a year there and loved working out there. I have a
pass to the Tri-City Golf Course. I've taken a couple of art classes here in the City and so I'm
not just a one-dimensional person as far as interest. I have participated in much of what the
community offered. I'll say I'm not perfect. I coached little league and I coached Jr. Jazz
BasketbalL I was thrown out of one little league game for arguing with the umpire. So I do have
some fire when it's needed, but apparently it wasn't needed that much there.
Why am I applying for the position? I think it was a duty and an obligation to serve in the
community. I've done this wherever we have lived and enjoyed the service and have the time to
do that. I love democracy and the freedom and the participation of expression that we have in
this country. The freedom that is ours and I think this was an opportunity to participate in that
freedom of expression. I want to close with a quote from Edward Everett Hale who was an
author about the 1820's to 1880's vintage. He said,
"I am only one, but I am one. I can't do everything, but I can do something. What I can
do, that I ought to do. And what I ought to do, by the grace of heaven, I shall do."
And that was my thought also. I would appreciate your serious consideration of my application.
Thank you. There was general applause.
Judy Price
Mayor and Councilmembers I believe I would be a different voice for the women and the
children, for the Black people and the Mexicans, and other races, who sometimes were
downtrodden. Prejudice has been a problem in Utah since the beginning and I believe it could be
much better addressed by education. Historians only recently have been able to bring to light the
depth of the problem that has existed here because it is has ever been acceptable because the
majority of the people were caught up into it. I would hope that we could redeem ourselves from
the wrongs of the past. I would like to also address the needs of the mentally ill, the physically,
and mentally disabled and I believe we ought to do that through education. I tried to and was
successful as Neighbors in Action Chairman in bringing some education to some of those areas,
but so much more is needed.
I also believe I could also help with the 'good ole boy' political system that we all talk about, and
we resent it, but nothing seems to happen. Particularly in the south, that has been a disaster in
the past and I'd like to tell you the story of the changed mother in the south. I want to tell you
the story of a mother, Mamie Till. There was a mother who had a son, a 14-year old son. Her
14-year old son was killed by two white men in Mississippi. Now, when those two white men
were brought to trial, it was decided by the community because everyone was of the same
thinking, everyone on the jury, everyone of those that were visiting the courtroom, that these two
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men were innocent even though there was much evidence against them. So they released these
men, found them not guilty, and these white adults were sent on their way. They stuck this boy
in a box. He had been tortured and badly disfigured and when they put the top on the box, the
mother said, no. I want that box open. I want that box displayed. Because of her decision that
box with her son's remains was put on display in Chicago and 50,000 people viewed that
tortured, 14-year old boy. Those two white men had been exonerated of the crime. Later on
when the men found out that they wouldn't be condemned ofthe crime because they had already
been found innocent, one of them went a head and told of their involvement and how they
brutally took him to the woodshed because he whistled at a white woman and beat him with a
gun and other things that were too unmentionable to explain. After he was viewed in Chicago by
50,000 heartbroken, afraid people, they knew it was time for change and they needed to unite
and they needed to gather their resources. Then three months later, Rosa Parks said, down in
Alabama, that I'm not going to the back ofthat bus. That mother instinct because her broken
heart for that 14-year old boy; that was enough. That started the Civil Rights Movement; little
Emmett Till and his life and his sacrifice.
I would like to present to you that the mother instinct was a powerful driving force. I will
actively support education, if needed. In many areas in our community we have a plague of
addiction and mothers' hearts were broken. There were many areas where we could try to find
some answers. I'd just like to say I have community service and it's been a joy to serve. I love
being a volunteer. Thank you. There was general applause.
Jimmie Cates
Mayor, Councilmembers, and especially citizens of American Fork. I appreciate this
opportunity. My wife is a native of American Fork and when we got married, I don't think there
was ever any question but what we would live in American Fork. So I have lived here for 47
years from the time it was a small town to now a very vibrant City. I love American Fork. I've
had been involved in the sports programs. I was President of the Beehive Minor League for
about ten years. Professionally, I guess I started in the grocery business when I was 13 years old
and that has been my life's work most of the time until the last few years. I spent 22 years in
management for Safeway Stores. And then in the last few years I decided to change direction
and I've been involved in sales here in American Fork. I had previously served on the City
Council, presently serving on the Planning Commission. I think I have some abilities that can
help American Fork. Number one, is the ability to see things from another's viewpoint. It's like
the old Indian Chief said,
Never judge a man when you're looking him in the eyes. You tum and face the direction
he's facing and then you might see things from his perspective.
I hope that I can do that and I feel that I can. Some of the accomplishments when I was on the
Council that I was involved in was the fire station building and also much of the work that was
going on, on the west side of the community. I feel a great need that we need to develop on the
east side also so that our City then grows toward the middle and we don't have one side that is
alive and the other side that's dying. I have a vision ofwhat I would like American Fork to be,
but I'm also willing listen to others and to understand their vision and then together we will work
to make American Fork a great place like it has always been. Thank you for your time.
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Larry Roberts
Mayor and Council, citizens, it was an honor to address you all. I feel like it hasn't been very
long since the last election and you were all running and having questions and answer sessions
and town meetings and I feel that you probably have a pretty good feeling for what I am and
what I am not. You have my resume before you and I don't think I will bore you with that
except to just kind of reiterate the fact that I'm pretty good with numbers and I work with small
businesses and large businesses and I can balance the budget.
We live in interesting times and that was a curse when it was said may you live in interesting
times. I was driving this morning and I was trying to decide what I might say today to you. And
as I was driving up past the cemetery I was thinking that I'm a fourth generation American Fork
citizen. My parents still live here. The Mayor and I are going to have a fortieth class reunion
this summer.
Mayor Barratt stated that he was going to have to cross him off the list.
Councilman Belmont's dad was my dentist and Councilman Storrs' parents I think owned the
food store where we did our shopping. I do not know Councilman Hunter but I know that he was
a resident and a long-time resident as well. So, the whole crux of this thing to me is American
Fork is my home. That's been mentioned many times today. The City has changed a lot. You
cannot avoid change. Change is the only constant in the universe and I've sat at the back of the
room in many City Council meetings and I'm held in awe at how the Council and the Mayor can
function at all because the City isn't homogenous. It's a lot of little special interest people and
everybody wants something and some people want basketball courts and some people just want
to be left alone and this group of people want trails. Everybody wants something and the
Council has to figure out how to deal with all of that and so it was a challenge. I recognize that it
was a challenge and honestly, I wonder if I'm up to it. I can see it's a big job. But, I am willing
to try.
I guess the essence here, was that I think as you look over the long haul, that the impacts of those
small decisions that City Councilmembers make over many generations, I guess the best
compliment we could give that whole succession, that whole series of Council members, is that
the City that they allowed to develop that evolved, was still the City their children and
grandchildren would want to live in. The real issue was they've probably done a pretty good job.
If it isn't, somehow you've missed it all. So, in the decision making process, you all know that
my perspectives are not always what everyone else's perspective is. I think it is a good idea to
have some different perspectives. It's a good idea to have lots of points ofview, I think. I am a
very deliberate decision maker, I'm rigorous, I'm creative and I just pledge to take the time and
the deliberateness to make every single decision that I think will ultimately result in my children
and grandchildren wanting to live here. Thanks for the opportunity. There was general
applause.
Richard Harwood
What a wonderful opportunity. One of the things I am taken back by is Councilman Hunter's
resignation letter. One of the things that you were very proud of is the many accomplishments of
the Council and your involvement with making those decisions. I know you've had to make
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really hard decisions as a Councilman. Therein you stated that the person taking your position
would need vision to, "insure we have leaders that can and will make the important choices that
represent the majority of the citizens" in American Fork. You further stated that if you, "could
encourage the citizens to do one thing, it would be to get involved, serve on committees, vote
during elections, support good, honest candidates, and even run for an elected official yourself if
you have the time and desire."
I believe I have that time and desire. I have raised my children and they have grown and gone
away now. And now I do have the time to participate here with the other City Councilmen. I
picked up Bachelor's Degree at BYU in Psychology. The other thing I did also was pick up a
Master's Degree in Public Administration. I currently right now work with youth corrections
known as the Juvenile Justice Service. Many kids were from American Fork. I believe that they
are our future. That's why I do what I do in corrections. I believe ifl am allowed to be on the
Council that I can help. I have also lived on the other part of town, which I love. I love old
houses and I love the area that I live in. I fell that area needs to be represented in the process.
One of the things that I do, do, is during the time that I have worked for the State for over 25
years, is adult and youth corrections. During that time I had the opportunity to work with the
Legislature in appropriating funds and obtaining funds for programs needed for communities. I
see that being needed here also. There are great functions that the federal and the state provides
for us and that we need to take advantage of
I believe that I am a good listener. I like to listen to people. I like to bring people together. I am
a great team player. In being a team player you can always bring everybody together. When
decisions are made by the Council, you go out as a collective Council. I may not agree on
everything, but I believe that once a decision was made, that you support that. I appreciate the
opportunity to serve. Like I said I do have the time. I do have the desire to do this. Thank you.
There was general applause.
Ken Jorgenson
Mayor, Councilmembers, I got a few notes here that I made myself and I kind of shrunk them
down to see if I could make three minutes as requested. It was difficult to do in three minutes.
Growth in the City has been both a blessing and problem. The infrastructure of the City has to
grow in order to keep up with the community growth. I spend and I have had extensive
experience in dealing with growth and cost cutting in my business. The corporate buzzword in
the last few years has been 'downsizing' or 'rightsizing.' I've been able to do that and been
successful about it in government services. I can help with the growth issues of the City. I've
dealt with the government and government services for 30 years. Currently I have 120
employees and six supervisors who work for me. I understand large groups of people and how to
deal with them and how to work with them and how to meet their needs and meet the corporate
needs also.
I was postmaster here in American Fork for 14 years. Being a postmaster gives you a unique and
different perspective of the City both in growth and different parts of the City understanding the
different groups that live in the City. I know the City. I've been a volunteer for over 20 years
for a credit union. I've been on the Board of Directors for Utah First Credit Union, a volunteer
position. I was the Chairman of the Board for 13 years. We were finally moving down into
American Fork. We have a new building being built in front ofTarget. Being involved with a
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financial institution like that, I understand finances, board of governances, and how to work with
those things on a board. Being on a board is not new to me. I've been on the Beautification
Committee here in American Fork. I loved what that committee has done and continues to do
and am amazed of all of the volunteers that come forth in our City. People just want it to be
better and they were willing to give their time and there efforts to make this a wonderful City. I
like the open, park feeling that the City has insisted on keeping, and that was because of our
governing group. That was because of the Council. I appreciate that and want to keep that as a
citizen. It's really neat to be a part of this community. It's a great place to live. I'm dedicated
and very hard hard working. When I get into something, I don't quit. I understand things. I read
things and I try to be real thorough. I'm a very hard worker. I should have put that on my
application.
I'm enthusiastic. I like completing something. I like being with groups of people. I like getting
things accomplished and I have fun doing that. I have fun dealing with people. I'm a team
player. I've worked with a lot of difficult people, that this Council is not going to approach.
People need to work with you guys. I'm also a team leader. Ifl was given a responsibility I
could handle that and lead a group or do what I needed to do to be successful. I would be happy
to work with all of you. Thank you. There was general applause.
George E. Brown Jr.
Mayor, members of the City Council, residents of American Fork, I'm George Brown. Since
September of 1993, I've attended over 90% of City Council meetings. I know what's going on
in American Fork. I previously served on the Council. When I took my office, the Mayor came
to me and said, I want you to work with the Library Board. We need a new Library. I can't take
credit for the Library because there were many, many people that worked on that project, but
today we have a new Library. There have been occasions where people have said that I have
been aggressive. At that's true on occasion. But, then Councilman Storrs wouldn't be employed
with Timpanogos Special Service District ifl had hadn't been aggressive and ifMayor Green
hadn't been aggressive. My purpose in seeking this position is to serve the citizens of American
Fork. I want to represent them and look out for their tax dollars. I hope you'll seriously consider
me. Thank you. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt stated that the individual that would be appointed this evening would serve until
December 31, 2005. There would be an election in November. In November there would be two
4-year seats, a 2-year seat, and the Mayor's seat was also up for election this year.
Mayor Barratt asked for appointment of Jimmie Cates to serve the remainder of this year as a
member of the City Council. He was a member ofthe Planning Commission, a former member
of the City Council, and he was the next highest vote getter in the election held two years ago.
He asked for a motion to approve Jimmie Cates as a member of this Council.

Councilman Hunter moved to approve Jimmie Cates to fill his spot on the City Council.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs thanked each and everyone one that showed a great interest in this position.
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Mayor Barratt commented that it was only fair that those individuals know that their names had
been duly noted. They did have vacancies on committees in this community that carried a lot of
weight and they would be hearing the Mayor's voice in their ear in the next few weeks.
Councilman Blake commented that every person was very well suited. It was so good to see
people showing the interest and applying for this. He guessed that Jimmie Cates would be the
permanent substitute as he was appointed before. It was for a year period, and he asked for some
of the Mayor's thoughts. Mr. Cates had been serving on the Planning Commission. He
mentioned that because there were two positions still open there.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was just one and they would be making an appointment to that
body this evening.
Councilman Blake asked who that person was.
Mayor Barratt asked that they stay on task on this item.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he too, was impressed by the presentations. It was not easy
to put that kind of information into three minutes. He knew Heber Thompson a long time and
worked with him in various capacities and had a great deal of respect for his capacities. He got
acquainted with Judy Price during the campaign and he did not know, other than Ricky Storrs, of
a person who had given more in terms of contributions in time to our City than Judy. Jimmie
Cates was a man of integrity that he got acquainted with as they bumped into each other on the
campaign trail a year ago. He enjoyed the debates with Larry Roberts even though he wasn't
running against him. He was a very bright, capable individual. He did not know Richard
Harwood very well, but he had a vision of American Fork. He knew Ken Jorgenson a little bit
from the Post Office. Of course, if he was married to Raylene he had to have some good
qualities. George Brown was one of the bright legal minds in the legal community and he had a
great deal of respect for him.
Councilman LeBaron stated that it was a difficult decision and he was impressed with their
willingness to come forward. That was not an easy thing to do.
Councilman Belmont explained that she had gone over the applications when they first got them
and went over them again today. She spent a lot of time and went over every letter. She had
never seen so much talent. She wished everyone in the audience could read them. These were
not ordinary people that were applying for the job. Every single person could fit this position
and thought that everybody in that group could probably be the Mayor. It was almost staggering
to read what these people have done and what they can do and what they may do and she thought
for these people to come forward and want to serve in this position was very good. She was a
little disappointed that the Mayor was recommending the same person he recommended the last
time there was an appointment. She expressed that she had great respect for Jimmie Cates. She
would really like Mr. Cates to stay on the Planning Commission. She thought they needed
people on the Planning Commission. There was one person who did not show up for three
months. She hated to see Mr. Cates vacate that seat when he was needed there so badly. She
thought the Mayor probably made up his mind before a lot of these other applications came in.
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Councilman LeBaron noted that it was the Mayor's recommendation, but the Council could in
fact seek out a 'Samuel' as it were and find someone that didn't apply. He thought the Mayor's
recommendation was very sound. He asked if Councilman Belmont had someone else.
Councilman Belmont answered that she didn't. She thought that those names could be put in a
hat and pulled out someone and you couldn't miss. There was not anyone there that wouldn't do
a really, really good job. She found it hard when the Mayor continued to recommend the same
people. She had nothing against Mr. Cates. She liked him very much.
Judy Price stated that it was also discouraging for those that really had their heart into public
service to really want to serve and be active and use their energy because they felt that it was
already decided and they waltzed up in front of the Council and gave them their heart only to
find it was already decided. Something could have been said if it was already decided. Then she
would not have been so nervous. It's, there we go again.
Mayor Barratt responded that if she wanted to beat up on the Mayor to at least wait until
Councilman Hunter left. This was Councilman Hunter's last moment in these chambers as a
member of the Council at least for now. He did not want heartache for the Mayor to take away
from the great honor that this community and this Council has had with Councilman Hunter
being here. He expressed his appreciation for those that were willing to step forward and put
their name in the hat and make a presentation this evening. There was a motion by Councilman
Hunter and a second by Councilman Storrs.
Councilman Blake commented that it was a Council decision, but he felt it was appropriate for
the Mayor to make a recommendation because the Mayor works with them also. But, it was a
Council decision. It was not pre-decided because the Council was the one to decide it. The
Mayor was making a recommendation and he thought this was the first time he's made the
recommendation to the Council so he did not see it as being pre-decided. When they were
listening to people, at least he as a Councilmember, was listening to everyone and he would echo
the sentiment that every applicant was excellent. He tended to concur tonight with the
recommendation. He added that there was a nine or ten month period and then there was another
election. Councilman Hunter had recommended to people to participate. This was a good
experience. He also encouraged people to run for office when the time comes this November.
There would be four elected offices. When people start campaigning in July, that was only few
months away.
Councilman LeBaron echoed what Councilman Blake said. The Mayor did not contact him
about the recommendation. He did have a phone conversation with Councilman Blake today to
discuss two or three of the candidates. Councilman Hunter mentioned whom he preferred but he
did not talk to Councilmember Belmont or Councilman Storrs. Councilman LeBaron's mind
was not made up. He mentioned to Councilman Blake that he had read and studied the
applications and he wanted to wait for the final presentations that were all excellent, which made
it even more difficult. In that aspect it was not pre-determined in his mind. There was no
pressure. Someone could have made another motion. They could have made a motion to
discontinue this and to perhaps seek other applications. He personally encouraged two women in
the community to apply who he worked with and had a great deal of respect for. They chose for
various reasons not to do so, not that he would have voted for them or made a motion, but to just
to encourage them. It was a great process. He went through the process when Councilman
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Hampton left and he made the argument that he was next in line, but apparently they chose to go
another direction. He decided to throw his hat in and let the citizens decide. That was one of the
best experiences the second time, more than the first time. The first time, too, getting out, and
meeting the citizens, and listening to their concerns, and then doing what you think was best. He
noted that there were openings on the Steel Days Committee and Recreation Committee.
Councilman Blake added the Planning Commission had an opening.
Mayor Barratt added the Board of Adjustment was in need also.
Councilman LeBaron continued that they did not want a homogenous Council. He appreciated
the divergence of opinions.
Councilman Belmont stated that she was not going to vote against Jimmie Cates. The Mayor
made that decision that that was his recommendation and she would not go against that, but, she
said to all those people, it should be a very lively election come November and she hoped that
everyone of those that applied would run for an office. She thought it would be absolutely
magnificent to have this kind of background and zeal in caring about the community.
Mayor Barratt noted that there were some that he had told would have their item addressed at
8:30p.m. and they had been here since about 7:30p.m. and they were still here. There were
some times and situations when it gets a little hot under the collar, and things get very, very hot.
But, he said that 90% of the time it was a very, very enjoyable experience. There was no doubt
about it. If you have a fire in the belly like you had tonight, by all means, put your name on the
ballot, come November, actually it starts in July, so be aware of when you need to file your
documentation. What a great honor and a great privilege it was to be a part of the City Council
and to be a part of what takes place. Please, please, if you have that interest, like you do this
evening, whether you were one that made a presentation or not, put your name on the dotted line.
As the Mayor had stated, they would be getting a call. They did have some vacancies.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt excused Councilman Hunter. He invited Jimmie Cates to come forward to be
sworn in.
City Recorder Richard Colborn issued the Oath of Office to Councilman Cates. There was
general applause.
Mayor Barratt explained that he would be reassigning some ofthe tasks of Council.
Mayor Barratt has asked Councilman Storrs to serve as Mayor Pro-Tem and Councilman
LeBaron to serve on the Golf Course Committee. He assigned Councilman Jimmie Cates to
continue to serve as a member of the Planning Commission until his replacement could be
named and he expected that could be done my March 8, 2005. Councilman Cates would serve
on the Cemetery Committee, Chamber of Commerce, Library Board, Community Economic
Development Committee, Project Review Board, and serve over the Parks Department.
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Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman Cates may not have had time to study the issues, but was
welcome to vote this evening.
Councilman Cates said thanks, and when he put his name in the hat, there was only one name in
the hat when he threw it in. Had some of these men's name been in there, there was a good
chance that his probably would not have been there.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 545 EAST MAIN STREET FROM THE EXISTING R2-7500 TO THE PO-l,
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE ZONE
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject of the earlier public hearing. He asked for
comments.
Ashley Manuella asked if there was anyway that nothing would be built there.
Mayor Barratt responded that something was to be built there. The property owner, Dr. Grant,
has requested that it be rezoned from the R2-7500 so that he could put in a professional office
building. It was not determined what it would look like. It was assumed that it would be twostory. He could request a zone change to an R4-7500 which was what the property to the east
was zoned and he could put apartments in. He could leave it as R2-7500 and have duplexes.
Sherrie Shepherd who lived at 500 East Main, stated that from those living there for a number of
years and seeing rentals and living next door to one, she wouldn't like two-stories but would
prefer a professional office building rather than more multi-rental units, due to the congestion,
traffic, and the in and out. It was an eyesore now and would like to see it changed.
Stanford King whose elderly father William King lived to the west, stated that there was no
indication as to what the building was going to be, but he thought it was going to be two-story.
Mayor Barratt explained that the site plan and building would need to be approved by the
Planning Commission and they would have to meet the zone requirement and conform to the
zone.
Stanford King was not against it, but they wanted the right kind of building that was attractive
and would not obscure their vision from their kitchen window.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had seen him there yesterday with Dr. Grant and Myrna
and she had talked with Mr. Lankford a bit. The City was very concerned about in fill housing
as they have had it placed where in fill housing was not appropriate next to peoples' houses. She
thought this was a better change than having another apartment house. She thought that Mr.
Lankford and the Grant's would work very hard not to impact the neighbors in such a way as
when you look out your kitchen window, that you did not have a monolith sitting there to destroy
the neighborhood. In her opinion, their neighborhood was the most important thing. If this
could be compatible, the Council and she would follow it through.
Ashley Manuela could not imagine it because the lot went straight back.
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Councilman Belmont felt it was doable, but the challenge would be with the architect and the
landscape architect. There were rules and the state had guidelines on infill housing.
Stanford King did not want to see three garbage cans in his back yard.
Councilman Belmont added that it just needed to be handled carefully.
Mayor Barratt commented that as it went through the Planning Commission there was
opportunity for the public to see what was being designed and to comment. If the zone change
were approved, the owner would then go to work.
Councilman Blake noted that the concept plan showed one way in and one way out with the
building in the middle ofthe lot.
Rod Despain commented that the Planning Commission struggled with this same range of
alternatives and came to the conclusion that housing was not a good one. Looking at the other
alternatives, General Commercial was not conducive and not compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood. In looking at the adjacent property, this was in balance the best thing they could
come up with and least disruptive to the neighborhood. That was why the recommendation was
given. As an acre site, the Planning Commission would give a recommendation and the City
Council would have a hearing on the plan.
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-02-07 approving amendment to
the zone map to show the zone designation of property at 545 East Main Street to be PO-l,
Professional Office zone. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs hoped that the developer would work with the concerns of the neighborhood.
All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE AND SALE OF NOT MORE THAN $6,000,000 AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL
AMOUNT OF SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2005 OF AMERICAN FORK
CITY, UTAH COUNTY, UTAH FOR THE PURPOSE OF FINANCING ALL OR A
PORTION OF THE COSTS OF ACQUIRING AND CONSTRUCTING CERTAIN
RECREATIONAL AND CULTURAL FACILITIES; CALLING A PUBLIC HEARING AND
ESTABLISHING A TIME, PLACE AND LOCATION FOR SAID PUBLIC HEARING;
PROVIDING FOR PUBLICATION OF A NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING AND BONDS TO
BE ISSUED; PROVIDING FOR A PLEDGE OF SALES TAX REVENUES FOR
REPAYMENT OF THE BONDS; FIXING THE MAXIMUM AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL
AMOUNT OF THE BONDS, THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF YEARS OVER WHICH THE
BONDS MAY MATURE, THE MAXIMUM INTEREST RATE WHICH THE BONDS MAY
BEAR AND THE MAXIMUM DISCOUNT FROM PAR AT WHICH THE BONDS MAY BE
SOLD; PROVIDING FOR THE RUNNING OF A CONTEST PERIOD; AND RELATED
MATTERS
Bill Jacob asked if these sales tax revenue bonds were the RDA Bonds.
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Mayor Barratt responded that they were.
Mr. Jacob thought that RDA money came from property taxes.
Dustin Matsumori explained that the RDA money would come from tax increment, but the bonds
themselves, the way in which they were sold and marketed, would pledge sales tax. Then,
basically, the Council would reimburse itself using the tax increment that was gathered. But, in
order to sell the bonds at feasible rates, they needed to have the pledge of sales tax.
Bill Jacob stated that he did not think the public understood that. He asked where the City was
going to get the tax revenue from and where were they going to get the tax revenue to pay the
bonds.
Dustin Matsumori responded that the sales tax revenue was based on current production and
projections. The tax increment that was generated from the three different RDA's would be used
to replace the sales tax revenues that were pledged for the bonds.
Bill Jacob asked what happened when the sales tax revenue was down and they could not service
the bonds. He asked why they just did not use the tax increment.
Mr. Matsumori answered that investors would not view that as reliable as the sales tax. They
were more secure with sales tax revenue.
Mr. Jacob thought that the public needed to be aware of that before the Council voted on it.
Dustin Matsumori thanked Mr. Jacob for his comments.
Dustin Matsumori welcomed Councilman Cates and explained that he represented George K.
Baum and Company. In the process of any bond issuance were many different steps that needed
to be taken. Preliminarily, in order to sell the bonds they needed an agreed upon structure and
then go to market. Tonight, was the first of those steps. The Resolution before the Council was
a Parameters Resolution that set forth not to exceed parameters. In this case it was not to exceed
$6 million. The interest rate was not to exceed 5.5% and the maturity of which would not go
beyond 21 years and would not result in a discount to par at less than 98%. It did not lock in the
sale, but set the parameters. By adopting this Resolution, for a 30-day period, if there any
concerns with the legality of the issuance, they would be addressed by bond counsel.
Mr. Matsumori continued that the purpose for issuing the bonds would be locked in. Those
purposes were for remodeling the City Fitness Center, a skateboard park, amphitheater
improvements, remodeling the old City Hall as a cultural arts facility, and boat harbor
improvements. If there were any additions or changes, those needed to be made now or prior to
adopting this Resolution. The updated copy did show the City Hall. The City Recorder
confirmed that the execution copies he was provided included the City Hall.
Mr. Matsumori continued that since these bonds were backed by a pledge of sales tax revenues,
even though the Council planned to use tax increment that was generated by the RDA in order to
pay off the bonds, the sales tax revenues was what was actually pledged to these bonds. When
they went to the rating agencies, which give a credit rating on the bonds, because the overall
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coverage and declining fund balance, there was the chance that the rating could be lowered by
half-a-notch. It would not negatively impact to a significant degree the marketing of the bonds.
The City's current Standard & Poors rating was Aa-. It could be changed to an A+ or remain at a
Aa-. He wanted the Council to be aware of that.
Councilman Blake asked if that would affect the interest rates.
Dustin Matsumori explained that was the underlying rating. For the overall, they were seeking
insurance on the bonds, so regardless the bonds would be rated Triple A At this point in time,
the difference that they have seen in the market between a Aa- and A+ that were both insured by
Triple A insurance had been fairly minimal.
Bill Jacob asked if he heard correctly that this Council had told the citizens that the RDA funds
was not going to cost the citizens anything, which was technically not correct because it was not
from tax increment. When they create a additional lateral security with the sales tax, that was
encumbered operating cash to the City. It would be encumbered in order to be able to market the
bonds. They were mortgaging the City's cash flow in order to market the bonds.
Dustin Matsumori stated that they were. That was what a sales tax pledge was. However, from
the Council's point ofview, as for having funds available, the calculation on the increment was
there and was pledged.
Councilman Blake noted that the increment was solely on property tax.
Bill Jacob commented that when you bring in another source of revenue to guarantee the
payment of that, you encumber taxpayer's money and assets and operating assets. He had not
heard anyone dispute that.
Councilman Blake believed that what Dustin Matsumori was saying was that it replaced it. It
wouldn't affect the collateral.
Bill Jacob stated that it would not affect the insurance rating but it would affect the future ability
to service the bond debt.
Mayor Battatt commented that having been in New York and having traveled to San Francisco
and meeting with Moody's and meeting with the insurance company, this was boilerplate. They
always gave you this caveat because they did not want to tell you that there wasn't some risk.
He had personally met with Moody's in New York and they have always been able to maintain
the rating. He did not know if they were going to make hay with this. He did not know. But
they never knew.
Bill Jacob asked if the City had any other tax increment bonds that had been shored up by a
pledge of sales tax revenues.
Dustin Matsumori stated that it was standard practice in the market. For this Council, this was
the first.
Bill Jacob felt that pledging sales tax revenue just to sell the bonds was wrong.
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Councilman Blake explained that what Mr. Matsumori was saying was that it was a standard
practice.
Dustin Matsumori expressed that from the investors' point of view, if it was sold solely on the
pledge of tax increment, it could be sold, but the interest rate would be so high, that it would not
be economical for the City.
Councilman Blake stated that the risk was if the tax increment did not come in as projected.
Larry Roberts asked if there was a formal agreement with the RD A.
Dustin Matsumori explained that as part of the process that Bond Counsel goes through, there
was a specific statement that it was the intent to use the increment to service the bonds.
Bill Jacob asked if it was required or if it was just the intent.
Rod Despain responded that there was a reimbursement agreement between the City and the
RDA in which the RDA would be the recipient of the tax increment monies and through the
agreement it would enable the City to pay the debt.
George E. Brown Jr. asked the interest rate.
Dustin Matsumori stated on the RDA they would be looking at a net interest of 3. 78%. Others
had marketed the bonds this way. This was the first time with American Fork City.
Bill Jacob felt that the taxpayers needed to know about this.
Dustin Matsumori noted that Rod Despain brought up that in addition to this Parameters
Resolution, there was a notice that is officially published with regard to this.
Larry Roberts commented that he was not necessarily opposed but asked about the process.
When he was running for Council one of his pet peeves on Revenue Bonds was that people did
not have to vote on them versus General Obligation Bonds. They should have more than a
public hearing. If they were going to obligate, people should have a chance to vote on it.
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution 05-02-0SR and move to a public hearing.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.

Councilman Belmont was not opposed, but she was interested in the questions raised. She felt
they had to do this. They had to move forward. She agreed with Larry Roberts that the citizens
were standing in the dark everyday and did not understand what was happening to them. She
would vote for it. She appreciated what was said. It was an eye opener.
Councilman Storrs commented that they needed to get going on it.
Councilman Belmont noted that Mr. Roberts was right. This was never really explained and it
should have been a year ago.
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Dustin Matsumori apologized for that.
Councilman Blake explained that this particular increment was one in which there was some
special legislation with respect to the Olympics that allowed cities in our circumstance to do this
and if they did not take advantage the funds would just go away. Timing was an issue. He
appreciated the comments.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there had been other cases where items were tabled and not just
blown by. Part of this process was to move to a public hearing to educate people.
Larry Roberts stated that it had the appearance of another instance such as those of the past.

Mayor Barratt acknowledged that the voting was unanimous. All were in favor.
George Brown asked if they could add things to the provisions and take them out later, like the
Harrington.
Mr. Matsumori answered that if it was in, they could take it out. They cannot add anything post
adoption.
Councilman Belmont stated that they discussed that the last time the Arts Council was here.
They begged everyone to put it in and they had opposition.
George Brown suggested that they add it in now. It was discussed and the Council voted not to
put it in. But, after the vote was taken, the Mayor and several other people on the Council,
thought the Harrington Building would be a real good idea and they would see what they could
do about it. If it was put in now they could take it out later.
Councilman Blake was fine about putting it in as an item and put them in the sequence the City
wanted to do them in.
Dustin Matsumori asked if it would fit under cultural arts or recreation.
Councilman Belmont answered that it would be under cultural arts.
George Brown noted that if they were not in, they were out. It would give them more options.
Counclman Blake felt good about having it in there.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the priority list was controlling in the Resolution.
Dustin Matsumori stated that the list was not in priority.
Councilman Blake commented that they could put language in there that listed the priority.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the process was of excluding an item.
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Dustin Matsumori explained that the only caution that he had with a lengthy list was that this
was the description that would be listed in the bonds. What was proposed was what would be
sold to the investors.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the investor could look at it and surmise that the City had bit off
more than it could chew.
Mr. Matsumori commented that it was a possibility.

Mayor Barratt stated that they had voted and the vote stood.
Councilman Belmont asked why the Mayor did not want to put in the Harrington.
Mayor Barratt resonded that he thought that they were delaying the funding. They were
scheduled for a public hearing on March 22, 2005. The legislature and the way they were going,
American Fork would be lucky if they were able to do it.
Councilman Belmont asked what the Mayor had against the Harrington.
Mayor Barratt stated that he believed the Harrington should be something that the citizens vote
on. Was that how they want to spend General Obligation money.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT EXTENSION WITH BFI FOR SOLID
WASTE SERVICES TO INCLUDE A VOLUNTARY RECYCLING PROGRAM
Mayor Barratt introduced Gordon Raymond from BFI and noted that the Council had the
information that was presented at a previous work session.
Gordon Raymond from BFI explained that it was the same as was discussed before with an
extension of either three or five years and reducing rates based on that. They would also
implement a subscription-recycling program. Subscription meant that only those that wanted to
pay a little bit to recycle would have the service. It was $3.75 to $4.00 depending on the number
of participants.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they needed to have a minimum enrollment.
Mr. Raymond stated that it was 200. He thought the City would exceed that very easily.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was $4.00 per container between 200 & 499 participants and over
500 it was $3.75.
Mr. Raymond stated that Lindon had about 270 now and he assumed that American Fork would
exceed 200 easily. He explained that it was the same type of bin as the current trash bin, only a
different color.
Councilman Blake felt that recycling was timely to do. He understood that there were two
agreements proposed that both had recycling in them and one included the disposal fee and one
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did not. He asked Mr. Raymond if he would concur that the waste would go to North Pointe so
they could understand what the tipping fees were.
Mr. Raymond responded that they typically put in the agreement that it would go to the facility
as directed by the City. They could specify North Pointe.

Mayor Barratt added that American Fork was a member ofNorth Pointe and would support that.
He asked when they picked up trash in American Fork on Thursday, how they would not
commingle the trash with another community.
Gordon Raymond explained that they currently did. With the City paying the tipping fee, they
would simply change that by rerouting a couple of trucks.
Mayor Barratt asked why the City would want to pay their own tipping fees and if there was a
cost savings.
Gordon Raymond answered that there was not a cost savings. Either way was fine with them,
however they liked it when the City's paid.
Mayor Barratt noted that the proposal was that this contract would extend beginning July 1, 2006
and conclude June 30, 2011, and these prices were only given to the City based on a contract
extension.
Mr. Raymond answered that was correct.

Mayor Barratt introduced Greg Walkenhorst from Waste Management who wanted to have an
opportunity to bid on the City's waste disposal.
Gordon Raymond commented that if the City looked at the price BFI was offering there may be
only one City in Northern Utah County that may be a penny or two cheaper. If the City wanted
to wait to bid it out in a year and a half when the contract came up, they could do that, but they
would not realize the savings the City would get and realize the implementation of a recycling
program. He noted that recycling was break-even at best.
Councilman Blake asked how the $7.94 compared with what the City was currently paying.
Mayor Barratt answered that they were currently paying $8.62.
Councilman Blake added that with the reduction it would extend to 2011. He asked if it would
be at that price.
Mr. Raymond stated that it would be that through July of next year and then there would be a
CPI increase. It has been about 2% annually.

Councilman Blake asked what the price was over the last 6 years in the other communities, and if
without the CPI if prices had increased.
Gordon Raymond stated that most had some type of CPl. Beyond CPI was pretty flat.
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Councilman Blake asked if they would be willing to do the same numbers for three years instead
of five years.
Mr. Raymond explained that there was a three-year price. There was more incentive for a fiveyear pnce.

Councilman LeBaron felt that recycling was a great program and he thought that the citizens
wanted that on a volunteer basis.
Mayor Barratt noted that in the recycling program the following were unacceptable, glass, plastic
grocery bags, green waste, tree limbs, grass & leaves, motor oil, car batteries, food & liquids,
aerosol cans, Styrofoam or packing peanuts etc., appliances, dirt or rocks, and tires.
Councilman Belmont reported that the Beautification Committee really supported this program
and many others did as well.
Councilman Storrs observed that with BFI lowering the rates, he did not know how they could
go wrong.
Councilman Blake agreed.
Councilman Cates asked if part ofthe reason they would be able to reduce the rates was because
they would no longer have the recyclables in the mix.
Gordon Raymond noted there was a little there. About a quarter of a regular trash bin was
typically placed in the recycle bin. There biggest motivation was the longevity of the contract.
Councilman Storrs asked ifthere was a time limit before one could get off the voluntary
program.
Councilman Blake noted that it was proposed for the five-year agreement to be $7.94 for the first
container, $5.76 for the second garbage container, and $4.00 if they had a recycling container,
$3.75 if there were 500 that signed up. Part ofthe incentive was to get rid of the second garbage
container and go with the recycling container.
Mayor Barratt explained that the recyclable pick up was every other week and it would be on
Friday to start with. They were working to get it to Thursday. Once the recyclables were picked
up, they were transported to Salt Lake and picked through and sorted. It cost money. Right now
there was nowhere to sell glass.
Greg Walkenhorst asked when the current contract was up.
It was answered that it was June 30, 2006.

Mr. Walkenhorst commented that several cities had saved money by going through the
competitive bid process. They had nothing to lose by bidding. If they did not want to accept the
bid, they could stay with their current program. He gave an example of a city in Salt Lake
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County where the Mayor and one of the Councilmembers wanted to stay with their current
hauler. They were happy and content. The rest of the Council wanted to go to bid. They saved
$1.30 on the first can and 48 cents on the second can by the same hauler. Over the term of the
contract there was a savings of$450,000. That was there to take advantage of
Mr. Walkenhorst commented thatthey could go with an extension of less than the five years and
go to bid sooner. Other haulers could provide the same excellent service. Waste Management
currently did Provo, Orem, and Lehi with recycling and also collected the waste in Lehi, Orem,
Cedar Hills, and Saratoga.
Councilman LeBaron asked where they disposed the waste.
Greg Walkenhorst responded that it was disposed at North Pointe.
Mayor Barratt asked for a recommendation from the Council.
Councilman Blake expressed that it seemed there was time that they could consider re-bidding it
or go for a shorter term.
Councilman Storrs asked how they could do a lower bid with the cost of fuel going up. The City
could end up paying a lot more and that was chance they took if they waited to re-bid it.
Gordon Raymond explained they knew that others would come and ask that the City bid it out.
The price offered was within one or two cents of what a number of other cities have gotten when
they bid it out over the last couple of years.
Councilman Storrs asked who bid it out.
Mr. Raymond answered that Pleasant Grove and Eagle Mountain had.
Councilman LeBaron asked about ACE.
Gordon Raymond stated that Alpine got a killer deal.
Councilman Blake asked what guaranteed that the service was excellent.
Mr. Raymond responded that first of all it was their history.
Councilman LeBaron noted they did his office complex.

Councilman Storrs moved to go with the 5-year extension because of the cost savings and
specify that all garbage generated from American Fork goes to North Pointe Special
Service District and that they go with the voluntary recycling program and that the City
pay the tipping fee. The fee would be $4.30 where the City pays the tipping fee.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Richard Harwood noted that they could put whatever they wanted in the contract. His garbage
busted and there was garbage strewn up and down the street and their drivers' did not pick it up.
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He did not care how much he paid. He would rather pay the extra money and get better service.
Right now BFI did not do that. Up and down Second South all the time there were garbage cans
spilt over, busted up, and his had a crack in it now and stuff leaked all over the place. The
drivers' just did not care. He did not care what was in the contract he was willing to pay a little
more money.
Councilman Storrs asked Mr. Harwood if he had called and complained to the City.
Mr. Harwood answered that he called and complained to BFI.
Councilman Storrs continued that if he called the City, he guaranteed that it would get taken care
of
Mayor Barratt stated that he had never, ever, not had BFI respond on that very day.
Mr. Harwood asked why he would have to call the City. He ought to be able to call who was
providing the service.

Mayor Barratt stated that the bill was going through the City. lfBFI was not responding, then
the Chief of Staff should be called or the Mayor or any member of the City Council. Mayor
Barratt stated that he had found BFI to be very responsive.
Richard Harwood asked why the Council would not want to put this out on a competitive bid.
What was the worst-case scenario that was going to happen. He did not think fuel was going up
much more.
Gordon Raymond commented that in a year and a half of taking that price, they may get a better
price of one or two cents and they would be risking that and the recycling would not get started.
Mr. Harwood stated that a competitive bid was the best way to go.

Greg Walkenhorst mentioned that by going out to bid, if another hauler was successful, they
would provide brand new cans and new trucks to service the City.
Bill Jacob asked why the Council didn't put it out to bid. He had not heard an answer.
Councilman Storrs answered that he believed fuel would go up.
Councilman Blake felt that competitive bidding was good, when they reviewed the history of
prices, if they could get today' s rate on a long term basis, it could be an effective thing to do. It
was a judgment.
Mr. Harwood asked what happened if fuel came down.

Councilman Storrs did not think it was.
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Councilman Blake commented that a reduction in rate was probably eight or nine percent and
that was pretty significant plus it put in recycling. It was a judgment. It was difficult to know
because competitive bidding was good to do.
Councilman LeBaron thought that the benefits to rebidding outweighed any of the risks. He
would vote to re-bid. He did not think it would hurt in any way.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Storrs & Cates. Nay, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, and LeBaron.
The motion did not carry.
Councilman Cates stated that if they were going to re-bid it should be done in a timely manner.
He asked about recycling.
Councilman Storrs answered that it was shot down.
Councilman Blake felt they could re-bid it in a timely manner.
Councilman Storrs asked what they were going to do with recycling since the current contract
was not up for another year and a half.
Councilman Blake commented that it would have been helpful to discuss that.
Mayor Barratt noted that it could be placed on the next agenda. He noted that the City had good
service with BFI and he did not think that by re-bidding in 18 months that they could get a better
pnce.

Councilman LeBaron moved to reconsider this item on today's agenda. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt did not think it was a very fair thing to do after Waste Management had left. Mr.
Walkenhorst returned.
Councilman LeBaron did not think it was understood that the City was locked in for another 18
months.
Richard Harwood stated that it was understood.
Mayor Barratt stated that what was being done was that BFI has asked for a contract extension to
2011 and they were willing do recycling and to lower their rates and in this case the Council was
saying that they wanted to pay their own tipping fees. The new rate would be $4.30 per month
and would take effect July 1, 2005. The City would pick up that savings for the remainder of
2005 until 2011. Ifthey did not want to do that, then the current contract expired June 30, 2006
and they could re-bid, but they would be locked in at the old rate with no recycling until then.
Councilman Cates commented that in effect, that which they would be saving after July 1, 2005,
would be for the balance of the contract would be put against what they would be charging.
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Greg Walkenhorst noted that there was a COLA increase each year through 2011.
Councilman Blake commented that it was in the current contract also.
Councilman LeBaron asked Mr. Walkenhorst if he could beat that bid.
Mr. Walkenhorst responded that they could be very competitive and they have shown that.
Mr. Harwood commented that if he wanted to recycle he did not have to wait for a truck from
BFI to come by and tell him what he could and could not do and then charge him. He could take
his newspapers to the Jr. High School and his aluminum cans down on the Geneva Road. He had
a problem being locked in for 5 years.

Councilman Storrs noted that it was voluntary.
Councilman Blake commented that this gave savings for a long period of time.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that if fuel prices decreased it could be renegotiated. It was
discussed and determined not to put it in.
Councilman Cates felt it needed to be fair.
Mr. Harwood noted that it did not need to be fair. It should be done in his best interest.
Councilman Blake moved to go with the 5-year extension because of the cost savings and
specify that all garbage generated from American Fork goes to North Pointe Special
Service District and that they go with the voluntary recycling program and that the City
pay the tipping fee. The fee would be $4.30 where the City pays the tipping fee.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Voting was as follows by roll call. Councilman Cates, Aye. Councilman LeBaron, Nay.
Councilman Storrs, Aye. Councilman Blake, Aye. Councilman Belmot, Nay. The motion
carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINillMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the American Fork Commercial Center Subdivision Plat H. a
merger and re-subdivision ofPlat C amended Parcel 3C and additional adjacent parcels,
consisting of 3 lots at approximately 245 North West State Road
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Mayor Barratt noted that this was north ofKmart and was on both sides of Pacific. The
developer was still in negotiation with the owner of part of the property and yet they had
a tenant that needed to get going. This would allow them to move forward.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat for the American Fork
Commercial Center Plat H consisting of three lots, to authorize the Mayor and
Council to sign the plan, accept the dedications and have the plat recorded subject
to: 1) Posting of a bond to secure completion of construction of required
improvements, and 2) Verification of water rights conveyance. Councilman
LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WEBSITE SERVICES CONTRACT WITH RIAK,
LLC.IRICK L. PENCE
Mayor Barratt stated that the previous contract had expired on December 31, 2004, and this
contract would extend to December 31, 2005.
Councilman Blake explained that it would also be retroactive back to January 1, 2005.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the website services contract with Riak LLC!Rick L.
Pence.
Councilman Blake expressed that he had been doing good work.
Councilman LeBaron agreed and he liked the redesign of the website, but the directory needed to
be updated.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh stated that they have been working on it.
Larry Roberts suggested that there be a history of minutes of meetings and agendas. Also, across
the top, where they do the menu selection, it must take JavaScript or something because he could
not read that with his PDA. He hoped that could get changed so a lower level machine could
access those types of features.

Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS

Councilman Blake moved to acknowledge the following on the Arts Council:
Executive Board
Lori England, Director
Louise Day, Past President
Raylene Jorgenson, President
Betty Brady, Vice President
Janet Hicken, Secretary
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Janice Otteson, Board Member
General Board
Craig Shipley, Amphitheater Grounds
Paul Dunkley, Sound Equipment
Individual Boards
Gina Jones, Arts in the Park
John Miller, Band Director
Debbie Lauret, Chamber of Commerce
Lela Bartholomew, Childrens Choir
Raylene Jorgenson, Community Choir
Ginger Hunter, Historian
Phyllis Crookston, Historical Director
Lorraine Vance, Literacy
Ann Searle, Literacy
Susan Curtis, Community together
Cathie Denney, Quilting
Maxine Steele, Symphony
Harold Boyer, Utah Premier Brass
Sydney Thomas, Visual Arts
Shannon Babb, Youth Council
Emily Smith, Youth Strings
Connie Smith, Youth Strings
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt reappointed Mike Privett to the Board of Adjustment. Robbie Shelton had
resigned. They still needed another one there.
Mayor Barratt appointed Joe Gordon, a former member of the Planning Commission to fill the
remaining term of Wendy Wilson for 4-years.
Councilman LeBaron asked for Mr. Gordon to introduce himself.
Joe Gordon explained that he was a long time resident of American Fork and his family roots
were here. He spent four years serving on the Planning Commission previously. He had some
discussion with other members who had asked him to consider it. He had given it some thought.
He was currently retired and had a Masters in Organizational Management. He has attended the
Community Planning and Training Program through the University of Utah that had been set up
for the Planning Commission through Rod Despain. He had an opportunity to visit with some of
the folks in the Main Street program and attended meetings in San Francisco. He had a strong
feeling that American Fork had always given a great deal of thought and a lot of sensitivity in the
zones. They were defined very well. He thought that the as the Council discussed tonight, that
you have to understand that the property owners in that area had a right to any kind of
development that fits that zone. He had quite a bit of familiarity with the City Codes and inner
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block development. They needed some flexibility in ways to use the ground that were weed
patches. He was fairly open to change. He had moved away and had come back. This would
always be his home.
Rod Despain explained that Mr. Gordon was the former Superintendent of the Developmental
Center.
Mayor Barratt appointed Evan Brady and Peggy Steele to serve on the Cemetery Committee.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the appointments. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There was one change order for the restrooms at the Art Dye and Rotary Park in the amount of
$11,476.00.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the change order. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
A memo had been previously provided.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 14, 2004, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Councilman Lebaron noted concerns on page 12lines 9, and 19 & 20. He had not remembered it
that way.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that he had talked with Mr. Richards and the changes
that Mr. Richards wanted was on the December 9, 2004, work session minutes and what he was
requesting was already in there. He was not requesting any change.
Mayor Barratt stated that this item would be held to the next meeting.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 8, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the February 8, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Belmont, Blake, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Cates. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 17, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the February 17, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilmembers Cates and
LeBaron.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met earlier at 5:30p.m. Darrell Child
came and reviewed the City's liability insurance. They discussed the possibility of refunding of
the Library Bonds. They could save up to about $195,000 with favorable interest rates and they
recommended that they proceed with that.
Councilman Blake reported that they reviewed a change in the Development Loan Fund Criteria
and recommended that it be on the agenda for the next Council meeting. The recommendation
was that they encourage working with the downtown area and give them first opportunity and if
there were no applications approved there, move down the priority list.
Bill Jacob asked if that included past applications that were still pending.
Councilman Blake responded that there were no past applications pending.
Bill Jacob had a difference of opinion.
Councilman Blake asked how far back Mr. Jacob was looking at.
Mr. Jacob stated that it was 1999 or so.

Councilman Blake expressed his understanding that actions were taken back there and apparently
there was some litigation about those actions.
Bill Jacob stated that he had no comment on that and thought he ought to talk to legal counseL

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment and the Purchase
Requisitions Over $1,000 as per the ATTACHMENT. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Belmont, Storrs, and
LeBaron. Abstain, Councilman Cates. The motion carried.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS LITIGATION
Mayor Barratt stated that this would be to discuss the DMP and Danny Richards lawsuit.

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council met in an executive session to discuss litigation at 10:42 p.m.
Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie
Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Rod
Despain, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Richard Colborn, and Tom Whitchurch. Litigation
was discussed. The meeting was audio tape recorded.
Tom Whitchurch exited the meeting at 11:04 p.m.
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The executive session concluded at 11:37 p.m.

Councilman Belmont moved to return to regular session at 11:37 p.m. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

mot. k~·orr.

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 11:37 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 2-22-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
Points for City Council

1. What is the Status of the request before the city by Dev. Associates for the Replat
ofthe Temple Meadows Subdivision to 22 single Family lots?
2. Last summer when this proposal was made, the homeowners gathered the
requisite 75% approval from the current occupants for city approval.
3. I understand that the replat has been approved by the city planning commission
and that it is now up to the City Council to give their final approval.
4. As an interested homeowner, will this proposal be presented before the city
council any time soon, and if not, can you tell me why not?
My husband and I bought our home in September of 2001; shortly thereafter Royce
Worthington Homes went bankrupt. A few months later Development Associates
purchased the lots from Bankruptcy and has been working to find a way to get this
project done.
I believe that we now have 90% of the owners who are in favor of the replat to the
current configuration of 22 single family lots.
In all fairness to the current homeowners, what is taking so long for this project to gain
final approval?
I have seen at least three properties in our area getting approval and work is already
commencing. This has occurred in just the last few months.
Temple Meadows residents have been left sitting to look at a weed patch for over two
years.
The city doesn't even cut the weeds on the parking median between the sidewalks and the
curb, in the vacant area in the middle of our subdivision.
Please move this project forward!

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 22,2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
February 22, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 545 East Main
Street from the existing R2-7500 zone to the P0-1, Professional Office zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Melanie Marsh; roll calL
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Discussion and action on an appointment to fill the Council seat vacated by Councilman
Tom Hunter.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 545 East Main
Street from the existing R2-7500 to the PO-l, Professional Office zone.
Consideration for adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of not more
than $6,000,000 aggregate principal amount of Sales Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2005 of
American Fork City, Utah County, Utah for the purpose of financing all or a portion of
the costs of acquiring and constructing certain recreational and cultural facilities; calling
a public hearing and establishing a time, place and location for said public hearing;
providing for publication of a notice of public hearing and bonds to be issued; providing
for a pledge of sales tax revenues for repayment of the bonds; fixing the maximum
aggregate principal amount ofthe bonds, the maximum number of years over which the
bonds may mature, the maximum interest rate which the bonds may bear, and the
maximum discount from par at which the bonds may be sold; providing for the running
of a contest period; and related matters.
Discussion and action on a contract extension with BFI for solid waste services to include
a voluntary recycling program.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the American Fork Commercial Center Subdivision PlatH,
a merger andre-subdivision ofPlat C amended Parcel3C and additional adjacent
parcels, consisting of3 lots at approximately 245 North West State Road.
Review and action on a Website Services Contract with RlaK, LLC.!Rick L. Pence.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
*I'
15.

Review 8l'ld action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
.Rtport and action on construction items including change orders.
It.eport IDd action on Planning Commission items.
l.eview and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes.
Review IDd action on the February 8, 2005, City Council minutes.
J.eview and action on the February 17, 2005, work session minutes.
YIMIICC Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Dilcuuion and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Adjournment.

Dated this II day of February, 2005

t./l. &.1_
RicMrd M. Colbom
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
FEBRUARY 22, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
February 22, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 545 East Main
Street from the existing R2-7500 zone to the PO-l, Professional Office zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Melanie Marsh; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Community Service Awards.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

Discussion and action on an appointment to fill the Council seat vacated by Councilman
Tom Hunter.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 545 East Main
Street from the existing R2-7500 to the PO-l, Professional Office zone.
Consideration for adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of not more
than $6,000,000 aggregate principal amount of Sales Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2005 of
American Fork City, Utah County, Utah for the purpose of financing all or a portion of
the costs of acquiring and constructing certain recreational and cultural facilities; calling
a public hearing and establishing a time, place and location for said public hearing;
providing for publication of a notice of public hearing and bonds to be issued; providing
for a pledge of sales tax revenues for repayment of the bonds; fixing the maximum
aggregate principal amount of the bonds, the maximum number of years over which the
bonds may mature, the maximum interest rate which the bonds may bear, and the
maximum discount from par at which the bonds may be sold; providing for the running
of a contest period; and related matters.
Discussion and action on a contract extension with BFI for solid waste services to include
a voluntary recycling program.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the American Fork Commercial Center Subdivision PlatH,
a merger and re-subdivision of Plat C amended Parcel 3C and additional adjacent
parcels, consisting of3 lots at approximately 245 North West State Road.
Review and action on a Website Services Contract with RiaK, LLC./Rick L. Pence.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the February 8, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the February 17, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day ofFebruary, 2005

~ ~'
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 3, 2005

COUNC~

WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on March 3, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:08p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmembers Belmont &
Blake were excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Chief Terry Fox,
Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Derric Rykert, Richard Colborn, and Barbara
Christiansen.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MARCH 8, 2005, CITY COUNC~
MEETING
Mayor Barratt reviewed the agenda items.
Public Hearings
6:45 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Land Use Element of the General Plan
This would be discussed under the action items.
7:15 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Transportation Element of the General
Plan
This would be discussed under the action items.
Regular Session
Presentation of the Police Department's Annual Report
Chief Fox reported that the document was in the Council boxes. At the meeting he would make
about a five-minute report. He asked that when they were through with the report to drop it off
at the Recorder's Office.
Action Items
!-Consideration for adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of not more than
$6,400,000 aggregate principal amount of General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2005, of
American Fork City, Utah County, Utah; and related matters
Mayor Barratt stated that this was refinancing of the Library bonds. Dustin Matsumori would be
in attendance.

Cathy Jensen stated that the savings would be about $245,000.
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Councilman Storrs asked what the Legislature did to the RDA' s and if ours was okay.
Mayor Barratt explained that there were a whole number ofRDA issues that American Fork had
never dealt with and did not affect the City's RDA. Broadband was taken out. There were firm
dates now. They had to begin by July I, 2005 and be under construction by December 31, 2005.
He did not think that was a problem.
Mayor Barratt continued that they did have a company that was currently working on the parks
and they had worked in some of these areas and they were going to ask to make a presentation to
discontinue the contract they have. The Council was going to have to evaluate to see if they
wanted to have a whole new bidding process or did they want to continue with the individuals
they had. They needed to keep it moving.
Cathy Jensen reiterated that they needed to sell and obligate the bonds by July 1, 2005.
Mayor Barratt added that by December 31, 2005, they needed to be under construction on all the
projects.
2-Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Land Use Element of the General Plan
Rod Despain explained that there would be a public hearing and action on the Land Use
Element. It was the same for the next item.
3-Review and action on an Ordinance approving the Transportation Element of the General Plan
Mayor Barratt asked that copies be provided for each Councilmember.
Rod Despain will place the copies in the boxes. The Ordinances to implement the Elements of
the General Plan would follow quickly.
4-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums. and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the final plat ofWilson Acres Subdivision consisting of2 lots at
364 North 300 West
Rod Despain stated that this was a simple subdivision. It was two lots. A twin home was
planned for the new lot.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of Hansen Manor Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3
lots at 747 North 540 West
Rod Despain explained that this was a re subdivision of an existing two lot subdivision to
make it a three lot subdivision. The changes had been made from the Planning
Commission and it was in the Council's packet.
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Mayor Barratt noted that the owner of the property was Carl Hansen. His home was on
Lot 2. When he built his home he extended and oversized the waterline. He then sold
Lot 1 to his daughter. This plat created a Lot 3.
Rod Despain explained that the City's Ordinance allowed that lots in the City prior to
1980 were exempt. Carl Hansen's home was on Lot 2 and when Lot 1 was parceled off
that was the lot that was the freebie because it was pre-1980. Mr. Hansen had now came
back and said that no water ought to be given on Lot 3 because of the costs incurred in
extending the waterline on 540 West.
Councilman Cates stated that he was told by Mr. Hansen that he had a previous
agreement with former Mayor Malcolm Beck He explained that he had a similar
agreement with the City, but he went and got it in writing. Carl Hansen never got it in
writing.
Councilman Storrs asked about the oversizing of the line.
Rod Despain answered that Mr. Hansen, instead of putting in a long lateral, he installed
the off site line and felt that it justified the waiver of the second water right.
Councilman Storrs thought that the City compensated for oversizing.
Rod Despain noted that at this day and age, an 8-inch line was the minimum.
Mayor Barratt commented that he thought at that time an 8-inch was an oversized line.
Howard Denney agreed that 6-inch was probably the minimum at that time.
Councilman Cates commented that if Mr. Hansen was asking for compensation for the
oversizing, that was not right. If he had an agreement with former Mayor Malcolm Beck,
he did not know if they had an obligation to honor that.
Councilman Storrs noted that the difference was that it was not in writing.
Councilman LeBaron asked if former Mayor Malcolm Beck verified the agreement with
Mr. Hansen.
Councilman Cates did not know.
Rod Despain asked the question if former Mayor Malcolm Beck said that because of the
oversizing ofthe line we hereby allow you three water rights on this piece of property.
At that time the City did not require water rights. The water rights ordinance came after
that.
Mayor Barratt felt ifthere was something they could do, that would be fine.
Councilman Storrs reported that Mr. Hansen had called him and Mr. Hansen felt he
should be compensated for the oversizing.
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Mayor Barratt stated that Mr. Hansen would have the opportunity to explain the situation
at the meeting.
Rod Despain added that the north boundary of the subdivision, the frontage ofLot 3, the
City at its expense put in the curb and gutter. There was a benefit to him. It was a
Council call.
c.

Review and action on the Amended final plat of Crystal Cove PUD Plat A. Planned
Senior Housing Project at 1020 East 200 South
Howard Denney stated that this was not the plat that went to the Planning Commission.
It was different. This had 60 lots and the other had 34.
After some discussion, Mayor Barratt asked that Mr. Lundin be contacted about the plat.

5-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the White Castle
Addition consisting of 1.59 acres at approximately 950 East 400 South
This was south of Covenant Communications. Howard Denney noted that it was being annexed
for a proposed expansion.
6-Review and action on appointments to departments. committees. and boards
Mayor Barratt asked the Council to get any appointments to him. He would have a couple.
?-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
8-Report and action on Planning Commission items
A memo was provided.
9-Review and action on the December 14. 2004, City Council minutes
Councilman LeBaron stated that they were good to go.
10-Review and action on the February 22. 2005. City Council minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
11-Review and action on the March 3. 2005. work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
12-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
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Richard Colborn would talk with Councilman Blake and report back the time for the Finance
Committee.
OTHER BUSINESS
Recreation and Fitness Center Director. Mayor Barratt introduced Derric Rykert who had
accepted the position of Recreation and Fitness Center Director. He would also be to Council
meeting.
Derric Rykert explained that he grew up in California. He attended Ricks College for one year
and then served an LDS Mission to Mississippi and Louisiana. He returned to Ricks College for
another year and then transferred to BYU and earned a degree in Recreation Management and
Youth Leadership. He worked for Tooele City Parks and Recreation and then to the Boys and
Girls Club of America in Midvale as the Director of After-School Programs. For the past three
years he had been with Salt Lake County at the Keams Recreation Center as Recreation Program
Coordinator running their youth and adult programs. He had played semi-pro football in Utah
for a couple of the Utah Teams. He was excited for the opportunity.
Mayor Barratt commented that he was very, very talented. He was young, but he had a lot of
knowledge and a lot of ability and was going to be a great asset. He would begin March 14.
Temple Meadows. Mayor Barratt explained that Temple Meadows was the project that Layne
Henage started and Dave Millheim had now entered the picture. He had come to the end of the
trail. He did not know how to handle it. They talked about a meeting with all of the property
owners, but they would not get the property owners that were opposed to what Mr. Millheim
wanted to do. If they don't do anything, Mr.Millheim would pack up and leave town and he was
not sure that was in the best interest of the property owners. With Mr. Millheim, they would get
a completed project. A lot want to sell their property. The individuals that had purchased homes
had a lot of faith that it was going work and it didn't. They were turning to the City to have their
property values protected. Mr. Millheim had told him that his investors were worn thin on this.
Councilman Cates asked how much ofthe area would Mr. Millheim address.
Mayor Barratt responded that Mr. Millheim did not own the RV area and that area had not been
addressed. The portion where the twin homes were and the open space, he was willing to take
what they could get out of the bonds and put another $40,000 or $50,000 with it and improve and
put in the open space.
Rod Despain explained that Mr. Millheim was proposing to convert what was the twin homes to
22 single family dwellings on individual lots. That proposal had gone to the Planning
Commission and the Planning Commission had recommended it. He did not know if it had gone
to hearing.
Mayor Barratt did not believe that it had.
Rod Despain continued that the dilemma had been that in creating the new lots, it was proposed

to take some of the territory that was designated on the existing plat as open space and put it into
individual lots. Mr. Millheim wanted the Council to have a vote so he knew if it was going to
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move forward. The role of the City had been that they were uncomfortable in approving the
project if the end result was that those who now have what the City thinks was an ownership
interest in the common area were going to resist that. The other issue was that a majority of the
people up there would like to have this happen and they were quite content to give their interest
away to see it accomplished. A few did not. Some had personal reasons. There were 92% in
favor. It was a very legalistic issue.
Kevin Bennett asked if the open space dropped below 25% with what was proposed.
Rod Despain answered that it did not. The proposed plan conformed to the Ordinance it was a
property ownership issue.
Mayor Barratt noted that there were 7 or 8 property owners against it. Some, with a little
change, would sign off and Mr. Millheim was hesitant to do that. He currently was adding 22
units. If he cut that back to 18, it would work. He needed a certain number of lots to make it
work. He bought it out ofbankruptcy. They were going to be 'Solomon' to some extent.
Rod Despain explained the risk that the City would have in changing the plat was stating that no
individual would be materially damaged by the action. Mr. Millheim felt that the City had no
risk.
1120 North. Howard Denney reported that Horrocks had done work on instruction from the City
of preparing a right-of-way description. The concern was that the square footage was 40,033.25
square feet. The settlement was based on a square footage of35,000 square feet. The additional
had come from the widening of 1120 North as it approached the 900 West intersection in order
to make a turning lane in the future. 900 West and 1120 North were both collector roads. They
would need stacking lanes as it would probably have a signal in the future. It would be easier to
take it now. Another part ofthe additional footage was that there was an additional 5 feet where
they had kept the roadway away from the outbuildings. With the subdivision those outbuildings
would be gone and there would be no reason to hold back from the buildings.
Howard Denney explained that the question was if they should use the greater footage and have
Mr. Richards come back with a modified agreement or fall back to the previous lines that they
had already agreed upon. It was not Mr. Richard's concern so much with the square footage but
the infringement on the depth of lots and that he may lose a lot. If that was the case, he would be
back asking for more.
Councilman LeBaron asked if he was agreeable to off set cost with services and fees.
Councilman Storrs stated that he was.
Councilman LeBaron asked how much cash.
Councilman Storrs responded that it was $10,000.
Kevin Bennett stated that the suit would go away after the annexation and the subdivision plat

were approved and recorded.
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Howard Denney asked for direction.
Councilman Storrs reported that Mr. Richards wanted the Council to set up a special session to
take action to deal with it.
Councilman LeBaron asked ifMr. Richards was sharing in the cost of the road.
Howard Denney noted that 1120 North 900 West would be a full intersection. Mr. Richards told
them that time was his enemy. He wanted answers back quickly.
Rod Despain asked how critical the additional five feet was.
Howard Denney did not think it was that critical.
Rod Despain stated that regardless of which alternative they needed the comer round for the
intersection. The five feet was the least important of the changes. The added width was
probably desirable but not essential. If they had the radius they could live with the original
amount.
Howard Denney did not think that the radius was a big thing to Mr. Richards.
Rod Despain asked if the area wanted was worth $6 per square foot. If Mr. Richards said it was
included in the $200,000 the City would take it.
Councilman Cates thought they should go with the original with the curve figured in.
Councilman Storrs asked that Melanie Marsh communicate that to Mr. Richards. He asked if
they could amend Tuesday's agenda for this item.
Mayor Barratt stated that if it worked for Mr. Richards, the agenda could be amended.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 4:57p.m.

L 11.. (J1_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 3, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, March 3, 2005, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION

1.
2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming March 8, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Datkhist~ ~[[ary,
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
MARCH 8, 2005
PUBLIC HEARING-6:45P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
LAND USE ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 8, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:45 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt*, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Wendelen
Knobloch, James Hansen, Sheena Park, Chief Fox, Derric Rykert, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mel
Frandsen, Dan Frandsen, Steve Sowby, Paul Washburn, John Lundin, Dave Robinson, Karen
Schaack, Mark Ryan, Tyler Ryan, 25 citizens, and approximately 32 scouts.
Councilman Storrs welcomed everyone to the first public hearing. Councilman Storrs
explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comments regarding the Land Use
Element of the General Plan. He asked for Mr. Despain to start things off.
Mr. Despain started off by explaining the overall General Plan map for the City. With one
exception, it has the changes from what had come out of the Planning Commission hearing.
There is also the document that divides the community into seven or eight districts. Mr.
Despain stated that the Planning Commission had held their hearing on this and have made
some adjustments according to the comments. The City Council has a couple of choices; they
can take the comments under advisement, send it back to the Planning Commission if they
desire, or to move forward and adopt it.
*Mayor Barratt arrived at 6:48 p.m.
Mr. Despain pointed out there are two areas where there will be changes, but they wanted to
go forward to get the plan in place and then go onto the Ordinances that would implement
the General Plan. The two areas where there will be a shift are 900 West north of US 89
where it will go from residential to commercial or will leave the community, and the second
area is on the far eastern side which is currently a business zone but the Planning
Commission is looking at a possible Planned Community District. Mr. Despain stated those
are two changes which he believes will be seen before the Planning Commission shortly.
Planning Commission Chairman James Hansen indicated they have worked on this for quite
a while and the General Plan was adopted a few months ago but had to have some maps
added for this to go the to the City Council. They are anxious for this to be adopted so they
can move forward.
Cassie Allred stated she owned property on the west side of town below the freeway. She
has 30 acres agricultural that is not on the map and she would like it to be placed in the
agricultural zone as that zone borders her property.
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Mr. Despain asked if her property was also in an agricultural protection area. She indicated
it was.
Chairman Hansen stated they adopted the General Plan with that change but the map
probably has not been changed.
Ms. Allred stated she has no plans to develop; it is a working farm.
Councilman Blake asked what the dotted line was along the lower portion of the map. Mr.
Despain stated it was the current location of what was called the Lehi outfall line; the line
shows how it relates to the area designation boundary. It was noted it would actually be the
sewer line the areas in the yellow south of the freeway would connect to. Councilman Blake
asked how the property south of that line would connect to the sewer. Mr. Despain
explained they would connect to the 60 inch line further to the south which is now what
takes Lehi' s sewage.
Councilman Belmont asked what happened with the area around the Temple and the
resolution of that property. Mr. Despain explained the area near the temple is in the
residential zone which is not to exceed three units per acre; that has not changed from the
current General Plan. Councilman Belmont asked if it is strong enough to stay that way. Mr.
Despain stated they could decide at the time of the adopting the ordinance if it is strong
enough or not.
Councilman Belmont asked Mr. Despain about access across the freeway; she wanted to
know how they see they will access the south side of the town. Mr. Despain reported that
Horrocks Engineers reported they could go over the freeway along Center Street and then
deflect to 100 West. They then indicated it was not likely a good location and they are now
reduced to three alternatives. One option is straight south from Center Street on the east side
of the American Fork River. Another option is to cross at 100 West. The third option is to
rely on improvements to the 300 West and 100 East crossings under the freeway. This topic
would be covered under the next hearing.
Steve Sowby expressed a level of excitement. He indicated that petitions for annexation have
occurred for the south side. This is the first of several actions that need to happen. He asked
that the City Council please act on it with all hast; several property owners are after him to
try to get this thing going. This is the first of many things such as the Transportation Element
of the General Plan, the annexations have to be acted on, and the zoning ordinances have to
be implemented. This has been a moving target for many of the developers. Mr. Sowby
stated that they needed to get the outfall line in the correct place; he did not think it was
represented correctly and pointed out where he believed the sewer line wass. Secondly, the
boundary between low and very low was always intended to follow the sewer line; he did
not know if that was a technical question.
Mr. Despain stated that with the boundary between low and very low, this was one of the
factors that went into the discussions with the Planning Commission, but as shown on the
map it doesn't hold true throughout the boundary. Mr. Despain stated that on 7300 North,
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the Planning Commission did not think they wanted that all the way up to the railroad
tracks; that is why the common line breaks in that location. Secondly, they felt the better line
would be Sam White Lane. Mr. Despain commented that he felt it may be a small distance
but if they felt it was critical, it could be changed fairly easy.
Mr. Sowby stated that in the area between Harbor Road and 6500 West, that is the area most
people are concerned with and would appreciate that adjustment.
Councilman Cates commented that the sewer line would be the logical location for a road to
be built. It was noted that in some of the plans presented, many follow that line; that would
be a likely division.
Mr. Sowby indicated there were also power lines that went through in that general location.
Councilman Belmont stated that several years ago, there were discussions on those power
lines and a possible road in that location. Mr. Despain stated that has been one of the
alternatives for the Mountain View Corridor. Mr. Despain stated the Trails Plan also shows
this as part of the Trails and Parks instead of roads. Mr. Despain commented the road along
the sewer line is not likely as the roads are primarily East/West and North/South, not
diagonally; it would cut the property lines in odd shapes. There is nothing that says the
sewer line has to go in the road.
Mr. Sowby commented that it is very discouraging to get action on the annexation plats that
have been presented. He would appreciate any help in getting the annexations moved
forward.
Mr. Sowby stated his last comment dealt with the 860 East area. He agrees with Mr. Despain
that this is a likely place for something other than strictly commercial. Mr. Sowby stated that
all the developers who have talked to him prefer residential and not commercial or industrial
in that area. There is not a need for commercial. Mr. Sowby pointed out that Mr. Despain
had commented that that is one change that they could possibly see soon.
Jim Lindsey, from the northeast quadrant of the city, expressed his appreciation to the
Planning Commission with the plans in place. He would like the residential housing to be
strengthened so the density is not increased but an upscale development to continue. The
residents in that area would like single family development in the area.
Paul Washburn stated this is a good Master Plan; they have gone through a lot of thought.
There is finally some consistency between the ordinances and the Master Plan. Mr.
Washburn stated that one hesitation is that people think this is the final blue print for the
next 20 years, but it requires constant review and changes. It is important to get this thing
completed.
James Hansen, Planning Commission Chairman, stated that the division lines are
approximates, not an exact science unless there is a road division. If the lines move, he does
not see it as a big issue.
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PUBLIC HEARING -7:15P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
TRANSPORTATION ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 8, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:45 p.m. Those present at the previous public hearing was present for this
public hearing along with one additional citizen.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of this public hearing is to receive comment regarding
the Transportation Element of the General Plan. He turned the time over to Mr. Despain.
Mr. Despain stated the reason these two elements are put together is that State Law indicates
the Transportation Element should be properly correlated with the Land Use Element. In
this case, the Transportation Element would compliment the Land Use Element. One
concern is congestion; the American Fork City population could double with development on
the south side. The traffic movement North and South is a major concern because models
show that current crossing will be at build-out at about 19,000 for which it will not
accommodate. One concern is trying to make provision for the traffic. Development has to
incorporate the road patterns as set forth on the General Plan. According to Horrocks
Engineering, the roads should be sufficient if done according to what has been indicated. Mr.
Despain stated that they keep getting comments concerning the shoreline road; some see it as
a 250-foot freeway corridor but at this point, American Fork sees it as an arterial class road at
96-feet in width. They do not know how much this is going to change. The new interchange
in Pleasant Grove has changed the traffic patterns and will become a significant part of the
road system. Mr. Despain stated the report has a number of charts that identify future
anticipated volumes of traffic, but this is the overall Transportation Plan as recommended by
Horrocks Engineers and adopted by the Planning Commission.
James Hansen stated that from the original plan several years ago there hasn't been a lot of
change, but they will see some of the roads had been done in the west side of town.
Mayor Barratt asked for additional comments.
Mr. Sowby commented that on 9600 North, he would appreciate them looking at it more
closely; some of the widths constructed previously are not in conformance with the master
plan. As development happens, they may need to consider some adjustments. Secondly, he
thought there was a 50-foot road section for minor residential streets inside subdivisions; he
didn't see that in the plan and asked they look at a smaller 50-foot local strip.
James Hansen stated they have looked at a number of cross sections for the south side of
town. The way they collect water on roads, they construct curb and gutter and then channel
it away; these would allow it to roll off the road into the park strips. As they get into the
southside, they will have to make adjustments for the storm drainage.
Councilman Belmont questioned again the roads to the southside. Years ago, an overpass
was suggested. Councilman Belmont asked how much an overpass would cost; years ago
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the approximate cost was six million dollars or ten million dollars. Mr. Despain stated it
would be more than six or seven million dollars. Mr. Despain stated they have looked at a
couple of issues. It may be better to raise 1-15 and have the road go under it. One of the
reasons the railroad has not been significant this far is that there has been very little
development; once the development takes place, it will increase the need to handle the traffic.
Mr. Despain stated they need to keep in mind that same track is being looked at for
commuter rail.
Councilman Belmont stated that for years, the big topic has been drainage. With the slews
and springs, she is concerned that is done properly. Mr. Despain stated they have adopted
the Drainage Element of the General Plan already; the slews would be maintained but it has
been suggested they have a separate storm water system for the south side of the freeway.
Mr. Despain indicated that was all discussed with the Storm Drain Element
Councilman LeBaron clarified that this does not take into consideration a trail system. Mr.
Despain states they are in the process of updating the Trails Element as well.
Councilman Cates stated that the key element in traffic movement is developing East/West
roads so you can move the traffic to the corridor taking them north.
Mr. Despain stated that every dwelling adds about twelve new "trip-ins" a day, some are
local but many are across town. Those add up and suddenly there is a problem.
Councilman Blake asked what the plan was for the about intersection at 100 East and Main
Street. Mr. Despain answered that there was little at that point that could be done because of
the widths. Councilman Blake asked if traffic could be re-routed or if there were some
alternatives. Mr. Despain answered that the hope is that some traffic would go from the new
interchange in Pleasant Grove and up 1100 East.
Mr. Denney stated there is a possibility of restricting parking on 100 East to accommodate
four lanes, two northbound and two southbound. Councilman Belmont asked how much
property would be bought from the property owners. Mr. Denney explained they would
prohibit parking on the street to obtain the extra lane each direction.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the plan was at 700 East and 50 South. Mr. Denney
explained they have a federal program to go in and re-do 50 South from 600 East to 1100 East;
they are looking at a round-a-bout at the intersection at 700 East 50 South.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they could eliminate any 4-way stops to allow traffic to move
in at least one direction. Councilman Belmont stated that if the 4-way stop is eliminated, cars
will never be able to cross the street.
Councilman Belmont suggested converting 100 East to a toll road. Councilman Blake
commented that Ogden has a toll road.
There being no other comments, the public hearing concluded at 7:35 p.m.
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REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on March 8, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:40p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Wendelen
Knobloch, James Hansen, Sheena Park, Chief Fox, Derric Rykert, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mel
Frandsen, Dan Frandsen, Steve Sowby, Paul Washburn, John Lundin, Dave Robinson, Karen
Schaack, Ken Rushton, Mark Ryan, Tyler Ryan, George Brown, Judy Price, 26 citizens, and
scouts from troops 12, 853, 943, 1123, 1149, 1184, 1185.
Scout Tanner LeBaron led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Cates
offered a prayer.
Mayor Barratt expressed his appreciation for the attendance of the Scouts and had the scouts
and their leaders introduce themselves.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Ken Rushton: I'm Ken Rushton and mine is about the development on 200 North, the Joliet.
We have been made lots of promises and not a lot of things have happened. One of my
concerns is the irrigation ditch, for example. The pipe is partially put in, it's a long one,
there's supposed to be a grate and a head gate. Come spring I won't be able to irrigate. I
don't have a head gate. There is not grate over it. Kids could get in it. The other thing is the
road is all sloughing off into my place. I don't know what they are going to do about
retaining that so it does not happen. In fact, the fence has been half way torn up by
excavation and poles bent over and wire broken and so on.
Mayor Barratt: Thank you. Howard, do you have any updates on that development?
Mr. Denney: I don't. We're still struggling on that one, Mayor.
Mayor: This is located basically
Mr. Denney: ... on 200 North and 500 East and 600 East.
Mr. Rushton: 200 North and about 530 East.
Councilman Storrs: Howard, doesn't the irrigation company have to sign off on that?
Councilman Cates: They have not signed off and the irrigation notices will be going out in
April. So that needs to be corrected.
Councilman Belmont: It seems to just be sitting there.
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Councilman Blake: What is holding it up?
Mayor Barratt: Well, I don't know what the latest is, but the contractor has not been very
responsive to the City and has made certain commitments and as Ken has stated, begins a
project and stops half ay through. So, I think we are just going to have to take firm hand
here.
Mr. Denney: He is on his second or third contractor. I think the developer has been having
difficulty with that. Some of them have mutually left and some he has gotten rid of. So he is
on his third contract now.
Mayor Barratt: Thank you. Bill?
Bill Jacob: Yes, Mayor, I'd like to address the lawsuit that has been filed against the City that
was the cover story not too long ago in the newspaper. It was filed by ADC Corporation,
which Dan Richards is president of. It was filed back in January, when _ _ signed it. I'm
wondering if an answer has ever been filed to that lawsuit?
Mayor Barratt: I believe that is an item on the agenda and it will be discusses on item #6.
Mr. Jacob: I don't see where it talks about a lawsuit on item #6.
Mayor Barratt: I believe, that question will be answered when we get to that item, though.
Mr. Jacob: Well, I'd like to finish out _ _ on the agenda and, I wanted to know if an answer
has been filed _ _
Mayor Barratt: It has not.
Councilman Blake: There was an extension, isn't there?
Mayor Barratt: There was an extension. There wasn't an answer filed but there's been an
extension.
Mr. Jacob: Well, whose representing the City to obtain an extension?
Mayor Barratt: Kevin Bennett.
Mr. Jacob: Has he filed an appearance?
Mayor Barratt: No.
Mr. Jacob: He has not?
Mayor Barratt: No. If you'll wait until item 6, that item will be discussed I think.
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Mr. Jacob: Will we be given the opportunity to ask questions about

at that time?

Mayor Barratt: Yes.
Mr. Jacob: Thank you.
Mayor Barratt: It is on the agenda. As I stated earlier, don't ask questions about items that
are on the agenda; we will discuss them then.
Mr. Jacob: I think _ _ _ _ . Mayor, it says number six, review and action on a land
purchase agreement at 1120 North 900 West.
Mayor Barratt: Right.
Mr. Jacob: It says nothing about a lawsuit.
Mayor Barratt: And it is duly noted you have a concern and the questions you have stated I
will address during that portion. But there not answered in the discussion by the Council.
Mr. Jacob: And you will allow me to ask.
Mayor Barratt: That is correct.
Mr. Jacob: Thank you.
Judy Price: Mayor, is it possible to get some more agendas printed off?
Mayor Barratt: Are the agendas gone?
Mr. Denney: They are all gone.
Mayor Barratt: How many would like an agenda? Melanie will go over and make some
copies.
Councilman Belmont: I think there are some here in the compliance packets.
PRESENTATION OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT'S ANNUAL REPORT
Chief Terry Fox had the Council look at the last three pages of the 2004 Annual Report; these
graphs give a historical perspective for the last twenty-four years. Part II crimes are less
serious than Part I crimes, which are monitored by the FBI. From 1990 to 1998, there was a
200% increase in traffic accidents; in 1998 they have started the traffic division and they have
been able to maintain a plateau. Our city has become a thoroughfare for other communities;
a large percentage of the citations issued are not even to our residents. Chief Fox stated that
traffic is the number one issue in the City. Other Part II crimes, which include thefts and
criminal mischief, have stayed fairly level for the twenty-four years. The Part I crimes
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include homicides, aggravated assaults, rape, robberies, burglary, and auto theft. Burglaries
are driven by illicit drugs. Burglaries have peaked over the years and they have done studies
which show most of those peaks follow economic downturns in the economy. Chief Fox
stated they have a tremendous Police Department; they work very hard. Fraud and Forgery
is a national trend of identity theft; we are not immune from that.
Chief Fox noted that on page 8 there is an area called "Family Offenses" which include
domestic violence, protective orders, and those types of things. That is the most significant
change from last year. Some of those crimes are down; those correlate with the number cases
referred to the Domestic Violence Advocate on page 18. There is more awareness of
domestic violence. We do a better job protecting the victims and getting them follow up care.
The Domestic Violence Advocate is part-time and does a great job.
Chief Fox stated he was asked to address community policing. They have had a heavy focus
on training the police officers the last few years. He believes that well-trained police officers
serve this community better. Chief Fox stated some things they have been able to accomplish
are to put a heavy focus on the SWAT team; they have gotten grants for equipment and they
have increased their training. As for technology, American Fork City is probably second to
no one in the United States. In the next 60 to 90 days they will see a county-wide records
management system; it will be a tremendous thing for the Police Department.
Chief Fox went on to explain that some programs used to build our community or
(Community Policing) are the neighborhood watch groups. There are eight groups; four are
active and the other four aren't doing so well. They also have the Safe School Initiative,
School Resource Officers, DARE Officers, they teach Internet Safety, we have interagency
team planning, as well as others. Chief Fox indicated that they have one-third of the
population in a school every day; that is why they have placed an emphasis on schools and
having that as a safe area. Chief Fox continued with the K-9s, bike patrol, Nuisance
Enforcement, FBI and investigation of internet crimes. The Police Department did about 180
presentations across the community to schools, youth groups, churches. They have taught
several classes for personal safety, burglary awareness, and other topics.
Chief Fox stated they need to be concerned that 22% of the traffic accidents occurred around
the Meadows project. It is a challenge to the Police Department. The scale of incidents range
from thefts, fraud, forgery, burglaries to DUI and family fights. The City now has a
destination area that people come and they bring all their baggage.
Chief Fox stated that one topic among the officers is the pay and how that affects morale. He
indicated that the Highland/ Alpine Police Department currently start their officers at $17.00;
they are trying to raise that to $17.50 an hour. American Fork starts officers out at $14.50 an
hour. We are on the bottom of the pay scale. Currently there are five American Fork Police
Officers in stages of back ground checks for other agencies. He wanted the City Officials to
be aware of the problem; they will probably loose five to six officers in the next six months.
That concerns him. This is not the fault of this Council, or even the previous Council; it has
taken place over the course of years. There are no easy answers.
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Chief Fox alsd suggested they work toward a substation out in the Meadows area; he thinks
they need to I' ok at that seriously. They could do traffic enforcements, nuisance abatement
out of the sub tation.
Chief Fox qu stioned the involvement of the Police Department with Nuisance Abatement
and how muc. longer they would be involved. There is a trade off of cost verses
effectiveness in other areas.
Chief Fox statled that last area he was asked to talk about was physical fitness. He stated
there is a fitn ss program that was voluntary but they did encourage participation. There
was $125 or $ 50 incentive for those who passed the state POST test. The Police Department
found that in he 1990's, there was a lot of litigation with police academies and states
regarding the standards of police fitness tests. Recently, Orem, Roy, and Ogden have
pushed physi al fitness standards, at the request of their insurance carrier. Requirements
were they would have to bench press 75% of their body weight, run a mile and a half in
police acade~y standards, push ups, sit ups, and a vertical jump. Most officers who
maintain some type of physical conditioning can do that but they are finding the 75% of
body weight ·s discriminatory toward women officers who are finding it hard to do that. He
is open to su gestions if the Council would like to go in that direction.
1

Councilman elmont thanked Chief Fox.
Councilman lLeBaron commended the Chief and the Police Officers and appreciates their
efforts.
Councilman • ates pointed out that the potential loss of those officers included some of the
most trained. Chief Fox stated the last two officers that have left took 23 years combined
experience; t at is hard to replace.
Councilman ates said it is very serious when American Fork City trains officers for other
cities. Chief Jl<ox stated that one detective they spent $3,000 on voice stress analysis training;
when that off~cers leaves, they will lost 12 years experience as well as the money they put
into training. •
Councilman torrs stated he did bring it up in the budget.
Mayor Barra stated that because the Police Chief is so progressive, the officers are valued
and well trai ed. We have an exceptional Police Chief who maintains a high standard of
training and ~ves the community a high level of service and that comes at a cost. They need
to look at wh~t they can pay the officers comparable to what sister cities are paying their
officers.
·
A citizen ask d why they don't amend the budget and bring it up to industry standards.
Mayor Barra t stated they are in the middle of the budget process right now and that has
been pointed out that the Police Department needs the funds they need.
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Chief Fox stated that not all of the officer losses are over money, they leave for career
advancement.
Councilman Blake commented it is a thorough report. This department has been built up
over a number of years. He noticed the Code of Ethics; he thinks they have emphasized that.
Councilman Blake also commented that he felt maybe they should have a commitment of a
year or two when officers are trained. Terry stated they have tried to do that, but it is
difficult. It was noted that Shauna Greening signed a contract with the Federal Government
to remain with law enforcement in American Fork for three years because of the FBI training
she is at right now.
Mayor Barratt stated they also need to factor in the officers who have served our country.
Chief Fox stated there are 4 officers who have served. Mayor stated there are two officers
who are going to be re-activated.
Chief Fox stated they have six reserve officers. They get the best field training experience we
can give them, the City buys their uniforms, and they come and work after they have gone
through the Police Academy. They have 4 reserves currently working. If they lose officers,
they can post it in-house and they have some fine officers they can take. The only risk is that
those reserves are looking for full time employment and use this as experience; it is volunteer
only and not paid.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Council member Belmont had nothing but commented she wanted to schedule a meeting
with Melanie Marsh in the next few days concerning the memo she had received.
Councilman Blake mentioned briefly the book being prepared by Betty Spencer. It has been
in the process for several years and several articles have been published in the newspaper. It
is an excellent publication on American Fork City. It will be difficult for the City to fund that
and it may be the best way to fund that is by pre-sales. Councilman Blake suggested the
newspaper consider doing another article on the book It would be unfortunate if there was a
more of a delay. With the budget constraints, it would be a shame if this was delayed.
Councilman Storrs reported he met with the North Pointe Solid Waste District; they will not
raise their rates for the coming year. They will take consideration for the city's budget year
so enough notice can be given with increased fees.
Councilman Storrs stated he was tickled to see the Police Department educating the public on
getting people to get out of the way of emergency vehicles.
Councilman LeBaron stated he has had a number of people comment on recycling.
Councilman LeBaron stated a number of the scouts are his neighbors. He commends them
and stated they are fine young men.
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Councilman Cates thanked those who have shown up.
Councilman Cates also stated a memo was distributed concerning the trees in the cemetery;
they are trying to keep the situation under control. Councilman Belmont stated that perhaps
he should meet with Ms. Marsh and herself; she has as great concern on that issue.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt encouraged the members of the City Council to be involved with a conference
held on March 30 and 31. The Alpine School District is hosting a school safety leadership
conference. This is an excellent opportunity for them to understand the concerns nationwide
as well as within the State of Utah. He asked that they let him know if they would be
interested in attending.
Mayor Barratt noted that on Monday of this week, Mayor Glen Anderson passed away. He
expressed condolences to the Anderson family.
Mayor Barratt introduced Derric Rykert, the new Recreation Director and asked Mr. Rykert
to further introduce himself.
Mr. Rykert stated he grew up in California. He attended Brigham Young University and
graduated in Recreation Management and Youth Leadership. He, his wife and 18 month old
son live in Bluffdale and he is looking forward to becoming involved in the community. Mr.
Rykert stated he believes recreation and fitness is vital to the community and he is excited
about the expansion opportunities.
ACTION ITEMS
CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE
AND SALE OF NOT MORE THAN $6,400,000 AGGREGATE PRINCIPLE AMOUNT OF
GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BONDS, SERIES 2005, OF AMERICAN FORK CITY,
UTAH COUNTY, UTAH; AND RELATED MATTERS
Dustin Matsumori was present to discuss this item. He stated there is one change from the
copy but he will go over that. Mr. Matsumori explained that in 1997, the City issued bonds
for the library and park projects. Because of changes in the market, they can refinance the
bonds to lower the interest rate and save about $14,000 per year or $180,000 total. They did
something similar in November with a different set of bonds and saved approximately
$125,000. Mr. Matsumori stated the Council has been active in trying to save the citizens
money.
Mr. Matsumori explained this is a parameters resolution, which sets forth "not to exceed"
thresholds. On page 2 under section 1, it gives the parameters not to exceed 6.4 million
dollars, the interest rate will not exceed 5.25%. The change he mentioned was the 5.25% and
that was due to the changes in the market. The bonds will not exceed 14 years and will not
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be sold at a discount of greater than 3% or sold for less than 97% of the aggregate principle
amount.
Councilman Blake asked why would they were putting a parameter higher on the interest
rate than what was originally sold at. Mr. Matsumori stated it gets pretty technical. He
explained there is a "coupon" rate and a "underline borrowing cost rate." It is a technicality.
Councilman Blake asked how the 5.25% compare as the coupon rate to the underline
borrowing rate. Mr. Matsumori answered that on the preceding bonds, they had rates from
5% to as low as 4.5%. He further explained that 5.25% wouldn't be the interest rate every
year, as that would not be a savings. However, one year it could be higher but overall
something else would be lower. Overall, the net savings overall is $14,000 per year. Mr.
Matsumori asked them to remember that rates always change. This is the first step in a long
process. They are asking the Council to set a threshold so that if the savings went below a
certain amount, the deal will be pulled. For example, the last bond the Council set the
threshold at $100,000 but the City saved $125,000. He would like the City Council to produce
the threshold and he recommended a threshold of $140,000.
Councilman Blake asked what the expense would be if they pulled the deal. Mr. Matsumori
stated it is contingent to how far down the line they are. Once documents are sent to
Insurance, they will have to pay about $10,0001; up to that point it would be significantly less
than $10,000. The day they send the documents will be March 25,2005.
Mayor Barratt clarified that before it is sent out, they will verify the threshold would be at
least $140,000.
Mr. Matsumori stated the Council asked about other bonds in November. In 1.5 months
time, they have lost some savings. They need it to be on record that it will stop once they hit
a certain threshold. Legally, this document initiates a 30-day contest period. This is
important because if rates get better, then they can't do anything if this isn't in place. Is it
worth it? If so, they can pull the trigger and get savings. If not, they can pull it. It is not free,
but the $180,000 is a net savings; the fees were taken out of this amount.
Mayor Barratt stated they will make the call on the 25th. The City will incur some expenses
after that date. Mr. Matsumori stated that in theory, they could pull it up to April 18th, but
they would have incurred that $10,000 expense.
Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution 05-03-06R authorizing the issuance and sale
of not more than 6.4 million dollar aggregate principle amount of General Obligation
Refunding Bonds, Series 205, with the parameters that have been proposed and with a
minimum savings threshold of $140,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.

Bill Jacob asked if this was to refinance or replace bonds that were issued for the Library
several years ago. He also asked what the balance was on the bond. Mr. Matsumori
answered that the balance was 5.375 million dollars. Mr. Jacob asked why they were
refinancing another million dollars. Mr. Matsumori stated the total bond cost amount is
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because of the investment rate they can get; those bonds will be paid pay off. So, the total
amount actually paid off is actually less.
Mr. Jacob commented that if the bond debt is paid down, why do they have to pay more?
Mr. Matsumori stated the payments are reduced; the bonds now issued will purchase other
securities that pay off that debt. Even though the amount of bond is greater, the payment is
less due to the lower interest rate.
Mr. Jacob asked what will happen to the extra million they are getting? Mr. Matsumori
stated they are not getting the money; it goes into a secured account which purchases
securities which make the payments on the bonds.
A citizen asked if they are also paying off interest previously accrued. Mr. Matsumori stated
that is correct. The citizen clarified that they are not actually paying more, they are taking the
value of the previous bonds with accrued interest.
Councilman Blake asked what the anticipated amount of the bond would be. Mr. Matsumori
stated they have done a couple of different runs, and it will be anywhere between 5.3 and 5.7
million dollars. The figure given was suggested by the Bond Council. Mr. Matsumori stated
that the reason they set the amount higher is that when they get to the final day and had to
sale more to pay off the old bonds, they would be at a loss if they didn't set the limit high
enough.
Mr. Matsumori once again stated that the overall payments will be less and there will be net
savings to the City.
Mayor Barratt clarified the bond is not being extended in length; it will be paid off in the
same time.
Councilman Blake asked if the prior bond was sold. Mr. Matsumori stated he did not have
the file and so therefore didn't have the exact information but the final was 5.4 million.
Mr. Matsumori explained the interest rate. The big number they are looking at is the number
of bonds. The interest rate on each of the bonds is less, and so the payment is less.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE LAND USE ELEMENT OF
THE GENERAL PLAN
Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution 95-03-07R approving the Land Use
Element of the General Plan. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake stated he knew a lot of work was put into this but he wanted another two
weeks to look at it. His concern was that he just got a copy of this portion of the General Plan
element today.
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Councilman LeBaron stated he would like a little more time to look at it as well, but they
have waited for seven years for this and felt the important thing is that this is a living
document that can change and grow. He felt they needed to act on this to for those who have
worked so hard on this as well as for the public. He is concerned about the enforcement, as
well, but they can review the ordinances to make sure they have some teeth to accomplish
what they want.
Councilman Belmont asked about the ordinances. They are supposed to go before the
Planning Commission tomorrow night. Mr. Despain stated they would be adding the Rl12,000 and Rl-20,000 zones.
Councilman Belmont wanted to move forward on this, but she would like to discuss it as a
Council. She has always supported the Planning Commission but felt the Council needed to
look at it closer.
James Hansen stated that they have heard a lot of concern is near the temple. What they are
doing tonight will not affect that. This document will not strengthen or weaken what
happens in that area. The major portion deals with the south side; the owners on the south
side want this adopted. They can come back and make the adjustments as needed. The
Planning Commission saw the possibility of two changes but they did not want to hold up
the approval. Mr. Hansen stated there are annexations that need to be acted on.
Councilman Storrs agreed that the people south of the freeway are anxious for this to happen
and that they have been very patient.
Councilman Blake asked why this has taken so long. James Hansen stated that every time
they get someone new on the Planning Commission, they have to bring that person up to
speed and educate them. If this is adopted, they can educate themselves. James Hansen
stated this has been adopted several months ago by the Planning Commission.
Councilman Belmont asked why the City Council has not seen the plans before now. Mr.
Despain stated that they haven't seen it is because they knew that if this was adopted, the
ordinances would need to be adopted soon thereafter. They chose to not come forward with
the plan until the ordinances were in place to implement it. Another reason is the absence of
a road impact fee; with that absence, there will be no way to pay for the improvements
needed.
Mr. Denney stated that one question is that the Allred's have already voiced their request to
make a change. That may need to be included in the motion indicating the 30-acrea would be
in the agricultural zone.
Councilman Storrs amended his motion to include that the 30-acre piece of property
owned by Allreds be placed in the agricultural zone. Councilman Cates accepted the
amendment.
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Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Those voting 11 aye" were Councilman
Blake, Councilman Cates, Councilman LeBaron, and Councilman Storrs.
Councilman Belmont stated she had a question.
Mayor Barratt summarized that the General Plan now allows the Planning Commission to
start dealing with the ordinances and informs the property owners south of the freeway what
developments will be allowed. This will include the Allreds property being in the
agricultural zone.
George Brown asked what zones are in the area. The zones include the Rl-20,000, Rl-12,000,
PR2, PR3, transfer of development rights, shoreline protection zone.
Mayor Barratt stated this is just the beginning.
Councilman Belmont asked Mr. Despain to explain the Road Impact Fees. Mr. Despain
stated it is not in place but hopefully it should be coming to them in the near future.
Councilman Belmont commented it is a package deal, as Mr. Despain had stated before.
Councilman Belmont voted 11 aye." All were in favor. The motion carried.
Councilman Cates stated that concerning the area around the Temple, this doesn't change
anything. The main concern is not only lot size, but the type of dwellings built and
maintaining a high quality. This is only a beginning; the ordinances will help establish how
that will take place in that area. It will continue to develop and change and improve.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE TRANSPORTATION
ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Resolution 95-03-0SR approving the
Transportation Element of the General Plan . Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked what the proposal is on the Road Impact fee. Mr. Denney stated the
consultants are still working on it; the study should be completed in approximately two
months.
Councilman Blake asked for a summary of the key elements.
Mr. Despain stated the key elements are that it identifies the location in general of the major
streets, some detail identifies the estimated traffic projections, and makes recommendations
for improvements for signalization, and provides for costs for upgrades which goes into
setting the impact fee.
Councilman Blake asked if an additional a way to get over the freeway is a key element. Mr.
Despain stated it is and that they will see two separate impact fees; one for north and one for
south of the freeway.
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Mel Frandsen stated he understands that UDOT pays for the overpasses and always have
paid for overpasses. If they get a general plan in place, they can get on a list with UDOT for
having an overpass. Are they getting themselves in a position where they finance it when
UDOT should actually finance it? Mayor Barratt answered that UDOT does not see a need
for an overpass at this time and there is no justification. Mr. Frandsen stated if there is a
General Plan in place showing expansion, they could get on list for an overpass; cities have
never financed any yet.
Councilman Blake asked if Pleasant Grove financed that new overpass. Mr. Frandsen stated
they did not, that it was financed by Federal Funding. It was noted that Pleasant Grove paid
10 million dollars for that overpass. Mr. Frandsen indicated that was for right-of-ways but if
the City set aside property for right-of-ways, the cost will be reduced. Mr. Frandsen thought
they should investigate UDOT funding before they start to charge homeowners.
Mayor Barratt stated that is the way it should happen. Utah County did not get anything as
far as funding for transportation. Having the General Plan moves this a great deal. This will
enhance their ability tremendously, but they can't move forward assuming they will get
funding from the State of Utah.
Mr. Frandsen stated he did not know why they should be the only city that volunteers
paying for an overpass. Mayor Barratt re-stated that Pleasant Grove paid several million
dollars for that project.
Dan Richards stated that Pleasant Grove started twenty or twenty-five years ago to obtain the
overpass. If they are willing to wait for twenty or twenty-five years for development on the
south side, they can wait for UDOT to pay for it. If they want development now, they will
have to step up to the plate and pay for an overpass somehow.
A citizen asked which location they are looking at doing for the overpass. Mayor Barratt
stated 100 West and Center Street, but they have looked at 100 West. Mr. Despain stated that
at this point, we are still looking at one of two alternatives.
Mayor Barratt stated that Center Street is a good choice because it is so wide. The other
alternative, 100 West, is also a good choice and may be the better option.
A citizen asked what would happen to the roads on 100 West if that were the location.
Mayor Barratt stated they would possibly not allow parking on the street; they have not
thought that far.
Mayor Barratt stated that Mel Frandsen has commented he doesn't feel comfortable paying
for the overpass. Mayor Barratt also stated that they need to get with UDOT to discuss the
issue, but he does not hold much hope for the money to be here when the City needs it.
James Hansen encouraged them to adopt this element of the General Plan as well. This is
elements to help with UDOT. Now we can actually say they will have the trip-ins. Let's
adopt this and then we can work with the other agencies.
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Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

Councilman Cates commented that one other option was the underpass and improving that.
Mr. Despain stated that is one of the three options; if the underpasses are improved, that still
leaves them with only two options to access the south side.
Councilman Blake commented that the railroad is another factor; an overpass can go over
both the freeway and the railroad where an underpass does not. Mr. Despain stated that may
be a trade off; an overpass is much more disruptive to the local travel network, whereas an
underpass is less disruptive.
Mr. Despain stated the Transportation Element of the General Plan does not attempt to
answer all of the questions.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATIONj AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of Wilson Acres Subdivision consisting of 2lots at
364 North 300 West.
There was no one present representing this subdivision.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were any concerns from city staff.
Mr. Despain indicated that Kevin Bennett sent a message and thinks there may be a
technical amendment related to the vicinity plan; approval should be subject to
amendments of the final plat mylar as directed by the City Engineer.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of the Wilson Acres Subdivision
Plat A consisting of 2lots to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat,
accept the dedications, and have the plat recorded subject to (1) posting of bond that
secures completion of construction of required improvements and (2) technical
amendments to the final plat mylar as directed by the City Engineer. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of Hansen Manor Subdivision Plat A consisting of
3lots at 747 North 540 West.
Carl Hansen and Paul Hansen were present to answer any questions. It was noted
that he owns lot #1, his daughter owns lot #2, and Paul would own lot #3.
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Mayor Barratt stated there were some concerns which he didn't know if they wanted
to address at this time.
Councilman Cates stated one concern was the water rights asked why they should
waive the water rights requirement. Carl Hansen stated there was an agreement with
Mayor Beck to waive that right. Councilman Cates stated that that is a way that
American Fork has done business in the past; verbal agreements have been made.
Councilman Cates stated he has had a verbal agreement with Carl Hansen concerning
three water shares but he did obtain that in writing. What is being asked of them is
that they honor the agreement.
Carl Hansen stated that was done about twenty-five years ago; some people wanted
connections instead of money. He stated that when he originally developed, there was
an existing 4" existing water line and in his talking to Malcolm Beck, it was decided
that he would run a 6" water line 1000 feet for future growth he would be given a
credit. He indicated he even put in a fire hydrant. He feels the verbal agreement
should be honored.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the final plat of the Hansen Manor
Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3 lots, authorizing the Mayor and Council to sign
the plat, accept the dedications, and have the plat recorded subject to (1) posting of
the bond to secure completion of construction of required improvements, (2)
technical amendments to the final plat mylar as directed by the City Engineer, and
(3) instruction to the staff to waive water rights conveyance required and/or the
water connection fee for the third lot with a specific finding there was a prior
agreement that there were improvements made prior to the parcel hich would
negate any argument that precedent has been set. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.

Mr. Denney stated the motion needed to be clear that it was the water rights and the
connection fee.
Councilman LeBaron clarified his motion to read that the waters and the connect fee
were waived. Councilman Blake agreed to the second.
Councilman Belmont asked the year the agreement took place with Mayor Beck Carl
Hansen explained that in 1976, the Planning Commission was looking at a fee but law
didn't go into effect until approximately 1978. His property was annexed in 1977.
Councilman Belmont just wanted clarification the year the agreement took place.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
c.

Review and action on the Amended final plat of Crystal Cove PUD Plat A, Planned
Senior Housing Project at 1020 East 200 South
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Mayor Barratt stated the document on their desks were the correct documents for this
subdivision, not the map that had been included in the packets.
John Lundin was present to answer any questions.
Councilman Belmont questioned why there was double the number of units on the
plat than what was discussed. It was noted it was an old plat.
Mr. Lundin stated the larger number was probably the total number of units. He also
stated they have eliminated a couple of units to make room for some larger units.
Councilman LeBaron stated the development was nice, but did they need the flashing
sign? Mr. Lundin stated yes, the do need it. Mr. Lundin stated the sign is for the
office building and will be for the doctors office; they can use that sign to advertise for
patients and for hiring, thus eliminating the banner signs.
Councilman Blake asked if that was authorized in the ordinance. Mr. Despain stated
that the plan showed a monument sign in connection with the offices; he was sure the
sign was approved but not sure if they were aware it was a flashing sign. Mr. Despain
did not think the ordinance distinguished the difference between a reader board and
monument signs.
Councilman Belmont commented that the development was very nice, but felt the sign
detracted from it.
Councilman Cates clarified that the new plan addresses the concerns of the Planning
Commission. Mr. Despain stated this new map is what they thought was supposed to
be in the packets.
Councilman Blake asked if banner signs are authorized. It was noted they are allowed
only for 30 days for Grand Openings. Councilman LeBaron stated they need better
enforcement on signs and maybe need to discuss this at another meeting.
Councilman Blake moved to approve the amended final plat of the Crystal Cove
PUD Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to (1) receipt of a consent to amend
statement signed by all current owners of Plat A and (2) the technical amendments
to the final plat mylar as directed by the City Engineer including but not limited to
verification of adequate separation between structures in addition of the 11no
material injury" statement on the plat. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE WHITE CASTLE ADDITION CONSISTING OF 1.59 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY 950 EAST 400 SOUTH
Mayor stated this was just an extension of the property owned by Covenant Recordings.
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Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution 05-03-09R indicating the City's intent to
annex the White Castle Addition consisting of 1.59 acres at approximately 950 East 400
South. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LAND PURCHASE AGREEMENT AT 1120 NORTH 900
WEST
Mayor Barratt: Item number six is review and action on a land purchase agreement at 1120
North 900 West. Bill, you have some questions? We'll deal with those right off the bat.
Mr. Jacob: Thank you, Mayor, for allowing me to continue with my request. I think, as I
recollect, we got the fact that you don't have an attorney and no attorney has filed an
appearance in this lawsuit.
Mayor Barratt: Not that I'm aware of.
Mr. Jacob: Okay, so, is the Council
Mayor Barratt: Other than the City Attorney.

Mr. Jacob: The City has filed, the city attorney filed
Mayor Barratt: No, we have an attorney, the city attorney, but the insurance company or
anyone else has not become involved, as far as I know.
Mr. Jacob: Nobody has filed an appearance in the court, the jurisdiction this lawsuit was
filed.
Mayor Barratt: No.
Mr. Jacob: So, the city is in default then by not answering to the lawsuit, is that correct?
Councilman LeBaron: We got an extension, an informal extension.
Mr. Jacob: So somebody acted pro-say in order to do that. Was that you Councilman
LeBaron?
Councilman LeBaron: No, I believe Kevin did.
Mr. Jacob: Kevin was a witness, according to the lawsuit.
Mayor Barratt: I believe what took place there Councilman Storrs met with staff and the
individual and I'll allow Councilman Storrs now to address that issue.
Mr. Jacob: inaudible comment
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Councilman Storrs: Okay, this is how it all come about. I met with Danny Richards, one on
one, asking him what we can do to take care of this lawsuit and get rid of it. Danny gave me
a proposal. I brought it back to the Council and in an executive session the Council give me
authority to go ahead and negotiate. So I negotiated with staff and Danny and myself.
Mr. Jacob: In the lawsuit it says that based on City proposal (inaudible). Do you have a copy
of the agreement that is alleged in this lawsuit?
Councilman Blake: It's alleging a prior agreement somehow months back, isn't it?
Mr. Jacob: It says based upon the City's proposal an agreement was reached. The plaintiff
would purchase the Schureman property and would trade and transfer the road property
portion thereof to the City, and the City would trade and transfer the City property to
Plaintiff, annex the Schureman property, and approve it the City property for development
as proposed by Plaintiff.
Councilman LeBaron: Bill, this is Danny's allegation there was a prior agreement with the
Council before process and technical review had taken place.
Councilman Blake: An oral agreement, it is alleging an oral agreement.
Mr. Jacob: Alleging an oral agreement. Was there oral agreement?
Councilman Blake: That is the allegation.
Mr. Jacob: Welt I'm asking you. Did you have an oral agreement with Mr. Richards?
Councilman Cates: As long as it is possibly in litigation we can't
Mayor Barratt: We are not going to set and prosecute and litigate that matter.
Mr. Jacob: I'm not asking for prosecution. I'm just asking for public information
Mayor Barratt: Okay.
Mr. Jacob: about a lawsuit that has been filed.
Mayor Barratt: And I don't believe this Council can go on record with a pending lawsuit and
make statements that will be part of the litigation. So that will not be something that, you
know, that line of questioning would not be justified because if they don't, if this Council
doesn't come to a resolution and the lawsuit is initiated, that will be a matter of public record
and they will have to say in this particular meeting you made this statement. So.
Mr. Jacob: Based on the law you are in default anyway. You haven't answered the complaint
and the time for answering that, I don't know how long your extension was. Is it an
indefinite extension?
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Mayor Barratt: It was not an indefinite extension, as far as I understand it.
Mr. Jacob: How long was it?
Mayor Barratt: Councilman Storrs has told me that if we can come to a resolution, then the
lawsuit will be resolved. It will be dropped, I guess.
Councilman Storrs: That the agenda item. That is the agenda item we are discussing right
now.
Mr. Jacob: The agenda item doesn't reference the lawsuit. That is why I tried to address it in
the twenty-minute period. You are talking about some contract, a sale that's basically been
(inaudible). You are asking for action now.
Councilman Storrs: Well, maybe if we address this agenda item, the lawsuit might go away.
So what is wrong with that? Don't you want us to get rid of a lawsuit?
Mr. Jacob: I don't know. I'm not involved in the lawsuit. I just want to know why a lawsuit
was filed asking for $825,000.
Councilman Storrs: You have to ask him.
Mr. Jacob: And Council has failed to defend the lawsuit.
Councilman Storrs: Oh yea.
Mr. Jacob: You haven't appeared in court. You don't have anybody to
Councilman Storrs: But he has delayed it.
Mayor Barratt: Okay, we've tried to explain it. We need to move on with the agenda item
and we are going to address the agenda item.
Mr. Jacob: Well, we'll so note that I've been denied my (cough) freedom of speech rights,
Mayor.
Mayor Barratt: Excuse me?
Mr. Jacob: So there is another lawsuit to _ _.
Councilman Belmont: I would like to ask a question. Item number six, it says "Review and
Action on Land Purchase Agreement" that we have got here. I want to go on record as
saying I, we have got this land purchase agreement, because Danny has said we do this, he'll
drop the lawsuit. And, I don't think we ever had a contract in the first place. I don't think
the contract - there was no contract.
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Councilman Blake: But that is what is in dispute.
Mr. Jacob: Is that the document you have up there?
Councilman Belmont: This is the agreement to purchase land that is not even annexed in yet.
Mr. Jacob: That is part of the document.
Councilman Belmont: Its .. Yea ... But I, I'm concerned because Danny couldn't get what he
wanted the first time so he is suing the City and now he's entered into an agreement. He
wants us to buy what he couldn't get annexed in the way he wanted with the park property.
I think this is extortion, Danny.
(tape change)
Councilman Storrs: Is it one of the original options?
Councilman Blake: Yes, it was. To buy the land, yes it was one of the options.
Councilman Storrs: You can correct me if I'm wrong, and I might be out to lunch, but I
would rather buy the property, which the people came to us and didn't want to give up our
park property, I would rather take this money, buy the property, get away from not have the
lawsuit anymore instead of paying the money toward attorneys to fight the lawsuit.
Councilman Belmont: I have another question. Where are we going to get the money?
Councilman Storrs: It is spelled out right here. The developer is willing to work with us.
Councilman Belmont: Willing to work?
Councilman Storrs: Yes. When I first met with Danny, I explained to him the city does not
have money in the budget and is he willing to work with us on payment. And he is willing
to work with us.
Councilman Blake: The funding would be $10,000 paid at execution and the $190,000 paid in
exchange for development fees.
Councilman Belmont: In exchange for development fees? Now I want to know what you are
going to give to the Searles when they come in?
Councilman Storrs: Well, we'll have to deal with the Searles when they come in?
Councilman Belmont: Are you going to continue? What are you ...
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Councilman Storrs: My thing is, I would rather be buying property than giving the money to
attorneys.
Councilman Belmont: Well, I think if you can't get what you want one way, then you sue the
city.
Councilman Storrs: Well, we are buying property.
George Brown: Okay, so how much property are you buying?
Councilman Storrs: It is almost a third of an acre.
Mr. Brown: And how much are you paying for it?
Councilman Storrs: Two hundred thousand.
Mr. Brown: Is that the value of the property?
Councilman Storrs: George, do you think we paid the value of the property when we spent a
million dollars for where the public safety building is? We spent a million per acre.
Mr. Brown: That was, that was ...
Councilman Storrs: So if you look at it that way, we're buying public property that we need.
Mr. Brown: I can't remember that we paid a million dollars for it.
Councilman Storrs: Two hundred thousand, to me, is cheap.
Mr. Brown: We bought several houses, it was probably close to a million dollars.
Councilman Storrs: It was a million dollars.
Mr. Brown: Have you had this appraised?
Councilman Storrs: We haven't had, well he's willing to sell it to us.
Mr. Brown: Yea, if Kevin were here he'd tell you about Price vs. Orem. That is where the
Supreme Court said before you can pay city money for a project you have to have an
independent analysis to justify the money. I don't know what this land is worth, but, I don't
think it is worth, well, it would make it what, two hundred thousand for a third of an acre,
that would make it about a million bucks an acre.
Councilman Storrs: Well, that is what we paid right over here.
Councilman Blake: Six hundred thousand.
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Mr. Brown: Well, okay, right over here is called commercial property.
Councilman Storrs: For public use.
Mr. Brown: We had to buy out houses, we had to buy out land ...
Councilman Storrs: Well I think this is, I would rather spend money on property than
attorneys.
Mr. Brown: But, you could, but it's malfeasance, Rick, if you pay ...
Councilman Storrs: How is it? I'd rather we get something.
Mr. Brown: You can only exchange public tax payers money for the value of the property.
Councilman Storrs: I don't remember us getting a ....
Mr. Brown: Oh yes we did. We got appraisals.
Councilman Storrs: I don't remember that.
Mr. Brown: They were all appraised. We paid each home owner and the school district the
appraised value of the property.
Councilman Storrs: Well I still think this is, solves the problem and we are buying property.
Mr. Brown: Well, Rick, are you a real estates salesman?
Councilman Storrs: Are you?
Mr. Brown: No, but I know values of land.
Councilman Storrs: Okay.
Mr. Brown: Residential property goes for a hundred thousand
Councilman Storrs: Okay. (inaudible comment)
Mr. Brown: Don't cut me off, Rick
Councilman Storrs: I'm not cutting you off.
Mr. Brown: You said, "Mayor, lets move ahead." I heard you say it.
Councilman Storrs: I'm not going to argue.
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Mr. Brown: Now, just a moment Mayor. So, what you have to do, or you are all involved in
malfeasance, you have to follow the Price vs. Orem case. You've got to go out and get an
independent third party because if someone challenges you, the Supreme Court said you're
analysis wasn't supported by an outside independent analysis can be set aside. Now if you
want to settle the lawsuit with Danny, fine, but you can't have Kevin Bennett do it because
Kevin is a witness and attorneys that are witnesses in cases can't represent you in the case.
Councilman Storrs: Kevin never set in on any of this.
Mr. Brown: Well, why don't you have an attorney evaluate the case for you. You have an
obligation to the public to evaluate these things and see if the money you are expending is
the value of the expenditure. Simple process.
Councilman Storrs: George, I just brought it back to the Council and that is the proposal.
Mr. Brown: Well, I'm just telling you what the law is. You guys, if you'll do what you think,
but if you step over this you may get yourselves ...
Councilman Storrs: I wish our attorney was here to advise us.
Mr. Brown: Well, if he were here, I know where he is, I saw him yesterday in St. George, and
when he comes back he is going to tell you all the criminal statutes enacted now on water
usage. (inaudible comment) But still, you can't expend public dollars unless you have an
independent analysis (inaudible).
Councilman Storrs: Mel, did Kevin have a chance to review this document?
Mayor Barratt: And actually, what is taking place here ...
Councilman Storrs: And he was okay with it?
Mayor Barratt: .. .is simply the resolution of the lawsuit. That is the foundation. That is the
basis for what is being done here from what I understand.
Mr. Brown: Okay, then you need an analysis of the lawsuit to see what the risk is to the
public. If the risk is not two hundred thousand, then you can not justify paying two hundred
thousand settlement. And Kevin can't analyze it because he would be a party in the, not a
party, but a witness in the lawsuit.
Mayor Barratt: That is correct.
Mr. Brown: You have to have a council that is not a party to it to evaluate it for you. You
haven't done that, you haven't got an appraisal of the land, you haven't taken those steps
necessary to see what the value of these things are.
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Mayor Barratt: And George, I'm not going to set and debate this all night with you. Because
you and I, you know, I know what has taken place. I know what I have been advised. I'm ...
Mr. Brown: Okay. In the ...
Mayor Barratt: ... the Council merely directed Councilman Storrs to come to a resolution on
the lawsuit. And, Councilman Storrs, that is exactly what he did. And, you know, the
Council can do ... In my opinion, it is up to the Council.
Councilman Blake: The chart showing this is almost .8 acres.
Mayor Barratt: That includes ...
Dan Richards: The other.
Mayor Barratt: ... the roadway and that, I think, that's _ __
Councilman Blake: Yea, but, that attachment is what the money is being paid for. (inaudible
comment)
Mayor Barratt: That is correct.
Councilman Blake: We are buying land, more than a third, its point .788
Mayor Barratt: This portion is, I think, .35. This is the roadway and everything.
Mr. Richards: It's 35,000 feet.
Councilman Blake: But we are buying all of that, though.
Mayor Barratt: That is correct. .788 of an acre.
Councilman Blake: So it is almost 8/10ths of an acre.
Mayor Barratt: Right.
Councilman Blake: And it is all of the land that would be along 1100 North and along 900
West. (inaudible) .. .it is not a third of an acre, it's .8 tenths of an acre, is the amount of land.
Mr. Brown: What is the value of the land up there in that area.
Mayor Barratt: Welt I can tell you right now that the city has had an appraisal of some
property to expand the cemetery and that appraisal came back at what price, Melanie? The
north portion of the cemetery.
Ms. Marsh: Around a hundred and thirty, I think.
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Mayor Barratt: Not the Binch property, but the Beck property.
Ms. Marsh: Oh, the Beck property?
(inaudible comments)
Mayor Barratt: I can already tell you the City has had an appraisal in the neighborhood of
two hundred thousand per acre for open ground. I don't how much of a debate you want to
get on this.
Mr. Brown: Welt no Mayor, I want you to do an appraisal on this property. That's what I
want you to do.
Mayor Barratt: WelL you know ...
Mr. Brown: I'm a tax payer. I want you to expend my money appropriately. If the land is
worth, if that roadway is worth, that amount of money, keep in mind if you pay that amount
of money for this road portion you are going to pay that much money for the next section
across the Searle property. So I want you to, you are going to set the value for it. You can't
say, well gee, we are settling a lawsuit. They are going to say "We don't care. Here is the
value. You established it." That is what a willing buyer paid a willing seller. That
establishes a market value. You need an appraisal, Mayor. Then you then you can discuss
this, then you can say the land is worth x dollars based upon an appraisal. Thank you.
Mayor Barratt: Alright. Now the land, number six on the agenda.
Councilman Cates: Would Dan be agreeable to an appraisal? (inaudible) Dan would you be
agreeable for us to get an appraisal?
Mr. Richards: We can work on that. You bet.
Councilman Cates: The concern I have ...
Mr. Richards: What happens if the appraisal comes up higher? Will you take the higher of
the appraisal on this? Will you? Because American Fork City, Pleasant Grove City, and has
shown in three other cases that they have paid more per foot than what is on here. So.
Councilman Cates: And I'm inclined to agree with you. I think, I think that __ in the past
this is probably fair because I happen to know of some farm ground the other day, within the
past week, nine acres that they have offered a million dollars for.
Mayor Barratt: I can tell you within two blocks, as you well know, they are building a
Costco, so I don't think the comparable will be very hard to come up with.
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Councilman Belmont: I don't think that is really what we are discussing here. I think what
we are discussing here is that Danny didn't get his annexation the way every other person
has to annex and he couldn't get it that way so he's doing it another way and he couldn't get
it that way so now he's doing it this way. I think that every developer should do what every
other developer should do. I don't think, that ...
Mayor Barratt: Then you need to quit sending members of your Council on errands.
Councilman Belmont: What do you mean by that?
Mayor Barratt: You were a part of the body that asked Councilman Storrs to see if he could
resolve this lawsuit.
Councilman Belmont: Well, there was no negotiation. He came back with a list from Danny
that said I want this, this, this, and this, and that's what, there is no negotiation. This is what
Danny wants.
(inaudible comment in the back ground by Melanie Marsh)
Councilman Storrs: Well, this, like Mel was just saying. This is just purchase of the ground.
He still has to come forward with the annexation.
Councilman Belmont: Well, I still think that, I hate to keep using this word, Danny. I still
think this is extortion from the City and uh, you gentleman go ahead and vote for this. I'm
not going to be a party to voting for something that is going to echo down through every
developer that comes around. And then you'll have to do it all over again. They can't get
their own way, so they'll sue. So in order to drop the lawsuit, you give them what they want.
So, I'm not going to be a party to this.
Mr. Richards: If this was a typical annexation to begin with, if the City Council and Staff
didn't come to me to ask for some help getting
Councilman Belmont: They didn't.
Mr. Richards: If that, then we'll go to court and figure it out what (inaudible).
Councilman Belmont: You don't have to. You are going to get your vote. You've got it right
here.
Councilman LeBaron: Let me, let me make a couple of comments. And I was very forceful
earlier on and I'm not comfortable with a lot of the things here. But, a couple of things we are
able to achieve. Number one, we are getting a valuable road. And sometimes you have to
pay a little bit more for an important road to get through. But two, we are not trading park
property. We achieved that objective. And, we are maintaining the integrity of the
annexation ordinances. And I think those are two important things to think here. I'm
uncomfortable with the purchase price. I'm uncomfortable with the lawsuit, which I don't
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think has any merit. But, all that aside and all prior hopefully acrimony aside, and I'm not
quite sure I'm going to vote for it. Those are my concerns and on the advantage side, this
road just has to go through. We've promised to the Fire Marshall that we'd do that and to
get the water lines through. We've achieved some objectives that I think were initially put
forward. I don't think this was the original plan that Danny suggested and he did give us a
list of demands and we didn't accept all of them. We went back and said okay, we are not
going to pay you in cash, we don't have the cash, and so there was some give and take, but in
every situation, and I don't really think that we're giving in to a lawsuit, that just happens to
be a little fly on the wall we are going to swat, but I don't think that is a major concern. If it
was up to me, I'd defend the lawsuit because I don't think, well, there is pending litigation
but you have to look at it in terms ot there is precedent in paying what would be considered
more value, and I don't know what the value of that road is, but the value of the road to the
City is as important as what we are willing to pay for it and what the seller is willing to take
for it. The road simply has to go through and I believe we were correct in denying the
previous agreement based upon what I felt was putting our annexation ordinances in
jeopardy and compromising them. That remains intact. The park plan remains in tact. But
this, I don't think, was one of the original proposals. It follows along those lines but it has
been tweaked and so I'm kind of straddling the fence. I'm telling you the pros and the cons
and I understand what George is saying to, and, but we have had precedent in paying more
for something because it is important for the City and I think that is the case here. What I
would hate to see is a major catastrophe down in the Meadows in terms of the fire and we
haven't put our ducks in a row and we're liable for something like this, for something like
that.
Mayor Barratt: The property along 900 West, is that amount about a third of an acre?
Mr. Richards: You have, on twenty by, you have about ....
Mayor Barratt: 1120, how big is that area?
Councilman Storrs: About a third.
Mayor Barratt: 1120, as far as I know, is about .35.
Mr. Richards: It is 35,000 feet.
Mayor Barratt Mayor: About two thirds of an acre.
Unknown: Right.
Mayor Barratt: So the road on 900 West ... Okay.
(inaudible comment in background)
Mr. Jacob: We can't hear you Shirl. We can't hear your comment.
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Mayor Barratt: Alright, Council, you know once again, you've ... make a decision. Let's move
forward we have other items on the agenda to deal with.
Mr. Jacob: Can I make one more comment?
Mayor Barratt: Lets not have any more comments because it just gets us going back and forth
in a big circle - a dog chasing its tail.
Councilman Storrs: Mel, with you, the staff, going over this, do you feel comfortable?
Ms. Marsh: Yes.
Councilman Storrs: I move to approve the land purchase agreement at 1120 North 900
West.
Mayor Barratt: Motion by Councilman Storrs to approve. Is there a second?
Councilman Blake: I second the motion.
Councilman Blake: Mayor, I think we ought to vote on this. It is time for an up or down
vote. The proposal has gone forward and negotiations have occurred. Back when we had
the discussion about exchanging the park property, I thought, I indicated that the reasons I
thought this was an unusual situation, and I thought there was valid approach to exchange
the portion of park property we are talking about, that has not been brought back on the table
but it is time to resolve this. I think the funding parameters are reasonable. And, are we just
going to leave it hanging or are we going to resolve it? I think we need to take a vote
anyway, so I'll second it.
Mayor Barratt: Motion has been seconded by Councilman Blake.
Councilman LeBaron: I would ask for an amendment to the second, that there be an
analysis, albeit maybe even cursory of the merits of the lawsuit pending, also that there be
an appraisal and a specific finding of the Council that this road is of extraordinary need of
the city as a major arterial route needed for development, water line for public safety
issue.
Mayor Barratt: I believe that finding has already been established by staff.
Councilman LeBaron: I think it is important that that be put in the motion.
Mayor Barratt: We have a motion and a second.
Councilman Storrs: I'll accept the second.
Mayor Barratt: Will you (Councilman Blake) accept it?
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Councilman Blake: No, I have to think for a minute.
Mayor Barratt: Okay.
Councilman Storrs: It is in there.
Ms. Marsh: If you read on the front page, "Whereas ....." (inaudible)
Mayor Barratt: You have one, two, three, and four which states: "To provide a more
adequate vehicular access and circulation to City residents, (2) to better facilitate the proper
development in accordance with the City's General Plan, (3) to ensure the ready availability
of travel routes for emergency services to the northwestern quadrant of the City, and (4) to
eliminate uncertainty in the City's future ability to acquire the necessary right-of-way at the
appropriate point of intersection with 900 West and Lehi City's 900 North Street;".
Councilman LeBaron: Well, I think that needs to be part of the motion. I think also it
needs to be a specific finding that it is of extraordinary need which would justify perhaps
paying more than what it is worth. But, I still would like to put in there an appraisal and
an analysis.
Councilman Blake: (To Councilman Storrs) Will you concur with that?
Councilman Storrs: I will.
Councilman Blake: I will concur the second.
Mayor Barratt: Councilman Belmont?
Councilman Belmont: Yes?
Mayor Barratt: Yea or Nay?
Councilman Belmont: Nay.
Mayor Barratt: Councilman Blake? Yea or Nay?
Councilman Blake: Aye.
Mayor Barratt: Aye or Nay, then. Councilman Storrs?
Councilman Storrs: Aye.
Mayor Barratt: Councilman LeBaron?

Councilman LeBaron: I'll defer.
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Mayor Barratt: You don't have a choice in deferring, Councilman. We are on you.
Mr. Brown: Well of course he has a choice. It is his vote, not yours, Mayor, no offense.
Mayor Barratt: I concur, but he needs to have a vote.
Councilman LeBaron: I'll ask for you to ask for Councilman Cate' s vote first.
Mayor Barratt: Councilman Cate's vote. Well, the only problem is he wants to see where the
votes line up. So he gets to take the heat off of him but nobody else does. So if I started at
that end, then it would have been different.
Unknown: Smart man.
Mayor Barratt: That's right. He knew what he was doing. Councilman Cates?
Councilman Cates: I don't feel comfortable that way, Mayor. It should not be.
Councilman Blake: Go in sequence.
Councilman Cates: So, I'll defer it back to Shirl. Take his vote and then return to me.
George Brown: What do you do about the Searle's property? If this is so important,
(inaudible), you have got to move on the Searle property immediately or else this will not be
a valid thing,
Mayor Barratt: That is exactly right. This Mayor agrees with you as does the Searle family.
You'd be shortsighted if you didn't think we haven't already had that conversation.
George Brown: So how much are you going to pay them?
Female Citizen: I'm just curious when you had that conversation with them.
Mayor Barratt: It has been, probably less than a week.
Female Citizen: With who, the executor of the will or somebody else?
Mayor Barratt: There is another party.
Female Citizen: So it's not the executor of the will.
Mayor Barratt: It is a property owner, we'll say that.
Councilman LeBaron: I'll vote Yea with those amendments as I suggested and was made
part of the motion.
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Mayor Barratt: Councilman Cates?
Councilman Cates: I will vote Yea.
Mayor Barratt: This line is going to get through a lot faster than we ever anticipated.
Thank you. Voting is four "aye" and one "nay."
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
Mayor Barratt asked for the appointment of Derric Rykert as Recreation Director. The
appointment would go until the appointments in February of 2006.
Councilman LeBaron moved to appoint Derric Rykert as the Recreation Director until the
appointments take place in February 2006. Councilman LeBaron commented he had been
involved in the interview process and feels comfortable Mr. Rykert will take the vision and
direction from the governing body and implement them. Mr. Rykert had a very good
presentation and youthful enthusiasm.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Ms. Lurker swore Mr. Rykert in.
Mayor Barratt recommended the appointment of Heber Thompson as a member of the
Planning Commission to replace Jimmie Cates and will expire February of 2008. He also
recommended appointing Larry Roberts to the Board of Adjustment; he will replace Robbie
Shelton and his term will expire February, 2007. He also asked to appoint Richard Harward
to the Board of Adjustment as well and his term will expire February, 2010.
Councilman Cates motioned to approve the appointment of Heber Thompson to the
Planning Commission as well as Larry Roberts and Richard Harward to the Board of
Adjustment. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Belmont stated she had two appointments to recommend.
Councilman Belmont moved to appoint Arlene Watkins to the Beautification Committee
and Jeffery Angel to the Historical Preservation Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS.
Mayor Barratt stated that a memo was included in the packet; those items that need to be on
the agendas have been included.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 141 20041 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
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Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes.
Council member Belmont seconded the motion.

Mr. Jacob asked if there had been any changes. Mayor Barratt answered there is an
attachment to the minutes, but other than that he did not think there were any changes.
Councilman LeBaron commented he had reviewed the tape and the minutes were accurate.
Mr. Jacob clarified it was the same as the original unapproved minutes in December with the
exception of the attachment.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE FEBRUARY 22/ 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Councilman Belmont moved to approve the February 22,2005, minutes. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 3, 2005/ WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the March 3, 2005, work session minutes.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. Those voting aye" were Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Cates, and Councilman LeBaron. Councilman Blake and Councilman
Belmont abstained as they were not at the meeting. The motion carried.
11

FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported the Finance Committee met at 5:30 p.m. and reviewed the City
bills for payment in the amount of $245,379.30, purchase requests over $1,000 totaling
$38,246.64, and checks on demand totaling $620,205.70. Councilman Blake noted that all
requests over $1,000 followed the proper procedures.
Councilman Blake moved to approve the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000, and
the manual checks. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.

ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Cates moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:10 p.m.

~~
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 8, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 8, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:45p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Land Use Element of the General
Plan.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Transportation Element ofthe
General Plan.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilman Cates; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Police Department's Annual Report.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
*6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Consideration for adoption of a Resolution authorizing the issuance and sale of not more
than $6,400,000 aggregate principal amount of General Obligation Refunding Bonds,
Series 2005, of American Fork City, Utah County, Utah; and related matters.
Review and action on a Resolution approving the Land Use Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on a Resolution approving the Transportation Element of the General
Plan.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat ofWilson Acres Subdivision consisting of2
lots at 364 North 300 West.
b.
Review and action on the final plat ofHansen Manor Subdivision Plat A
consisting of3 lots at 747 North 540 West.
c.
Review and action on the Amended final plat of Crystal Cove PUD Plat A,
Planned Senior Housing Project at 1020 East 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the White Castle
Addition consisting of 1.59 acres at approximately 950 East 400 South.
Review and action on a land purchase agreement at 1120 North 900 West.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the December 14, 2004, City Council minutes.

11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on the February 22, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the March 3, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 17, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, March 17, 2005, in the
City Hall, commencing at 4:02p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, and
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Richard
Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Chief Terry Fox, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George E. Brown Jr.,
Brian Brown, Barbara Christiansen, and one citizen.
Councilman LeBaron had another obligation and would need to leave prior to 4:15p.m. and
Mayor Barratt would need to leave prior to 5:00p.m.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION TO RECONSIDER THE MOTION DEALING WITH THE LAND
PURCHASE AGREEMENT AT 1120 NORTH 900 WEST
Mayor Barratt explained that this was on the agenda because some members of the Council have
determined that the motion was not exactly what they wanted it to be. They wanted the ground
and they felt like by doing an appraisal, which was a part ofthe motion, was a waste of funds.
The legal opinion that was being sought from legal counsel did not serve a purpose. They were
buying the ground no matter what the legal opinion was. He had been asked to put it back on the
agenda. He understood that they wanted to remove those items from the original motion.

Councilman Storrs moved to reconsider the motion dealing with the land purchase
agreement at 1120 North 900 West Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob asked what exactly they were removing from the motion.
Mayor Barratt explained that was the next item, this was a motion to reconsider.

Mayor Barratt called for the vote. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake,
Cates, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmembers Belmont and LeBaron. The motion carried.
Councilman Blake noted that once there was a motion to reconsider, there was not a limitation
on what they reconsidered.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LAND PURCHASE AGREEMENT AT 1120 NORTH 900
WEST
Mayor Barratt again stated that some members of the Council have voiced the concern that they
didn't feel like the appraisal was necessary. That was money they would be spending in a tight
budget year that they would not need to spend. Legal counsel was of the opinion that if they
1

were buying the ground no matter what the legal opinion was it didn't serve a purpose and could
come back to haunt them.
Councilman Belmont wanted legal counsel to explain to her what was going to come back to
haunt them.
Kevin Bennett explained that he was not the attorney on this case he was a witness. He stated
that there was an extension for the filing of the answers until such time as Mr. Richards felt that
it wasn't being satisfactorily addressed. There was an attorney that had apparently told the
insurance company that he was willing to fight the lawsuit. However, at this point the Council
had before them an opportunity to purchase the road and the right-of-way for the waterline that
several members of the staff have indicated was important for the City to acquire. The City
could approve it and the suit would go away.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the land purchase agreement at 1120 North 900
West.
Councilman Belmont commented that apparently it didn't matter how much the City paid
because the City was going to buy it anyway. She had opposed it all the way along.
Kevin Bennett commented that if the Council wanted to buy it, they would need to decide how
they were going to obtain it and if it was going to be unfriendly through a condemnation, then it
triggered what Mr. George Brown had talked about and having a fair market value appraisal.
That came in if you were going to threaten condemnation. If there was a friendly buyer an
appraisal was not needed. If the Council felt comfortable with the $200,000 they did not have to
go that route. If not, they still would have to fight the court case, and would have to get an
appraisal and they might be buying the road on top of all of that.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion, which stated the indication that they were
proceeding as they voted before but they were satisfied that they did not need an appraisal
and also were satisfied with the advice from staff and legal counsel.
Bill Jacob stated that it seemed to him like the motion that the Council was reconsidering that
was made required an appraisal and analysis.
Mayor Barratt responded that was correct and that was what was being removed.
Bill Jacob asked who had changed their mind. He asked to poll the council.
Councilman Blake stated that they would find that out when the voted in just a minute.
Mayor Barratt did not allow the Council to be polled. Councilman LeBaron needed to leave and
the item could not be addressed once he left the meeting and the Mayor would also be leaving
shortly. He asked the Council to work through this and make their decision.
Bill Jacob asked if they were not going to have a full discussion.
Councilman Blake noted that what was being asked was who had changed their mind.
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Bill Jacob asked the reason for changing the motion.
Mayor Barratt explained that it was because they believed that the appraisal would run about
$6,000. The City was in a tight budget year and that was money that did not make sense to
spend, no matter what it might be. They were buying it for the waterline that needed to come
through there and the road. That was what they were going to pay for.
Bill Jacob asked if the agreement was the same as what it was the other night, draft no. 4.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was except they were striking those two items out of the motion.
Bill Jacob read from the agreement and asked if the City had legal counsel.
Councilman Blake responded that they had legal counsel.
Kevin Bennett explained that there was a difference between having legal counsel and advice of
counsel, and having someone represent you in a lawsuit. At this time right now, the lawsuit was
in an indefinite state and that did not preclude Mr. Bennett from advising the Council. If they
asked him questions, he could answer them. He was the legal counsel for the City.
Bill Jacob asked if he was whom they were talking about in section two.
Kevin Bennett did not know.
Councilman Blake answered that was who he was relying on.
Kevin Bennett stated he certainly answered questions.
Bill Jacob asked Councilman Blake if that was correct.
Councilman Blake responded that it was.
Bill Jacob asked Councilman LeBaron if that was his understanding.
Councilman LeBaron responded that it was.
George Brown read from the case of Price Development Company v. Orem City. The Supreme
Court written by Zimmerman says:
"We note for the benefit of the trial court and for local government units considering
transactions for future, that in practice the ability of a local government determination of
a net fair value exchange to withstand attack ... "
Mayor Barratt stated that Councilman LeBaron was asking him when he could leave.
Councilman LeBaron had previously explained to the Mayor that he would not be able to be here

today. Mayor Barratt had asked him to be here for this item and that he could leave by 4:15 p.m.
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George Brown stated that he would finish very quickly.
" ... in practice the ability of a local government determination of a net fair value
exchange to withstand attack will be in direct proportion to the thoroughness of the
evaluation of a transaction entered into and to the independence and skill of the evaluator.
Without independent evaluation the presumption of validity that attaches to the
transaction's valuation would be fragile at best."
Mr. Brown suggested that if the Council was going to make a determination to buy land, they
needed to buy it for net value or market value to the public because the Council was trustee for
the public's money. He did not think that the land was going for $250,000 an acre. He did not
believe that was the value they would receive if they got the proper analysis on the property.
They could get it for less. He encouraged the Council to get an appraisal and evaluate it to
determine if this transaction would withstand scrutiny.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was a motion and a second. He understood the only two items
that were being changed from the previous motion were the need for an appraisal and the need of
an analysis.
Councilman Storrs stated that was correct.
Councilman Blake understood that with his second.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake,
Cates, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmembers Belmont and LeBaron. The motion carried.
George Brown asked Mayor Barratt if he represented Danny Richards on these real estate
transactions.
Mayor Barratt answered that he did not. Not on this one.
Mr. Brown asked if he had represented Danny Richards on any real estate transactions.
Mayor Barratt responded that he had done, but not on this one.
Mr. Brown asked Mayor Barratt if he had represented the Corporation ADC.
Mayor Barratt stated that whatever he had sold under ADC, that he had represented him.
George Brown asked what an appraisal would cost.
Mayor Barratt responded that he had been told, $6,000.
George Brown asked if they could have spent $6,000 and saved $30,000 if that would be a good
exchange for the public.
Mayor Barratt stated that it would. But it wouldn't take place. You can go on the Internet like
anyone else and find out that there wasn't any property within a block ofMr. Richards' that had
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sold for less than $5 per square foot and there were a number of parcels that had sold in excess of
$10 and that was all within six months.
George Brown noted that the Searle property would be less than $250,000.
Councilman Blake noted that it was across the wash and not contiguous to this property.
Mr. Brown stated that it was where the road was going to go through.

Councilman Blake stated that roads did not make continuity.
George Brown stated that the Searle property was going to sell for less than $250,000 an acre. If
the Council paid $250,000 an acre for Mr. Richard's property, they have spent too much City
money. Appraisal or no appraisal, the adjacent property would set the tone and it was going to
be less than $250,000 per acre. Much less. This decision was in violation of the Price Case, if
you don't have independent evaluation.
Councilman LeBaron left the meeting.
Kevin Bennett responded that in the Price Case and Mr. Brown was correct there was a case that
talked about that but what he disagreed with was that the Price Case had nothing to do with the
purchase of property in settling a lawsuit. The Price Case was a case, frankly, that was an
extension of the Doug Short v. Salt Lake County Commission case which dealt with the County
funding or providing funding aid of some sort to private, charitable entities. In the Price Case
the Supreme Court, same author Judge Zimmerman, extended the analysis to providing financial
assistance aid to non-charitable entities. In this case it was being talked about what Orem was
doing with financial incentives to further develop the University Mall. It would be appropriate to
be looking at that when they were talking about what happens with The Meadows. It was not
appropriate to use that language to determine settlement of lawsuits or acquisition of property by
the City. Then they would be looking at statutes that deal with condemnation, that deal with the
power to acquire property, and to get rid of it. It is important to think about, because of policy
considerations and making sure that you were spending the public's money correctly. Keep in
mind in this case they were not talking just about the road. They were talking about a settlement
as part of it. The Council needed to determine that for themselves. The Price Case did not apply
here.
George Brown stated that unless you were in a multiyear transaction. You would have to
evaluate every year's transaction and portion thereof. This was a case where the City was
paying $10,000 and $190,000 in hook up costs that would not be done in the same year. It was a
multi-year case.
Kevin Bennett stated that it was a multiyear case.
Councilman Blake believed there was a distinction here also because this road connected with
900 West which was another major road. That was his view and observation of something that
he believed was a difference and a distinction. That was one of the things.
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ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn to a work session at 4:22 p.m. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Cates,
and Storrs. Absent, Councilman LeBaron. The motion carried.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, March 17, 2005, in the
City Hall, commencing at 4:22p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, and
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman
LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney,
Kevin Bennett, Richard Colborn, Wendelin Knobloch, Chief Terry Fox, Barbara Christiansen,
and one citizen.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MARCH 22, 2005. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
6:10 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of real property located at
approximately 349 West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus
Mayor Barratt noted that it was vacant property just west of where Steve Bailey lived.
Howard Denney explained that it was surplus from the Virginia Ridge parcels.
Mayor Barratt noted that Steve Bailey and another individual that lived in that area wanted to
purchase the property. The City had no use of it.
6:15p.m.- Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the Sunrise
Estate Annexation consisting of 10.031 acres at 925 East 300 North in the R1-9000. Single
Family Residential zone
Mayor Barratt explained that this was also Action Item #1. This was behind the Ray Lamoreaux
property.
6:25 p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Wen
Hansen Annexation consisting of2.387 acres at 425 North 1100 East into the R1-9000, Single
Family Residential zone
Mayor Barratt explained that this was also Action Item #2.
6:35p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Ellen
Annexation consisting of6.03 acres at 480 North 900 East into the R1-9000, Single Family
Residential zone
Mayor Barratt explained that this was also Action Item #3.
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6:45p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 1185 East 300
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone
This was the Mark Bartholomew property and was just east of Jack Barratt's. It was south of the
Church property.
7:00 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the sale of Sales Tax Revenue Bonds (RDA)
There was no comment on this item.
7:20p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the L.W. Hansen Annexation consisting of
7.30 acres at 405 East 620 South
Richard Colborn reported that there were no protests to date.
Regular Session
There would be the recognition of the Employee of the Month.
Action Items
!-Review and action on the Sunrise Estate Annexation consisting of 10.031 acres at 925 East 300
North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into the Rl-9000 zone,
and also the Annexation Agreement
This was the subject of the 6:15 p.m. public hearing.
2-Review and action on the Wen Hansen Annexation consisting of2.387 acres at 425 North
1100 East including the Ordinance of Annexation. placement of the property into the Rl-9000
zone. and also the Annexation Agreement
This was the subject of the 6:25p.m. public hearing.
3-Review and action on the Ellen Annexation consisting of6.03 acres at 480 North 900 East
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into the Rl-9000 zone, and
also the Annexation Agreement
This was the subject of the 6:35 p.m. public hearing.
4-Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 1185 East 300 North
from the existing RA-1 to the Rl-9000, Single Family Residential zone
This was the subject of the 6:45p.m. public hearing.
5-Review and action on a Resolution declaring real property located at approximately 349 West
1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus
This was the subject of the 6:10p.m. public hearing.
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6-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the final plat of the Commerce Center PUD Plat A consisting of8
units at 370 East 580 South.
Kevin Bennett noted that this was the commercial portion ofDanny Richards' project on
620 South.

b.

Further discussion and determination on a proposal to amend the final plat of Plats A & B
of the Temple Meadows Planned Unit Development at 650 North 1200 East to allow
single-family lots in lieu of twin home dwellings on foot-print lots
Mayor Barratt commented that he thought this item would be somewhat lengthy and
could be somewhat heated. There was not an easy answer to this. It was a PUD. There
was open space involved. Staff was of the opinion that the owners of the property, even
though the City was being told that 92% of them were in agreement to change it to
single-family lots, unless there was 100% in agreement, the City would open themselves
up to liability.
Kevin Bennett explained that he was in contact with Ken Rushton today, who sent him a
letter of abandonment to abandon the interest of the bankruptcy estate on the bonds. He
would be able to go forward to try to recoup those bonds.
Kevin Bennett continued that the Homeowners could have done what they wanted to by
vote, but they did not do that. There were individuals that had an undivided interest and
unless they released their interest, there was a problem. IfMr. Millheim decided to go
back to the 18 lots, there would not be a problem. If the City okayed it, the City had to
say that there was no person hurt. The City could not do that unless there was a way to
protect the City. This was different from North Park, in that the City owned the open
space and the owners wanted the change to take place.
Kevin Bennett noted that the PDA would have allowed them to vote to enhance their
common open space. It could have been made better.
Councilman Storrs felt that the change would make it better than it was.
Councilman Blake asked if the PDA existed as a legal entity.
Kevin Bennett explained that it did not exist now. They did not want to assume the
liability until this was taken care of They have talked with legal counsel for about three
years to set something up. There were a number of burdens and they wanted the burdens
gone.
Councilman Blake asked if the PDA was one of the conditions of development and were
they in breach of their agreement to the City.
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Kevin Bennett did not know what they could do about that.
Councilman Blake noted that they were harmed by it. They should be held responsible
and give them a timeline to organize the Homeowners Association. He felt that the 92%
were being harmed also by something not happening. The exposure was to both parties
by something not being done.
Kevin Bennett explained that it was not an issue of just changing the plat it was an issue
oflegal ownership. IfDAI really wants to say they own it, they should go to court, they
should file a quiet title action with the court and have the court determine it. Instead,
they want the City to do it and assume that liability.
Mayor Barratt noted that the developer wanted to know what the City was going to do.
Richard Colborn noted that the resolution was going back to 18 lots instead of 20 or 22.
Kevin Bennett explained that the developer wanted something more than he bought.
Councilman Blake noted that they could organize the PDA and have them take
ownership.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would not do that.
Kevin Bennett added that the same individuals would have to convey their interest to the
PDA. The Bankruptcy Court could only give whatever interest Layne Henage had and
nothing more. The developer needed to get with those people and see what it would take
to make them happy and not depend on the City to force the solution.
Councilman Belmont asked how come these worked well in other places.
Kevin Bennett noted that it did right down the street in Stone Hollow. As you look at it
there were probably just as many bad apples in other areas as well.
7-Review and action on modifications to the Development Loan Criteria and Application
Mayor Barratt noted that this had come from the Finance Committee.
8-Review and action on a Tourism and Recreation Fund Application
There was no comment on this item.
9-Review and action on a Resolution establishing the fee for participation in the Voluntary
Recycling Program
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to move forward with this. The company was charging the
City $4 and the recommended fee to the citizens was $4.50.
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10-Review and action on appointments to departments. committees. and boards
There was no comment on this item.
11-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
12-Report and action on Planning Commission items
There were no comments on this item.
13 & 14-Review and action on the March 8. 2005, City Council minutes and Review and action
on the March 17. 2005, work session minutes
There were no comments on these items.
IS-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no comment on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt noted that the Schureman Annexation had met all the criteria now for annexation
and the agenda would be amended to allow for the review and action of the Schureman
Annexation.
Howard Denney noted that with the R1-15,000 there was no public hearing. It was the entrance
zone.
Councilman Storrs noted a lot of seniors had talked to him about the $6 fee at the Boat Harbor
for going in to fish. They were not launching a boat but were getting charged the same.
Councilman Cates suggested that they have a season pass.
Richard Colborn commented that they were still taking up parking.
Councilman Storrs responded that they were parking at the end of the dock where nobody else
went anyway.
Mayor Barratt suggested that Councilman Storrs work with Cal Houghton.
Councilman Blake asked about a resident rate also.
Kevin Bennett did not think they wanted to go to resident/non-resident at that facility. He felt
they could differentiate between those who launch a boat and those that did not and for seniors.
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Mayor Barratt explained that this would be brought up in the restructuring of the City's fees.
The City was intending to put money into the Boat Harbor through RDA funds but it did not
address the parking. They needed to acquire some more ground. It was a dangerous situation to
park up the road.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session concluded at 4:49p.m.

~~,(JL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 17,2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION & WORK SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session & a
work session on Thursday, March 17, 2005, in the City BaH, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Review and action to reconsider the motion dealing with the land purchase agreement at
1120 North 900 West.
Review and action on a land purchase agreement at 1120 North 900 West.
Adjournment to a work session.

WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming March 22, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

k~I'S rr~ 2005
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 22, 2005
ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-6:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING OF REAL PROPERTY LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 349 WEST 1120
NORTH CONSISTING OF 0.142 ACRES TO BE SURPLUS

The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6: 13 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Richard Colborn, and Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
declaring of real property at approximately 349 West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be
surplus. This property was west of the Jr. High and west of Steve Bailey's residence on the
south side of 1120 North.
Howard Denney explained that the City got the property with the Virginia Ridge Subdivision as
it was left over from a roadway.
Mayor Barratt added that there were neighbors that would like to buy it to extend their property.
Councilman Belmont asked if they were going to get an appraisal on the property.
Mayor Barratt doubted they would get an appraisal. They were going to determine a price and
ask for offers.
Bill Jacob asked if it was like the property next to where he lived that nobody took care of
Mayor Barratt noted that it was the same. Currently it was a weed patch.
Councilman Blake commented that if the City owned it, they should be taking care of it.
Councilman Belmont stated that they needed to determine some sort of value.
Mayor Barratt explained that first the City needed to declare it surplus. It would need to come
back to the Council before they disposed of it.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 6:17p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-6:15P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE SUNRISE ESTATE ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 10.031 ACRES AT 925 EAST 300 NORTH IN THE R1-9000, SINGLE
FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
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The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:17 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing along with Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement of the property in the Sunrise Estate Annexation into the R1-9000 zone. This was
property that extended up behind Ray Lamoreaux's home. It was action item number one. He
asked for comments.
There were no comments. The hearing finished at 6:19 p.m.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE WEN HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.387
ACRES AT 425 NORTH 1100 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE R1-9000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:25p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing along with Dave Millheim and 1 additional citizen.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement ofthe property in the Wen Hansen Annexation into the R1-9000 zone. It was action
item number two. He asked for comments.
There being no comment, the hearing concluded at 6:26 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-6:35P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE ELLEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.03
ACRES AT 480 NORTH 900 EAST INTO THE R1-9000, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:35p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were
Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Dave Millheim, Linda Gunther, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
placement ofthe property in the Ellen Annexation into the Rl-9000 zone. This would be action
item number three. He asked for comments.
There were no comments. The hearing concluded at 6:37p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 6:45 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 1185 EAST 300 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO
THE Rl-9000, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
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The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:47p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing along with Mark Bartholomew, Richard Bums, a Boy Scout and three more citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 1185 East 300 North from the existing RA-1 zone to the Rl-9000 zone.
It was the Mark Bartholomew property. To the north of the property was the new LDS Church
and there was also a subdivision to the northeast. He asked for comments.
There were no comments. The hearing concluded at 6:49p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SALE OF SALES TAX REVENUE BONDS (RDA)
The American Fork City Council met in a sixth public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were
Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Ed Jones, Matt
Burnside, Steve Cornia, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Dave Millheim, Linda Gunther, Mark
Bartholomew, Mr. & Mrs. Tod Smith, Steve Sowby, Richard Bums, Dale Gunther, a Boy Scout,
and seven citizens.
A Certificate of Open Meeting Compliance was provided by the City Recorder.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
sale of sales tax revenue bonds.
City Recorder Richard Colborn noted that pursuant to the provisions of the Utah Municipal Bond
Act, Title 11, Chapter 14, Utah Code Annotated 1953, as amended (the "Municipal Bond Act"),
a notice of public hearing with respect to the issuance of the City's proposed Sales Tax Revenue
Bonds, Series 2005, in the principal amount of not to exceed $6,000,000 was published twice,
the first publication being not less than fourteen (14) days prior to this hearing, in the American
Fork Citizen, a newspaper of general circulation in the City.
Mayor Barratt asked for comments.
Dale Gunther asked the schedule of the bonds and the terms ofthe bond.
Cathy Jensen stated they were 13 years. That coincided with the amount of time on the RDA
increment.
Dale Gunther asked if there was any opportunity to change the way the funds would be spent.
Mayor Barratt did not know if they could. They have already established the parameters as to
how the funds would be spent.
Councilman Belmont noted that they could move them around a little.
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Mayor Barratt acknowledged that was correct.
Dale Gunther expressed great concern over his understanding that the way the funds were going
to be spent and the amount of money at the Fitness Center. The Fitness Center was about
$300,000 in the red last year. He asked ifthere had been any study done in terms of what this
additional bonding was going to do and if it was going to increase the deficit.
Mayor Barratt responded that the City had hired a new Recreation Director, Derric Rykert, and
he will be making a report of his suggestions and recommendations to the City Council in the
near future.
Mr. Gunther asked if there was a study to determine the feasibility of getting to a breakeven
point.
Mayor Barratt explained that the City still needed to sell the bonds, go out to bid on those items,
and then accept the contracts. The Council was of the opinion that once that process and once
Derric Rykert made his recommendations, that would give them a better feel for where they were
at.
Dale Gunther asked if those funds were committed regardless ofwhether it looked like the
Fitness Center was going to breakeven or not and regardless what it did to the deficit.
Mayor Barratt stated that he did not know how to answer that. It was not his opinion.
Councilman LeBaron responded that one of the recommendations was to enlarge the pool area
and put in two gymnasiums and do some renovations. The Joint Cultural Arts and Fitness
Center/Recreation Taskforce indicated that some of those renovations would actually increase
revenue and help the deficit. He did not think they had hard numbers, however.
Dale Gunther asked if it was correct that the task force felt there would be additional revenue but
they provided no documentation on that.
Councilman LeBaron thought that a lot that came from patron requests and people that wanted
the programs and additional gym space with dance groups and fencing and other kinds of
programs. Derric Rykert would be helping them put that together.
Mr. Gunther reported that he did a little survey and talked to Lehi City who had a new fitness
center. They had basketball courts, a track, other facilities similar to American Fork, they had no
racquetball, but did have a climbing wall. He had a membership here and he used the track
during the week and when he looked at the counter, he saw usually 500 to 600 that had been
there during the day. The Lehi Fitness Director reported to him that they had about 500 to 600 a
day also. That was a newer facility that had the basketball courts. He also talked to Orem and
relatively speaking, their usage was about the same. He encouraged the Council to look pretty
carefully at what was really going to come through there. He felt they would just deepen the
deficit. He strongly encouraged the Council to look at that carefully.

Bill Jacob noted that the Fitness Center was no longer an enterprise fund and they did not have to
match revenues with expenditures.
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Mayor Barratt stated that was correct.
Bill Jacob asked if the Broadband was an enterprise fund.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was. He asked for other comments. There were none. He left
the hearing open for another minute and then closed it at 7:09p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
L.W. HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.30 ACRES AT 405 EAST 620 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a seventh public hearing on March 22, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present
included Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Ed Jones, Matt
Burnside, Steve Cornia, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Dave Millheim, Linda Gunther, Mark
Bartholomew, Mr. & Mrs. Tod Smith, Richard Burns, Steve Sowby, Dale Gunther, a Boy Scout,
and eleven citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose ofthe hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
L.W. Hansen Annexation at 405 East 620 South. He asked for comments.
Steve Sowby explained that this was a parcel of ground a little bit west of Carl's Jr. It was
anticipated to be partially residential and partially commercial.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests to the annexation had been received.
Krystal Smith reported that she had hoped that the developer, Mike Miller would be here so she
could address a few concerns she had about another project he was doing, Joliet Subdivision.
Mayor Barratt invited her to make comment during the public comment period in the regular
session.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:23p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on March 22, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Richard Colborn,
Kathy Goodwin, Maxine Steele, Ed Jones, Matt Burnside, Steve Cornia, Derric Rykert, Mr. &
Mrs. Bill Jacob, Dave Millheim, Mark Bartholomew, Mr. & Mrs. Tod Smith, Tom Mackey,
George E. Brown Jr., Richard Burns, Judy Price, Dan Richards, Scouts from Troops 934, 811, &
1153, and 22 citizens.
All of the Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance. Howard Denney
offered a prayer.
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TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
PERSON

LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER

Krystal Smith expressed concern over construction practices in the Joliet Subdivision and Mr.
Miller was the same developer that was proposing the LW Hansen Annexation. From July on
last year, she went without irrigation water. They met with public works several times and also
the Mayor and the developer started to get going. Irrigation was set to get going soon and they
would not be able to get their water again. She asked what the options were to get him moving
again.
Mayor Barratt reported that he and Mr. Denney had talked about the situation. It was also
addressed by Ken Russon a couple of weeks ago. Mayor Barratt explained that there was a bond
that gave the developer two years to install improvements. They could force him to do certain
things regarding public infrastructure on public highways.
Ms. Smith asked if the City could issue a Notice ofNon-Compliance. She suggested that the
City might have to redo their two-year bond in order to resolve issues like her irrigation. Her
property was not a part of the subdivision but she was impacted by it.
Howard Denney suggested that legal counsel do a review to see if there was a way of doing
bonds earlier for non-conformance or whatever.
Kevin Bennett suggested that there might need to be more than one type of bond.
Councilman Storrs asked about the public safety of the road.
Mayor Barratt felt that issue could be forced, but in the interior, they had two-years.
Tod Smith stated that it had sat now for a few months. The pipe was large enough, 18-inch, for a
child to climb down into. The developer had not met the installation criteria. There was to be a
clean out every 300 feet. The pipe was 370 feet long and there was not a clean out. They needed
to have an inspector come in and look to see if the entrance of the pipe was too low. There were
issues that needed to be addressed that the developer had promised to take care of
Kevin Bennett felt that it could be handled under a public nuisance and that did not matter
whether it was on public or private property.
Mayor Barratt asked what happened if the developer refused to fix it and after he had been cited.
He asked that Kevin Bennett look at the situation along with Howard Denney and they would get
back with Mr. Russon and Mr. & Mrs.Tod Smith.
Howard Denney asked if this was a company ditch or a private ditch.
Councilman Cates responded that it was a private ditch. He felt that the contractor/developer
would be putting themselves in a liable position if they withheld irrigation water. The City
needed to apply some pressure.
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Ken Russon explained that things had been torn out that needed to be replaced. He met with the
developer quite a while ago and he was told that he needed to do something with the edge of the
road. Mr. Russon explained that he now had rocks in his pasture that had come through the
fence and the fence was being pushed down. He called the developer and never gets a call back.
He was frustrated.
Howard Denney mentioned that the individual property owner had private rights and he could go
after the developer. The City had sent five letters to the developer.
Krystal Smith felt that the City Council and Mayor and residents needed to have more impact on
developers.
Councilman LeBaron commented that they could put his next project on hold until he took care
ofthis one.
Bill Jacob asked about the Broadband and if it was an enterprise fund.
Cathy Jensen stated that it was.
Bill Jacob commented that as of June 30 last year it was upside down and that was talked about
at one of the meetings. He asked if they were going to deal with it and reduce expenditures.
Mayor Barratt stated that in the next 60 days there were some changes Broadband were making
and some things they were doing and the Council was of the opinion that it would make a
difference. Councilman Blake met with staff and members ofthe Broadband staff yesterday and
they were making some changes.
Bill Jacob asked when they would reach a breakeven point.
Councilman Blake commented that the auditors last year indicated that it was an enterprise fund
and that it was in a deficit but that was not unusual for a start up enterprise. The project this year
was that there would be some start up costs in it. Those were staying with the ranges that were
anticipated and infrastructure was being added. There was a large contract pending for leasing
some fiber, which was part of what was looked at for bringing it positive. It was a large halfmillion dollar contract pending and that may come through in this month. As Mayor Barratt
indicated, the expectation was to have the operational expenses in balance within 60 days.
Bill Jacob asked if they had a base line study to do that.
Councilman Blake noted that there were all of the original pro forma's that were put into place.
Bill Jacob asked if they were being met and they were on target to meet them.
Councilman Blake commented that his recollection was that they were close to the ranges they
anticipated in the pro forma's. In those minutes when the presentations were made they would
have the detail with them.
Bill Jacob stated that he would make a GRAMA request.
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RECOGNITION OF EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt read the nomination of Matt Burnside from the Maintenance Department to be the
Employee of the Month and also his qualifications. There was general applause. Matt Burnside
came forward and was recognized by the Mayor and City Council. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt added that when one thinks of all the buildings the City had, there was a lot of
work involved and the Maintenance Department did a good job.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs reported that he met with the North Pointe Solid Waste District and reported
that Squire & Company completed the audit and they were in good financial shape. He would
leave a copy of the audit with the City Recorder for anyone wanting to review it.
Councilman LeBaron reported that there was a new superintendent at the Golf Course.
Councilman LeBaron made the Council and staff aware that some trees that were on public
property on East State Street had been removed and it affected the streetscape of the City. He
asked if there were fines so they could replace them. They needed to have some sort of
deterrent.
Councilman LeBaron felt that the City also needed to look at some type ofFayade Restoration
Ordinance. Rocky Mountain Spa, Albertsons, Kmart all had signs removed or changed that left
unsightly marks on the stucco.
George Brown stated that there was a State Statute that made tree removal a class B
misdemeanor and the remover was responsible to pay treble the amount of damages.
Councilman Cates reported that he had met with Councilman Belmont and the Cemetery
Committee concerning some diseased trees and he believed that it extended beyond the
Cemetery. They were working with the extension agency to identify what needed to be done.
Councilman Cates also asked that they discuss the City's fee structure very shortly.
Councilman Belmont had some of the same concerns that had been previously brought up. She
noted that the Beautification Committee had been struggling with what had been brought up for
at least twenty years. The urban forest was disappearing. Some liked to remove trees on a
Saturday evening when there was nobody around. They do not get permission to take a tree
down. She was interested in what George Brown said. There were two trees taken away from
John Millers house on West Main just a few months ago. They always say it was because
someone could not see their sign. The City needed to look again at the Sign Ordinance. She
asked that Rod Despain look at it again. Stuff flapping off buildings and automobile size reader
boards were not good.
Councilman Blake stated that there were a couple of areas that he wanted to raise to the
Council's attention, the publics' and the staffs'. They were areas where the aspect ofbalance
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and equity and fairness that they should give some thought to. The first was in the parks in the
area south of the freeway. They passed the General Plan that opened up some opportunities that
the City had been looking for, for a number of years. Development would be opening up in that
area and part of it ought to have some parks. There weren't any right now. They did the impact
study, they did the bond, and put in about 2Yz million dollars of improvements to the parks. The
funds used to pay the bond were calculated from impact fees over the next ten or twenty years,
including the growth on the south side of town. The City had about 28 parks and it was really
good to see the playground areas and the improvements. They needed to give some
consideration to the south side. He did not have a particular answer. In general he was not an
advocate of selling some park property but he thought that one of the things they spent funds in
the past for was the 28 acres of the Hunter Park. There had been some discussion some weeks
back about potentially trading some park property as part of a process that wasn't approved and
they proceeded and bought the property. It was an unusual situation to look at those kinds of
things but there was property on the Hunter Park on the east side that could potentially look at a
cul-de-sac or something going in there where some lots could be sold. It seemed to him that they
could pull some land for City parks from one side and commit it to improve parks on another
side. It might be worth looking at. Irrespective of which approach was used, they should give
some thought as to how they were going to create some equity on the south side.
Councilman Blake expressed the opinion that a 25-acre park that was well done and developed
on the Hunter Park on the north, was better than a 28-acre park that may take a longer time to
develop because there was no funding. They could also use some of those funds to develop it.
They need to be looking at balance and fairness and they need to at least be thinking about that.
There may be other options.
Councilman Blake added that another area of balance and opportunity was in the area of the
Arts. American Fork had a strong tradition of Arts that went back multiple generations,
particularly with music, both in the band and in the strings and in the symphony. In Cedar City,
one of the things that immediately came to mind was the Shakespeare Festival and it has become
unique in that aspect. American Fork had opportunity here. The band went back to Washington
DC and participated in the Inauguration. When funding for the Arts is looked at they allocate
about $100,000 to the Arts and to Recreation and to the Fitness Center the allocation is over a
million dollars. It was a 10 to 1 ratio. The purposes were real similar. Neither one was Public
Safety and clearly that was priority along with other infrastructure. Once that was covered it
would seem there ought to be some balance in the Arts and Recreation. Even a modest
investment of$200,000 instead of$100,000 in the Arts compared to the $2 million to the Fitness
Center would go a long way in establishing a world-class tradition. There were other ways to
look at facilities and they may still be able to do that. Until they did, there were other places they
could perform if they had an operational budget that would allow them to do it.
Councilman Blake added that out of the $100,000 that went to the Arts, probably three-fourths of
that was reimbursed. Therefore the net cost that was being put into the Arts Program was
probably $20,000. Again, it was an issue of balance. These were two areas that he raised to give
consideration to in the budget. He asked that they give more thought to that and to get some
more background information to help strengthen and give balance.
MAYOR'S REPORT
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Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this time.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SUNRISE ESTATE ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
10.031 ACRES AT 925 EAST 300 NORTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF
ANNEXATION. PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE R1-9000 ZONE, AND
ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject of the 6:15 p.m. public hearing.

Councilman LeBaron moved to 1) Approve Ordinance No. 05-03-08 annexing the entire
Sunrise Estates Annexation; 2) Placement of the entire annexation area into the R1-9000
residential zone; 3) Approval of the annexation agreement for the Lamoreaux portion of
the annexation area subject to, a) Receipt of a signed copy of the agreement by Mr.
Lamoreaux, and b) Execution and delivery of the water rights to the City; and 4) Approve
the annexation agreement for the West portion of the annexation area, subject to the
execution and delivery of the water rights to the City. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE WEN HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.387
ACRES AT 425 NORTH 1100 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE Rl-9000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject of the 6:25 p.m. public hearing.
Rod Despain reported that Mr. Milheim was now the holder of title to the land and the agreement
would need to be changed to reflect that. They were acquiring water rights in order to make the
project whole. He understood that they were arranged for but he did not have the certificates.
Any motion needed to acknowledge those two things.

Councilman Storrs moved to 1) Approve Ordinance No. 05-03-09 annexing the Wen
Hansen Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending
verification of receipt of all required materials; 2) Approve the annexation agreement
relating thereto; 3) Approve the placement of the annexation area into the R1-9000
residential zone, subject to, a) Receipt of a signed copy of the agreement, and b) Execution
and delivery of the water rights to the City; and 4) with the note that Dave Milheim and his
wife were now the holders of title. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Cates noted that at the Planning Commission there were some pretty stringent
stipulations put on the development.
Councilman Belmont noted that there were the same typical elevations for the next annexation as
well.
Rod Despain explained that they were samples that were used that had been satisfactory to the
Council in the past and they use them as a typical example.
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All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ELLEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.03 ACRES
AT 480 NORTH 900 EAST INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE R1-9000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt stated that this was the subject of the 6:35 p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Blake noted that there were some good-sized lots proposed.
Rod Despain noted that there were 12,000 square foot lots, plus. He continued that one of the
provisions in the agreement was the acknowledgement on the part of the applicant that that area
would be rezoned into the R1-12, 000 zone at such time as that Ordinance became effective. This
was also the case with the Wen Hansen Annexation.

Councilman LeBaron moved to 1) Approve Ordinance No. 05-03-10 annexing the Ellen
Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending verification of
receipt of all required materials; 2) Approve the annexation agreement relating thereto;
and 3) Approve placement of the annexation area into the R1-9000 residential zone, subject
to, a) Receipt of a copy of the agreement signed by the current property owner, and b)
Execution and deliveryof the water rights to the City.
Rod Despain explained that the City already had the water rights, but there was the need to get
those filed with the State.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SCHUREMAN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.67
ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 900 WEST 1120 NORTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE
OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE R1-15,000 ZONE, AND
ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to 1) Approve Ordinance No. 05-03-11 annexing the Schureman
Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending verification of
receipt of all required materials; 2) Approve the annexation agreement relating thereto;
and 3) Approve the placement of the annexation area into the R1-15,000 residential zone,
subject to, a) Receipt of a signed copy of the agreement, and b) Execution and delivery of
the water rights to the City. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake noted this had lots of between 25,000 and 35,000 square feet. There would
be seven lots and one with an existing home with a swimming pooL

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that he appreciated Mr. Richards working with the City to get
this done. The previous action was done primarily to get the road through and not to avoid a
lawsuit. They were all interested in doing what was best for American Fork.

Nay, Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 1185 EAST 300 NORTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE Rl-9000, SINGLE
FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject of the 6:45p.m. public hearing. This was the
Bartholomew property.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-03-12 amending the Official Zone
Map of American Fork to show a change in zone classification of property at 1165 East 300
North from the RA-1, Residential Agricultural to R1-9000 Residential zone as set forth in
the Ordinance. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING REAL PROPERTY LOCATED
AT APPROXIMATELY 349 WEST 1120 NORTH CONSISTING OF 0.142 ACRES TO BE
SURPLUS
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject ofthe 6:10p.m. public hearing and was real
property west of the Jr. High. This came to the City as part of the Virginia Ridge Subdivision.
Councilman Belmont asked that the Council be informed of the offer from the people when that
took place. It could still be declared surplus.

Councilman Belmont moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-03-10R declaring real property at
approximately 349 West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus with the
stipulation that the Council be informed of the offer from the people when that took place.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
George Brown asked what could be done with a little over a tenth of an acre.
Mayor Barratt explained that there was really not much that could be done. There were some
neighbors in the area that backed onto the property and they would like to expand their yards.
Councilman LeBaron asked about putting stipulations in the motion regarding landscaping.
Councilman Blake suggested some covenants and restrictions on the property.
Howard Denney noted that it would be sold as a part of the subdivision or by meets and bounds.
After some discussion Councilman Blake expressed that the normal nuisance abatement would
probably be sufficient.

All were in favor.
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George Brown asked how they were going to determine the value of the property.
Mayor Barratt noted that in the past it was what someone was willing to pay for it.
George Brown suggested that in that area land went for $250,000 an acre.
Councilman Blake noted that the other property was in an area where there were some unusual
surroundings and circumstances. It was about six blocks away.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD' S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of the Commerce Center PUD Plat A consisting of 8
units at 370 East 580 South
Rod Despain explained that this was the southern portion ofthe Donna Dean Annexation.
The City Council previously had approved the overall site plan for the entire parcel. This
was a final plat for the southern portion.
Councilman Belmont asked ifthe landscape buffer was on this plat.
Rod Despain responded that it was at the north end and outside of this plat. It would be
addressed at the northern most commercial plat.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of the Commerce Center PUD
Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications
and have the plat recorded subject to, 1) Posting of a bond to secure completion of
construction of required improvements, and 2) Verification of completion of
transfer of water rights. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Further discussion and determination on a proposal to amend the final plat ofPlats A & B
of the Temple Meadows Planned Unit Development at 650 North 1200 East to allow
single-family lots in lieu of twin home dwellings on foot-print lots
Mayor Barratt stated that this had been on going for a number of years. Mr. Dave
Millheim would make a presentation. He asked for the presentations to not exceed 10
minutes and to preferably be five to seven minutes. After the presentations, it would be
opened up for some discussion and then there would be a discussion with the Council.
Councilman Blake asked if it would be ready for action at the next council meeting.
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Mayor Barratt was in hopes that everyone would be able to come to some sort of
agreement. Everyone agreed that there needed to be something different than what was
there now.
Dave Millheim noted that the agenda stated that this was a review and action item and he
hoped that some action was taken to get it to the Planning Commission to get it to a final
point. He thanked those that came out for this item on this rainy night. He explained that
he had met with Rod Despain and also with the property owners many times. He
provided his requests and his "Top Ten" reasons from there plat. He read from the
handout. It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT 1.
Mr. Millheim felt he had gone way beyond his fiduciary obligations. Tonight was it. He
was washing his hands of it after tonight. He asked for a direction. He stated that he
would jump through all the hoops that were required. Whatever happened he would
accept the outcome. This was a quality location and a tremendous area. If anyone was
being materially harmed you shouldn't vote for it. There was general applause.
Boyd Wilden stated that he was representing himself. He showed some overheads. He
noted that the twin-homes were essentially all built and sold. One single-family home on
the outside had not been built. The twin-homes had moved quite slowly. He believed
that Mr. Millheim owned fourteen of them. He believed the four-plexes were out of
character and the feelings of the people, because ofthe imposing structure, there has been
material damage to their property and he sympathized with them. He encouraged that the
first thing done when the bond was released to the City was to landscape with taller trees
the east side of the four-plexes to help reduce that material and harm and damage that had
been done there.
Mr. Wilden explained that some lots were smaller than others and that was the idea of a
PUD. Several people bought lots looking forward to the open space. By not having it, he
believed that an appraisal would show a reduction. He noted some did not like
Cottonwood Trees. He did. The area on the south had surface water coming across it. It
soaked heavily on the comer area. There were no drains in the area. He agreed with
many of Mr. Millheim's thoughts that he projected. He felt there were solutions. The
proposal for the three lots on the south did not meet the technical open space
requirements. Removal of the lots on the comers would go a long way to get approval
and it would increase every ones' value. His proposal would leave the corners open,
leave the tree area, and leave the path the way it is because it was pleasing that way and
that was the way the City owned it. It was 18 lots.
Mr. Wilden noted that in order for Mr. Millheim to make it work, it would require the
homeowners to deed 1.57 acres around the pads to make them single lots. That had a
value of$157,000 per acre. Lots were valued at about $80,000. Improvements cost
money and Mr. Millheim was asking for 8 additional lots from the common area. That
meant that they would have to deed another 1.6 acres to Mr. Millheim that was already
finished with curb, gutter, and so forth. Mr. Millheim offered to the PUD to finish the
landscape was only $10,000. He proposed that Mr. Millheim be deeded that property. It
was not doing the homeowners any good. He agreed with everything that Mr. Millheim
said about the value. He asked that as each lot sold, that $3,000 or 3Y2% of the sales
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value be put into a trust fund for landscaping. He could possibly let another lot in, but for
some people it was one too many. They needed to get this resolved and to have good
feelings. It was dividing them. There was some applause.
Dave Millheim stated that they have had public hearings. It was the Council's purview to
continue to talk to people. He felt there was a lot of support there. He talked about the
controlling documents. The rules. He had the adopted, stamped, copy of the CC& R' s
for Temple Meadows. They recognized, as property owners, and that was the reason five
of them were elected, they were asked to go through and clean the problems up.
Unfortunately, that process fell apart at the last item. There was a sitting draft of a whole
lot of cleanups. Until there were new CC&R's adopted and they required at least 75% to
change one word in the document. That was what protected people. Section 7.02 says,
" ... Amendments to the plat may be made in order to enhance common areas."
And then there were other reasons and all amendments shall require approval of not less
than 75% of the record owners oflots. They were well over that threshold and it adds,
"coupled with proper city and county approvals." The rules cannot require 100% of the
property owners.
Mr. Millheim stated respect for Mr. Wilden and what he was trying to do. He was
forward thinking in one regard and complimented him that even with there plat, the
homeowners' have got to stop assuming that the City was going to rescue the
subdivision. That was not going to happen. The homeowners' needed to organize their
HOA and decide the level of finished product within that common area and decide the
level of assessment that they want to have or not have.
Mr. Millheim provided a copy of the recorded plat. He acknowledged that no one wanted
the unfinished nature of what existed there now. There were private lane roads that were
never put in that should have been put in. If the plat was not changed, the HOA, in his
opinion, was obligated to put those in. There was no money to do that anywhere in the
system. Limited common area was private-patios for the twin-home owners. Also
included in the common area were the front yard and the side yards of the lots. There
was no way the HOA was going to come in and make payments. He proposed to put the
same size yards and lots on east side as what was on the west side.

Councilman Blake asked to what extent and to what dollar figure was he proposing.
Mr. Millheim showed the common area that was unaffected by the re-p lat. He talked
about Mr. Wilden's objection to having the corner near his house changed into lots and to
a lesser extent on the south corner. He had lots that he already owned that were right in
the middle of the trees. Some of the trees were going to come out because that was
where the home footprint shows. The question was how much could they save.
Mr. Millheim suggested a change in there-plat as currently shown, in two specific areas.
First, the PUD lots had very narrow frontages. His company was doing over 1,000 lots a
year and they had some expertise at what a good lot looked like. These lots had 70-foot
frontages. He made the corner lots bigger because on a corner lot there was a loss of
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some of the perception of the lot. The City asked for a 20-foot walkway to get over to the
central core common area. It was too big.
Mr. Millheim explained his proposal. The two people that were most primarily affected
would be the Hatton Family and the Sandberg Family on Lots 15 & 16 ofPlat B. He
proposed to take the proposed Lot 12 on the south comer and proposed Lot 1 on the north
corner and move those into the common area between the Hatton's and the Sandberg's.
He would reduce the 20-foot walkway to the central core area to ten feet and landscape it.
By doing that the corner areas could remain open and still not affect any other property
owners. Mr. Millheim discussed that earlier today with the Hatton's and Sandberg's.
They had reluctantly said that that if this could get it closed and done, they could consent
to that.
Mr. Millheim continued that he did not believe that the HOA could get organized and get
done what needed to get done in a quick enough manner to see improvements to the
common area. He did not think that the City could do that either in a quick enough
manner. He proposed not $3,000 per lot but $1,500 per lot. He was prepared to spend up
to $50,000, that upper figure was not subject to negotiation, and take that money upon
recording of the plat, into the central common area and drainage system. There was a
drainage system right now that shared private water and public water. While we have
been in a drought year for several years, someday that was not going to be the fact and
there was a non-completed storm drain system in that subdivision. He was willing to
make no money on the management of the process. They would give all the invoices for
the work and pay all the bills and show the City up to the $50,000, if authorization is
given to get going on it. Ifthe City says no, they want to be over it and the HOA, then
they cut the number to $33,000, and they ask for a corresponding amount from the
remaining property owners. He felt that was unrealistic.
Mr. Millheim concluded that they wanted to keep 22lots. Take proposed lots 1 & 12 and
move them across the street to the common area to the west. They would do all the
necessary bonds for normal routine things and as a condition of approval and prior to
recording, they would put $50,000 into a trust account that they would pay down bills
from and provide the City copies of all of the bills. That money would only be spent on
storm drainage and the central core common area. It would keep the corners open. To
the just compensation issue, they would be removing the financial obligation that was not
being met by the HOA. Builders that have looked at the twin home lots want to know
when the HOA would be ready to go. He did not have that answer. After tonight, the
lots were discounted and he would move them.

Mr. Millheim asked for a motion that directed staff to approve the re-plat subject to lots 1
& 12 being moved across the street, that they be required to put up $50,000 that could be
used for common area and storm drain improvements, and that staffbe directed to have
them make the necessary changes to go back to the Planning Commission. As part of
that motion, they should make a finding that the Council believes that no one has been
materially harmed by them doing those conditions. There was some applause.
Mayor Barratt asked if the Hatton's and the Sandberg's were comfortable with that.
They responded that they were.
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Mr. Angel Vega stated that everyone in the community had participation. He asked how
they could move ahead without the whole in agreement.
Mayor Barratt thought that the ones that had the strongest opposition would be those that
bordered that common area because they probably purchased there realizing that they
were probably not going to have neighbors. All were a part of the common area.
Suzie Vega asked about the trees on the proposed corner lot 12 and if they were going to
have to be torn down.
Mr. Millheim answered that they would leave that area natural. Lot 12 would be moved.
He added that most good builders when they see quality trees would take out what they
have to for the pad area that the house would sit on. He could put stipulations in his sales
contract to the extent that the footprint of building takes out trees, the trees come out, but
to the extent they don't, the trees stay until the subsequent property owner decides. Good
trees were a premium.
Suzie Vega said that it would be sad that they would tear down trees.
Mr. Millheim responded that as existing, and already approved, the lot was right in the
middle of the trees. That happened either way.
Councilman Blake noted that this item was noticed for action and also uses the word
determination.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that the residents had waited long enough.
Boyd Wilden stated that it was very true that law said that every single person, not just a
majority or a vote here, every single person must sign the document, and their lenders, in
order to give the property to have this happen.
Mr. Angel Vega commented that originally there were 18 single lots. The proposal that
he heard from Boyd Wilden was that they would have 18 single lots. Mr. Millheim
wanted 22lots. He felt it was a money issue for Mr. Millheim. Mr. Millheim was
counting on land that he currently did not own to build more lots that meant more money
for him. When Mr. Vega bought his property he bought knowingly what he bought. Mr.
Millheim knew what Mr. Millheim bought.

Marsha Broadway stated that in reviewing the items that have come forward there were
still many issues that needed to be resolved including wetlands, legality of the transfer,
and obtaining of proper title.
Sherill Gillman explained that she lived on Lot 21 across from the north corner that Mr.
Wilden was trying to save. The homeowners came together at 92% in favor of the
proposal ofDAI with 22 single-family lots. She also backed onto Temple Springs and
had a home being built directly behind her. As that builder built the home, they had
taken out just the trees they needed to put that home in. She felt the same thing would
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happen here. That was the selling point to any lot that had trees. Any developer was
going to want to keep them. She felt that the proposal for the 22 single-family lots, with
a developer the size ofDAI, that the legalities would be worked out in the favor of
everybody. There was some applause.
Amy Hatton explained that she bordered on the property next to the common area that
would accept the lots from the corners. Everyone had their own reasons for buying a lot
in this area, but to be honest, those visions and dreams died when the guy went bankrupt.
It was time to move forward. They have waited over two years to sort it all out. She
asked about the bond monies and if they would go to the Homeowners' Association and
would they be kept sacred for that purpose. There was some applause.
John Stephens explained that he lived in a twin home on Lot 115. He had worked with
Mr. Millheim for a long time and Mr. Millheim had donated his own time to help them
organize as a Homeowners' Association and the new CC&R's. He felt Mr. Millheim had
their best interest in mind. He supported Mr. Millheim's proposal felt that it would bring
closure to the trouble they have had in the area. He would rather work with Mr. Millheim
than work with individual builders. He would rather have single-dwelling homes there
than for him to sell them as twin-homes and finish it as originally planned. They were
trying to make the best with what they can with the condition that it was in now.
Mr. Stephens saw three things that needed to be done. One was the improvements that
Mr. Millheim was willing to give $50,000 toward. The second was the Homeowners'
Association to get organized so they could maintain and support the development.
Thirdly, the City to make some efforts to get the bonds.

Mike Pritt explained that he lived on Lot 3. He suggested that they could trade some
areas by Mr. Vega's for area to the south.
Buddy Gillman explained that he lived on Lot 21. He expressed that it was in the hands
of the Mayor and Council. He was for this proposal. He asked that the proposal go
through so that the homeowners could begin working out what they needed to do and he
felt they would come together when that happened. There were some feelings and he
hated to see that in a neighborhood. He added that he had moved out of west Provo to
here. American Fork was where he wanted to live.
Mayor Barratt turned it over to the Council for discussion.
Councilman Blake stated that it was good to see all of them coming. It has been an issue
for a long time and a lot of unusual things had happened to bring it to this point. He
pointed out that there were not two developers here making proposals. There was one
developer making a proposal for 22 lots. Some homeowners have a preference to have
18 lots. There was no developer standing in the wings saying that they would do that.
Mr. Millheim's investors very well might take the approach they were talking about and
move it back to twin-homes. That was the reality of it.
Councilman Blake continued that some felt strongly that their title indicated that they had
a certain piece of the common property. Along with common property came the
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responsibility that the Homeowners' Association had in doing the maintenance on all of
the multiple dwellings, putting in the lanes and maintaining them. That responsibility
went with the same document that gave them title. Everything that was planned was with
a Homeowners' Association and the City put that requirement that it be organized and it
has not been. If they proceeded tonight it ought to be with other conditions that the
CC&R's were changed and that they do organize the Homeowners' Association and
move forward with it and come together. He felt tonight was the time to go ahead and do
it There was some applause.
Councilman Storrs felt it was the City's problem because the City approved a PUD. It
was one of the dangers that happen when a PUD is approved. He did not think anything
was going to get done unless the City takes a step to do it. He commended those that
were willing to sacrifice on lots 15 & 16 for the good. It was time for the City to take the
initiative to get it resolved. The City needed to push the Homeowners' Association to get
it organized and fixed. Councilman Storrs expressed that the some of the storm drain was
public water and that the City should help there.
Mr. Millheim reported that there were minimal storm drain money in the bonds. There
were private and public waters and the City could not ignore that fact. They needed
about $20,000 to solve the problem. Ifthe City participated, they could keep more
toward landscaping. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt asked Kevin Bennett about the status of the bond.
Legal Counsel Kevin Bennett reported that Bankruptcy Trustee Mr. Rushton had
informed him last Thursday that there was a release and the City could now seek to get
that money.
Mayor Barratt asked for the amounts.
Kevin Bennett did not know that right now. It was not clear as to how much there was
with Wells Fargo. Wells Fargo acquired it when they acquired the assets ofFirst Security
Bank. They disagreed with the City on how much was there. There was also a Surety
Bond through an office in Henderson, Nevada. These will now be pursued.
Councilman LeBaron asked ifthe $50,000 was in lieu of the payment to the homeowners
of what they felt they were entitled to for the common area.
Mr. Millheim responded that it was.
Councilman LeBaron did not know that this body could approve a motion that was in
effect approving a settlement amount, unless they were all in agreement whether or not
they would be able to get title to record the plat.
Mr. Millheim believed that no one would object, if it were within your purview to
approve a legitimately filed re-plat application. He believed that whatever conditions
could be put on the re-plat application and there would be action steps that he would have
to follow through on to make sure the proper title was there, insurance, and changing the
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engineering to reflect exactly what was talked about here tonight. They were not blessing
a settlement agreement because they were not agreeing to settle. He was talking a
donation because he thought it was the right thing to do.
Councilman LeBaron asked the Council if there was a motion to approve the re-plat of 22
lots and leave everything else to staff and the homeowners to work out, if they were
confident that it would happen. The homeowners were meeting tomorrow.
Marsha Broadway stated that she intended to still continue with that meeting. She had a
couple that have said they would not be there. She stated that some of the twin-home
homeowners would like included in the re-plat the title to the area that surrounded their
homes. That would be advantageous to the Homeowners' Association and to the people
that already owned those homes. It should be considered so that individual homeowners
could take care of their own property.
Mr. Millheim stated that in this case, Marsha Broadway was absolutely correct. As a
show of good faith, since he would have to redraw the plat anyway, he thought it was the
right thing to do. He had cleaned up all of the messes in relationship to the lots that he
owned.
Mayor Barratt asked if they could come out of their meeting tomorrow night and come up
with a solution.
Mr. Millheim stated that he would not be to the meeting tomorrow night.
Mayor Barratt expressed the opinion that if the City took action there were some legal
problems. It sounded to him like the Council was willing to go out on a limb to see what
happened. He believed, however, that something had to be done differently. He did not
know how to get it done if the homeowners believed that the City had to be like Solomon.
Councilman Cates asked how much was anticipated that it would take to do the storm
drainange portion ofthe project.
Mr. Millheim responded that he had a bid done about a year and a half ago for about
$18,000 and he would up that to about $20,000. He believed the City should participate
in that.
Councilman Cates asked if they approved this, what happened to the common ground and
how was it transferred. The City could not do that.
Mayor Barratt explained that Mr. Millheim stated that he would work that out.
Councilman Cates expressed a third concern and that was leaving it up to staff The
Council was the governing body. The Council directs staff. He hoped that when it was
said that it would be left up to staff, that it was with direction.
Councilman LeBaron agreed.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the Council had a fiduciary duty to every single resident of
American Fork, not necessarily to make it equal, but to make it fair.
Councilman Cates expressed feelings for both sides. He thought it needed to be resolved
and if it was not resolved everyone was going to be hurt. In negotiations, both have to
gtve some.
David Millheim agreed with that, philosophically. However, that was what he had been
doing for two years. These residents and his investors say that after tonight, if it was put
together, it was done.
Mayor Barratt stated that this Council was going to be short sighted to do anything
tonight. Invariably, he left the building and one or more of the Council come to him and
say that they want to do something different than what they just did. He had been burned
a number of times by members of this Council deciding that they had wished they had
done something else. He suggested that they had a special session ofthe City Council on
March 31, 2005.
Councilman Belmont stated that she felt sorry for anyone who buys into an area and then
it was not what you thought it was supposed to be. She liked PUD's. She felt the
developer was doing away with the two best areas. These people needed a resolution, but
she did not know how to do it tonight. She was very worried about the things that the
attorney had said. She did not think a few more days was going to hurt.
Councilman Blake asked if they could delay to the 31st.
Dave Millheim stated that decision was already made before this meeting. His investors
would walk.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they approved a re-plat of 20 lots.
Mr. Millheim stated that they would have to modify some other things. The problem in
the process was not the level of frustration, not the technical issues that they had to
follow up on, it was the fact that he and his investors and most of the residents have lost
faith in the ability to get it done. He needed a very clear direction from the Council on
that suggestion. He had to walk out of this meeting and believe there was a solution they
were working toward.
Councilman LeBaron explained that part of what they were doing here was to move on.
It was an unfortunate situation they the City was trying to help with.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the re-plat application pending for Temple
Meadows allowing for the construction of twenty-two (22) single-family homes
1) Subject to Lots #1 & #12 being moved across the street;
2) Subject to the developer providing $50,000 for common area improvements and
storm drainage;
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3) Subject to the developer assisting in changing the CC&R's and revising the
Homeowners' Association Bylaws and that any bond money that is recovered
will be directed to the Homeowners' Association;
4) Subject to a finding that no homeowner has been materially harmed by this
action;
5) Subject to the owners of twin homes being deeded common area property
surrounding their homes and being responsible for its maintenance;
6) Subject to the developer solving any problems with title, thereby allowing for
legal recording;
7) Subject to the developer providing the City with a documented copy of proper
Title Insurance for the lots that were converted with the new platting;
8) Subject to staff reviewing and approving all final engineering drawings allowing
for the re plat to be properly recorded, meeting all necessary City requirements.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt did not think that gave the residents anything. The residents by applause
felt that it did. There were many subject to's. He felt they were better off coming back
on March 31, 2005. He believed in three months they would not have anything more
than they had today.
Councilman Blake mentioned that the residents had responsibility. He pointed out that
those that had their own lot, whether it was a twin or single, they had their interest in the
common area and they had responsibility with that. Part of what the motion was saying
was that they would meet and proceed and with 75% of them, change the CC&R's and
approve the re platting of common ground and if they were willing to do it, they could
move forward. It created a starting point where they can work together.
Mayor Barratt did not feel it fair to give individuals the impression that something was
going to be changed when it was subject to, whatever. He was not sure everything was
covered. He explained that he did not have a vote, unless there was an abstention.
Councilman Blake noted that everything they approved tonight had a subject to
condition. It was not an unusual thing and it was part of the process.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the main thing they were doing was approving the
re plat that everyone here agreed to.
Councilman Storrs did not know that everyone did.
Legal Counsel Kevin Bennett asked what they were approving. There was not a plat
before the Council. He did not know what a re plat application was because it was not in
the Development Code.
Councilman LeBaron responded that it was subject to approval.
Kevin Bennett commented that was the motion. They did not have are plat application.
They do not have a plat vacation.
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Councilman Blake explained that was part of the subject to. Twenty-two lots.
Dave Millheim disagreed with Mr. Bennett. He had an application properly filed.
Howard Denney noted that Engineering had been directed to approve.
Councilman LeBaron explained that Engineering was to review and approve all final
engineering drawings.
Howard Denney felt that it needed to be subject to correctly prepared plats, plans, and
according to City Ordinances. He could say that it didn't meet, but he still had to
approve it.

Councilman LeBaron included in his motion a change, 8) Subject to staff reviewing
and approving all final engineering drawings allowing for the re plat to be properly
recorded, meeting all necessary City requirements, subject to correctly prepared
plats, plans, and according to City Ordinances. Councilman Blake agreed with his
second.
Howard Denney explained that he did not know by the bonding process if the City could
give that from the governing body to the Homeowners' Association.

Councilman LeBaron amended his motion, 3) Subject to the developer assisting in
changing the CC&R's and revising the Homeowners' Association Bylaws and that
any bond money that is recovered be directed to the City for further handling and
determination. Councilman Blake concurred with his second.
Mayor Barratt explained that the City needed to make the application to get the bond
money.
Councilman Belmont wanted to see the people get exactly what they needed and she
wanted it done correctly. She was concerned.

Councilman LeBaron amended his motion to include 9) that all conditioned matters
after submission to staff will be submitted to the City Council for final approval.
They came back for review to this body for approval.
Councilman Belmont loved that. She loved final say.

Councilman Blake agreed with his second.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Councilman Belmont, Yea.
Councilman Blake, Yea.
Councilman Storrs, Yea.
Councilman LeBaron, Yea.
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Councilman Cates, Yea.
There was general applause.
Dave Milheim thanked the homeowners and the Council. He reported that he had his
legal counsel in attendance tonight. He suggested that as soon as the City could get him a
list of the subject to's, they would come up with an outline on how to make sure all ofthe
subject to's get done. He would then call for an HOA meeting, separate and apart from
the City to explain how they were going to meet that criteria. He hoped to come back to
the Council one time with all the proper documentation.
There was some applause.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON MODIFICATIONS TO THE DEVELOPMENT LOAN
CRITERIA AND APPLICATION
Councilman Blake explained that the Development Loan Fund came from the sale of property
owned by the City where the current post office was located. At the time, the Mayor and
Council set up the preference that they would utilize the fund to revitalize downtown.
Councilman Blake expressed his personal view that if those were City funds, that the Council
could today, decide to do whatever they choose to do with them. The Finance Committee has
reviewed it and make the recommendation that they continue to use those for the Development
Loan Fund. There were criteria previously. There was one loan outstanding currently of about
$10,000 to $20,000 and there was about $64,000 that was available for use. Councilman Blake
reviewed the new criteria. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2.
Councilman Blake continued that they would rather see it used by four or five people with
$10,000 or $20,000 each versus just one or two. That was the recommendation. There had been
applications in the past, some of which had been approved. The application had been changed to
meet the new guidelines. It still was a favorable interest rate. It was their suggestion that they
announce it for three or four months and see what the interest was and the Finance Committee
could review the applications. If there was not interest, the Council may want to allocate the
funds elsewhere.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the criteria and proceed with the offering, subject to
discussion.
Councilman Cates asked about equipment. All may not be purchased up front. If not done up
front the funds dispersed would not be secured. The funds should be dispersed as improvements
were made.
Mayor Barratt asked how it would work if someone made an application for $15,000 for three
years and they were going to make a $5,000 equipment purchase each year.
Councilman Blake commented that in that case, they ought to come back each year and reapply
again.
Mayor Barratt agreed.
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Councilman Cates asked about the status of the outstanding loan.
Cathy Jensen responded that it was current.
Councilman Blake suggested that the criteria be changed so that funds were dispersed based on
improvements completed and equipment purchased.
Councilman Cates questioned whether 'completed' should be the case.
Councilman Belmont reported that on the State level if you applied for something on your home,
and you are on the National Register, you have to complete the project in five years. That was
different, but if it was spent in the downtown area, it could be done the same way.
Councilman Blake suggested that funds be dispersed based on phased improvement completion
or equipment acquisition.
Bill Jacob reported that he had been following the minutes of the Finance Committee on this
item since last August. A GRAMA request was made and information was received regarding
the loans. He sent a copy of the GRAMA request to Councilmember Blake and Councilmember
LeBaron. He asked if they had read the 300+ pages.
Councilman Blake responded that he did not get 300 pages. He got ten or twenty pages and
recalled that they were on colored paper.
Bill Jacob reported that they scanned most ofthe documents and also got many pages of minutes.
He asked that they read those in order to have a better history of what went on from the
beginning to this point in time. He expressed some concerns on the new criteria. He asked if a
City business license was required to rent property, to be a landlord.
Mayor Barratt answered that they did not.
Bill Jacob noted that all landlords were excluded from this because ofthe requirement to have a
business license.
Councilman Blake noted that was a good point. He had not had that raised before. That was not
the intent.
Bill Jacob referred to number 7 and explained that it disenfranchised every renter of commercial
property because it forced them to put a lien upon the real property. The renter doesn't own any
real property.
Councilman Blake noted that it was the landlord that applied for the loan.
Bill Jacob stated that he could not, because he did not have a business license.
Councilman Blake suggested that they change item number one.
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Bill Jacob explained that the renter should be able to come in, as one having a business license
and get the loan, but then for collateral purposes they were forced to encumber that which they
did not own.
Councilman Blake felt that would be corrected if item one said that they shall either have a
business license or be a landlord.
Bill Jacob asked what would happen if the renter wanted the loan, but the landlord did not.
Councilman Blake responded that the City did not need to accommodate every request. He felt it
could be handled by stating that they needed to have a current business license or they have a
contractual relationship with an entity that did have a business license. The property owner
needed to get the loan, the one that had the ability to put a lien on the property.
Councilman Blake asked ifbanks loaned to renters.
Bill Jacob stated that he did not know. He was not a banker.
George Brown explained that banks would take a lien on the personal property. He added that he
did not think that the City wanted to be a bank.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilmembers Blake and LeBaron if they got 300 pages. Each answered
that they did not. He felt there were some items that needed to be addressed by the Finance
Committee.
Bill Jacob stated that he would send them a CD of the documents.
Mayor Barratt felt the points that were brought up were good and this would be reviewed and put
on a future agenda.

Councilman Blake withdrew his motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A TOURISM AND RECREATION FUND APPLICATION
Mayor Barratt reported that the City's allocation was $17,676.42 and was based on population.
It had to be into Commissioner White by March 31, 2005.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the Tourism and Recreation Fund Application.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION EST ABL1SHING THE FEE FOR
PARTICIPATION IN THE VOLUNTARY RECYCLING PROGRAM
Mayor Barratt noted that the fee from the company was $4.00 and the City would charge an
additional $.50 administration fee. BFI believes they will easily get the 200 needed.
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-03-11R establishing the fee for
participation in the Voluntary Recycling program at $4.50 per month. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
A memo had been provided previously.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 8, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the March 8, 2005, City Council minutes with
changes on page 26, line 16 and page 27, line 28 to show the correct spelling of"Orem" and
any other place where it is misspelled, and also, on page 30, line 29, change, "they" to
"the." Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 17, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the March 17, 2005, work session minutes.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion noting a misspelling of the Mayor's name on
Page 3, line 11. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Cates, and
Storrs. Abstain, Councilman LeBaron. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met earlier and reviewed the City bills
for payment and the purchase requests over $1,000. Their was one request that was removed in
the amount of$1,196.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the City bills for payment and the purchase requests
over $1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion.
George Brown asked if this included the $10,000 to Dan Richards.
Mayor Barratt added that it did and it also included the final payment on the Hunter Park.

All were in favor.
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ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:31 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was impressive to see appointed staff and non-appointed
staff in attendance so late, and Captain Cornia and Kathy Goodwin from the Library and Derric
Rykert from the Fitness Center. He did not remember when they had so many this late. Also,
there was Kevin Bennett and Richard Colborn.
Councilman Blake added the residents that stayed.
Councilman Storrs added the citizens on the back row.
Mayor Barratt added the Councilmembers and the newspaper.

AJI(u~7JL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 3-22-05 CC MINUTES

PAGE 1 OF 2

TEMPLE MEADOWS REPLAT APPLICATION
American Fork City Council Meeting of March 22, 2005
REQUEST

1.

2~

3.

Make a motion to approve the replat application
pending for Temple Meadows allowing for the
placement of 22 single family homes. (Council may &
should ask about modification for some lots)
·-Make sure the motion has the proper findings as
presented in the February 4, 2005 letter.
Direct staff to review and approve all final engineering
drawings allowing for the replat to be properly
recorded meeting all necessary city requirements.

"TOP TEN LIST" -- Reasons for the Replat
1.

92.3°/o of the property owners have provided written

evidence of support which we sincerely appreciate.
2. · We are lowering overall project density from 84 units to 78
units thus increasing property values.
3.

Public Hearings have already been held before the
Planning Commission and City Council on June 23rd and
August lOth, respectively. At those hearings and to date, no
one in the subdivision opposes the use conversion of the
remaining twins to single family homes. Other issues are
brought up unrelated to the replat. The opportunity to replat
to single family lots which everyone wants will be lost after
tonight.· After .over two years of effort and frustration, if
some form of the replat application is not approved, we have
already made the decision to sell off all remaining twin lots at
a deep discount to various individuals and builders.
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4.

The City Staff and Planning Commission have concluded
that the proposal meets all open space requirements.

5.

The proposal partially affects some of the common area in
Temple Meadows, but leaves all other individual lot
owners' lots untouched except our lots.

6.

This replat gets rid of the front, side yard and driveway
common areas for the twin lots being converted to single
family. In writing, those in opposition to our proposal have
said they do not oppose modifying those common areas to
remove HOA responsibility and liability. Under the
currently recorded CCR's, the HOA is required to build,
irrigate and maintain these areas. The HOA has neither the
desire, ability nor means to meet this requirement.

7.

The proposed adjustment of common area yields more
usable common area in a central core area. The present
situation has led to neglect, weeds and illegal dumping..

8.

Two plus years is long enough for this headache. All the
property owners in the subdivision deserve closure to what
the completed subdivision will become. This will enable the
HOA to finally become a real working ·entity.

9.

DAI will obtain proper title insurance for the lots
converted with the replat and provide the City with a copy of
said title insurance.

10.

No property owner's interests are being materially
harmed with the replat. In fact, failure to finish the
subdivision adversely affects all current property owner's
interests.
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(Date of approved changes)
Dear Applicant:
American Fork City's Revolving Development Loan Fund was established
with funds from the sale of property owned by the City where the current post
office is located.
The funds are made available to a qualified applicant for the purpose of
enhancing property and acquiring equipment that will hopefully increase
revenues for a business owner and to revitalize the downtown business district.
Attached is the development loan criteria and loan application to start the
process. After reviewing the loan criteria and you feel you qualify, prepare the
application and submit it to the American Fork Finance Committee, Attention:
Chief of Staff. The application will be scheduled on the earliest Finance
Committee agenda for review. You will be notified so you can attend. After
the Finance Committee review, the application with a recommendation will be
forwarded to the City Council for final action.
If there are any questions regarding the loan criteria, application, or the
process, please contact the Chief of Staff for assistance.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
DEVELOPMENT LOAN CRITERIA
LOAN CRITERIA QUALIFICATIONS
1.

American Fork City Business with current business license.

2.

Zoning:

Preference will be given to the following areas in order of priority:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

CC-1
CC-2
Historical Preservation Overlay
Any other business area in the City

To increase revenue producing capabilities of a business and enhance the
City's Central Business District.

3.

Purpose:

4.

Loans to be used to improve real property and acquisition of equipment.

5.

A list of proposed improvements shall be submitted with the application. Improvements
shall be substantially completed within one (1) year. Infrastructure improvements shall
require a posting of an improvement bond. An approved site plan from the Planning
Commission shall also be provided.

6.

Personal guarantee of loan shall be required.

7.

Collateral to secure loan shall be required. A lien shall be placed on the real property and
the equipment. Further collateral may be requested.

8.

Preference may be given to an applicant that requests less than $25,000.

9.

Maximum length of terms is five years.

10.

Balloon payment may be requested.

11.

Interest rate 3% - 5%, with consideration of amount and length of maturity.

12.

Prefer matching participation through other loans or applicant's own equity.

13.

Providing of business and credit references.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY DEVELOPMENT LOAN
APPLICATION
1.

Narne and Address

2.

Business Address

3.

Name & type of business

4.

Owner of business & real property

5.

How long in business at this l o c a t i o n - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6.

Amount of loan requested

7.

Terms of loan requested:
A
Length of time
B.
Interest rate
C.
Time of payments (monthly, semi-annual, annual)
D.
Balloon payment ?
E.
Amount of periodic payment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

8.

Purpose of loan:
A
New construction
B.
Remodel
C.
Beautification
D.
Infrastructure:
1.
Sewer/water
2.
Roads
3.
Drain system
E.
Curb, gutter, & sidewalk
F.
Parking lot
G.
Landscaping
H.
Submission of a Planning Commission approved site plan
I.
Acquisition of equipment

9.

Will loan be combined with other financing arrangements? If so:
A
Total project cost
B.
Amount requested from City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C.
Amount to be provided from other lenders
D.
Amount to be provided from applicant

10.

Collateral to be furnished if requested

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 22, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 22, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:10p.m.
6:15p.m.

6:25p.m.

6:35p.m.

6:45p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of real property located at
approximately 349 West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Sunrise Estate Annexation consisting of 10.031 acres at 925 East 300 North in the
R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Wen
Hansen Annexation consisting of2.387 acres at 425 North 1100 East into the R19000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Ellen
Annexation consisting of 6.03 acres at 480 North 900 East into the R1-9000,
Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving ofpublic comment regarding a zone change request at 1185 East 300
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the sale of Sales Tax Revenue Bonds
(RDA).
Receiving of public comment regarding the L.W. Hansen Annexation consisting
of7.30 acres at 405 East 620 South.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Howard Denney; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Recognition of Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

Review and action on the Sunrise Estate Annexation consisting of 10.031 acres at 925
East 300 North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into
the Rl-9000 zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on the Wen Hansen Annexation consisting of2.387 acres at 425 North
1100 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into the R19000 zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on the Ellen Annexation consisting of6.03 acres at 480 North 900
East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into the Rl-9000
zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.

*4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on the Schureman Annexation consisting of5.67 acres at
approximately 900 West 1120 North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property into the R1-15,000 zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 1185 East 300
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring real property located at approximately 349
West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of the Commerce Center PUD Plat A
consisting of 8 units at 370 East 580 South.
b.
Further discussion and determination on a proposal to amend the final plat of
Plats A & B of the Temple Meadows Planned Unit Development at 650 North
1200 East to allow single-family lots in lieu of twin home dwellings on foot-print
lots.
Review and action on modifications to the Development Loan Criteria and Application.
Review and action on a Tourism and Recreation Fund Application.
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the fee for participation in the Voluntary
Recycling Program.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 8, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the March 17, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 19 day ofMarch, 2005
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 22, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
March 22, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:10p.m.
6:15p.m.

6:25p.m.

6:35p.m.

6:45p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of real property located at
approximately 349 West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Sunrise Estate Annexation consisting of 10.031 acres at 925 East 300 North in the
R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the Wen
Hansen Annexation consisting of2.387 acres at 425 North 1100 East into the R19000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Ellen
Annexation consisting of6.03 acres at 480 North 900 East into the R1-9000,
Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 1185 East 300
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the sale of Sales Tax Revenue Bonds
(RDA).
Receiving of public comment regarding the L.W. Hansen Annexation consisting
of7.30 acres at 405 East 620 South.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Howard Denney; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Recognition of Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

Review and action on the Sunrise Estate Annexation consisting of 10.031 acres at 925
East 300 North including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into
the R1-9000 zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on the Wen Hansen Annexation consisting of2.387 acres at 425 North
1100 East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into the R19000 zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on the Ellen Annexation consisting of6.03 acres at 480 North 900
East including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property into the R1-9000
zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 1185 East 300
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.

5.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring real property located at approximately 349
West 1120 North consisting of0.142 acres to be surplus.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of the Commerce Center PUD Plat A
consisting of 8 units at 370 East 580 South.
b.
Further discussion and determination on a proposal to amend the final plat of
Plats A & B of the Temple Meadows Planned Unit Development at 650 North
1200 East to allow single-family lots in lieu of twin home dwellings on foot-print
lots.
Review and action on modifications to the Development Loan Criteria and Application.
Review and action on a Tourism and Recreation Fund Application.
Review and action on a Resolution establishing the fee for participation in the Voluntary
Recycling Program.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 8, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the March 17, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

6.

7.
8.
9.
I 0.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Dated this 15 day ofMarch, 2005
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MARCH 31, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, March 31, 2005, in the
City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 6:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Kevin
Bennett, Dustin Matsumori, Brian Brown, Barbara Christiansen, Steve Young, and four citizens.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENT WITH THE RDA

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the reimbursement agreement with the RDA.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF
AMERICAN FORK CITY. UTAH (THE "ISSUER") FINALIZING THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF THE ISSUANCE AND SALE BY THE ISSUER OF ITS SALES TAX
REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2005 IN THE AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OF
APPROXIMATELY $6,000,000; AND RELATED MATTERS
Dustin Matsumori explained that they sold the bonds. The Parameters Resolution stated not to
exceed parameters and initiated a contest period in which anyone who had a question about the
legality of the bonds could approach bond counsel. Since that time the rating agencies have
reviewed this issuance. The City has maintained an Aa- rating. The Aa was the second echelon.
There was only one entity that had a Aaa rating that was Salt Lake City. That was attributed to
very strong sales tax collection. That may change with the new law when it would go to the
point of delivery, but he did not anticipate a change. The rating agency mentioned that they had
been monitoring the General Fund of the City. That was one benchmark that they looked at.
Mr. Matsumori continued that over the past couple of years, on any average week, there was
about $6 billion of municipal bonds being issued. In the past few weeks, the average has been
$10 billion per week. Historically, this was a good time to issue bonds. He explained that most
were trading at about 5%. This issue priced at a 4.15 percent rate. He explained the way George
K Baum and Company was able to maintain that good rate. The salesmen were told that this
Council and American Fork City had been working on this for about two years. It has been a
hard process. It had gone through a lot of scrutiny and it was something the City wanted to get
done. The salesmen were told that they needed to do everything they could to get the best rate
even if the market was bad. Ofthe issuance, George K. Baum took an inventory of$1,300,000,
or 23% of the issue. They have then made agreements to sell. It was something that they did not
do all the time, but they were willing to do.
Mayor Barratt thanked him.
Councilman Storrs asked who bought these types of bonds.
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Dustin Matsumori explained that it was insurance companies, investment funds like Fidelity and
Vanguard, other banks and large institutional investors. They look at the national market. A
small handful would sometimes go to individuals.
Councilman Blake asked if the coupon rate was an annual adjustment.
Dustin Matsumori answered that was right. There was also the yield and that took into account
how long the bond was outstanding. The bond documents tonight included an agreement with
George K. Baum. He asked if there were any questions.
Councilman Blake asked how the average life was arrived at.
Mr. Matsumori explained that it was the principal amount with a weighted average the further
out it went. He continued that the tax increment was structured at Cathy Jensen's request. There
was more than one time's coverage. The range was between 1.09 times coverage and 1.12 times
coverage. That allowed for a cushion on the tax increment and greater security in case the
increment did not come in as expected. There was $5,750,000 in proceeds, net of cost of
Issuance. The costs included insurance, rating agency fee, cost to legal counsel, and printing
costs.

Councilman Blake noted that costs were about 1%.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-03-12R approving the issuance of
Sale Tax Revenue Bonds. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Dustin Matsumori noted that the projected proceeds on the refunding of the Library bonds were
currently below the threshold of the $140,000 as per the Council instructions.
Councilman Blake asked what the costs were of not doing it.
Mr. Matsumori stated that it was currently nothing. They had not reached the benchmark so the
issue had not been sent to the rating agencies. It was still on the table and they would keep
Cathy Jensen informed.

Councilman Blake asked how long it could be on hold.
Dustin Matsumori was not sure, but it could be a year.
Mayor Barratt thanked Dustin Matsumori and George K. Baum and Company.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPOINTING CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS
TO THE CITY'S EMPLOYEE APPEAL BOARD
Mayor Barratt appointed Councilmembers Blake and Cates to serve as the regular members and
Councilmembers Storrs and LeBaron to serve as alternate members.
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-03-13R appointing regular and
alternate members to serve on the City's Employee Appeal Board. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON THE 2005 WATER & SEWER
IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
Howard Denney had draft specifications. Two of the projects had to do with 300 West and was
necessitated by the new freeway underpass widening.
Councilman Blake asked if it was to be in this budget year.
Cathy Jensen responded that there would be some carry over to the next year.
Howard Denney noted several water valves were to be replaced along with areas of sewer
concern. Also, a new 12-inch water line would be placed on the south frontage road to the east
of 100 West. This was necessary to maintain fire flows when the line 300 West bridge was
being worked on.
Councilman Blake asked where the boundary with Lehi was at in relation to West Main Street.
Howard Denney answered that it was Spring Creek.

Councilman Storrs moved to go to bid on the 2005 Water and Sewer projects. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked what the total amounts were.
Howard Denney reported that all schedules and alternates on water projects was about $198,000
and for the sewer schedules and alternates it was about $214,000. They would have to rely on
Cathy Jensen for adequate funds.
Juel Belmont asked about the PRV valves and if they would be fixed.
Howard Denney noted that it did include the repair of some of those leaky valves.
Cathy Jensen added that they would be proposing an increase in sewer rates.
Howard Denney noted that the sewer fund had been slowly eroding with the back ups they had
been experiencing.

All were in favor of the motion.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ARIGHT-OF-WAY AGREEMENT WITH THE UNION
PACIFIC RAILROAD
Mayor Barratt noted that this was for Broadband and was an agreement with Union Pacific
Railroad to install lines going north past the Point of the Mountain.
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Kevin Bennett reported that he had reviewed it and it had the same troubling language as when
they did this to the south. Every person that went on site was required to sign this.
Mayor Barratt believed it was the line on the north side of the freeway. It was thought that UTA
had bought the tracks, but the Union Pacific retained the right-of-way.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the agreement. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE TEMPLE HAVEN SUBDIVISION AT 525 NORTH 1100
EAST TO INCLUDE BASEMENT RESTRICTIONS
Steve Young with Three Rivers Development explained that they were trying to get the plat
recorded. During construction they encountered some ground water. Mr. Denney provided
some language to go on the plat with regard to ground water.
Discussion of the exact language took place. Howard Denney noted that this was not something
that the City enforced.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that the City was concerned about basement flooding. He asked
if it really helped.
Kevin Bennett reported that it was better than not.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was not on the deed.
Kevin Bennett stated that it was public notice and was a constructive notice.
Mr. Young asked if they would have to come back again to the Council after the changes were
made.
Mayor Barratt stated that it would not.
Mr. Young noted that there was a new sewer easement on the plan. He asked about signatures
on the plat.

Richard Colborn noted that they would need a whole new plat to sign. There was a new action
date by the Council and a new Councilmember on the Council.
Howard Denney explained that the surveyor had taken the one with the signatures and modified
it A new plat was needed.
Kevin Bennett noted that they would not have to come back to the Council to get it signed. The
City Recorder could get that done. It was a significant change and a new plat was needed.

Councilman Blake moved to add the following note to the plat and have the Recorder
verify the note prior to recording and then to have it recorded:
4

"Purchasers of these lots are to be aware they are responsible to determine soil and
subsurface conditions as they affect building on their individual lots, and the same
are solely responsible to provide adequate measures to remedy any conditions which
are discovered such as unacceptable soils and liquefiable soils for proper structural
stability and high ground water which may preclude construction of basements."
Councilman LeBaron suggested a change to something else other than 'high ground water.'
Councilman Belmont felt that 'high ground water' was pretty explanatory.
Howard Denney noted that the language would be on the building permit as well.

Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Steve Young asked for help in getting it signed as quickly as possible.
OTHER BUSINESS
There was no other business discussed.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 7:28 p.m. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MARCH 31, 2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
Thursday, March 31, 2005, in the City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 6:30 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Review and action on a reimbursement agreement with the RDA.
Consideration for adoption of a Resolution of the City Council of American Fork City,
Utah (the 11 issuer11 ) finalizing the terms and conditions of the issuance and sale by the
issuer of its Sales Tax Revenue Bonds, Series 2005 in the aggregate principal amount of
approximately $6,000,000; and related matters.
Review and action on a Resolution appointing City Council members to the City's
Employee Appeal Board.
Review and action on going to bid on the 2005 Water & Sewer Improvement Projects.
Review and action on a right-of-way agreement with the Union Pacific Railroad.
Review and action on the Temple Haven Subdivision at 525 North 1100 East to include
basement restrictions.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of March, 2005.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 7, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on April 7, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilman
Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Rod Despain,
Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Terry Fox, Heber Thompson, Debby Lauret, Linda Walton,
Carl Ingersoll, Evan Brady, Dale Gunther, Wendelin Knobloch, Heidi Rodeback, and Barbara
Christiansen.
Mayor Barratt noted that he had Council of Governments meeting at 5:30p.m.
DISCUSSION WITH DOWNTOWN AMERICAN FORK INC.
Heber Thompson, President of Downtown American Fork Inc, explained that at the last couple
of meetings they had focused on their value to the City.
1-In the Fall of 2003 all City Council candidates supported the revitalization of downtown
American Fork. Since then, they have been discouraged as there had been no action on the
Downtown Revitalization Plan presented to the Council in May 2004 and the recent RDA funds
allocation didn't support the recommendations of Downtown American Fork Inc.
2-What does the Council view their role? Were they part of the City's team or were they an
adversary? Was their mission statement still good, which has been in place for about six years,
which is, "We will revitalize American Fork's downtown area by creating unity between
government, businesses, and citizens, opportunities for thriving commerce, as well as meaningful
social and cultural activities-- while respecting our pioneer heritage."
3-How can their relationship and value to the City be improved?
4-What are the City's priorities for downtown?
5-The City provide some budget for them if they had some value.
Heber Thompson commented that a couple of days ago he attended the Lehi Chamber of
Commerce luncheon. Mark Johnson, who was a member of the Lehi City Council and who was
also a consultant in planning, gave a presentation about what was planned for downtown Lehi.
They determined that they would assign the Planning Commission to come up with details of a
downtown revitalization plan. The City Council and the Planning Commission and Mayor have
supported it and were headed in a unified direction. That seemed different that the American
Fork experience.

Mr. Thompson asked for comments from the Mayor and City Council regarding the talk that was
heard from candidates and recent actions that have not supported revitalization.
1

Councilman Blake felt strongly that the Council needed to be supportive and Mayor Barratt had
indicated in a meeting he had some contacts for possible funding and he was looking forward to
hearing more about that. The Downtown Development Loan fund had about $60,000 and that
was one vehicle that could be used. Six Star was reapplying.
Heber Thompson stated that they had a very good document that had funding options, where the
emphasis ought to be, and asked what was wrong with that plan. Nobody had told them. The
only feedback that was received on the plan was that Downtown American Fork could have
more representation from business and property owners. They have done that.
Councilman Blake noted that part of that Plan talked about a Business Improvement District
They should move ahead on it. He was supportive of the Plan. It was unfortunate that there had
been a delay. When it was presented it was good and he was prepared to see it come forward for
action. A Business Improvement District could utilize a $2.8 million revenue bond with a 20year payback He did not see a problem in doing that. They should have been having more
discussion. Their point was well taken. They came forward with a plan and they hadn't heard
any feedback It was appropriate that they were in attendance raising the issue.
Carl Ingersoll thought that he was the one in their last Downtown meeting that coined the word
"adversarial." When he saw the materials that Heber Thompson put on the board, he thought it
was a good idea. There were two votes for and the rest of the votes were against He asked them
at the next Downtown meeting why they were meeting and studying and presenting if they were
deemed adversarial. He thought the plan was very articulate. He felt a cold shoulder.
Chamber of Commerce Director, Debby Lauret, reported that there were a lot of exciting things
happening in northern Utah County with Cabellas. Lehi was going to make theirs a Historic
Downtown. American Fork also had a great opportunity to also be a destination for these 4million annual visitors to Cabellas in the next few years. The time was ripe that they put money
into Downtown and create something that was walkable with arts and restaurants. It would help
give the community an identity. The Chamber was going to do their part to train downtown
merchants in customer service and how to improve their business and to attract new business.
Heidi Rodeback noted that they were not just asking to be given money but they want to increase
the size of the pie and bring more sales tax revenue to the City.
Councilman Blake commented that he had suggested some ideas about a year ago. One of the
challenges in downtown was parking. He raised the idea of something similar to what Provo had
done in re-routing traffic around their Main Street American Fork had Pacific Drive and 100
North that possibly would allow for that concept He was disappointed that there was never any
discussion to put parking like what Provo had done on their Main Street He did not know if that
was the solution or if covered parking was better, but there should be a forum where those things
could be discussed. Downtown American Fork had brought forward a proposal and the City
should have been having more discussion with them. In some cases things could be done
without a lot of budget The Harrington was a historic building. He noted that Mayor Barratt
had said that he thought there was funding elsewhere. They did not want to wait forever for
potential funding. They needed to move forward with some concrete plans and priorities, like
the parking. The Plaza concept between City Hall and the new Courts and Fire/Rescue building
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was ideal for a walkable place. It was unfortunate that they did not look at allocating some funds
from the Arts for that. They allocated a small part for the City HalL The downtown needed to
be a priority area.
Dale Gunther explained that he had been in business on Main Street most of his life and there
had been plan after plan proposed. Downtown American Fork was an outgrowth of the 1992
Strategic Plan that was adopted by the City Council. The Downtown was the heart of the City.
The proposal to make the Harrington into an Arts Center would have defined American Fork as a
City. All had spent a lot of time and money to move things forward, but there were not enough
champions on the City Council to get things done. He recognized that they did get some money
for the Pocket Park. They were interested in the welfare of American Fork City. They needed
more champions on the Council. He did not know if it was too late on the RDA money.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was too late.
Dale Gunther expressed disappointment in that there was no real economic benefit in the
allocation.
Councilman Blake felt that they still could include some of the landscaping around the City Hall
into a plaza.
Heber Thompson asked if the RDA funds were more generous than the $5.4 million
Mayor Barratt stated that it was $5.7 million and that was the amount that was allocated out.
Dale Gunther commented that over a long period of time he has appreciated those that have
served the community. For some reason there was not enough mass of City officials to support
what they were trying to do downtown. In the early 1990's there was money spent on utilities
down to Woodbury on 500 East. There was money spent on the Checker Auto/ Albertsons area
and some spent on The Meadows. Maybe they needed to get Woodbury Corp. to help get
something going downtown. It was not just American Fork, but it was the same in communities
all over the country. Developers were subsidized to develop on the outskirts and it left the
downtown in a situation where they could not afford to put money back into downtown. It was
not unreasonable to get that money back. There was not a lot of sales tax like there was on the
west end, but the downtown did create jobs and provided aesthetics. The improvements did not
need to be done all at once.
Heber Thompson expressed that was where they were coming from.
Councilman Cates mentioned that it was commented that there was not much sales tax, but,
when other businesses were looking to relocate, it did affect the whole picture.
Mr. Thompson asked about the role of Downtown American Fork and how they were viewed.
Councilman Belmont thought her position was well known. She had been a cheerleader up and
down Main Street for about 24 years. It was a tragedy that American Fork would allow Main
Street to get into the condition it was in. She was sorry for the poor merchants. She had been a
merchant. She felt that Debby Lauret was right. It was an opportunity that needed to be seized
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on. Some would like to shop in downtown and eat in downtown. She was in support. The
National Main Street Program had great successes all across the United States. They also had
cooperation. She did not understand non-cooperation.
Councilman Cates did not think that downtown needed to compete with the merchants on the
outskirts.
Councilman Belmont observed that it had to be something entirely different that you cannot get
there.
Heber Thompson noted the Crescent School of Music was a good example. The Economic
Development Team had encouraged their relocation into the old Jones Paint & Glass building.
They were going to have to access to the rear ofthe building. The appearance of the rear ofthe
buildings needed an upgrade along with parking. There were some things that ought to just
naturally get done, but no one was doing anything about it. That was one ofDowntown
American Fork's top priority.
Debby Lauret explained that they would be having evening concerts.
Carl Ingersoll did not know what the Pageant ofthe Arts brought in, but he always loved the
Pageant of the Arts when it was going. May be they could capture a little of that.
Councilman Blake agreed that it was really unique. He expressed that Downtown American
Fork was a good committee that had a diverse membership and were meeting and bringing
forward some proposals. It needed to be recognized that all did not go through, but they were
working. The Chamber also provided a good mix. The discussion with the Arts was necessary.
There was a school of music here. It was good that they were able to express their frustrations as
well in this format.
Heidi Rodeback asked if they were viewed more as an ally or weird activists.
Heber Thompson explained that Heidi Rodeback had an assignment on architecture and design
which meant that if anybody was going to revitalize their store front or have a new business
come in, they would want to give some guidelines on what their architecture and design ought to
include.
Dale Gunther asked to hear also from Councilman LeBaron and Mayor Barratt.
Heber Thompson asked if the original mission statement was still on target or were they barking
up the wrong tree.
Councilman Belmont thought it was okay.
Councilman LeBaron expressed a great deal of respect for the individual members of Downtown
American Fork and held all of them in high regard and had somewhat of a personal relationship
with all of them. He hoped that they would not see his nonsupport ofRDA funds for the
Harrington as nonsupport for downtown. The downtown was the lifeblood of the community.
There were some interesting challenges with the state highway and with parking. He did not
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want his comments to be negative but he thought they needed a steering committee and perhaps a
Summit involving key business leaders, property owners, and citizens. The pulse of the
community from people that he talked with was to not spend taxpayer money on downtown until
they started taking care of their own backyard in terms facades and banners and painted
windows. Everyone would like to see downtown thrive. How they accomplish that was possibly
where they had some disagreements in terms of, what was the role of government, what was the
role oftax money, what was the role of grants, and what was the role of private money. He
asked about the private funding that was proposed to match the RDA funding for the Harrington
and how much private funds had been raised for Harrington and how many grants.
Councilman LeBaron continued that there were some self-sufficiency and self-reliance principle.
The property owners and business owners should come to the City with solutions instead of
asking government to solve a problem.
Councilman Belmont explained that Dale Gunther had many people that had signed and
committed.
Councilman Blake thought there was around a half-million dollars.
Councilman Belmont stated that there were commitments and then the City failed.
Heber Thompson noted that for the other RDA funds, they were the only ones that came to the
City for disposition of funds that had commitments of private fundraising to support getting more
funds.
Councilman Blake noted that the May 2004 Plan provided for an assessment of downtown
property owners of$155,000 per year. That showed good faith of people willing to put in funds.
They were talking about a $2.8 million bond. About half the cost or more would come from the
downtown owners. It was a great example and needed more discussion. He felt that there was a
good balance. When The Meadows was approved, he remembered asking the question that
funds that came to the benefit of the City could be used in other places and specifically he said
downtown and it was confirmed at that time. Since we can, it should be talked about as part of
the budget this year.
Linda Walton explained that they would set up a Business Improvement District. Springville
and Santaquin were both working with UDOT on the roadways in their business areas.
Mayor Barratt noted that Springville's Main Street was wider than American Fork's.
Councilman Blake added that American Fork had a parallel street that used to be State Street.
Mayor Barratt stated that American Fork had a real opportunity. He has had a number of
different individuals who were developers tell him that Cabellas and Akia and some others
coming to Lehi needed to hire 8,000 employees out of this area. When it was all said and done
they would need a total of35,000 employees from northern Utah County. He had been told that
they did not look at Lehi as their retail center they looked at American Fork.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the City would be bringing Economic Development in house. They
would have a grant writer in house. There were some things that were going to be done
differently. He hoped that by the end of2005, the City would have an economic mechanism and
machinery, that Downtown American Fork Inc. was a part of, that was rolling full steam. He
believed there were individuals that had money to do what they needed to do downtown, but
there were going to have to be some sacred cows sacrificed. Downtown American Fork has
expressed that they could do that. The problem the City was having was that the squeaky wheel
gets the grease and there had not been a squeaky wheel on that side of the table for downtown.
There has not been that champion. The whole time he had been Mayor all he has heard from the
Fire Department was when were they going to get a new fire truck. They kept reminding them.
He was talking with Cathy Jensen a few minutes ago that some personal equipment was not up to
OSHA standards.
Councilman Blake noted that there was some in reserve.
Mayor Barratt noted that the truck would take a year to build.
Cathy Jensen commented that it would be about $500,000.
Mayor Barratt explained that had been in the budget over the course of time. When the City met
to go over the budget, there was never enough there. There was something that always needed to
be cut. He sincerely believed that they needed to get the squeaky wheel squeaking and he
intended to do that. He hoped that by the end of this year, that machinery would be put into
place. They were in the process of hiring another planner. Instead of operating with just one
City Planner they were going to have another City Planner. The City was going to also have an
in house grant writer and an in house economic development director. They were going to
establish an opportunity to have dialogue and to see what they needed to do.
Mayor Barratt did not know if their Mission Statement was correct or not. May be it has
changed. They needed to do some groundwork and find out who the City was supposed to be.
What did the consumer what the City to be, because that was who the City wanted to be. He
reported that Linda Walton was in the process of putting a survey together. She had gone to
Albertsons, Smiths, WalMart, and Target and nobody would allow the survey to be done on their
premises.
Councilman Blake commented that the survey could be put on the website or sent out in the
utility bills.
Ms. Walton explained that they were trying to get at non-American Fork people.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that this was a good dialogue to let them know we were not
adversaries but were allies, friends, and co-citizens. They ought to block out some more time
where they have some key business leaders and steering committee meet.
Mayor Barratt responded that Melanie Marsh, Wendelin Knobloch and Linda Walton were going
to do just that. They would meet with property owners and individuals that have the wherewithal
to do the things the City would like to do. He has had someone tell him that they had nine
6

million dollars, but this was what was needed to be done. Some of those things that was wanted
to be done were not necessarily things Mayor Barratt was comfortable with.
Mayor Barratt continued that he has been told that American Fork not only struggled in
downtown, but with individuals that want to build homes here. There were builders that would
not come here because it was too hard to work in American Fork. It was the same things when
businesses came to American Fork. On the Westside there was one developer that jumped
through all the hoops by themselves. There were businesses however that had told Mayor
Barratt that they would come but it was just too hard.
Councilman Belmont asked who those people were.
Mayor Barratt responded that one of those was Old Navy who was here now. They came a
couple of years ago and looked at a downtown location but determined that it was going to be too
difficult to take a building down and they had heard that they would not be allowed to do that.
They never even asked. Red Lobster was looking at American Fork about four years ago. There
was a property owner that was willing to give the property if they would build here. They were
told that they would be far better off to build in Lindon or Lehi. There were some perceptions
that American Fork needed to get rid of.
Mayor Barratt felt that the City needed to determine who they needed to be.
Councilman Belmont commented that they needed to be American Fork and be just what the
National Main Street Program wanted us to be. She did not think that they needed to reinvent
the wheel. It was clear across America.
Mayor Barratt felt that American Fork needed to become what the consumer wanted us to be.
Councilman Belmont felt that was very fickle.
Mayor Barratt agreed and that was why you've seen the University Mall change over the past 25
years.
Councilman LeBaron noted that downtown Payson had a unique thing, but now nobody went
there.
Mayor Barratt continued that downtown American Fork had to be a living organism that changed
over time.
Councilman Blake felt that was where the music was so unique.
Mayor Barratt agreed. May be we should look at that. One of the owners ofKeith Jorgensen's
Music happened to be a kid in American Fork. May be we need a major music distributor.
It was noted that Evan Brady and the Yogurt Parlor was a testimony of success.
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Mayor Barratt expressed that Woodbury had suggested to take out the buildings between
Horrocks and 100 West including some houses, with the exception of the historic Bradshaw
building on the south side, and build a City Center that allowed for numerous functions
Heber Thompson commented that they needed to have some people with vision and not go with
the wind of the developer. He felt that would be a mistake.
Mayor Barratt continued that everyone that he had talked with about JCW' s on East State Road
told him that they did not think they would make it because they sold hamburgers for too much
money. On a consistent basis they were one of the top places. They did a land office business
and they did something totally opposite of what others thought they should have done.
Councilman Cates expressed that price was about third down the list of why a consumer shopped
where he did. They needed to develop the uniqueness of American Fork. They needed to be
supportive of the Crescent School ofMusic. What was the proposal for the rear entrances?
Councilman Blake explained that the May 2004 Plan provided $2.8 million to address that.
Councilman Cates expressed that the LDS Temple brought in a lot of people from out of town
and where do they go to eat? The amphitheater was just about booked on the weekends for the
entire season.
Dale Gunther thought it sounded like there was a lot of support for downtown. He suggested that
a Councilmember be appointed other that Council member Belmont or Councilman Blake who
had been consistently supportive to be a coordinator between the two groups to come to some
sort of unity. Downtown American Fork had the energy and the willingness and volunteers to do
some things but they needed to feel that they had support.
Heidi Rodeback expressed that they wanted to be on the inside.
Mayor Barratt thought that the process would make them a part of the committee.
Police Chief Fox reported that he was invited over to the Apollo Hall earlier today where there
were three investors that had purchased it under Michael Productions and they would be running
ten to twelve major productions a month out of there from B.B. King to rock concerts, to western
concerts. They would be putting in 800 people and with some modification as many as 1600
people at a time. They were working on the building. There would be 400 people in there per
night this weekend. He asked if something like the Palace in Provo was what they wanted
downtown.
Councilman Cates stated that they needed to determine which buildings needed to be saved
downtown.
Councilman Belmont stated that you should not go with "the flavor of the week." The Pope who
just died had a lot of people mad at him because he would not go with "the flavor ofthe week."
The City needed to be smart and steadfast about it. She thought the whims of people who were
just passing through, not customers, needed to be scrutinized carefully.
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Heber Thompson thought that it sounded like the plan was in abeyance. There was another
group that was to be formed.
Councilman Blake commented that the City was going to hire some people. It was not another
group.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were going to get the property owners together that owned the
property in the downtown and have a level of discussion with them as well as a meeting with
those that rent or leased space. There were some funds in the Downtown Development Loan and
they needed to find out what the City was not doing.
Councilman Blake observed that Downtown American Fork brought those groups together and
they were a part of this plan and there was consensus a year ago and a majority was willing to
participate.
Councilman Belmont expressed that there were and they signed on the dotted line and they were
happy to put money up front.
Heber Thompson asked if the City wanted them to hold until the City was ready to proceed.
Mayor Barratt reported that the Council had a budget retreat coming up and they would discuss
then.
Councilman Blake explained that as to the May 2004 Plan, having confirmation from the
downtown that they were still behind it, and the assessment of 50 cents per square foot, would be
very helpful to hear at the budget retreat.
Councilman LeBaron would like to see a mixed use with some loft apartments and loft
businesses.
Heber Thompson responded that they had recommended that they take Bradshaw's and make
that a focal point of that architecture and have some mixed use behind it and around it going in
that direction. He thanked the Council for their time and expressed that it had been very helpful
and valuable to them.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING APRIL 12. 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Action Items
#1-Review and action on an appeal by Shahbaz Janjua of a denial by the Planning Commission
of a commercial site plan for a car lot at 120 North Center Street
Mayor Barratt explained that Dr. Liddle's office was divided north and south by zoning with the
north being R-4 and the south being CC-1. Mr. Janjua was going to operate in the office on the
north and display on the south side. He went to Pleasant Grove to see where the current business
was and he had about three cars. It was denied because it was not properly zoned.
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Mayor Barratt explained that the office in question had been used as a dental lab and that was a
non-conforming use.
Councilman Belmont noted that there were many car lots that had been approved on Main Street
that were now empty.
Rod Despain noted that the display of automobiles on the south side in the CC-I zone was
permitted. The concern of the Planning Commission was the nonconforming use in the R-4 zone
that was somehow not an office use. The options were to appeal or to rezone to a CC-I zone and
Dr. Liddle was looking into it. The staff thought that it to be a non-conforming use but the
Planning Commission did not agree with the staff.
Councilman Blake noted that it was on the periphery of a commercial/residential zone.
Mayor Barratt reported that Dr. Liddle knew this individual and liked this individual who was
honest and honorable and wanted it known that he was not just hurrying to get someone in the
building.
Councilman Cates added that the business could be sold to another.
Rod Despain explained that the Council would have to decide whether the paper work part of the
business was an office use or sales use.
#2-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval: 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the final plat of the Chadwick Village Subdivision Plat A
consisting of7lots at 50 West 430 South
Rod Despain commented that this was a pretty straight-forward subdivision.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of the Sunrise Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 15 lots at 960 East 350 North
Rod Despain commented that this was a pretty straight-forward subdivision.

c.

Review and action on a revised Crystal Cove PUD Plat A consisting of 26 units at 980
East 220 South
Rod Despain explained that John Lundin has had requests to make his buildings larger
than intended when he made his original submittal to the City and had caused him to
change the footprints. There would be two less units.

#3-Review and action on a Resolution adopting the 2005 Municipal Wastewater Planning
Program Report
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was an annual report.
Mayor Barratt asked Howard Denney that at the City Council meeting to make a report on the
flood situation. That was what his meeting was with COG later tonight
Councilman Blake noted that the report explained the need to have sufficient staff.
#4-Review and action on the approval of a Class B Beer License for Asian Buffet at 101 North
West State Road
Mayor Barratt noted that it was south of Sonic Drive-in.
#5-Review and action on a water transfer agreement with R.A. Woodward
Rod Despain explained that this was a trade of American Fork owned Lehi shares for American
Fork Irrigation shares.
#6-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Nebeker Addition
Annexation consisting of 6.92 acres at 925 North 900 West
There was nothing discussed on this item.
#7-Review and action on the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 1195 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation. repeal of Ordinance No. 02-07-21, placement of the
property into the PO-l zone, and also the Annexation Agreement
Richard Colborn reported that this information had now been submitted and it would be placed
in the boxes in the morning.
Rod Despain explained that this and the next annexation were approved previously. They were
now owned by the same person and was a different plan and proposal.
#8-Review and action on the Woods annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50 South
including the Ordinance of Annexation, repeal of Ordinance No. 02-11-38, placement of the
property into the PO-l zone, and also the Annexation Agreement
There was no additional discussion on this item.
#9-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
There was no discussion on this item.
#10-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
#11-Report and action on Planning Commission items
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There was no discussion on this item.
#12- #14-Review and action on the March 22. 2005. City Council minutes, Review and action
on the March 31. 2005. City Council Special Session minutes. and Review and action on the
April 7, 2005, work session minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
#IS-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was not a discussion on this item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that there would be a budget retreat starting at 5:00p.m. on
Tuesday, April 19th.
Councilman Belmont asked why it had been changed so many times.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were trying to find a time to get everyone there, and they just
could not do it. Councilman Storrs would not be able to be in attendance.
Richard Colborn asked if they were still going to have a work session on Thursday, April21.
Mayor Barratt noted that it was Spring Break and he did not know.
Richard Colborn commented that the packets would be in the boxes by the end of that Thursday.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:20p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 7, 2005
*AMENDED -NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, April 7, 2005, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
*1.

2.
3.
4.

Discussion with Downtown American Fork Inc.
Discussion of items for the upcoming April 12, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 5 day of April, 2005.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL 1\ffiETING MINUTES
APRIL 12, 2005
REGULAR SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on April12, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett,
Sheena Parker, Jay Christensen, Derric Rykert, Steve Cornia, Andy Hale, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob,
Mr. & Mrs. Damon Nielson, Dr. & Mrs. Niel Evans, Don Bartholomew, Jack Nielson, six Scouts
from Troop 827 along with their Scoutmaster Angel Espana, Barbara Christiansen, Heidi
Rodeback, Dr. Joseph Liddle, Ray Lamoreaux, and 18 citizens.
All of the Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman
Blake offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMl\ffiNT PERIOD
PERSON

LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER

Heidi Rodeback explained that she had good news and bad news. The good news was that they
were just about finished with the improvements from the Parks Bond. They would be back in
two weeks to give a report. The parks were looking beautiful. There was more opportunity for
recreation than they ever had. The bad news portion was that she was concerned about park
maintenance. They have added 115 new acres. Parks Superintendent Cal Houghton had told her
that when they acquired the 25 acres of the Developmental Center he had to hire an additional
full time person. Now, they were looking at another 115 acres and he told her that they were
cutting back. That was of concern to her. As a member of the original taskforce she
remembered what was put into the proposal when they bonded. Using figures that Cal Houghton
had provided them, the taskforce recommended $160,000 per year in additional maintenance
costs to preserve and protect the investment. She urged the Council to make this a priority.
Councilman Blake asked about the 115 acres.
Mayor Barratt noted that the parks had existed but they had not been improved.
Councilman Cates thought that the reduction in force was partly due to sprinkler automation.
Heidi Rodeback responded that they had taken that into account.
Bill Jacob commented that in looking at the unapproved minutes for April 7, 2005, there was a
discussion with Downtown American Fork Inc. He asked who was referred to that had $9
million to do what needed to be done and that Woodbury suggested the removal of the buildings
between Center and 100 West, with the exception ofBradshaws and build a City Center.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was Blaine Smith Consulting out of Dallas, Texas.
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Bill Jacob asked if Woodbury was going to come and develop downtown.
Mayor Barratt answered that Woodbury was not saying they were doing anything. The Mayor
had commented on one comment that was made to him by them when he asked what they
thought could be done downtown.
Mr. Jacob asked if George Hatch had been approached.

Mayor Barratt responded that nobody had been approached. They were conversations held on
Main Street one day.
Scout Connor Dalton asked about a skate park and where and when it would be built.
Mayor Barratt answered that it would be in Greenwood Park at about 500 South 200 East. It
would be constructed in the southeast comer and would need to be under construction by
December 1, 2005. They would be establishing committees.
Another Scout asked how one could get on the committee.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh reported that they were still working on that. There had been an
announcement at the Jr. High.
Mayor Barratt stated names could be left at the City Hall.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman LeBaron reported on the Tri City Golf Course. In February the course made
$32,000 and the driving range brought in $3,000. So far in March they were at $50,000.
Eighteen hole revenues looked to be up by $20,000. Expenses have been cut from $720,000 last
year to $650,000. John Hensgen has been hired as Superintendent and was doing some
wonderful things. The Golf Course Committee was looking at lighting the driving range. Range
sales was about $45,000 with just keeping it open until dark. They were going to meet with
some of the neighbors to hear some of their concerns regarding the lighting. They were on target
this year to surpass $60,000. There had been a couple of bids for $20,000 for lights and he felt
they could recoup that fairly shortly. Good things were happening at the Golf Course and he
encouraged citizens and council to take a look and to play a round or two.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that the dialogue at the work session with the Downtown was
encouraging. He thought that they needed to all put their heads together and come up with a plan
and some action items.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he was looking forward to attending the mid-year convention
of the Utah League of Cities and Towns. On Friday, they were having a national consultant
come to direct a discussion on revitalizing downtowns and he would be attending that and hoped
to come back on a more detailed report on some suggestions in terms of streetscape and
infrastructure and other ideas.
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Councilman Cates reported that he had met with the Utah Lake Study Committee on March 24.
The focus ofthat meeting was on ways to get greater numbers of people to participate in
activities at the lake. Realizing that water levels were low, it was mentioned that if it was located
at a different location, in the mountain area, it would be considered a real jewel but as it was it
was viewed as less than that. It was a continuing study in ways to make improvements.
Councilman Cates met with the Cemetery Committee and discussed the possibility of additional
land. One piece looked at was now going to be developed.
Councilman Cates reported that after meeting with Downtown group, he had an additional
meeting to get their insight as to what they hoped to accomplish and try to get ideas to people
who were agreeable. There was a plan that was broken down into priorities, project by project.
He looked forward to additional meetings with them.
Councilman Belmont reported that Downtown Inc. had been meeting for four or five years and
there already was a streetscape plan that was paid for and went out to bid and those were all in
place. Also, they took their queue from the National Main Street Program and they were pretty
specific. They had more that 72 small towns across the Nation that had been successful. They
were all talking the right language and headed in the right direction. She felt it could be done
and the people on the committee did too.
Councilman Belmont asked about the property that was declared surplus at 349 West 1120 North
and if they had an appraisal yet.
Mayor Barratt answered that they did not. He did not think they were going to get one as he did
not think the City could get its money back.
Councilman Blake commented that it was a very small piece of property.
Councilman Belmont did not think the City could sell property unless they had an appraisal for
it.
Mayor Barratt recommended that they do not do the appraisal and not sell the property then.
Councilman Belmont stated that she called a couple of appraisers and she was just asking them
what it would cost. She had things appraised personally.
Councilman Belmont asked that they revisit the sign ordinance and get it on the agenda because
things kept getting worse, especially on Main Street. They did not need to do some things as
badly as they were being done. There were large signs on Main Street. Permanent large signs
were showing up in front of houses on Main Street and it did not give the feeling in downtown
American Fork that she thought everybody wanted to see. Quality needed to be maintained.
Councilman Blake echoed the comments and sentiments expressed with respect to the
downtown. It was timely and important that they establish some environment and some things
that could help be some groundwork. He also suggested and concurred that they review the sign
ordinance.
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MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that there would be a Budget Retreat on April 19th. He
added that they had an invitation from the Utah Owls that same day at Noon for a luncheon to
introduce the baseball team that would be playing out of Utah Valley State College.
Mayor Barratt asked who would not be able to be in attendance to the normal Thursday work
session on Thursday, April 21st. It was spring break. He knew that Councilman LeBaron would
not be able to be in attendance.
Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Storrs, and Cates would be able to attend.
Councilman Cates suggested that if the agenda was light, that they hold it an hour prior to this
meeting.
Councilman Blake suggested that they already had a meeting on the 19th and that they do it then.
Mayor Barratt was not sure that the agenda would be completely prepared by the 19th but he
would review that. He would let them know on the 19th whether or not they were going to meet
in a work session that week.
Presentation to Shauna Greening. Mayor Barratt, along with Assistant Chief Steve Cornia,
presented an award to Police Officer Shauna Greening on the occasion of her graduation from
the 220th Session ofFBI National Academy, Utah Marine Corps. Base, Quantico, Virginia.
There were 244 law enforcement officers that graduated that day. He expressed that it was a real
honor for American Fork City as well as for Shauna. It was extremely difficult to be accepted to
this training and Shauna had done an excellent job to earn this honor. There was general
applause.
Good Save Program Award. Mayor Barratt read the Good Save Program Award Nomination. It
is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. Good Save Awards were presented by
Ambulance Captain Jay Christensen to:
Lt. Andrew Hale
Paramedic Jeff Francom
Paramedic Deanne Perkins
EMT Intermediate Dean Perkins
EMT Intermediate Rick Storrs
Firefighter!EMT Intermediate Damon Nielson
EMT Basic Richard Larson
Mapleton City Fire Chief Josh Diamond
There was general applause. Mayor Barratt, on behalf of the Council, expressed their
appreciation to the men and women of the community who fill their responsibilities that have
taken place in the Good Save Program. It was always good to know that when you need a
professional they were available.
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Snow Pack Report. Mayor Barratt asked City Engineer/Public Works Director Howard Denney
addressed the snow load in this area and flood conditions that were being perceived by citizens in
this area. Most recognized that the drought was over to a certain extent
Howard Denney explained that it was being predicted that the runoffwould be 150% to 180% of
normal and was based on the SNOTEL sites. In 1982 the runoff came out earlier and slower
than in 1983 when it came out later and faster. In 1997, there was high snow pack, but it came
out over a long period of time and not as one big flush. In American Fork, the daily peak was
between 11:00 p.m. and 1:00 a.m. The peak daily runoffwas predicted to be 179% ofnormal
and during the low time 120% of normal.
Mr. Denney explained that temperature ofthe snow pack was key. If it was warm in the
mountains in the day and above freezing at night, the melt would be faster than if the
temperatures were below freezing at night. This year there was a big snow pack. There was not
a prediction yet as to how it was going come down.

Mayor Barratt noted that this year, the ground had more of a capacity to absorb the water than in
1982-83. Also, since 1982-83, new structures and facilities have been constructed and others
improved. He did not feel they had a condition of concern. The City would continue to monitor
the situation. He asked if there were any questions.
There were none. Mayor Barratt thanked Howard Denney for the report.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN APPEAL BY SHAHBAZ JANWA OF A DENIAL BY THE
PLANNING COMMISSION OF A COMMERCIAL SITE PLAN FOR A CAR LOT AT 120
NORTH CENTER STREET
Mayor Barratt explained that the property was located where Dr. Liddle had his dental practice.
The building had split zoning. The portion that was on the north, which had been operated as a
dental lab, was in the R-4 and the south was in the CC-I.
Councilman LeBaron thought that the zoning should be all the same for the building and that
should be corrected first.
Councilman Belmont felt that if that were done, they would need to do it across the street also
when zones were changed into a residential area.
Councilman Blake asked if there were some rationale as to why it was that way.
Rod Despain answered that he did not know that there was any rationale. At the time it was
drawn in 1978, those that drew the maps liked straight lines and did not see the benefit of
running them along property lines. It was convenient to run it straight.
Dr. Liddle explained that he purchased the property in 1975. It was his understanding when he
purchased the property that the zone line went at the property line. Maybe he misunderstood, but
that was his understanding. When the building was built, American Fork City required that he
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build it according to commercial guidelines. It did fit the zone as far as the building. On
electrical, it all had to be in conduit. Sheetrock had to be two layers of5/8's. In the R-4 zone,
one could not build a building that close to the sidewalk. It was built according to commercial
guidelines at that time. He wanted a basement but American Fork City said that it was in a
commercial zone and it would have to have a fire sprinkler system. He did not build a basement.
It was built in 1975-76.
Rod Despain noted that prior to 1978, the R-4 zone allowed offices to be in the R-4 zone. He
suspected that what Dr. Liddle said was true, it was a permitted use at the time and the office use
required it to meet the higher standard
Councilman Belmont asked the applicant why he did not look at property on Main Street. There
were at least three or four applicants that had come in and asked to have a car lot on Main Street
but were now vacant.
Shahbaz Janjua thanked the Council and Mayor Barratt for taking some time out to hear him. He
answered Councilman Belmont by stating that there was a reason why they were all out of
business. He currently owned his car lot in Pleasant Grove and he had been there about four
years. He had to manage his expenses very, very carefully. If there were car lots that were no
longer there, he did not want to be one of those. He wanted to come to American Fork and stay
here and provide the revenue to the City for a long period of time. Knowing that he could do
that was the reason why he chose that place. He had looked at lots of places.
Councilman Storrs asked how many cars he would have at one time.
Mr. Janjua answered that it would probably be three or four. He had been in the car business for
about 15 years and in that time he had established a very, very long clientele. Eighty-percent of
his business was repeat business. That was why he did not need a lot of display. Dr. Liddle and
his family have purchased a few cars from him in the past.
Councilman Storrs noted that they just did one on Main Street.
Councilman Belmont added that it was on the Lamoreaux property.
Mr. Janjua noted that there were 17 parking spaces for the whole building including the dental
office.

Rod Despain explained that the staff did not feel as strong about this as the Planning
Commission did. The Planning Commission had the option to deny, approve, or recommend a
change in zone. They denied.
Councilman Cates asked if this site plan were to be approved and then sold to another individual
would the same conditions of approval carry forward.
Rod Despain answered that as long as Dr. Liddle or someone similar occupied the south side, it
would have to remain the same.
Mayor Barratt added that if Dr. Liddle sold his building, someone could take over those spaces.
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Councilman LeBaron asked if it met the City's Ordinances.
Rod Despain answered that reasonable people would disagree on whether it did or it didn't and it
hinged on the notion ofthe activity on the northern portion of the building. Was it a sales
activity or was it an office activity?
Couniclman LeBaron felt it was sales.
Rod Despain asked how Dr. Liddle's use differed.
Councilman Belmont felt it was different.
Rod Despain noted that the previous use was a wholesale office.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they could limit it to four display vehicles.
Councilman Belmont asked about the traffic on the corner. She thought that it was almost as
busy as State Street and it could be a real mess and could be dangerous. She thought it an
inappropriate place for car sales.
Mr. Janjua noted that a chain would be put up so cars could not encroach into the sidewalk area.

Councilmember Belmont also thought that visually it might be inappropriate and it was not a
location for a car lot.
Mr. Janjub asked why it was not a good location.

Councilman Belmont felt it was encroaching on the residential area
Mr. Janjub expressed that another lawyer or doctor might come to occupy and would have more
cars. His use would be less in numbers and the only difference was that they would say, 'For
Sale,' on them.

Councilman Cates asked about the display of vehicles and his signage.
Mr. Janjub explained that he would have three to four cars on display and they would not have
the big numbers showing the pricing. His sign would be on the side ofthe building where his
office was along with the dealer number.

Councilman Blake asked if the Ordinance allowed for a sign.
Rod Despain answered that the CC-I zone would allow for a pole sign. The petitioner however
has not proposed a sign.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had only voted against the Planning Commission on one
occasion. The Planning Commission worked hard on what they were supposed to do. They have
denied it and she would not go against the Planning Commission. She wished him no ill will.
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Councilman LeBaron asked if the site plan had been submitted to staff and if it met the
Ordinance. He agreed with Councilman Belmont that his preference was not to have a car lot on
Center Street in this area. He preferred it being on Main Street or State Street. He asked if there
were three autos on display for sale, if that met the City's Ordinance.
Kevin Bennett responded that he could park three vehicles there. He felt they should be looking
at a zone change for the entire parcel or denial.
Mayor Barratt noted that rezoning all ofthe property to CC-1 would allow this site plan. The
property had always been non-conforming.
Kevin Bennett commented that at one time the office use was conforming. But now it was being
changed from office to actual sales.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the Planning Commission's denial.
Rod Despain read the motion from the Planning Commission that passed unanimously.
"Mr. Baldwin moved to disapprove the commercial site plan for a car sales lot located at
120 North Center on the basis that it does not comply with the zone. Karen Schaack
seconded the motion. All were in favor."
Councilman Blake felt that it would be timely to solve it as a long-term issue. They could come
forward with a proposal to rezone the property.
Councilman Belmont noted that they always had to project themselves into the future. She
thought that they needed to deny and let him come back through the Planning Commission for a
zone change.
Mayor Barratt believed the building should not be the way it was, split into two zones, and the
problem needed to be corrected. It was built to the standard of a commercial building that was
required by the City at that time and it was operated as such.
Councilman LeBaron moved to deny the appeal to override the determination of the
Planning Commission.
The next step was for Dr. Liddle to request a zone change.
Dr. Liddle felt it was a mess to split it in the middle of the building. If the zone change was to be
applied for, if it was approved, would the Council deny it. If that was the feeling, there was no
sense in going through with it. If there was a zone change, could it be placed there?
Councilman Blake suggested that if it were changed to the CC-1 zone, it would be a complying
zone.
Mayor Barratt explained that if it was changed, they could not deny a use that fit in the zone.
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Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmember
LeBaron, Storrs, Belmont, and Blake. Nay, Councilman Cates. The motion carried.
Mr. Janjub asked if the zoning changed, could he then ask for the car lot.

Councilman Belmont stated that would be done at the Planning Commission.
Councilman Cates explained his no vote as he thought that what they were looking at was the
fear of having a large car lot. There was not room to do that and it was a very poor location to
try to sell just by people viewing. It was conducive to the type of business that Mr. Janjub had.
Mayor Barratt reported that he had been to the dealership in Pleasant Grove. There were about
three cars there on that day. There were not large signs on his cars. There was a small
description on each vehicle. It was a clean operation. At the proposed location one would not
know if it was a customer or for sale.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat of the Chadwick Village Subdivision Plat A
consisting of7 lots at 50 West 430 South
Rod Despain reported that all of the subject to's were satisfied earlier today with the
exception of filing the improvement bond.
Councilman Storrs felt this would be a great improvement.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of Chadwick Village Subdivision
Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, have the plat recorded
subject to the delivery of an acceptable bond letter to the office of the City Engineer.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of the Sunrise Estates Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 15 lots at 960 East 350 North

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the final plat of the Sunrise Estates
Subdivision Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and direct
the City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the County Recorder subject to:
1) Verification of changes to the engineering drawings by the City Engineer; and 2)
Delivery of an acceptable bond to insure timely construction of both on-site and offsite improvements; 3) Delivery of deeds to the City covering the derelict parcel; and
4) The subdivision plat to be recorded concurrently with or after of the previously
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approved Sunrise Annexation Plat. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
Councilman Blake commented that there were some pretty good-sized lots.
c.

Review and action on a revised Crystal Cove PUD Plat A consisting of 26 units at 980
East 220 South
Rod Despain noted that there was one less unit with this configuration. It was across
from the Timpanogos Medical Clinic on 1100 East.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the amended final plat of Crystal Cove
PUD Senior Housing Project Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the
plat and direct the City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the County
Recorder with the finding that the change constituted a minor amendment.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE 2005 MUNICIPAL
WASTEWATER PLANNING PROGRAM REPORT
Mayor Barratt explained that this was prepared by Water Superintendent Steve Parker.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-04-14R approving the 2005
Municipal Wastewater Planning Program Report. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake noted that there was item that was identified that the City was making an
improvement in the area of additional staff.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were in the process of hiring a storm drain individual.
Councilman Blake noted that under sufficient staff, the City was saying that at this time, they did
not, but there was a plan to respond to that.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF A CLASS B BEER LICENSE FOR
ASIAN BUFFET AT 101 NORTH WEST STATE ROAD

Mayor Barratt explained that this was just south of Sonic Drive In. A Class B Beer License was
the allowance to sell in original containers for consumption on site.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of a Class B Beer License for the Asian Buffet to be
located at 101 North West State Road. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WATER TRANSFER AGREEMENT WITH R.A.
WOODWARD
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Rod Despain explained that this was an exchange of American Fork City owned Lehi Irrigation
shares for American Fork Shares. The City could not divest itself of its water, but it could
exchange for water of equal value.

Councilman Blake moved approval ofthe water transfer agreement with R.A. Woodward.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE NEBEKER ADDITION ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 6.92 ACRES AT
925 NORTH 900 WEST
Councilman LeBaron asked about the plans for the property. It was noted that the plan was to
subdivide the property at three units per acre. The west portion of the property was adjacent to
the Lehi City boundary.
Councilman Belmont thought that the City was requiring property to come in at 15,000 square
feet.
Rod Despain explained that that was the default zone. The General Plan calls for three units per
acre. On April 26th, it would be at 12,000 square feet, which was closer, at 2. 7 units to the acre.
R1-15,000 came in at about 2.3 units per acre.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-04-15R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Nebeker Addition Annexation consisting of 6.92 acres at 925 North 900 West.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GASSER ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4.78 ACRES
AT 1195 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, REPEAL
OF ORDINANCE NO. 02-07-21, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE PO-l
ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt explained that this property and the next were located next to each other. A
common owner has now purchased both properties.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-04-13 approving the Gasser
Annexation with instruction to the City Recorder to withhold the recording pending the
verification of receipt of all required materials including, but not limited to the conveyance
of water rights and street right of way area. Also, to approve the annexation agreement
relating thereto and approve the placement of the annexation area into the PO-l
Professional Zone. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Mr. Earl Guth explained that he was the property owner to the east. His property was in the
County.
Rod Despain noted that the Guth property at one time was included when Mr. David Blake was
involved. This proposal did not include it. The property east of the Guth property was in
Pleasant Grove City.
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Mr. Guth explained that he did not know that he had any problem with the annexation, but he
had not been made aware of what was going on the property.
Councilman Belmont provided the Guth's a copy ofthe proposed development plan.
City Recorder Richard Colborn explained that the Woods and Gasser Annexations were
approved by the City Council at one time, but the items required for Annexation were never
completed.
Rod Despain noted that the developers were present.
Developer Rob Pesser explained that they were proposing a two-story medical office building
that would be built in two phases. One would be 29,000 square feet and another of35,000.
Rod Despain explained that 50 North Street could go no further east than the Guth Property. If
the Guth's were to ask for annexation, the City would want that roadway in approximately the
alignment shown.
Lisa Guth asked if it was a donation or how that worked.
Kevin Bennett explained that it would be a condition of annexation.
Rod Despain added that typical cui-de-sacs were 100-foot in diameter and there would also be
some additional deeding as well. The Guth property was 165 feet in width and that was wide
enough to develop on its own but probably more effective if they worked out some arrangement
with the adjacent property for access. They were not landlocked from further development.
They had possible access from two directions.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE WOODS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99 ACRES
AT 1145 EAST 50 SOUTH INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, REPEAL
OF ORDINANCE NO. 02-11-38, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE PO-l
ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt explained that this was just to the west of the Gasser.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-04-14 approving the Woods
Annexation with instruction to the City Recorder to withhold the recording pending the
verification of receipt of all required materials including, but not limited to the conveyance
of water rights and street right of way area. Also, to approve the annexation agreement
relating thereto and approve the placement ofthe annexation area into the PO-l
Professional Zone. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS. COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
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There were no appointments.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt noted that in conjunction with the new irrigating systems in three of the parks,
Pioneer, Robinson, and Bi-Centennial, new brass ball valves were needed to be installed for
$629 per park. The total of the change order was for 1,887.00.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the change order. Councilman Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt noted that the Planning Commission was having a work session tomorrow on the
pending implementing ordinances for the General Plan.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 22. 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Richard Colborn asked for a change on page 15, lines 8-9 for the sentence to read, "They
recognized, as property owners, and that was the reason five ofthem were elected, they were
asked to go through and clean the problems up." Also on page 15, line 29 change, "land" to
"lane" and on page 17, line 9 & 19, change "A lady" to "Suzie Vega" and change "Kathy Van
Dyke" to "Kathy Goodwin" on page 5, line 42, and page 28, line 7.

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the March 22, 2005, minutes with the noted
corrections. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman LeBaron asked if Mr. Millheim had been given his checklist and ifthere were any
questions about that.
Howard Denney reported that they had met several times with him and his engineer. Right now
they were waiting for his engineer to provide several documents back to the City.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the critical item was that it was all subject to legal title.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MARCH 31, 2005. CITY COUNCIL SPECIAL SESSION
MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the March 31, 2005, Special Session minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 7, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the April?, 2005, work session minutes with a
change on page 1, line 23, from "their" to "there." Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Belmont, Blake, Cates, and LeBaron.
Abstain, Councilman Storrs. The motion carried.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met at 5:30 p.m. They reviewed the
City bills for payment, manual cash checks, and purchase requests over $1,000. They
recommended waiting a couple of weeks on the Cook Farm and Greenhouse request.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over
$1,000, and the manual cash expenses as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 9:22 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

~~'

u

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 4-12-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Jay Christensen, EMS Captain

SUBJECT: Good save by Police/EMS/Fire, Recognition presentation to be presented at City Council
meeting.

AMERICAN FORK CITY
PUBLIC SAFETY GOODSAVEPROGRAM
April 6, 2005
At 8:49 the morning of February 21, 2005 the ambulance was dispatched to
American Fork High School for a male who had been electrocuted at the
construction site. Initial information from dispatch was that the patient was
unconscious with difficulty breathing. Our first responder and police officers were
en-route to the call immediately. En-route dispatch notified responders that CPR had
been initiated. Upon arrival construction worker and Mapleton City Fire Chief, Josh
Diamond, was doing CPR. Lt. Andy Hale began to provide oxygen with a bag valve
mask. First responder, Rick Storrs arrived at 8:55, set up the defibrillator which
advised that the patient was able to be shocked. A shock was delivered and CPR
was continued.
The ambulance arrived at 8:58 with EMT-Basic Richard Larsen, EMT-Intermediate's,
Dean Perkins, Damon Nielson and Paramedic's, DeAnne Perkins and Jeff Francom.
The patient also began to breath on his own again. At 9:02 the patient was
transported to American Fork and at the hospital at 9:05. He was flown to the
University of Utah Hospital for further care and has since returned to work at the
construction site.
American Fork is fortunate to have personnel that have a high level of skill to
perform in emergency situations and are able to save lives.

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 12, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April
12, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Cal Houghton; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on an appeal by Shahbaz Janjua of a denial by the Planning
Commission of a commercial site plan for a car lot at 120 North Center Street.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat of the Chadwick Village Subdivision Plat A
consisting of7 lots at 50 West 430 South.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of the Sunrise Estates Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 15 lots at 960 East 350 North.
c.
Review and action on a revised Crystal Cove PUD Plat A consisting of 26 units at
980 East 220 South.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the 2005 Municipal Wastewater Planning
Program Report.
Review and action on the approval of a Class B Beer License for Asian Buffet at 101
North West State Road.
Review and action on a water transfer agreement with R.A. Woodward.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Nebeker
Addition Annexation consisting of6.92 acres at 925 North 900 West.
Review and action on the Gasser Annexation consisting of 4.78 acres at 1195 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, repeal of Ordinance No. 02-07-21,
placement of the property into the PO-l zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on the Woods annexation consisting of .99 acres at 1145 East 50
South including the Ordinance of Annexation, repeal of Ordinance No. 02-11-38,
placement ofthe property into the PO-l zone, and also the Annexation Agreement.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the March 22, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the March 31, 2005, City Council Special Session minutes.
Review and action on the April 7, 2005, work session minutes.

15.
16.

Fi~

Committee lleport indudiq action on the approval ofCity billa for payment.
Adj$nment.

Dated this 5 Jlay of April, 2005

h:_

~· aJ_

Richard M. olbom
CityR.eeor

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
BUDGET RETREAT
APRIL 19, 2005

The American Fork City Council met in a Special Work Session on Tuesday, AprillO,
2005, in the City Administrative Offices, commencing at 3:00p.m. City Councilmen
present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilman Jimmie Cates, Councilman Ricky
Storrs, Council member Juel Belmont, Councilman Shirl LeBaron, and* Councilman
Keith Blake. City Staff present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Jay Christensen,
Lori England, Sheena Parker, Pam Hunsaker, *Howard Denney, and Cindy Walker.
Others present included Barbara Christiansen.
Mayor Barratt conducted the meeting and indicated that there would not be a Work
Session on Thursday this week. He went through the agenda and pointed out that the
only item that may need discussion is the General Plan. He indicated that there was an
article in the newspaper concerning AF City vs. AF Police Department. He said that if
anyone is asked about it, tell them that we are currently in the midst of a review.

DISCUSSION OF THE CITY BUDGET
Mayor Barratt explained that as a 4th Class City, we need to recognize that American
Fork City Employees are under the jurisdiction of the Mayor, who acts as the Chief
Executive Officer. He said that he would appreciate everyone's support in this matter,
and would like to be advised of any questions or concerns that they may have in areas of
the budget or in the City as a whole.
*Keith Blake arrived.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS:
Cathy Jensen did an overview of the budget. She went over the Financial Statements as
of the end of March 2005, and pointed out that the General Fund Balance was
$990,000.00 in revenue, over expenditures. She indicated that there were still major
expenditures required such as (1) a transfer of$150,000.00 to the Fitness Center, (2) a
transfer of$25,000.00 to the Celebration Committee for the prepayment to Diamond Rio,
(3) Major Road Projects for approximately $232,000.00, (4) March's Special
Improvement District transfers to Alpine and The "Meadows." She also indicated that
the City is gearing up for Steel Days, Memorial Day, and the summer activities, which
will eat away (a bit) at the General Fund Balance.
Mrs. Jensen explained that all of the property taxes have been received, and if anything
does come in, it will be in the form of delinquent taxes. She indicated that the total
revenue is at 78 percent:

Motor Vehicle Fees are down a bit.
Sales Tax is a little low, at 72 percent (about $200,000.00 less).
Energy & Sales Use Tax is up (but ULGIT said not to plan on it next year).
Telephone Tax is up about 200 percent.
Business License Fees are pretty much in.
Building Permits are down.
Dog Licenses are up.
Police Grants are over what was expected.
LLEBG Grant came in better.
Road Fund Allotment is down significantly (County error).
Recreation Fees are up significantly.
Utility Late Fees- a portion is being allocated to Storm Drain Fees.
Cemetery Lot Sales are up real well.
Mrs. Jensen explained that in the Expenditures in the General Fund, the City is over
budget in the Fire Department and Literacy Center. The Fire Department is due to the
wrong GL number being entered for the Caselle program. She pointed out that there are
big expenditures coming up, and we are at 70.7 percent of expenditures in all of the
departments, which puts us just a little bit under, so we need to watch the budget very
closely the last quarter. She indicated that there would need to be a budget adjustment
made for the "Meadows" Project, since their last invoice threw off their budget a little.
She explained that the City is concerned about how to get revenues up in the Broadband
Department, since the bond is quickly being reduced. She explained that they are
$1,322,000.00 under, and a billing needs to go out (to the bondholder) for $99,000.00.
Mrs. Jensen explained that the Fitness Center is $136,000.00 under what was anticipated,
with a portion of that going to a new filter and adjustments to the swim team. Council
member Belmont questioned why the swim team is considered part of the City now. She
said that she receives several complaints about the water in the pool being kept cold for
the swim team, and also that they take up most of the room in the pool. She feels that this
is an issue that needs to be discussed, since a lot of the members of the swim team live
outside of American Fork, and do not pay taxes for the Fitness Center. Mrs. Jensen
indicated that the City has discussed charging them a non-resident fee. Councilman
Cates asked if the swim team produces revenue, and Mrs. Jensen said that they will, at
the beginning of next year, since all oftheir revenue will start to go to the City at that
time. Mayor Barratt pointed out that in the past, the swim team has used the pool a lot,
but the City never received the revenue from it; now they will continue to use the pool a
lot, and the City will receive all of the revenue. He said that Derek Rykert is going to
address the issue of the use of the pool, to make it more manageable. Mrs. Jensen
pointed out that when the pool is renovated, there will be a "lazy river" added, with
warmer water, for the elderly who just want to walk. Councilman Blake indicated that
there will also be an additional pool.
Councilman Blake asked how much was in the "reserve balance" of the General Fund.
Mrs. Jensen said that the City tries to keep it over $1,000,000.00, but the State guideline
doesn't allow it to go above 18 percent of the estimated budget recommended for the
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following year. She said that the last couple of years it's been under that amount, and last
year it was $800,000.00. Mayor Barratt indicated that the City has been trying to build
up the fund. Councilman Blake asked where the Heritage Sale Fund was put. Mrs.
Jensen indicated that it was put in the Capital Improvement Fund, which has a reserve of
about $1,000,000.00 in there. Councilman Cates asked if it wouldn't be healthier to work
with the 17 percent instead of a dollar amount. Mrs. Jensen pointed out that the amount
would fluctuate each year (if done by percentage). Councilman Cates indicated that if
you set it at a $1,000,000.00, it might not be adequate, but it might be if you work with
the percentage.
TENTATIVE AND PROPOSED BUDGET:

Mrs. Jensen went over the Proposed Budget projection. She explained that Property
Taxes are proposed increasing 1.2 percent. She said that she would rather project is
slightly lower, and open up the budget if we can. Other projections are as follows:
Motor Vehicle Fees are lower.
Delinquent Taxes did well, a 96 percent collection rate.
Sales Tax increased 1.2 percent.
Franchise Tax is going steadily down.
Energy Sales and Municipal Telephone Taxes are steady.
Building Licenses are healthy.
Police is doing well.
Road Fund Allotment was penalized by County error.
Councilman Cates pointed out that in the past, we have budgeted for Safe Sidewalk, and
asked why we didn't apply for the grant. Mrs. Jensen indicated that the budget was put
down in the Streets for Sidewalk Repair, and that some of the B & C can be used for it.
Mrs. Jensen talked about the Fire Protection and also the Ambulance Fees (which are not
up and going). She explained that the Police Contract with Cedar Hills needs an increase,
to cover animal licenses and a 4-wheel drive vehicle. Mayor Barratt said that if they
want a vehicle, we shouldn't be opposed to it, but we do need to know what services will
be needed from the City.
*Howard Denney arrived.
Mrs. Jensen went over the Boat Harbor, and explained that there is a time limit for using
the bond money. Councilman Blake commented that we should start dredging now, since
we have the funds, and because it is the best time to dredge. Council member Belmont
pointed out that in the past, the City has talked about raising the fees. She said that we
should find out what everyone else is charging. Mayor Barratt said that in order to make
that work, we need to provide more parking at the Boat Harbor. Councilman Storrs
pointed out that there is land for sale, just north of the boat club. Mayor Barratt indicated
that he has been talking to the individual that is interested in buying that property, and
was told that he is thinking of putting in a KOA, snack bar, and gas pumps, and wouldn't
be using all of the property. Mayor Barratt suggested having a parking lot that would be
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used for both the KONsnack bar and the City Boat Harbor. He said that there is a gold
mine in the Boat Harbor, but we need to provide a place to park the trucks (fairly close)
once the boats are launched.
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Denney what was the reason why we didn't apply for the Safe
Sidewalk Fund. Mr. Denney explained that we have used it too much in the last two
years, with two big projects. He said that the State only has so much money, and they
decide where it goes. He also pointed out, that to receive the money, the projects have to
be located on State Road.
Mrs. Jensen indicated that the Interlocal Contributions have gone down, due to Cedar
Hills dropping out. Mayor Barratt said that if they still owe funds, they should pay it.
Mrs. Jensen went over the Recreation Funds, and indicated that Doug Schneider had
estimated about $315, 000.00, but she took it down to $250,000.00. She said that Mr.
Rykert would like to see Alpine and Highland pay non-resident fees for participating in
the recreation programs. Mayor Barratt pointed out that some of the programs need
outside (of American Fork) participation, for use of their fields and buildings.
Mrs. Jensen went over the Library Development Funds, and explained that she hiked up
the Library Development Fees from $73,000.00 to $85,000.00, based on projection. She
then talked about the Senior Citizens and the Utility Late Fees.
Mrs. Jensen pointed out that there are 215 lots left to sale in the Cemetery. She said that
Ray Garratt has indicated that the (Binch) property, which the City has been interested in
purchasing, may no longer be available. Councilman Blake asked about the Beck
property immediately to the north of the cemetery. Mayor Barratt indicated that the
Beck's want $200,000.00 an acre, and he also explained that a lot of work would have to
be done there (bringing in dirt, etc.), because of the high water table problem. He said
that the City needs to begin looking (now) for the location of an additional Cemetery,
possibly south of the freeway. He indicated that at the end of the season, the City is
going to remove the Pony League Field, for the expansion of the Fitness Center. He
asked if we should save the Filly Field for possible Fitness Center use, or plan on
expanding the Cemetery there. Mayor Barratt said he hates to believe that the City would
have to pay $200,000.00 $300,000.00 an acre for land, just to put Cemetery lots on it.
Mr. Denney pointed out that the highest and best use for land is a Cemetery. There was a
discussion concerning the parking lot to the south of the Fitness Center, as to what to do
with it. Mayor Barratt said that the City should look at doing something there, but should
realize that the retaining wall is deteriorating and needs to be retained, which is very
expensive.
Mrs. Jensen quickly went over the Fines & Forfeitures, Police and Traffic School, and the
State Reimbursement and Rent.

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
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Mrs. Jensen went over the Miscellaneous Revenues such as:
Interest Income ($56,000.00).
Rents & Concessions (0).
Sales & Surplus Equipment ($39,000.00).
Development Fees ($22,000.00).
Plan Check Fees ($90,000.00).
Oratory Contest Donations (0).
Queen Pageant ($8,000.00).
Youth Council ($13,000.00).
Buck-a-Roo Rodeo (0).
Fingerprinting ($90,000.00).
AF History Book Sales ($200.00).
Mrs. Jensen indicated that the Amphitheater Rental is projected at $22,000.00. Mayor
Barratt feels that we should increase the amount of the rental fees from $450.00 to
$700.00. Council member Belmont suggested comparing prices to Northampton Inn's
rental fees.
Mrs. Jensen indicated that the City is projecting $43,000.00 from donations for the 2nd
AF History Book. Councilman Blake suggested having an electronic version first, on the
Internet and on a disc, and then later have books also. Councilman Cates pointed out that
there is a historical value to having a book in your hand. Mayor Barratt said that it was a
good idea to have both the electronic and the printed version. Councilman Blake said
that you should only be able to download a part of the book, so it won't affect the sale of
the book. Mayor Barratt indicated that the only way we are going to be able to get the
book published is to have a private group do it.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND TRANSFERS:
Mrs. Jensen went over the Contributions and Transfers such as:
Water and Sewer (no increase).
Redevelopment Agency (expect money to be able to be transferred from
Overhead Allocations.)
Storm Drain ($20,000.00) -looking at raising the fee to $3.00.
Water Sales (looking good).
Sewer Department (proposing to raise base fee projecting a loss).
Capital Improvements (expect a big one from the Heritage Sale).

DEPARTMENTS:
Mrs. Jensen explained that she put in a 1 percent raise for all City Employees. She
indicated that there has been several cut backs, in different departments in the City. She
indicated that she had met with the Employee Association Committee, and they
suggested having the Christmas Party during the day, and without spouses. They also
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suggested paying for the schooling that is needed for certification. They also suggested
cutting back on office uniforms, and have them only for those employees that work out in
the field.
Councilman Lebaron asked if the City could pay someone to redesign the City Logo.
Mayor Barratt indicated that it has been discussed several times. Councilman Lebaron
also suggested, as one of the benefits for working for the city, that all City Employee
have free use of the Internet (just a thought).
Mrs. Jensen went over the Health Insurance. She indicated that it increased 12 percent,
even with the change in deductible from $250.00 to $500.00. Mrs. Hunsaker pointed out
that it has not increased for the past few years.
Mrs. Jensen went over information on each department such as:
Election Expenses (Dick Colborn proposes $23,000.00.
Historical Committee (has gone down the past 2 years).
Special Projects (retreats, etc.)
Legal & Attorney Fees (Civil Attorney fees ifwe have to go outside of City).
Executive (not much change).
Mayor Unassigned (Secretaries Day, etc.)
Data Processing.
Fleet Management (Bruce Carter doesn't use much).
Public Works.
Buildings & Grounds (Ed Jones has cut way back).
Legion Hall (nothing proposed for this year).
Janitorial (projected $65,000.00 to be bid out).
Police & Courts (projected lowering it).
Mrs. Jensen indicated that the Police Department will be hiring 2 new officers, but they
will start at a lower pay than the ones leaving. She also pointed out that the Police
Department has to work 8 straight hours overtime, before they get paid overtime pay.
Councilman Cates asked why the Vehicle & Maintenance decreased. Mrs. Jensen
indicated that it actually increased; it only decreased from what they were asking for.
The Professional & Technical went down (blood draw/HP -not needed next year.
Councilman Blake asked about the State Computer Line. Mayor Barratt indicated that
the County wants everyone online, to help with updates. Mrs. Jensen said that the
Education is about the same, and the Animal Control will go up a lot. She explained that
by placing fees to the Timpanogos Special Service District, it lowers the Animal Shelter
fees (Animal Control is tied into the TSSD).
Mrs. Jensen went over the Fire Department Budget, explaining that they are looking at
hiring a full-time Fire Chief Councilman Storrs pointed out that the equipment for the
Fire Department is old and terrible, and needs to be replaced (especially the turnout gear).
Mr. Christensen indicated that it runs about $1600.00 to $1800.00 per person, for turnout
gear. Mrs. Jensen changed the amount from $15,000.00 to $18,000.00. Councilman
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Storrs pointed out that the City could look for grants, if the Fire Department has full-time
employees.
Ambulance (increase budget ifParamedic Certification goes through).
Engineering Department.
Councilman Lebaron asked ifwe had the funds to hire a new Public Works Director, and
give Mr. Denney a chance to work more on Engineering. Mr. Denney indicated that the
Storm Water person could help with that. Councilman Lebaron asked if there was a need
for having someone help with the supervision at the Public Works. Mrs. Jensen pointed
out that Rob Autrey is helping in that area. Mayor Barratt pointed out that we have to
weigh these decisions, and he feels that a Fire Chief is needed more than a new Public
Works Director. Everyone agreed.
Everyone took a short 5-minute break.
When everyone returned from the break, Mrs. Jensen continued with the breakdown of
departments.
Road Fund Expenses (paid off next year).
Sanitation (BFI).
Building Inspection (one employee may be retiring this year - would change
wages).
Parks (budgeted most of the temporary wages here - but would also work in
other areas when needed).
Senior Citizens (not much change).
Boat Harbor (temporary employees and some maintenance expenses).
Recreation (split Derek Rykert's wages to halfRecreationlhalfFitness
Center).
Beautification & Shade Tree Committee (dropped to $2500.00).
Councilman Blake said that the Beautification & Shade Tree Committee has done a good
job in the past, and feels that it's hard to have people work for us, with almost nothing to
work with. After some discussion, it was decided to raise it up to $5000.00.
Library (one new full-time employee, Lorraine Vance, moving from the
Literacy Center, working half time on the reading program, and half time for
the Library.
Literacy Center (pay half of their part-timer's health insurance - due to
negotiations for Mrs. Vance's move to the Library).
Cemetery (nothing unusual temporary help for office and Saturday burials).
Planning Commission (nothing unusual).
The Master Plan update needs to be done (Bear West Engineering is doing a portion of
it). Mayor Barratt indicated that they are looking towards hiring a new Planner, with a
Master's Degree in Planning. He said that at that time, Wendelin Knobloch would work
half time on Economic Development and half time on Planning.
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Non-classified (Youth Court - the High School is taking over it, Main Street
Program, Buck-a-roo Rodeo - $500.00, AF Queen Scholarship Pageantmove it to May).

TRANSFERS TO OTHER FUNDS:
Mrs. Jensen went over the accounts that the City projected as needing funds transferred to
them, such as:
Capital Improvements.
Celebration.
Fitness Center (Derek Rykert is working on improving management).
The Mayor suggested having different passes available for what you want; if you want
swimming and no classes, have a pass available for just swimming, etc. Councilman
Blake indicated that the City should watch throughout the year, and decided if the amount
that has been approved is adequate. Mrs. Hunsaker suggested charging parents that come
to swim meets, to help increase the revenue.
Special Revenue Fund
Arts Council (Doing very well this year).
There was a discussion concerning the comparison of the Arts Council to the Recreation
Department. Councilman Blake doesn't understand why the Arts Council is not treated
more like the Recreation Department, since he feels that they are parallel structures. The
Mayor said that the main difference is in participation. He indicated that Gust) the Jr.
Jazz program has more participation in it alone, than all of the Art's Council's classes and
productions added together. Councilman Blake suggested combining the Arts and
Recreation Departments. Council member Belmont said that she does not see the Art's
Council as a revenue issue; it's more of a "quality of life" issue. She said that she does
not think that the two are alike. She pointed out that the Art's Council mainly runs off of
donations and volunteers. Ms. Marsh indicated that it could be possible to use employees
from the Recreation Department and Fitness Center, to help out with the Art's Council.
Mrs. England pointed out that Janet Hicken, from Recreation, is already helping out.
Councilman Lebaron said that he would like to see an increase in Community Theater.
Council member Belmont indicated that attendance for the Scera and Pioneer Theaters
are both down about 30 percent. She said that these days, more people are interested in
participating in outdoor activities, rather than cultural activities. The Mayor said that he
believes that the Art's Council could use every dollar that the City would give them, but
he would like to discuss it further at another meeting.
Capital Improvement Funds (Ambulance, Police Fleet Vehicles are less -the
3 year lease commitment saves on fuel, Barleys, Fire Equipment, Library
Server, Cemetery Expansion- $100,000.00, Park Equipment- Mower Lease.
RDA Improvements (proceeds come from bonds).
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Park Improvements (trail grants- $492,000.00, leftover from current bond$50,000.00).
Celebration Fund (Steel Days Chairman needs to meet with Mrs. Jensen).
Geo Bond Service (all bonds are based on amortization).
Alpine Valley & Meadows (transfer out -to General Fund, based on
sales/property taxes).
Sewer and Water ($70,000.00 for new water truck, and $2,000.00 for
equipment needed).
Storm Drain (Councilman Blake suggested that it should be raised).
Broadband System.
Based on the budget that was briefly discussed concerning Broadband, Councilman Blake
pointed out that if we are not getting the revenue expectations, we should scale back, or
Broadband needs to demonstrate their income. The Mayor agreed. Councilman Lebaron
indicated that he thought there were too many employees in Broadband. He also asked
how many residential accounts are currently hooked on to Broadband. Mrs. Jensen
indicated that the number was around 1,200. Councilman Lebaron said that he feels the
ISP's aren't advertising enough. Mrs. Jensen said that she doesn't feel that residential
(alone) will support Broadband. Mayor Barratt said that the City needs to see some
performance made by Broadband; it's their responsibility. Council member Belmont
asked about selling it to Comcast. Councilman Lebaron pointed out that their product is
slow. Council member Belmont said that she feels the City needs to get the businesses
hooked on to Broadband. She asked why the "Meadows" or IHC Hospital isn't hooked
on to it. Mayor Barratt pointed out that it was the responsibility of the Broadband Team.
Mrs. Hunsaker said that Lynn Yocom indicated that Bank of American Fork has hooked
on to it. Councilman Blake said that we need a current status on it.
Fitness Center Funds.
Perpetual Care Fund.
Councilman Blake asked ifwe shouldn't charge more to cover the upkeep of the lots.
Council member Belmont said she is interested in private cemeteries. Mrs. Hunsaker
suggested increasing the price of the lots instead of the perpetual care. Councilman
Blake pointed out that perpetual care should be at 30-40 percent, instead of 10 percent.
Redevelopment Agency (RDA increment from egg farm working on EDA;
25 percent goes to the development of the egg farm, 25 percent goes to
approving areas for affordable housing, and the rest goes back to the EDA).
Mayor Barratt suggested meeting again to address only the items that were brought up in
this meeting. He set the meeting for Thursday, April28, 2005, from 5:00p.m. to 7:00
p.m.
The meeting adjourned at 7:40p.m.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 19,2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE OF BUDGET RETREAT AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Budget Retreat to be held
on Tuesday, April19, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at *3:00p.m. The Agenda shall be as follows:
BUDGET RETREAT
1.
2.

Discussion ofthe City's budget.
Adjournment.

Dated this 15 day of April, 2005.

~ ht. g)_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 19,2005
NOTICE OF BUDGET RETREAT AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Budget Retreat to be held
on Tuesday, April19, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street,
commencing at 5:00 p.m. The Agenda shall be as follows:
BUDGET RETREAT
1.
2.

Discussion ofthe City's budget.
Adjournment.

Dated this 11 day of April, 2005.

K h-,. (U_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 26, 2005
BUDGET RETREAT
The American Fork City Council met in a budget retreat on Apri126, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, commencing at 7:07a.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, Ricky Storrs, and *Keith Blake.
Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Lori England, and
Barbara Christiansen (who came in near the end of the meeting).
Mayor Barratt welcomed those in attendance. They projector was not cooperating.
DISCUSSION OF THE CITY'S BUDGET
Cathy Jensen explained that they upped the insurance expense a little from last time. There was
a need to increase the storm drain and the sewer revenues. She made a correction to some of the
projections and upped the promotional budget a little for the Christmas & summer employee
functions, and retreats.
Mayor Barratt asked ifthere were any questions in those areas.
Councilman Storrs commented that if the sewer department was losing money, they needed to
increase rates.
Cathy Jensen explained that they were looking at doing that.
Councilman Belmont added that the citizenry were already asking what they were getting for
their tax dollar.
Councilman Belmont stated that the Neighbors In Action were effectively not there and their
budget of $500 could be taken out. Heidi Rodeback had given her resignation and reported that
it was not functioning.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they might want to use that $500 toward a park dedication function.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Mayor Barratt stated that there was an amended agenda that was in the boxes. It was amended to
include the awarding of the bids for the 2005-2006 Water Improvements Project and the 20052006 Sewer Improvements Project.
Councilman Belmont expressed concern regarding the revolving Development Loan Fund and
the fact that it was going to allow funds to be spent outside of downtown. She did not agree with
that and added that the focus of the fund was to revitalize downtown.
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Councilman Blake agreed that was clearly the intent, but if no one stepped up from the
downtown, the funds ought to be used. It was unfortunate that there was about $60,000 in there
that were not used. The first priority was for the downtown.
The problem with the projector continued. The work session took a recess at 7:25a.m. and
resumed at 7:28a.m. Hard copies were provided.
Cathy Jensen explained that the promotional budget had been reduced from $14,000 to $10,000.
The increase was to put it back up to $14,000.
Councilman Belmont expressed that it seemed that everybody needed to tighten up.
Mayor Barratt explained that Cathy Jensen and Melanie Marsh thought that $10,000 was not
enough.
Councilman Belmont suggested that the retreats and parties not be held as often.
Cathy Jensen noted that $14,000 was what it had been in the past.
Councilman Cates agreed that they needed to cut the frequency, but they needed to keep the
quality.
Cathy Jensen stated that they were looking at just doing the Christmas party during the day and
that it be just for employees. It was mostly part time employees that attended last year's summer
party.
Councilman Belmont observed that if employees were not attending, that sent a message.
Lori England noted that the Summer Party was the only time that part time employees could
attend.
Councilman Blake asked about those departments that were having separate Christmas parties.
Cathy Jensen noted that it was Planning, Fire, Ambulance, Arts Council.
Councilman Blake noted that he was not worried about the volunteer areas, but the others that
were having their own.
Cathy Jensen explained that in the case of Administration, they had a potluck and brought their
own. She did not think the others were City sponsored either.
Mayor Barratt explained that it was reported that they hold the Christmas Party during the day
just with the employees and not with the spouse. That came from the employees. He noted that
Cathy Jensen and Melanie Marsh felt that budget needed to be at $14,000.
Councilman Belmont agreed with Councilman Cates that it was better to have one really nice
party rather than a couple of functions that were not.
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Cathy Jensen explained that they have asked everybody to cut back so much that there was some
employee disgruntlement.
Councilman Cates liked the idea of having the spouses. He felt it built support for their mates
that were working for the City.
Mayor Barratt noted that those comments were coming from the employees. By the time they
get to Christmas there may be a change and maybe that was what was being said. If it was in
there and not needed, it could be saved.
Councilman LeBaron suggested a nice Christmas party, an open swim for the summer party, and
not do gifts for Christmas
Councilman Blake thought having the Christmas Party at UVSC last year in a place that could
accommodate everyone was very nice. He asked if that included all the boards.
Cathy Jensen responded that it included full time employees and part time employees that had
been with the City for five years or more.
Councilman Blake felt that was a good approach.
Councilman Belmont felt that a gift was not needed.
Mayor Barratt commented that the City had never have done anything right as far as Christmas
gifts were concerned. Cathy Jensen and Melanie Marsh felt it was needed.
Councilman Blake felt to leave it at $14,000, but still to cut back.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that the recent park improvements needed to be maintained.
The Parks Taskforce suggested an additional $165,000 for maintenance. He did not know if that
was the number and that it might be a little high.
Councilman Belmont noted that had been addressed.
Mayor Barratt explained that there were a certain number of employees that would like to work a
little harder. This gave them that opportunity.
Tom Whitchurch arrived and made the projector work and then left the meeting.
Councilman Blake commented that personnel, was the key in maintaining the parks.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to allow Rob Autry who was managing the work force to
perform.
Councilman Belmont noted that the part time wage budget had been increased $10,000 over
what they had requested and that was addressed at the last parks meeting. They had been
meeting for over two years and she felt that the taskforce had addressed everything. Cal
Houghton had the fear and Heidi Rodeback expressed it.
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Councilman Blake noted that this year the parks budget was about $450,000 and next year it was
projected at about $580,000.
Cathy Jensen expressed that they had cut out conferences except for those that needed to keep up
certification.
Councilman Storrs asked if the City ever considered purchasing their own chemical toilets
instead of renting them. A separate company would come in and pump them.
Cathy Jensen noted that they w~re also used during Steel Days.
Councilman Belmont stated that the Beautification Committee would be meeting this week.
Their budget had been cut from $8,000 to $5,000. It had been cut to $2,500 but it had been put
back up to $5,000. The flowerpots for Main Street were $2,000 and there was $1,000 for trees at
the elementary schools. She wanted to see the Beautification Committee take back Arbor Day
and do those promotions because for eight years it was hugely successful. She attended one a
year ago and the kids didn't know anything about it.
Lori England responded that all of the schools knew about it.
Councilman Belmont felt that they should follow the National Arbor Day Foundation and do it
the way it was to be done.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the City was a member of that Foundation
Councilman Belmont responded that the City was not, but that they should be. It was always the
fifth grade teachers that did it.
Lori England stated that now it was only fourth graders. They were doing a wonderful job and
they were so excited.
Councilman Belmont continued that the Beautification Committee was supposed to have $9,000
for street decorations. That had been slipped into the Parks Department. When it first started,
Beautification was adding one or two things every single year, but that has quit. There were
other towns that looked a whole lot better at Christmas than American Fork did.
Councilman Blake commented that there was $2,000 in the Parks budget for Christmas
decorations this year.
Councilman LeBaron felt they could look at that.
Councilman Blake asked if it was working to have it in the parks.
Councilman Belmont felt the Beautification Committee worked very hard. The purchase and
design of Christmas decorations should be their responsibility.
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Mayor Barratt suggested that the Beautification Committee start putting together some things to
get for this year.
Councilman LeBaron thought that they could have a joint meeting with Downtown Inc. to
coordinate the look.
Councilman Belmont expressed that ifthey worked together they could have very nice
decorations in the future.
Councilman Blake asked if $5,000 was the right amount for the Beautification Committee.
Councilman Belmont was disappointed but expressed they were dedicated people and they might
be able to tighten up.
Mayor Barratt reminded her that it was at $2,500 the last time they met and it had been upped to
$5,000. He asked that she point that out to them.
Lori England reported on Arts Council Participation since July 1, 2004. The estimated total
number of participants was 24,994.
Councilman Blake noted that the Arts was a broad program and asked if there was parity of what
was spent per participant.
Lori England added that they had some people that were very excited.
Councilman Blake reported that Maxine Steele called about the symphony and their sparse
budget.
Lori England responded that they were given more than anyone else. The Youth Strings was
mostly pass through. The Youth Theater was also self-supporting.
Councilman Blake noted that the symphony was receiving what they requested.
Councilman LeBaron noted that Ms. Steele wanted to have a permanent home.
Mayor Barratt explained that there was a new fee schedule that would be proposed for the May
10, 2005, agenda.
Councilman Cates asked that they look at the $6.00 fee that was being charged for those going in
to the boat harbor to fish, yet the sign said that parking was $2.00.
Councilman Storrs suggested a season pass.
Councilman Belmont agreed noting that it could be like the Canyon Pass.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they talk to Cal Houghton. The Council would talk about the fees
at the Thursday work session before that meeting. The budget reflected this fee schedule.
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Councilman Blake asked how the launch fees were in relation to others.
Councilman LeBaron felt there should be a resident season launch pass.
Mayor Barratt stated that they had done that and it was abused. Some bought resident passes and
then passed them along to others.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that the City could increase its revenues by about $100,000 by
going to a justice court, even with losing the lease ofpolice/courts building ifthey went that
way. The juvenile court would still want space.
Mayor Barratt did not remember but he thought that the issue of justice court vs. district court
came up when they built the building. He agreed that there was probably a revenue stream there,
but he thought there was a downfall that ate that up.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they look at the wording of citations that were written.
Mayor Barratt added that the City had a jail in the police and courts building. They wanted to
use it as a holding cell.
Councilman LeBaron commented that Ott Dameron from Lindon could be contacted.
Cathy Jensen reported that she looked at the lease and the City could not adjust the fees until
2007.
Councilman Blake asked that some notes be put in the file to that respect. They needed to be
conscious of the revenue side of things.
Cathy Jensen reported that Police Chief Fox felt he could lease 13 vehicles for $99,000 a year
with $32,000 for hardware set up. In doing that they were tied for three years.
Councilman Storrs thought it was okay.
Councilman Blake noted that the budget for this year was $182,700 for the current budget.
Councilman Cates asked if that was all at once or if it was staggered.
Cathy Jensen reported that it was explained to her that he would get thirteen this year and
supposed that in three years, another thirteen would be turned over. She explained that there was
not an overage in miles and the City could buy the car at the end of the lease for $50.
Councilman Blake expressed that it was helpful to see the long term planning to meet the needs.
Councilman Cates commented that this was not a standard lease but of a commercial type where
they were not limited in their miles.
Councilman Blake asked if there were other long-term issues.
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Cathy Jensen stated that the motorcycles went through already. It was noted that the police
thought they could sell the other two for $25,000.
Councilman Cates asked how long the City was keeping the motorcycles.
Councilman Storrs thought that the City had to keep them at least two years. The City ended up
selling the last two on ebay.
Mayor Barratt noted that the police needed thirteen vehicles and motorcycles. His proposal was
to go one more year on the vehicles and not buy any. They had the City mechanic looked at
them. There was a little discrepancy there and police and then he found out that the motorcycles
went through. They were locked in on the bikes. The year before they came up short on what
they thought they could get them for. The lease maybe looked like a good option, but if push
came to shove he was not sure they could not get by without buying any vehicles for one more
year.
Cathy Jensen stated that last year they only received $82,000.
Councilman Blake asked why the purchase of motorcycles crossed fiscal years. He felt there
was a need to keep their purchases in the budget cycle.
Councilman Storrs asked about a fire truck.
Mayor Barratt responded that they were going to proceed to order the fire truck. They would be
leasing it for five years.
Cathy Jensen thought that they would order the ladder truck mid-year.
Councilman Belmont asked how old the current ladder truck was.
Richard Colborn responded that it was a 1979. One ofthe pumpers was a 1987 and the newest
pumper was a 1996.
Councilman Storrs noted that some ofthe personal equipment was in need of replacement. One
person's was issued in 1987. They should be replaced every two to three years.
Richard Colborn noted that of all of the calls last year, actual fires counting structure, vehicle,
and grass fires, amounted to about 40. The equipment probably lasted a little longer, but he
agreed that 1987 was a long time and when equipment needed to be replaced, it should be.
Cathy Jensen did not adjust any Fire funds because she was not sure what the new Chief would
want to do.
Richard Colborn reported that in the past the department was authorized up to 33 members. That
included regular members and active reserves. Currently there were 25 regular members and 3
active reserves.
Councilman Belmont asked about a full-time chief
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Richard Colborn noted that there were a lot more administrative things with regard to the Fire
Department to do since 9/11 including things from Homeland Security and LEPC meetings.
Councilman Storrs noted that was where they were missing out on the grants.
Councilman Blake asked what the policy was when a new member came in with regard to
equipment and if they funded any part of it themselves.
Richard Colborn answered that the department had always issued the safety equipment: coat,
pants, boots, gloves, nomex hood, and helmet.
Councilman Blake noted it seemed that they could bring on new members.
Richard Colborn noted that there was a class that started in November that finished last week.
There were now persons that were Certified Firefighters I & ll that were ready to come on.
Cathy Jensen stated that they City was still paying for some of the retired persons to go to
conferences and some of their health insurance and they were included in the benefits.
Richard Colborn was not aware that they paid those costs for retirees.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that they needed to brainstorm on the increase in fees, cell
phone use, and other things. He wondered if they could as a one-time thing to do something to
upgrade the City's image.
Councilman Belmont asked to know which image.
Councilman LeBaron stated that one of the perceptions that the employees had and other people
had was that the City was poor.
Councilman Blake commented that they had great coming potential.
Cathy Jensen responded that the City was being fiscally responsible.
Councilman LeBaron commented that more education was probably needed.
Councilman Belmont believed that was true. They all had their favorite situations, but to her
image wise, American Fork was on the right track, but they had to do something with downtown.
That was an image-breaker. They could improve that area with encouragement to use the
rotating fund.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he did not want to be misunderstood as there were some
wonderful things happening. The City had gotten some good press on The Meadows, the Parks,
and Starbucks. There was still need for enforcement of the clean up of the City. All those things
were still there that were looked at on the bus tour. They needed to also look at 'snipe' signs,
garage sale type signs.
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Councilman Belmont commented that Pleasant Grove had a solution. She would bring it at the
next work session. Image was so important.
Councilman LeBaron noted that in a conversation it was mentioned to him that there was no
draw to the downtown.
Councilman Belmont felt bad that they were cutting the Library part-time employees. She asked
how much was saved at the Library. She had a conversation with Sheena Parker. Some of those
people had been there for a long time and their wages were being cut.
Cathy Jensen explained that the Library was very interesting because even the part-time people
were getting a paid half-hour lunch. Melanie Marsh has corrected that. The wages were down
by stretching out the hours.
Councilman Belmont had gotten the impression that there was concern there.
Mayor Barratt commented that was the explanation.
ADJOURNMENT

The n:n~jourrs a.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
APRIL 26, 2005

ATTACHMENT
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE SITE PLAN FOR ALES
SCHWAB TIRE STORE TO BE LOCATED AT 485 NORTH 900 WEST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:55p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker,
Barbara Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Matthew ldema, Jay Ashworth, and Tod
& Krystal Smith.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the site
plan for aLes Schwab ire store located at 485 North 900 West. He asked for any comments.
Mr. Matt ldema explained that that Planning Commission recommended approval of the site plan
with some conditions. He stated that the applicant has no objections to the conditions.
There being no further comments, the public hearing concluded at 6:57p.m.
7:00P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE SITE PLAN FOR
CHEIRASCO MEDICAL PLAZA TO BE LOCATED AT 1135 EAST 50 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:02p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker,
Barbara Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Matthew ldema, Jay Ashworth, and Tod
& Krystal Smith, Ted Didas, David Peterson, Steve Sowby, Pastor Patrick Gatlin, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the site
plan for the Cheirasco Medical Plaza at 1135 East 50 North. He asked for comments.
Jay Ashworth explained he would answer any questions. He indicated the building would be a twostory medical plaza located behind Taylor Drug.
Councilman Belmont commented that the Les Schaub plan was very detailed and wondered why the
site plan for this medical plaza was not more detailed; it showed only three trees. Mr. Ashworth
replied that they went with less trees because of the desert climate. Councilman Belmont asked what
people will do for shade in the summer. Mr. Ashworth he felt the people would be in the lobby and
they optimized the space with drought tolerant landscape. Councilman Belmont was disappointed
with their landscape plan and wanted to see more trees. Mr. Ashworth stated the property was an
odd-shaped piece of property but with their recommendation they would add additional trees.
Councilman Belmont indicated she felt they didn't put much thought in the landscape. Mr. Ashworth
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admitted they did not put a lot of thought into the landscaping because they did not see the patients as
being outside. Councilman Belmont stated it was just a suggestion to add more landscaping.
Councilman Cates agreed with Councilman Belmont's comments.
There being no other comments, the public hearing concluded at 7:08p.m.
7:05P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE SITE PLAN FOR A
RET AIL BUILDING ON A PORTION OF LOT #3 OF THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER TO BE
LOCATED AT 45 NORTH 700 WEST.
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:08p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker,
Barbara Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Matthew Idema, Jay Ashworth, and Tod
& Krystal Smith, Ted Didas, David Peterson, Steve Sowby, Pastor Patrick Gatlin, Dan Richards, Kay
Robinson, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the site
plan for a retail building on a portion oflot #3 of the Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45 North
700 West. He asked for comments.
Mr. Ted Didas explained this was a retail building divided into two tenant spaces. It was noted this
was the very southwest comer of the Alpine Valley Center, in front of the detention basin.
Mayor Barratt commented that they will have a Dollar Tree store and a Big 5 Sporting Goods store.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they have made provisions for expansion. Mr. Didas stated they have
maxed out the pad site with this building.
There being no other comment, the meeting concluded at 7: 10 p.m.
7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMENT REGARDING THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF
JOSHUA COURT, A COTTAGE STYLE PUD, CONSISTING OF 10 LOTS TO BE LOCATED AT
360 EAST 500 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Steve
Cornia, Barbara Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Matthew Idema, Jay Ashworth,
and Tod & Krystal Smith, Ted Didas, David Peterson, Steve Sowby, Pastor Patrick Gatlin, Dan
Richards, Kay Robinson, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comment regarding the
preliminary plat of Joshua Court, a cottage-style PUD, consisting of 10 lots to be located at 360 East
500 South. He stated this is action item number two on the agenda and asked for comments.

Mr. Richards stated the cottage style development takes the R2-7,500 zone where attached twin
homes were allowed and separated the dwelling units; it has the same density as an R2-7 ,500 zone but
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with single family dwelling units. He felt it is a better configuration with a better feeling than a twin
home project. Mr. Richards indicated that the Cottage plan has been a plan that has been put together
in the Salt Lake area as well as Provo and Denver. He commented that the density is not different,
just the style ofbuilding.
Councilman Belmont asked about the square footage of the cottages. Mr. Richards stated the units
were about 1,300 or 1,400 square feet with garages.
There being no other comment, the public hearing concluded at 7:12p.m.
7:15P.M. RECENING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING AMENDMENTS TO THE
DEVELOPMENT CODE OF AMERICAN FORK CITY ADDING AND DELETING ZONES AND
SETTING FORTH REQUIREMENTS IN THE CITY'S ZONES.
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on April 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:16p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Steve
Cornia, Barbara Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Matthew Idema, Jay Ashworth,
and Tod & Krystal Smith, Ted Didas, David Peterson, Steve Sowby, Pastor Patrick Gatlin, Dan
Richards, Kay Robinson, Merl and Lisa Guth, Jess Green, Kenny Hogan, 6 members and a leader of a
Girl Scout group, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive comments regarding
amendments to the Development Code of American Fork City adding and deleting zones and setting
forth requirements in the city's zones. He turned the time over to Rod Despain.
Mr. Despain stated this is the first of what will likely be three or four major amendments to the Code;
they felt it best to divide them up rather than do it all at once. This deals with sections 2-3 and 2-4
which deals with zone establishment and various zones in the City. As the memo states, the
amendment would add the R1-12,000 and R1-20,000 zones; these are thought to be used extensively
in the south side or in some three units per acre area of the General Plan. It is somewhat a furtherance
of a request that has been expressed that they have a little bit of a larger lot size in the community.
Mr. Despain stated the second part to this is that it repeals the current PR-9,000 and PR-15,000 zones
and replaces them with the PR2, PR2.3 and PR3. The primary difference is that the density was
calculated on the net area whereas the density would now be based on gross area; it would make them
the equivalents of the Rl-20,000, R1-15,000 and Rl-12,000. Thirdly, it adds three districts to
accommodate the south side development. One district is the Shoreline Protection Zone, which
would be added that immediately adjacent to the shoreline of Utah Lake and would only permit
certain development that would not be injured in a flood. Another district is the Transfer of
Development Rights (TDR) Overlay district, which is basically the same area because there is no
development permitted, would allow for any densities available in the Shoreline Protection Zone to be
transferred to other zones in the city. The TDR Overlay District is a concept which Mapleton has
used, as well as Park City. The third is the Public Facility (PF) zone which would put forms of public
property and facilities among residential zones in a PF zone.
Councilman Blake asked how the Transfer of Development Rights work. Mr. Despain explained that
basically there are have two zones, the sending zone and the receiving zone. They will have to be set
up on the map. Mr. Despain stated they will have trouble with the receiving zone but they feel it will
be in the Rl-20,000 or the PR2 and PR3 zones would be the location for the receiving zone. Mr.
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Despain further explained that the practical effect is those zones will be slightly higher density than
what the base density would suggest.
Councilman Blake clarified that the Shoreline Protection Zone would be a long narrow strip that
would have the development rights transferred to the north. Mr. Despain stated that when they make
it so that development can not take place in one area, that becomes a "taking" and the TDR is a way
in which they can allow those areas that can not be developed a right.
Councilman Blake commented that in this case, where the shoreline moves quite a bit, what property
is in the Shoreline Protection Zone? Mr. Despain stated it is upslope from the accretion lands, it is
areas that for the most part is set by the 100 year flood line. Councilman Blake stated that it would
not be buildable anyway. Mr. Despain stated that in the history with cities regulating land that should
not be developed, the courts have upheld that the land has value; there was a huge case in California
where the courts went along with the property owner.
Steve Sowby stated he has talked to Mr. Despain about a typo that is critical and needs to be fixed on
page 8. It should read that the depth should be 100 feet and not 110 feet. Mr. Despain stated that was
correct and should read 100 feet deep as Mr. Sowby has stated.
Mr. Sowby stated his second item is on page 17 where it talks about section 10. All references to the
PR-9000 are gone. If this is adopted, it wipes out all the PR-9000 zones. Mr. Sowby state he feels it
is a mistake and feels they should adopt this document but strike that out. Mr. Sowby commented
that he does not know why the Planning Commission is afraid of density. He stated that he lives in a
PR-9000 zone; he felt the zone did wonderful things. Mr. Sowby does not want them to delay
adopting this, but did not want them to remove the PR-9000 zone.
Mr. Despain responded that this was not an effort to do away with the concept of a PR zone; but it is a
technical issue. Mr. Despain stated that the fears Mr. Sowby expressed would be addressed in the
further ordinances that come before the Council. Mr. Sowby stated the effect of the new ordinances
would reduce the density by approximately one-third; it provides for it, but with less density.
Dan Richards stated the new ordinances were based on gross where the old was based on net. He felt
the final destination would be close to the same.
Mr. Despain stated the intent is to make it fairly close. They have been in violation of the General
Plan for a long time because it allowed for 3 units per acre but the PR zones allowed for more.
There being no other comments, the meeting concluded at 7:30p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on April26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Kevin Bennett, Sheena
Parker, Steve Cornia, Barbara Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Paul Washburn, Matthew Idema,
Jay Ashworth, and Tod & Krystal Smith, Ted Didas, David Peterson, Steve Sowby, Pastor Patrick
Gatlin, Dan Richards, Kay Robinson, Merl and Lisa Guth, Jess Green, Kenny Hogan, Heidi

Rodeback, George Brown, Judy Price, 6 members and a leader of a Girl Scout group, and scouts and
their leaders from troops 332 and 825, and three citizens.
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The Girl Scouts from troop 1000 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Pastor Patrick
Gatlin of the Calvery Fellowship Church offered a prayer.
Mayor Barratt had the Scouts introduce themselves.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Mayor Barratt stated that the Starbucks and the Police Department. He wanted them to know they are
taking the Police matter seriously. They are proceeding to move forward to get answers to old
questions and any new issues brought forward. Mayor Barratt stated they will issue a press release as
soon as they get more information. As a council, they will move forward and get the matters
resolved.
Krystal Smith stated they have been in before with Mike Miller and the Joliet Subdivision and the
ditch situation. They had pictures of the progress of the project. Mr. Miller has been before the
Planning Commission with another project coming up. She is concerned that he has not finished this
project and would like the City to put a bit of pressure on him to make sure things get done.
Mr. Smith stated there is a grate at the top of the project; it has not been fastened and is a concern of
safety. The cleanout halfway down the pipe has no cover on it yet and is another safety issue.
Mrs. Smith continued that she has spoken to an attorney over this issue. She told the attorney that
from June oflast year to the end of the season using water from her renter's house to water her plants;
it took twelve hoses to water 3,000 raspberries and strawberries and major plants and trees. She
needs her water; there are laws that protect her rights. The attorney told her to put the ditch back
where it was. Mrs. Smith stated that if this ditch is not completed by Sunday, she is going to put her
ditch back to its original location so that she does not have to go through this again; that will take up
the entire northern part of the subdivision. She indicated that at a Planning Commission meeting, Mr.
Miller claimed it was finished and it was not; Mr. Denney agreed with that statement.
Mayor Barratt stated he was under the impression that the new project would not be allowed to go
forward until these issues on the Joliet Subdivision have been taken care of. It would have to go to
the City Council and Mayor Barratt did not think the Council members were inclined to pass it
without it being done.
Mrs. Smith stated that attorney stated as it stands, if she were to use the ditch and if something were
to happen, she would be held 50% liable.
Mr. Smith stated he would like something from the City indicating everything is done to the City's
satisfaction. Councilman Cates stated that won't happen for awhile.
Councilman Belmont asked ifthere was a way they could red-tag the project to force them to
complete the ditch. Mr. Denney stated he did not believe that was possible; red-tags are a form of
building permits enforcement. Mr. Denney stated that in the last week, they have put in 70' of curb
and gutter; this progress is more than they have had since the project began.

Mrs. Smith stated she is disgusted with this. She questioned how many months he had to have.
Mayor Barratt stated that on the down side, Mr. Miller did provide a bond for the project which gives
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him two years to put the improvements in. A citizen asked if the City can take the bond money and
finish the project. Mayor Barratt stated they can not do that until Mr. Miller is in violation. Mayor
Barratt stated the City is in the process of lowering the time frame from two years to one year; there
are some issues they need to discuss such as winter weather.
Mrs. Smith stated she is tired of the excuses.
Councilman Belmont asked how the Smith's were going to get the water. Mrs. Smith answered that
she indicated she has lined up a back hoe to dig the ditch in the original location; they are not going to
mess with this again. Ms. Smith stated the value of her raspberries, strawberries, and produce from
the trees are over $82,000. This pays for her son's nationwide archery competitions; her son
represents the State ofUtah.
Mayor Barratt stated this has been addressed and Mr. Miller has been informed of the matter.
Janene Jacob read a statement, which is attached to the minutes (see ATTACHMENT #1), concerning
the police investigations. Mrs. Jacobs asked Mayor Barratt if they are going to conduct an
investigation. Mayor Barratt answered, "Yes, we are." Ms. Jacob stated she will bring her red card
for an update at each meeting.
Jess Green stated he has a piece of land on the west side of the city that part of it is intended to be
sold. He stated he had addressed the City Council a year or two ago about following through with an
annexation petition that had been filed by Cassie Allred. Mr. Green stated he has issued two letters to
the City as well, but the Planning Commission has never seen it. He is upset because they are altering
zones and one of the zone he has suggested a like-use for is probably being deleted. Mr. Green stated
that will not serve anyone's interest as that property has been earmarked for RA-1, which would
allow for one unit per acre. But, there is a problem because across the street are 358 homes; it is
impossible for normal agriculture to be conducted in a situation where there is a high population. If
American Fork can not see it to follow through with an annexation request that has been on the books
for eight years, he is asking that a person be allowed to take a piece of the property down there to be
deleted from American Fork and allowed to be taken to Lehi where they have services. Mr. Green
stated he does not intent to be a buffer for anything. He was in the past willing to donate land for a
park; he is no longer interested in doing that. Do any of them have an object to them releasing it?
Councilman Belmont stated she has received two letters, but questioned why they are not being
passed on to the Planning Commission.
Mr. Green stated they have sent it to the City Council for that request. He is no longer interested in
fooling around. Mr. Green commented that maintaining a farm in the county is ridiculous. He asked
if any of them have an objection to releasing the land.
Mayor Barratt stated he did not think any of them understood what he was talking about. Councilman
Blake agreed. Mr. Green asked if they had read the letter he sent. Mayor Barratt stated he did read
the letter but did not understand what he was requesting.
Mr. Green asked who received the petition for annexation for that property on the West, next to Lehi.
He answered that the City Council did, and that it had been several years.
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Councilman Storrs asked why this annexation has not gone forward. Mr. Green stated that Mr.
Despain tells him that Ms. Allred does not want to do it, but she told him that it was sitting there until
she could gift her property away.
Mayor Barratt asked why he did not just make application with Lehi. Mr. Green stated that every
time anyone comes forward with such a request, they are told that American Fork will not let them
out because it is within their boundaries. Mayor Barratt told him to make the application with Lehi.
Mr. Green asked if they would then release him. Mayor Barratt stated he could not release it.
Councilman Storrs asked why it has not been annexed. Mr. Green answered that the Allred property
was in front of him and he can't get contiguous without them. Councilman Blake asked how they
could resolve that. Mr. Green answered that the application is still alive and all they would have to do
is act on it.
Mr. Despain explained that the Allred's presented a petition and a map to the City at a time when the
common boundary between Lehi and American Fork was uncertain. Shortly thereafter, the two cities
agreed on a common boundary and that solved the problem in the minds of the Allreds; they then
came to him and asked him not to proceed with that annexation request.
Mr. Green stated that was not done in writing; the City Council made the decision, not Mr. Despain.
Councilman Belmont stated that she read the letter, but she had not heard anything about this. She
would want him in American Fork. Councilman Storrs agreed. Mr. Green did not think he wanted to
be in American Fork anymore.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Green has a problem because he is not in an agricultural protection zone
but the Allreds are; that is part of the reason they do not want to proceed. Mr. Despain stated that
Mr. Green has a unique situation because of the Allred's property. As they may recall, the Allred's
asked that more of the property be put into the agricultural zone. He did not see the Allred's being
interested in going forward. Mr. Despain questioned if they keep it in the agricultural zone or do they
alter the agreement with Lehi and let Mr. Green go to Lehi.
Mr. Green stated if they read his letter, they'd understand that he had asked for very low density, and
because he wanted to do something proper with the creek area as a public park in American Fork. He
stated it has gotten to the point that he does not care anymore and he sees the Allred's, who are stuck
in the agricultural protection zone for ten more years. He requested that they let him do something or
let him out.
Kay Robinson stated he wanted to comment on the Rl-9,000 zone. They need to understand that if
the density is limited to 3 units per acre, they have eliminated the ability for projects like his project,
Quail Meadows.
Mr. Jacob stated that Mr. Green's situation sounds like a resolution that came about with Costco and
the property the City gave up to Lehi. He asked if this isn't kind of the same thing that Mr. Green is
asking. Mayor Barratt stated the two cities traded property.
Mr. Jacob asked if this wasn't similar and if they couldn't negotiate a resolution. Mayor Barratt

stated that yes, but he thought the City Council would like to discuss this and see ifthey can't resolve
the issue.
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Councilman Cates stated he would hate to adjust boundary lines, but if it is the only way that Mr.
Green can develop then he would be okay with the adjustment. Councilman Storrs wanted to look at
whatever they could do to annex the property. Councilman Cates agreed.
RECOGNITION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt read the letter from Judy Price nominating Sheena Parker as the Employee of the
Month. He asked Sheena Parker to come forward to accept the award of Employee of the Month.
There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt expressed his appreciation for Ms. Parker and her dedication to American Fork City.
PARKS COMMITTEE STEERING REPORT
Mayor Barratt stated that most are aware of the process of upgrading the parks; it is near completion
and Jay Bowinkle and Ron Ebert are the two people who have worked on this. He indicated that
Kenny Hogan and Heidi Rodeback were also on the committee and have done a wonderful job of
making sure this program kept working.
Mr. Bowinkle stated that other members have been involved in this process as well and thanked them.
Mr. Ebert stated it has been helpful for the city staff to be present at the meetings so questions could
be answered and decisions made.
Mr. Bowinkle stated that the Parks Master Plan included base data collection such as property
surveys, topographic data, soil analysis, etc. There was also committee coordination, approval by the
City Council, plans drawn, and the project started.
Mr. Ebert stated they are 80% done; there are only two more parks are needed to be done, the Art Dye
and Hunter Park. They have some punch list items on the other 25 parks, but they are close to 100%
on those parks. Mr. Ebert commented that they have improved 27 parks; 15 parks have received
irrigation changes and upgrades so they are all water automatically. He stated that one grant they are
working on would allow them to have master control over the entire parks; this would help to save
water by taking into consideration moisture and evaporation rates. Mr. Ebert continued that 6 parks
either have or will receive new grass; this totals 37 acres of grass. He stated that 24 parks will receive
48 picnic tables; 25 will receive playgrounds and 2 parks have two playgrounds; 2 restrooms will be
completed; 13 parks received trees, totaling 468 trees; and 4 parking lots have been improved. In
addition, there has been a substantial amount of infrastructure that has been improved including
parking, sewer and water and electrical have been added to restrooms and irrigation systems, and
4,000 lineal feet of sidewalk has been added to give ADA access to playgrounds. Mr. Ebert
mentioned that by reusing the existing topsoil, they saved $250,000. Mr. Ebert stated there is a
maintenance contract that will take most of the new grass through this summer.
Mr. Bowinkle stated they have saved the city money by having the city purchase the playground
equipment; that money saved was from sales tax. He commented they also brought almost $500,000
dollars to the City in grant money.
Mr. Ebert stated they were hoping to get done by the end of May but the rain caused delays.

Councilman Cates Jimmie stated that in the Art Dye park, they have two proposed fields for the future
and he questioned if they are laying any conduit for future lighting as they are doing construction.
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Mr. Ebert stated it isn't in the plan, but that would be a good idea; they have done that to the
restrooms and facilities.
Councilman Cates stated there was a wish list on all they wanted completed and asked for a guess on
the percent ofwhat has been completed. Mr. Bowinkle stated they are around a third of the whole
thing. He stated they didn't get the pavilions and the skate park and parking lot at Art Dye Park,
which are the bigger items, but all of the number one priorities were done. Mr. Hogan felt that on the
original list to target for, about two-thirds had been completed. The other items on the wish list were
not ever intended to be funded with the bond monies; they will come back to a future meeting to give
them a full run-down.
Councilman Cates stated he felt they were successful. Mr. Ebert stated that as far as irrigation
improvements and playground equipment, they were able to go beyond what they had hoped for.
Councilman Blake pointed out they were able to put additional things into the parks because of the
grants they were able to obtain.
Councilman LeBaron felt they did a wonderful job and that he saw the parks were well used.
Councilman LeBaron stated he believed some citizen groups were raising money for swing sets. Ms.
Rodeback stated the second swing set at the Hunter Park was provided for by the Parents for Parks
and Open Space. Councilman LeBaron asked if the foundation was still viable. Ms. Rodeback stated
the foundation is ready to go to work.
Councilman LeBaron pointed out that another issue is maintenance of the parks, and that has been
addressed as a Council. Councilman LeBaron commented that a suggestion was to put mulch around
the base of the trees and asked if that was being addressed.
Mr. Bowinkle stated they have a maintenance plan and asked that they keep the maintenance up so
that the parks will last longer. Mr. Bowinkel stated the trees will have a mulch along the base of the
trees. Ms. Rodeback stated there is a 2-foot skirt filled with mulch and is being done consistently.
Mr. Bowinkle stated that they have volunteers putting in the trees to save money and they were
supervised.
Mr. Green stated that they are talking about a skate park and asked where that would be located and
the cost. Mayor Barratt stated it would be located at Greenwood Park, would cost about $650,000,
and is funded thru the RDA.
Mr. Hogan commented that there are swing sets that can go into the park but they need to be funded.
Ms. Rodeback stated that each swing set, with the soft fall and installation, comes to about $3,500. It
was noted that for safety reasons, federal law does not allow for swings and playground equipment to
be combined; they have to be separate. Mr. Hogan commented he hoped the citizens will continue to
request swing sets and is hoping they will be able to find the money in the budget.
Councilman Belmont pointed out that Paul Washburn made quite a donation to Hunter Park and the
neighbors are grateful.
Councilman LeBaron stated it is a quality of life issue and hoped for donations.
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Mr. Bowinkle commented that the parking lot at Art Dye did not get a parking lot and suggested it
needs to be looked at; the cost would be approximately $600,000. Councilman Blake asked why it
was skipped. It was noted the cost was a large amount and would have taken up quite a bit of the
bond money; it was a lower priority. Mr. Hogan stated that for the same amount of money, they put
playground equipment in every park; it was a trade off.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs had nothing to report.
Councilman LeBaron reported that at the Utah League of Cities and Towns mid-year conventions
there were two breakout sessions. One was the revitalization of down town, which the Finance
Committee has taken steps in that regard. They also talked about getting citizens involved. He
thought it may be a good idea of putting a cross section of citizens together to look at downtown
revitalization. In reality, the downtown belongs to the citizens as well as the owners. He suggested
mixed use zoning with some loft apartments.
Councilman LeBaron stated the other session was zoning enforcement and what worked in other
communities and perhaps they could look at that a bit more.
Mr. Jacob commented that with loft apartments, when most ofthe downtown was developed the store
keepers lived above the stores. It is not a bad arrangement for people to do that. If they think about
the Thai Village, they live in the house as well as run the business. It promotes safety because they
have people there watching over it. He applauds Councilman LeBaron's thinking.
Councilman Cates stated he was going to report on the parks, but that was addressed already. He felt
the swings were a small amount and he hoped they kept some organization going to raise some
money for more swing sets in the parks.
Councilman Belmont stated the Nuisance Abatement committee is still working on zoning violations
and trying toward getting the ordinances enforced. The police officer working with them has made a
big difference. They have come to the conclusion that most of the offenders are rental properties;
they need to get with the owners and inform them that they are responsible to keep that area clean.
Councilman Belmont stated the Yard of the Month signs will be going up in the month of May
Councilman Belmont stated that April 29th is the National Arbor Day and she invites everyone to
plant a tree to beautify the city.
Councilman Blake had nothing to report.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt stated they will have t,he tentative budget prepared by the City Council meeting on
May lOth. He indicated they will need to schedule some public hearings and will have a Special
Session to adopt the budget on June 21st.
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Mayor Barratt stated he failed to mention the passing of Glen Wagstaff on AprilS, 2005. Mr.
Wagstaff was a resident of American Fork who participated in many meetings and was a kind,
considerate man.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE DEVELOPMENT CODE OF
AMERICAN FORK CITY ADDING AND DELETING ZONES AND SETTING FORTH
REQUIREMENTS IN THE CITY'S ZONES
Kevin Bennett stated there were a number of corrections that needed to be made; three of them
needed to be specifically addressed and if approved needed to be done subject to those corrections
and clarifications. There were reference issues that needed to be corrected as well as the 110-foot
depth change to 100-foot depth.
Councilman LeBaron stated this was very important and he did not want to delay, but he would like
some time to review the document. Councilman Blake and Storrs agreed.
Mayor Barratt stated this will be addressed at the next work session.
Mr. Washburn stated he would like this addressed tonight, as this has been in the works for years.
There is a lot of good work that has been done with this and many people are waiting for this to go
forward.
Councilman Belmont stated she wanted to talk to Mr. Despain in depth about this before she votes on
it.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code
of American Fork adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the City's zones.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt stated this will be on the next agenda and asked that the Council review the documents
and be prepared to vote on this May 1oth.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Council members
LeBaron, Blake, Belmont, and Storrs. Councilman Cates voted "nay."
Councilman Cates commented that he felt comfortable with the ordinance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF JOSHUE COURT, A COTTAGE
SYLE PUD, CONSISTING OF 10 LOTS TO BE LOCATED AT 360 EAST 500 SOUTH
Councilman Blake asked ifthis cottage zone applied in certain areas. Mr. Despain stated that there is
a separate ordinance dealing with the overlay zone which identifies the areas it would be appropriate,
which is basically the historical core of the community. What they refer to is the inner block areas of
the community and this is within one ofthose designated areas.
Councilman Belmont asked if these would be sold or rented. Mr. Richards stated he hoped to sell
them.
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Councilman Storrs moved to approve the preliminary plat of the Joshua Court, a Cottage Style
PUD, consisting of 10 lots to be located at 360 East 500 South as recommended by the Planning
Commission. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake questioned the layout and if it was the size of the building. It was noted the
footprint is 40 feet by 50 feet and that the dotted lines are the setback lines.
Councilman Belmont asked if the style will be identical. Mr. Richards stated it was approved by the
Planning Commission and the design will be similar to each other. Mr. Richards stated he did leave
the door open for another structure to be added, but the Planning Commission would have to approve
another plan.
Councilman Blake asked what the approximately cost would be. Mr. Richards indicated they would
be in the price range of$150,000 to $160,000 and the square footage is anywhere from 1,300 to 1,500
square feet.
Councilman LeBaron asked for elevation drawings. Mr. Richards showed them some drawings.
Mr. Despain stated that when granted final approval, the elevations would be made part of the final
approval; this is a preliminary plan. Mr. Despain stated the Planning Commission was somewhat
concerned that they would receive trailer or mobile homes; the design review is a part of this as well
as a commitment to what is proposed.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, CONDOMINIUMS,
AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF SATISFACTION OF WATER
RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A
TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN
THE FINAL PLAT AND ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO
HAVE THE PLAT RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a Les Schwab Tire Store to be
located at 485 North 900 West
Mayor Barratt explained this is located on the west of 900 West just north of the railroad
tracks.
Councilman Storrs commented that they must have solved the right-of-way issue. It was
worked out.
Councilman Belmont asked if this would require a plat. Mayor Barratt stated he did not have
an answer to that. Mr. Bennett stated this is the Nash annexation property.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Ordinance 05-04-15 approving the site plan for
aLes Schwab Tire Store to be located at 485 North 900 West subject to (1) the
completion of the outstanding conditions of approval identified by the Planning

commission, including, but not limited to, water rights, additional engineering,
capping/disposition of the existing well, and adequacy of drainage facilities; and (2) the
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road and access scheme, shown on the version of the site plan provided to the Council, is
specifically excluded from the approval granted by this motion and will require the
further approval of the road pattern portion of the site plan and probably a revised
landscape plan by the Council at such time as the access issue is resolved. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion.

Councilman Belmont commented that she would like to say Thank You to the Les Schwab
Tire Company's construction company. It is a delightful document. Mr. ldema indicated his
company draws the all ofLes Schwab's plans.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Cheirasco Medical Plaza to be
located at 1135 East 50 North.
Councilman Blake asked what is being planned for the building. Mr. Ashworth stated there
would be four different physicians; they have the anchor tenant, Heidi Harris, lined up.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Ordinance 05-04-16 approving the site plan for
Cheirasco Medical Plaza to be located at 1135 East 50 North subject to (1) actual
delivery of the water rights for the project, (2) verification of the adequacy of
engineering issues by the City Engineer, and (3) the Landscape plan to be reviewed and
approved by staff and Council. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.

Councilman Belmont felt that addressed her landscape concerns.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.

c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a retail building on a portion of
Lot #3 of the Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45 North 700 West.
Mayor Barratt explained this is proposed to be a Dollar Tree store and a Big 5 store.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance 05-04-17 approving the site plan for a
retail building on a portion of Lot #3 of the Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45
North 700 West subject to the verification of the adequacy of engineering issues by the
City Engineer. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO ANNEX
THE EASTMAN-HOGLUND ANNEXATION CONSISITNG OF .99 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY1020EAST30NORTH
Mayor Barratt explained where this property is located and commented that right now it dead ends
into someone's storage shed. Mayor Barratt stated the next item on the agenda is also in conjunction
with this.
Councilman Blake asked what the anticipated zone would be and if it was in the master plan area for

professional office. Mayor Barratt stated he was not sure at this time.
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Mr. Bennett stated he knows the access is strange but he is not sure on medical or residential; this just
starts the ball rolling.

Councilman Blake moved to approve Resolution 05-04-16R indicating the City's intent to annex
the Eastman-Hoglund Annexation consisting of .99 acres at approximately 1020 East 30 North.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO ANNEX
THE MAIN STREET MEDICAL ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.29 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY1025EASTSOSOUTH
Mayor Barratt explained this property is on the south end of what they just established the resolution
announcing their intent to annex.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution 05-04-17R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Main Street Medical Annexation consisting of 1.29 acres at approximately 1025 East
50 South. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON MODIFICATIONS TO THE DEVELOPMENT LOAN CRITERIA
Mayor Barratt turned the time over to Councilman Blake.
Councilman Blake reported that, in conjunction with this, there was an application that had been
reviewed by the Finance Committee which had been pending from 1999. The Finance Committee
reviewed the application of Steve Peterson, which is moving into the Christensen building. Mr.
Peterson indicated it would be helpful to him to obtain a development loan disbursed which was
approved in 1999. In the context ofthis, there was an overall discussion on improving all of
downtown. The Finance would be recommending that they proceed with the disbursement of $3 8,000
of the $48,000 that was requested. Councilman Blake stated they would also recommend approval of
the Development Loan Criteria as outlined, giving first priority to the CC-2 zone, which would be
from 100 East to 100 West, and it would recommend disbursement of the funds that would see that
development and the remaining funds would be open to application from businesses and tenants and
landlords from those areas.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the development loan criteria as proposed.
Councilman Belmont stated her objection is number 4 which would allow any other business in a
commercial zone. She did note that it was the very last criteria, but that would mean that anyone,
including Woodbury Corporation, could apply for the loan. She felt they needed to focus on the
downtown historical zone or the CC-2 zone, but she did not agree with "any other business area in a
commercial zone."
Councilman Blake stated the thinking of the Finance Committee was that if there were no other
applications in the other areas, that would be the last priority. Councilman LeBaron stated it didn't
necessarily have to be acted on, but was more of a fail safe. Councilman LeBaron stated that as a
Finance Committee, they would be reluctant to get to criteria items 3 or 4.
Councilman Belmont stated that those people in the downtown are the ones who have suffered.
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Councilman Cates stated that if funds were available, but the downtown people aren't ready to move
but were ready at a later date, the funds could be gone. Councilman Belmont stated that is what
worries her.
Mr. Bennett stated that he was concerned with "any other business area" so it was changed to
"commercial area." If they look at the history of the fund, it has been used for those areas in items 3
or 4, and that is all that has happened.
Councilman Belmont hopes that everyone in the downtown area will be notified so they are aware of
the funds. She does not agree with item number 4.
Mr. Bennett explained that is why criteria items 3 and 4 were included.
Mr. Green stated he would object very strongly to the existence of #4, because putting together the
package for the downtown area is very difficult and time consuming. He commented that if the
possibility is there, the big muscle can come from somewhere else and they will get the money over
someone who is putting together a package that won't take place for a couple of hears, at which time
that money will be gone. Mr. Green stated mistakes made in the past were not justification to go
forward and do it again.
Councilman Blake stated when they look at item 3, it mentions that the purpose is to enhance the
central business district.

Councilman Blake moved to remove zoning item number four, leaving three classifications
which would qualify for the loan. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Mr. Jacob questioned what was being approved. It was clarified that it would be all the criteria.
Mr. Jacob stated he had a question on item number 7 where it discusses liens. The problem is that
they are going to disenfranchise the tenant because the tenant can't force the property owner to lien
the property. Anybody who rents the building is cut out of it. Mr. Bennett stated that ifthey are
going to change the property, they would need to get the agreement of the owner. Mr. Bennett
continued that if they have made improvements to someone else's property and we would want the
owner's approval anyway. It would have to be joined on with the owner of the property; then the lien
isn't a problem. They would need to make it a condition of the lessee that they get the approval of the
owner.
Mr. Jacob stated that when property is leased, there are different ways to do it. Every lease he has
seen, specifically requires the consent to make the improvements but not for a lien against the real
property. For instance, if a tenant would like to add internet access, they can do so at their expense,
and if necessary get a loan for that improvement, but not require the landlord to lien his property. It is
discriminatory. He didn't know of any lease that allows the tenant to make improvements and
automatically liens the real property of the landlord.
Councilman LeBaron stated this requires the landlord to be part of the process if they are going to use
city funds to do it.

Councilman Blake asked what Mr. Jacob would suggest if a lien wasn't placed. Mr. Jacob stated they
would have to secure it some other way; you can't force a landlord to lien his property because his
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tenant wants to borrow money from Downtown. Mayor Barratt didn't think it would force them. Mr.
Jacob stated that it would force the renter to not borrow the money. Mayor stated that it doesn't force
the landlord to accept the lien. Mr. Jacob stated that would force the tenants out of using the money.
Mayor Barratt stated that is what it does, but he doesn't know if that is what they want to do.
There was a discussion on what can be used as assets against the loan. It was noted they could lien
the tenant's assets. Mr. Jacob commented that they could lien the borrower's house. Councilman
Blake stated that number six states there will be a personal guarantee, which would lien the other
assets. Councilman Blake stated that maybe they could change it to read that they could place a lien
against the tenant real property and equipment. Councilman LeBaron suggested it be tenants real
property and/or other assets.
Mr. Jacob stated they need to keep the landlord out or the landlord won't allow the project to go
through.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had a business in which they made a significant amount of
improvements to the building and when they closed the business they could only take what they could
move. All of the improvements had to stay.
Councilman Blake stated they could change item #7 to read "collateral to secure loan shall be
required, a lien shall be placed on the tenants real property and/or other assets and equipment and
further collateral may be requested. Councilman Storrs agreed with the change.
Mr. Brown asked for the comment to read as such that security will be given in the form of real
property or personal property sufficient to secure the loan. Then, the tenant can provide personal
property.

Councilman Blake added to his motion that they change item #7 to read "collateral to secure
loan shall be required. Sufficient security will be given in the form of personal and/or real
property to secure the loan." Councilman Storrs agreed to the amendment to the motion.
Mayor Barratt clarified that the motion was to approve the Development Loan Criteria with the
deletion of the fourth item under the criteria and that number seven will now read that "collateral to
secure loan shall be required. Sufficient security will be given in the form of personal and/or real
property to secure the loan."

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Councilman Cates stated that the project behind the Yogurt Parlor is a big improvement. Mr. Jacob
stated it was a warehouse for a tenant.
Councilman Belmont asked if that building was an old saw mill. Mr. Jacob stated it was; it was
converted and added on with the covered loading dock. Mr. Jacob stated they decided to keep the
historical profile of the roof and then the stucco added. Mr. Jacob stated they will be doing a fa9ade
on the Six Star building and will be completed by Steel Days.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON JANITORIAL SUPPLIES AND JANITORIAL

SERVICES
Melanie Marsh stated they are going to re-bid separately for the services and for the supplies.
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Councilman Storrs moved to approve going to bid on janitorial supplies and services.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH UDOT FOR THE DESIGN OF THE ART
DYE TRAIL SYSTEM
Mr. Denney stated that a grant was applied for in the amount of$493,000, which includes a 20%
match by the City, to construct a trail from the Art Dye Center up to the north boundary of American
Fork City. This is the effort to go into the design at this point in time to select Horrocks Engineers
and to enter into a contract to progress and go through the design for the project. Mr. Denney stated
that the City's share is $14,000 for the design. This approves the contract and the payment of
$14,000 advance payment to UDOT; ifless, we get some back, more we pay the difference.
Councilman Blake asked if this is a budget item and where the funds would come from. Ms. Jensen
stated she did not know where the funds would come from at this point. Mr. Denney stated the
construction of the project will be in the next budget year.
Mr. Green asked if the plans include equestrian use. Mr. Denney stated it did not.
Councilman Cates asked ifthere was a trail now. Mr. Denney stated it was a dirt trail currently but
this grant is for an asphalt trail. Mayor Barratt commented that when the canal is covered, he thought
there would be an equestrian trail, but that this grant is for a walking trail.
Councilman Cates asked if it would eliminate the equestrian activity that has been up there.
Councilman Belmont stated she did not think it was the same trail.
Mr. Bennett stated there were some things left out and they need to include some information in the
approval. In the first paragraph, they need to insert "American Fork City" after the word "and" in the
second line. They would also need to add "City Council" right after "acting through its." Mr.
Bennett stated they would need to insert the project number in the second paragraph as well as the
identification number. Also, in the 3rd paragraph, we need to indicate that Horrocks Engineers has
been selected to be the consultant.

Mayor Barratt asked if there was a document with that information included. Mr. Bennett stated this
is what he was given. Mayor Barratt stated they need to contact UDOT for an agreement with the
information included.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the agreement with UDOT for the design of the Art Dye
Trail System with the changes Mr. Bennett has requested. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH UDOT REGARDING THE
RELOCATION OF A WATER LINE AND FIBER OPTIC CABLE WITH REGARD TO THE 300
WEST AND I-15 BRIDGE PROJECT
Mr. Denney stated that as part of the improvements on I-15, they are putting in an HOV lane. On 300
West, the bridge will have to be widened and in doing that they come into conflict with the water line
and the fiber optic. UDOT has come to the City and stated that any work they do in relocating those
will be 100% reimbursed.
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Councilman Storrs moved to approve the agreement with UDOT regarding the relocation of a
water line and fiber optic cable with regard to the 300 West and 1-15 project. Councilman
Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE BID FOR THE 2005-2006 WATER
~PROVEMENTSPROJECT

Mr. Denney stated that they opened bids on the Water and Sewer improvement projects. A few
weeks ago, they were authorized to go to bid. He indicated they received five bids for the water
improvement project. Mr. Denney stated the apparent low bidder was Dunn Construction in the
amount of$197,357.17, which is substantially lower than the Engineers estimate. Mr. Denney stated
that Dunn Construction has done projects for the City and have done well. Horrocks Engineers
checked things and recommended they award the bid to Dunn Construction.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the recommendation and award the bid as proposed.
Councilman Cates seconded. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE BID FOR THE 2005-2006 SEWER
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
Mr. Denney stated there were three bids received for the sewer project from Nolan and Sons,
Counterpoint Construction, and CH Nix Construction. The low bid from Nolan and Sons was for
$203,572.00, which is 32% over the Engineers estimate. Mr. Denney explained that when the
calculated the estimate, they referenced the last years bursting prices. The contractors who did the
work last year were too busy to bid. Mr. Denney assumed the materials price also went up.
Mr. Denney stated that they may want to include the alternate bid which takes the amount to
$286,944.00, which would include 400 East. That is the area where they have had about five sewer
backups in the past year. Hopefully, this will eliminate a problem.
Ms. Jensen stated that in talking to Steve Parker, it would be more in our budget if they take the cost
and divide it up between two budget years.
Councilman Storrs commented that he knows this is important, but would it be worth waiting for the
other company to bid again at a later date? Mr. Denney stated they would have to come up with a
reason to re-bid, such as being over the engineers estimate. Councilman Storrs stated they have had
quite a few back up claims in the past year.
Mr. Denney recommended they at least approve the bid of$203,572.00 but thought it would be nice if
they could take care of more ofthe problem.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the award of the bid to Nolan and Sons as
recommended by the Engineer to include the alternate amount totaling $286,944.00.
Councilman Blake seconded all were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
Mayor Barratt stated he was not award of any appointments at this time.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt stated there were no change orders.
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REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt commented that they have some items that were scheduled for public hearing.
Councilman LeBaron asked which company would be leasing the cellular tower. Mr. Despain stated
that Crickett has asked that the cell tower be placed north of the Junior High School. Mr. Despain
stated that the requirements are 300 feet from residential zones and it barely meets that requirement.
Mr. Despain stated that the school district is favorable and has written a letter giving their permission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 12, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the Aprill2, 2005, City Council minutes. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake stated that Finance Committee met at 5:30p.m. and, as reported earlier, reviewed
the application from Steve Peterson and they recommend disbursal of funds and request that be put on
the next City Council agenda.
Councilman Blake stated they also reviewed the city bills and purchase requisitions over $1,000.
They added a fitness center reimbursement in the amount of$56.00 for some expenses, making the
total for city bills $89,225.02. On the purchase requisitions over $1,000, which totaled $215,656.40,
they made a recommendation to approve both the city bills and the requisitions. Councilman Blake
stated that after they had met, it was pointed out there was one additional requisition over $1,000 with
respect to the Parks project to Allstate Construction in the amount of $141,057.60. This would bring
the overall total to $359,714.00.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the payment of City Bills and the purchase requisitions
over $1,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Cates moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were
in favor. The motion carried.
The meeting adjourned at 9:40 p.m.

Terilyn Lurker
Deputy Recorder
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..ATTACHMENT TO THE APRIL 26,2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 5

WRITTEN STATEMENT OF JANEANE JACOB
(APRIL 26, 2005 CONCERNING POLICE INVESTIGATION)

1.

On Aprill9, 2005, the Deseret Morning News published a news article with a headline
entitled: " ... AMERICAN FORK POLICE INVESTIGATE CLAIMS OF
MISCONDUCT ... ", which states in part: " ... Police Chief Terry Fox said he learned
of the allegations Thursday and that after a meeting with American Fork Mayor Ted
Barratt, he agreed to start a formal probe ... " (A copy of the Deseret News article is
attached as Exhibit "A").

2.

On April21, 2005, the Daily Herald published a new article with a headline entitled:
" ... SEXUAL MISCONDUCT SUBJECT OF INVESTIGATION... ", which states in part:
" ... Mayor Barratt said when POST has completed it's review of the current allegations,
the City will then determine if the findings warrant bringing in an independent agency to
conduct an audit of the department. .. " (A copy of the Daily Herald news article is attached
as Exhibit "B").

Mayor Barratt, are you going to conduct an investigation of the American Fork police
Department?
I will bring my red card to each City Council meeting to remind you to report to the citizens.
I respectfully request that a copy of this written statement and Exluoits be attached as a
permanent part of the minutes of this meeting.

·cr.;;) ..... ,,.., ............

EXHIBIT A

Oeseret Morning News, Tuesday, April19, 2005

American Fork police investigate claims of misconduct
By Jesse Hyde
Deseret Morning News

AMERICAN FORK- American Fork's police department has launched an internal
investigation ~to allegations of sexual miscon~uct by one or more city police officers.
Police Chief Terry Fox said he learned of the allegations Thursday and that after a meeting with
American Fork Mayor Ted Barratt, he agreed to start a formal probe.
"Some of these allegations are 10 years old, and if they did happen, they didn't happen on my
watch," Fox told the Deseret Morning News.
"A lot of this is locker-room or bathroom innuendo," he said. "Let's just say they are sexual
issues. That's fair enough."
Barratt said the allegations come from a police officer who no longer works for the department
and, if they are true, happened years ago. He said he was frustrated that the former city officer
never complained to a supervisor before leaving the police force.
"'This officer had plenty of opportunities to come talk to me," Barratt said. "For him to just drop
a bombshell like this, it's very difficult."
Barratt said that, according to the former officer, other officers also knew of the alleged
misconduct but didn't say anything about it.
Neither Barratt nor Fox would elaborate on the allegations.
Controversy has dogged the American Fork police force for years. In 1997, a group of vocal
residents called for a complete overhaul of the department after complaints of police
misconduct and abuse, including allegations of sexual harassment.
A subsequent review by the Utah Attorney General's Office cleared the department of
wrongdoing.
Amid the complaints, former Mayor Jess Green tried to fire then-Police Chief John Durrant
twice. Both times Durrant was reinstated by the City Council.
Durrant and 14 other officers then sued Green and other city officials, claiming they had
violated their free-speech rights when they were ordered to not talk about the resignation of
another officer. Four other officers later filed a separate lawsuit claiming Green and others had
intimidated and harassed them.
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When Barratt took office in 1997, he vowed to clean up the police department. Before long, he
was the subject of a lawsuit filed by Durrant and 17 other officers, claiming he had threatened
to retaliate against any officers who had sued the city.

Barratt said he thought things had changed with Fox, who became police chief in October 1998
after Durrant retired.
·
"' thought things were going well," he said. "I thought I had got things under control since
taking office."
He said the most recent allegations "blindsided" him.
~e wanted to make sure this isn't just somebody saying something and leaving it hanging out

there. We wanted to have somebody come in and look at this," he said. "It's not something to
play games with."
Fox and Barratt said the state's Peace Officer Standards and Training- the governing body for
the state's police academy- is handling the investigation.
However, POST spokesman Doug Mcleve said an internal investigation of the city police
department must happen first.
"Hopefully we can come to the bottom of this," Fox said.

E-mail: jhyde@desnews.com
0 2005 Deseret News Publishing Company .
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EXHIBITB

'
Sexual misconduct subject af investigation
Date: nu,trsday, April21 @ 00:00:30
Topic: Our Towns

American Fork Mayor Ted Barratt confirmed the city has asked Utah Peace Officer
Standards and Training investigators to look into allegations of sexual misconduct
recently leveled by a former police officer. ,
But Barratt said most of the allegations are related to information that has come before
the American Fork Police Department in the past.
"There are some new allegations, but most of them I'm aware of are old," he said. "I
don't know if any of them are substantiated, that's what we're trying. to find out. ... No
one has any evidence at this point on either side."
Barratt said the allegations are against one or more current police officers and he has
asked POST to do a review. He has not received a timeline for completion of the
investigation.
Lt. Doug McCieve, a POST spokesman, said the group's involvement in the recent
allegations against American Fork police officers is only to the extent that officers may
have violated their peace officer certification.
"Police are responsible for their own departments, through their HR department, for
handling misconduct," he said.
McCieve said POST conducted a review when allegations came up in 1997 and 1998.
"POST (investigators) have to ask 'Does this warrant taking a police officer's
certification away?' " he said.
McCieve said evidence of crimes and thefts, particularly felonies, could invalidate a
police officer's certification. He said "certain types of sexual misconduct" could also
affect a police officer's license.
''VVhen a police officer commits a crime, then POST is interested," he said.
Mayor Barratt said when POST has completed its review of the current allegations, the
city will then determine if the findings warrant bringing in an independent agency to
conduct an audit of the department
In 1997, American Fork residents, with the backing of then-Mayor Jess Green, called
for an investigation of the department when allegations of misconduct and abuse
arose.
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During that time, Green terminated former Police Chief John Durrant. But the council
reinstated Durrant during an emergency City Council meeting.
·
During the investigation, Green issued a gag order that was challenged by police
officers in court, arguing that it violated the officers' free speech and due process
rights. They claimed Green and other city employees had harassed them and made
them fear for their jobs. In February 1998, a U.S. district judge agreed and lifted the
order.
VVhen Mayor Barratt took office in 1998, he issued an ultimatum to those accusing the
American Fork Police Department of wrongdoing to come forward with their
information by a specified deadline.
Barratt said partially as a result of the previous investigation, and partially as a result of
a new mayor, new police chief and a "new attitude" on the City Council, there was a
shuffling of department personnel.
"A number of officers moved on," he said. "It wasn't one thing but a combination of a
lot of things."

Michael Rigert can be reached at 344-2548 or mrigert@heraldextra.com.
This story appeared in The Daily Herald on page C1.

This article comes from The Daily Herald
htto://hark.theherald.com/
The URL for this story is:
htto://hark.theherald.com/modules.php?oo=modload&name=News&file=article&sid=S3160
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 26, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April
26, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:05p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a Les Schwab Tire Store
to be located at 485 North 900 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Cheirasco Medical Plaza to
be located at 113 5 East 50 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a retail building on a
portion of Lot #3 of the Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45 North 700 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plat of Joshua Court, a
Cottage Style PUD, consisting of 10 lots to be located 360 East 500 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding amendments to the Development Code of
American Fork City adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the
City's zones.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Recognition of the Employee of the Month.
Report from the Parks Steering Committee.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code of American Fork
City adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the City's zones.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Joshua Court, a Cottage Style PUD,
consisting of 10 lots to be located 360 East 500 South.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a Les Schwab Tire
Store to be located at 485 North 900 West.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Cheirasco Medical
Plaza to be located at 1135 East 50 North.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a retail building on a
portion ofLot #3 of the Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45 North 700 West.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
*10.

* 11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the EastmanHoglund Annexation consisting of .99 acres at approximately 1020 East 30 North.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Main Street
Medical Annexation consisting of 1.29 acres at approximately 1025 East 50 South.
Review and action on modifications to the Development Loan Criteria.
Review and action on going to bid on janitorial supplies and janitorial services.
Review and action on an agreement with UDOT for the design of the Art Dye Trail
System.
Review and action on an agreement with UDOT regarding the relocation of a water line
and fiber optic cable with regard to the 300 West and I-15 bridge project.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the 2005-2006 Water Improvements
project.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the 2005-2006 Sewer Improvement
Project.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 12, 2005 City Council minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 25 day of April, 2005

L fL..
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 26, 2005
NOTICE OF BUDGET RETREAT AND AGENDA

Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a Budget Retreat
to be held on Tuesday, April26, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East
Main Street, commencing at 7:00a.m. The Agenda shall be as follows:
BUDGET RETREAT
1.
2.

Discussion ofthe City's budget.
Adjournment.

Dated this 22 day of April, 2005.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
APRIL 26, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on April
26, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:50p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:05p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a Les Schwab Tire Store
to be located at 485 North 900 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Cheirasco Medical Plaza to
be located at 113 5 East 50 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a retail building on a
portion ofLot #3 ofthe Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45 North 700 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plat of Joshua Court, a
Cottage Style PUD, consisting of 10 lots to be located 360 East 500 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding amendments to the Development Code of
American Fork City adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the
City's zones.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Recognition of the Employee of the Month.
Report from the Parks Steering Committee.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code of American Fork
City adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the City's zones.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Joshua Court, a Cottage Style PUD,
consisting of 10 lots to be located 360 East 500 South.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a Les Schwab Tire
Store to be located at 485 North 900 West.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Cheirasco Medical
Plaza to be located at 1135 East 50 North.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a retail building on a
portion of Lot #3 of the Alpine Valley Center to be located at 45 North 700 West.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the EastmanHoglund Annexation consisting of .99 acres at approximately 1020 East 30 North.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Main Street
Medical Annexation consisting of 1.29 acres at approximately 1025 East 50 South.
Review and action on modifications to the Development Loan Criteria.
Review and action on going to bid on janitorial supplies and janitorial services.
Review and action on an agreement with UDOT for the design of the Art Dye Trail
System.
Review and action on an agreement with UDOT regarding the relocation of a water line
and fiber optic cable with regard to the 300 West and I-15 bridge project.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 12, 2005 City Council minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Da7t~ ~711' 2005
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 5, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 5, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:13 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont and Shirl LeBaron. Councilmembers Blake, Cates, and Storrs
were excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Kevin Bennett, Ray
Garrett, Police Chief Terry Fox, Richard Colborn, Barbara Christiansen, Rod Despain, and
Howard Denney.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MAY 10, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
7:00p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plan for the Andersen PUD
consisting of 21 lots at 860 East 200 North
Councilman Belmont reported that she had conflict of interest with this item in that it was her
mother's property.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman Belmont had filed a disclosure on that and Councilman
LeBaron had also.
7:10p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 30 North 350 West
from the existing RJ-7500 to the CC-2, Central Commercial2 zone
This was just south of the Colledge Dance Studio.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the White Castle Annexation consisting of
1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South
This was south of Covenant Communications.
Regular Session
There would be a presentation of the tentative budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
Action Items
#1-Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming May 2005 as "Skin Cancer Awareness
Month"
There was no discussion on this item.
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#2-Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming May 9th, 2005. through June 5th. 2005 as
"Buckle Up America Month"
There was no discussion on this item.
#3-Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code of American Fork City
adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the City's zones
Kevin Bennett noted that some of the changes requested had been included.
Councilman LeBaron noted that he would not be to the meeting. He would be picking up his
missionary.
Mayor Barratt asked him to provide his concerns and he would make sure they were addressed at
the meeting.
#4-Review and action on the preliminary plat of Andersen PUD, consisting of 21 lots to be
located 860 East 200 North
This was the subject of the 7:00p.m. public hearing. Councilman Belmont and Councilman
LeBaron had declared a conflict of interest on this item.
Kevin Bennett explained that hearings on the vacation of the roadways would be needed prior to
final approval.
Councilman Belmont noted that the person buying it needed to do the road vacation. She added
that she had some letters from utility companies agreeing to the vacation.
Rod Despain asked if any of the utilities were on part of the road that was being vacated.
Councilman Belmont did not know. She would provide Mr. Despain what she had.
Kevin Bennett explained that they needed a response from all of the utilities.
Mayor Barratt discussed a sidewalk on the north side ofFleming Drive out to 900 East.
Rod Despain explained that there would be a sidewalk there.
Mayor Barratt noted that as it came to the east, it would stop and there would be a section on
either side of 825 East along the north side of Fleming that would not have a sidewalk.
Councilman Belmont responded that property was privately owned.
Mayor Barratt asked why there would not be sidewalk there.
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Councilman Belmont explained that it was called a protection strip. They were not allowed
anymore, but back then, they were allowed. It was there to protect them against another
developer from trying to connect into it.
Mayor Barratt expressed that all of the property was now going to be developed and it would not
serve a purpose.
Councilman Belmont responded that her mother still wanted it. It was about 250 feet long.
#5-Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 30 North 350 West
from the existing R3-7500 to the CC-2 zone
This was the subject ofthe 7:10p.m. public hearing.
#6-Review and action on subdivisions. commercial projects. condominiums. and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements: 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a. Review and action on American Fork Place Plat B. including an amendment of Lot #2 of
Seven C's Plat A consisting of2 lots at 130 North West State Road
This was just north of the roadway by the Family First Credit Union.
b. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat for Joshua Court Plat A, a
Cottage Style PUD consisting of 10 lots at 360 East 500 South
Rod Despain reported that this was the first cottage style development.
Councilman Belmont asked about the landscape buffer.
Mr. Despain stated that it was on the phase two of the commercial plan. They have yet to

see the final on that.
c. Review and action on the final plat for Wagner Subdivision Plat A consisting of3 lots at 29
South 900 East
Mayor Barratt noted that Lot #2 was an existing home where Ted Strong lived.
d. Review and action on the final plat of Temple South Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots
at 405 North 1100 East
Rod Despain explained that this was the property that was included in the Wen Hansen
Annexation area. Dave Millheim's firm was doing this development.
e. Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Crystal Cove PUD Plat B
consisting of 26 lots at 220 South 980 East
3

Rod Despain commented that this was required because of changes made on Plat A because
of the enlargement of some of the buildings.
Councilman Belmont asked about this plat
Mr. Despain noted there was some confusion about this plat The improvements were
constructed in lieu of bonding. There were still water rights required. He felt it was now
worked out

f

Review and action on the final plat of the Lesley Lane Subdivision Plat A consisting of 14
lots at 450 North 355 West
Rod Despain noted that this was behind the Andy Block home. The Block signature was
required to make it work If they don't get it, it might come offthe agenda.

#7-Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License for AF Junction at 105 East
Main Street
This was where the Speedy Turtle used to be located. It was across the street from the
Tabernacle.
#8-Discussion and action on approval of Steve Peterson's development loan
Councilman Belmont asked who Steve Peterson was.
Councilman LeBaron responded that he was the owner of Six Star. There was a question as to
whether it was already approved and did it need to be re approved.
Mayor Barratt noted that Mr. Peterson never made the application.
Kevin Bennett explained that there was a request by Mr. Jacob who was the owner of the
building. The amounts asked for were changed a number of times. He did not know about the
interest rate.
Mayor Barratt asked how it was secured.
Councilman LeBaron stated that it was a personal guarantee.
Councilman Belmont noted that there was a flyer in her box that he was going to do a party store
and he was moving to a different location.
Mayor Barratt noted that it would be the first enclosed mall. There would be Christensen's, the
office supply store, and this party store all operating in one building.
Mayor Barratt stated that the request was for a different building. He thought that the loan was
to be secured with some type of collateral.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that he raised those questions as welL They had the criteria in
which some of that was optional and some was mandatory.
Mayor Barratt felt there were still a lot of questions. How secure was personal property.
Councilman Belmont thought that they needed the signature of the landlord.
Mayor Barratt explained that if they were going to put in some machinery, the City could take
collateral against that machinery.
Councilman Belmont thought that they could attach it to personal property and that was what
was going to have to be done.
#9-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
There were no appointments.
#10-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
# 11-Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was no discussion on this item or the items on the minutes and Finance Committee.
DISCUSSION ON FEE INCREASES, INCLUDING SEWER STORM DRAIN,
ANNEXATION, CEMETERY, ETC.
This item was not discussed.
OTHER BUSINESS
Mayor Barratt stated that the agenda needed to be amended to include a cooperative agreement
with UDOT, a Class A Beer License to the Devil's Divot at the Tri-City Golf Course, and a
request to annex the Naterra West Annexation at approximately 860 East 500 South.
Mayor Barratt noted that he had been talking to some people and they commented that it was the
best that the Golf Course had looked in a long time.
Councilman LeBaron added that they were looking at changing the name also.
Mayor Barratt questioned if it was to be a Class A Beer License which was just sales or if they
were planning on consumption on premise. That needed to be checked on.
Mayor Barratt commented that the Naterra Annexation was a large annexation.
Councilman LeBaron thought that N aterra meant, 'natural earth.'
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Rod Despain noted that Dave Robinson was the primary player.
Richard Colborn asked what the intent was for the Naterra West Annexation.
Rod Despain explained that there were seven to eight property owners. The intent was for a
planned community. Part of it spilled into Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Barratt added that it also included property owned by Perry Brothers behind Gold's Gym.
Rod Despain had seen the road plan, but not the specifics. They would see that in the course of
processing the annexation.
Councilman LeBaron commented that they have been told that it would include a charter school,
YMCA, and large open spaces.
Howard Denney explained that the Cooperative Agreement with UDOT was for a signal
coordination project. It would have federal funding for all but 6.77 %. The situation now was
that if the freeway went down, it was a problem, and cut American Fork in half With this, they
would have some control of those types of events. Also, it would put on the preemption for
strobe control on emergency situations. It would provide better access to the hospital in the case
of a serious emergency. The City needed to deposit $2,609.07 up front. He hoped for
construction this fall.
Mayor Barratt stated that there would be an executive session to discuss the litigation with DMP
and also to discuss personnel matters.
Councilman LeBaron questioned that that could be done in that setting.
Kevin Bennett explained that a closed session could not be held for a general discussion of
personnel but to discuss the character, professional competence, or physical or mental health of
an individual.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to add one more item, Review and discussion on
authorization to go to bids and RFP' s on Redevelopment Projects, to the agenda.
Councilman Belmont was distressed that one item got half of the money and she felt it was the
least worthy.
Kevin Bennett brought up April Ridge and Mr. Ferguson's gate. He was getting accused that he
was hold up progress.
Mayor Barratt stated that nothing should be done until the City got something back from Mr.
Ferguson's attorney saying that he agreed. Then they would take it from there.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 4:59p.m.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 5, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, May 5, 2005, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing
at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming May 10, 2005, City Council meeting.
Other business.
Adjournment.

Dated this 26 day of April, 2005.

lk,U
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 10,2005

ATTACHMENTS (3)
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PRELIMINARY PLAN FOR THE ANDERSEN PUD CONSISTING OF 21 LOTS AT 860
EAST 200 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on May 10, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused.
Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, J.H. Hadfield, Rod Despain, Lori
England, Ray Garrett, Jim Hardy, Sheena Parker, Richard Colborn, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mr.
& Mrs. Kenneth Earl, Dennis Earl, Ginger Hunter, John Belmont, Barbara Christiansen, and
eight citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
preliminary plan for the Andersen PUD. He asked for comments.
Councilman Belmont read the following statement:
"I am declaring a conflict of interest. My Mother, Lois P. Anderson, is the Trustee of the
Culver R. Andersen Trust As Trustee she is under contract to sell land to Jared Bishop
who is developing the Andersen PUD, item number four on the agenda. I am not
receiving any compensation on this transaction; however, I am a secondary beneficiary of
the Trust and may receive compensation in the future from the Trust. I have filed a
written statement of Conflict oflnterest with the Mayor. I have given a copy of the
conflict to the City Recorder and ask that it be made part of the minutes of this meeting."
The statement of Conflict oflnterest is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Mayor Barratt asked if there was anyone in attendance to address this.
Katherine Baugh stated that she thought the project would be beautiful. She was concerned about
the road corning out on 900 East right across from Barratt Elementary and it being just one house
width away from Fleming Drive. She thought it was a really big safety concern for children
going to Barratt Elementary. Anybody who had been there during school hours or took children
and dropped them off, it would be difficult to cross in front of the schooL The principal at
Barratt Elementary could not be here this evening but he agreed that it was a big problem. He
sent a letter to the Council. Ms. Baugh read the letter from Principal Dr. Ken Higgins. It is
provided in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 2.
Mayor Barratt asked if there was anyone else who wanted to comment. He stated that this was
action item #4 and there would be further discussion at that time.
There being no additional comment, the hearing finished at 7:05 p.m.
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PUBLIC HEARING-7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 30 NORTH 350 WEST FROM THE EXISTING R3-7500 TO
THE CC-2, CENTRAL COMMERCIAL 2 ZONE.
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on May 10, 2005, in the City
Hall commencing at 7:10p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Heidi Rodeback, Kevin Bennett, John Woffinden, and 5 additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 30 North 350 West from the existing R3-7500 zone to the CC-2, Central
Commercial 2 zone. He asked for comments.
Kenneth Earl expressed concern about the road on 350 West. He stated that he had talked to
most of the Council about it. There was a bad traffic problem there now. He showed pictures.
One picture was of a school bus that in order to make the turn from westbound Main, north onto
350 West, had to run over the curb. He commented that most roadways in American Fork were
40 feet wide. This was 20 feet wide. It was difficult for school bus traffic. They picked up and
dropped off children on 350 West.
Dennis Earl explained that 350 West was improved on the north but not at the intersection with
Main Street. He had observed those exceeding the speed limit. There were no sidewalks on the
south. He hated to see any more traffic on this small artery unless it was improved with
sidewalks.
Councilman Belmont asked if the builder was present.
Rick Smith explained that he was not the builder but represented the property owner and the
buyer.
Councilman Storrs asked if they could access off of Main Street instead of350 West.
Mr. Smith explained that UDOT had approved a 24-foot driveway offMain Street. They
recognized the narrowness of the road and the problems that exist. He had talked to the Mayor
and some other people in the City about it and there may be some option for the City to acquire
the corner.

Mayor Barratt asked if the corner was under contract now.
Mr. Smith responded that it was not, as of a couple of days ago, but the individual had talked
about buying it.

Councilman Belmont reported that she had a phone call from the LDS Church who wanted to
know if that building was old enough to be a historic building; which it is. They could not
decide whether to sell it or restore it. Apparently they decided to sell it. It was the Earl home.
Mayor Barratt asked if it was on the historic register.
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Councilman Belmont responded that it was not. They did not have enough money to get
everything on the historic register.
Rick Smith stated that was not his listing. He did not have anything to do with that property.
Mayor Barratt explained that the back portion of the property was in the R-3 zone and they
desired to have it all in the same zone.
Councilman Blake asked the anticipated use of the back property.
Rick Smith responded that it would be used for parking. It was all asphalt now.
Mayor Barratt noted that the use of the property would not change.
Councilman Blake commented that if it was not in a commercial zone the parking for
commercial purposes was a non-compliance issue.
Rod Despain responded that the R3-7500 zone allowed for residential use. It only had about 70
feet of frontage and could only be used for a single-family house.
Mr. Smith noted that there was a 161h-foot right-of-way across the back of it that went to a gate
for people who lived on 300 West.
Councilman Belmont noted that the use now was for parking, but if it was zoned commercial, a
building could be built there at a time in the future.
Mr. & Mrs. Gene Bernardo were present to explain that they owned that right-of-way that went
to the rear of their property. Their frontage was at 33 North 300 West.
Rick Smith acknowledged that the right-of-way would not change and it would have to remain
open to the Bernardo's.
Mrs. Bernardo commented that there were three bus stops on 350 West and 20+ children that
caught the bus there. She was not real thrilled to have their right-of-way in a parking lot. She
preferred the residential feel that was there now.
Rod Despain explained that the right-of-way could not be built on. This was just the zone
change. The intent was to take this parcel and combine it with the two in the front to make a
large parcel. Once that was zoned that way, there was nothing that precluded someone from
putting a building on it.
Jim Hardy commented that the tum off from Main Street onto 350 West was terrible. It needed
to be widened to correct that.
Dennis Earl added that both Kenneth Earl and his father Alma Earl had donated 8 or 10 feet to
the roadway as it existed now. As it approached Main Street it would have to jog east or west.
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Mr. Smith noted that his client was not doing anything with the width of the road. Ifthe City
would acquire what they needed it would be good for both.
Dennis Earl stated that a sidewalk was needed.
There being no further comment the hearing ended at 7:26p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
WHITE CASTLE ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.59 ACRES AT 950 EAST 400 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on May 10, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:26p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
White Castle Annexation. He asked for comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
Councilman Blake asked the zoning anticipated.
Rod Despain explained that it was a GC-2 zone in the front. He thought it logical that GC-2
would be requested for this property as well.
Councilman Blake asked if it was in the master plan that way.
Rod Despain did not know for sure.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:28p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on May 10, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused.
Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, J.H Hadfield, Rod Despain, Kevin
Bennett, Ray Garrett, Lori England, Sheena Parker, Lynne Yocum, Jim Hardy, Richard Colborn,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Heidi Rodeback, John Woffinden, Rick Smith, John Belmont, Heber
Thompson, Ginger Hunter, Mr. & Mrs. Bernardo, Jess Green, Paul Washburn, Barbara
Christiansen, Jess Green, George E. Brown Jr., Stephen Sowby, Dan Richards, John Lundin,
Steve Peterson, Scouts from Team 813 & Troop 934, and 14 citizens.
The Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Heber Thompson
offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
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John Woffinden asked the status of the opening of 560 West Street and on 900 West the
possibility of getting 500 North Street and 600 North Street to open into it.
Mayor Barratt stated that opening of 560 West to Pacific Avenue was still something the City
wanted to do but were in a state of financial embarrassment and not able to currently pursue that.
With regard to 900 West, they would be having a meeting with Lehi. There was some
preliminary idea for 900 West but there was no agreement. He did not believe there was going
to be a solution for a quite a period of time.
Ginger Hunter, President of the Cemetery Committee commented that the Cemetery was
beautiful. It was established in 1880. Many were buried there. She asked how many thought
that there was adequate room for the future. They needed to do some expansion. It had reached
a critical point. She cared for the cemetery. The Cemetery Committee put on the Memorial Day
Ceremony and it was a wonderful event. A few veterans would address the audience. She
invited everyone to attend. Millie McQuivey would be doing some patriotic numbers. A letter
was provided and it is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 3.
Mark Strickland provided a couple of pictures to the City CounciL He was present trying to find
out policies on beautification or landscaping. He lived at 284 West 1080 North and in their
neighborhood there was a home that had not had landscaping for the last ten years and that had
been given citations in the past. The problem had grown to where there were gophers in the area.
He asked what they could do.
Councilman Belmont suggested to Mr. Strickland that he might want to join the Nuisance
Abatement Committee.
Mr. Strickland responded that it was his understanding that the City was unwilling to step up to
the plate and enforce it. A lot of the surrounding cities give a new home one year to put in the
landscaping or someone else would do it and charge them back. This was not an abandoned
home either. They had offered to help. It was cut down last year on the 4th of July because it
was a hazard.
Mayor Barratt asked the City's Enforcement Officer Jim Hardy to bring them up to speed with
what had been going on there.
Jim Hardy explained that the home was occupied by Hans Schaer. Over the past probably seven
years, each year he had notified him that he had to cut the weeds down. He was surrounded by
homes that had put a lot of effort put in keeping their landscaping and yards looking nice.
The audience experienced a water leak in the roof of the City Hall.
Mayor Barratt asked what legal counsel had advised him.
Mr. Hardy explained that legal counsel advised him that as far as he could see, the City was
unwilling to put in landscaping that the next owner didn't like. Our Ordinance did not provide a
time frame.
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Mr. Klemetson stated that when he was Community Development Director in Pleasant Grove
City, they put in an Ordinance that you only had two growing seasons in which to put your yard
in and they made it a Class B Misdemeanor. There were significant fines for violation of the
zoning Ordinance.
Mayor Barratt responded that American Fork did not have that type of provision.
Kevin Bennett noted that there were things that a property owner could not have and weeds were
one of them. The lack of landscaping was not. He was willing to look to see how other
communities were handling this type of situation.
Mark Strickland believed that in no case were weeds landscaping.
Dallin Fotheringham commented that gophers came onto his property and ate the rose bushes.
That site affected property values as well as destroyed his property.
Mayor Barratt gave direction that Captain Cornia and Jim Hardy and Kevin Bennett work on that
and have him cited. He asked Mr. Strickland to contact Councilman Belmont and to meet with
the Nuisance Abatement Committee.
Mr. Strickland wanted to make sure that something could be done. It was very frustrating.

Councilman Blake thought that the individual could be cited for both the weeds and the rodents.
Councilman Cates commented that putting in lawn did not insure that it would be maintained. It
needed go further than that.
Mark Strickland asked for an Ordinance to address the problem. It really was nothing more than
common courtesy.
Nan Kirkpatrick stated that it was getting increasingly difficult to get across Main Street at 300
West. Sometimes she sat there as along as five minutes and between 3:30p.m. and 6:30p.m. it
was nearly impossible. She had seen near misses there.
Mayor Barratt stated that they asked UDOT a year ago for a light there and they responded that
one was not warranted. They would ask again.
Ms. JaNeane Jacob asked if they were going to address the police investigation.
Mayor Barratt responded that they were in the process of reviewing the Department but were not
at a point where they could make any announcements at this time.
Ms. Jacob asked that when they got information if they were going to pass it on.
Mayor Barratt responed that they would. Right now their interest was in resolution, not in speed.
Jess Green commented that on 300 West and Main Street the best way to go west was to make a
right tum and then make a U-turn.
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Mayor Barratt invited Cemetery Sexton Ray Garrett to address the Council.
Ray Garrett explained that he had been privileged to serve the Community as Sexton of the
Cemetery for approximately 24 years and it had been a wonderful experience.
Mayor Barratt commented that Mr. Garrett had done a wonderful job and complimented him.
Mr. Garrett highlighted the fact that they were in a critical need of property for the Cemetery. In

working closely with Melanie Marsh this past year in looking for properties, nothing had panned
out. There were only 220 spaces left for sale. The Cemetery Committee was recommending that
they put a moratorium on selling lots and only sell on a need basis. For a husband and wife, they
would sell one for the deceased and then one for the partner for future use. They were
recommending it so they could prolong the activity for a short period of time and also to express
the deep desire that they were in need of land, whether it was land that the City owned now as in
a park and to make that transfer or to go out and purchase available land. They did have some
ideas to talk about at another time. Of the 220 spaces only about 150 were desirable as the rest
were against the sidewalk of740 North.
Councilman Cates noted also that in the case of the loss of a child, there would be the option for
the parents to purchase two additional lots.
Mayor Barratt stated that this would be placed on the next council agenda. They needed to be
very conservative with the lots that were available.
PRESENTATION OF THE TENTATIVE BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,
2006
Revenues
ChiefFinancial Officer Cathy Jensen provided a broad overview ofthe budget. She began with
the revenues. They were expecting increased sales tax revenues in light of the development on
the west side. She noted that a lot of that initially went to the SID. The net affect was that it was
not as great as what was expected in the future. The State has warned that motor vehicle fees
received by the City would not be as much as legislation might change those fees to age based
instead of ad velorum taxes. The Utah League of Cities and Towns has also warned cities that
the legislature was looking at limiting energy sales use taxes. The City was not expecting any
increase to those and was going to use the revenues from two years ago as the projection.
Ms. Jensen reported that building permits have slowed. As was noted earlier, the sale of lots in
the cemetery was going to slow and they might need to reduce the projection further due to the
proposed moratorium. The amount of the Fire Protection agreement with the County has been
reduced as the amount of County ground was shrinking due to annexations. They were
maintaining transfers from the Sewer & Water Departments and also from the RDA to the
general fund for allocated overhead and expenses. She explained that they were hoping to be
able to build the fund appropriation assuming the current year revenues would be able to stay at a
rate that was being experienced now and that lower expenditures would be able to be maintained.
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Expenditures
Cathy Jensen explained that they have been able to lower some of the insurance cost to the
general fund by allocating a portion to some of the enterprise funds of the City. They had
previously anticipated hiring a full-time individual, but were now recommending a part-time
person. There was an increase in the animal control budget because American Fork was joining
the North Utah County Animal Control District. In the past Orem City had subsidized that and
that would need to be picked up. There was an increase for safety equipment in the Fire
Department There was an increase in the Parks part-time wages due to the new pooling of parttime employees to better utilize them. In the Library they have added one full-time employee
and there would be a corresponding decrease in the part-time wages. There was nothing unusual
about the Arts Council expenditures.
Capital Improvements
Ms. Jensen explained that Capital Improvements included the purchase of a first response vehicle
in the Ambulance Department. Jay Christensen was working to get the paramedic program up
and running. They were looking at a fire truck lease for a new truck. They were funding police
vehicles and computers. They were looking at a mower lease for the Cemetery Department.
There were new server components for the Library and a van lease for the Buildings and
Grounds Department.
Personnel
Cathy Jensen reported that they were proposing a 1% cost of living increase and also a
performance evaluation pay increase that averaged about $50 per month per employee. The
uniform allowance would now only be given to those individuals who work out in the
community or that needed special safety equipment. Internal individuals would no longer be
given uniform allowances. Schooling would be limited to those employees that needed to keep
up a certification.
Ms. Jensen continued that a full-time Fire Chief was proposed and also an Assistant Planner.
They were proposing that the current Assistant Planner would take on some of the economic
development duties and the outside Economic Development Director's contract would not be
renewed. The City was funding a storm drain person and they would also be purchasing a truck
to keep the drains clean. The City was also bidding out for janitorial services. There would be
additional meetings and adjustments would continue to be made.
Cathy Jensen explained that there was nothing budgeted for pressurized irrigation or the
purchase of the debris basin at the mouth of the canyon. She asked if there were any questions.
Councilman Blake asked about increasing fees for cemetery perpetual maintenance fee and
animal fees and the cost of a license.
Cathy Jensen noted that a memo had been provided with regard to animals.
Councilman Blake noted that with a full-time Fire Chief it might be an opportunity to have him
as part of his normal responsibilities do safety and fire inspections. In the case that was alluded
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to earlier where weeds had grown, the Fire Chief could work with Jim Hardy and would be an
authorized person to cite someone. That person could be a strength in some of those areas.
Councilman Belmont noted that they were transferring $600,000 from the sale of old hospital
fund, to the general fund. She asked if they could do that
Cathy Jensen responded that it was internally restricted and could be done with the Council's
approval.
Councilman Belmont thought that was supposed to go to the firehouse.
Councilman Blake asked how much would be remaining. Cathy Jensen answered about
$400,000.
Mayor Barratt added that the $600,000 needed to be transferred in order to balance.
Councilman Cates commented that a full-time Fire Chief opened up things up for a possible
grant that would off set that cost. He questioned how much an increase in animal licensing fees
would actually bring in. He felt they needed to be more effective in enforcement
Cathy Jensen responded that the increase was proposed by the Animal Control District and as the
revenue carne in to them, the expense to the cities would go down.
Councilman Cates observed that every citizen would be paying a considerable amount for those
that did not take care of their animals. He did not think that was right.
Councilman Blake agreed that increased enforcement was needed.
Mayor Barratt mentioned that there would be budget work sessions on May 121h and May 191h.
The budget public hearing would be on June 14, 2005, at 7:00p.m. and the Council would meet
on June 21, 2005, at 6:00p.m. to adopt the final budget.
Bill Jacob asked if the budget was now available.
Mayor Barratt believed that on May 12, 2005, copies of the tentative budget would be available
for review.
Councilman Blake noted that he had a meeting with Tirnpanogos Service District and would not
be to the meeting on May 12.
Heber Thompson asked the amount of the budget and how it compared with last years.
Cathy Jensen stated that it was a 6.88% increase and the amount of the tentative budget was
$36,144,314.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Cates had nothing to report at this time.
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Councilman Storrs reported that Carl Chipman on 1100 East, north of300 North has asked if the
City could enact a 'jake brake' restriction Ordinance as the neighbors were getting woke up all
the time in the morning and night with semi's coming off the hill.
Councilman Belmont noted that the City had a truck Ordinance that showed where trucks could
be in American Fork and that was not one of the places.
J.H. Hadfield added that there were those that lived near the freeway off ramps that have asked
for the same restriction. He had a copy of the Ordinance that other cities had enacted and talked
to UDOT about what it would take to get the signage up.
Councilman Storrs asked that they continue to look into it.
Councilman Blake mentioned that the Arts Council was sponsoring the Community Choir
Concert this Friday and Saturday at the Tabernacle at 7:00p.m.
Councilman Belmont reported that Officer Falslev that was assigned to the Nuisance Abatement
Committee had made a huge difference. Their progress was slow however.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this time.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROCLAMATION PROCLAIMING MAY 2005 AS "SKIN
CANCER AWARENESS MONTH"
Mayor Barratt read a Proclamation proclaiming May 2005 as "Skin Cancer Awareness Month."

Councilman Blake moved to adopt the Proclamation as read. Councilman Cates seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PROCLAMATION PROCLAIMING MAY 9ru. 2005.
THROUGH JUNE 5ru, 2005 AS "BUCKLE UP AMERICA MONTH"
Mayor Barratt read a Proclamation proclaiming May 9, 2005 through June 5, 2005 as "Buckle Up
America Month."

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt the Proclamation. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE DEVELOPMENT CODE
OF AMERICAN FORK CITY ADDING AND DELETING ZONES AND SETTING FORTH
REQUIREMENTS IN THE CITY'S ZONES
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Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron expressed to him that the Ordinance ought to be
passed in its current fashion and tweak it in the future as needed and that they no longer hold up the
development that was being anticipated by its passage. Mayor Barratt concurred.
Councilman Storrs had some of the same concerns but he likewise did not think they needed to hold
it up any longer. If they needed to tweak some of it in the future, that was what they should do.
Councilman Blake felt the same. He added that one of the possible areas that could be tweaked was
in the PUD portion. In the Jordan area, Steve Sowby pointed out in the last meeting, there were
nice PUD's that required 4, 5, or 6 units per acre to make nice developments. They needed to focus
on design review. Density should not be the only focus. The development referred to was near the
LDS Temple there and had some density that was higher than this Ordinance would allow. He
concurred with the approval of the Ordinance with the understanding that they would look at some
of those areas and some ways to accomplish that. They needed to look at the whole picture of
things.
Councilman Belmont noted that this Ordinance was in the form that the Planning Commission sent
forward. She agreed that she would like to pass the Ordinance in this form.

Councilman Cates moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-05-18 amending the Development Code
of American Fork adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the City's
zones. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Jess Green asked if the RA-2 zone was being deleted.
Rod Despain answered that it was not.
Jess Green felt that it was something in concept that would allow an animal zone in which a person
could join with his neighbor and allow for animals. He felt the RA-2 would lend itself to that
concept.

All were in favor of the motion.
Kevin Bennett noted that Rod Despain had made some of the corrections, but there were additional
technical corrections that were not in the version that was provided to the Council but that now been
made and provided.

Councilman Cates moved to include the additional technical corrections. Councilman
Belmont agreed with her second. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PRELIMINARY PLAT OF ANDERSEN PUD,
CONSISTING OF 21 LOTS TO BE LOCATED 860 EAST 200 NORTH.
Councilman Belmont: I want to read this statement of conflict of interest again. I read it earlier
in the public hearing. I am declaring a conflict of interest. My Mother,
Lois P. Anderson, is the Trustee of the Culver R Andersen Trust. As
Trustee she is under contract to sell land to Jared Bishop who is
developing the Andersen PUD, which is item number four on this agenda.
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I am not receiving any compensation on this transaction; however, I am a
secondary beneficiary of the Trust and may receive compensation in the
future from the Trust. I have filed a written statement of Conflict of
Interest with the Mayor. I have given a copy of the conflict to the City
Recorder and ask that it be made part of the minutes of this meeting.
(The statement of Conflict oflnterest is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 1.)
Mayor Barratt:

Earlier in our public hearing we had a letter that was presented to us from
the principal at Barratt Elementary concerning the road that comes out of
this development onto 900 East. The road being at approximately, I
believe its 200 North. Is that correct? If the road is there, I am assuming,
to allow the development to have the ability to exit besides out through the
development that is to the west. This was just how it's laid out. I mean, in
order to give an entrance to the development, this is where, this appeared
to be the easiest.

J.H. Hadfield:

The road was also located over a high-pressure gas line so that means you
can't build where that is so we're putting the road where the gas line is
because it then becomes a public utility easement inside the road, sir.

Councilman Blake:

Could the road be curved to go out to Fleming.

J.H Hadfield:

It could but then you've got a place where you can't have a lot because
there's a high pressure gas line through it, so.

Councilman Blake:

Does the line go out to Fleming?

J.H. Hadfield:

The line goes out across 9th East and continues diagonally through the
playfield which is south of Barratt Elementary. That was why the
playfield was on the south side, that gas line goes through it and over to
1100 East.

Councilman Blake:

It would seem that the gas line shouldn't preempt safety issues.

Mayor Barratt:

And that's true. And I guess basically, like it has been stated, if the road
doesn't go on top of the gas line you can't build on top of the gas line,
there may be an impact on the way the project is developed.

Councilman Blake:

As I recall, the gas line goes across diagonally. I remember originally the
LDS Church had this property and the gas line went, goes somehow
diagonally across here and the LDS Church exchanged some property just
down the street for this property to help accommodate that.

Mayor Barratt:

As far as I know the Church never had this property.

Councilman Belmont: I think it was the school that had the property.
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Councilman Blake:

Maybe it was the school.

Councilman Belmont: But, I can't remember its been so long.
Councilman Blake:

Well, the gas line goes diagonally. It's on the map.

Mayor Barratt:

That's right.

Councilman Cates:

Mayor.

Mayor Barratt:

Yes.

Councilman Cates:

You know I have a concern on the safety issue here also, but, ifwe took
Andersen Drive and run it over to Fleming, it looks to me like we're
putting a lot oftraffic on Fleming Drive. We're kind of making a trade of
safety issues and we're not sure if one really is better than the other. I
don't have an answer for that.

George Brown:

I attended the Planning Commission hearing on this matter and Rod and
J.H. they were requiring this be a gated road, aren't they. That solves the

problem. Gated. So you can't have through traffic.
Mayor Barratt:

It doesn't say gated here, does it?

Rod Despain:

No, that was one ofthe conditions ofthe Planning Commission's
approval. But, realizing installing a gate and whether or not it will be
closed were two different things. But, yes the public improvements, or the
improvements required a gate to be installed.

Councilman Cates:

But even if the gate is not closed it still discourages thru traffic.

Rod Despain:

This is proposed as a private street, there was no question about it.

Councilman Blake:

I don't think there would be a lot of call for through traffic here the way its
configured. You see there is an exit out to the west. It does connect to
200 North. Is that correct?

Mayor Barratt:

No. No. That's just going into a subdivision.

Councilman Blake:

It is a traffic flow exit though.

Mayor Barratt:

When you're coming out on 300 North.

Councilman Blake:

Well there are three points of entrance and exits to the site.

Rod Despain:

The Planning Commission looked at this at some length as to what the
appropriate points of access to the project were. The feeling was that if
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you had enough points of ingress and egress that you would defuse the
amount traffic that would come or be put on any one particular street.
Both 300 North and 900 East are collector class roads and in a sense it's
an unfortunate thing perhaps we have a collector class road next to a
school but its still a collector class road and it was hard to ignore that
issue. Our feeling was that if it goes to Fleming Drive probably all you've
done is increased the traffic coming onto 900 East from Fleming Drive
and whether that matters, I'm not sure. Largely, it'll be dependent upon
which way people are choosing to go. If they're headed north, they'll go
out to 300 North. If they're headed south probably 900 East.
Councilman Storrs:

Rod, this is a question to you. Safety is an issue for me too on this. But it
looks to me, like maybe you answered it. If we went straight onto
Fleming it'd be worse, it would be a straight shot.

Councilman Cates:

You were going to have faster speeds.

Councilman Storrs:

To me it looks better having a curb there than going straight out.

Rod Despain:

While I can't say that that was the sole reason we did it, I think that's one
of the reasons why this didn't seem to us to be a bad alignment. When
you have a straight street that you can see to the end of, it has a tendency
to encourage you to move along a little quicker. Again, it's a private
street. It'll be 28-feet wide. It would be similar in character to the ones
that are in Stone Hollow so we don't really expect this to be a through
street particularly if its identified as a private street and most particularly if
in fact there is a gate as some part of that. The developers are not anxious
to make this a public street. They want to make it fairly tight-knit and so I
suspect there's going to be some actions on the part of the association to
make sure it doesn't gravitate to a public street by fast tracking it.

Mayor Barratt:

Let me ask you a question, also, you know the south side of this
development is an area that the school has had a concern with as far as the
weeds and the bushes and things like that. How is that issue going to be
resolved? Is there sidewalk intended to go along with the curb that's
there, to go along Fleming Drive?

Rod Despain:

The Fleming Drive will have then a sidewalk on both sides. On the south
it was already there and one will be constructed against or in the
immediate vicinity of the existing curb that is there. The existing trail
will, which is somewhat distant from Fleming Drive, will actually be part
of the trail system within the project and will be basically for those people
who live in the project. It will no longer be the way in which pedestrians
move to and from the school. The plan is that this sidewalk would be
constructed from 900 East to the western boundary of the project. There
still is a segment then between the western boundary of the project and
300 to 400 feet, may be that's too much, to the west for which there is no
sidewalk.
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Mayor Barratt:

Why is it that the sidewalk can't go all the way through. Why can't we
have a sidewalk that goes from 900 East over all the way through and
connect to the other sidewalk.

Rod Despain:

Well, certainly we can, Mayor. In discussing that and there was a lot of
feelings on the Planning Commission that that sidewalk ought to be
continued as an off site improvement. Ultimately the applicant said that
they did not acquire that property. The property that was there, there was
a lot of confusion as to whether there was a strip, a nuisance strip between
the property on the north and we just didn't choose to get into that as part
of the approval process for this plat. There is a claim that there is a small
strip in there. It is not separately taxed by the County so there's some
argument that that strip doesn't exist or if it does, certainly there's no
evidence of ownership because there's been no taxes paid on it for a long
time.

Mayor Barratt:

There is the concern that individuals that live in the Evergreen Acres have
either got to cross Fleming Drive, who live on the north side, either got to
cross Fleming Drive and get on the sidewalk on the south and then across
9th East and then cross over to the school, or they're not going to be able to
walk on the sidewalk that'll come out oftheir subdivision, get onto a
sidewalk and then come across over to 9th East. That's one of my
concerns. I think there needs to be a sidewalk on both sides of the street
on Fleming Drive from one end to the other end and that's my only
concern. But if that's not ...

J.H. Hadfield:

If that was a condition of approval, it can be loaded on the developer.

Councilman Blake:

It seems like this is an appropriate place for an off-site development
especially where if the trail is just going to stay in this project, where that
trail connects, the road curves, and that becomes a place where the
sidewalk probably ought to be.

J.H. Hadfield:

Remind you that we still have a cul-de-sac at the end of830 East and then
its chain link fence and then you have Fleming Drive and so there are
people that have, that live on 830 East that have to drive back through
Evergreen or up, ultimately up Chipman or Parker to get to Third North or
to get out of the project, when in fact within five feet of there is Fleming
Drive and they could make the connection and go. That had been a
concern for the first responders for a number of years because there's only
one way to get in and get out. You can't approach that subdivision
from ...

Mayor Barratt:

It looked like this was a now a good time to address those concerns. Now

we have a concern in a number of those areas and now's the time to make
that correction.
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Councilman Blake:

Yea, it really is.

Rod Despain:

I think its not an easy solution because there's strongly held feelings
resisting that and clearly the developer of this project did not want to
assume that burden and he let us know that very clearly because he saw
that as a very difficult thing to resolve, maybe impossible, frankly, in his
mind.

Mayor Barratt:

We have one comment right there.

Gentleman:

I'm curious, for vehicle staging as you tum in off of Third North making
sure that you're not going to back up vehicles if you've gotta go through
that gate. How is that going to be addressed? That's one issue. And then
secondly, you know with this being gated, I question the speed of the
vehicles going along Andersen Drive if this T-bones into Fleming versus
the confusion of introducing another road directly across from the
elementary school when you've got Fleming Drive just one house away.
That to me is going to be confusing for traffic control in the mornings and
the evenings when school starts and is done. And I couldn't see where
there was an indication of a gated community and how design wise you
were going to address the staging of vehicles. Is it two, three, how do you
get them off the busy street on Third North. We've already had quite a
few accidents up there right now. Thank you.

Mayor Barratt:

Alrighty. If there is no additional comment. Where does this go from
here, now?

Rod Despain:

If it's approved by the City Council, what you have done then is approve
the preliminary plan. The next step to the developer is to go back and
prepare the final plat for all of it or a phase. I think their intention is to do
this all as a single project. That's the next step in the approval process.
But as the suggested motion indicates, you look at that, there's actually an
existing City street, undeveloped, within the boundary of that project, and
so there is still a street vacation process that has to be conducted so we'll
look at this probably in a month to six-weeks away before you would see
that back. There are some other things also that they have to provide at
the final plat stage that are not provided.

Councilman Blake:

Where' s the public street, is that the 200 North?

J.H. Hadfield:

It's the shaded area between Evergreen and 200 North, kind of horseshoe
shaped. That was deeded as part of the original subdivision.

Councilman Blake:

I think I would tend to suggest that we add the condition that was
discussed for the off-site improvements.

Mayor Barratt:

Kevin.
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Kevin Bennett:

The piece of property that is off-site where you were talking about putting
the sidewalk, as I understand, there's nobody, its not listed on any the
County records as having a owner. We've had that happen before down I
believe it was on Storrs Avenue at one point when they were discussing
basically what the adjoining landowners and anyone who had a claim or
interest in it, required to give a quit-claim deed to the City. And that's to
clean that up. I mean, obviously, you can't know who might come out of
the woodwork to the extent that it would least to identify anybody who
was claiming a current or possible interest in that. We don't allow derelict
parcels and you can't create one. We can fill in the gap by at least having
those making claim including the adjacent owners to get a quit-claim deed
quit-claiming any interest they may have to the property to resolve that
issue. I don't know how you are going to be able to create derelict parcels
when our Code doesn't allow it. That's how we handled down ...

Mayor Barratt:

How do we state that in the motion, then.

Kevin Bennett:

You state that as a condition. Do we have somebody making a claim,
actually claiming an interest in that property right now?

Rod Despain:

I think we have had in the past.

Kevin Bennett:

How would we know?

Rod Despain:

We have suggested that in an effort to resolve this that Lois Andersen
provide a quit-claim deed for that unresolved portion but have been told
she was unwilling to do that. That I believe would be a simple solution to
it.

Kevin Bennett:

It was also the way that we required it in other places.

Rod Despain:

It could be done, but I think may be an emotional issue and she was
unwilling.

Councilman Cates:

Does she claim ownership of it?

Rod Despain:

That's my understanding.

Councilman Blake:

But has not been paying taxes on it. (End of tape)

Councilman Blake moved to grant approval of the preliminary plan of the Andersen PUD,
subject to: 1) Successful completion of the vacation of the public street within the
boundary ofthe subdivision; 2) Conveyance of water rights prior to any request for final
plat approval; 3) Verification of the compliance with the setback requirements for the lot
adjacent with Lot 16; 4) Submittal and review ofPUD documents, prior to the request for
final plat approval; 5) Verification of other technical corrections by the City Engineer; 6)
Receipt of a quit-claim deed from adjacent owners of the area in conflict; and 7) an off-site
requirement for the improvement of a sidewalk across that area.
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Councilman Belmont asked if the City made people make off-site improvements.
Rod Despain responded that there were times when the City required off-site improvements.
Sewer and water extensions were the typical example.

J.H Hadfield reported that it was something that Mr. Paul Washburn had to do.
Kevin Bennett added that curb and gutter also was an example.
Councilman Blake asked if this was the place to open up 825 East. There was a public street on
both sides of the fence.
Rod Despain responded that it was a minor street and was not a master plan issue.
Councilman Blake thought it came down to if the people wanted it.
Councilman Storrs stated that it was addressed a few years ago and it was a big political issue.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.

George E Brown Jr. asked if this action was legislative or administrative.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was legislative.
Kevin Bennett answered that a PUD was a legislative action as opposed to a typical subdivision,
but it could have both components.
George E. Brown Jr. felt it was in a taking.
Councilman Blake noted that in approving a request for a plat they could indicate the conditions.
In this case, the person asking for plat approval does not have interest in this parcel.
Kevin Bennett explained that the person who was selling it off to Mr. Bishop did and they were
creating a derelict parcel. He asked why they were allowing the strip to continue. A deed from
any party claiming an interest in that property was needed to be given to the City because you
can't create a buffer strip especially if it's the same individual who owned the property that was
selling off and leaving that there. (New tape begins)
Councilman Belmont: I have to ask a question. If I have a piece of property and I only want to
sell part of it, I can't sell part of it, I have to sell all of it?
Kevin Bennett:

You can't parcel it off such that you leave a derelict parcel.

J.H Hadfield:

You can sell but the piece remaining has to be subject to more
development or further subdivisions beyond that.

Kevin Bennett:

By Ordinance.
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George E. Brown Jr.: Unless of course, the City has never tried take a second bite of the apple.
If the City ever let one go through before then it would be a discrimination
now that we were talking about So if there's ever been any problem in
the past where they let somebody do a partial taking off and develop it,
then come back and address other issues for the second time on the
remaining property owned, if that never happened, fine, but I would
suggest to you that's happened before. You guys just approved a three-lot
subdivision and there's two houses already built on it. One of these things
has passed the City.
Councilman Blake:

But that doesn't create a derelict parcel in those issues.

George E. Brown Jr.: You guys create 'em all the time. Between Sparks and Hillcrest. You
create derelict pieces all over the place. How it happened, I don't know.
Mayor Barratt:

All right. We have a motion by Councilman Blake. Seconded by
Councilman Storrs. If there is no further discussion. All in favor?

Councilman Storrs:

Aye.

Councilman Cates:

Aye.

Councilman Blake:

Aye.

Mayor Barratt:

All opposed?

Councilman Belmont: I don't know what to say here, because, I want to say, aye., but I certainly
don't like what has just been said about a path. I don't know how a path
with chain link on both sides can be a derelict parceL It's been walked on
for 40 years. So I'm in a quandary. I'm going to have to, Abstain, I
guess.
Mayor Barratt:

Okay. We have three, Ayes, and one Abstention.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 30 NORTH 350 WEST FROM THE EXISTING R3-7500 TO THE CC-2 ZONE
Mayor Barratt noted this was the subject of the 7:10 p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Blake noted that one of the key concerns was that the zone change would allow a
larger commercial building to be built across the whole area.
Councilman Belmont agreed. If it was changed to CC-2 and they wanted to do something else,
they could build a bigger building.
Councilman Cates commented that they would still have to have adequate parking and good
access.
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Mr. Rick Smith commented that they could not build on the 16Yz-foot right-of-way.
Rod Despain commented that there were some designs that could happen on that parcel alone,
but not likely. The connection of other parcels with this parcel was likely. The one dilemma not
associated with this parcel, but the two in front that were already CC-2, was a sewer line running
east and west about 7-3's of the way to the north and you can't reasonably build over a sewer line.
It was not a piece of property that was readily developable.
Councilman Storrs asked about the road. It was a problem.
J.H. Hadfield explained that to the north the road was taken to make it adequate. The problem
was just at the south end.
Councilman Belmont expressed that in the CC-2 zone a 30-foot set back was required. She
noted that home was in an area of historical significance and asked that any work done be
compatible with the area.
Mr. Smith responded that the Planning Commission requested that the front of the building be
tied in someway with look of that period.
Councilman Cates asked how the easement was maintained and cars kept from parking on it.
Rod Despain answered that usually the right-of-way holder cut a deal with the owner of the
property for an arrangement for access. If it was owned as a separate parcel, that was different.
The easement did not go away because of a change in zone. How it was accomplished was
between the two parties.

Councilman Cates moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-05-19 approving the change in zone
classification for the property at 30 North 350 West from the R3-7500 Residential zone to
the CC-2 Central Commercial 2 zone.
He did not see where they lost any control.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont asked Mr. Smith to think hard about using compatible architecture as that
was all residential housing.
Heber Thompson reported that at the Planning Commission they talked to the architect that was
there and he said he would come back to the Planning Commission and would keep within the
historic period.
Rod Despain added that the CC-2 zone would require a detailed site plan.

All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on American Fork Place Plat B, including an amendment of Lot #2 of
Seven C's Plat A. consisting of21ots at 130 North West State Road
J.H. Hadfield stated that Family First Credit Union was exchanging 10 feet of property
with Timp Rental.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of the American Fork Place
Subdivision Plat B to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, and have the
plat recorded, with a finding that neither the public nor any individual will be
materially affected by the change. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat for Joshua Court Plat A. a
Cottage Style PUD consisting of I 0 lots at 360 East 500 South
Councilman Belmont looked for the shrubbery demarcation that was to be the buffer.
Rod Despain explained that the 20-foot buffer would be on the commercial side to the south
of this plat in the phase two.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-05-20 approving the final plat of
Joshua Court Plat A, a Cottage Style PUD, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign
the plat and have the plat recorded subject to the posting of a performance guarantee
to ensure the timely construction of required public improvements and landscaping of
the common areas and verification of the adequacy of storm water facilities by the City
Engineer. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on the final plat for Wagner Subdivision Plat A consisting of 3 lots at 29
South 900 East
Mayor Barratt explained that lot number 2 was an existing home.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of the Wagner Subdivision Plat A,
to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and have the plat recorded,
subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of
required public improvements. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
d.

Review and action on the final plat of Temple South Subdivision Plat A consisting of 5 lots
at 405 North 1100 East
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was the property that was in the Wen Hansen Annexation.
Councilman Storrs noted that there were some pretty good-sized lots in this subdivision.

J.H. Hadfield explained that the Planning Commission recommended the set back of 40-feet
to allow for the cars entering and exiting 11 00 East could do so in a forward motion, both
ways.
Councilman Cates moved to approve the final plat of Temple South Subdivision Plat
A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and have the plat recorded,
subject to the posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of
required public improvements. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
e.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Crystal Cove PUD Plat B
consisting of 26 lots at 220 South 980 East

J.H. Hadfield explained that Mr. Lundin needed to modifY Plat A. Plat B was the second
half of the development and needed to be changed as well. When this plat was originally
approved it was done so with the improvements to be constructed prior to the recording of
the plat. That was now changed and there would be a bond posted for the remaining
improvements.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-05-21 approving the final plat of
Crystal Cove PUD Plat B, a Senior Housing Development, to authorize the Mayor and
Council to sign the plat and have the plat recorded subject to the posting of a
performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required public
improvements and landscaping of the common areas and verification of the adequacy
of water rights conveyance. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
John Lundin thanked the Council for the approval. He asked that if it was possible that they
sign the mylar as soon as possible.

All were in favor.
f.

Review and action on the final plat ofthe Lesley Lane Subdivision Plat A consisting of 14
lots at 450 North 355 West
Mayor Barratt asked if the signatures had been cleared up on this one.

J.H. Hadfield stated that it was reported to him that it was.
Rod Despain noted that Lot 12 was owned by a separate party, and the plat was un
recordable without their signature.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat of the Lesley Lane Subdivision
Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, with instruction to the
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City Recorder to withhold recording of the plat until all of the following have been
completed: 1) Posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction
of required public improvements; 2) Delivery of the original mylar copy containing
the signatures of all property owners; and 3) Actual delivery of the water rights to
be conveyed. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GRANTING OF A CLASS A BEER LICENSE FOR AF
JUNCTION AT 105 EAST MAIN STREET
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the former Speedy Turtle. It was being purchased by Lisa
Blohm who owned two other convenience stores in Payson. A Class A would allow her to sell
beer.

Councilman Storrs moved to grant a Class A Beer License. Councilman Cates seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON APPROVAL OF STEVE PETERSON'S DEVELOPMENT
LOAN
Steve Peterson was present.
Mayor Barratt stated that at the work session Councilman LeBaron had some concerns and some
questions on the application. He asked Finance Committee Chairman Councilman Keith Blake
to go over those items with the Council.
Councilman Blake explained his understanding was that the promissory note would have the
personal guarantee of Steve Peterson.
Steve Peterson explained that he filled out the application six years ago.
Councilman Blake noted that there was also additional information about Mr. Peterson that was
needed that was contained in the second document as part of the personal guarantee. It was a
long time coming and this loan had a lot of process and it was allowed for the downtown and
Steve Peterson as a business owner was willing to guarantee it. He thought that the Council
should consider approving it with two subject to's. One, the completion of the promissory note
and the application that he had been given, and two, since Mr. Peterson was the applicant with
several others in 1999 that it would be appropriate that it be subject to the other applicants giving
written confirmation that they didn't object to this and this satisfies the prior intent of it. Bill
Jacob was one of those. Councilman Blake asked if Mr. Jacob could respond to that.
Bill Jacob stated that he did no think he needed to do that because it had been approved. The
others don't know what they want to do yet and in fact two of them had gone out of business.
Councilman Blake explained that it was not asking them if they knew what they wanted to do.
Bill Jacob continued that they had no interest in it other than what they reported which was what
Mr. Peterson has.
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Mayor Barratt believed that was what Councilman LeBaron was saying. He would like to see
what it was going for.
Bill Jacob responded that the Council approved the application on May 11, 1999, and was
referenced to all of them and was a reservation of funds. Mr. Peterson was waiting for it. lfthe
funds were given back then, it would have been paid off by now. Mr. Jacob explained that Steve
Peterson asked him to assist Mr. Peterson in this. Mr. Jacob stated that he was not a part of this
loan. He had provided approximately 56 copies of certified sets of minutes regarding this to
Councilman Blake. It was all been approved and the Finance Committee approved. If you ask
for personal information from Mr. Peterson that was up to him but as far as involving other
people signing off for him, he did not feel it was appropriate.
Councilman Blake stated that was not the request and the point was that the funds were not
distributed then and were not dispersed. So now as they look at the dispersal of funds, and Mr.
Peterson was willing to guarantee them, the issue was not for the others who were participating
with him, but a confirmation that others that were involved with that this concluded that dispersal
of funds.
Steve Peterson stated that it didn't conclude it. There were more.
Bill Jacob added that they had reserved more. The Council approved the reservation at one time.
Councilman Blake commented that the Council did approve it, and he recalled that the Council
approved it with some action that they expected to happen, and in the Council's view, did not
happen and the funds were not dispersed.
Bill Jacob stated that the Council had not provided an accounting of the funds. He read from the
the May 11, 1999, City Council minutes:
"Councilman Hampton moved to approve a downtown development loan to the six
businesses that have been included in the materials presented by Mr. Jacob, which
include 1) All Star VCR, 2) Alpine Lock, 3) Coast to Coast, 4) Yogurt Parlor, 5)
Christensen's, and 6) Six Stars. He said that it would be consistent with what has been
presented here tonight to authorize the funding of that loan to Commercial Properties. He
said that included in the motion he would like to see, consistent with those guidelines in
the original letter from Mr. Jacob to the City Council in 1997, that the six businesses
describe the uses of the funding so that the City is sure that the uses are consistent with
the limitations there, and that the City has the $48,000 is allocated amongst the six
businesses. Councilman Hampton further stated that his motion is that we go ahead and
fund on that basis."
Councilman Blake noted the condition just read was the condition that was never satisfied.
Bill Jacob stated that it was allocated but the others haven't requested it yet.
Councilman Blake suggested that they continue with dispersing the funds with confirmation
from Commercial Properties and others involved that this action now accomplished that.
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Mr. Jacob noted that it accomplished Six Stars' portion.

Councilman Blake stated that they were not going to allocate portions at this point They were to
describe the uses of the funding and that was why they were never dispersed, because that
condition was not met. That was Councilman Blake's recollection. That was the condition that
was not met
Mr. Jacob stated that condition was met.

Councilman Blake continued that it was an issue of fact and it was an ultimate judgment by the
Council whether or not that condition had been met.
Bill Jacob read again from the May 11, 1999 City Council minutes:
"Mr. Jacob said the City already knows what the funds are to be used for. It is attached
to the Promissory Note.

Mayor Barratt said that as he understands the funds will be used to repair the inner City
downtown parking lot, for fencing, for a gate, for dumpsters, a new concrete cub cut, and
refurbishing several downtown buildings.
Mr. Jacob said the $48,000 will be used on about anything one can do to improve their
property.

Mayor Barratt said he believes that the City should know what each individual business is
going to spend the money on.
Mr. Jacob said he thinks the City is obligated with the Promissory Note. He said if the
City Council is going to continue to argue, he will take remedies under the law."
Councilman Blake asked Mr. Jacob if he was ready to resolve that
Mr. Jacob responded that he had been ready to resolve it for along time. You need to talk to your
attorney about it.

Councilman Blake stated that the point was that the Council and current Finance Committee has
reviewed this and it was time to do something in downtown, resolve this whole issue, and
disperse the funds.

•

Bill Jacob expressed that as far as Commercial Properties was concerned, they reserved it for the
use of all of the downtown people and Mr. Peterson, so far, was the only one who used it.
Nobody else has touched it.
Mayor Barratt asked if Commercial Properties owned where Mr. Peterson was going to spend
the money.
Mr. Jacob answered that Commercial Properties did not own that. They just reserved the funds.
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Mayor Barratt commented that this was a different application because it was not going to be
used on buildings owned by Commercial Properties.
Mr. Jacob stated that funds were reserved for the use of these people when they start to use them.

Councilman Blake added that it was subject to the conditions that the use was adequately
described. He remembered the meetings with Councilman Hampton and that did not occur to the
Council's satisfaction and that was why the funds were never distributed.
Mr. Jacob stated that he could not find anywhere where that was stated. Did the City contact
anyone about that?
Councilman Blake responded that as he recalled it, through 2000, the Finance Committee met a
number of times trying to obtain this information and Councilman Hampton had again made the
motion, who was the Chairman of the Finance Committee, and the conditions were not met.
Bill Jacob asked who contacted Commercial Properties or any of those other people. Nobody
contacted anybody.
Councilman Belmont asked if they were just deciding on the lending disclosure.
Bill Jacob explained that the Finance Committee unanimously passed it based on what had
happened in the past.
Councilman Belmont stated that they wanted to make an approval of Steve Peterson's
development loan. That was what they were doing.
Councilman Blake agreed that was what they were trying to do.
Mr. Jacob thought that it sounded like they were trying to impose conditions on somebody that
was not involved in this particular loan. Commercial Properties agreed that Mr. Peterson could
use $39,000 of the $48,000 loan that was reserved on May 11, 1999, based on the fact that the
City Council, or Mr. Wanlass, or whoever, was going to find out what was in the fund and that
still had not been brought forward.

Councilman Blake stated that Cathy Jensen had reported what the fund was and that had been
done in meetings. It was some $60,000 and that had been reported a number oftimes in public
meetings. It was time to move to 2005 and have the downtown do some improvements.
Mr. Jacob expressed that they should disperse the money.

Councilman Cates asked what the funds were going to be used for.
Steve Peterson answered that it was improvements of fixtures, construction improvements, redo
of the inside, interior decorating, and outside signs for the co-op.
Councilman Blake asked who owned the building it would occur in and had written permission
been granted for this to happen.
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Steve Peterson stated that it was Jim Clinton's building.
Councilman Belmont commented that one could do all the leasehold improvements that one
wanted.
Councilman Cates asked if the one borrowing had sufficient collateral.
Bill Jacob stated that Mr. Peterson was borrowing on the same terms and conditions as Little
Things Mean Alot and part of that was no collateral. He felt that was a mute issue.
Councilman Cates did not think it was as the Council had a responsibility to see how these funds
were used and some security in that they would be repaid.
Mayor Barratt stepped out of the meeting at 9:39p.m.
Bill Jacob stated that it was the same collateral and that was a signature.
Councilman Blake asked Mr. Jacob if he had interest to use the remaining funds.
Mr. Jacob responded that he did. He added that, this was still in litigation, but he was trying to
disclose and make available and make aware to others who this had been reserved for and other
businesses that would have availability to those funds to whatever the reservation was and
whatever you got, if they want to do that, and try to encourage them to match what he was
eventually willing to do with the buildings. He did not have an interest in the loan. He was
going to do some work downtown with his own funds as he had always done in the past.

Mayor Barratt came back at 9:41 p.m.
Councilman Blake noticed that some excellent things had been done. He asked what remedy Mr.
Jacob was looking for in the litigation.
Mr. Jacob did not want to discuss that here, but expressed he would be happy to discuss it with
Keith Blake personally because he was not a defendant.

Councilman Blake commented that the intent was to disperse the funds and it seemed like a good
starting point.
Mr. Jacob thought the same and then they would see what they could work out.

Councilman Blake stated that it was time for the downtown to have some improvements.
Bill Jacob stated that he was going to expense out one-quarter of a million dollars into the
downtown and they have expended a quarter of a million dollars in the past and all he really had
to show for it was a whole bunch of argument.
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Councilman Blake suggested that they not put money into legal fees but into the downtown. He
thought that if the promissory note was sufficient and Steve Peterson was giving background and
personal guarantee he was giving a pretty good commitment.
Steve Peterson stated that Mayor Barratt had been there in the building.
Mayor Barratt commented that Jim Clinton told him that it would be the first enclosed mall in
the history of the City of American Fork.
Steve Peterson agreed that it had some real potential.
Bill Jacob commented that Steve Peterson had leased from him for thirteen years and he was a
good credit risk and he paid his bill.
Kevin Bennett expressed it was a good attempt. He reviewed some additional documents that
were provided him by Mr. Peterson. He noted there was a little more with Little Things Mean A
lot. They went through the Beautification Committee and the Planning Commission and then the
City Council.
Mayor Barratt stated that Mr. Peterson started on this project about a month ago in the building.
Kevin Bennett noted that on Mr. Peterson's paperwork he did have the breakdown on the
payments that was not in the packets. The promissory note stated that he promised to pay it
back. It was not pledging anything.
Councilman Storrs stated that it seemed to him that the loan was exactly what they wanted to do
and help the downtown and it would keep Mr. Peterson here.
Kevin Bennett commented that they were trying to find out what they were financing.
Councilman Cates stated that they had no problem with that. He just wanted to make sure it was
on this issue and not the past, and that it pertained to Steve Peterson.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he knew Steve Peterson and he was an honorable man. He just did
not agree with the process that was followed here. If the loan was to be given out in this fashion,
Steve Peterson was the one to give it to. There needed to be more collateral than a handshake
and it needed to stand on its own merits. He hoped that' the Finance Committee from now on
would make sure that when applicants came in that the City was secured. He called for a motion
to approve.

Councilman Cates moved to approve a development loan to Steve Peterson. Councilman
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Cathy Jensen asked that Steve Peterson get the paperwork back to her.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GRANTING OF A CLASS B BEER LICENSE FOR THE
DEVIL'S DIVOT AT THE TRI-CITY GOLF COURSE AT 1400 NORTH 200 EAST
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Mayor Barratt noted that this was at the Tri-City Golf Course was for sale and consumption on
premise.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of a Class B Beer License for the Devil's Divot at the
Tri-City Golf Course. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH UDOT REGARDING
A SIGNAL COORDINATION PROJECT
Mayor Barratt stated that this was a project to coordinate signals.
J.H. Hadfield explained that this was using a federal grant to pay for the majority of the work.
They would be using some of the City's fiber optic network. The City's portion was $2,609.00.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the agreement. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE NATERRA WEST ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 83
ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 860 EAST 500 SOUTH
Councilman Blake asked what was anticipated with the property.
J.H. Hadfield explained that this would be the first of a planned four-phase project that would
involve property in both Pleasant Grove and American Fork. It would be in the new planned
community zone. It entailed anything the developer proposed and that the Planning Commission
approved. A majority of the 83 acres included the Max Graff., Larson, and Davis properties
along with others.
Mr. Stan Klemetson stated that it was best to do it under a master plan. They would be building

a community that included one million square feet in commercial space, parks, and charter
schools. Naterra was nature and earth.
Councilman Blake asked about the Fusion Group.
Mr. Klemetson stated that it was the umbrella that owned it. The Fusion Group was looking at

other areas. He explained that he was the engineer for the project and a partner in Naterra West.
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-05-lSR indicating the City's intent to
annex the Naterra West Annexation. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZATION TO GO TO BIDS AND RFP'S ON
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
Mayor Barratt stated that the City needed to get going so they were under construction by
December 1, 2005.
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Councilman Storrs moved to go to bids and RFP's on the redevelopment projects.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
A Planning Commission memo had been provided previously.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 19. 2005, BUDGET RETREAT MINUTES
These minutes were not ready and would be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 26, 2005, BUDGET RETREAT MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the April 26, 2005, budget retreat minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 26, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the April 26, 2005, minutes as presented.
There was no second. The Mayor declared the motion dead for the lack of a second.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 5, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES
This item would be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 26, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES - Again

Councilman Cates moved approval of the April 26, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn noted that Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker provided those
minutes and she did a good job.
Mayor Barratt expressed the Councils' gratitude as well.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
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Councilman Blake noted that the Finance Committee reviewed the City bills, requests over
$1,000 and manually prepared checks earlier.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000, and
the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION

Councilman Blake moved to enter into an executive session to discussion litigation.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Bill Jacob asked if this was with DMP.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 10:15 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, and Councilmembers Jimmie Cates, Ricky Storrs, Keith Blake, Juel
Belmont. Councilman Shirl LeBaron was excused. Also present were Legal Counsel Kevin
Bennett, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, ChiefFinancial Officer Cathy Jensen, and City Recorder
Richard Colborn. The meeting was audio tape recorded. Litigation was discussed. The
executive session concluded at 10:40 p.m.

Councilman Cates moved to return to regular session at 10: 40 p.m. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Belmont moved adjournment at 10:40 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

t ~t fLL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 5-10-0.5 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 3
MUNICIPAL OFFICERS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

This form is required by otah Code Annotated §§ 1D-3-l30l.
as amended). rn addition to any penalty contained in any other
p..:ovision of law, any person who knowingly .and intentiona.l.ly fai.ls to
disc.lose any actu~ or potential con~~ict o~ interest between their
pub~ic duties and their personal interests, as required by ~aw, is
qui.lty of a Class B misdemeanor and sha.l.l be dismissed from emp.loyment
or removed from office. ·Read a.l.l of the pages of this form before
signing it.
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Note:
In addition to the following disc.losure, every
appointed or e.lected officer who is an officer, director, agent,
employee, or owne~ of a substantial· interest·in any business entity
which does. or anticipates doing business with the municipality in
which he is an appointed or elected officer, shall. publicly disclose
to the members of the body on which he is a member i.m:mediately prier
to any discussion by such body concerning matters relating to such
business entity, the nature of his interest in that business entity.
This disclosure statement shal.l be entered in the minutes of the
meeting (UCA § 10-3-1307).
DEFINITIONS:
For purposes of completing this form the fo.llowing definitions apply:
"_Appointed Officer": Any person appointed to any statutory office of
sition or any other person appointed to any position of emp.loyment
a city, except special employees. Appointed officers include,
but are not limited to, persons serving on specia.l, regular or full.tilne committees, agencies, or boards whether or not such persons are
compensated for their services.

-.th

"Assist": Act, or offer or aqree to act, in such a way as to help,
represent, aid, advise, furnish information to, or otherwise provide
assistance to a person or business entity, believing that such action
is of help, aid, advise, or assistance to such person or business
entity and with the intent to so assist such person or business
·entity;
"Business Entity": Sole proprietorship, partnership, association,
joint venture, corporation, firm, trust, foundation, or other
organization or entity used in carr)·ing on a business.
"Compensation": Anything of economic value, however designated, which
is paid, loaned, granted, given, donated or transferred to any person
or business entity for or in consideration of personal services,
materials, property, or any other thing whatsoever.
"Elected Officer": Any person elected or
mayor, commissioner or council member.
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"Governmental Action": Any action on the part of a municipality,
;luding, but not l.imited to:
_
a. Any decision, determination, finding, ruling, or order; and
b.
Any grant, payment,
award,
award,
license,
contract,
subcontract, transaction, decision, sanction, or approval, or the
denial thereof, or the fa~lure to act in respect to.
"Special Employee": Any person hired on the basis of a contract to
perform a special service for the municipality pursuant to an award
of a contract following a public bid.
"Substantial Interest": Ownership, either legally of equitably, by
an individual, his spouse, and his minor children, of at least lO%
of the outstanding shares of a corporation or lO% interest in any
other business entity.
·

A. COMPENSATION FOR ASSI:S'rANCE Dl Tlm.NSACTI:ON INVOLVI:NG M"'NN:CJ:PALI'rY.
(UCA § l0-3-1305)

Complete this section i f you are an elected or appointed
officer and are to receive or have agreed to receive compensation for
assisting any person or business entity in any transaction involving
the :municipality of which you are an officer. You are also required
disclose in open meeting to the members of the body of which you
are a member, immediately prior to the discussion, the information
stated below in this section. ·This statement is to be filed with the
Mayor ten (10) days prior to the date of any agreement between
yourself and the person or business entity being assisted or ten (lO)
days prior to the receipt of compensation by the business entity.
Name and Address . of Officer:

/l~

~·JA,
.p

I
Llrt'~-~ttp11.frt':d~~. /
CA/L-tJ1t.:i.·-..2fO • 'tt-r.4A·~/-: toe , 71 ') ze-ia! (!!.A.J 9'~

Name and Address of the Person or Business Entity being or to be
assisted
or in which you have a substanti~ interest:
.
.

a&o/ /1/}.d~ 7

~ t;(s-tj_,_ UJA_~ ;£ &tde~4<- ~7Lln*'t · /Z,uf-·

8:te> ~ ~~·u~,A./1~~7~} ltrd-iBrief description of the transaction as to which service is rendered
or is to be rendered and of the nature of the service pertorm.ed or to
be performed:
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B. SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST IN BUSINESS EN'l'ITY REGUUTED BY MUNICIPALITY •

(UCA § 10-3-1306)
~omplete this section if you are an elected or appointed officer
w:t.u.> is an officer, director, agent, employee. or owner of a substantia~
interest in any business entity which is subject to the regulation of
your municipality. This statement is to be filed with the Mayor when
you are first appointed or elected, and again during January of each
year if your position in the business entity has changed or if the
value of your interest in the entity has increased since the last
disclosure. Also use this section to disclose any personal interest
or investment which creates a conflict between your personal interests
and your public duties.

Name and· Address of

Office~: ,ku~~'-1-t~c:;_.:J~
.

~ 1/o ~ 9JtX.-;;

Position held in Business Entity:
(Officer, director, agent, etc)

-

Nature of interest held: _ ~'W
·

a·(/ftu-t*

.::1 ~~-~-v._:=)Pzi<-,
h~1~'7 ,i.e~.

:i

,_.,L,

L-t /a/.

·

~

, j fi,.
I

fJw /£ d~
'7fi_u.:L_

·

Value of interest held: -z1d.u..e_ 4;.;:, ~HN~ d.~ ~.
(Note: For purposes of this disclosure do not list instances where
the value of the interest does not exceed $2, 000. oo. Do not include
the value of life insurance policies and annuities· in determining the
value of your interest in the business entity. )

=
C.

S'rATEMENT OF OATl! AND SJ:GD.'l'tm.E

r'

~ ~. an elected

or appointed officer of. the
City
berlcan Fork, being ff:rst duly sworn, do hereby state that
the foregoing disclosure statements were made by me and are true and
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correct to the best. of my knowl~dqe; _). .
DATED this
_J?t- day of ~-' ~oo_s--

.

.

·

/>d_~>v-1

( si9'fiature

/

60ffiCer)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this -..~1__ day of

?§ {)Jj.
OTARY

PUBLIC

Residing in: (1,,.-;f'//car7
,~.Commission

Expires

(I

LURAE HOWES

flflsr"'Uiil~~lfAB
AM.FORfti UT 84008

COlli. EXPfnES 2·14-201
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Barratt Elementary School
ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICf
168 North 900 East • American Fork, Utah 84003
Dr. Ken Higgins, Principal

Telephone: (801) 756-8528
Fax: (801)756-8530

May4, 2005
American Fork City Council
75 East 80 North
American Fork, UT 84003
Dear Council Members:
A parent brought in to me a copy of the proposed Anderson PUD located across the street
from Barratt Elementary School. It appears to be a good development for this property. I
appreciate the attention to detail of the Monument area and hope this is an area that will
be well maintained. Ifthis is taken care of appropriately it will add to the appearance of
the community.
I do have a concern regarding where Anderson Drive will join on 900 East. This area has
been a concern for the past few years due to the traffic in front of the schooL It is also a
concern to have this street so close to the existing intersections of Flemming Drive. We
have a number of students who cross in the area. With the help of the American Fork
Police Department we have put flags and cones out to make it a safer intersection to
cross.
I would ask that you consider extending Anderson Drive to exit onto Flemming Drive
instead of900 East. We hope that you will carefully look at this situation and make it as
safe as possible for our students.
We look forward to the development of this property and the families that will become a
part of the Barratt community.

lly,~.....•
Dr. Ken Higgins
KH/tw

7-J

~
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May 3, 2005

To Mayor Barratt, the American Fork City Council, and all other interested Parties:

This letter is to inform you of the American Fork Cemetery Committee is recommending
that American Fork City place a Moratorium on the sale of graves in the American Fork
Cemetery. It is our recommendation that a grave would be for sale to a deceased person, with a
grave purchase for their spouse at the same time. The only exception that we would recommend
would be if a child were to die and the parents wanted to have graves next to the child we would
recommend the sale of a grave to the parents for the immediately deceased child, and two graves,
one for each parent. We feel that until the time that American Fork City purchases and develops
new ground, this is the only way that the cemetery can stay operational.
We as a committee recognize that the cemetery is our responsibility. It is our duty to the
public to inform the Mayor, and City Council that the cemetery is at a critical juncture and that
without immediate action on your part, the cemetery will be unable to continue to function as a
place of rest for the members of our community who are new that don't have family with
multiple spaces available for extended family. We have a beautiful cemetery, it's care has been
immaculate, it would be a shame to have to move to a new cemetery with so much available
ground surrounding the existing cemetery. We, however, understand that this may be a necessity.
We would recommend that you look closer to the present cemetery and work out how this can be
achieved.

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 10,2005
*AMENDED -NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May
10, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the preliminary plan for the Andersen
PUD consisting of 21 lots at 860 East 200 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 30 North 350
West from the existing R3-7500 to the CC-2, Central Commercial2 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the White Castle Annexation consisting
of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Invitation ; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the tentative budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming May 2005 as "Skin Cancer Awareness
Month."
Review and action on a Proclamation proclaiming May 9th, 2005, through June 5th, 2005 as
"Buckle Up America Month."
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code of American Fork
City adding and deleting zones and setting forth requirements in the City's zones.
Review and action on the preliminary plat of Andersen PUD, consisting of 21 lots to be
located 860 East 200 North.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 30 North 350
West from the existing R3-7500 to the CC-2 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on American Fork Place Plat B, including an amendment of
Lot #2 of Seven C's Plat A, consisting of2 lots at 130 North West State Road.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat for Joshua Court Plat
A, a Cottage Style PUD consisting of 10 lots at 360 East 500 South.
c.
Review and action on the final plat for Wagner Subdivision Plat A consisting of3
lots at 29 South 900 East.

d.

7.
8.
*9.

*10.
*11.
*12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
*21.
22.

Review and action on the final plat ofTemple South Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 5 lots at 405 North 1100 East.
e.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Crystal Cove PUD
Plat B consisting of26lots at 220 South 980 East.
f.
Review and action on the final plat of the Lesley Lane Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 14lots at 450 North 355 West.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License for AF Junction at 105 East
Main Street.
Discussion and action on approval of Steve Peterson's development loan.
Review and action on the granting of a Class B Beer License for the Devil' s Divot at the
Tri-City Golf Course at 1400 North 200 East.
Review and action on a cooperative agreement with UDOT regarding a signal
coordination project.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Naterra West
Annexation consisting of approximately 83 acres at approximately 860 East 500 South.
Review and action on authorization to go to bids and RFP' s on Redevelopment Projects.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 19, 2005, budget retreat minutes.
Review and action on the April26, 2005, budget retreat minutes.
Review and action on the April26, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the May 5, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Adjournment.

Dated this 9 day of May, 2005

IC ft..
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 12,2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 12, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 5:04 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Ricky Storrs, and Keith Blake. Councilman LeBaron was excused.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Sheena Parker, Richard Colborn, Jay
Christensen, and Barbara Christiansen.
REVIEW AND DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 2006
Mayor Barratt asked Cathy Jensen to address any other issues since the last time they met. She
explained that in the Fire Department the total for new member equipment should read $5,000.
Councilman Belmont brought up moving the $600,000 restricted funds from the sale of the old
hospital to the General Fund. She felt there were places they could cut.
Mayor Barratt noted that the budget as it now stood was balanced.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman Belmont would look at that over the next couple of weeks
and give some suggestions. Mayor Barratt commented that Cathy Jensen would agree.
Cathy Jensen mentioned that with the new bonds, they needed to build up the fund balance.
They were using $83,000 this year. It was $800,000 at the beginning of this fiscal year and they
were trying to get it above $1 million.
Councilman Blake noted that a full million-dollar fund balance would be favorable to those
looking at it. He agreed with Councilman Belmont.
Cathy Jensen stated that when they open the budget later in June, she hoped to show a method to
transfer funds from the Special Improvement District.
Mayor Barratt concurred that it was best if they didn't have to transfer funds from the old
hospital, on the other hand, thank goodness they did have the money in reserve and the City did
not go out and spend that money. This helped the City to 'buy' this two or three year period
when we start to produce the anticipated sales tax from the west side.
Councilman Blake noted that was not an easy thing to do.
Councilman Belmont asked about the swim team.
Mayor Barratt reported that it was now under the umbrella of the City.
1

Councilman Belmont asked if the Council needed to vote on the swim team coming under the
umbrella of the City.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was an administrative decision. The City gave the swim team a
choice and they chose to come under the umbrella of the City.
Councilman Blake noted that it was a Council decision now that it was in the budget. He agreed
that there needed to be an open conscious decision about what those financial arrangements
would be.
Councilman Belmont added that there was the problem with all of the hours that the swim team
used the pool.
Melanie Marsh reported that Fitness Center Director Derric Rykert was going to manage that.
Councilman Belmont felt better about that.
Councilman Cates commented that one of the main reasons for bringing them under the City was
for accountability.
Cathy Jensen noted that now it would all flow through the City.
Councilman Belmont agreed that this seemed to be a superior idea.
Councilman Blake commented that there were a number of key issues with regard to the budget
and the programs at the swim pool. A couple of things have happened. Lehi and Gold's Gym
has just expanded and have pools. The RDA was building a pool. The City ought to understand
the financial issues of that whole picture. They had heard the YMCA was looking at two pools.
Maybe the RDA could look at that. It was not only an issue of timing but another thing that was
difficult at the Fitness Center was that the swimmers wanted the water cool. Others did not.
Also, the school ought to have some responsibility toward their swim team. In the next couple of
months they needed to look at it. Building a pool was a long-term decision.
Councilman Cates asked about providing the same facilities as the private sector.
Mayor Barratt commented that at the Gold's Gym, they had narrow lanes.
Councilman Belmont felt they should have a Family Friendly Fitness Center. They should not
try to be a Gold's Gym either. They were not all things to all people.
Mayor Barratt agreed that they were not a Gold's Gym and they were not catering to those
people.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had letters from people saying that they wanted things
like what was at Gold's Gym.
Mayor Barratt had talked with them. They have a pool because there was a level of clientele that
wanted one, but there was not much use. They wanted a facility that was open at 5:30a.m. They
2

did not look at American Fork as being in competition with them. American Fork City has hired
a manager that knew how to manage a facility. The clientele were the citizens of American
Fork.
Mayor Barratt stated that as far as the swim team was concerned, they were going to meet with
Rob Smith and the Alpine School District.
Councilman Belmont felt that the amount allocated to the Fitness Center was too much.
Mayor Barratt responded that they had already approved it.
Councilman Belmont commented that they didn't approve half of the total amount going there,
that they could move it around.
Mayor Barratt explained that they said that if they had any more they could.
Councilman Belmont stated that if they thought it was too much, they could take some away and
give it elsewhere.
Mayor Barratt answered that if he said that, then he was wrong. He said that if the bids came in
and they had money to do what they needed to do and City Hall still had something left over that
they could move that money.
Councilman Blake noted that the Council had approved it, unless the Council changed it.
Councilman Belmont stated that you could go back to the minutes and the Council said that these
were not set in cement. The items were set in cement, but not necessarily the dollar amount for
those facilities.
Councilman Blake noted that the Timp Service District was looking at annexing. He felt they
should come to American Fork.
*Councilman Blake left the meeting for another meeting.
Councilman Belmont asked if anyone had considered selling the Broadband.
Councilman Cates asked if there were an offer he would consider it.
Councilman Belmont felt that was the City's big drain that needed to be fixed. They needed to
talk about it. She did not think they could make it better.
Counciman Cates commented that it was a little bit bothersome to be in business in a moneylosing project.
Councilman Belmont explained she did not know much about the Broadband.
Mayor Barratt commented that Councilman Blake knew about it.
3

Councilman Storrs noted that it was good but people just did not know how good it was.
Councilman Belmont felt it was draining the City.
Mayor Barratt added that it was not costing the City anything more than the Bond and they were
shooting through that.
Councilman Belmont stated that she voted against it in the beginning.
Mayor Barratt did not have an answer, but they would have an answer in a few months. He felt
Councilman Belmont was correct. It was the City's number one thing they had to deal with.
Jay Christensen asked if the businesses have accepted it.
Councilman Cates expressed that the ISP' s were not forward-thinking, aggressive people. They
were slow in hooking up residences and have not aggressively gone after businesses.
Mayor Barratt believed that Spanish Fork was going good. They had services far more than
American Fork. American Fork had to use ISP's. Spanish Fork did not. American Fork needed
to do something and there was not a member of the Council that did not feel differently.
Councilman Blake had been successful in this field and Councilman Blake was not too far off
from the way Councilman Belmont felt.
Councilman Cates asked about the City's fees.
Mayor Barratt stated they would at the next work session which would be on May 19th and they
would be discussing the budget was well. He asked that a presentation by Steve Maddox on the
development of the Don Roper property be added to the work session.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:36p.m.

~ t4. f)L

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 12,2005
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on Thursday,
May 12, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 5:00 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Review and discussion of the proposed budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
Adjournment.

D~ls 9~~
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY 19,2005
SPECIAL SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, May 19, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 4:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused.
Others present included Sheena Parker, Cathy Jensen, Lori England, Chief Terry Fox, Linda
Walton, Richard Colborn, Dustin Matsumori, Randy Larson, Terilyn Lurker, Kevin Bennett, Rod
Despain, Ray Garrett, George E. Brown Jr., Heber Thompson, Heidi Rodeback, Debbie Lauret,
and Barbara Christiansen.
Councilman Belmont led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Blake
offered a prayer.
CONSIDERATION FOR ADOPTION OF A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF
AMERICAN FORK CITY. UTAH COUNTY. UTAH (THE "ISSUER") AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE AND SALE BY THE ISSUER OF ITS APPROXIMATELY $5,910,000
GENERAL OBLIGATION REFUNDING BONDS. SERIES 2005; AND RELATED
MATTERS
George K. Baum representative Dustin Matsumori reported that he had wonderful news.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that just sixty days ago, this could not be accomplished
within the parameters that were set.
Dustin Matsumori explained that the sale had come about because of good skills and very good
luck. There were two main factors in any refinancing. One was overall borrowing costs, what
was to be paid out to investors. From January 2005 to date, they were at the second lowest point
in time where rates were the lowest. Second part was the reinvestment side. In refinancing,
rather than issue new debt, they go out and use the proceeds from the new refunding bonds to
purchase other securities with yields that were favorable. When they went out into the market
today, there was participation and interest from many different groups including retail investors
that made up about 1%, trust funds accounted for about 14% ofthe purchase ofthe bonds, and
investment advisors made up about 70%. The remaining balance of about 16% were purchased
by George K. Baum & Company.

Mr. Matsumori explained that it meant that the rate was reduced from 4.89% to 3.77%. The
gross savings amount was $304,000. In today's dollars it was $236,307 which averaged out to
about $23,000 per year over the next 13 years. It was a wise decision to move ahead now.
Mr. Matsumori explained that one of the main steps was to go in front of bond rating agencies to
get a credit rating from them. They have been getting feedback from the rating agencies again
and again stating specific things. He reported that they had reaffirmed the City's credit rating of
A2, which was very good. However, they noted that the City had high, but manageable debt
levels and unlike most cities in Utah, American Fork's debt levels were somewhat high,
1

exceeding state and national norms. The rating of A2 also incorporated the expectation that City
officials would increase reserves to levels more consistent with its peer group and expect that the
general fund balance will be increased back up to a minimum of$1 million.
Dustin Matsumori explained that in regards to potential future issuance of General Obligation
debt, if the City had a project they needed to bond for, the City should not let the bond rating
guide the decision. It was very clear, that going forward with another GO bond would result in a
lower bond rating. It would not have an affect on marketing the bond if they were one notch
lower. He wanted the Council to be aware of that.
Councilman Blake asked if revenue bonds were a separate category.
Mr. Matsumori responded that they were. The sales tax was tapped out.
Councilman Blake asked if the bonds had been sold.
Dustin Matsumori answered that they had been, contingent upon the ratification of the Council.
He introduced Bond Counsel Randy Larson from Ballard Spahr.
George E. Brown Jr. asked the time period on the bonds.
Mr. Matsumori explained that it was the exact same maturity. It was out until20 17, just smaller
payments. Originally, the par amount was $6,400,000. It ended up at $5,545,000 and an average
interest rate of 3. 77%.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-05-19R authorizing the issuance and
sale by the issuer of its approximately $5,910,000 in General Obligation Refunding Bonds,
Series 2005; and related matters. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Bond Counsel Randy Larson suggested that they use the exact amount of$5.545 million.

Councilman Storrs amended his motion to read $5.545 million. Councilman Blake agreed
with his second.
All were in favor of the motion.
Dustin Matsumori explained that the reason for the special meeting was that there was a change
in regulations and they had to approve it within a certain period of time. They could not sell it
on a Monday and approve on a Thursday. That was why they sold it this morning.
ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman Cates moved to adjourn to a work session at 4:20 p.m. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on May 19, 2005, in the City Hall,
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commencing at 4:20p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused. Others
present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Linda Walton, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett,
Chief Terry Fox, Ray Garrett, Lori England, Sheena Parker, Wendelin Knobloch, Rod Despain,
George E. Brown Jr, Debbie Lauret, Heber Thompson, Barbara Christiansen, Steve Maddox, and
two citizens.
PRESENTATION BY DOWNTOWN AMERICAN FORK INC. REGARDING THE CIVIC
CENTER SQUARE
Heber Thompson welcomed those in attendance that also included members of the Downtown
American Fork Incorporated, the Arts Council, and others that had interest in this. He provided a
memo which is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. He showed a drawing done by
MHTN in about 2000 that showed a proposed Civic Center Plaza that comprised the block bounded
by 100 North, Main Street, Center Street, and 100 East. He showed a second drawing of the
Harrington School.
Mr. Thompson referred to the above referenced memo that included two letters by property owners
that wanted to see a Business Improvement District formed for this area. Dale Gunther was in
charge of acquiring signatures of those available. Some were not available. Brad Rock was not
interested in supporting this.
Mr. Thompson referred again to the above referenced memo that included a letter from the
American Fork Arts Council, American Fork Beautification Committee, and American Fork
Historic Preservation Committee that supported the Civic Center Plaza.
Heber Thompson recommended that the City Council approve the concept at an approximate cost of
$800,000. The last few pages ofthe above referenced memo included cost estimates. That was the .
first phase. A second recommendation was that the City would commit to provide the City's share
of the cost that was estimated at 55%.
Councilman Storrs asked Mr. Thompson ifhe was recommending this for next year's budget.
Heber Thompson felt that the City knew their budget and they needed to make a decision as to how
they felt was the right way to do that. He thought it should be done by a General Obligation Bond.
If the City had $440,000, then that was better.
Councilman Blake commented that it was difficult to bond for small amounts because of the costs
of issuance. He suggested that they look at the RDA Budget and also at budgets across years.
Heber Thompson suggested that they call for some RFP' s and bids. They had one estimate and then
empower Downtown American Fork Inc. to administer the project. The composition ofDowntown
American Fork included some business owners, some business operators, some property owners,
the Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce, and a variety of other people. It was a good crosssection of the City. A couple of years ago they revised the make up of Downtown American Fork
Inc. to include more business owners.
Mr. Thompson read a May 30, 2002, letter from Mayor Barratt that was included in the above
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referenced memo. They had the support of the business owners and have again gone and gotten
signatures. He asked for action on their recommendations. When they made their presentation in
May of2004, the Council and Mayor thought it to be good, yet there was no adoption or action. In
their meeting a couple of months ago, the Council further committed the desire to improve
downtown. They would like to see the commitment followed up with some good action.
Councilman Blake asked Cathy Jensen how much was allocated for the City Hall building.
Cathy Jensen responded that it was $1.6 million. It did not include landscaping.
Mayor Barratt noted that right now they were working with about a 170-seat facility and they were
trying to move toward 300 seats, with some private donations. The City did not have enough
money right now to do all that they wanted to.
Councilman Blake commented that it would seem for a $400,000 investment and with the business
group coming forward that it could be done.
Mayor Barratt reported that Art Dye Park and some others were going to have a level of uselessness
as far as roads and parking because they were lacking $200,000 in funds to finish off the parking
lots.
Councilman Blake noted that the downtown had been in line for a long time. There were funds and
ongoing funds for the parks.
Mayor Barratt noted that secondary irrigation had also been talked about and the City didn't have it.
Councilman Blake stated that it had separate funding.
Cathy Jensen reported that in talking with Moody's she noted that in a year or two they were
looking at a secondary irrigation. Moody's noted that American Fork was leveraged quite high and
that there was no more room for sales tax revenue bonds and GO bonds.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Council controls the funds. The Council has said numerous times
that they support secondary irrigation. They each had separate funding. He asked why they hadn't
been funded.
Councilman Blake stated that now was the time to look at the numbers.
Heber Thompson noted that with that in mind, it was good timing.
Councilman Storrs expressed that all supported the concept here. His dilemma was there were
many issues that needed to be addressed. There were police officers with years of tenure that were
leaving because of being underpaid. His main concern right now was a fire truck Fire rates may go
up. The Library had to cut back on books for the children and that needed to be addressed. They
needed to buy cemetery property. He wanted someone to show him how they could do it all.
Linda Walton responded that the Council had some options. One was to increase taxes. They could
support something that would make money. Downtown businesses can and do make money. If the
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Council got behind them, they would increase the size ofthe pie and increase revenues.
Mayor Barratt agreed. He asked where they could come up with the $440,000.
Linda Walton expressed that if they had a steering committee, they could go through the process,
but the Council had to give approval for the concept.
Councilman Belmont asked to hear from the Chamber.
Debbie Lauret explained that she had recently returned from Main Street Conference in Baltimore
where she saw government and private citizens and certain organizations come together for a
wonderful thing. She stated that Lehi was going to leave American Fork in the dust. They had their
City Council driving their downtown revitalization. American Fork eventually needed to create a
destination in the City. It was easy to sell American Fork for quality oflife. They needed to start
the energy. They wanted some of the visitors that were going to be at Thanksgiving Point and
Cabelas.
Councilman Cates encouraged each member of the City Council and Cathy Jensen to look the
budget over to see where they could move some money over. He did not want to spend all the
money on this building.
Mayor Barratt explained that it was to be a new building west of City Hall.
Councilman Belmont expressed that the Council needed to move forward.
Councilman Blake commented on the funding from the RDA for the city hall, boat harbor, and
fitness center. When they did that, they said they may need to do some tweaking. He questioned
whether they should spend that much on the recreation center or if that could be scaled back some.
He was in favor of looking at that in more detail.
Mayor Barratt stated that as far as he understood, they could only spend the funds on the designated
identified areas. The downtown was not an identified area.
Councilman Blake added that the city hall was identified and they could add more funds to that.
Mayor Barratt asked what the additional funds would be used for.
Councilman Blake responded that it could be used for landscaping and this center. They could
check with legal counsel about it.
Heber Thompson asked that it be placed on a near-future agenda for action.
PRESENTATION BY STEVE MADDOX REGARDING PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT ON
THE DR ROPER PROPERTY AT APPROXIMATELY 1000 SOUTH 860 EAST
Steve Maddox explained that his was a non-controversial matter. He added that he liked what
had been done lately so they did not have to go to Salt Lake.
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He explained that it would be similar to what was behind Maceys in Pleasant Grove. They were
at about 25 units per acre. Here it would be about 18 units per acre. They would not be rentals.
The ones in Pleasant Grove, the average price was $130,000 to $140,000. He hoped there would
be some effort amongst the City Council and planners in American Fork to provide some type of
housing.
Councilman Belmont commented that American Fork had plenty of affordable housing.
Mr. Maddox did not agree. He stated that he ran the largest real estate company in Utah County
and there was not affordable housing. He had eighty agents that would tell them that if they had
someone graduating out ofBYU or the Univeristy ofUtah call them, they could not find them a
home.
Councilman Belmont asked how much affordable housing was needed.
Mr. Maddox answered that BYU graduated about 6,000 students a year. Affordable housing was
not what it was 30 years. Affordable housing was defined as about $130,000 to $150,000 which
required a $45,000 annual salary. A person working at, Subway full-time and 7-11 part-time was
not going to be able to afford affordable housing. They would fall under the poverty line. The
monthly revenue would have to fall in the $3,000 to $5,000 range.

Councilman Belmont explained that the City did not have a zone that would accept this proposaL
They would have to change the general plan.
Steve Maddox stated that he was asking for consideration. They would be condominiums. He
could not find a building lot for under $90,000 to $110,000.
Councilman Blake noted that when they passed the General Plan they talked about considering
special requests because they did have a need for multiple housing.
Steve Maddox stated that he felt multiple housing could be done well. He added that he was
raised in a condominium that today sold for $850,000 and it was a destination spot because it had
the amenities on site.
Councilman Blake noted the location was right next to I-15 and Sam White Lane and it seemed
that might be a good location.
Steve Maddox stated that if someone' s child wanted to live in north Utah County, it was almost
impossible right now.
Councilman Blake commented that they consider both the housing and the quality.
Steve Maddox agreed. He felt it could be controlled with quality, workmanship, fencing,
landscaping, clubhouses and amenities. He was looking for consideration.
Mayor Barratt explained that this was a discussion item and not an action item.
Councilman Cates asked what percent of his Pleasant Grove project was sold.
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Mr. Maddox responded that 100 percent was sold. There was one unit that was up for resale at
$138,000. There was a gravel pit on one side, a shopping center on another, and storage units on
another. The typical profile of those moving in was the BYU graduate, his wife, and two
children.

Councilman Blake felt there was a place for balance of multi-units for both seniors and for
younger.
Councilman Belmont noted that there was not a place for this in the general plan. She asked if
he was the one doing the Haymaker project.
Mr. Maddox responded that he was. He noted that about 50% of the buyers were empty-nesters.

Councilman Storrs agreed that American Fork did not have much affordable housing. There
were some city employees that could not afford to live in American Fork. They lived out west.
Chief Fox noted that he had officers that lived in Pleasant Grove. He did not have many that
lived in American Fork.
Councilman Belmont explained that this was brought up twelve years ago because the State said
that we had to have so much affordable housing and they talked about it at that time. She felt
American Fork was providing more.
Steve Maddox stated that this was not what the State would constitute as affordable housing. It
was out of the limits by about $25,000. He changed the phraseology to say that he was trying to
target a working professional college graduate that can't afford the idiocracy of $400,000 homes
that used to be $200,000.
Councilman Belmont preferred something beside high density.
Councilman Blake felt that the proposed location was a good place.
Councilman Storrs thought there was a need for them and this was a perfect location.
Councilman Blake felt they needed to have a work session on the topic. The Council had said
that they would be willing to tweak it and modify it.
Mayor Barratt commented that Councilman LeBaron was in support of looking at it.
Councilman Blake thought that the General Plan ought to accommodate it.
Mr. Maddox thought that ifthere was a collective group to help on the design side of it, as far as
the architecture and everything else, they thought it would be fantastic.

Councilman Belmont stated that this density was too high. American Fork was a little tiny town
only three miles square. People that live here did not necessarily want more density. With the
traffic, one could not even get around town.
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Councilman Cates suggested that thy drive through the area in Pleasant Grove by Maceys.
Rod Despain added that in the packets there was a request for annexation of 121 acres with the
same concept.
Councilman Blake felt that they could have different zones with different purposes. They could
say yes in the right location and with the right parameters.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING MAY 24, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Regular Session
There would be a presentation by the Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Royalty and a
presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Action Items
!-Review and action on the policy of a moratorium on the sale of cemetery lots
There would be a presentation by Ray Garrett. Mayor Barratt noted that they had about one year
left on the property that they had. The City did not currently have any property tied up. They
had made an offer, but the property owner did not want to sell. It would have given the City
another three to five years. This was a subject that had been struggled with since he was elected.
He recommended proceeding with the moratorium.
Ray Garrett stated that they would sell only on a need basis. A surviving spouse would be able
to buy an additional lot. In the case of the loss of a child, the parents would be able to purchase
up to two additional lots.
Councilman Blake noted that another option was a mausoleum.
Mayor Barratt agreed that it needed to be looked at, but most did not want that.
Councilman Blake felt that they could do a market survey.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to get some property. Councilman Cates agreed.
2-Review and action on a Resolution setting forth the fee schedules for water, sewer, garbage,
storm drain, cemetery, recreation use fees, building fees, cemetery fees, and other fees charged
by American Fork City
Councilman Cates felt that cemetery perpetual care should be increased.
Councilman Belmont noted that with the recreation fees, the out of town residents were now
going to pay what the local people would pay. She reported that in this morning's parks meeting
that they needed more fields. If they did not have to service three other communities American
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Fork would have enough fields. She thought that it had been reported that only 40 percent of the
participants lived in American Fork.
Ray Garrett suggested that Alpine only participated in the American Fork Basketball program.
They had their own programs in the other sports.
Cathy Jensen stated that American Fork received revenue from other communities based on a
formula of participation. Cedar Hills has dropped out and would not be participating next year.
Mayor Barratt explained that Highland allows the use oftheir facilities. American Fork had the
majority of participants in T-Ball and not enough fields.
Councilman Blake pointed out that American Fork was administering the programs. They ought
to understand the background for the financial arrangements.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron and Derric Rykert were working on that.
Councilman Belmont reported that this morning Doug Schnieder said that they were short on
fields and agreed that they had way too many people from other communities.
Melanie Marsh added that the possibility of forming a recreation district had been discussed.
Some programs could not operate to their full capacity and needed additional participation for
instance with girls softball.
Councilman Blake commented that was out a year or two. They needed to set the fees now and
discuss and work toward that.
Councilman Cates asked for a $1 walk in fee and a $25 season walk in rate at the boat harbor.
Councilman Storrs agreed.
Councilman Cates asked if there was an increase in the dog licenses.
Cathy Jensen stated that there was no increase. It was still at $8 and $12. If the City went with
the North Utah County Animal License program there would be an increase.
Councilman Cates asked what percent of the animals taken to the shelter were licensed. He did
not think there were many. He had a little bit of problem with an increase. They would be
asking those that obeyed the law and license their animals to pay the bill for the others. They
needed stricter enforcement. It was not right for those that obeyed the law to foot the bills for the
others.
Councilman Blake asked how much the fine was. It was not known.
Mayor Barratt stated that the majority ofLehi, Highland, and Cedar Hills had their animals
licensed. In American Fork that was not the case.
Councilman Blake felt there needed to be a small increase and that service be tied to it. They
needed to do more advertising of the expectation to have one's animals licensed.
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Councilman Cates encouraged that if there was an animal out there without a collar, it should be
picked up immediately.
Councilman Blake went back to the cemetery perpetual care fee. He felt the perpetual care could
be raised two or three times and still not cover its cost from the interest. He understood the
principal could not be used.
Councilman Belmont noted that in a private cemetery, Mt. Olivet, it was $700 on every lot and
that included perpetual care.
Councilman Blake suggested $200 for residents and $300 for non-residents.
Mayor Barratt stated that the recommendation was to go with just one fee. There was really no
way of proving who was a resident and who was not. It had gone on for years. A relative goes
in and buys lots at a resident rate and then sells it to their relatives and they are never used for 40
years.
Sexton Ray Garrett reported that most of the cities were changing over to just one fee. Orem had
already switched over.
Councilman Blake commented that not everyone was buying for relatives.
Mayor Barratt responded that he was not saying that there was majority that were outside the
City, but there was a level of sales to those outside the community.
Councilman Cates added that a single fee would not tempt people to be dishonest.
Councilman Blake suggested that they assign the lot to a user.
Mayor Barratt stated that was a hard thing.
Councilman Blake felt that they could control the resident, non-resident in the recreation
programs.
Mayor Barratt felt that the way that Councilman LeBaron and Derric Rykert were going, that
was being worked out.
Councilman Blake asked about raising the perpetual care.
Councilman Storrs did not want to see too much all at once.
Councilman Blake felt that it should go to at least $200. For too long it had been too low.
Melanie Marsh asked for a clarification on the Boat Harbor fees.
Councilman Cates stated if you were going to fish and you were driving in it was $2 per person.
A season pass was $25 for fishing. One dollar for walk in.
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Councilman Storrs did not think there would be that many to deal with.
3-Review and action on the awarding of janitorial bids
Melanie Marsh stated that the department heads had copies of those bids and were reviewing
them.
Mayor Barratt asked that all departments heads be in attendance because they were going to talk
about recreation fees, cemetery, boat harbor and he would like to have them there.
Councilman Blake asked if it they had bid it per building with idea ofhaving separate services.
Richard Colborn answered that was the intent. That was how it was bid.
4-Review and action on an Ordinance annexing the Carl Bell Property at 1230 East 300 North
consisting of2.49 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
R1-15,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement
There was no discussion on this item.
5-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Naterra West
Annexation consisting of approximately 121.46 acres at approximately 860 East 500 South
Rod Despain stated that this annexation would cause the comprehensive review of densities
higher that eight units per acre overall. It would probably take a new zone and a new element of
the general plan as well.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was back before them as it was an increase in acreage from about
83 to 121.
Rod Despain stated that the Planning Commission was looking at a planned community zone.
Mayor Barratt explained it was a complete community including commercial, schools, and open
space and included property in Pleasant Grove.
Councilman Blake noted that the City should have an early view of the proposal.
Rod Despain expressed that a road plan for the area had been provided and some of the common
amenities that were being proposed.
Councilman Cates asked if the plan was to finish 1100 East all the way to the freeway.
Rod Despain answered that was the plan. They were also looking at a boundary adjustment with
Pleasant Grove that would take American Fork's boundary to 1100 East. This annexation went
nearly to 620 South.
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6-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Fenn Property
Annexation consisting of approximately 30.16 acres at 350 South 570 West
Rod Despain noted that people were lining up in that area to come into the City.
7-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Hatch Annexation
consisting of approximately 5.27 acres at 625 South 100 West
There was no discussion on this item.
8-Review and action on an Ordinance adopting provisions of the Utah Code including the Utah
Criminal Code, the Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions. the Motor Vehicle Act, the Uniform
Driver License Act, the Traffic Rules and Regulations, The Publicly Owned Motor Vehicle
Provisions, the Driving by Minors Provisions, the Financial Responsibility ofMotor Vehicle
Owners and Operators Act, the Vintage Vehicle Provisions, the Off-Highway Vehicle
Provisions, the Utah Code of Criminal Procedure, the Alcoholic Beverage Control Act, the Utah
Controlled Substances Act, the Utah Drug Paraphernalia Act, and the Utah Imitation Controlled
Substances Act; and providing an effective date
Mayor Barratt stated that this was updating the City's Ordinances to what the State Legislature
did this past year.
9-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders.
10-Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was a separate memo.
11-14-Review and action on the April 19, 2005, budget retreat minutes; Review and action on the
May 5, 2005, work session minutes; Review and action on the May 10, 2005, minutes; and Review
and action on the May 12.2005, work session minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
15-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
Finance Committee would start at 6:00p.m.
REVJEW AND DISCUSSION OF THE PROPOSED BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 2006
Sheena Parker was concerned about the cut in the children's book budget. The cuts in the adults
were not as much. She would like to have $1,000 restored back to the children's book budget.
Councilman Belmont expressed that the Beautification Committee was concerned about the
slashing of their budget. She stated that the same person was Chairman ofNuisance Abatement. It
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seemed to her that there was a budget there at one time. They were making progress with Officer
Falslev being a part of it.
Cathy Jensen stated that they were using $83,000 out of fund balance. To increase anything, they
needed another source.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Budget Public Hearing was on June 14, 2005, and adoption of the
budget was June 21st. He continued that they had been counseled that they needed to build up the
General Fund. The City had done a lot over the last few years. The City did not want to lose their
bond rating. Some development was coming, even though he liked American Fork the way it was
in 1965, and they needed to have a balance between the two and Cathy Jensen could not print
money.
Councilman Blake thought that they could transfer more funds from the restricted hospital fund into
the general fund as a reserve. That could be affected immediately.
*Mayor Barratt exited the meeting to attend a meeting with IHC.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs Chaired the remainder of the meeting.
Police Chief Fox suggested changing from purchasing cars from Salt Lake County and go to a lease
option. They could take $182,000 slated for this year and could get 10 cars for $1 06,400 ifthey
would commit to that for three years. They would be leasing the Ford 500 and take their gas
mileage from 11 to 12 miles per gallon to 19 or 20. In the first year they would be saving $9,800 in
gas.
Councilman Belmont liked to see that way of thinking.
Councilman Storrs felt it was a great plan. It made sense to rotate vehicles.
Chief Fox explained they would have a 36-month lease and no mileage restriction. They could buy
the car for $50 at the end of the lease
Cathy Jensen noted that it was budgeted to purchase cars. They would be able to put some back
into the general fund. The other lease issue was the fire truck and storm drain truck There was a
storm drain truck on the lot and available now for $236,000 if they wanted to purchase it. The
savings would be about $14,000.
Councilman Storrs felt they should buy it now and save $14,000.
Cathy Jensen stated that one of the reasons they were looking at increasing the storm drain fee was
to hire an individual to run that department.
Councilman Blake agreed.
With regard to the presentation on Civic Center Square, Heber Thompson suggested that they could
do it in phases if they got approval from the City for the overall concept and the general plan being
adhered to eventually when the funding became available. If the City could only come up with a
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portion of the funds, they would use them and assess the businesses proportionately. lfthe City
could find enough to have a substantial portion that would get them started and get some incentive
going.
Councilman Cates suggested that if they were in favor of that concept, then they needed to know so
that it was compatible with the overall plan.
Mr. Thompson noted that if they took some of the RDA funds and expanded the landscaping around
this building, that would help.
Councilman Cates added that they still needed to say that was the direction.
Councilman Blake felt it was important to determine the concept.
Councilman Cates thought that the merchants would be more amenable to phasing.
Heber Thompson felt that was the case. They saw the City administering it
Councilman Storrs asked about the landowners that were not agreeable.
Mr. Thompson stated that it would be administered through the City's tax roles. The one that was
opposed was against the fact that the Harrington School was not part of that

It was noted that there were many places in the City where the weeds were three feet high. Melanie
Marsh noted that was being worked on.
Heber Thompson asked the City to find some money in some substantial amount.
Councilman Storrs observed that he thought the consensus of the Council was that they would love
to work something out, they just had to find a way of doing it.
Councilman Blake added that it might be better to reduce some things.
Cathy Jensen noted that any transfers to the general fund needed to now be labeled as income. With
regard to the Fire Department, they moved funds from the equipment purchases to the new member
equipment.
Councilman Storrs asked if they would be able to order the new fire truck July 1st.
Cathy Jensen hoped it would be a little bit later in the year.
Councilman Belmont noted that everyone needed to tighten their belt. She had great faith in Cathy
Jensen. She would listen to her.
Cathy Jensen stated that they were $500,000 over in expenditures. She was looking at transferring
money from the SID to absorb that fund balance. They were closing open purchase orders and were
restricting purchases to an as needed basis.
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It bothered Councilman Cates when they were working on the edge. There were always
emergencies and they were getting in a position to not being able to react to them.
Councilman Blake felt they should look this year at priority areas first and then supplemental. He
was anxious in the commitment in the RDA on the recreation center and it had ongoing costs once it
was built. He was not comfortable that they looked at that commitment.
Councilman Storrs noted that the RDA funds could only be spent on recreation and the arts.
Cathy Jensen stated that they identified the projects and could not use that funding on any other
projects. She noted that they were sending out RFP's for the Fitness Center and if there were
changes they needed to know.
Councilman Belmont felt that the Fitness Center was not bringing in people now.
Councilman Storrs pointed out that they were spending a lot of money on school gymnasiums
because the City did not have any.
Councilman Belmont did not think that pouring half the RDA money into a facility that only had
500 people a day and after the expansion, only 500 people a day were expected.
Councilman Blake noted that when budgets were tight, this was the window to discuss it.
Councilman Storrs did not think they could change after they set the parameters.
Melanie Marsh explained that they were putting out RFP' s and she would hate to be out of wack if
they were going to go another way. She asked that they get with her.
Councilman Storrs reported that he had made a motion to set the parameters.
Councilman Belmont stated that they were supposed to move it around.
Cathy Jensen stated that they had advertised for the RFP's today.
Councilman Storrs felt the decision was already made.
Councilman Blake felt they needed to be prudent and understand the finances of a tight budget.
Councilman Belmont felt they were going into competition with Lehi and Pleasant Grove. With the
improvements, they were not going to get anybody new to go there.
Cathy Jensen stated that she would put the $236,000 into the storm drain for the truck, $106,000 in
the police for the cars and they would find $1,000 for the Library. She would provide a transfer of
$400,000 to the General Fund for reserves.
Councilman Blake felt it was a good move to put it into a reserve and use it for a reserve.
Councilman Cates agreed with that.
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Cathy Jensen wanted to keep the reserve as close to 18 percent as possible. That was $2,000,000.
ADJOURNMENT

The work session adjourned at 6:29 p.m.

t rh,Ql_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 5-19-05 CC SS WS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 8

TO:

Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Downtown American Fork

SUBJECT: "Civic Center Plaza"
DATE:

5/19/05

Proposal: Create an inviting, gathering place environment for central downtown
with a walkable park-like setting featuring special streetscapes, parking,
landscaping and lighting. (See ttftftehetl tlrewi~1
Justification
1. Central downtown is the focal point of downtown and deserves an
integrated, purposeful approach, as opposed to a piecemeal, pian-as-you-go
approach.
2. Timing is right
• City Hall renovation for the arts
• Apollo reopening
• Crescent School of Music move
3. Downtown development will encourage downtown business momentum.
4. Business owners support it (See attached) ..
5. Downtown American Fork Inc., The Arts Council, The Beautification
And the Historic Committee support it (See attached letter)..
Recommendation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Approve the concept at approximate total cost of $800,000 (See attached).
Commit to provide city's share of cost (55%).
Support Business Improvement District for owners' share (45%).
Call for RFPs.
Empower DAF to administer project.

ATTACHMENT TO THE 5-19-05 CC SS WS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 8

City Council Preparation Meeting 3/17/05

Questions raised about the value and effectiveness of Downtown American
Fork Inc.:
1. Fall 2003 candidates meetings-all candidates supported
revitalization of downtown American Fo~ yet:
a. No action on May 2004 Downtown Revitalization Plan (see
attached).
b. RDA funds allocation didn't support DAF recommendations.
2. What do you view as the role ofDAF? Do you see us as part of your
team or are we an adversary? Is our mission statement still good (see
attached)?
3. How can we improve our relationship and value to the city?
4. What are your priorities for downtown?

5. Can you provide some budget for us?
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May 30,2002
Dale 0. Gunther, President
Downtown American Fork Inc.
55 East Main Street
American Fork, UT 84003
Dear Dale:
There are a lot of things being said about American Fork City's
commitment to assist in the revitalization of downtown. I want you to
know that my administration is committed to that assistance, within
the confines of budgetary constraints. However, it is my opinion that
without a firm commitment by the downtown property owners, which
would include an agreed upon financial plan, the success of
revitalizing downtown American Fork is in jeopardy.
It appears to me at this time, that we could improve our understanding
and communication on what needs to be accomplished to attain this
important, mutual goal. To open up a constructive dialogue, I would
like to schedule a working breakfast meeting at Jim's Family
Restaurant on June l91h at 8:00a.m. and invite my staff and also
representatives of American Fork Downtown Inc. This would provide
us the opportunity to sit down together to discuss the issues, determine
the financial objectives for the revitalization and to schedule future
meetings to develop a plan that can be submitted to the City Council
for their consideration.
If this meets with the schedule of the Board Members of American
Fork Downtown Inc. and yourself, please contact either Carl Wanlass
or myself with the number of people attending so arrangements can be
made. Thank you for your consideration and support of this joint
meeting.

CC: Carl T. Wanlass, City Administrator
31 North Church Street
American Fork, UT 84003
801-763-3000 Phone
801-763-3004 Fax
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May 5, 2005

Mayor Ted B. Barratt
American Fork City
American Fork, Utah
Dear Mayor,
We, the undersigned property owners, respectfully request that American Fork City form
a Business Improvement District for the area bounded by I 00 East, I 00 North, Center
Street and Main Street. The purpose of the District would be to complete interior block
improvements which were approved through a series of three public hearings sponsored
by the City and conducted by MHTN Architects during 2000 (copy enclosed). We would
like the cost of the project to be assessed by the usable square foot of building space for
each property. We recognize that the City property cannot be assessed; however, we trust
" ·'
that the City will pay for its share of the improvements.

Respectfully submitted,
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May 5, 2005

Mayor Ted B. Barratt
American Fork City
American Fork, Utah
Dear Mayor,
We, the undersigned property owners, respectfully request that American Fork City form
a Business Improvement District for the area bounded by 100 East, 100 North, Center
Street and Main Street. The purpose of the District would be to complete interior block
improvements which were approved through a series of three public hearings sponsored
by the City and conducted by MHTN Architects during 2000 (copy enclosed). We would
like the cost of the project to be assessed by the usable square foot of building space for
each property. We recognize that the City property canno-t be assessed; however, we trust
that the City will pay for its share of the improvements.

Respectfully submitted,
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Dear Mayor and City Council:

May 19,2005

Civic Center Block Revitalization
We wholeheartedly support the effort of Downtown American Fork Inc. to create an
inviting, park-like environment for the "Civic Center Plaza," the area between Main
Street and 100 North, and between 100 East and Center Street. Most of the city public
buildings, including the soon-to-be renovated for the arts City Hall are contained in this
area.
A walkable "plaza" environment here, with streetscapes, more landscaping, special
lighting and more and better-utilized space for parking will draw people and businesses
downtown. It will also display a positive, far-sighted image of city leaders. A city that
cares about its downtown cares about its people and the traditions, heritage and history
that are enduring traits of a city.
We urge the city to be an active part of a healthy private/public partnership to make this
happen. With the Apollo reopening and gradually building in popularity, the Crescent
School of Music expanding and eventually moving to new quarters in the old Jones Paint
and Glass building, and with the renovation of City Hall for the arts, which will include
landscaping work, we feel the timing is right to create a gathering place environment for
central downtown.

·~~~~
American ForkCoundl
American Fork Beautification
Committee
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American Fork Historic
Pteservation Committee
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April20, 2005

American Fork City Center
Redevelopment Cost Estimate
Note: ThiS cost estimate is a "bel park" number taken from plans not accurately portraying existing
conditions (new bUildings & parldng) and from a photograph of a colored plan, which was not to scale and
no accurately showing new buildings.

Demolition
Concrete & asphalt-196,000 sf@ $0.89/sL ......................................... $174,440.()0
Landscape-l!l,OOO sf@ $0.75/sf..............................................................$26.250,00
Total Demolition ..................................................................................................... $200,690.00
Construction
Asphalt (parking, access roadS) -102,000 sf@ $2. 75/sf ........................... $280,500.00

Street furnishings (lights, bollards. benches, etc.) ..................................... +1-$65,000.00
Concrete (walks, curbs) ............................................................................. +/-$52,000.00
Landscape (topsoil, sprinklers, sod. shrubs, trees) 94,000 sf@ 51.75 sr.. $164,500.00
Storm water (detention, catch basin, etc.) ................................................. +1·$40 000,00
Total Construction.................................................................................................. $602.000.00

The above estimates do not ln<:lude any pavers in place of concrete or asphalt
If you have any question regarding thiS estimate. please contact Alan Christensen at 766-5565.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 19,2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION & WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session and a work
session on Thursday, May 19, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street,
commencing at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAl. SESSION

1.
2.

3.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Invitation; roll call
Consideration for adoption of a Resolution of the City Council of American Fork City,
Utah County, Utah (the "issuer") authorizing the issuance and sale by the issuer of its
approximately $5,910,000 General Obligation Refunding Bonds, Series 2005; and related
matters.
Adjournment to a work session.

WORK SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Presentation by Downtown American Fork Inc. regarding the Civic Center Square.
Presentation by Steve Maddox regarding proposed development on the Dr. Roper property at
approximately 1000 South 860 East
Discussion of items for the upcoming May 24, 2005, City Council meeting.
Review and discussion of the proposed budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
Adjournment

of}{) 2005.
~.~

Dated this 16 day

("

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY 19,2005
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on Thursday,
May 19, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.

Presentation by Downtown American Fork Inc. regarding the Civic Center Square.
Discussion of items for the upcoming May 24, 2005, City Council meeting.
Review and discussion of the proposed budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
Adjournment.

Dated this 9 day ofMay, 2004.

-h.:

/4,

<

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

{lL

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
MAY24, 2005
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on May 24, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Chief Fox, Raylene Jorgenson,
Ginger Hunter, Derric Rykert, Heidi Mitchell, Pam Hunsaker, Terilyn Lurker, James Hardy,
Sheena Parker, Rob Autrey, Ray Garrett, Doug Schneider, Heber Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Nyla Colborn, Mr. Robert E. Colborn, Robert J. Colborn, Gretchen Colborn, Chesson
Colborn, Susan Dransfield, Savannah Colborn, Brady Colborn, Dr. Carl Bell, David Robinson,
Scouts from Troop 1153, Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Royalty, George E. Brown Jr.,
Barbara Christiansen, and 4 citizens.
Scouts from Troop 1153 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Police ChiefTerry Fox
offered a prayer.
PRESENTATION BY THE PLEASANT GROVE STRAWBERRY DAYS ROYALTY
Mayor Barratt welcomed the Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Royalty. The Royalty took turns
explaining the upcoming events that would take place June 12-18 and invited all to come.
Mayor Barratt invited the Royalty to American Fork to the Diamond Rio Concert on July 8th.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Raylene Jorgenson she reminded the Council that when they decided to spend RDA funds on the
old City Hall refurbishment back in January, she asked and received approval for her to continue
to work to come up with a good concert hall and auditorium. She updated the Council on the
Harrington Square Project. She was excited that the City was planning a 160 to 180-seat
auditorium adjacent to City HalL It should be done properly for small theater and recital uses.
The Committee for the Harrington Square Project that has been formed consisted of many top
artists and business people and included Dr. Donald Riplinger, representatives from the Osmond
Family, Arts Council Specialists from the north end of Utah County, Terry Hill, Dale Gunther,
Heber Thompson, and several others.
Ms. Jorgenson continued that they were working with the developers of the Apollo Hall, Michael
Wight and his associates who were looking at an 800-seat venue. They were working with the
Heritage Square Project Committee on large-scale fundraising, acoustical engineering, and arts
coordination that would enhance all parts of the Harrington Project.
Ms. Jorgenson stated that they were developing the Historic Harrington School Building into a
fabulous state-of-the-art, acoustically correct, 530 to 580-seat music hall that could be adapted to
live theater. The main floor would contain a music reception hall, a gift shop, and a cafe. With
these venues and the possible 1200-seat auditorium at the high school, they were anxious to
1

promote a trolley or light rail system of some type to transport the great amount of people that
would be coming to the area. She asked that the City Council start to address a trolley, or light
rail system, or some other way to meet that future need. She again expressed the importance that
they have proper acoustics in the buildings.
Cheryl Norman, President of the Utah Music Teachers Association stated that when she heard
about the project she was thrilled. There were hundreds of piano teachers in this area that would
use it. They currently went to Orem and Provo. She asked that it have the proper acoustics.
Dr. Carl Bell explained that he was being annexed into the City tonight. He felt that the 160 to
180-seat theater would be the right size for the City to do in conjunction with what they were
going to do in the Harrington. If it was bigger that would be great, but there was not that push.
He continued that the Director of the American Fork Arts Council has advised them that there
was a 1200-seat theater being planned by American Fork City in conjunction with Alpine School
District just south of the present American Fork High School in the park, with the City deeding
over the property to the Alpine School District and they would build it and that was set in stone
and was going to start in 2006. He asked what the City could tell him about that.
Mayor Barratt responded that the property already belonged to the Alpine School District. It was
in the preliminary stages and he doubted that it would start in 2006. He thought it was out at
least ten years.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there was a beautiful Heritage Center and Concert Hall in Cedar
City that was separate from the Shakespearean Festival. It cost $1,754.33 per day in terms ofthe
bond payment.
JaNeane Jacob asked about the police investigation.
Mayor Barratt responded that they were still in the process of determining who the individual or
individuals that would be involved in the review of the department. The Chief of Staff Melanie
Marsh had provided him a name, but he has not yet reviewed the individual's qualifications.
They did not want to perpetuate the situation until they knew that whomever they hired could
take care of it. He would keep the public informed.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt announced that the Employee of the Month for May was City Recorder Richard
Colborn. Richard Colborn stepped forward and received recognition from the Mayor and City
Council. Mayor Barratt stated that he would take his place among the other Employee's of the
Month.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont asked that the sign ordinance be placed on an upcoming Council agenda
for discussion. She asked Jim Hardy to report on his activities.
Jim Hardy expressed that as each Monday rolled around a great deal of his time was occupied in
taking down garage and yard sale signs that had been posted at various sites. They liked putting
2

them up, but not taking them down. The City needed to address whether it wanted to put the
manpower into the enforcement. He reported that he took about 25 signs off the park area at 100
East 300 North. He noted Pleasant Grove allowed yard/garage sale signs only in front of the
event. Highland, Alpine, Lehi, and Pleasant Grove people were posting their signs in American
Fork.
Councilman Blake agreed with having it on the agenda.
Councilman Belmont asked about door-to-door salesmen. She noted that there was a lawsuit by
Kirby Vacuum and the City's Solicitor Ordinance was done away with.
Mayor Barratt did not have an answer. He knew that City Attorneys throughout the state were
working on an Ordinance.
Mayor Barratt excused Kevin Bennett who was ill and Howard Denney who was out of town.
Councilman Blake commented that the Council moved forward with a new Police & Courts
building, a new Fire/Rescue facility, along with a new Library and they were nice additions to
the community. They were now looking at funds to remodel the City Hall and the Arts Council
was very supportive of putting in a recital hall. He was pleased to hear the report from the Arts
Council and especially pleased to see the partnership they were promoting with businesses. It
was a natural thing to have those kinds of businesses.
He continued that one of the things he would really like to look at and an area that they had
missed the target on, was an element of art within the City. Lehi's Square in front of their
Heritage Center was impressive. To make this a walkable Square was appealing. The City was
a resident ofthis block. It was a marvelous time for the City to look at organizing a committee
to promote plans and to set a structure to promote donations and also put some funds into it from
the City. They needed to catch sight of what could be done. One of the traditions in American
Fork was music. He did not think the square would be that expensive. He hoped to continue to
promote cooperation of government and local entities. It was time. They should also look at
things that were unique like restoring the bell tower and have a bell that worked. The focus
should be on American Fork's identity and history.
Councilman Storrs reported that it was nice to see the fire department doing the Fireman's
Breakfast again. He felt the citizens were glad to see it again.
Councilman Storrs reported that the North Pointe Solid Waste District was continuing meet. He
noted that the City was reviewing an animal ordinance.
Councilman LeBaron was in favor of looking at the Sign Ordinance especially relating to snipe
signs as they were out of control. A stepped up enforcement was needed. He added that the
weeds were getting high and the junk cars were plentiful. He also understood that it was a
manpower issue.
Councilman LeBaron stated that as far as Downtown, he would support a wide range taskforce
made up of citizens, even 30 to 40, to give some input.
3

Councilman LeBaron reported that the RDA taskforce on the Fitness Center had met and tied
down an RFP that was going out. Derric Rykert was looking at online registration for activities.
They were looking at approving a dredging project at the boat harbor. The Golf Course
Committee was going well. The course was looking good and play was up. There was a move
afoot to rename Tri-City. He had mixed feelings about that. He thought that if there was a
change in name that it ought to have 'American Fork' in it.
Councilman Blake stated that he would like to see the RFP was going out.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the RFP was for the design build.
George Brown asked if the City was supposed to approve an RFP.
Mayor Barratt stated that they will be submitting what could be done.
Melanie Marsh stated that was done at the last meeting.
Councilman Cates noted that sometimes they were very quick to criticize. He complimented the
City employees. They had been extremely busy. They had a broken water line and they were
also dealing with flooding.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt stated that there was a lot of water and American Fork had not suffered a great
deal because of it. That was due to the foresight of the City Fathers over the years.
Mayor Barratt noted that the Verterans ofForeign Wars Post 4918 honored Sgt. Matt Grosbeck
who graduated from American Fork High School in 1936 and whose remains were recently
found. He had a ceremony in Arlington National Cemetery, and his remains were buried in
Richfield, Utah. He was a Caveman who gave his life and gave his tomorrows so that we could
be here and enjoy the freedoms that we have.
Mayor Barratt reported that at 9:00a.m. Acting Undersecretary of Commerce and the Deputy of
the United States Patent and Trademark Office John Ducas was in American Fork representing
President Bush and he was the commencement speaker at Legacy Elementary School. He
expressed the gratitude that President Bush had for American Fork and for American Fork High
School's Band. American Fork High School recently received a letter from President Bush
thanking them for their participation at his inauguration. Representative Dougle was also a part
of the program.
Mayor Barratt introduced Asst. Public Works Director Rob Autrey to report on Streets, Motor
Pool, Cemetery, and the flooding situation.
Rob Autrey reported that American Fork been very lucky.
He reported that the Cemetery was ready for the Memorial Day Weekend. Bruce Carter had
been working with the Police Department getting their vehicles on a regular rotation for
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maintenance. They had changed over all the gas cards. There was some concern that some were
missing. The Streets had been very busy this past month cleaning gutters. They did a paving job
on 200 East
He reported that there had been a sink-hole develop on the road leading to the American Fork
Boat Harbor. It was on a County road and Utah County was dealing with it There would be no
access to the Boat Harbor over the Memorial Day weekend and for a couple of weeks beyond
that
Mayor Barratt explained that Howard Denney had informed them that was an area that was
going to flood.
Mr.Autrey reported that the next area of concern was 400 South about 50 East Yesterday the
Street Crew, Maintenance and Parks Crews along with Bishop Deveraux's ward filled 400 to 500
sandbags and placed on the walls. If they had not been there, water would have gone through the
Greenwood Trailer park. At 100 North 200 East Burningham Trucking was taking care of
himself with visquine and concrete blocks to keep the water out of his building. The concern
there was the railroad bridge. At 400 North 400 East there was a double culvert on the river and
the crews were continuing to remove logs and debris that was caught there. Along the river by
Art Dye Park at the diversion of the MacArthur Ditch, the gabions on the west side were being
undercut They were in the process of placing large boulders behind the gab ions. Silver Lake,
Tibbie Fork, and the debris basin were all full. There was really no more controL However, if
there was no more rain, they should be able to handle it
Rob Autrey expressed appreciation for the comments of Councilman Cates. Last night the water
line in the canyon was exposed by a log jam. They did some work on the pipe and it is still
intact As a precaution, water was been diverted from that line and the City's water was coming
from three wells. He asked if there were any questions.
Councilman Storrs asked about the Frontage Road being blocked.
Mr. Autrey explained that it was blocked by a State project that was underway boring under the
freeway for a casing for a City waterline that was going to be needed when they cut off the other
one when they did the 300 West Bridge work.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE POLICY OF A MORATORIUM ON THE SALE OF
CEMETERY LOTS
Mayor Barratt read a letter regarding a Moratorium on the selling of cemetery lots from
Cemetery Supervisor Ray Garrett:
"In regards to last weeks Cemetery Committee letter on shortage of cemetery lots, we
support their suggestion in only selling lots to those who are in need of them. Lots will
no longer be sold in bulk; they will only be sold to the deceased and their spouse. In a
case of a lost child the mother and father will be able to buy lots as well. I would like to
5

also stress the need of additional property for cemetery use. lfyou have any ideas please
let me know so we can immediately check into it."
Mayor Barratt urged the Council to place this moratorium until they were able to secure
additional property.
Councilman Blake suggested that it might be a good ongoing policy.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of setting the moratorium on the sale of cemetery lots
as discussed. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION SETTING FORTH THE FEE SCHEDULES
FOR WATER SEWER. GARBAGE. STORM DRAIN, CEMETERY, RECREATION USE
FEES. BUILDING FEES, CEMETERY FEES, AND OTHER FEES CHARGED BY
AMERICAN FORK CITY
Library Director Sheena Parker noted that on the library overdue fees, the 15 cents on books
should remain with an overdue fine of 50 cents for media items.
Councilman Cates noted that the drive in for fishing at the boat harbor was $2 per day with an
annual fishing pass being $25.
Councilman Belmont noted that there was a recommendation to increase perpetual care from
$100 to $200 and the resident and non-resident fees were the same. She noted that on the Fitness
Center there was a lot to read. She asked ifDerric Rykert felt what was proposed was adequate.
She felt that non-residents should pay more.
Mr. Rykert noted that the resident rate was $310 per year with a non-resident paying $410. He
felt that for the facilities that were offered, these rates were good.

Councilman Belmont asked if they were making some adjustments and monitoring programs as
to which classes were being attended and which were not.
Derric Rykert stated that they were. It varied as to the minimum number required for each class.
Councilman Belmont asked about the Broadband and connection rates.
Councilman Blake stated that it ought to be clear that the rates were the wholesale rates, that is
the rates offered to the ISP's.
Councilman Belmont asked if they were competitive rates.
Councilman Blake responded that they were very competitive in the context of what they were
doing. The City line was in a class by itself. It was much faster than DSL. With live video feed,
the signal overloaded the buffer on a DSL connection but the City's Broadband was able to
handle it.
Bill Jacob asked if there were any plans to have a live feed for the public meetings.
6

Councilman Blake stated that the current priority was to stabilize the basic function. If there was
someone who wanted to do that and they had a high-speed connection, they could choose to do
that. It was not something the City should necessarily look at doing until they have done some
other things.
Heber Thompson commented that with the refurbishing of this building and with the 170-seat
theater they would use for council meeting, they should plan now for high-speed lines.
Mayor Barratt stated that was all being looked at and included in the project.
Councilman Blake commented that the rate to rent the amphitheater was $700. He felt the
deposit ought to be higher than $100 and there ought to be some portion that was nonrefundable. ·
Mayor Barratt concurred.
Councilman Belmont did not think it should be half There should be a portion that was nonrefundable.
Councilman Blake did not know if half the amount, $350 was appropriate. Maybe a $100 or
$150 be non-refundable.
Councilman LeBaron asked about a cancellation.
Mayor Barratt commented that if the facility was not used and was cancelled within a certain
period, they should get part of the deposit back. If they cancelled after that they would lose all of
their deposit.
Councilman Storrs agreed that after a certain period of time it should not all be refunded. The
place had been reserved and may have not allowed others to use it. If it rained, that was
something else.
Councilman Blake stated that if they canceled within 30 days, they would lose $100 of the $350
back. After that, they would lose it all.
Councilman Belmont asked about rainouts on the day of the event.
Mayor Barratt asked how that was determined.
Councilman Belmont noted there were a lot of things to take into consideration in a rain event
including the cost of the dresses, the flowers, and the caterer.
Ginger Hunter felt a rainout should not be charged at all.
Doug Schneider added the idea that on the non-refundable and the concern about not being able
to rebook it, what if it was able to be rebooked, could they give more back. There was no reason
to take advantage of keeping all of the deposit when it was able to be rebooked.
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Councilman Belmont agreed.
Councilman Blake thought it made sense.
Mayor Barratt asked who determined much rain.
Councilman Belmont felt it should be the Bride.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they leave it up to the discretion of the Chief of Staff He was
thinking that a cancel might not be weather related. It may be an automobile accident or
something like that. To tie it down to just rain might not be the best thing to do and just have
something that says that a refund would be under the discretion of the Chief of Staff
Councilman Blake was fine with that.
Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-05-20R setting the fees to be
charged by American Fork City.

Councilman Blake noted that under miscellaneous revenues under the sale of the 1945 history
book was set at $8. They also had a new history book that they were trying to promote. He
asked if they could set an amount and take subscriptions.
Mayor Barratt recommended that they not do that at this time but when they have more
information.
Councilman Blake hoped they could move that forward. Mayor Barratt agreed.
Councilman LeBaron asked about traffic school and if $60 was the going rate.
Police Chief Terry Fox explained that it was a rate set with 4th District Court and the City
Attorney. The City gets all of it and the City conducts the school. The only exception would be
if the City had a Justice Court.
Councilman Blake asked about the nursery at the Fitness Center.
Derric Rykert stated that they were following the appropriate codes. There were adults that were
there.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had to be licensed with the State.
Derric Rykert responded that they were. They were not licensed however as a pre-school or a
full-time day care. It was a drop in facility and the children were there only for a short period of
time. The rates were comparable with other fitness centers that did the same thing.
Councilman Blake added that it was important for Mr. Rykert as the Director to be aware that it
was an important area to be properly run.
8

Mayor Barratt asked for second.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
The changes to the proposed rates were to the amphitheater, library media fees, and in the
Broadband it needed to be designated that that was the wholesale rate.
George E. Brown Jr. noted that on the discretion of the staff, he asked if it could be defined what
the discretionary guidelines were. Without guidelines it could be tied as being arbitrary and
capricious.
Councilman Blake thought that the discretion here was up to a refund of all of the deposit.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were not trying to be mean.
Councilman Belmont felt that it had to have definite things.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF JANITORIAL BIDS
Councilman Storrs asked if they had to do it totally or could they take bids individually on each
building.
Mayor Barratt stated that they could take the individual bid on each building. He was not sure of
how great of service the City would get in doing that.
Councilman Storrs asked about termination of service it the City was not pleased.
Mayor Barratt felt that any contract needed to say that it could be cancelled by either party after
giving a 30-day notice.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had referrals and testimonials. He was not familiar with
some ofthe companies.
Melanie Marsh stated that the Department Heads had reviewed them as well as Cathy Jensen and
herself
AHI had their headquarters outside of Utah. The second place over all bidder was Complete
Building Maintenance. Anderson Cleaning Services was third.
Sanitors was recommended by the Chief of Police for the Police and Courts building and by
Sheena Parker for the Library.
Chief Fox explained that he met them when they walked through.
AHl was represented by Peter Wilson and Reinheit Enterprises was represented by Glenin
Garcia.
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Councilman LeBaron asked if a decision was needed tonight.
Mayor Barratt was not sure one was needed tonight, but they needed to get the services tied
down. This has been ongoing for a number of weeks. The City has gone through a number of
companies and they had never hired anyone that had not come highly recommended.
Councilman Blake asked if there was a recommendation from the staff.
Melanie Marsh stated that for the Library and the Police & Courts it was recommended to use
Vanguard or Sanitors or Cedar Shines. The Fitness Center recommended Cedar Shines. The
Administration recommended the low bid ofReinhiet Enterprises. They had not received a
recommendation from Public Works but suggested that it be given to one of the companies doing
another building.
Mayor Barratt felt that the City needed to have a service the serviced all of the buildings.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he was impressed with the two gentlemen that were in
attendance. He asked about AHI.
Peter Wilson explained that he lived in Orem and had lived in American Fork once. He was
familiar with the City. Some of their clients included the Flying J. Corporation in Ogden,
Williams Corporation, University ofUtah, Delta Airlines Reservations, and Continental Airlines.
He tried to get to each of the sites once a week if not more often than that. They were asked to
bid each location separately, but if AHI was successful he would consolidate crews.
Councilman Blake noted that on the Fitness Center AHI was close to half of most of the others.
Peter Wilson explained that it was based of formulas. He did not remember that his bid was that
much lower. There was one company that was twice that of everybody else's. Across the board
they felt comfortable with their bid and in providing the service that was requested.
Councilman Blake asked if AHI had done other fitness centers.
Mr. Wilson responded that they had fitness centers in three of the facilities they did work in. The
swim pool was not a part of this bid.

Councilman Blake expressed that the fact that the pool was in the facility and affected how the
facility needed to be maintained overall.
Councilman Belmont asked Glenin Garcia from Reinheit Enterprises to give some background
on his company.
Mr. Garcia responded that they started out in Highland thirteen years ago. They were familiar
with the City buildings. He went to each one. They had served several local facilities over those
years including the Bank of American Fork for seven years until they had a cut in pricing. They
bid the facilities according to their experience so the buildings could be maintained properly.
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Their price was quality based. He knew the City was looking for the best value for the dollar and
felt their bid was appropriate.
Mr. Garcia continued that some oftheir current clients included the eleven Universal Campus
Credit Union buildings. They had also done Provo Craft in Spanish Fork and Barnes & Noble in
Utah for eight years. They looked for long-term relationships where they could provide their
service and not reduce price or reduce quality. They started out as a medical facility provider.
They had done North Valley Surgical Associates, Tri-City Medical, and Mt. Timpanogos
Women's Health Center.

Councilman Blake asked if they had to do special things for health facilties.
Glenin Garcia answered that they did. They had special training for medical facilities and that
had given them a great advantage.
Councilman Blake asked how many employees Reinheit had.
Mr. Garcia responded that they had fifty employees in two states. They also did Central Bank in
American Fork. They do complete building maintenance including snow removal, landscaping,
and windows.

Councilman LeBaron asked if he worked with Bob Krommenhoek.
Mr. Garcia answered that Bob Krommenhoek was one of his suppliers.
Councilman LeBaron asked Derric Rykert who did the maintenance at the facility where he came
from.
Mr. Rykert responded that the County provided their own.

Councilman Storrs asked the Chief of Staff what she recommended.
Melanie Marsh recommended Sanitors for the Police & Courts, Library, Public Works, and
Administration. Cedar Shines for the Fitness Center.
Chief Fox reported that out of everyone that walked through the police & courts, Mr. Garcia
spent the most time. The only reason why he did not rate him number one was that he did not
find his bonding.
Mr. Garcia responded that they were bonded for $500,000 per incident and $2,000,000 in
liability. That high of bond capacity was due to serving the UPS Central Hub in Salt Lake City.
All of that paperwork was included in the first round ofbids. He did not include it in the second
round ofbids.

Mayor Barratt asked AHI what local companies they did.
Mr. Wilson responded they did Tele Performance in Orem.
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Councilman LeBaron recommended Reinheit noting that in the worse case scenario they could
terminate in thirty days. He asked if anyone had discharged him.
Mr. Garcia explained that in the business it was difficult not to have been discharged. The core

of their employees lived in Lehi, Highland, and American Fork. In the last three years each time
had been due to lower bids. They have also been called back after their clients had bid it out to
someone else. They were proactive in working out difficulties. A few years ago Provo Craft
was having a hard time. They worked things out and now they had tripled their service to Provo
Craft.
Councilman LeBaron asked if he himself provided hands on supervision.
Mr. Garcia explained that they were a corporation. There were four of them that had a stake in
the company. It was their livelihood and their reputation ran through it. They came in and

personally supervised.
Melanie Marsh noted that this was a bid. It was not an RFP. Over all Reinheit was number six
in the bidding. They did call a few references.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had to get bids from people all the time through the State
with Historic Preservation. She was not obligated to take the lowest bid. Many times they did
not take the lowest bid. She thought it was the same here.
Cathy Jensen explained that ifthere was some reason, they could waive inconsistencies. It
should be evaluated on what it was that they were asked to do.
Councilman Belmont noted that these people have come both times. She liked the fact that
Reinheit was from Highland and they had fairly local buildings that they were doing. She was
impressed with Mr. Garcia.
Councilman LeBaron moved to refer the matter to staff to check references, to check
suppliers, to consult with department heads, and to return a recommendation of the top
three to do everything and not necessarily in a priority order.
Councilman Belmont knew of some of the people they had done work for and she would contact
them.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
A gentleman asked about the supply bids.
Mayor Barratt noted that the motion applied to the supplies as well.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ANNEXING THE CARL BELL PROPERTY
AT 1230 EAST 300 NORTH CONSISTING OF 2.49 ACRES INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION. PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-15,000
ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-05-22 approving the Carl Bell
Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending verification of
deeds conveying the required street right-of-way; also approval of the annexation
agreement relating thereto and the placement of the annexation area into the Rl-15,000
Residential zone. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE NATERRA WEST ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY
121.46 ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 860 EAST 500 SOUTH
Mayor Barratt explained that this area has expanded to about 121 acres from the approximately
81 acres previously. It was being addressed again.
Councilman Blake noted that this was annexation only and was a large project He wanted to
confirm that they would be looking at it in much more detail in the future.
Dave Robinson with the Fusion Group explained that this covered the first phase and there was
also about that much on the Pleasant Grove side. There would be more in American Fork in
Phases III and IV. They were looking more toward a planned community approach.
Councilman Cates asked if the smaller property owners would join with them.
Dave Robinson answered that most were with them. The only ones remaining were the Vest,
Sagers, Carson, and Roper properties. They were looking at creating a walkable community and
they hoped that American Fork stayed on track with encouraging that area to become a planned
community. Pleasant Grove went more with a spot development.
Councilman Blake asked if the plan was to have association fees across all phases.
Mr. Robinson answered that was correct. They were really encouraged by the economies of
scale and what that would allow them to do. They were involved in the PG 2000 West/ AF 1100
East road planning. They viewed the development as one whole, not part Pleasant Grove and
part American Fork.

Councilman Cates asked what the reaction had been from Pleasant Grove.
Mr. Robinson responded that they were providing some elements that Pleasant Grove has not
been able to do yet. They would be able to do some larger parks. There has been good
cooperation, shaky at first, but they could see the benefits.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-05-21R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Phase I Naterra West Annexation. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE FENN PROPERTY ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY
30.16 ACRES AT 350 SOUTH 570 WEST
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Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-05-22R indicating the City's intent
to annex the Fenn Property Annexation. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE HATCH ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 5.27 ACRES
AT 625 SOUTH 100 WEST

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-05-23R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Hatch Annexation. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING PROVISIONS OF THE UTAH
CODE INCLUDING THE UTAH CRIMINAL CODE, THE MOTOR VEHICLE INSURANCE
PROVISIONS, THE MOTOR VEHICLE ACT, THE UNIFORM DRIVER LICENSE ACT,
THE TRAFFIC RULES AND REGULATIONS, THE PUBLICLY OWNED MOTOR
VEHICLE PROVISIONS, THE DRIVING BY MINORS PROVISIONS, THE FINANCIAL
RESPONSffiiLITY OF MOTOR VEHICLE OWNERS AND OPERATORS ACT, THE
VINTAGE VEHICLE PROVISIONS, THE OFF-HIGHWAY VEHICLE PROVISIONS, THE
UTAH CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, THE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE CONTROL
ACT, THE UTAH CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES ACT, THE UTAH DRUG
PARAPHERNALIA ACT, AND THE UTAH IMITATION CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES
ACT; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE
Mayor Barratt explained that this would adopt the changes that the legislature made to these
provisions of the State Code.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-05-23 approving these changes
adopted by the State Legislature. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
This memo was provided previously.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APRIL 19, 2005, BUDGET RETREAT MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the April19, 2005, budget retreat minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 5, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the May 5, 2005, work session minutes as presented.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 10, 2005, MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the May 10, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Belmont, Blake, Cates, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman LeBaron. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 12, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the May 12, 2005, work session minutes as presented.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Belmont, Blake, Cates, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Lebaron. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Blake explained that the Finance Committee met at 6:00p.m. They had insurance
presentations from Utah Local Governments Trust and Olympus Insurance. They reviewed the
City bills for payment put a hold on payments of$388.05 and $72.00. They also reviewed
purchase requests over $1,000.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills and purchase requests over $1,000 as
reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh referred to page 12 of the fee Resolution and noted that it wasn't
discussed but it included a sewer rate increase from $20 to $25 per month for residential and an
increase to commercial customers to $25 as well and there was also increase in the overage
gallons used of 85 cents per thousand gallons. The drain fee increased from $2 to $3 per ESU.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 9:47 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

l~.&l_

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
MAY24, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on May
24, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Terry Fox; roll calL
Presentation by the Pleasant Grove Strawberry Days Royalty.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee ofthe Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on the policy of a moratorium on the sale of cemetery lots.
Review and action on a Resolution setting forth the fee schedules for water, sewer,
garbage, storm drain, cemetery, recreation use fees, building fees, cemetery fees, and
other fees charged by American Fork City.
Review and action on the awarding of janitorial bids.
Review and action on an Ordinance annexing the Carl Bell Property at 1230 East 300
North consisting of2.49 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the R1-15,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Naterra West
Annexation consisting of approximately 121.46 acres at approximately 860 East 500
South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Fenn Property
Annexation consisting of approximately 30.16 acres at 350 South 570 West.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Hatch
Annexation consisting of approximately 5.27 acres at 625 South 100 West.
Review and action on an Ordinance adopting provisions of the Utah Code including the
Utah Criminal Code, the Motor Vehicle Insurance Provisions, the Motor Vehicle Act, the
Uniform Driver License Act, the Traffic Rules and Regulations, The Publicly Owned
Motor Vehicle Provisions, the Driving by Minors Provisions, the Financial Responsibility
of Motor Vehicle Owners and Operators Act, the Vintage Vehicle Provisions, the OffHighway Vehicle Provisions, the Utah Code of Criminal Procedure, the Alcoholic
Beverage Control Act, the Utah Controlled Substances Act, the Utah Drug Paraphernalia
Act, and the Utah Imitation Controlled Substances Act; and providing an effective date.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the April 19, 2005, budget retreat minutes.
Review and action on the May 5, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the May 10, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the May 12, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval ofCity bills for payment.

16.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 9, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on June 9, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilmembers Blake and
Storrs were excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn,
Kevin Bennett, Lori England, Janet Hicken, Steve Parker, Walter Ruales, Chief Terry Fox, Rod
Despain, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt stated that there would be a RD A meeting beginning Tuesday at 6: 15 p.m.
DISCUSSION OF THE CITY'S SIGN ORDINANCE
Mayor Barratt opened this item up for discussion.
Councilman Belmont felt there was breaking of the sign ordinance with signs on the back of a
pickup truck that was parked taking up two parking spaces on Main Street, temporary signs, signs
that were not addressed, big banners, and little signs everywhere. Garage sale signs were a
burden on Enforcement Officer Jim Hardy. She felt they needed to look at each aspect of the
Ordinance and work through it. It was visual pollution to look down Main Street.
Councilman LeBaron added that Sandy City had a very good sign Ordinance. Signs in public
areas should be subject to immediate removal and others should be tagged and a phone call made
to have them come and take down their sign. Garage Sale signs in people's yards should be taken
down within 24 hrs.
ChiefFox stated that maybe a Special Function Officer that was a little less than a police officer
was needed. They were really getting tied up with nuisance abatement. This person could help
Jim Hardy with documentation.
Councilman Belmont stated that in Springville City you need to sign up saying you are having a
garage sale sign and as soon as it was over your signs had to be taken down.
Mayor Barratt noted they would work through the sign ordinance for about fifteen minutes at
each of the next couple ofwork sessions.
DISCUSSION OF ANIMAL CONTROL
Mayor Barratt turned time to ChiefFox.
ChiefFox noted that Tucker Hansen had produced a sample ordinance that dealt with all animals,
not just dogs and cats. There have been three complaints involving personal injury in the last six
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weeks. They need to have an ordinance that when there was a violation, they could take action.
There needed to be some discretion as there was with the cell phone ordinance.
Councilman Belmont asked how one controlled a cat.
Referring to the sample ordinance Kevin Bennett discussed a person's rights.
Richard Colborn asked if it would include dealing with wild animals.
Mr. Bennett stated it would.

After some discussion Mayor Barratt stated that they would also deal with sections of this
ordinance at future work sessions.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City needed to get some level of ordinance in place. They had to
deal with nuisance dogs.
DISCUSSION OF SEWER RATES
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh commented that at the last Council meeting they increased the base
residential sewer rates from twenty to twenty-five dollars. They have had two calls about that
increase. As was passed it was a sixty dollar increase a year. They proposed to drop the recently
imposed residential base from $25.00 to $22.50. The overage rate would remain at 85 cents per
thousand gallons. Melanie Marsh wanted to have some more discussion on rates and why there
was an increase. There were a lot of sewer backups this year amounting to about $76,000. The
infrastructure was getting older and they needed to provide some upgrades. Down the road
additional personnel were needed.
Cathy Jensen noted that the sewer fund was currently operating under a deficit.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had two persons mention it to her as well.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to bring the sewer budget up. He was hearing that it could
be done with $22.50 but not as fast.
Councilman Belmont asked why they were having so many sewer backups.
Sewer Superintendent Steve Parker responded that if he knew what the whole problem was, he
would be able to take care of it. He hoped that a couple of the problems would be taken care of
with replacing with larger diameter pipes. One of the problems was with the draining of the
swimming pool.
Mayor Barratt was comfortable with that. They needed to be pro-active.
Councilman Cates reminded the Council that the older segment of the population get hit hard and
were caught in the middle. They were getting squeezed. He asked if they could do the $22.50
rate and make it.
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Cathy Jensen estimated that if they went with $22.50 they would add about $206,000 to the
sewer fund and at $25.00 about $386,000 annually.
Councilman Belmont felt that Councilman Cates was correct and it was a hardship on older
persons and those on a fixed income. She felt that people needed to understand and explain to
them why the rates were being raised.
Steve Parker noted that the 85 cent overage really would not go into affect until next year
because the sewer rates were already set for this year.
Councilman Cates felt he could make a decision at the next meeting.
Steve Parker recommended that the residential base rate be reduced from what was adopted
previously to $22.50 per month.
Lori England noted that the recent increase in the fee to rent the amphitheater had been
detrimental. They had thirty calls and no one wanted to rent it since the price went up. There
was not the amenities that other places had like tables, chairs, and lights and they had to do their
own cleanup. She noted that Northhampton charged $500, Thanksgiving Point charged $1100,
and the Provo Library Ballroom, $700. At those prices it came with tables, chairs, lighting, etc.
She felt the Council should consider a lower rate.
Councilman LeBaron asked what she thought was reasonable.
Lori England felt that it should be left the same as what it was last year.
Janet Hicken did not think the price should change in the middle of the season.
Cathy Jensen noted that ifthey reduced the price they would need to change a portion of the
budget.
Janet Hicken noted that the amphitheater had been rented 44 times this year.
Lori England noted that the revenue from the amphitheater was meant to make the Arts Council
self-sustaining.
Mayor Barratt asked what the expenses were.
Cathy Jensen noted that salary and benefits and maintenance was probably around $70,000.
Mayor Barratt explained that it was not fair that the parks department take the expense and the
Arts Council get the revenue. It needed to be equaled out.
Councilman Belmont expressed that any revenue coming in from the amphitheater should go to
the general fund. There was a budget process. She asked what the Arts Council budget was.
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Cathy Jensen responded that expenditures were between $70,000 and $75,000. It was set up that
$3 50 of the rental would go toward the Arts Council.
Lori England stated again that the cost to rent the amphitheater was too expensive.
Mayor Barratt felt that the previous amount of$350 was a screaming deal. When the amenities
were completed he felt it could be $1,000.
Councilman Belmont did not think that the idea was to rent it at rock bottom.
Melanie Marsh added that it was a unique pristine setting with the LDS Temple right close.
Lori England commented that currently they were booked most Fridays and Saturdays.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that the fee be set at $500 and when the improvements were in,
go to $700.
Janet Hicken noted that the new rate was in place now, not July 1.
Mayor Barratt explained that Lori England and Janet Hicken were saying that there was a
problem with being able to rent the facility and they believe that some of that was based on the
fact that the fees had gone up.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they were now requiring the swim team funds to come through
the City. He added that in the Arts Council's case it came through the general fund to the Arts
Council.
Councilman Belmont felt that the booking could be done by anyone. The amphitheater was still a
City park with City employees taking care of it and it was wonderful to be able to book it for
weddings.
Mayor Barratt noted that this would be discussed at the hearing. He added that Councilman
Cates would support $500.
Cathy Jensen explained that on the revenue side $40,000 was projected from the rental of the
amphitheater. It was about $35,000 last year.
Mayor Barratt asked Ms. Jensen to look at Councilman Cates' suggestion of$500 and a $100
non-refundable deposit.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JUNE 14, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
6:30 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the City's fiscal year ending June 30, 2006,
budget
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There will be a hearing on the budget that will include the amphitheater.
6:50 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a portion of200 North Street
and also Evergreen Street at 850 East
Councilman Belmont expressed that she had a conflict of interest on this item. This had to do
with property adjacent to her mother's. It was originally a part of Culver Acres.
6:55 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 1050 North 600 West
from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone
Councilman Belmont asked why this property was being rezoned R1-9000 and not R1-15,000.
Rod Despain explained that the adjacent roads were set up at Rl-9000 and it made it very difficult
to have all lots meet the R 1-15,000 zone. The Planning Commission recommended a mix of
dwellings but the overall density would not be greater than three units per acre. He noted that it
also affected 1120 North that cut off a portion of that property. Mayor Barratt had received a
letter regarding some compensation and discussion. He suggested that the Council might not
want to take action on the zone change until the compensation issue had been resolved.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the developers were being required to put in part of the road.
Rod Despain responded that the City needed to decide how much of the road the developer
needed to put in and how much of the right of way he should give. He reminded the Council that
the changing of a zone was the granting of a privilege.
7:00 p.m.-Receiving of public comments regarding amendments to the Senior Housing Ordinance
and other changes
Rod Despain explained that this would allow the expansion of the second phase ofMira Vista and
it did away with the 20 percent density bonus.
7: 10 p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the
American Fork Jr. High School. 20 West 1120 North
Rod Despain explained that the Development Ordinance was structured in such a way that a cell
tower in a zone other than commercial and industrial zones required action by the City Council.
7:20 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Nebeker Addition Annexation at 925 North
900 West
Rod Despain noted that this annexation was on the west side of900 West. This was a hearing to
receive protests.
7:25 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 120 North Center
from the existing R-4 to the CC-1 zone
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This was Dr. Liddle's property.
Regular Session
There would be a presentation of the Arts Council Volunteer of the month.
Action Items
#1-Review and action on an Ordinance vacating a portion of200 North Street and also Evergreen
Street at 850 East
This was the subject of an earlier public hearing.
#2-Review and action on an Ordinance approving zone change request at 1050 North 600 West
from the existing RA-1 to the R 1-9000 zone
This was the subject of an earlier public hearing.
#3-Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Senior Housing Ordinance and other
changes
This was the subject of an earlier public hearing.
#4-Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 120 North Center
from the existing R-4 to the CC-1 zone
This was the subject of an earlier public hearing.
#5-Review and action on subdivisions. commercial projects. condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation: and 4) authorization to
sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a cellular tower at the
American Fork Jr. High School. 20 West 1120 North
This was the subject of an earlier public hearing.
#6-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Providence
Heights Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at approximately 1050 South 860 East
Mayor Barratt explained that this was Dr. Roper's property.
Councilman Belmont did not know if 18 units per acre was going to fit.
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Mayor Barratt noted that Steve Maddox had talked with the Council about this. Mayor Barratt
felt that there needed to a level of that density and next to the freeway was probably the best
location.
Rod Despain explained that this action triggered the 60-day protest period and there was also an
expectation ofwhat the purpose of the annexation would be. The Planning Commission would be
expecting some direction out of the Council.
#7-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Binch Children,
LLC Property Annexation consisting of 18.30 acres at approximately 725 West 200 South
Richard Colborn reported that he had a call and this item may come off and be looked at again in
the future with a greater acreage.
Rod Despain noted that it needed to include 7750 North Street (200 South).
#8-Review and action on a Resolution oflntent to adjust the common boundary with Lehi City in
the area of 900 West State Road
Rod Despain reported that this started the process to accomplish the boundary adjustments with
Lehi.
Mayor Barratt added that it was hoped that the $200,000 payment would be resolved prior to the
end of this budget year.
Rod Despain discussed the impact ofCostco and that American Fork felt that American Fork's
900 West would be the major entrance. Lehi says it would be their 1200 East. It was felt that
with a little movement, 500 North Street would work for American Fork.
#9-Review and action on the awarding ofbids for the Amphitheater project
There was nothing additional on this item.
#10-Review and action on janitorial services and supplies
Mayor Barratt explained that Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen wanted some direction of the
Council. They went out to bid because the City wanted the best price possible. Unless they had a
reason why the low bidder could not have the bid, it would need to go to the lowest responsible,
responsive bidder. He added that there were some of the facilities that should be lumped and
done together. However, the way it was bid was by individual buildings.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he thought the direction given to staff was to come in with
three recommendations after looking at references.
Mayor Barratt reported that they needed to take the low bid, unless reason could be given to
taking another bidder.
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Kevin Bennett added that if the City was looking for something other than price, they would need
to go to an RFP.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they could scrap this and ask for proposals.
Melanie Marsh responded that public works was cleaning it themselves. The Fitness Center
usually hired three individuals to clean. They had not hired anyone. They did not want to hire
people if they were going to award a bid.
Mayor Barratt reported that after checking there was no one that did not deserve to do work for
American Fork City.
Melanie Marsh commented that AHI was the lowest but they did not include supplies and
cleaning supplies.
Walter Ruales, General Manager with Complete Building Maintenance, explained that they had
Jordan Landing and it was 6:00am to II :00 pm seven days a week. He just got the new Stevens
Henager building in Orem. He felt that the Fitness Center needed more focus. Their dispensers
woud be generic and would be able to get the lowest price possible from a number of different
suppliers. They were a local company out of Orem on 800 South. As a crew they worked both
day and evening shifts. If they needed to take care of something extra, they could be here in 20
minutes to a half hour.
Melanie Marsh pointed out at the last meeting that Anderson Cleaning came in third. Number
four was Sanitor Services which both ChiefFox and Sheena had recommended. Derric Rykert at
the Fitness Center had them or Cedar Shines. When looking at building by building, Richard
Colborn recommended the low bid ofReinheit for the administration building.
Mayor Barratt asked for the Chief of Staffs recommendation.
Melanie Marsh responded to go with number two, Complete Building Maintenance. They had
good references.
Mayor Barratt noted that the other approach was grouping the buildings.
Melanie Marsh responded that if they were going to group the buildings she suggested to award
administration and public works together with Complete Building Maintenance.
Mayor Barratt directed that staff would provide the Council a recommendation memo prior to the
meeting.
Cathy Jensen noted that Melanie Marsh and Richard Colborn had put in a lot of work on this
item.
Walter Ruales stated that he was a local company. They were very interested. The money paid to
do the work would be spent here and not out of State.
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Councilman LeBaron was impressed that Mr. Ruales was here with his family.
#11-Review and action on a Resolution adopting an Interlocal Cooperation Fire Agreement with
Utah County
Mayor Barratt noted that Kevin Bennett recommended that they hold on this item. It did not take
affect until Janaury 2006.
#12-Review and action on a Resolution approving a contract with Mountainland Association of
Governments for the City to provide certain Senior Services
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the continuation of services the City was now providing.
Richard Colborn noted that in the past they had paid the City for training. In this contract it was
taken out.
Kevin Bennett noted that it was $300.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to move forward on the contract and they would see what
happened with MAG in July or August.
#13-Review and action on an amended contract with Cooper Roberts Architects for the City Hall
Renovation and Community Theater Addition
Melanie Marsh explained that they needed to change the scope of work.
#14-Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was a separate memo.
#15-Review and action on the May 19. 2005. special session/work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
#16-Review and action on the May 24. 2005. City Council minutes
Richard Colborn asked about the motion on the moratorium at the cemetery. He had checked
with other individuals and believed that Councilman Storrs made the motion. He asked who
seconded it. It was determined that Councilman Belmont had seconded the motion.
#17-Review and action on the June 9. 2005. work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
Richard Colborn noted that they had discussed a couple of items to be added to the agenda and
asked for the wording.
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Mayor Barratt directed that the agenda be amended to include an executive session to discuss the
leasing of real property and also a Resolution on revised fees.
Richard Colborn stated that he would remove the fire agreement and the Binch Children, LLC
Property Annexation, if he got that information.

# 18-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
Mayor Barratt distributed a listing of items, not in a priority order, that needed to be addressed.
(It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT). There were a lot of individuals wanting
things and not the finances to do them. These items had been discussed for a long time and had
been put off and put off. He wrote them down this morning. The Council needed to prioritize
and decide what they were going to do and what they were not going to do so that when
individuals came before the Council they could say that right now it was not a high priority. He
asked the Council to prioritize the items.
Kevin Bennett noted that there may be others.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilman Belmont what her number one item was.
Councilman Belmont answered that it was probably the parks and Main Street.
Cathy Jensen noted that there was no more bond capacity.
Councilman Cates felt finances were the number one priority. It affected everything.
With regard to the landscaping at city hall, Councilman Belmont reported that she and W endelin
Knobloch were working on trying to get grants. She felt it was a good plan.
Mayor Barratt commented that was the point. All of the items were important, but some were
more than others.
In 1992, Mayor Hutchings said that was their plan and never funded it. Councilman Hampton
said that if they could find a million dollars they would put it into downtown. They never did.
This Council was doing the same thing.
Councilman Belmont stated that they all needed to work toward an improved Main Street.
Mayor Barratt continued that they could not do it all at once. They needed to start the process on
a number of things and work on them to the end. Another thing was getting more employees and
keeping the good ones. Employees needed to participate in training to keep certifications up.
The City needed to take a proactive approach and anticipate what was needed.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that his priorities were 560 West, a full-time fire chief, employee
morale, nuisance abatement, and beautification.
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Mayor Barratt stated that the Council needed to respond to requests that the City could not do it
all and the Council had priorities that were being worked on.
Councilman LeBaron felt that the Council should make their top ten priority list.
ADJOURNMENT

The kk'iss.io{Led at 628

p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 06-09-0! CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF l

HUNTER PARK
MILLER PARK
ART DYE PARK
1120 NORTH WATER LINE
SECONDARY WATER SYSTEM
SOUTH NORTH PARK
ROADS AND SIDEWALKS REPAIR
MAINTAIN OF INFRASTRUCTURE
NEW ROADS
SEWER
STORM DRAIN
NEW ADMINISTRATION BUILDlNG
BOND INDEBT
EQUIPMENT DEPARTMENT
PUBLIC SAFETY EQUIPMENT
BROADBAND
DOWNTOWN lNC. I BUSINESS
RECREATION PROGRAM
RECREATION CENTER
CULTURAL ARTS

---···-··--···---~--.~~

ATIACHMENT TO THE 06-09-05 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 2
~··

LffiRARY
PARK UPGRADES

TRI CITY GOLF
CEMETERY PROPERTY
RELOCATION FILLY FIELD
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS (INS. COL, RAISES) (POLICE DEPARTMENT)
ENGINEER
PLANNING DEPARTMENT LOCATION
PUBLIC WORKS REMODEL
TRAINING OF EMPLOYEES
/'--...

POLICE PARKING LOT
DANNY RICHARDS
DATA PROCESSING P/T-Fff
INSURANCE IN ALL AREAS ARE GOING UP

PROACTIVE APPROACH

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE9, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, June 9, 2005, in the City Administration Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing
at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion of the City's Sign Ordinance.
Discussion of animal control.
Discussion of sewer rates.
Discussion ofitems for the upcoming June 14, 2005, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

/iJ"Je,

Dated,this 6 day

)(/~(&-L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCll., MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 14, 2005
PUBLIC HEARING- 6:30 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
CITY'S FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2006, BUDGET
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on June 14, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, CounciJmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Sheena Parker, Barbara
Christiansen, Lori England, J.H Hadfield, Derric Rykert, Rod Despain, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob,
George E. Brown Jr., Heber Thompson, Ginger Hunter, and three additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
City's fiscal year ending June 30, 2006, budget.
City Finance Officer Cathy Jensen reviewed items regarding the revenue side of the budget.
Cedar Hills had opted out the City's recreation programs next year and Highland's and Alpine's
fees had been readjusted. Sale of cemetery lots would be down due to the placement of the
moratorium. There was $100,000 in the capital improvements for additional cemetery property.
Revenue from the fire protection agreement with Utah County was down a little because the
County area was shrinking due to annexation of territory by the City.
Ms. Jensen explained that transfers between funds would be handled differently this year. The
State Auditor has requested that they not be labeled transfers because they can be justified as
overhead allocations and therefore a form of revenue. She explained that they would not have to
use any fund appropriation, however ifthere were any other adjustments to be made that would
have to be adjusted. They have tried to slow down spending and build the fund balance.
With regard to expenditures, Cathy Jensen stated that they would be allocating the cost of
insurance to the enterprise fund and fitness center. That would have the affect of saving some of
the fund balance.
Councilman Blake noted that by do that it was a more accurate reflection of what the costs were.
Ms. Jensen explained that a part-time IT person was budgeted for. They had hoped to be able to
budget for a full-time person. There would be an increase in animal control as the City began
participation in the North Utah County Animal Control Special Service District.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the amount paid for the City's Website included additional
development as well as maintenance.
Councilman Blake noted that the Webmaster received requests to do new things as well as
maintain the site. He thought that he had been pretty responsive.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the Steel Days link was a good one.
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Councilman Belmont noted that some information was not current.
Councilman Blake asked that the department heads keep their Webpages current.
Melanie Marsh commented that Steel Days and Planning had recently made a lot of changes and
updates.
Cathy Jensen continued that there was a significant increase in the fire department expenditures
for equipment.
Councilman Blake noted that there were two line items, one for equipment for new members and
one for equipment.
Ms. Jensen noted that the ambulance revenues and expenditures would be adjusted midyear due
to the paramedic program coming on line. She continued that there had been enough sign up for
the recycling program and it would be coming on line. The Director of the Fitness
Center/Recreation Director would be taken half out of each. She noted that the RDA began
taking increment from the Egg Farm this year and it was allocated to the developer, low cost
housing, and Rod Despain had suggested that historical preservation with the low cost housing
may be able to use the funds.
Cathy Jensen reviewed the Capital Improvement Budget noting the funding of a first response
vehicle, the first year of a fire truck lease for $60,000, police vehicle lease, and two police
motorcycles. The City was also obligated for a computer lease for the police department for
$47,500 and a mower lease for the parks at $21,100. The Library needed a server and Library
Director Sheena Parker was looking at a matching grant.
Councilman Blake asked if it was a standard practice in contracts from prior years to have a
fiscal year clause. They should have one as a matter of policy and practice.
Cathy Jensen did not think so and would suggest that to Kevin Bennett.
Cathy Jensen continued that in the Capital Improvement Budget there was $100,000 for
Cemetery land and there was a van lease for $11,000 from Buildings and Grounds. There was a
transfer of reserve funds from the sale of the hospital for $1 million. This had the affect using
$600,000 for balancing the budget and the additional $400,000 would help build up the fund
balance in order to maintain the City's high credit rating and high bond rating.
Mayor Barratt stated that would zero out that account.
Councilman Blake expressed that it was appropriate and it was the intent to use it as a reserve.
Cathy Jensen noted that they would be purchasing a drain cleanout vehicle from the Storm Drain
fund for $136,000.
Councilman Blake asked what the Debt Service transfer was for.
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Cathy Jensen responded that it paid on the park and other bonds. She continued that it was
proposed that City employees receive a 1% cost of living increase for full-time employees on
July 1, 2005, and a performance evaluation increase that averaged about $50 per month.
Uniform allowances would only be allowed for those who worked in the field and schooling
would be limited to those employees who needed the education for continued certification. They
were funding a full-time Fire Chief and also an Assistant Planner. The current Asst. Planner
would be taking over economic director duties. They were also hiring a Storm Drain Director.
The Public Works Department was now pooling their part-time employees so they could be used
where they were needed.
Councilman Belmont asked if the City was really tightening its belt. The only thing done away
with was the Economic Development Director.
Cathy Jensen noted that they had done some new things like pooling of the employees. There
was a rise in health insurance costs, there was a one-percent increase in wages and the City had
heavy bond payments. They were looking at ways so as not to affect programs.
Councilman Belmont asked how many new employees were being discussed.
Cathy Jensen answered that there was Fire Chief, Asst. Planner, and a part-time data processing
person.
Councilman Belmont asked if some ofthe things could be held off for another year.
Councilman Cates explained that a full-time Fire Chief made them eligible for different types of
grants.
Councilman Belmont agreed that they did not want to jeopardize safety. If they kept adding
new, maybe they were not in as much trouble as they thought.
Councilman Cates expressed that he thought the effort was to maintain a level of equipment
efficiency. If allowed to get behind, it was tough to catch up.
Councilman Belmont felt that safety came first but she did not understand about the Fire Chief
and if the City was in trouble with the budget, maybe that was something they could put off for
one year.
Heber Thompson asked about funds for Downtown American Fork for the landscaping and the
plan for the Civic Center Plaza.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was not in the budget at this time.
Heber Thompson asked if that was a conscientious decision that this request would be excluded.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was never in the budget to begin with.
Councilman Cates noted that there had been discussion.
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Heber Thompson asked if the result was that it was not appropriate at this time.
Councilman Cates stated that they discussed landscaping on the City Hall to be compatible with
the plans presented by Downtown American Fork. There was no landscaping in the RDA funds.
Councilman Blake asked if landscaping was not authorized under the RDA funds.
Mayor Barratt responded that to do the building the way the Cultural Arts Committee that was
formed on this building wanted, they would use all of the allocated funds. Nothing was left for
landscaping.
Councilman Blake asked the amount they were working with.
Councilman Belmont answered that it was $1.6 million.
Heber Thompson recalled having discussions with each Councilmember and the Mayor and
thought they had positive feedback that the Council would make concerted effort to find some
funds, maybe $50,000.
Mayor Barratt noted that there would be landscaping, but would just not be like what the
courtyard plan showed.
Heber Thompson noted that other buildings had just a little landscaping and a little parking and
no general plan that met the requirements that the downtown folks thought they ought to have for
a nice plaza, and a walkable, inviting environment downtown. He was hearing that a concerted
effort had been made and there were no funds available.
Mayor Barratt answered that was what the Council was saying.
Councilman Belmont did not think they put in any concerted effort. She felt there was
something they could cut. She would like to find some funds. Downtown was the face toward
the world. She asked what the time frame was for their plans.
Heber Thompson expressed that they were hopeful that they could get something over a 10-year
period even if the City took a bank loan. The total bill for the improvement was around
$800,000 and about $455,000 or 55 percent was the City's share. They had signatures from the
other 45 percent that comprised business owners to support that. They had been at this since
1992. They had regularly heard a discourse about wanting to do something but nothing ever
materialized.
Councilman Blake felt that the Council needed to look at doing something this year. It has been
a lot of years. The business community had put together a proposal a year ago on a Business
Improvement District. He felt the $50,000 was really a nominal amount. When they discussed
the budget there was some savings with the police lease that was saving $50,000 or $60,000 and
he thought that some of those savings could be allocated to something like this.
Councilman LeBaron felt a need to put a foot forward if they could find the funds here and there
and use them to jump start downtown. It would do well for the citizens and the Council.
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Mayor Barratt explained that at the work session he handed out a list of items that needed
addition. There was asphalt at the parking lot for Miller Park and Hunter Park. The Council
needed to decide what was important to them. He continued that staff had told the Council for
eight years that they were going to get behind the 8-ball when it came to secondary irrigation. At
some point in time, they would not have a choice on secondary irrigation. The Water
Superintendent had previously cautioned the Council on the water situation.
Councilman Blake noted that they were separate revenue streams. He felt it was time to do
something for downtown.
Mayor Barratt challenged the Council that if the money was in the budget to find it. They have
not found it.
Heber Thompson supported that.
Mayor Barratt added that if they could not find it, there was not much they could do. Last year
the employees received a one percent increase. Many of the sister communities were getting
much larger increases than that. American Fork lost a police officer last week over wages. The
City continued to get further behind. When the City started to lose some of the good, quality
employees that they had put a lot of money into with schooling and training, that was not serving
the public very well. There were a lot of issues and he had two pages of them. The downtown
was on there. In fairness to downtown, they should not have to come back each year. They
should be told when they could expect some funding. There were issues on Public Safety.
Mayor Barratt stated that when he was elected 8 years ago, he wanted to see better roads and
sidewalks. He noted there were chuckholes in the parking lot and all over the community.
Councilman Blake stated that was what the Business Improvement District would have
improved.
Mayor Barratt stated that the $50,000 for landscaping was not more important than the Fire
Chief That Fire Chief had waited just as long and would do more for American Fork.
Councilman Blake commented that it was not an issue of comparing item to item.
Bill Jacob asked to know the geographic delineation of the downtown that Mr. Thompson was
talking about.
Heber Thompson answered that it was just this block.
Bill Jacob commented that they were really not talking about downtown then, just a portion.
Heber Thompson noted that Mr. Jacob had seen their long term plan.
Bill Jacob noted that the other folks were going to spend a lot of money on the other side of
downtown.
The hearing finished at 7:13p.m.
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PUBLIC HEARING- 6:50P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
VACATION OF A PORTION OF 200 NORTH STREET AND ALSO EVERGREEN STREET
AT 850 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on June 14, 2005, commencing
at 7:13 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith
Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Cathy Jensen,
Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, ChiefTerry Fox, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christiansen, Lori
England, J.H. Hadfield, Derric Rykert, Rod Despain, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, George E. Brown Jr.,
Heber Thompson, Ginger Hunter, Dan Richards, and 20 citizens.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had a conflict of interest on this item as it was adjacent to
her mother's property.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive pubic comment regarding the
vacation of a portion of 200 North and also Evergreen Streets in conjunction with the Andersen
PUD development. He asked if the developer was here. The developer was not.
Rod Despain explained that the request was to vacate three legs of a street that was dedicated to
the City some 50-years ago as part of a subdivision project owned by Culver Andersen and only
a portion was done. There was no intent to develop the remainder of that subdivision including
the streets. Now there was a request to develop a PUD on the property. There were no public
utilities in the unimproved streets.
There being no further comment the hearing ended at 7:15p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 6:55 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 1050 NORTH 600 WEST FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO
THE R1-9000 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on June 14, 2005, commencing at
7:15p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 1050 North 600 West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone. He
asked for comments.
Ian Dunham was present to answer any questions. The homes to be built would have CC & R's
and a development agreement.
Councilman Belmont noted that this was a beautiful piece of property and asked why R1-9000
was being requested and not larger lots.
Mr. Dunn stated that it was consistent with the surrounding zone. There were a lot of stub streets
coming into the property. The overall density would be less than three units per acre.
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Councilman Belmont commented that there were people madly moving into Highland because
they wanted bigger lots. She felt larger lots would be wonderful.
Mr. Dunn noted that some were a half-acre. Lot size was only one factor. There would be six
builders joining together to develop the property. The homes would be $450,000 plus, in total
value.

Councilman LeBaron felt larger lots were needed. There were people moving out because of the
lack of larger lots. The Council and Planning Commission had met together about having larger
lots on the east and on the west. There was a lot of energy and time put into having larger lots
just a littler further to the west. He encouraged them to look at one-third acre lots.
Mr. Dunn reported that without any advertisement they have had a lot of interest in their layout.
Lot size was only part of it and there was also a development agreement. They want to work
with the City and be treated fairly. They were open on the development of 1120 North Street.

Ms. Sherry Kramer reminded the Council that the neighbors had presented a petition 3 Y2 years
ago regarding zoning. There were over 100 lots zoned R1-9000 and felt they had met their
quota. They had seen friends and neighbors move because there was not a nice development
with larger lots. On the petition there were 326 signatures that represented 1379 people in the
residences. They asked that they develop the area at one-third to one-acre lots.
There being no more comment, the hearing concluded at 7:23p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENTS REGARDING
AMENDMENTS TO THE SENIOR HOUSING ORDINANCE AND OTHER CHANGES
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on June 14, 2005, commencing
at 7:23p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
amendments to the Senior Housing Ordinance and other changes. He asked for comments.
Rod Despain noted that this was regarding senior developments and senior condos and was
driven by the character in the Mira Vista Project. It also provided for a change in zone.
There being no additional comment, the hearing finished at 7:24 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR A CELLULAR TOWER AT THE AMERICAN FORK JR. HIGH SCHOOL.
20 WEST 1120 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on June 14, 2005, commencing at
7:25p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for a cellular tower at the American Fork Jr. High School on the west side. He asked
for comments.
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Russ Powell from Cricket Communications stated that this would provide coverage for Cricket
phones.
Councilman Blake asked how wide of radius this location would serve.
Mr. Powell responded that it was usually a mile or two. It would tie into the one at Lone Peak
High SchooL
Councilman Blake asked the amount of revenue to the schooL
Mr. Powell stated that the school was asking $900 per month.

Councilman LeBaron asked if it was a sole site.
Mr. Powell explained that it could be a co-locatable site.

There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:28p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
NEBEKER ADDITION ANNEXATION AT 925 NORTH 900 WEST
The American Fork City Council met in a sixth public hearing on June 14, 2005, commencing at
7:28p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Nebeker Addition Annexation at 925 North 900 West. He asked for comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
There being no more comment, the hearing finished at 7:28p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:25P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 120 NORTH CENTER FROM THE EXISTING R-4 TO THE
CC-1 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a seventh public hearing on June 14, 2005, commencing
at 7:29p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along with Dr.
Liddle.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding a
zone change request at 120 North Center from the existing R-4 to the CC-1 zone. He noted that
Dr. Liddle's building was split in half and wanted it all in one zone. He asked for comments.
There being no additional comment, the hearing finished at 7:29 p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
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The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on June 14, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:34p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Rod Despain, J.H Hadfield, Sheena Parker,
Lori England, Derric Rykert, Melanie Marsh, Ginger Hunter, Ray Garrett, Kevin Bennett, Mr. &
Mrs. Bill Jacob, Jess Green, George E. Brown Jr., Ned Yeater, Heber Thompson, Dr. Joe Liddle,
Dan Richards, Dr. Roper, Larry Searle, Walt Farmer, Barbara Christiansen, a Scout from Troop
1152, and 25 additional citizens.
Councilman Belmont led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Derric Rykert offered a
prayer.
Councilman LeBaron introduced Celebration Committee members Kelly Sobotka and Gaylynne
Richards.
Kelly Sobotka reported that Steel Days was July 6 to July 16 and everything was moving ahead.
The concert and fireworks were at the beginning of the celebration this year. At the Family
Picnic in the Park at Filly Park there would be food venders and entertainment. They would
have a large screen movie and also swimming at the Recreation Center.
Gaylynne Richards reported that she had reviewed nominations for Grand MarshaL She
announced that the Grand Marshal was Ned Yeater. Ray Garrett sent in nomination.
Ray Garrett stood with Ned Yeater and stated that nobody knew the work Ned Yeater had done
for the City nor comprehended the dedication ofNed Yeater and his wife. He had the privilege
of being employed at the Cemetery. Fifteen years ago there was small group ofWorld War II
Veterans doing a burial service. Mr. Garrett asked them if it was possible that a new veterans
monument could be built. It took them just a couple of minutes to decide that something needed
to be done. That was where he met Ned V eater. Ned Yeater had leadership, dedication, and as a
department, all they had to do was just to hold on to his coattails. Through Ned's efforts and
efforts of all the veterans he was associated with, Ned represented himself and those men with
honor. Through Ned Yeater's influence he had been able to raise over $50,000 for the City in
the monuments that had been built. Recently this past year he raised close to $10,000 for
fountains and another stone representing those that had lost their lives in world conflicts.
Without Ned Yeater the Cemetery would not have been touched as it has been. It was a great
honor to stand with Ned Yeater. Mr. Garrett thanked the Parade Committee. He recognized
Ned's wife as welL When it stormed and the wind had blown, the flags were down and folded
and nicely kept by Ned Yeater. When it came time for Ned Yeater to leave this life his shoes
would be hard to fill. He stated his appreciation to Mr. Yeater and expressed that he would
always hold his name in reverence and in kindness. There was general applause.
Ned Yeater expressed appreciation to Ray Garrett and appreciated the honor ofbeing chosen
Grand MarshaL His noted that his generation was dwindling fast. He had lived in American
Fork 57 years and had recently celebrated 58 years of marriage.
Ms. Richards presented a plaque to Mr. Yeater commemorating his being chosen Steel Days
Grand Marshal for 2005. There was general applause.
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Mayor Barratt congratulated Ned Yeater and his wife Wanda.
PRESENTATION OF THE ARTS COUNCIL VOLUNTEER OF THE MONTH
This individual was not present.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Cemetery Committee President Ginger Hunter expressed that she loved Ray Garrett. The
Memorial Day Program that was rained out would be held on August 1st during the American
Fork Heritage and History Pageant. See noted that the cemetery fees had gone up. The only way
to get a lot now was to die and that was because of the lack of cemetery space. She stated that
$800 for a cemetery lot was too much. She requested that they review the fee again. It was now
$1600 for a couple. The cost of dieing was really increasing as well as the cost of living.
JaNeane Jacob asked about the police investigation.
Mayor Barratt answered that he received the name of the final applicant to interview last Friday.
By the next Council meeting he thought they would have a sense of direction. At this point in
time it would come back to the Council to make some determination as to whom they would like
to have involved there.
Former Mayor Jess Green explained that a few weeks ago he asked permission to take some
property on the southwest side of town and go to Lehi. Since that time there had been some
moves by the Planning Commission to take that property into the American Fork. At first, there
was an indication that they were having a public hearing within the Planning Commission on the
Mel Frandsen plat and that covered Jess Green's property. Before that meeting he discovered
that they were talking about a different plat that did not include all of his property. It left out the
property on the west leaving a blank space between American Fork and Lehi. Jess Green
wondered what the City Council was thinking and were they now moving to annex the property.
Mayor Barratt responded that the Council was in the middle of the budget and he did not believe
they had looked at that and did not have a sense of direction.
Jess Green asked which plat they were operating on and whether they were going to take all of
the property or just a portion.
Councilman Blake commented that one approach was a cherry stem and he would have to
initiate it.
Jess Green responded that he would have to initiate it if he went to Lehi. There had now been
some changes in the way he wanted to plan the roads. He was surprised that the Council had not
been apprized of the situation and given some direction. He wanted to feel that something was
being done. As it was now he felt he was stuck in limbo.
Councilman Storrs commented that he wanted to work with him to get it annexed into the City.
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Rod Despain explained that the Planning Commission had authorized the preparation of the
agreements that were necessary to move forward with the annexation. He had been in discussion
with the primary parties. The City's process did not put the Council involved in it at this point in
time but after the preparation of the annexation agreement.
Councilman Blake asked if the City was initiating the annexation.
Rod Despain noted that it was an annexation request that came in 1999. There were actually
three of them and they were picking up on them now. He noted that Jess Green was correct.
There seemed to be a discrepancy between the two plats and the Planning Commission would
address that along with the Allred property and the agricultural protection zone.
Jess Green noted that others on the plat that wanted to join could do so.
Mr. Rueben Adams stated that he had proposed a cherry stem annexation at approximately 6400
South and Boat Harbor Road. They would like resort zoning for future development. He asked
for an overall feeling from the Council. TSSD was going to extend a water line to the lift station
at 6400 North and 6000 West.

Mayor Barratt stated that the Council would not be able to give any type of indication without
seeing what they were dealing with. He directed Mr. Adams to meet with Mr. Despain.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs commented that contractors were closing roads below the freeway.
Mayor Barratt noted that UDOT was present and would make a report on that.
Councilman LeBaron added that 150 West was tom up and there had been no activity on it for a
while.
UDOT Public Involvement Coordinator Geoffiey Dupaix explained that the 100 East underpass
ofl-15 would be closed beginning tomorrow for at least three months to allow for the
construction ofHighway Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes. Once that was finished 300 West
would be closed for the same type of work. The South Frontage road that was now closed
between 100 West and 100 East would be open Monday or Tuesday.
Councilman Cates noted that the City had asked for a signal on 300 West. Now the problem was
going to be increased. It was decided to again request a study to see if a signal was warranted.
Mr. Dupaix added that as information became available it would be disseminated via a website
that was being developed, an email address (I-15carpool@utah.gov), and a toll free line (1-877838-7665).

Mayor Barratt reported that the Legislature put aside $30 million and Senator Bennett added a
$12 million dollar check for transportation.
Councilman Belmont asked ifTrax was in the future.
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Mr. Dupaix responded that Trax was being looked at. There was a study underway with
commuter rail and Trax that was to be complete in 2007. Any questions could be directed to Mr.
Dupaix at 227-8006.
Mayor Barratt explained that he would come back to Council Reports later in the meeting.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh thanked all the volunteers in the community that helped with the
Pageant and Steel Days.
The City had received a letter from Lt. Darrin Durfey with the Utah County Drug/Crime
Taskforce that drew attention to the work on prevention of abuse. During 2004 the taskforce
arrested and charged 27 individuals with enticement of a minor over the Internet and so far this
year arrested 6 and one individual took his life rather than be arrested.
Melanie Marsh commended the work done by the American Fork Police Department and Chief
Fox and especially Billy Loveridge, Ivan Bird, and Tammy Kogianes.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE VACATING A PORTION OF 200 NORTH
STREET AND ALSO EVERGREEN STREET AT 850 EAST
Councilman Belmont reported that she had a conflict of interest but would be voting.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject of the 6:50p.m. public hearing.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-24 declaring portions of
Evergreen, 200 North and 850 East vacated as public roadways. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 1050 NORTH 600 WEST FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE R1-9000 ZONE
Mayor Barratt explained that this was the subject of the 6:55p.m. public hearing.
Ms. Charice Binch explained that she grew up in Orem and had lived in American Fork for
almost seven years and she loved it here. She loved what was going on with all the business that
was coming in. She was putting down roots here. They had been watching to see what was
going to happen to that land for several years and they would like to have somewhere to move up
to as their family grew without having to leave American Fork. There were plenty of the 9000
square foot lots. She was excited about the development but would like to see one-third acre
status. Of the 46 proposed lots, 39 were between a quarter and fifth-acre lots. She did not think
there would be a problem selling the larger lots.
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Carol Andregg expressed that they would like bigger lots and wanted to see R1-15,000 and
wanted to see older families with teenagers. One-third acre and half-acre lots would be an easy
sell. As citizens and neighbors, that's what they wanted and they hoped that the Council would
listen to what they had been asking for.
Norm Avery seconded that. One of the other things they would like to have looked at was the
water pressure situation.
J.H. Hadfield responded that the water system in that area was now fed from the lower zone.
This project would be fed through the upper pressure zone. The lines would be looped through
there with a pressure reducing station and that would solve the problem and would happen with
this project.
Norm Avery noted there was still irrigation water in the area and wanted to make sure adequate
drainage was required.
Brent Clayton stated that there were about a dozen people in attendance that wanted to see bigger
lots.
Maryann Corniea added that they were representative of many more persons and one ofthe
things they were concerned about was that there were going to be big homes and then little
homes went in. The majority of the lots were 9000. She was concerned with the roads and what
as going to happen with the traffic with smaller homes and more people and more cars.
Councilman Belmont explained that about fifteen years ago the plan was to have larger lots as
you got to the edge of town. They were losing people daily that wanted to live here but had to
move to get a larger lot. She asked that they build nice sized lots. She asked them to reconsider.
Councilman Storrs observed that it was a beautiful part of town and asked if making larger lots
was a deal killer.
Mr. Dunn answered that he had met with staff and got unanimous approval from the Planning
Commission. He would like to meet with residents, hear what they had to say, and take it into
consideration. They had made a commitment to the Searle Family both economically and time
wise based on the City's master plan. The proposed layout conformed to that.

Councilman LeBaron felt that as he looked at it three would be lost. He thought the general plan
called for Rl-12, 000. There was also a derelict parcel on the north of 1120 that needed to be
dealt with.
Councilman Blake noted that was not in the action item for tonight, but was still an issue, among
others, that needed to be worked out.
Rod Despain commented that the master plan showed three units per acre. From a zoning
perspective that started at the Rl-12,000. The dilemma here was that there were existing roads
and development on the east that was in the Rl-9000 zone and the shift was difficult and some
accommodation had to made in terms of lot size in order to make the roads fit. The layout
showed three units per acre and did not conform to the Rl-12,000. The Rl-9000 taken by itself
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was about 4 units per acre. This was an effort to try and accommodate what was already there
and the new development.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table this action to allow for further discussion and study.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Mr. Dunn stated that he would meet with the neighbors.

Councilman Belmont wanted to read the CC & R' s.
Mr. Dunn asked for some feedback from the Council on the 1120 North issue.

Mayor Barratt suggested that the lot sizes needed to be discussed with neighbors and then they
could meet with the Council at the work session on June 23rd.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE SENIOR HOUSING
ORDINANCE AND OTHER CHANGES

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-25 to approve the Senior
Housing amendment and other PUD provisions of the Development Code and on the zone
map to change the zone designation of the Mira Vista area from PO-l to the R3-7500.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 120 NORTH CENTER FROM THE EXISTING R-4 TO THE CC-I ZONE
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject of the 7:25 p.m. public hearing.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-26 amending the zone map to
change the zone designation on the north end of the lot at 120 North Center from the R47500 to the CC-1 Central Commercial zone. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING I) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a cellular tower at the
American Fork Jr. High School, 20 West 1120 North
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Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-27 approving the
placement of a cell tower on the American Fork Jr. High School property.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE PROVIDENCE HEIGHTS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 10.43 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY 1050 SOUTH 860 EAST

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-24R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Providence Heights Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at approximately 1050
South 860 East. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Richard Colborn noted that the map had a closure error of over 6 feet that needed to be taken
care of

Councilman Storrs added the correction of the closure error to the motion. Councilman
Blake agreed with his second.
Councilman Belmont expressed that this property was previously discussed in the context of
having extremely high density and asked if that was what would be requested. That was not in
the master plan.
Mr. Steve Maddox stated that he was under the impression from Rod Despain that it would be
something that would have to be worked through and if that was the case he would have to ask
for a general plan amendment and would like to be doing that.

David Robinson wanted to see how it would tie into their planned amenities and if it fit into the
density they were requesting. It was a little concerning to have the neighboring properties
working together and then to have a stand-alone parcel. He hoped that the City Council would
keep in mind that the rest of the area was being planned as a community and not a stand-alone
development.
Councilman LeBaron felt that a question was whether the Council was giving tacit approval of a
change in the master plan with this action.
Councilman Belmont stated that they had just finished the master plan that the Planning
Commission had worked on for a long time. She did not want to have extreme high density. It
needed to fit together with the other property.
David Robinson noted that the parcel was in the middle of several zones including commercial
and industrial.
Councilman Storrs noted that this started the process.
Steve Maddox agreed and felt that the concern was from a competitor that was nervous about
what was happening. This was beginning the annexation process and he was willing to work
through those issues. He had not been contacted by David Robinson nor had he contacted him.
He felt it was premature.
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David Robinson commented that it was not an issue of a competitor. It was a matter of a master
planned community. The property being discussed was across the street and a little further to the
south.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.

Voting was as follows by roll call vote: Councilman Belmont, Nay. Councilman Blake,
Aye. Councilman Storrs, Aye. Councilman LeBaron, Nay. Councilman Cates, Nay.
The motion did not carry.
Dr. Roper stated that the City designated his property as an area they wanted to annex. He asked
if they now did not.
Councilman Belmont expressed that she would like to have it annexed, but Mr. Maddox had
presented 18 units to an acre. That was not a good idea.
Steve Maddox responded that he went to a work session out of courtesy not out of trying to stop
the process of this and he did not say he was insisting on 18 units per acre. He wanted to do
something residential. He was not told that density was even something that was going to be
brought up tonight.
Mayor Barratt commented that the only item on the agenda tonight was whether or not this City
wanted to annex this property. The City Council voted that they did not.
Jess Green stated that he was going through this same activity on the west side. He asked that
the Council make up their mind. This was about annexation.
Councilman LeBaron felt the issue was much larger. The problem was approving this with the
density request made.
Mayor Barratt stated that they did not make that request.
Steve Maddox stated he came to that meeting with a site plan out of courtesy as a suggestion, not
for approval.

Councilman LeBaron moved to reconsider the previous motion. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont expressed that Mayor Barratt had already told them in another meeting that
he thought 18 units per acre was the best use of the property.

Voting was as follows by roll call: Councilman Belmont, Nay. Councilman Blake, Aye.
Councilman Storrs, Aye. Councilman LeBaron, Aye. Councilman Cates, Aye. The motion
carried.
Mayor Barratt asked the Council if they intended to annex this property.
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Councilman Blake noted that it did not include any parameters around density.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he was out of town for the meeting Steve Maddox attended and
he may have been misinformed.
Mayor Barratt stated that this item indicated the City's intent to annex 10.34 acres. It was not a
lot of other stuff.
Councilman Belmont thought it was a great idea to annex, but they had heard from the Mayor
and from Mr. Maddox twice about what the intent was.
City Attorney Kevin Bennett commented that was the intent to develop. Right now the focus
was on the annexation of the land. There was no attachment that included a concept plan.
Councilman Belmont added that Mr. Maddox stated that this started the process to change the
master plan.
Steve Maddox stated that if he would go after 18 units to the acre, that would be a general plan
change.
Councilman Blake noted that the Council would still have to approve that.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-24R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Providence Heights Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at approximately 1050
South 860 East. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt stated that the intent of the motion was to start the process of annexation.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had heard many voices over the past three weeks telling
them what was going to happen there. She would vote to annex the property, but they would be
watching it very carefully.

Voting was as follows by roll call vote: Councilman Belmont, Aye. Councilman Blake,
Aye. Councilman Storrs, Aye. Councilman LeBaron, Aye. Councilman Cates, Aye. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A REVISED FEE RESOLUTION
Amphitheater rental fees. Mayor Barratt commented that at the work session a different fee
schedule was proposed than what was adopted at the May 24, 2005, Council meeting. Staff that
dealt with the amphitheater felt the fees were too high.
Lori England requested that the fee be the same as it was prior to May 24th.
Kevin Bennett clarified if they wanted the $100 deposit in addition the $400, the amount needed
to be $500 with the wording changed so that the $100 was a non-refundable security deposit.
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Lori England explained that with most weddings the deposit was returned. Sometimes the
amphitheater was not left clean and it was not refunded.
Mayor Barratt explained that Lori England was recommending that it be changed back to the
$350 rental plus a $100 refundable deposit.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh pointed out that they would have to find another $33,000 in the
budget with that change.
Councilman Blake noted that since the change on May 24th persons were not renting the
amphitheater.
Melanie Marsh noted that most of the weekend dates were already booked.
Councilman Belmont noted that it was like merchandise and if it was cheap enough, you could
sell to everyone. It should not be a give away and everyone should be treated alike.
Councilman LeBaron asked for some input on the rental of the amphitheater from those in
attendance. Most felt that $700 was too high. Most felt that $400 was just right.
Mayor Barratt noted that most places did not have the setting that the amphitheater had. He
asked if it were set at $500 how much they had to come up with in the budget.
Cathy Jensen answered between $12,000 and $13,000.
Councilman LeBaron felt that $3 50 was too low.
Ginger Hunter expressed that having been Past President of the Arts Council, $750 was way out
of line.
Lori England stated that it was just rental for weddings.

Councilman LeBaron moved to set the amphitheater rental fee for weddings at $550.00
with a $100 non-refundable deposit if it was cancelled within 30 days. The $550 included
the $100.
In effect it was a $100 raise over what it was prior to May 24th.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Sewer rates. Mayor Barratt explained that when they established the budget, staff recommended
the residential sewer rates go to $25.00. Since then they felt that they could work with $22.50.

Councilman Belmont moved to go to $22.50. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
Cemetery. Mayor Barratt stated that the Cemetery Committee has asked the Council to re-look
at the price of cemetery lots that was set at $600 plus $200 perpetual care at the May 24th
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meeting. The committee felt okay with the $200 perpetual care. It was his opinion that the City
was going to have to buy property for the cemetery. Property was expensive. He recommended
no change to what was adopted on May 24th.
Councilman Blake noted that there was a moratorium in place and felt they had a year to look at
property and then they could look at fees again.
There was no change to the Cemetery fees.
Councilman Belmont did not think it was unreasonable.
Mayor Barratt introduced Mike Olson the new Administrator at the American Fork Hospital.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-25R adopting the revised fees
as discussed. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION OF INTENT TO ADJUST THE COMMON
BOUNDARY WITH LEHI CITY IN THE AREA OF 900 WEST STATE ROAD
Mayor Barratt stated that Lehi City had the $200,000 check waiting for American Fork to adopt
this. This was exchanging property with Lehi. American Fork would end up with additional
property adjacent to State Street.
Rod Despain explained that this was a simple action and addressed a boundary adjustment with
Lehi. There were other actions that also needed to be taken including the contribution for the
900 West intersection. Both cities have to go through the same process as an annexation. In this
case there would be four parcels exchanged. Three would come to American Fork and one
would go to Lehi.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-26R indicating the City's intent to
adjust the common boundary with Lehi City in the area of 900 West State Road.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Bill Jacob asked if the $200,000 question was part ofthis motion.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was not. Lehi had already approved it and they were waiting for
American Fork to go through their process.
Bill Jacob asked when the Council agreed to that.
Councilman Belmont stated that she did not know about it. She had not seen the plat map.
Bill Jacob asked if the Council had agreed to accept it.
Mayor Barratt answered that was what Lehi had offered if American Fork wanted to move ahead
with it.
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Councilman Blake stated that Lehi made an offer to assist with the improvement. American
Fork was not selling anything to them and American Fork was not buying anything from them.
They were working with a neighboring City and part of that discussion was their willingness to
pay for some improvement.
Bill Jacob asked if the Council had come to the agreement to receive it.
Kevin Bennett explained that this was like an annexation. When the Ordinance was adopted,
that was when all the requirements were taken care of. This started the ball rolling and when
action was taken and the Ordinance was adopted it would include the agreement between the
parties. They were at the point of starting that process. It had not yet been consummated.
Mayor Barratt noted that Lehi had gone through their process.
Rod Despain expressed that was part of the confusion. They had had gone through part of it but
not all of it.
Jess Green advised the Council to proceed very cautiously. Home Depot and WalMart could
take a significant hit.
Rod Despain noted there were still some unresolved issues and one of those was that not only
was there some feeling that there ought to be contribution in terms of the improvements that
were in place at 900 West State Street now, but the traffic study indicated that same intersection
in order to properly accommodate Costco had to be upgraded immediately. It was a simple
upgrade but there was still a cost involved. The staff believed the time would come when there
was an additional signal needed between State Street and 700 North on 900 West. There could
be additional costs.
Councilman Cates asked how long these negotiations would go on. Mr. Despain did not know.
Councilman Blake noted that Lehi was moving ahead.
Councilman Cates added that by voting on this tonight American Fork was giving intent to move
in that direction and by the same token there were still concerns.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain,
Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilman LeBaron noted that sales tax was going to be point of origin.
Mayor Barratt added that the Costco store would be a prototype store.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF BIDS FOR THE AMPHITHEATER
PROJECT
Mayor Barratt noted that there were two bids received.
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Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh reported that staff had reviewed the bids and recommended that
they go with the low bid to Electrowire from American Fork.

Councilman Blake moved to accept the recommendation and approve the bid to
Electrowire. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON JANITORIAL SERVICES AND SUPPLIES
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Alll bid included supplies.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh reported that it included just the cleaning supply items and not the
restroom supplies.
Councilman LeBaron added that they needed to keep the supplies as they were now with Bob's
Janitorial as he had served the City well.
Mayor Barratt noted that for the cleaning supplies they were asking for a $311 adjustment.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there were two references that were local.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the janitorial services bid with AHI services in the
monthly sum of $8,362.83 for the Administration Building, Library & Literacy, Police &
Courts, Public Works, and Fitness Center, and also the janitorial supplies to Bob's
Janitorial for the monthly bid of $550. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Patrick Bristow asked what the bid for Sanitors was.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was for $8,875. The winning bid was for $8,362.83. The
Council decided to not go building by building, but all together.
Councilman LeBaron understood there was a thirty-day opt out.
Melanie Marsh added that the contracts with Alll and Bob's Janitorial would be on the next
agenda.
Patrick Bristow noted some of the bids, like the Fitness Center, were bid so low that it was not
possible to clean.
Mayor Barratt noted that was what was being said. The contract would be on a month-to-month
basis and they could opt out in 30 days.
John Martini reported that Alll had been in the State of Utah for over eight years. Their
corporate offices were in Dallas, Texas, and they had a branch location here.
Walter Raules noted that in the meeting before it stated that they had not included cleaning
supplies.
PeterWilson with Alll explained that they amended it to include $311 for that.
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Walter Raules did not know they could change their bids.
Peter Wilson stated that the misunderstanding was what was the consideration of cleaning
supplies and they did not include cleaners, windex, ect.
Councilman LeBaron asked if it was felt he could fulfill the work for the amount of the bid.
Mr. Wilson answered that he could.
Patrick Bristow stated that when lower than possible bids were accepted all that was being done
was to jeopardize the employees in the building.
Kevin Bennett expressed the same type of concerns. He felt they should stick with the original
bid. He had heartburn with amending the bid after the bids were open. Was the bid responsive,
if not, it was not valid. Questions should have been answered up front.
Peter Wilson noted they saw some ambiquity with regard to what was considered cleaning
supplies and they got clarification after the bids were in. They resubmitted that amount.
Councilman Cates expressed that his concern was that the changes were made after the opening.
Councilman LeBaron called for the question and asked for a vote.
Councilman Belmont noted that there was a different amount.

Voting was as follow: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, LeBaron, and Storrs. Nay,
Councilmembers Belmont and Cates. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING A CONTRACT WITH
MOUNTAINLAND ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS FOR THE CITY TO PROVIDE
CERTAIN SENIOR SERVICES
Mayor Barratt noted that there were some minor changes and they were dropping a $300
payment to cover training.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-27R approving a contract with
Mountainland Association of Governments for the City to provide certain senior services.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED CONTRACT WITH COOPER ROBERTS
ARCIDTECTS FOR THE CITY HALL RENOVATION AND COMMUNITY THEATER
ADDITION
Councilman Blake commented that this had to do with the architect drawings.
Mayor Barratt noted that the last item stated that the new addition must be bid in early October
2005 and must be under construction by December 1, 2005.
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Councilman Blake asked if this was proposed to be a design build approach.
Councilman Belmont answered that it was just architectural drawings and she felt that CooperRoberts did a good job.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the amended contract. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
These items were the Planning Commission memo and nothing else was discussed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 19, 2005, SPECIAL SESSION/WORK SESSION
MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the May 19, 2005, special session/work session
minutes as presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MAY 24, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the May 24, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 9, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the June 9, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Belmont, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Blake. The
motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake noted that the Finance Committee met at 5: 15 p.m. and reviewed insurance
items and received a revised quote with a $10,000 deductible. It was good to see. They
reviewed the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000, and the checks on demand.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000, and
checks on demand as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Mayor Barratt came back to the Council Reports.
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Councilman Cates reported that there might be some ground available at the developmental
center for cemetery use. He encouraged that the City send a letter to note that the City was
interested in property there that may come available.
Councilman Cates asked where they were at on the south side. He thought they were about
ready to move on the annexation down there.
Rod Despain stated that there were about five separate annexations in various stages of approval
down there. Two of them have been hanging on for some time and they were preparing the
annexation agreements relating to those. Some of the annexations were working on their water
rights. There were things on the petitioners' side as well. The question before the Planning
Commission was whether or not these areas would be placed in the R1-12,000 zone or in some
form of a PUD. They want to go with the R 1-12,000.
Councilman Cates asked for a time line.
Rod Despain reported that they would be talking about it again tomorrow night at Planning
Commission and the agreement would probably be coming two weeks later.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE LEASING OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into executive session to discuss the leasing of real
property. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council met in an executive session on June 14, 2005, at 10:00 p.m to
discuss the leasing of real property. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs and
also, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Finance Director Cathy Jensen, Broadband Director Tom
Whitchurch, Lynne Yocom, City Civil Attorney Kevin Bennett, and City Recorder Richard
Colborn. Leasing of real property was discussed.
At 10:40 p.m. Lynne Yocom and Tom Whitchurch exited the meeting.
Councilman Cates exited the meeting at 10:56 p.m. and returned at 11:00 p.m.
The executive session concluded at 11 :20 p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 11:20 p.m. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 11:20 p.m. Councilman Cates seconded the

motionithe~e

[)_
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 14, 2005
"'AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
14, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
6:50p.m.
6:55p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the City's fiscal year ending June 30,
2006, budget
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a portion of 200 North
Street and also Evergreen Street at 850 East
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone
Receiving of public comments regarding amendments to the Senior Housing
Ordinance and other changes
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the
American Fork Jr. High School, 20 West 1120 North
Receiving of public comment regarding the Nebeker Addition Annexation at 925
North 900 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 120 North
Center from the existing R-4 to the CC-I zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Derric Rykert; roll call.
Presentation of the Arts Council Volunteer of the month.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and action on an Ordinance vacating a portion of200 North Street and also
Evergreen Street at 850 East.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Senior Housing Ordinance and other
changes.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 120 North Center
from the existing R-4 to the CC-1 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

a.

6.
*7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
*18.
19.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a cellular tower at
the American Fork Jr. High School, 20 West 1120 North.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Providence
Heights Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at approximately 1050 South 860 East.
Review and action on a revised fee Resolution.
Review and action on a Resolution oflntent to adjust the common boundary with Lehi
City in the area of900 West State Road.
Review and action on the awarding of bids for the Amphitheater project.
Review and action on janitorial services and supplies.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a contract with Mountainland Association
of Governments for the City to provide certain Senior Services.
Review and action on an amended contract with Cooper Roberts Architects for the City
Hall Renovation and Community Theater Addition.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the May 19, 2005, special session/work session minutes
Review and action on the May 24, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the June 9, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Discussion and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the leasing of real
property.
Adjournment.

t iJlne, 2005
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 14, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
14, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:30p.m.
6:50p.m.
6:55p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the City's fiscal year ending June 30,
2006, budget
Receiving of public comment regarding the vacation of a portion of 200 North
Street and also Evergreen Street at 850 East
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone
Receiving of public comments regarding amendments to the Senior Housing
Ordinance and other changes
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the
American Fork Jr. High School, 20 West 1120 North
Receiving of public comment regarding the Nebeker Addition Annexation at 925
North 900 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 120 North
Center from the existing R-4 to the CC-I zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Derric Rykert; roll call.
Presentation of the Arts Council Volunteer of the month.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3
4.
5.

Review and action on an Ordinance vacating a portion of200 North Street and also
Evergreen Street at 850 East.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the Rl-9000 zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Senior Housing Ordinance and other
changes.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 120 North Center
from the existing R-4 to the CC-1 zone.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

a.

6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a site plan for a cellular tower at
the American Fork Jr. High School, 20 West 1120 North.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Providence
Heights Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at approximately 1050 South 860 East.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Binch
Children, LLC Property Annexation consisting of 18.30 acres at approximately 725 West
200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution oflntent to adjust the common boundary with Lehi
City in the area of900 West State Road.
Review and action on the awarding of bids for the Amphitheater project.
Review and action on janitorial services and supplies.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting an Interlocal Cooperation Fire Agreement
with Utah County.
Review and action on a Resolution approving a contract with Mountainland Association
of Governments for the City to provide certain Senior Services.
Review and action on an amended contract with Cooper Roberts Architects for the City
Hall Renovation and Community Theater Addition.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the May 19, 2005, special session/work session minutes
Review and action on the May 24, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the June 9, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 21,2005
PUBLIC HEARING-5:50P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR LOTS #2 & #3 OF PLAT H. AMERICAN FORK COMMERCIAL CENTER
TO BE LOCATED AT 313 NORTHWEST STATE ROAD
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on June 21, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 5:56p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilmember Shirl LeBaron was
excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Howard
Denney, Ray Garrett, Terry Fox, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Heber
Thompson, George E. Brown Jr., and Barbara Christiansen.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the site plan for Lots #2 & #3 of AFCC Plat H He asked for comments.
Rod Despain noted that the Planning Commission wanted to go forward on the overall parking
lot and travel way and the site plan for Lot #2 that would be Applebee's, and not the specific
plan for Lot #3. It would come at a future time.
Councilman Cates asked about adequate parking and the future will need.
Rod Despain responded that there was a cross-easement arrangement with Kohl's. He added that
some water rights were outstanding but was being worked on included the transferring of some
additional rights. It was not felt appropriate to hold up this approval.
There being no more comment the hearing ended at 6:01p.m.
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on June 21, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:01 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman Shirl LeBaron was excused.
Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Ray
Garrett, Terry Fox, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Heber Thompson,
George E. Brown Jr., and Barbara Christiansen.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Blake offered a
prayer.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING THE CERTIFIED TAX
RATE FOR 2005-2006
Mayor Battatt noted that the county auditor had provided the Certified Tax Rate on time this
year.
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City Finance Officer Cathy Jensen noted that it was .000022 less than last year.
Rod Despain noted that Item 7, $36,834,184 was the additional growth value over last year and
taxes to be received was projected to be about $100,000 more this year.
Councilman Blake asked if it was consistent with what was anticipated.
Rod Despain did not know.
Councilman Blake asked how the RDA was accounted for.
Cathy Jensen noted that most of the big growth was last year.
Rod Despain added that this did not make any accommodation for it. This was just gross
numbers and how the money was spent was up to the City.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-28R setting the Certified Tax
Rate at .001763 for General Purposes and .000414 for Debt Service on the 1992 GO
Recreation Bonds and .000099 for Tort Liability for a combined total of .002276.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt noted that this and the budget needed to be approved by June 22, 2005.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE CITY'S BUDGET FOR
FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2006
Cathy Jensen noted that after the public hearing the amphitheater revenue was adjusted to reflect
the changes in the rental fees and an offset had been made against property taxes.
Councilman Blake asked the amount. Cathy Jensen answered that it was about $16,000.
Ms. Jensen continued that the special revenue fund was adjusted to reflect the expected revenue
from the Development Loan to Stephen Peterson. Because the police department would be
leasing vehicles, the difference of $50,000 has been moved to the Hunter Park expenditures to
cover matching funds needed for the approved trails grant.
Mayor Barratt explained that the City received a grant for $108,000 that required a 50% match.
Howard Denney noted that the City could also be credited for work done in-kind.
Cathy Jensen noted that the sewer and storm drain revenues have been increased due to the
increase in fees. The City's road and bridge bonds were due July 1, 2005, but had been called on
May 1, 2005. The transfer to the debt service had been adjusted. Because they were covered by
B&C road funds, the line item for roads was increased by $450,000. The balance of the funds,
$160,700 was transferred to capital improvements as restricted funds that the Council could
appropriate in another budget year. A corresponding adjustment in the current budget would be
made in the current budget to reflect the early payment of that bond. She had also updated the
budget to reflect current projections through May 31, 2005.
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Councilman Storrs asked where the City's liability insurance was shown.
Cathy Jensen noted that it was in the general fund under administrative. It was also allocated to
various departments. They also charged back to the Tri-City Golf Course as it was included in
the insurance policy.
Councilman Blake noted that Cathy Jensen had raised some things and the possibility of
allocating some funds for the landscaping around the City Hall and the City Square and that
possibly some could come from the RDA. He felt they should do that and asked for some
discussion. He added that he thought it would allow the Council to provide a catalyst and
momentum in the downtown.
Mayor Barratt thought that the RDA funds were just for City Hall.
Councilman Blake noted that it was the City Hall and the access to the south and they had the
parking lot.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron who sat on the RDA Board was not present and it
should be discussed with all of them.
Councilman Blake felt it was appropriate to discuss it now because they were going to approve
the budget.
Mayor Barratt expressed that was fine, but what would happen if they were short in other areas,
and it was already allocated.
Councilman Blake observed that things happened to change the budget, but at least they could
get a sense of what people felt about it.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they wait until they got the bids back on the projects and knew how
they stood. As the bids came in they would know if there would be additional money available.
Councilman Blake noted that it was a pretty small amount and the budget was a Council
responsibility. He appreciated the Mayor's conservatism in saying that they should wait and
look at things, but it was not fair to be conservative in one area and not in others. That same
logic could be used against any item in the budget.
Mayor Barratt did not think it was fair to say that the Council, without one of it's members here,
to say that automatically, that if there was an excess amount, they were going to put all of that
amount into that area.
Councilman Blake expressed again that that same logic could be used with respect to any item in
the whole budget. He did not know why the downtown should be the one that that logic was
used upon versus anything else. He felt they could make a change to this budget and he would
be in favor of making other changes in the budget. Items always came up during the year, like
the trail grant, and they had to make adjustments. They were at a focal point. They had
determined to do things for City HalL The downtown had expressed a plan some years back that
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they brought forward for several years and he felt it was important to move ahead on that plan.
He felt that $50,000 was a pretty nominal fee and Cathy Jensen felt they could find the funds and
he agreed. In a $14 million budget, they could find $50,000. It would not be done through the
RDA
Mayor Barratt did not have a problem with the RDA If there was excess money and that was
where the RDA wanted to spend it that was fine. All he was asking was that they not do
anything until they know whether on not they had enough money. He added that there were
other items that the Council may not know about.
Mayor Barratt stated that after Steel Days, every member of the Council would sit down, and he
was inviting anyone that has determined that they want to run for office to join with the Council
and understand the financial restraints that were on this community at this time and to make a
determination on where those funds should be spent. The RDA funds were pretty restrictive.
Councilman Blake noted that that was the point. He believed Cathy Jensen had indicated that
there were funds.
Mayor Barratt stated that he wanted to bring the discussion to an end.
Councilman Cates asked it what was being sought was a commitment or if they had a desire or
interest in that. He explained that he had not spoken directly to Councilman Belmont, but all had
expressed an interest in moving in that direction.
Mayor Barratt stated that if they were asking for a vote, he did not think that was the right thing
to do.
Councilman Blake answered that he was not asking for a vote, but he thought they ought to hold
an RDA meeting and allocate the funds.
Mayor Barratt stated that was not going to take place until the Council and any candidates that
were going to be running for office and any interested citizen had been fully educated. There
was going to be a committee established of citizens in this community. He wanted the Council
to understand what the citizens thought about some of these items and he wanted them to
understand the priorities that some of those citizens had. He continued that each Councilman
was going to have a responsibility of giving him a list of citizens that could serve on that
committee. They would go down the list of needs and get a recommendation.
Councilman Belmont asked why a committee was being set up. She felt that came in candidate
meeting nights where the citizens ask them what they were going to do if they won.
Mayor Barratt explained himself They were going to discuss items such as pressurized
irrigation, additional parking lots for parks, swing sets for parks, and go through the list he had
provided, item by item. Within a year the City needed some cemetery property.
Councilman Belmont felt that was up to the candidates who ran for office. She did not think
they should have a committee and go through all that. She thought candidates would run
because they saw problems in the community.
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Councilman Blake concurred about organizing a citizen committee on these types of topics. He
did not know what the Mayor was looking to do in that.
Mayor Barratt stated that what he was looking to do was that at the Utah League of Cities and
Towns that Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh and Councilman LeBaron attended, they heard a
recommendation that was used in a town in Colorado, that they establish a committee to let the
governing officials know what they believed needed to happen in their community and what the
wanted. There would be some work sessions to discuss those items.
Councilman Blake noted that they had a committee in the downtown for ten years.
Councilman Belmont noted that there was a committee of 40 people in 1992.
Bill Jacob recalled that in May 1999, the Downtown Steering Committee made some
recommendations to revitalize downtown that the Council unanimously passed, but had never
come about. He felt the Council should fund a million dollars now that they should have done in
1999.
Mayor Barratt stated that they did not have a million dollars.
Bill Jacob thought that the RDA funds could be moved around. They had the money when they
passed the Resolution in 1999.
Councilman Blake explained they had a $36 million budget including $14 million in the General
Fund. That was a significant budget. He suggested that they spent a lot of time going through
the budget. Cathy Jensen had done an excellent job on it and she had made a recommendation to
use the $50,000 out of the RDA funds and he expressed that it was an appropriate thing to do.
He felt good about moving ahead, if there was a sense that they would move ahead and do the
minimal amount of$50,000 in the downtown. It was time to do something for the downtown.
The City Hall was downtown.
Bill Jacob stated that was not the downtown. It was on the edge and it did not solve the
downtown problem.
Councilman Blake felt it was a starting point. He could support this budget along with a
commitment to do that for the downtown.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-29R approving the fiscal year
ending June 30, 2006 budget with a commitment to provide $50,000 as a starting point.
Councilman Cates asked where the $50,000 would come from.
Councilman Blake felt they could find it in the RDA funds and that was the recommendation that
would go to the RDA Board for their approval.
Councilman Belmont asked about the funds.
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Cathy Jensen explained that they had some funds prior to bonding that were somewhat obligated
to hopefully install a drainage system in west RDA and also a signaL However, there may be a
little room. She did not know the priorities of the Council. It was her concern that the Council
knew what was out there and the Council would reserve enough funds to do the projects they
needed to do.
Councilman Cates asked that the motion be rephrased a little that they would look the RDA
funds to determine for sure that they had the funds. They all wanted to go in that direction, but
did not want to use what they did not have.

Councilman Blake amended his motion to approve the budget and that if they could find
$50,000 available they would go in that direction.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had been through the budgets over and over again and she
had made phone calls and talked with people. She was not going to vote for the budget because
she had three items of concern. She felt Cathy Jensen had done a wonderful job. The bonded
indebtedness concerned her. The three items included all the broadband, paying Danny Richards
$200,000 to drop a lawsuit, and the fitness center.

Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Cates, and Storrs. Nay, Councilman
Belmont. The motion carried.
George E. Brown Jr. asked if the current budget had been reopened and adjusted.
Cathy Jensen noted that would be done on June 28.
Mr. Brown noted that the broadband projected revenues for last year's budget were not what they
received and asked why they assumed they would get $738,000 this coming year when they were
short some $100,000 last year.

Mayor Barratt noted that the budget was an item that had ebbs and tides and he agreed that the
broadband needed to be addressed before the end of the year. The assumption was that with
them pushing into the business portion of the broadband it would be a revenue generator as it had
been in other communities. There would be additional income in the broadband. New things
would be moving ahead.
Bill Jacob stated that the department had requested residential revenue $693,400; business
Internet revenue, $61,000; leasing fiber lines revenue of$1,016,000; and video revenue of
$215,000. He asked what the factual basis was for that type of revenue and stated that it was
unbelievable.
Mayor Barratt stated that the basis was projection of contracts that were going to be signed with
services.
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Bill Jacob asked if there was factual basis to support that. The revenues and expenditures were
supposed to meet in an enterprise fund. He felt it was irresponsible to project without a factual
basis. He asked if there were contracts ready.
Mayor Barratt responded that there were.
Mr. Jacob did not think it was justified and it bothered him. It was creative.
Mayor Barratt explained that there were services that by taking fiber optic up around the point
that had not been signed but those contracts were the basis of those figures.
Bill Jacob asked if he made a GRAMA request, he could get that information. He stated that the
broadband was underwater. He encouraged the Council to terminate it and get down to what
they were supposed to be doing under the enterprise fund law and use that money for downtown
or for whatever they had to do. The taxpayers were bleeding to death on the broadband, based
on what they had in the budget.
George E. Brown Jr. asked if they had been using the principal of the bond to pay overhead
instead of for capital improvements.
Cathy Jensen answered that the principal of the bond was for construction. They had certain
employees that were dedicated to construction.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE CITY'S CAPITAL
IMPROVEMENT BUDGET FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2006

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-30R approving the Capital
Improvement Budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CITY'S LIABILITY AND PROPERTY INSURANCE
CARRIER FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2006
Counclman Storrs explained that he was going over the proposals. There was a $30,000
difference between Utah Local Governments Trust and Olympus. With the Trust there was no
deductible. Last year they paid $90,000 in deductibles. He felt the Trust was the better proposal.
Councilman Blake agreed that it was a good proposal, but one potential concern was the reserves
they had and the reinsurance.
Cathy Jensen stated that they did have other companies that backed them.
Councilman Blake asked that they amend the agenda for June 28, and postpone any action until
then.
Mayor Barratt directed that the agenda be amended.
Bill Jacob asked if there was a transition bridge, or a tail to cover that.
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Darrell Child, Olympus Insurance, stated that the St. Paul Travelers coverage was claims-made
and there would be a cost.
Mayor Barratt asked for some better information on that cost.
Darrell Child stated that he would provide that information. He asked if there were other
outstanding issues.
Mayor Barratt asked him to attend next Tuesday to answer questions. He added that Olympus
had done a wonderful job for the City.
Heber Thompson asked if the transition penalty was written in the policy.
Mr. Child stated that it was not really a penalty but could be looked at that way. The policy
disclosed that a portion ofthose coverage's were on a claims-made basis. He explained that an
occurrence policy says that during the policy term, a claim could be made during the time in
which the policy was in force. On a claims-made policy, a claim could only be made during the
policy term or during an additional period that you secure thereafter called a reporting period.
That usually included an additional premium.
Mr. Child felt there were a lot of other things that were qualitative in the current plan versus the
pool plan that was also being considered. He mentioned the financial security issue. He had top
rated companies supporting the coverage. If there were other coverage issues, they were
prepared to discuss them. American Fork City had a number of very significant claims over the
past ten years. The best had always been there to respond. It was easy to say insurance was
insurance. There were a lot of issues involved.
Mayor Barratt commented that was the only question at this time. There may be others on
Tuesday night.
Councilman Cates noted the strengths and liabilities of no deductibles and sometimes they were
savings and sometimes they were not.
Darrell Child commented that he felt that American Fork City was getting their arms around the
deductible issues and were being very proactive. The big claims and the litigation that hit the
City were the ones that cost the City and were the basis and the backbone of the insurance
decision. They needed to keep highly rated companies.
Bill Jacob stated that a rule of insurance was to not buy it unless they had the muscle to pay off
the claim.
Councilmembers Belmont and Storrs thanked Mr. Child for his explanation.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS. COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3} POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
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INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED.
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Lots #2 & #3 of Plat H.
American Fork Commercial Center to be located at 313 North West State Road
Councilman Belmont thought it was a very good landscape plan and the notes showed the
plan schedule and the species and calipers to be very good.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-28 approving the specific
site plan for Lot #2, PlatH of the American Fork Commercial Center, Applebee's,
subject to the completion of the outstanding conditions of approval identified by the
Planning Commission, including, but not limited to water rights. Councilman
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 6:59 p.m. Councilman Cates second the motion.
All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt ~min/;ed the Council that there was a work session on Thursday at 4:00p.m.

l~. ~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 21, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
June 21, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 6:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
5:50p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for Lots #2 & #3 of Plat H,
American Fork Commercial Center to be located at 313 North West State Road.

SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Tom Whitchurch; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

Review and action on a Resolution establishing the Certified Tax Rate for 2005-2006.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the City's Budget for fiscal year ending June
30, 2006.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the City's Capital Improvement Budget for
fiscal year ending June 30, 2006.
Review and action on the City's liability and property insurance carrier for fiscal year
ending June 30, 2006.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for Lots #2 & #3 of Plat
H, American Fork Commercial Center to be located at 313 North West State Road.
Adjournment.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Dated this 13 day of June, 2005

l
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AMEIUCAN FOltK CITY COUNCll..
JUNE 23, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, June 23, 2005, in the City Aca.illiltratioa Oftiees, 51 Eut MaiD Street,
commencing at 4:08 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WOIX SESSION

1.
2.
3.
4.

Discussion of items for the upcoming June 28, 2005, City Council meeting.
Discussion of 1120 North Street.
Discussion of permitted signs.
Discussion of animal control provisions of the City Code.

5.

Adjournment.

n.edk·~~[[S.
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JUNE 28, 2005

ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-6:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE KWR PLAT B ANNEXATION CONSISTING
OF 8.061 ACRES AT 70 EAST 1450 NORTH IN THE R1-9000 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:21p.m. Those present included Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake,
Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Howard Denney, Rod
Despain, Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christiansen, Stephen Sowby, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Jacob, Paul Robinson, and four citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Ricky Storrs assumed the Chair.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment regarding the placement of the property in the KWR Plat B Annexation consisting of
8.061 acres at 70 East 1450 North into the R1-9000 zone. He asked for comments.
Project Engineer Stephen Sowby recounted that they were at this point after a long time of
negotiation. Part of the property would go to Highland and part to American Fork. It met the
intent ofthe master plan. Even though it would be in the Rl-9000 zone, there would not be more
than three units per acre. He encouraged its adoption as the Planning Commission
recommended.
Councilman Belmont noted that Highland was pretty savvy. They knew that people want to
move up and and want a bigger lot. They want the bigger lots in Highland and American Fork
gets the 9000 square foot lots.
Stephen Sowby explained that halfofthe lots were 9000 or 10,000 square feet and the other half
of the lots were larger than 10,000 square feet. He added that the Council also had the option if
they wanted to annex the whole thing.
Councilman Belmont stated that was what she would like to do. It had been in the works for 15
years that as the further out you went, the lots would get bigger. In this area they were out as far
as they could go. She did not like the 9000 square foot lots.
Stephen Sowby explained that it met the master plan. It did not exceed three units per acre. It
was exactly what the master plan that was approved a couple of months ago said. It was what
the Planning Commission approved. The owner had to sacrifice several lots to do it.
Councilman Blake added that it was noted at the work session that there were existing roads that
tied into this and affected the property. Those roads were designed for Rl-9000 zoning.
Councilman Belmont expressed that it still left smaller lots than what the Planning Commission
started 15 years ago. If they didn't get larger lots now, they would not get them in this area.
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Stephen Sowby noted that there were some that wanted smaller lots.
Councilman Belmont responded that the City had tons of those.
Stephen Sowby commented that the Planning Commission was very accommodating to try to
make this work.
Councilman Belmont stated that she talked to a couple of people on the Planning Commission
and they said they would go along. She reported that she hardly ever voted against what the
Planning Commission wanted. She respected the Planning Commission. What they were doing
was displacing an entire segment of the population who want a little bigger place. They would
have to go to Highland. There wasn't any other place to go.
Councilman Blake stated that he lived on a 9000 square foot lot and they had added about Y3 to
the size of their home and about half of the people that lived on their circle had added to their
homes on 9000 square foot lots.
Stephen Sowby restated that they met the master plan and asked for approval.
Councilman Belmont noted that if they annexed this at 9000, the City had no more cards to play.
Councilman Blake thought it was consistent with what had happened on 9600 North in the past.
Mr. Sowby noted that Paul Robinson was doing this development. Kay Robinson was doing the
development to the east but he was thoroughly discouraged because he could not get any density
that would make it okay for him so he was just letting it sit.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had talked to some of the neighbors and she knew how
they felt. It was her feeling that the neighbors should have a say in what happened in their
neighborhood.
A resident in the neighborhood, Kathy Helman, agreed that larger lots would be nice. She lived
on a larger lot. If she had to find a larger lot in American Fork she did not think that she would
be able to. They were closing off that avenue for her. She lived on a half-acre north ofLegacy
Elementary.
Councilman Blake noted that the largest on the plat was about 15,000 square feet.
There being no further comment the hearing ended at 6:30p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-6:30P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 343 EAST MAIN FROM THE EXISTING R2-7500 TO THE
GC-1, GENERAL COMMERCIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:30p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing.
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Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment regarding a zone change request at 343 East Main from the existing R2-7500 to the
GC-1, General Commercial zone. He asked for comments.
Steve Sowby explained that this property was immediately west of Hunter Insurance. He would
be converting the older home to commercial use. The home has had good care and he would be
landscaping it and adding some parking.
Councilman Belmont noted that this home was on the historic site list and as such there were a
lot of advantages and it could be on the National Register.
Councilman Blake asked if this improvement was Mr. Hunter's first preference and he asked
about the fence.

Mr. Sowby stated that this was Mr. Hunter's intent. Part of the fence would be taken down to
improve circulation.
There being no further comment, the hearing finished at 6:35p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 6:35 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A
ZONE CHANGE REQUEST AT 570 WEST 200 SOUTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO
THE Rl-15,000, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:35p.m. Paul Robinson, Stephen Sowby, and two citizens exited the meeting.
The remaining persons at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment regarding a zone change request at 570 West 200 South from the existing RA-1 to the
Rl-15,000, Single Family Residential zone. He asked for comments.
Rod Despain explained that this was property owned by Dixie Fenn. She had called and stated
that she would not be able to be to this meeting. She wanted to have Rl-15,000 zoning and not
the current RA-1 zoning.
Councilman Storrs noted that Ms. Fenn was originally against that zoning.
There being no more comment the hearing was done at 6:36p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 6:40P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
MODERATE INCOME HOUSING ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 6:40p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing along with Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, and *Mayor Barratt.
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Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs explained the purpose ofthe hearing was to receive public
comment regarding the Moderate Income Housing Element of the General Plan. He asked for
comments.
Rod Despain commented that the Planning Commission had done their study some time ago and
this hearing and action would complete the adoption process. The State had identified certain
areas that needed to be addressed. The City's experience was that they had been able to meet the
requirement with the natural processes that had gone on. It was one of the advantages of having
smaller lots. They did need to continue to monitor it and it needed to be reviewed about every
two years. With some of the development on the east side, he felt they would be able to keep up.
He believed they were on track.
Councilman Cates noted that having mixed lot sizes in a development helped.
Rod Despain continued that as communities grew up they needed to have a range of alternatives.
The increased cost of housing was prompted by many things including the speculative value of
land. If the City kept zoning for increased density, it became harder for that segment. In theory,
with improvements and upgrades in building code, the recipient received something for that cost.
The purchaser however, got no value from the speculative purposes of the increase in land
pnces.
Councilman Belmont asked how much the City had to have.
Rod Despain responded that statistics showed that what the City needed was about what it had.
A moderate income house was a home that cost about $139,000 and that related to an annual
salary of about $40,000. He believed it was 80% ofthe median income, but that changed over
time.
Councilman Blake noted that they had enough now and the point was they needed to keep the
same ratio.
Rod Despain responded that the City needed to be conscious of what the City's regulations were.
They needed to keep a balance. The cottage style homes was an effort of that as well. He saw
infill housing coming within the community.
Councilman Blake asked why cottages were not listed with the others.
Rod Despain responded that that this was prepared some time ago when the cottages were not
adopted. It they wanted to amend it when they pass it, they could.
*Mayor Barratt arrived.
Councilman Belmont did not think that every 20-year old needed to move into a house the day
they got married. One had to be careful about infill housing because it wasn't necessarily done
well and it was always going to be monitored, but she felt those kinds of things were never
monitored. American Fork used to be 'the place' to live and an upscale town. Now it was
becoming something else. It was a great pity that the City did not feel they had to protect its
borders or the existing neighborhoods.
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Howard Denney noted that item three covered PUD's, TDR's, and those types of things and
could be included there.
Rulon Jensen expressed concern about Councilman Belmont's statement that 20-year olds just
getting married didn't need a home.
Councilman Belmont stated that she said that she did not think that every 20-year old needed to
move into a house the day they got married.
Mr. Jensen asked where they would be put?
Councilman Belmont answered that they could do as she did for several years, in an apartment.
Mr. Jensen disagreed. He felt there were a lot of20-year olds out there that were better off than
their generation.
Councilman Belmont agreed. She continued that one of her best friends was a mortgage officer
at Central Bank. The bankruptcy rate and the foreclosure rate were extremely high because they
had developers who were luring really young people. They did not want 'For Sale' signs
everywhere.
Mayor Barratt noted that was the mortgage company, not the developer.
Councilman Blake asked where the apartments and townhouses were for them to move into?
Councilman Belmont responded that they were everywhere. There was some protection needed
for the town and not turn it into a wholesale free for alL
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 6:52p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-6:55P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
REVISIONS TO THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2005. BUDGET
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:55p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Chief Terry
Fox, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Rulon Jensen, Larry Searle, Barbara
Christiansen, and 7 citizens.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs continued to Chair the meeting.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30, 2005, budget. He asked for
comments.
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Cathy Jensen noted that there were transfers from departments that still had budgets to those that
were already spent or looked like they would be over. They added one half of a pay period.
Some of the departments had received grants and those had been recognized. She noted that the
road and bridge bonds had been called early, in May, and that adjustment in the Debt Service
Fund had been made. $190,000 was transferred to Capital Improvements to allow for the
purchase of the Danny Richards property. The off-set would be the money coming for the
existing improvements at the Costco property.
Councilman Blake asked if this transfer also included money for moving the irrigation ditch at
Mr. Richard's project.
Cathy Jensen reported that she had talked with Steve Parker and that could come from the water
department. It was a separate item.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they had a time certain as to when they would have the money
from Lehi.
Cathy Jensen did not know.
Mayor Barratt noted it would be after the swap of property had taken place.
Cathy Jensen explained there was an overhead allocation to the General Fund from the special
improvement districts. There was also an amount to be paid back to the Sewer and Water fund
and a little remaining on the fire and ambulance building. The RDA projects have been
budgeted for. $37,000 had been transferred to cover costs incurred by the Celebration Fund and
$150,000 had been transferred to the Fitness Center.
Councilman Belmont noted the transfer to the Fitness Center was a shame when they needed the
money in so many other places.
Bill Jacob commented that they had talked last week about transferring $50,000 to the downtown
and asked if that had happened.
Councilman Blake responded that further action would be needed in order to make that happen.
Councilman Belmont commented that there would not be a transfer unless one of the other items
came in under budget.
Councilman Blake noted that Cathy Jensen had said in one memo, that there was money for that
in the overall budget.
There being no additional comment, the hearing finished at 7:05 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
MAIN STREET MEDICAL ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.29 ACRES AT 1025 EAST
50 SOUTH
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The American Fork City Council met in a sixth public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7: 10 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing
along with Luana Searle, Ian Dunn, a Boy Scout, and two additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt took the Chair.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Main Street Medical Annexation. This was west of the old Benson Bolt. He asked for
comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
There being no more comments, the hearing ended at 7:13 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
EASTMAN-HOGLUND ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF .99 ACRES AT 1020 EAST 30
NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a seventh public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City
Hall, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing along with Stephen Sowby, and Darrell Child.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Eastman-Hoglund Annexation. He asked for comments.
Jake Ross was present representing the project.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been filed.
Mayor Barratt noted that this would allow 30 North Street to continue to the east.
There being no more comments, the hearing adjourned at 7:22p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on June 28, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Chief Terry Fox, Sheena Parker, Lori England,
Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Sam Liddiard, Tony Weinmuller, many police officers, George
Schade, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Larry Searle, Luana Searle, Darrell Child, Dan Richards, Barbara
Christiansen, Heber Thompson, a Boy Scout from Troop 18, and 27 citizens.
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE; PRAYER BY GEORGE SCHADE; ROLL CALL
A Boy Scout from Troop 18 led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and George Schade
offered a prayer.
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TWENTY -MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Police Chief Terry Fox read a statement announcing his retirement and his last day to be August
5, 2005. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1. There was standing applause.
Mayor Barratt stated that every man deserved the right and opportunity to move forward and do
the things he would like to do and to latch his wagon to that star and to march forward and enjoy
and be happy to move on. Chief Fox had been a tremendous Chief and he had enjoyed his
association with him. He had a great desire to do good for goodness sake. He wished him and
his family well.
Councilman Blake expressed great appreciation and admiration to Chief Fox. He first ran for
office in 1999 and he had not met Chief Fox before then, but he remembered a number of things
that were difficult issues that were before the City and before the campaign. He sat down with
Chief Fox and they listened to each other. He had a professional respect for him from the
beginning. It was a difficult thing to operate a Police Department any where in America and it
was one of the most challenging professions. Those that went into that were dedicated people. It
was the rare exception when someone wasn't. He expressed appreciation to Chief Fox and to the
Police Department and staff It was a department that had some great people in it.
Mayor Barratt noted that Chief Fox had been going to EMS school and was planning on working
in that field. He congratulated him on his schooling
Councilman Cates thanked Chief Fox and his family for the time and effort that had been
expended for the citizens of American Fork. He thanked Chief Fox for his friendship.
Councilman Belmont thanked Chief Fox and noted that the most enjoyable time was when he sat
on her front porch and they had a good talk about how things were and how they should be. She
thanked his wife and acknowledged that was a hard role. She remembered when Joe Mecham
was the one on Main Street many years ago. She remembered where the light was on Main
Street where if you wanted a policeman, you called the telephone operator and that person turned
on the light and he would call in to see where he was needed. It had come a long way and was
not nearly as easy now.
Councilman LeBaron thanked Chief Fox for traffic school and he acknowledged that his three
children were served well from that. Chief Fox helped with a not to serious problem in his
neighborhood. He got involved and got that resolved. He took a personal interest in his family
and was the same with a number of citizens. He thanked Chief Fox for his service and his 'hands
on' approach.
Councilman Storrs expressed good luck to Chief Fox and his family and wished him well.
JaNeane Jacob asked about the police investigation.
Mayor Barratt stated that right now that had all be brought to a halt. He did not have anything to
report.
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Bill Jacob asked what had been brought to a halt.
Mayor Barratt explained that as Chief Fox was retiring, he was going to put his energy into
finding leadership by August 5, 2005. He was going to put that on hold.
Bill Jacob asked if he was still going to conduct an investigation.
Mayor Barratt responded that at this time he was not sure that was going to.
PRESENTATION OF THE ARTS COUNCIL VOLUNTEER OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt invited Maxine Steele to the front and read the following:
"This honor is awarded to Maxine Steele in recognition of the immeasurable dedication
and unselfishness and volunteerism in the area of the American Fork Symphony, the
American Fork City Arts Council, for the valuable enrichment and improvement of the
lives of countless individuals and for the entire community. Maxine Steele.
There was general applause.
Maxine Steele announced that the American Fork Symphony was going to present, "Salute to
America" on Thursday, July 7, 2005 at 7:00p.m. in the American Fork Amphitheater. Alan
Allred and Dr. Terry Hill were the conductors. They had an orchestra of80+. They were
featuring Utah Premier Brass and the Karl Allred Champion Fiddlers. She expressed
appreciation for the support of the Symphony by American Fork City.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt announced that Officer Tony Weinmuller had been selected as the Employee of
the Month. There was general applause. He commended him for his hard work and added that
he personified excellence in his devotion to his duty and he had distinguished himself among his
piers. There was a standing ovation.
Police Chief Fox noted that the recent homicide in American Fork was very stressful and
dangerous situation. Tony Weinmuller happened to be one of three officers involved in the
arrest of the suspect. Without those three officers and the way they performed, others would
have been in serious jeopardy. Officer Weinmuller made a great full back and took the suspect
down. Part of what they did they learned in SWAT Training last summer. They used some
verbal commands that they learned in that professional school and it saved people's lives. He
was proud of Officer Tony Weinmuller, Officer Ivan Bird, and Sgt. Greg Ludlow. He
announced that during this year's Steel Day's Flag Ceremony, they would be given the Combat
Cross that had only be given twice in the last two-and-a-half decades. There was general
applause.
Councilman Storrs stated that he had run into Officer Weinmuller's supervisor with Major
Crimes and he reported that American Fork should proud and he had nothing but praise for
Officer Weinmuller.
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Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation to all the members of the Police Department and the
contribution they made to the community and for their attendance tonight.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Cates had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman LeBaron encouraged everyone to buy their Diamond Rio tickets and prepare for the
City Celebration. There would be a pamphlet in the utility bills regarding the many activities
including a family picnic in the park with various games and activities and a large outdoor movie
screen to watch the Incredibles. There would also be an art show.
Mayor Barratt exited the meeting and asked Mayor Pro-tem to Chair the meeting in his absence.
Councilman Blake echoed what Councilman LeBaron had said regarding the wonderful
celebration coming up. There had been a lot of planning and preparation. It was wonderful to
see the many committees involved in that. It involved a lot of people.
Councilman Belmont asked that on the next agenda they have an item regarding the
establishment of a Historic Landmarks Commission. The City's Main Street was in jeopardy
and they needed to act as quickly as possible. She would make copies of everything that came
from the State ofUtah. She noted that the Briggs house on 200 West, that was eligible for the
National Register, was in the process of being gutted and it would be demolished.
Mayor Barratt returned to the Chair and asked why they were tearing it down.
Councilman Belmont noted that the new owner got it for a very good price and he was going to
build another home on the lot, ten feet wider. She added that he did not understand the benefits
of owning a historic home on the National Register. There were tax credits and low interest
loans available. The City needed to make sure the old section of downtown was not destroyed.
She commented that there were three more on Main Street that were in danger.
Councilman Belmont commented that the Beautification Committee had placed the flowerpots
back on Main Street. She thanked the downtown merchants for watering them.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had received complaints in the last two weeks on
speeding at 950 North 400 West~ standing water at 281 East 400 South; and multiple complaints
about semi's being parked in neighborhoods along with trailers, dump trucks, and construction
equipment. Officer Falslev that had been helping with Nuisance Abatement was doing a
wonderful job.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt noted that the next City Council meeting was on July 12, which was the same
evening as the Picnic in the Park. He suggested that they meet earlier in order to be a part of the
activities.
Councilman Blake reported that he would not be there.
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Councilman LeBaron suggested they meet at 4:30 or 5:00 o'clock.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would meet at 5:00p.m. on July 12. Finance Committee would be
at 4:30p.m.
Councilman LeBaron made the reminder that the Big Show was on Friday night July 8 and the
Parade was the next morning.
Councilman Belmont asked about the Car Show and the Cruise.
Councilman LeBaron responded that they would be on Saturday.
Mayor Barratt announced that the July 7 work session would not be held.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING REVISIONS TO THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2005, BUDGET
Cathy Jensen asked ifthere were any questions on the revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005 budget.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-31R approving adjustments to the
fiscal year ending June 30, 2005, budget. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
George E. Brown Jr. asked the amount ofthe final income that broadband had generated during
the fiscal year.
Cathy Jensen reported that through the end of May it was $365,240.

Voting on the motion was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and
Storrs. Nay, Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING REVISIONS TO THE FISCAL
YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2005, CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BUDGET

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-32R adopting revisions to the
fiscal year ending June 30, 2005, Capital Improvement Budget. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE CITY'S LIABILITY AND PROPERTY INSURANCE
CARRIER FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2006
Mayor Barratt explained that this item was a hold over from the previous meeting.
Representatives from Olympus and Utah Local Governments Trust were in attendance to answer
questions.
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Councilman Blake moved to renew the coverage with the current carrier at least for one
more year.
He commented that it was appropriate to get quotes perhaps on an annual basis. They have had
the current carrier, St. Paul Travelers, for a number of years and he felt it was prudent to stay
with them. Utah Local Governments Trust was an excellent organization and both had given
excellent proposals.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs stated that he was impressed with both carriers. The Trust came in with a no
deductible that was more money. Olympus had done a good service for the City. He also felt it
would be prudent stay with the current carrier.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the City paid last year in deductibles.
Mayor Barratt reported that it was almost $100,000.
Councilman LeBaron asked about changing insurance companies.
Darrell Child with Olympus Insurance explained that in this case a portion ofthe City's coverage
were on a claims made basis which meant that claims needed to be made during the policy
period. When there was a change, there was an additional cost to extend that coverage.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 1050 NORTH 600 WEST FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE Rl-9000 AND THE R112. 000 ZONES
Mayor Barratt stated that this had been on the previous agenda and was held over to allow the
parties to meet together.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was absolutely refreshing to see the parties work
together. He felt it built confidence and reputation between the developer and builder and other
citizens. He felt it would be a good development and would serve everyone well. He knew that
it was a lot of work and that there were concessions on both sides.
Councilman Blake agreed that it was good to see and what they brought back addressed the key
concerns of the Council including less lots and some nice sized lots. He felt the Council needed
to be aware that as 1120 North Street went to the west the road needed to be adjusted southward
and that created a derelict parcel on the north side of the road. The City's ordinance did not
allow the creation of derelict parcels.
Councilman Blake noted that another aspect was that if there was a developer that was
developing that land north of the road, they would be responsible to dedicate the land that would
make up the road and also pay for its improvement. But there was no developer to the north
because the City owned it as a park. The City was now responsible for the costs for the land and
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to develop the road. The developer provided a document previously that raised that issue and it
talked about the City buying the land and paying the cost for half of the development of the road.
Councilman LeBaron felt that they should get the process moving and then negotiate.
Councilman Blake felt there were some important underlying issues that were the responsibility
of the City. The cost to the City to buy the needed I. 12 acres and develop the road was about
$400,000. The City was not in a position where they had $400,000 to add land to the park. They
were not in a position where they had funds to pay for the road. He noted that in the current
budget they were committing things. They just made budget adjustments that created great
concern for the City and the City needed to be responsible. He thought it would be irresponsible
for the City to proceed and to reduce future revenues. The developer suggested future credits of
impact fees. They needed the impact fees to pay for the park bond and they were also not
allowed to use impact fees. Credits reduced future revenues to the City. He suggested that they
exchange acre for acre. He had called the developer today and asked if he would be willing to
consider exchanging land on the north side of the road. It would seem prudent and reasonable
and responsible to consider the exchange of an acre for an acre. They would then have three
large 15,000 square foot lots in the vicinity of 1120 North and 560 West.

Councilman Blake moved to approve Ordinance No. 05-06-29 amending the zone map and
to show the zone designation of property at 1050 North 600 West located south of 1120
North right-of-way to be designated on the east as R1-9000 and on the west as R1-12,000 as
shown on the proposed concept development plan with the zone change to be effective upon
completion of negotiations regarding acquisition of the derelict parcel and the road rightof-way, with the parameter set for discussion of negotiations that approximately one acre of
land of the southeast corner of the park land would be exchanged for 1.12 acres in the
derelict parcel, in exchange for the developer taking responsibility to pay the improvement
costs on the road; and subject to review by legal counsel as to whether or not this process
should include the declaring of this property surplus and whether some other people
should be able have the opportunity to bid also.
Councilman Belmont noted that Councilman Blake and her had a lively discussion on Thursday
afternoon about that. She did not think that parkland should be in jeopardy under any
circumstances. She would not consider giving up one square inch.
Counncilman Blake responded that it was a net exchange of an equivalent amount ofland.
Councilman Belmont answered that this particular park had been on going for many years and
there had been developers who had given money toward the park. The Beautification Committee
has been working on more beautiful parks. Councilman Belmont reported that she had gone
door to door over the years sending out fliers about parks. She and another 200 people had
worked toward this and she was not willing to give any of it up.
Councilman LeBaron did not think they needed to get to that point. He felt they needed to
approve the Ordinance and allow negotiations to go forward between the landowner and the
developer and City staff. He was willing to be on that taskforce as was Councilman Belmont
who wanted to include people who were working on parks.
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Councilman Blake noted that the recommended motion from staff was that they approve it
subject to negotiations and that was what he had done. He had put parameters around it, but was
happy to remove the parameters and leave the negotiations open. He felt it would be
irresponsible to proceed with it without having some way to pay for it and the road needed to
curve to the south and made the derelict parcel.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Corps of Engineers was only going to allow American Fork
City to breach Hunter Park in the one location that they have identified.

Councilman Blake amended his motion and that it be to approve Ordinance No. 05-06-29
amending the zone map and to show the zone designation of property at 1050 North 600
West located south of 1120 North right-of-way to be designated on the east as Rl-9000 and
on the west as Rl-12,000 as shown on the proposed concept development plan with the zone
change to be effective upon completion of negotiations regarding the acquisition of the
derelict parcel and the road right-of-way. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
George E. Brown Jr. expressed that was beyond the agenda item. It was not on there to buy or
trade.
Councilman Blake noted that they were just putting a condition on the zone change request and
that they did subject to's all the time.
George E. Brown Jr. stated that they were exceeding the agenda.
Councilman LeBaron asked to comment with his second. He urged both residents and other
interested parties to not engage in public comment with regard to expected negotiations because
what that would do was to entrench the very interests and perhaps not be productive in further
negotiations. He asked that in regard to public comment to not comment on trading park
property. It was just a caution.
Sherry Kramer reported that her neighbors and herself worked very hard the last 3 "12 years on this
park property. With her were about fifteen individuals interested in that park. She commented
that in working with Mr. Dunn from Wentworth Development they were very workable and they
appreciated their time and energy that had gone into rearranging the zones. Wentworth
Development was asking that the City help with half the road in the form of credits. They felt
that was more than fair in light of what was given to the developer to the west. They would
oppose any kind oftrading of park property or any of the land as currency now or in the future.
Luana Searle explained that she represented the private property owners including the Lee Ell
Corporation, Mariner Mitchell, Richard Mitchell, Moyle Searle properties, and her property.
They controlled about 75 acres immediately west and south of this development. They were
present because the were somewhat concerned by what seemed to be an over-extension to nonproperty owners and they asked the Council to be aware of property rights and the rights of
citizens who owned property. She expressed that they had a pretty good track record of
development in American Fork and asked that rather than just negotiating with neighbors who
had already bought a lot, to consider the property owners. Their neighbors to the east had gone
the extra mile and had given on this maybe where they shouldn't have.
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A gentleman from the audience asked what the motion was.
Councilman Blake explained that his motion was to approve the Ordinance amending the zone
map to show the zone designation of property at 1050 North 600 West located south of 1120
North right-of-way to be designated as R1-9000 and R1-12,000 in the location shown on the
proposed concept plan with the zone change to be effective upon the completion of the
negotiations regarding the acquisition of the derelict parcel and the road right-of-way.
A lady asked what the numbers met.
Councilman Cates explained that R1-9000 was nothing less than 9000 square foot lots and Rl12,000 was nothing less than 12,000 square foot lots.
Nancy Cox stated that she had been on the committee for quite some time. She recognized the
Searle's and appreciated all that they had contributed to American Fork over the years. They had
been in American Fork longer than her fifteen years. Ms. Cox continued that she was trying to
improve American Fork City and asked about the land that was being considered to be swapped
and if it was useable for a park.
Councilman Blake stated that it was a flat area and it was useable for a park.
Nancy Cox noted that it had taken a long time to get that park. Once land was gone, it didn't
come back. Some people on 560 West had paid extra because they backed onto park property.
Jason Smith was one of the homeowners that bordered the park. He expressed that they had
invested a lot of extra money because it was a park and that was the main reason he bought
where he did.
Maryann Comiea stated for the record that when the Salisbury Development went in they were
told that they were too late to speak up. They did not want cause contention in their area, but
they wanted the best for their family. It was frustrating to continually visit this idea of swapping
land. She asked the Council to think about what the neighbors would be dealing with long after
people had sold off their property. She expressed appreciation for what the Council does.
Lee Searle expressed that he had owned the property for a long time. He stated that the piece
being talked about was attached to the park. It was up on top where it was flat. He did not think
that anything would be lost.
Jason Smith stated that they would be losing their view.
Hollie Hopkins lived next door to Jason Smith stated that if swapping was revisited, it did not
sound like they would be gaining any more park. It did not sound like a trade that they would be
in favor of
Councilman Blake explained that it was the shape of the parcel that was the problem, not the
land. It was the irregular, long narrow shape.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the trade of ground was not what was before the Council.
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Councilman Belmont was for the negotiations with the developer, but they were not going to pay
for it with park property.

Mayor Barratt called for vote on the motion. All were in favor.
A lady asked if the residents could be made aware ofthe meetings.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the City would keep them apprized as to when they would be
meeting through Sherry Kramer.
George E. Brown Jr. noted that the zone change was not effective until the subject to had been
completed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING THE MODERATE INCOME
HOUSING ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-33R adopting the Moderate
Income Housing Element of the General Plan. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE KWR PLAT B ANNEXATION AT 70 EAST 1450 NORTH
CONSISTING OF 8.061 ACRES INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION.
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-9000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Rod Despain noted that some of the issues discussed with the Searle property were the same
issues here. The draft annexation agreement had been modified over time and one of the
questions raised was the proportion of small lots and large lots. The proposal showed the
proposed breakdown of lot sizes and it was also based on the notion that the City would give up
any claim to annexing the property immediately south of 9600 North. He continued that while
the tabulations were based on the overall plan, the fact of the matter was that they were only
talking about the southern eight acres. He asked if the Council was comfortable with holding
back from 9600 North and with the concept development plan.
Mr. Despain continued that initially the City received a letter from Barry Edwards stating that if

the City would not annex the lots next to 9600 North, Highland City saw no reason to resist the
annexation. A more recent letter from Mayor Jess Adamson said that he would not oppose it but
it would need to be approved by the Highland City Council. He noted that along 9600 North
Street some lots were in American Fork, some in Highland and American Fork City even owned
part of the road.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the concept plan met the density of the general plan.
Rod Despain thought that it was a bit questionable. The zoning was put forward with an R19000.
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Councilman Belmont was not comfortable with Rl-9000. There was no recommendation from
the Planning Commission. As the City expanded toward Highland, Lehi, and Pleasant Grove the
lots were supposed to get larger.
Rod Despain reported that the Planning Commission was uncertain as to the Council's position
on whether or not they would hold back off 9600 North so the Planning Commission sent this on
to the Council so the Council could make the decision.
Councilman Belmont commented that Rl-9000 flew in the face ofthe master plan that was just
approved. It would be a better development in the Rl-12,000.
Howard Denney expressed that because it joined onto lots in the R 1-9000 zone there were some
lots that needed to be Rl-9000. The two roads to the south were difficult to connect ifthere was
not a buffer transition allowed.
Rod Despain noted it was the same difficulty they had with the Searle property.
Councilman Blake noted that this was not the size of the Searle property and it seemed that they
had made an attempt at larger lots and a good transition.
Rod Despain commented that if the design represented a reasonable effort, put it into the R19000 zone.
Kathy Helman noted that people in the neighborhood were looking at this development as a great
opportunity to have more space.
Councilman Cates commented that they would have to approve it as R1-9000 and then have
larger lots in there.
Rod Despain explained that when this annexation was started, the R1-12,000 was not an option.
Councilman Belmont expressed that if the Rl-9000 was adopted they would get one or two
token lots that might be a litter bigger.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the annexation agreement related thereto subject
to the revision of the proposed annexation concept plan to more fully conform with the
density objectives of the general plan.

Councilman Blake asked which zone it would go into.
Councilman LeBaron answered that it would go into which ever zone conformed to the general
plan.
Councilman Blake noted that in order to transition, it needed to be the Rl-9000.
Councilman LeBaron added that there would have to have a couple of larger lots to conform to
the density of the general plan.
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City Recorder Richard Colborn noted that Ordinance of Annexation needed a zone designation.
Councilman Blake felt that a good attempt at transition had been made. He asked how close the
numbers were to the density goals of the general plan.
Rod Despain responded that it was within one or two lots at the most. He asked if in fact it met
the requirements of three units per acre in the Rl-9000 zone, was the Council prepared to
approve the design. The annexation was slightly more than eight acres with 26 proposed lots.
Councilman Cates suggested that if it was verified that it met the requirements, but if it didn't,
some adjustments would need to be made.
Stephen Sowby stated that he could not hit a moving target. He asked that the Rl-9000 zone be
designated so they have targets they could hit. They wanted to move forward. This was the
seventh concept plan that he had done to meet the desires of the Planning Commission. They
needed the Rl-9000 to meet the transition. He added that, personally, he did not know what the
Council was afraid of for density. It met the three units per acre. It met what the Planning
Commission recommended.
Paul Robinson stated that he was representing the family and that they had worked hard with the
Planning Commission to meet the spirit and the letter. They had received direction and they had
followed that direction to the letter. They had families prepared to buy. The way they found out
about the developer was from one ofthe neighbors in the area. It was consistent with the people
around them.

Councilman LeBaron moved to amend his motion to he that they adopt the Ordinance
including the annexation agreement relating thereto, to place the property in the Rl-9000
zone, subject to revision of the proposed annexation concept plan to more fully conform
with density objectives of the general plan. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Rod Despain explained that there were typically three components of an Ordinance of
Annexation.

Councilman LeBaron stated his amended motion again, to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-30
approving the KWR Plat B annexation with instructions to the Recorder to withhold
recording pending verification of the receipt of all required materials, approval of the
annexation agreement relating thereto subject to revisions of the proposed annexation
concept plan to more fully conform with the density objectives of the general plan and
approve the placement of the annexation area into the Rl-9000 residential zone.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
George E. Brown Jr. asked to understand the issue with Highland City because there were
properties that were in American Fork that were contiguous to American Fork on 9600 North.
Rod Despain noted that Highland City was under the opinion that there was an agreement
between the two cities that for which the common boundary would be one lot deep south of 9600
North.
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Mr. Brown asked if there was an agreement.

Rod Despain did not know of a written agreement but noted that there had been meetings on that
subject.
Mr. Brown expressed that it was important to not have a dividing line between cities in the
middle of a road and it ought to be consistent.
Rod Despain explained that the issue did not surface until after two subdivisions had been
developed in American Fork that had lots on 9600 North.

Mayor Barratt called for vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye, Councilmembers
Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs. Nay, Councilman Belmont. The motion carried.
Councilman Belmont explained her nay vote in that she did not like the 9000 square foot because
that was all that some people knew how to do.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 343 EAST MAIN FROM THE EXISTING R2-7500 TO THE GC-1 ZONE

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-31 amending the zone map to
show the zone designation of property at 343 East Main Street to be changed from the Rl7500 residential zone, to the GC-1, General Commercial zone. Councilman Cates seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE REQUEST
AT 570 WEST 200 SOUTH FROM THE EXISTING RA-1 TO THE R1-15.000 ZONE

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-06-32 amended the zone map to show
the zone designation of property at 570 West 200 South from the RA-1 residential
agricultural, to the Rl-15,000 residential zone. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE BINCH ET AL ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 101
ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 725 WEST 200 SOUTH

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-34R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Binch Et AI Annexation consisting of approximately 101 acres at approximately
725 West 200 South. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THEWARNICK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 4.89
ACRES AT APPROXIMATELY 1205 EAST 700 NORTH

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-06-35R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Warnick Annexation consisting of approximately 4.89 acres at approximately
1205 East 700 North. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING I) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat for the Mitchell Meadows Subdivision consisting of7
lots at 1050 North 850 West
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the final plat for the Mitchell Meadows
Subdivision and authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, and have the plat
recorded, subject to conclusion of negotiations regarding timing of construction by
the City of the adjacent street and irrigation improvements.
Councilman Blake asked the issues with regard to the timing.
Rod Despain explained that the primary issue was that in the purchase arrangement that
had been made, the construction of 1120 North and 900 West and certain other
improvements were assumed by the City. One of those improvements, particularly the
irrigation, went through the middle of some of those lots. The City, as part of its
obligation, would construct a pipeline that would serve as the replacement of that ditch
and by approving the final plat, did the Council understand that they had some duty to
make those improvements and were they prepared to come up with the money to make
those improvements in the short term. There was an inference that if the plat was
approved they were ready to install the improvements.
Dan Richards stated that he was ready to move ahead now.
Melanie Marsh noted that there was money to do that work now. The cost was about
$25,000 to $30,000.
Mr. Richards noted that all of the work would not have to be completed at this point, all

the way. They could drop the first diversion box out of the irrigation pond and just leave
an open ditch over to 900 West and then drop it back in.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs. Nay, Councilmember
Belmont. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE GRANTING OF A CLASS A BEER LICENSE TO
KADE'S PLACE AT 312 NORTH WEST STATE ROAD
Councilman Storrs moved to grant a Class A Beer License to Kade's Place at 312 North
West State Road. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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This was needed due to the change in ownership.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON CONTRACTS FOR JANITORIAL SERVICES AND
SUPPLIES

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the contracts to AHI and Bob's Janitorial with the
attachments thereto. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH UDOT FOR THE INSTALLATION OF A
BIKE RACK AND TRASH RECEPTACLE AT THE AMERICAN FORK PARK & RIDE
Howard Denney noted that the cost was about $1,300 and the City would be reimbursed that
amount.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of a contract with UDOT for the installation of a bike
rack and trash receptacle at the American Fork Park & Ride. Councilman Blake seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH HORROCKS ENGINEERS FOR
PRECONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR THE ART DYE TRAIL SYSTEM.
STP-LC49(77)
Howard Denney explained that this was a matching grant. Twenty percent of the cost came from
the City and that amount had already been approved and sent in and also the agreement with
UDOT. This was the hiring ofHorrocks as a consultant to proceed with the design.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the contract with Horrocks Engineers for
preconstruction engineering services for the Art Dye Trail System. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS. COMMITTEES. AND
BOARDS

Councilman Cates moved approval of the recommendation of Marsha Broadway to the
Library Board. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont recommended Sheri Hooper to the Beautification Committee.

Councilman Cates included the appointment of Sheri Hooper to the Beautification
Committee in his motion. Councilman Blake agreed with his second.
All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There was no discussion on this item.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 14. 2005 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the June 14, 2005, City Council minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 21.2005 SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the June 21, 2005, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met earlier this evening and added
$264.56 for helium for balloons for the Steel Days Celebration. They also review purchase
requests over $1,000.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment and the purchase requests
over $1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE CHARACTER AND PROFESSIONAL CO:MPETENCE OF AN INDIVIDUAL

Councilman LeBaron moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the character and
professional competence of an individual. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
The Council took a short break before entering into the executive session at 9:35 p.m. See

ATTACHMENT 2.
Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 10:32 p.m. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:32 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
Councilman Cates stated there was an issue that needed to be talked about and that was the back
row sign. There needed to be a statement prepared that it was not just from the Mayor.
Mayor Barratt stated that he left the meeting earlier and apologized to Chief Fox because he did
not feel comfortable in how he answered at that time. It was not a statement that could come just
from him. He felt that the Council needed to be uniform and say this was where they stood and
this was what they were doing. He believed and had believed for a number of weeks that there
was nothing that an investigation or a review or whatever you want to call it, was going to
accomplish. Nothing was going to come of that.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that the sad thing was that it implied that since Chief Fox
resigned that he was the problem.
Mayor Barratt stated that Chief Fox knew that and they talked about that. Chief Fox was going
to live through that and he was going to live through that.
Chief Fox stated that he was going to continue to work with the public and Jay Christensen.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they were going to advertise nationally.
Mayor Barratt responded that they would begin in the next few days putting something together.
To August 5, 2005, was not very long. They would work with the Chief and as they drew closer
to August 5th, if they did not have a replacement by then, they would try to determine how that
transition would take place. Chief Fox loved this community and he wanted the best for this
community and he had given his very best and would continue to give his very best.

Ml;:_m;~orpj_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 6-28-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
June 28, 2005
Mayor Barratt, City Council, Citizens of American Fork
The last 26 years have been a great ride. When I was a young boy, I had an infatuation, and a overwhebning
excitement watching policemen. As I grew up, I wanted to become one ofthe men in blue. I started in a pilot
program with the Ogden City police department when I was 16 years old. I have been riding in police cars for
the last 31 years, with 26 of those years being a full-time guardian of others rights and a peace keeper. I have
enough memories to last me several lifetimes. I have come to a point of my life where I wish to develop other
skills. I have taken this department as far as my ability will allow. It is time for me to move on and for another
with different ideas, vision, and goals to continue with what we have built. I recognize change can be
beneficial, and it is wise for all of us who live in this great City of American Fork to allow this to happen.
With many feelings in my heart, I will retire from law enforcement and as Chief of Police for American Fork
City. My last day as Chief of Police will be Friday August 5th 2005 .
To Mayor Barratt and the City Council, thank you for the great trust you placed in me in 1998. The task that
lay ahead was tremendous, decisions difficult, rewards great, and results stunning. There were some great
high points and some low ones as well. I leave to you a solid police department with well- trained and
dedicated employees. They have worked hard the past 7 plus years and can be proud of their transformation.
They are tremendous men and women who succeed despite all types of formidable challenges that are placed
before them. Over the years in American Fork, I have worked with some wonderful mayors: Malcom Beck,
Kent Evans, B.K. Hutchings, and Mayor Ted Barratt. I have also worked with dozens of City Council
members. I understand the tremendous amount of time and sacrifice you have given, and continue to give.
Thank You!
To the men and women of AFPD, I wish you many successes in your careers. I have watched all of you grow
and know you are the hope of our future. My wish for you all is to fulfill your dreams and receive rewards for
your efforts and for those things that you have sown. I reflect back over the more than 90 officers that have
come and gone from AFPD. I will have fond memories of each of them. There are only four of this number
that have attained retirement from this department. I recognize that making retirement is a significant
accomplishment.
To the citizens of American Fork City, thank you for allowing me to serve you. I have revered the great trust,
integrity, and authority, that was placed on my shoulders each time I pinned on the police shield, preceding
more than 6,250 shifts and 54,080 hours, where I have signed on, and then thankfully come home safe from
duty. I have seen many of you in height of your suffering, and some of the lowest points of your lives. I have
been present for some of your greatest accomplishments. I have always had the ability to look beyond the issue
at hand and see something good in you. Thanks for being my neighbors and friends and helping me succeed
over the years.
Finally, I have had many highlights in my career. Attending the FBI academy in 1990 allowed me to gain
many ofthe skills that were extensively used over the following 15 years. I obtained two college degrees while
working graveyards. I will use these to build my future. I watched American Fork City grow and develop into
a wonderful place to raise a family and the police department become one ofthe best organizations in the state.
I treasure the opportunity to work within the community and the department, having laid a foundation for our
future . My proudest accomplishment is being able to say, " I have never done anything towards any person
out of anger or vindictiveness, even with their episodes of extreme violence towards me. I have tried to make
the right decisions for the right reasons." Thanks for being my friends.
Sincerely,
Terry V. Fox Chief of Police- retired August 5, 2005
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
Ted B. Barratt, Mayor
I, Ted B. Barratt, do solemnly swear and affirm that the sole purpose for the closed
meeting of the American Fork City Council on Tuesday, June 28, 2005, was to discuss
the c aracter and pro£ ional competence of an individual.

State of Utah
County ofUtah
. Subscribed and sworn to before me this

cl!)_ day of
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• 2005.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 28, 2005
*SECOND AMENDED· NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
28, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:20p.m.

6:30p.m.
6:35p.m.
6:40p.m.
6:55p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
KWR Plat B Annexation consisting of8.061 acres at 70 East 1450 North in the
R1-9000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1, General Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Moderate Income Housing Element
of the General Plan.
Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30, 2005, budget.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Main Street Medical Annexation
consisting of 1.29 acres at 1025 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Eastman-Hoglund Annexation
consisting of .99 acres at 1020 East 30 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by George Schade; roll calL
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Arts Council Volunteer ofthe month.
Presentation ofthe Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
*2.
*3.

*4.
5.

Review and action on a Resolution adopting revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005, budget.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005, Capital Improvement Budget.
Review and action on the City's liability and property insurance carrier for fiscal year
ending June 30, 2006.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 and the Rl-12,000 zones.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Moderate Income Housing Element of
the General Plan.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
*14.
*15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Review and action on the KWR Plat B Annexation at 70 East 1450 North consisting of
8.061 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R19000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1 wne.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000 zone.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Binch Et AI
Annexation consisting of approximately 101 acres at approximately 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Warnick
Annexation consisting of approximately 4.89 acres at approximately 1205 East 700
North.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat for the Mitchell Meadows Subdivision
consisting of7 lots at 1050 North 850 West.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kade's Place at 312
North West State Road.
Discussion and action on contracts for janitorial services and supplies.
Review and action on a contract with UDOT for the installation of a bike rack and trash
receptacle at the American Fork Park & Ride.
Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers for preconstruction engineering
services for the Art Dye Trail System, STP-LC49(77).
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 14, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the June 21, 2005 special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 24 day of June, 2005

L ~. (Q_L

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 28, 2005
*THIRD AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
28, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:20p.m.

6:30p.m.
6:35p.m.
6:40p.m.
6:55p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
KWR Plat B Annexation consisting of8.061 acres at 70 East 1450 North in the
R1-9000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1, General Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Moderate Income Housing Element
of the General Plan.
Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30, 2005, budget.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Main Street Medical Annexation
consisting of 1.29 acres at 1025 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Eastman-Hoglund Annexation
consisting of .99 acres at 1020 East 30 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by George Schade; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation ofthe Arts Council Volunteer of the month.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
*2.
*3.
*4.
5.

Review and action on a Resolution adopting revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005, budget.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005, Capital Improvement Budget.
Review and action on the City's liability and property insurance carrier for fiscal year
ending June 30, 2006.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 and the R1-12,000 zones.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Moderate Income Housing Element of
the General Plan.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

12.
13.
*14.
*15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
*21.
22.

Review and action on the KWR Plat B Annexation at 70 East 1450 North consisting of
8.061 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the R19000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1 zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000 zone.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Binch Et AI
Annexation consisting of approximately 101 acres at approximately 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Warnick
Annexation consisting of approximately 4.89 acres at approximately 1205 East 700
North.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat for the Mitchell Meadows Subdivision
consisting of7lots at 1050 North 850 West.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kade' s Place at 312
North West State Road.
Discussion and action on contracts for janitorial services and supplies.
Review and action on a contract with UDOT for the installation of a bike rack and trash
receptacle at the American Fork Park & Ride.
Review and action on a contract with Horrocks Engineers for preconstruction engineering
services for the Art Dye Trail System, STP-LC49(77).
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 14, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the June 21, 2005 special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Discussion and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the character and
professional competence of an individual.
Adjournment.

Dated this 27 day of June, 2005

l YL,.~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 28, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
28, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:20p.m.

6:30p.m.
6:35p.m.
6:40p.m.
6:55p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
KWR Plat B Annexation consisting of8.061 acres at 70 East 1450 North in the
R1-9000 zone.
·
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1, General Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Moderate Income Housing Element
of the General Plan.
Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30,2005, budget.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Main Street Medical Annexation
consisting of 1.29 acres at 1025 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Eastman-Hoglund Annexation
consisting of .99 acres at 1020 East 30 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by George Schade; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Arts Council Volunteer of the month.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
*2.
3.
4.
5.

Review and action on a Resolution adopting revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005,budget.
Review and action on the City's liability and property insurance carrier for fiscal year
ending June 30, 2006.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 zone.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Moderate Income Housing Element of
the General Plan.
Review and action on the KWR Plat B Annexation at 70 East 1450 North consisting of
8.061 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R19000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1 zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the Rl-15,000 zone.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Binch Et AI
Annexation consisting of approximately 101 acres at approximately 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Warnick
Annexation consisting of approximately 4.89 acres at approximately 1205 East 700
North.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including I} plat approval; 2} method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3}
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4} authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat for the Mitchell Meadows Subdivision
consisting of7 lots at 1050 North 850 West.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kade's Place at 312
North West State Road.
Discussion and action on contracts for janitorial services and supplies.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 14, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the June 21, 2005 special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 23 day of June, 2005

Vl ~ Q.L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JUNE 28, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on June
28, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:20p.m.

6:30p.m.
6:35p.m.
6:40p.m.
6:55p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the
KWR Plat B Annexation consisting of8.061 acres at 70 East 1450 North in the
R1-9000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1, General Commercial zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Moderate Income Housing Element
of the General Plan.
Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30, 2005, budget.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Main Street Medical Annexation
consisting of 1.29 acres at 1025 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Eastman-Hoglund Annexation
consisting of. 99 acres at 1020 East 30 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance~ Prayer by George Schade; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Arts Council Volunteer ofthe month.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Review and action on a Resolution adopting revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30,
2005, budget.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving zone change request at 1050 North 600
West from the existing RA-1 to the R 1-9000 zone.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting the Moderate Income Housing Element of
the General Plan.
Review and action on the KWR Plat B Annexation at 70 East 1450 North consisting of
8.061 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R19000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 343 East Main
from the existing R2-7500 to the GC-1 zone.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 570 West 200
South from the existing RA-1 to the R1-15,000 zone.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Binch Et Al
Annexation consisting of approximately 10 I acres at approximately 725 West 200 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Warnick
Annexation consisting of approximately 4.89 acres at approximately 1205 East 700
North.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of atime frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat for the Mitchell Meadows Subdivision
consisting of7 lots at 1050 North 850 West.
Review and action on the granting of a Class A Beer License to Kade's Place at 312
North West State Road.
Discussion and action on contracts for janitorial services and supplies.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 14, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the June 21, 2005 special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of June, 2005

fcl'h.QL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULY 5, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on July 5, 2005, in the American Fork
City Hall, commencing at 5:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Ricky Storrs, and *Shirl LeBaron.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Derric Rykert, Richard Colborn, and
Barbara Christiansen.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Cates offered a
prayer.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF PROPOSAL FOR DESIGN BUILD
SERVICES FOR THE FITNESS CENTER PROJECT AT 454 NORTH CENTER
Mayor Barratt turned time to Recreation/Fitness Center Director Derric Rykert.
Derric Rykert reported that there were proposals submitted from three different companies. The
committee had asked for four things including, 1) a family/leisure swimming pool; 2) a
multipurpose/recreation room that could be used for basketball, tumbling classes, indoor soccer,
room rental for dances, etc; 3) an expanded cardio and workout area and if possible move the
child care to the main floor as required; and 4) office space for Fitness Center and Recreation
employees. These items were based on evaluations of past committees on the needs and wants
of the community and as well as the current committee. Each evaluation was done on cost,
qualifications & references, ability to meet time constraints, and the design. After reviewing the
proposals, the committee recommended Ellsworth Paulsen and Mark Wilson Architect.
*Councilman LeBaron arrived.
Mr. Rykert continued that Ellsworth Paulsen was one of two companies that submitted two
proposals. The committee liked Option #2 with a modification to move the leisure pool to the west.

Councilman Blake asked what the differences were.
Mr. Rykert explained that their Option #I left the entry as it was. Option #2 had the entry moved to
the north side. In Option #1, the placement of the leisure pool was on the west side and on the east
side in Option #2. The committee suggested the move of the leisure pool to the west side.

Councilman LeBaron commented that the shallow end of the existing pool was on the west. It was
felt that it would give parents better supervision. On the west side it would also give some visibility
to passersby.
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Derric R ykert stated that what he liked about Option #2 was that Ellsworth Paulsen recently did the
Lehi Legacy Aquatics Center and were currently doing the North Ogden pool and they did the
Orem Recreation Center. He noted that they had proposed to convert one of the racquetball courts
into the office space they requested.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he thought that Option #2 was tremendous. He really liked what they
came up with. He thought it was interesting to put the lobby on the north side that focused all of the
people coming in at that point. He wished there was some way to get at least six offices.
Councilman Belmont asked about the classes that were being taught and if they were full.
Derric Rykert explained that ifthey were not full, they consolidated them. There was a good group
that played racquetball in the morning and in the evening. With regard to the cardia room, it was
important to have some natural lighting.
Councilman Cates noted that on the listed priorities childcare was not number 1. If it was needed to
meet code, it should have been number one.
Melanie Marsh expressed that it was not a requirement but was a preference.
Councilman Cates asked about the other activities and if they were carrying their weight.
Derric Rykert responded that he had a form that showed how many participants were needed to pay
for each class. This expansion would help to get more memberships. The weight room would be
expanded from 800 to 1050 square feet and the cardia room would be expanded from 385 to 800
square feet.
Councilman Blake noted under the cost proposal, equipment and furnishings were not included.
Cathy Jensen stated that they had put in for a bubble pool and they could take that money and use it
for furnishings.
Mayor Barratt recommended that they work toward one or two more offices.
Councilman Blake agreed that after this expansion, they should not be using the trailer. He noted
that the leisure pool would not be used in the winter.
Cathy Jensen noted that there would be a toy placed in the shallow end of the existing pool.
Councilman Blake asked if the temperature of the pool was being addressed.
Derric Rykert explained that in the summer time the leisure pool and lazy river would be warmer
than the existing pool. He added that there were complaints when the temperature was 79° or 80°.
It was usually at 82° or 83°. Some would like it at 84° or 85°. This was the same as what they did
last winter.
Mayor Barratt reported that he had talked with Lehi Mayor Greenwood who told him that Ellsworth
Paulsen were tremendous.
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Councilman Cates encouraged negotiations on the bubble and the furnishings othetwise it would
look unfinished.
Mayor Barratt stated that was one discouraging thing about the projects the City normally did. They
always don't quite get it done and they were going to do it at another time. He felt the committee
had done a wonderful job. He wished they had $6 million to spend. He liked Option #2. He felt
what Ellsworth Paulsen had done was good and they came highly recommended.
Councilman Blake asked the advantage of the leisure pool if there was no swimming area in it.
Mr. Rykert noted that it was generally no more than three feet in depth with a water toy in the
middle of it.

Councilman Blake expressed that part of the core problem was that the swim team had a good
program and needed more room. It was serving all of north Utah County. He heard there was a
problem and the Lehi pool could not be used for meets. That meant that the American Fork pool
would need to be used for that. He asked if they were meeting an original need of an area for lap
swimmers.
Councilman Blake noted he also had some global concerns. He asked about school district
participation. He noted that the American Fork facility was the one that supported north Utah
County. They had talked about developing a plan that would bring some balance into the fees that
people paid particularly when they were from other communities. He had not seen where that was
addressed.
Councilman Blake continued that the property tax for American Fork was about twice the rate ofthe
communities to the north. American Fork not only had the facility, the citizens were being taxed for
it. He was really concerned with these factors in moving forward with this type of facility,
particularly with the swim team issues still there and the seniors still saying they couldn't go and
swim there. Some of them want a place to swim and not just three feet. Part of it was design issues.
Councilman Blake added that they talked about the need to do some things around City Hall and
that they did not have the funds for it. Maybe instead of$2.8 million for the Fitness Center, it
should be $2.3 million. How much did they need a leisure area? Was it a priority area?
Mayor Barratt felt that the tax question was valid. Cedar Hills was doing away with recreation
programs, but Highland was prepared to increase the amount they paid to American Fork City.
Derric Rykert explained that Fitness Center and Recreation were two separate issues. As far as
recreation was concerned, other cities pay based on a percentage of participants they had in the
program. The rates were in place for this budget year. He had a projection but he did not bring it
tonight.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had heard that American Fork only had forty percent of the
participants and sixty percent lived somewhere else.
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Derric Rykert responded that American Fork still had over fifty percent. He reported that he had
met with Alpine last Friday. Their current agreement would run out on June 30, 2006, and at that
point, they want to go their own way. Alpine might want to provide some facilities to offset their
expenditures.
On the Fitness Center side, Mr. Rykert explained that there were resident and non-resident rates for
passes and also for participation in programs. The swim team members now purchase a
membership to the Fitness Center and they pay a higher rate.
Councilman Belmont expressed the concern that the swim team was using %'s ofthe time and it did
not leave a lot of room for families.

Mr. Rykert acknowledged that he had heard that complaint as well. Swim space was always
available. Lap lanes was the only complaint they really get and there was always lap lanes available
to the public.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the pool manager, not the swim team director, dictated the
schedule.
Derric Rykert stated that swim team kids had been turned away because of the lack oflanes.
Mayor Barratt explained that the school district right now informed the City that they had made a
mistake. They were supposed to give a $1 per student to the City, but they gave that to Cedar Hills.
It was not found out until the City was in discussion with the district on another item. He reminded
the Council that the City used their facilities also.
Councilman Blake commented that a bigger issue was that Alpine was a large school district. Their
use of the pool was pretty broad.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the HAST Swim Team was a non-school function.
Councilman Blake noted that the schools had an open enrollment and the students could come from
anywhere in the district. As far as sharing facilities, Orem City may have their own arrangements.
Councilman LeBaron commented that as the committee looked at priorities, and he was pushing
gymnasiums, the multipurpose room would not be dedicated 100% to basketbalL There was
discussion by some of the members to forego the gymnasium/multi-purpose room and add some
additional lanes for swimming and put in a bigger weight and cardio room and more office space.
Then down the road, they could say that they did not have a gymnasium and now was the time to
build four of them.
Mayor Barratt thought that was a better way to go, but what were they going to do for tumbling.
Councilman Blake asked about the use of the Apollo Hall.
Mayor Barratt felt that would have been a good place for the tumbling program. He was all for that.
Councilman Belmont noted that the Apollo was being leased.
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Councilman Blake felt it could be rented for that program.
Derric Rykert noted that the proposed gym was full-sized.
Mayor Barratt asked that if they eliminated the gym, how many more lanes could be put in.

It was noted that they would have to put in a new pool to get additional lanes.
Councilman LeBaron noted that if something had to go, maybe it was the gymnasium.
Derric Rykert stated that whatever they did, it needed to be done well.
Councilman Blake felt better if it was scaled back.
Mayor Barratt asked about the time frame.
Derric Rykert stated that upon award of the bid, it was estimated four to six weeks for drawings and
begin construction on October 19th. He noted there was an option to convert the current pool to the
leisure pool and adding the toys to it and then build a separate lap pool. That could have separate
temperatures.
Councilman Cates felt that if they scaled back they needed to look at ways to save a portion instead
of looking at ways to spend all of it.
Councilman Blake agreed.
Councilman Belmont stated that she did not like the design build. She felt better with an architect.
She asked about the notion of the YMCA.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had gone to the meeting. Pleasant Grove was not going to participate
unless they got a new library out of it. They believed that American Fork wanted a concert center.
There was not enough information. The one thing he wanted to know was who owned the asset.
Councilman Cates suggested that the YMCA would own it.
Mayor Barratt responded that the YMCA did not exist in the State ofUtah and if Salt Lake City
could not support it, he questioned that Pleasant Grove and American Fork could.
Councilman Cates responded that was what the Fusion Group was advocating.
Councilman LeBaron thought they needed to look at a special improvement district and a regional
aquatics center, but that was several years out.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Ellsworth Paulsen and Mark Wilson Architect.
Councilman Storrs asked if they had to pick an option tonight.
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Denic Rykert answered that they did not.
Councilman Belmont added that they did not have to agree to the price given.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were not going to exceed $2.8 million.
Melanie Marsh asked that if this was awarded, did the Council want to sit in with the Committee.
Councilman Blake responded that he would like to see the committee work the design and see what
happened.
Melanie Marsh would coordinate those meetings.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
After some discussion with regard to future meetings on the Fitness Center expansion it was
decided that the committee would work with Ellsworth Paulsen and come back to the Council with
some options.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Council would be notified when meetings would be held, have the
committee meet at their regularly scheduled meetings, and as they got closer to a final design, they
would start having meetings together.
Mayor Barratt added that he received more letters on the weight room than any other item.
Derric Rykert explained that the bubble referred to was not a bubble over the leisure pool. It was a
bubble couch. One went inside and sat down and it bubbled up around you.
Councilman Belmont stated that they needed to furnish the building.

ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 6:20 p.m.· Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

I(~' QL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULY 5, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
July 5, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 5:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

Review and action on awarding of proposal for design build services for the Fitness
Center project at 454 North Center.
Adjournment.

2.

Dated this 1 day of July, 2005

l(
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 12, 2005
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on July 12, 2005, in the American Fork
City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 5:04p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Shirl LeBaron, Ricky Storrs, and *Jimmie Cates.
Councilman Blake was excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard
Colborn, Steve Cornia, Kevin Bennett, Sheena Parker, Howard Denney, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob,
Heber Thompson, Rulon Jensen, Kelly Sobotka, Mark Strickland, Heidi Rodeback, and one
additional citizen.
Councilman Storrs led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman LeBaron
offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
JaNeane Jacob asked where the police investigation was going.
Mayor Barratt answered that there was no investigation at this time. He was still in the process
of determining, with the retirement ofChiefFox, the direction ofthe Police Department. Right
now there was no review or investigation taking place. That was what he had chosen to do at
this time.
Bill Jacob thought that the Mayor owed it to the Police Department and to the community at
large where he came out publicly that there would be an investigation. There was a great public
perception, that if that wasn't done, that Chief Fox really was the problem and that you have
eliminated him. He encouraged the Council to get together and vote to authorize an independent
investigation of the Police Department so they could clear their names and the ones that would
remain. Mr. Jacob asked if he could poll the Council to see if they would do that.
Mayor Barratt responded that at this time they would not allow any polling or anything like that.
Bill Jacob asked why others could poll the Council and not him.
Mayor Barratt answered that he was not aware of that.
Bill Jacob commented that he was aware of it. He asked if there was going to be anymore
comment on it.
Mayor Barratt stated that Mr. Jacob was welcome to make any comment he would like to make.
Mr. Jacob answered that he would like a response if the Mayor felt that the Police Department

ought to be cleared through an independent investigation.
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Mayor Barratt answered that they have had a number of different reviews or investigations, and
in his opinion they did not accomplish anything. They were involved with an individual from
the FBI, a former FBI agent went through the department. His direction, and he informed the
Council, was that with the retirement ofChiefFox that they would proceed to go out and bring in
a new chief and move forward. Some of the things were over ten years old and in his opinion, it
did not serve a purpose.
Bill Jacob asked how he could go in public and say that he was going to do something in order to
clear their names and then not do it.
*Councilman Cates arrived.
Mayor Barratt responded that was a decision that he had made as Mayor. Individuals he had
spoken with that he considered to be members of the public, they believe that was the correct
course of action.
Steel Days Chairman Kelly Sobotka thanked the Mayor and Council for their support of the
annual City Celebration. He reported that the City Celebration Committee held two votes on
June 30th. One was to change the City Celebration name and the other was on the actual name
change. It was a unanimous decision of the City Celebration Committee that the City should
most definitely consider a change in the name of the City Celebration and also a unanimous
decision of that Committee on the name of' American Days'. The City Celebration had gone
through previous names, Timber Days, Liberty Days, Poultry Days, and Steel Days. The reason
they came up with American Days was that they had researched many names and they did a
census report that showed only four cities in the United States that had American in their name
and by far American Fork was the largest ofthose. It was not based on an industry that was no
longer here.
Mr. Sobotka commented that he read that Mayor 0. Devere Wootton observed that in 1927, the
Poultry Days Celebration would be changed because the Poultry Days Celebration was no longer
reflective of the economy of American Fork. He asked that a resolution be made by the City
Council to change the name of the City Celebration from Steel Days to American Days.
Mayor Barratt stated that it wasn't the committee's option to do that. It would come from the
Mayor and City Council. They cannot announce the changing of the name. That was not under
their authority. The Parks Committee cannot go out and rename all the parks. It put the Mayor
and City Council in a difficult position when they read about it in the newspaper and then it was
announced publicly. Having gone through this once before, it was something that needed to be
addressed by the Council and by the public and give them an opportunity to talk about it. This
was at least the number one or number two issue of the whole time he had been Mayor, since that
announcement was made, where his phone rang constantly. After the fireworks show he was
delayed a long time because they wanted to tell him about the tremendous fireworks and what a
great Steel Days and then asked why they were changing it.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had not seen the Citizen and he was not aware of it until Friday
night's announcement. No one ever mentioned that to him. He was caught off guard and that
was an unfair thing.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that he took a neutral position as the Committee discussed it.
He thought it was a misunderstanding with the media. It was more in tune of a recommendation.
Mayor Barratt commented that it was announced at the Big Show at Steel Days.
Councilman LeBaron felt that it was some of the announcers own doing.
Mayor Barratt noted that he-had met with Melanie Marsh and Cathy Jensen this morning and
they would like to meet with the Steel Days Committee and members of the Council to discuss
some things and get clarification. The Council needed a better understanding of why certain
things were done and likewise the committee needed to have an understanding of how the
Council wanted things done. He complimented Kelly Sobotka on the tremendous Steel Days.
He added that his wife was looking forward to tonight's Picnic in the Park. The meeting with the
Council may be held with the Steel Days wrap-up meeting in August.
Kelly Sobotka met with Cathy Jensen on finance things. He felt that the lack of training from the
City back to the Committee was a big factor.
Mayor Barratt felt that was shared by everyone involved. In the past there had always been a
financial officer on the Steel Days Committee who coordinated between the City and the
Committee.
Councilman Storrs stated that he was watching the Big Show and all of a sudden there was the
announcement.
Mayor Barratt explained that the last time they talked about changing the name, the Chambers
were full. It needed to be discussed.
Kelly Sobotka reported that he had a couple of negative feedbacks, but from the majority, most
felt it was time. He felt they were doing a disservice by keeping a name that was not reflective
of the City's future.
Councilman Cates reported that some had asked if the name change could be done without
Council approval. The Council was caught off guard.
Kelly Sobotka explained that it didn't state in the bylaws that the Committee couldn't change the
name, but it definitely left room for the name to be changed. He read from Resolution:
"Resolved that this said Committee shall be and is herein empowered to organize,
supervise, and operate within the confines of its budget, the annual Steel Days
Celebration, or any successor annual celebration in the City of American Fork including
parades, carnivals, and such other shows, events, and activities and shall enhance the
pride of the City's residents, provide a wholesome entertainment to the residents and
guests of American Fork, promote goodwill and reflect positively on the image ofthe
City."
Mr. Sobotka questioned some of the events as, wholesome entertainment.
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Mayor Barratt agreed.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the By-laws were approved by a Council and were binding. He
did not feel that they could fault the Committee by the number of hours, by what it did, and by
the initiative and pro activeness that they had taken to make some changes.
Mayor Barratt stated that was not was in question. The question that had surfaced was the fact
that a public announcement and a written article on the front page of the local newspaper about
an item that this Council had not reviewed.
Kelly Sobotka questioned the ethics of the local newspaper as to how they found that out.
Councilman Storrs asked how the announcer got it.
Mr. Sobotka responded that the announcer was made aware through an editorial that was ernailed

to him that was not published but decided to write a story about.
Councilman Belmont reported that over the years there had been hundreds and hundreds and
hundreds of people working on Steel Days. These were not the only people that had ever worked
on Steel Days. All of the volunteers were very, very good. But, when this came up before, she
and Councilman Storrs had a discussion. She thought they should change the name and they
didn't. There were a lot of names brought up and then they had a presentation from Sydney
Thomas that was heartfelt and it was wonderful. Steel Days did not reflect the economy
anymore, but she would like to have any committee go back and find out what American Fork
was all about. How many knew about the poultry business and that it was a huge poultry center.
The Council needed to talk about it. They could not have a single committee decide to break
new ground and call it American Days.
Next year's Steel Days Chairman Mark Strickland asked who was going to be involved and at
what point the Committee started to make decisions. He wanted to have the guidelines up front.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would have a wrap-up meeting with the Steel Days Committee
and the Council.
Mr. Strickland felt it was important at that point that they have all of the logistics on the table

and that they do go forward and they don't get into January, February, and March, and they have
things changing. As he watched people come and some were from the City, city employees, it
became very frustrating when people wanted to become involved with comments, but they didn't
want to be involved. They want to stir their little stones in, but they don't want to contribute. He
wanted to invite everyone to contribute, but moving forward they wanted to have some things set
in stone so the Committee knew their guidelines and he wanted to make sure that the City
people, Melanie Marsh or Cathy Jensen or whoever, understood those guidelines as well.
Mayor Barratt responded that Melanie Marsh had served on the Steel Days Committee for years
and years. Part of the problem with the Steel Days Committee was that many times the City did
not receive final billing until November. At the wrap-up meeting all the Committee members
need to understand that all bills not submitted to the City by August 1, 2005, would not be paid.
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Mr. Strickland agreed and stated that those were the things they needed to cover.
Mayor Barratt felt it was very important.

Mr. Sobotka added that they felt that there hadn't been any accountability from each of the chair
people that Chaired some of the events. He apologized for the non-notification of the name
change
Councilman LeBaron felt it was done in good faith with Mr. Sobotka's understanding of the Bylaws.
Kelly Sobotka thought that they would be able to change the name.
Mayor Barratt asked Councilman LeBaron to keep the members of the Council more abreast of
what was happening there. It should have been reported that a vote had been taken. The Council
should not have been put in that position.
Councilman LeBaron explained that they did not know that it was going to be announced that
way. It was a vote for recommendation, not for change. This was the first meeting since that
vote.
Councilman Storrs commented that he had been on the Steel Days Committee a lot of years and
this had been one issue that had been brought up that he thought was over after the words of
Sydney Thomas. He felt the public should be involved in the name. Every comment he had was
negative.
Kelly Sobotka responded that people that appreciated the change don't come out of the
woodwork like those that were upset.
Mayor Barratt noted that there were a number of individuals in favor of changing it, but they did
not like the name, American Days.
Councilman LeBaron clarified that the vote was on the 30th and this was the first meeting. After
the vote, the media got it soon after. This was the purpose that he asked Mr. Sobotka to come
and clarify at the first Council meeting after that vote.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont reported that the last Picnic in the Park was held in the Centennial Year
and was in the Chipman Bicentennial Park and was catered and was mostly geared to the Senior
Citizens.
Councilman Belmont had a complaint on traffic on 350 West at 979 North. There was a heavy
increase in traffic in the last two years. They were asking that the City look at a stop sign in that
area or some way to help slow down the traffic.
Councilman Storrs commented that it was a nice fireworks display. He had not seen one better
all year.
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Mayor Barratt noted that there was a couple from Finland that came to him and explained that
they were touring the USA and were in New York on the 4th of July and these fireworks were far
superior. Mayor Barratt noted that he liked the fireworks that created a gold curtain effect.
Councilman LeBaron had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman Cates reported that he had quite a few comments on the good quality of the
fireworks program and the Big Show. It was outstanding and had been for the last several years.
He asked about the study on 300 West Main for a traffic signal.
Howard Denney reported that he had discontinued that as they had closed the boat harbor.
Mayor Barratt asked if the boat harbor would be open by the July 24th holiday.
Mr. Denney answered it probably would not be unless there was a temporary bridge installed.

There was not ten feet of footing washed out as first thought, but sixteen feet.
Steve Cornia suggested that they negotiate with Timp Boat Club for access.
Howard Denney explained that when the situation first happened there were people stranded in
the City's boat harbor and the fence was torn down and they were able to get out through the
Timp Boat Club. The demands from them were such that it was immediately put back up.
Mayor Barratt asked to see if they could get it opened by the 24th.
Councilman Storrs added that a lot of boats were still going down there that didn't realize it was
closed.
Howard Denney noted that the most the boat harbor had taken in was $90,000 and this had
started out to be a $90,000 year. The dredging was still going to be done. He did not have a start
time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt had nothing to report at this time.
ACTION ITEMS
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A HISTORIC LANDMARKS
COMMISSION
Councilman Belmont reported that information regarding the Salt Lake Historic Landmarks
Commission had been placed in the packets. The reasons for this was to let people understand
the benefits, criteria, and what could be done. Also to provide history, grant, and tax credit
information. Her concern was the old neighborhoods. She noted that a reconnaissance survey
had already been done and showed what was eligible and that map along with the historic district
map was on the wall in the Council Chambers. The commission would be made up of a number
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of individuals and professionals that would provide information and direction. One of its goals
would be to stabilize downtown neighborhoods, of which there were some now in danger, to
become a viable place to live which in tum would help downtown American Fork and be very
good for the economy. She asked for approval from the CounciL
Mayor Barratt asked that some idea of whom the members would be and if the parameters could
be a little more specific prior to adoption.
Councilman Storrs felt it was a good idea.
Kevin Bennett commented that this same type of commission was currently in the news in Salt
Lake due to a conflict with a property owner. This Commission would need to be put in place by
a Resolution.
Councilman Belmont noted that the owner's permission was needed to do any historical work on
the building.
Councilman Storrs observed that it would be an aid to those that wanted to restore their
buildings.
Kevin Bennett commented that it was also to prevent people from tearing their house down and
was more than just being a 'carrot'.

Councilman Cates moved to bring it back at a future date in order to have time to gain a
better understanding. He felt there was enough concern to warrant further study.
Councilman Belmont asked to bring it back in two weeks. She would work with Kevin Bennett.
Mayor Barratt did not believe there was anything wrong with a Historic Landmark Commission.
This was a good idea. He wanted it to be American Fork's Historic Landmark Commission and
wanted to see local input. He also wanted some idea of individuals who could serve on this
Commission.
Councilman Belmont noted that any building more than fifty years old could be on the register.

Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ADOPTION OF AN ORDINANCE REGARDING
RECENT CHANGES IN THE STATE LAW TO ELECTION PROCEDURES INCLUDING
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION REPORTING
Councilman LeBaron commented that it was bringing the City Ordinance in compliance with the
State Law.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-07-33 approving changes to City
Ordinance to comply with State Law. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
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The effective date was the date of first publication.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS. COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
Mayor Barratt stated that this would be on the agenda over the next few weeks. In his opinion
there were some of the Boards and Committees that should be functioning under another
heading.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Howard Denney explained that there was one change order to Dunn Construction on the South
Frontage Road at 100 West for an increase of$5040.42 that was for the relocating of the water
line that was right on top of a major gas line

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the change order. Councilman Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
A separate memo was provided previously.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 23. 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the June 23, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 28, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the June 28,2005, City Council minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 5, 2005, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the July 5, 2005, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Storrs reported that at the Finance Committee meeting held previous to this meeting
they reviewed the City bills for payment, manual checks, and purchase requests over $1,000.
They included the jet truck, insurance payment, and lease payment on the police cars. He hoped
they could funds for radios for the new police cars instead of the officers having to use their
handheld radios. A progress payment for work at the amphitheater of$6,892.80 was added.
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Councilman Storrs moved approval of the City bills for payment, manual checks, and the
purchase requests over $1,000, as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council of a work session on July 21, 2005, at 4:00p.m. and of the
Picnic in the Park tonight at the Filly Park.

Councilman LeBaron moved adjournment at 6:03 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

h_'rt,.(ll
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 12, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
July 12, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 5:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

Discussion and action on the establishment of a Historic Landmarks Commission.
Review and action on the adoption of an Ordinance regarding recent changes in the state
law to election procedures including campaign contribution reporting.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the June 23, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the June 28, 2005, city council minutes.
Review and action on the July 5, 2005, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

;:1ft2005
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULy 21, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, July 21, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:02p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman Blake was excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Richard
Colborn, Police Chief Terry Fox, Lori England, Howard Denney, Derric Rykert, Rod Despain,
Heber Thompson, Matthew Meyer, David Robinson, Carol Chomjak, Steve Black, Barbara
Christiansen, and Debbie Lauret.
DISCUSSION CONCERNING 1120 NORTH STREET IMPROVEMENTS AT
APPROXIMATELY 600 WEST
Matthew Meyer, a project manager with Wentworth Development, addressed the Council
referring to the May 19th letter from Ian Dunn. Since then, there was a Councilman that was
looking at having a couple of lots on the north side instead of paying cash to Wentworth
Development for the road. They had received a pretty negative reaction to that.
Mayor Barratt noted that City Planner Rod Despain would be coming to this meeting and
suggested that he would like to wait until he arrived to continue this discussion.
Councilman Belmont stated that she would have to leave the meeting at 4:30 p.m. in order to get
to a County Trails Meeting at 5:00p.m.
Mayor Barratt responded that would be okay and that she could be excused at that time.
DAVID ROBINSON WILL DISCUSS AMENITIES IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
NATERRA PROJECT CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY 120 ACRES IN THE
VICINITY OF 500 SOUTH 860 EAST
David Robinson explained that they had submitted for annexation and the public hearing was
coming up. They acquired a fairly large parcel on the Pleasant Grove side a year and half or two
years ago. UDOT and MAG have stated that Pleasant Grove's 2000 West, American Fork's
1100 East, was the most critical north/south road in north Utah County. Pleasant Grove had been
working on it for about twelve years. After they had purchased the property, the Mayor of
Pleasant Grove came to them and asked them to help get that road in, to which they agreed.
They also discussed with the Pleasant Grove Mayor that with all the small parcels that they
might want to consider some land assemblage instead piecemeal development. Their City
Planner was agreeable with that, but the Pleasant Grove City staff at that time said it was more
important to get rooftops down. That went on for about a year. Now they have issued a
moratorium on that area.
Mr. Robinson continued that during that time they were approached by J.R. Jolley, and others,
who wanted to sell their ground. They approached Rod Despain about the concept of a planned
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community and he informed them that the American Fork Planning Commission was working on
a Planned Community Ordinance. That was good news to them. They have proceeded and their
geotechnical reports were done. Their surveying was done. They were laying out the road
backbone and the lots and things. They were planning a community at large. Along 2000 West
they were planning their commercial center. They were planning for pedestrian tunnels on the
major intersections. It would be very pedestrian friendly.
Lori England asked what they were planning for the Arts.
Carol Chomjak with Naterra's Lifestyle Department, explained that when they first looked at
what to offer the people they started with a traditional community center. In order to serve the
needs the YMCA program came to the top. The YMCA had a proven track record. They were
the number one non-profit organization in the nation. They now had a steering committee and
were moving forward. Most people involved in that were excited about that. The only concerns
were, 1) the competition that they may be and also, 2) why hadn't there been a YMCA here
before. In the Salt Lake area there was a YMCA facility that was open about the same time as
the Deseret Gym and more people visited the Deseret Gym because of the religious affiliation
and some other things. They did not necessarily go out of business but they just decided to close
their doors. They were looking at opening up again.
Ms. Chomjak reported that they had looked at the Boise YMCA. The Boise YMCA had a
similar story as Utah Valley and was a similar size County. About ten years ago it was going
through the same thing that was now going on here with all of the smaller communities trying to
do their own things. They have gone from 4,000 memberships to now just about 17,000
memberships. In Caldwell, they were opening a YMCA. In her opinion it was a great solution
to some struggling needs in this area. The YMCA had a goal to be the number one Arts
provider. They had a lot of resources. In conjunction with the Arts, they had been meeting with
the Hales Center Theater who was interested in coming into this project. This was a beautiful
setting and would have adjacent restaurants and other theaters. They had also talked with the
Salt Lake Children's Theater. They were creating an inviting environment and a destination
location. They were also talking with the U ofU and UVSC who were very interested in
provided extension programs in this development. The Boise facility also had hosted state swim
meets.
David Robinson introduced their in house legal counsel Steve Black.
Councilman Belmont asked how many total acres.
Mr. Robinson answered that there were about 350 acres total, with two-thirds being in American

Fork. There were 44 acres of park space planned. American Fork's proposed Planned
Community Ordinance would get them where they wanted to go. One thing they were
concentrating on was keeping the pedestrian and vehicular areas separated.
Debbie Lauret asked the economic impact.
Dave Robinson responded that this would be an interesting development with all types of
housing to attract all aged families. They were still formulating the economic impact numbers.
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There were 120,000 patrons annually that visit the Hale Center Theater and there were other
things that would bring people in such as hosting state and tri-state swim meets.
Heber Thompson asked about the phasing plan.
Mr. Robinson answered that phase I would be the residential. The 2000 West road could not be

speeded up because of the federal process involved there. It was hoped that paving could be
done next spring. The intent was to come in right off the bat and put the parks, green space, trail
system, and pedestrian accesses in. Phase II would be the Pleasant Grove side and then Phase III
would be back to the American Fork side.
Heber Thompson asked the percentage of residential as opposed to commercial.
Mr. Robinson stated that he did not have it broke down but estimated that 70 to 80 percent

residential to 20 to 30 percent commerciaL
Councilman Cates liked the idea of finishing up the road. It currently went nowhere.
Councilman LeBaron asked what they needed from American Fork.
Mr. Robinson stated that they were on the next agenda with the Planning Commission to discuss

improvements. Phase I had twenty-two or -three individual contracts and another twenty or
twenty-one on the right-of-way for 2000 West alone. They currently had a blank canvass and
they were looking at the needs of the community.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the YMCA had any plans detailing their rooms and/or
gymnasiums.
Carol Chomjak stated that the local would determine that along with the Y' s recommendation. A
40,000 to 50,000 square foot building would be recommended based on the size of this area.
There were recreation needs right now that were not being met. The YMCA was about
cooperation and helping to meet the needs. They ran in the black. They have helped a lot of
City's out by taking over their floundering programs and everyone stayed employed.
Heber Thompson asked how the YMCA received funds to build.
Ms. Chomjak reported that it was done in a number of ways including donations, bonds, and
SID's.
Councilman Belmont was excused from the meeting.
Councilman Cates asked if there was a boundary line agreement with Pleasant Grove.
Mayor Barratt answered that there was a boundary line agreed on but not adhered to.
Mayor Barratt returned to the first item.
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DISCUSSION CONCERNING 1120 NORTH STREET IMPROVEMENTS AT
APPROXIMATELY 600 WEST
Howard Denney reported that they had met previously with the developer and gone over some of
the issues, but it had not been reduced to a written document.
Rod Despain explained that Searle Meadows involved the acquisition of a roadway and because
ofthe dictates of the Army Corps ofEngineers, American Fork City had no choice in its
alignment. The connection of the 18" line to 900 West was more of an immediate need than the
roadway. The developer was responsible for half the road plus five feet for both construction
and right-of-way. The derelict piece of property to the north would be park area. The issues
were 1) the purchase/acquisition of property; 2) the costs associated with the improvements of
the road and the water line. The policy was that the developer put in the cost for the 8-inch line
and the City paid for the over sizing. In this case an 18-inch.
City Engineer Howard Denney reported that the estimated cost for the 18-inch water line was
about $42,000 ofwhich the City's portion would be about $25,000. The money would come
from the water impact fees.
Rod Despain had been told that the purchase price of the land was $200,000 an acre and that was
the figure he had used for the following estimates. To purchase the .4 of an acre of open space to
the north of the road would be $80,000 and would come from the open space impact funds but
they needed to be cautious of that because some of those funds may have been committed to pay
off the bond.
Mr. Despain continued that the road portion would be $98,000. Some portion could be financed
out of the water impact fee money because one of the purposes of that road was for the water
line. That was a total of $178,000 of City reimbursement to the developer for the open space and
the road. The City would pay a modest cash payment, $10,000 up front, and figure out other
ways to finance the rest. In the past, they have utilized a waiver of fees in time for those
purchases. That was the option used with Mr. Richards.
As to the road construction, Rod Despain noted that both sides of the road would need to be

constructed at the same time. There was $25,000 identified for the water but they did not have
figures for the road.
Howard Denney observed that there was a lot of fill and earthwork that would be needed.
Heber Thompson reported that he had heard some talk from the residents about an impact of the
road on the park
Councilman Cates stated that there had been some discussion of a trade.
Mayor Barratt stated that was not going to happen.
Councilman Cates commented that it needed to be explained very clearly that the reason they
were participating was because of the City's needs. Each situation needed to standalone.
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Rod Despain responded that they had similar issues with Mr. Richards and they were proposing
to solve them in similar ways.
Councilman Cates stated that in the eyes of the public, the City was having to give in to the
Searles' because of what they did with Mr. Richards; and that was not the case.
Rod Despain commented that the Council had the burden of making decisions that sometimes
they would rather not make, but the requirements of the public and of running the City demanded
it. In this instance, it was being driven more than anything, by the reaction of the Corps of
Engineers. In order to meet those requirements to get the water and the road across there, the
City did not have a choice. It was the City that was causing this.
Mayor Barratt noted that this parcel was surrounded with public land. Mr. Richards' was
surrounded with private land.
Rod Despain added that if there was developable property to the north, there would not be a
derelict parcel. He would put this information in a draft form and would get it to the developer
and back to the Council.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING JULY 26, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
6:40p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of26 residential condominium units and related common
facilities at 550 South 1040 East.
This was action item #I a. Mayor Barratt stated that he needed to be to a MAG meeting and may
be late. He asked that Mayor Pro-tern Councilman Storrs Chair the meeting in his possible
absence.
6:50p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the L.W.
Hansen Annexation consisting of 7.3 acres at 405 East 620 South into the R2-7 500, Multiple
Family Residential and the GC-2. General Cornrnercial2 zones.
This was action item #2. Councilman Cates asked if all issues had been satisfied.
Rod Despain explained that it was the annexation and not the approval of development. The
Planning Commission was looking at a shortened bond time and to provide for emergency
termination ofthe bond.
7:00p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the Phase I Naterra West Annexation
consisting of 121.46 acres at 860 East 500 South.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was on the annexation and the receiving of any protests.
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Rod Despain explained that the zoning ordinance amendment to accommodate the kind of
project that was wanted here was not yet in place and was still a work in progress. It would
follow shortly.
7:05p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 650 North 1180
East from the existing R1-15,000 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Rod Despain explained that this was the Grevstad property. The unique feature was that it
fronted on 700 North and was proposed to drop to the south at about a 12% grade. It would be a
cul-de-sac. The sewer would go through Temple Meadows. This type of road improvement
would be a new experience for the City.
7:10p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the Hatch Annexation consisting of5.27
acres at 625 South 100 West.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was on the annexation and the receiving of any protests.
7:15p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding an amendment to Section 2-5.43 C-1-d ofthe
Development Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers.
This was action item #5. Rod Despain noted that the current spacing left them a half-mile apart.
This would allow a shorter distance if they were on public property.
Mayor Barratt liked what Orem had done regulating the towers so they had to be on City
property and the City received the fees.
Chief Fox had to leave the meeting and wanted to address Animal Control issues.
DISCUSSION OF ANIMAL CONTROL
Police Chief Fox reported that City Attorney Tucker Hansen had drafted a new Animal Control
Ordinance. He noted that there was a difference in the definitions, for instance kennels, between
the City's Zoning Ordinance and the proposed new ordinance.
Chief Fox continued that there had been a few instances where cats have caused some pretty
heavy destruction and also some injury to children. He did not think they would go out and
enforce that on a daily basis, but when they had a situation, they needed to have something to do.
He would like to see it adopted in the near future.
Councilman Storrs asked how you proved who owned a cat.
Chief Fox stated that the objective was to deal with those rare occasions, not to go door to door
and license cats. He would get with Rod Despain on the zoning ordinance change.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the Fenn Properties Annexation consisting of
30.16 acres at 350 South 570 West.
This was Mike Beck's annexation.
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7:25p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the White
Castle Addition Annexation consisting of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South into the GC-2.
General Commercial 2 zone.
Richard Colborn noted that there may need to be a change to the name on the annexation
agreement and on how the water rights were to be satisfied.
Regular Session
There would be presentations to LaVon Laursen, Steel Days Utah Junior Rodeo winners, and on
the Heritage & History Pageant. He asked that the agenda be amended to include a presentation
to the City Employee ofthe Month.
Action Items
1-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded.
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of 26 residential condominium units and related
common facilities at 550 South 1040 East.
This was the subject ofthe 6:40p.m. public hearing.

b.

Review and action on a final Plat of Ault Commercial Center Plat B, American Fork
portion of the Costco Project. located at approximately 450 North 900 West.
Rod Despain explained that this was consistent with the arrangements Mayor Barratt had
with Mayor Greenwood. The recommendation of the Planning Commission was to
service City lots into the City's sewer line.

2-Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the LW. Hansen Annexation
consisting of7.3 acres at 405 East 620 South including the placement of the property into the
R2-7500 and the GC-2 zones, and also the annexation agreements.
This was the subject of the 6:50p.m. public hearing.
3-Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the White Castle Addition Annexation
consisting of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South including the placement of the property into the
GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
This was the subject of the 7:25p.m. public hearing.
4-Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change at 650 North 1180 East from the
existing R1-15,000 zone to the Rl-9000 Single Family Residential zone.
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This was the subject ofthe 7:0S p.m. public hearing.
S-Review and action on an Ordinance amending Section 2-S.43 C-I-d of the Development Code
relating to the spacing of cellular towers.
This was the subject of the 7: IS p.m. public hearing.
6-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to adjust the common boundary
with Highland City in the vicinity of 1420 North ISO West consisting of approximately one acre.
This was just north of the Hayes Property. Highland City was agreeable as they could not
provide sewer service to this property.
7-Review and action on a contract to provide detective services at the Utah State Developmental
Center.
A memo from Kevin Bennett was also provided.
8-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees. and boards.
Mayor Barratt commented that some committees needed to be brought in. Some were
established and never met. He will get information back to the Council.
9-Report and action on construction items including change orders.
There were no changes submitted.
IO-Report and action on Planning Commission items.
There was no discussion on this item.
II-I2- Review and action on the July 12, 200S city council minutes and Review and action on
the July 21, 200S, work session minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
I3-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City had received a matching grant for the Trail at Hunter Park for
$12S,OOO. The City did not have $I2S,OOO to match it with. The second part to it was that the
grant was very restrictive and the council could not change the use of the park. It meant that if
the City needed to install a water tank there, they could not. It was Howard Denney's
recommendation that they not accept the grant at this time. Mayor Barratt was in agreement.
Mayor Barratt explained that under the RDA they had proceeded with work at the boat harbor.
The City had also committed to do work at the City Hall. The architect for the City Hall was
trying to located second-hand chairs and low-balling everything in order to meet the budget.
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Mayor Barratt suggested that they hold off on some of the work at the boat harbor and get what
they needed for the City Hall.
Councilman LeBaron thought that was a good idea.
Councilman Storrs provided a draft report from the water department on the water situation and
asked that the Water Department be placed on the August 9, 2005 agenda for a report.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he had stopped by the North Ogden pool that was just being
finished. He encouraged the Council and committee to go there to look at the facility after July
29th when the water toy would be installed. He noted that the concession stand planned for
American Fork was about V3 smaller and encouraged them to increase that in size.
Mayor Barratt commented that Lehi sold a lot of product out of their concession stand.
DISCUSSION OF SIGNS
There was no discussion on this item.
ADJOURNMENT

Thecr~·~·irrmed at 5:35p.m.
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 21, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, July 21, 2005, in the Administrative Offices, ~1 East Main Street, commencing at
4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

Discussion concerning 1120 North Street improvements at approximately 600 West.
David Robinson will discuss amenities in conjunction with the Naterra project
consisting of approximately 120 acres in the vicinity of500 South 860 East.
Discussion of items for the upcoming July 26, 2005, City Council meeting.
Discussion of signs.
Discussion of animal control.
Adjournment.

Dated this 19 day of July, 2005.

n_: A-t. [}t_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
JULY 26, 2005
As Mayor Pro-tem, Councilman Storrs conducted the meeting. Mayor Barratt was excused for the
first part of the meeting and would arrive late.
PUBLIC HEARING - 6:40 P.M. - RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
AMENDED MIRA VISTA PHASE II CONDOMINIUM PROJECT CONSISTING OF 26
RESIDENTIAL CONDOMINIUM UNITS AND RELATED COMMON FACILITIES AT 550
SOUTH 1040 EAST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:40p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-tem Rick Storrs, Council members
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Lori England,
Barbara Christiansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Steve Sowby, Darrell Berlin, Ted Pierce, Melvin
Kitchen, Tod & Krystal Smith, and Mark Howard.
Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the amended Mira Vista Phase II Condominium Project and related common facilities at
550 South 1040 East. He asked for comments.
Steve Sowby stated that they, he and Darrell Berlin, were assisting Sheila Pajela on the project. He
indicated this is the next phase for 26 residential condominiums. They have been waiting until the
recently revised senior housing ordinance, which allows for this project, was passed to continue.
Mr. Sowby stated he believes they have met all the requirements. The project is being well
accepted and they have almost sold out of the first phase.
Councilman Storrs stated he is pleased with the development.
Councilman Belmont commented that this plan is better than what was originally proposed; the
changes are more superior.
Mr. Berlin stated there is one area of concern that relates to the city's requirements of improvements
being in place before permits are issued. He indicated they are in negotiations with Mr. Robinson
concerning the purchase of some of their land on the southern end of this property by Mr. Robinson.
Until the negotiations are complete and they know exactly what is going to happen, they are not
sure what will happen. They are requesting that the City allow them to bond for the project but let
them to wait on that particular improvement at this time; they do not want to have to tear the road
back out if the purchase does take place.
Mr. Denney stated he thought they would be able to do it. The existing complex is on an existing
street, therefore access is available. The intent of the ordinance was for a hard surfaced treatment to
access the area under construction. That is something they can work with the applicant on, but
noted they will withhold occupancy until the issue is resolved.
Councilman Blake asked for clarification on the location of property to be sold in question. Mr.
Berlin explained that there is about twenty acres to the south that they are looking into for
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individual condominium units; they are now looking at relocating that to the west side next to the
two phases.
Councilman Blake asked for the availability of units in Phase I. Mr. Berlin stated there was only
one unit left.
Mr. Howard was interested in the parking situation and asked how the city determined the parking
space requirement. Mr. Despain answered that this project was initially approved as an assisted
living arrangement. The parking spaces at that time were factored down because of the nature of
occupancy. With the change to the Senior Housing project, they felt this was more consistent. The
standard is two parking spaces per unit, one of which must be covered. Mr. Despain commented
that City Staff have concluded that this would meet the requirement.
There being no other comment, the hearing finished at 6:47p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 6:50P.M. - RECENING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE L.W. HANSEN ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
7.3 ACRES AT 405 EAST 620 SOUTH INTO THE RZ-7500, MULTIPLE FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL AND THE GC-2, GENERAL COMMERCIAL 2 ZONES
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:50p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along
with John Money and three citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tern Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the placement of the property in the L.W. Hansen Annexation into the R2-7500 and GC-2
zones. He asked for comments.
Steve Sowby stated there are two parts to the annexation; the Melvin Kitchen and L.W. Hansen
portion. Mr. Sowby stated they believe they have met the requirements of the ordinance and they
intend to do the project as stated in the concept plan.
Krystal Smith commented that Dan Richard's project was initially in an R2 zone but changed it to
cottage style single family homes and did not lose any money. She is asking for a single family
zone as there were already enough rental units in the area. Ms. Smith asked how many units were
in the project; it was noted there were 28 units.
Mr. Smith stated their concern was the number of rental units in the area, with the potential for this
project to become more rentals.
Councilman Blake asked if the parking was in one place. Mr. Sowby explained there is a driveway
in the rear, large courtyard in the front, and double car garages for all the townhomes. The group
parking is for visitors.
Councilman Belmont asked if the buildings were duplexes. Mr. Sowby stated they are twinhomes
to be sold, but he was unsure if the price.

Councilman Blake asked how the developer felt about the cottage style project verses what is in the
concept plan. Mr. Sowby explained the owner prefers this option and feels this is a good product
for the area. It was noted this project does meets the open space requirements.
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Councilman Belmont stated the R2 zone is not in the area yet they are asking for that zone. Mr.
Sowby commented that they had asked for the R3 zone, but the Planning Commission would only
allow the R2 zone. Mr. Sowby explained that the R2 zone is around the property, with commercial
on one side.
Ms. Smith stated they are already heavily saturated with rentals in their area.
Councilman Belmont stated she would hope they did something other than the R2 zone. She stated
the big problems for enforcement that are in the R2 zone; she does not want the problems
compounded. Councilman Belmont felt they will still be rental units.
Mr. Smith stated they have Maple Village, the camp ground, and numerous duplexes in their
neighborhood. They also do not want the problems compounded.
Councilman Belmont asked why the developers do not want single family homes on the property;
people are looking for single family homes. She is concerned for the neighborhood; it brings out
"flight" and people begin to move. It does not stabilize the neighborhood and does the existing
homeowners a disservice.
Councilman Blake asked what kind of commercial they are looking at on the south. Mr. Sowby
stated that one site is anticipated to be used by Mr. Kitchen's business. Mr. Kitchen stated his
business is an air pollution testing business which is currently in Lehi; they would like to move back
to American Fork. Mr. Kitchen indicated he lives up the street from this project and that he is not
planning to leave the area.
Mr. and Mrs. Smith indicated they were okay with Mr. Kitchen's business on 620 South.
There being no further comment the hearing ended at 7:00p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PHASE I NATERRA WEST ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 121.46 ACRES AT 860 EAST
500 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-tem Rick Storrs, Council members
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Lori England,
Barbara Christiansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Steve Sowby, Darrell Berlin, Ted Pierce, Melvin
Kitchen, Tod & Krystal Smith, Mark Howard, John Money and 4 citizens.
Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the Phase I Naterra West Annexation at 860 East 500 South. He asked for comments.
Ms. Lurker reported no protests were received.
Councilman Blake indicated this is a large parcel.
Councilman Belmont commented this was presented to them on Thursday; the plans were made
fairly clear.
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Mr. Despain explained this will go onto the Planning Commission for recommendations on the
annexation agreement.
Councilman Blake asked if this was a setting for mixed residential and business. Mr. Despain
indicated it was. The proposal was a "planned community" which will have residential,
commercial, and public uses. Mr. Despain indicated this will be a new wrinkle for the City as there
is no ordinance in place yet to facilitate this.
Councilman Blake asked if this was consistent with what the Envision group has discussed. Mr.
Despain stated it was; it creates a community that is not reliant upon city-provided facilities. This is
also the area where the YMCA would be located as well as a public or charter school and open
space. They have yet to see the full vision for the project, but this is what is intended.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they have a draft proposal of the ordinance and if it will be discussed
concurrently with this annexation. Mr. Despain indicated that they do have a draft ordinance and
that the Planning Commission will do this concurrently. Mr. Despain also explained that the
General Plan puts this property in the business zone and that changes will need to be made to the
General Plan ..
Councilman Blake asked that the property be pointed out. Mr. Despain explained the location.
There being no more comment, the hearing concluded at 7:05p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:05P.M.- RECENING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING A ZONE
CHANGE REQUEST AT 650 NORTH 1180 EAST FROM THE EXISTING Rl-15,000 TO THE
Rl-9000, SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:05 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along
with Andrea Johnson, Jim Hardy, and three additional citizens.
Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose ofthe hearing was to receive public comment
regarding a zone change request at 650 North 1180 East from the existing Rl-15,000 to the Rl9000 zone. He asked for comments.
Ms. Johnson stated she and her husband had some concerns on this project. She pointed out it was a
steep hill and had wondered if there was going to be some type of retaining wall at the base. Their
property is just south of this piece of property, and they are concerned that debris and rocks will fall
into their yard.
Councilman Storrs stated that at the work session, one concern mentioned was the steepness of the
hill.
Mr. Money stated they do not plan on changing most of what is there, such as the slope on the
property, but one lot will have to have work done. He explained they will be using rock retaining
walls but the exact locations are not known at this time.
There was a discussion between Ms. Johnson and Mr. Money concerning the project.
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Mr. Denney stated there is some concern about the city being able to maintain the roads in the
winter, access for emergency vehicles, etc.
Councilman Belmont questioned why they are asking for a zone change. Mr. Despain explained
that at this time there is only a single family home on a fairly large parcel with a private drive. Mr.
Money's intention is to extend a stub street with a cul-de-sac; it is a short, steep stretch. One
concern is how they can create a travelable right of way. American Fork has not had much
experience with steep slopes; they are troublesome and demand immediate response in the winter.
This would provide for an opportunity to develop the Fugal property.
There being additional comment, the hearing finished at 7: I 0 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:10P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
HATCH ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.27 ACRES AT 625 SOUTH 100 WEST
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7: I 0 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along
with five additional citizens.
Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the Hatch Annexation at 625 South 100 West. He asked for comments.
Ms. Lurker explained that no protests were received.
Councilman Belmont asked if this backed onto the American Fork River; the property location was
pointed out, which was farther to the west. Councilman Belmont asked if the road plan was in
place. She could see that they are going to have problems because the plan was not in place and
there were several annexations coming into the City.
Mr. Despain explained this is on the east side of 100 West.
Councilman Belmont stated she meant the plan as well as the road impact fees. Mr. Despain stated
they do have a major street plan, but it does not envision this annexation would require construction
of any additional major streets. This development will require widening of Boat Harbor Road; the
annexation will primarily be accessed off that road.
There being no more comment, the hearing concluded at 7:15p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:15P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING AN
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 2-5.43 C-1-D OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO
THE SPACING OF CELLULAR TOWERS
The American Fork City Council met in a sixth public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:15 p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-tem Rick Storrs, Council members
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Lori England,
Jim Hardy, Barbara Christiansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Steve Sowby, Darrell Berlin, Ted Pierce,
Melvin Kitchen, Tod & Krystal Smith, Mark Howard, John Money, Andrea Johnson, and twelve
citizens.
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Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding an amendment to the Development Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers. He
asked for comments.
David Carter, an agent of Cingular Wireless, commented he is for the project. He explained that
with the amendment to Development Code, the towers can be closer together, but under restrictive
conditions.
Councilman Blake asked if there was a driving change for this amendment. Mr. Despain stated they
already have one antenna at the Art Dye complex on a light pole. Currently, there is a half mile
spacing requirement, which precluded any further antennas on light poles. The Planning
Commission had taken a look and decided to make a change. This change would be applicable to
antennas on utility poles; new antennas will not be covered by this. Mr. Despain stated he suspects
they will see more in other areas of the city, but the requirement that they are 300 feet from
residences is still in place.
Councilman Belmont questioned if the City would start looking like an oilfield.
Mr. Despain further explained that the practical application is that the antennas will be limited to
large park or open spaces areas because of the residential spacing requirements or industrial areas.
Councilman Blake asked if there was an on-going fee associated with the antennas. Mr. Despain
stated that in most instances, there is a contract which would include a fee.
With no further comment being made, the hearing concluded at 7:20 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
FENN PROPERTIES ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 30.16 ACRES AT 350 SOUTH 570
WEST
The American Fork City Council met in a seventh public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the Fenn Properties Annexation at 350 South 570 West. He asked for comments.
Ms. Lurker indicated that no protests were received.
There were no further comments. The hearing finished at 7:21p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:25 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE WHITE CASTLE ADDITION ANNEXATION
CONSISTING OF 1.59 ACRES AT 950 EAST 400 SOUTH INTO THE GC-2, GENERAL
COMMERCIAL 2 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in an eighth public hearing on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:25p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this hearing along
with Mayor Barratt, Tom and Lavon Laursen, and thirteen additional citizens.
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Mayor Pro-tem Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the placement of the property into the GC-2 zone. He asked for comments.
Mr. Despain explained the location of the project and indicated the intent is to expand the existing
Covenant Communications building. There are no dealings of road as access would be through
current driveway.
*Mayor Barratt arrived at 7:28p.m.
Mr. Despain pointed out the draft which they have is an early draft of the annexation agreement and
that there will be changes to the annexation agreement. He would ask that action on this item be
conditional upon making the necessary changes to the annexation agreement.
Councilman Blake asked if there was concern on the access to the property. Mr. Despain stated it
was just an enlarged building and that they do not foresee a problem.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:29p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on July 26, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 7:35p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, and Council members Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Kevin Bennett, Jay Christensen Howard Denney,
Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Lori England, Barbara Christiansen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Steve
Sowby, Darrell Berlin, Ted Pierce, Melvin Kitchen, Tod & Krystal Smith, Mark Howard, John
Mooney, Andrea Johnson, Jim Hardy, Tom and LaVon Laursen, Heidi Rodeback, Heber
Thompson, George Brown, and approximately 30 citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained he had been at a Mountainland Association of Governments (MAG)
meeting. He had the scouts introduce themselves.
Scouts present were Mike Carter of troop 204, Tyler Durrant of troop 859, Brad Hill of troop 853,
and Tanner Reese of troop 829.
The scouts led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Ray Garrett offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Mr. Howard thanked the City Council for all the efforts they have put into the city. American Fork
is a beautiful city. He questioned why American Fork did not advertise the town, such as entrance
signs; people don't know when they enter American Fork or leave the city. Another comment he
had was that the drinking fountains at the Fitness Center was dirty and gave out warm water. He
questioned if money could be allocated to have decent drinking fountains. Mayor Barratt explained
they are putting 2.8 million dollars into the Fitness Center and that Councilman LeBaron, who is on
the committee, will note that request.
Mayor Barratt stated that Money Magazine named us one of the top I 00 communities in America.
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Mrs. Jacob asked the status on the police investigation. Mayor Barratt answered that right now, that
is over and done with; it will not take place. Mayor Barratt stated he is meeting with the department
this week to discuss where they are at as a department. Mayor Barratt indicated that at the next
council meeting they will be announcing the direction in which they will be going.
Mrs. Jacob asked if they are going to conduct an investigation. Mayor Barratt answered that they
are not and that he had made that announcement at the last meeting; they will not be doing any type
of review with the department. Mayor Barratt stated they are in the process of advertising for a new
Chiefwith the retiring ofChiefFox.
Mr. Jacob asked when the decision was made and if the council upholds his decision. Mayor
Barratt stated the Council does uphold his decision. Mayor Barratt continued that with the
retirement of Chief Fox, he told the council of the direction he felt they needed to go, and they
indicated they supported him.
Mr. Jacob stated that after the closed session meeting, they either made the decision in that closed
meeting and did not come out and ratify it or it wasn't. Mayor Barratt stated he talked to the
Council unknowing that Chief Fox was going to retire. He discussed with them what he felt they
needed to do. In a meeting that night, Chief Fox let them know of some situations with the
department; that was all that was discussed. Mayor Barratt indicated that this decision was made
before that.
Mr. Jacob asked when it was made public and ratified by the City Council. Mayor Barratt stated he
is the Chief Executive Officer, and he made the decision which does not need to be ratified by the
City Council. Mayor Barratt stated he did ask for support from the Council, and they supported
him. Mayor Barratt re-stated that he talked to them individually and told the Council members what
he was going to do and the council supported him.
PRESENTATION TO LAVON LAURSEN FOR HER WORK AS YOUTH COURT ADVISOR
Mayor Barratt had a plaque for LaVon Laursen in recognition ofher dedicated leadership and
outstanding service to the Youth of American Fork as Youth Court Advisor. Ms. Laursen came
forward to accept the plaque.
There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt expressed his appreciation for all the hard work that Ms. Laursen has given to the
city. He thanked Ms. Laursen and her husband.
Ms. Laursen shook hands with the City Council.
Councilman Storrs thanked Ms. Laursen for all of her work. He indicated she was instrumental in
getting the Youth Court put together. He stated she has given seminars to approximately 42 cities
all over the state on how to start the Youth Council program.
It was noted that the Youth Court is now being handled by the High School.

Ms. Laursen thanked the kids she has worked with over the years.
There was general applause.
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PRESENTATION BY THE CEMETERY COMMITTEE REGARDING THE HERITAGE AND
HISTORY PAGEANT
Cindy Holindrake invited everyone to the Heritage Pageant to be held on July 29th, 30th, and August
1st from 6:00p.m. to dark. She explained there will be skits, the Mormon Battalion, the hand cart
companies, sugarhouse penitentiary, plays, etc. There will be funeral customs and crafters at the
pageant. The cost for the pageant is $2 per person or $5 per family and there will be ice cream
cones for twenty-five cents. Ms. Holindrake explained she would be turning the time over to Ted
Pierce and Jim Hardy for a two minute "taste" of what they will be doing at the Heritage Pageant
and then to Alan Cunningham to talk about the "War Dog Monument."
Ted Pierce and Jim Hardy gave their two-minute snippet of what was to come at the pageant.
Alan Cunningham, a local veterinarian, explained that dogs were a big part of the wars, from the
Civil War on up to today, and he is promoting recognition of those war dogs. They have played an
important part in our defense, yet they get forgotten. The dogs have served as soldiers, yet at the
end of the Vietnam War they were considered equipment and were euthanized. They have been
responsible for saving thousands of soldier's lives. He explained that they are going to sculpt a dog
as a remembrance to the animals that have served too. The cost is $8,500 and he is asking for the
support of the City Council and city residents.
Ms. Holindrake stated they will have a presentation on Monday, August 1st, at 7:00p.m. They will
be dedicating the Veteran's fountain, honoring some Missing In Action War Veterans, and Mr.
Cunningham will give a short presentation on the War Dogs.
Councilman Storrs noted that Alan Cunningham has written and published seven books on dogs.
Mayor Barratt had Scott Kennard of troop 827 introduce himself
PRESENTATION OF THE WINNERS OF THE LITTLE BUCKAROO RODEO
Ray Garrett wanted to introduce the Little Buckaroo Rodeo winners to the City Council and to show
some of the awards given out. Mr. Garrett stated that kids from all over the state participated and he
wanted to thank the City Council for their support.
Mr. Pullham, President of the Utah Junior Rodeo Association, stated that the organization helped
with the Steel Days Rodeo. The kids have won various awards through the years and this is a great
stepping stone for them toward the High School rodeo. Mr. Pullham announced that August 5th is
the finals in Lehi and everyone is invited.
Mrs. Pullham stated their association is a stepping stone for a new, national organization. There is
now a National Junior High Rodeo Association.
The winners of the Little Buckaroo Rodeo introduced themselves. They were: Owen Pullham,
McKay Mann, Waycie Pullham, Kilie Sisam, Bryce Pullham, and Tessie Garrett.
PRESENTATION OF THE CITY EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt announced that Jay Christensen was nominated for the Employee of the Month. He
read a letter expressing his appreciation for all the hard work Mr. Christensen has done for the City.
He commended his dedication to the City.
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Mr. Christensen accepted his award. There was general applause.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Cates reported he attended the steak fry for the Parks and Recreation Committee. It
was a great event. He appreciates the time and effort of those committee members.
Councilman LeBaron expressed his appreciation to the Utah Junior Rodeo. Ray Garrett took that
over and ran with it. He was amazed at the parents and family members that volunteered and took
charge of the event. The event was outstanding and was a great part ofthe Steel Days Celebration.
Councilman Storrs reported that the North Pointe Solid Waste district and commented there may be
changes on how to dispose of the garbage. There is a proposal to truck the material to Tooele, a
new landfill. He stated they are still trying to get rid of the mega-bailer. Councilman Storrs stated
they are also looking at changing the fee structure; a public hearing will be held next month.
Councilman Blake had nothing to report.
Councilman Belmont announced the passing of Selma Seastrand Miller, who was a Steel Days
Grand Marshall three years ago. She was a wonderful woman with a wonderful family. Her
grandfather donated the ground for Robinson Park.
Councilman Belmont reported that on July 21 5\ she, Howard Denney, and Jim Price of MAG, along
with others, hiked the trail that is going up Art Dye; it will be a beautiful trail. That trail is in the
design phase; there was an original grant of $492,000, of which the City would match 20%. It will
be a wonderful place.
Mayor Barratt commented that at the meeting earlier, there was discussion on a trail system up to
Highland and Alpine. Councilman Belmont stated that the ultimate plan is that all trails will
connect to each other; it is a wonderful system but is going slowly.
Councilman Belmont also reported that the Historic Preservation Committee has completed four
sites for the Historic Sites Registry. The first is the James Chipman house at 121 West Main. The
third site is the Salt Lake Railroad Depot on Main Street. The fourth site is the Chipman Lumber
Yard at 17 North Merchant Street. She stated the budget allows for only four sites a year to be
added to the registry. She mentioned that the second site was the Ben Bates Blacksmith Shop,
which is now the Yogurt Parlor. Councilman Belmont noted that they will get a plaque when they
get the funds to do it, and that they can not put a plaque on a building that has not been researched
and approved.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND

ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
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a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of26 residential condominium units and related common
facilities at 550 South 1040 East
Mayor Barratt stated this was the subject of the 6:40p.m. public hearing. He asked ifthere
were any statements from those present.
Mr. Berlin stated on behalf of Sheila Pajela, he would respond to any questions. His
reminded them that their only concern was the ability to move ahead with the development
without putting in the street until that issue is taken care of.
Councilman Storrs explained that Mr. Denney felt with the development, that would be no
problem but occupancy would be withheld until the issue had been taken care of.

Councilman LeBaron stated he felt the project would be an improvement to the area.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Ordinance #05-07-34 granting approval to
both the preliminary Plan and Record of Survey Map for Phase II of the Mira Vista
Condominium Project, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and have
the plat recorded, subject to delivery of the corrected condominium documents and
expansion document and deliver of the performance guarantee. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
b.

Review and action on a final Plat of Ault Commercial Center Plat B, American Fork portion
of the Costco Project, located at approximately 450 North 900 West
Mayor Barratt stated there were representatives present for this item.
Dale Robinson, of Sunrise Engineering, stated they have worked long and hard with City
Staff. They appreciate their efforts. Mr. Robinson stated they are presenting the plat for
approval.
Mayor Barratt asked if the Council was aware of what the developers were looking at. Mr.
Despain stated it wasn't discussed in detaiL
Mayor Barratt explained that lot #4 is already in American Fork City. The dark, dotted line
on the map was the new line. Peter Powell stated the dark, dotted line was actually the old
property line from Les Schaub; in order to line it up they made some property adjustments
between themselves and Les Schaub. Mr. Powell stated the plat has been signed by Les
Schaub. He indicated the utilities have also signed off on the plat as well as Lehi City.
Mr. Despain stated this is an unusual experience because they are being asked to approve a
subdivision which is not completely within the city limits. He indicated the county has
agreed to record the subdivision if both cities will sign off on the plat. It is before the City
Council at the request of Costco. Mr. Despain stated there are some conditions about it and
they are being asked to take a leap of faith concerning the future developments.
Mr. Power stated they understand that there will be at least two more times they will be
before the City Council for site plan approval.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat of Ault Commercial Center
Subdivision plat B, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and have the
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plat recorded subject to (1) the understanding by the applicant that approval of the
plat does not constitute approval of any specific site plan for development of lots 1, 2,
and 3 or (2) preclude American Fork City from requiring the conveyance of water
right, granting of utility easements in locations other than shown on the plat, or
requiring the construction of utility and other project improvements as conditions of
the site plan approval. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
Mayor Barratt had scouts Andrew Funk and David Funk introduce themselves.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION FOR THE L.W. HANSEN
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 7.3 ACRES AT 405 EAST 620 SOUTH INCLUDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE R2-7500 AND THE GC-2 ZONES, AND ALSO
THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENTS
Mayor Barratt explained the item and asked for any comments.
Mr. Berlin stated the Mr. Sowby, who had to leave unexpectedly, had asked him to remind the City
Council that this had been to the Pl~ing Commission a number of times and the issues with them
have been worked out.
Dan La Fontain, the developer, stated he understood there was a question regarding the annexation.
Councilman Storrs asked if Mr. LaFontain could give them a ball park figure on the price for each
twin horne. Mr. La Fontain explained they would be approximately $165,000 to $185,000 per side.
Mr. La Fontain stated a concern is that they will be rental units. He commented that the houses in
the area would not appraise for that amount and it does not seem to work for people to purchase
them for rental units.
Ms. Smith asked what his opinion was on the cottage plan. She stated that Dan Richards wanted to
do the twin home plan and then changed his mind. Ms. Smith wants more permanency for the
neighborhood and down the road the project will become rental units if they are twin homes. She
wanted him to address the issue; she did not think he would lose any money with the cottage style
homes.
Mr. La Fontain stated he would lose money with a cottage type project and so they have decided to
go with the twin horne project. He commented that if the area has older homes, those older homes
have a tendency to become the rental units. Mr. LaFontain indicated that Mike Miller is no longer
involved in the project; they had heard there were some concerns about his involvement and so he
pulled out and is not involved. He indicated that Mr. Miller does not have any ownership in the
project, but was to help get the project through the City processes.
Ms. Smith felt they should have a say in the development, as she is a resident of the area. She felt it
would de-valuate the existing homes because they would be rental units. Mr. La Fontain disagreed;
he felt the houses would be rentals over the twin homes.
Mr. Kitchen stated he owns the property on the north and he lives a short distance away from the
proposed project. He has gone over the concept the developer has given; it is twin homes, not
duplexes or another Maple Village. Mr. Kitchen stated it should to go into the R2 zone, and if not
then it could be all commercial. He stated the south end would be commercial and the rest R2,
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which fits in with the adjoining area. Mr. Kitchen stated he would much sooner see twin homes
than duplexes.
Ms. Smith asked if he would rather have twin homes or cottage style homes. Mr. Kitchen stated the
twin homes fit the area.
Stan Kitchen lives on 400 East immediately adjacent to the project. He is interested what would
happen to the property. He felt that at this point, he thinks it is an appropriate designation. He
stated the entire neighborhood is in the R2. He would love single family homes, but does not think
twin homes are a bad addition and he does not have any objections to the proposed development.
Mayor Barratt asked if they have gone to the Planning Commission with the plans. Mr. Despain
stated it was an annexation with a concept plan; this would be a PUD which would have footprint
lots. Mr. Fontain explained there would be 24 twin homes on the project and that it has been to the
Planning Commission to see how it would fit with the requirements.
Councilman Belmont stated she is not opposed to the annexation, but she is opposed to the zone
designation. She commented that any neighborhood has a right to try to be a neighborhood and that
no one ever brings anything into the City unless it is a twin home or a duplex project. The
neighborhoods go down and people begin to move. She is opposed to the zone change.
Councilman Storrs asked how they can assure the City Council that they will build the twin homes
to the price range given earlier. Mr. La Fontain stated that prior to construction, they know the
costs and what the profit margin would be and that dictates what the units will sale for. Mr. La
Fontain indicated that the market also dictates the cost. If you ask too little, the units sell too fast
and they don't make money; too high and the units don't sell. Councilman Storrs stated he wants to
know for sure that the price range will be at what he said; he would feel much better ifthere was
that guarantee.
Mr. La Fontain explained the size would be approximately 2,000 finished square feet, which is most
likely more square footage than what existing houses in the area have. He felt the value of the
homes in the neighborhood would go up, rather than down, with the development. Mr. La Fontain
stated he was unsure of the exterior.
Mr. La Fontain stated they would have one car, attached garages. There was a discussion on
whether or not the twin homes would have single or double car garages. Councilman Blake pointed
out that in the public hearing, it was noted they would have two parking spaces per unit. There was
a short discussion on what type of garages would be constructed. Mr. Kitchen pointed out the
concept plan shows that only two twin homes would have single car garages while the rest had
double car garages.
Councilman LeBaron stated this was a nice concept plan and adds to the area. He understands they
are pushing for larger lots, but there are some people who can't find a $165,000 home to live in. He
thought the Planning Commission had given this a lot of thought and will, hopefully, assure this is a
quality kind of construction.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the Annexation Ordinance #05-07-35 for the L.W.
Hansen Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of
all deeds and water rights by the City and execution of the agreements by the applicants; to
approve both the annexation agreements relating thereto, subject to the delivery of the
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outstanding attachments; and to approve the placement of annexation area into the R2-7,500
Residential Zone and GC-1 General Commercial zone as set forth on Attachment B of the
Ordinance. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs commented to Ms. Smith that the contractor issue was discussed in the work
session and there will be a way to deal with that. Ms. Smith stated there are still issues she is
dealing with concerning the contractor.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
LeBaron, Councilman Blake, Councilman Cates, and Councilman Storrs. Councilman
Belmont voted "nay." The motion carried with a four to one vote.
Councilman Belmont explained she is opposed because this is another neighborhood that is being
bashed.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION FOR THE WHITE
CASTLE ADDITION ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 1.59 ACRES AT 950 EAST 400
SOUTH INCLUDING THE PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY INTO THE GC-2 ZONE, AND
ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt explained this item was the subject of the 7:25p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Blake clarified that this item was the one with the addition to the Covenant
Communication building.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Ordinance 05-04-36 of Annexation for the White Castle
Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of all
water rights by the City and execution of the amended agreements by the applicants; approve
the annexation agreement relating thereto, subject to delivery of the outstanding attachments;
and approve the placement of the annexation area into the GC-2 General Commercial Zone.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A ZONE CHANGE AT 650
NORTH 1180 EAST FROM THE EXISTING R1-15,000 ZONE TO THE R1-9000 SINGLE
FAMILY RESIDENTIAL ZONE
Mayor Barratt state this was the subject of the 7:05p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Blake asked who lives in the existing home. Mr. Money stated they would be tearing it
down; it was the Gresteads home but is currently vacant.
Councilman Storrs asked why they were going to the smaller zone. Mr. Money explained it was to
meet the frontage requirements and setbacks, but the lots are larger with the exception of one lot
which is only about 10,000 square feet.
Councilman Belmont stated they are trying to keep the larger lots in the town. It was noted the one
lot will remain R1-15,000; the rest will be in the Rl-9,000 zone.
Councilman Blake asked if they would be bringing in a lot of fill. Mr. Money stated the road would
have some fill to bring it to a 10% grade, but the top and the south would be fairly flat.
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Councilman Belmont stated that on the trail hike, UDOT and Howard Denney had told them they
couldn't go over 5% on the slope yet this project is 10%. Mr. Money indicated it would be less than
10%, but it hasn't been established.
Councilman Blake asked about the elevation changes between lines. Mr. Money recalled that it was
two feet per line. Councilman Blake noted there was quite a change in elevation.
Councilman LeBaron asked if it passed Engineering muster. Mr. Despain stated the plan they have
is in support of the zone change. Mr. Despain stated they think they understand the intent of the
request, which is to get four lots out of the property and, assuming, to justify the expense of the
road. Mr. Despain stated they need to understand that if they approve the zone change, they
roughly approve the subdivision. They are large lots but in order to get the four lots they need the
change.
Councilman Storrs stated his concern is for public safety. Where does the snow go? Mr. Despain
indicated that the first trip out by the Street Department would be to salt the road. Mr. Despain
stated that American Fork City does not have slopes such as this within the city, but other cities do
and have dealt with it; it isn't impossible, but it will be tough.
Councilman Cates stated the question is it if it was a desirable project. He asked if there is any
other access to the rear of the property from the sides, but there was not. Mr. Despain stated the
developers would like the slope to be at 12%, because it will be a struggle to get to 10%. If
someone wants to know what 12% looks like, they can go to Cedar Hills and look at the roads up
the hill.
Mayor Barratt stated that if this was approved, he would recommended that the Public Works needs
to be aware of it and so it is one of the first streets on the list during bad weather.
Mr. Despain pointed out that the property to the east would seek to take advantage of the bubble and
would create two other lots.
Councilman LeBaron questioned ifthe reasons listed in item #4 of the zone change application meet
the requirements for promotion of health, safety, etc.
Hal Johnson stated his concern is the steepness of the hill, especially south of lot #4. They have a
garden directly south of that lot. What is going to happen when they start construction on that lot;
will rocks and such start to fall? Mr. Johnson indicated that another question is drainage. He wants
assurance that those concerns will be taken care of.
Councilman Belmont commented that once approval is given, they will have to cross their fingers.
In her experience, promises can be made but it doesn't always happen. She did not think this was a
good use ofthe ground and had a concern with the proposed project.
Mr. Despain stated there is some apprehension concerning this zone change. The action before the
City Council is a change in zone; the plan submitted was an effort to support that change. If the
ultimate characteristics of the subdivision are a concern, they can pass it as proposed, table it with
instructions to work out the details on the plan and bring them back together, or they can deny it
based on the fact that there are problems they do not want to take on or feel it does not meet the
requirements.
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Mayor Barratt had a concern on the degree of slope on the road, as they do not know what that will
be. Mr. Money stated it will be under 10% to meet the requirement ofPlanning and it would
require about 4 feet of fill.
Councilman Blake did not feel it was a good place to change the zoning as it is unusual terrain. Mr.
Money stated it is unusual and was an eyesore. Mr. Money stated to make it cost effective, the zone
change was the most practical option.
It was noted the only way to develop the property is this plan. They can have three or four lots but
it is more feasible to have it four lots. Councilman Belmont stated they are not obligated to make
sure the developers make money. Mr. Money stated the only way to improve the property is to do it
this way; they are not interested in three lots. Mr. Money pointed out that these will be upper end
homes.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table this item to allow staff and neighbors to get involved.
Mayor Barratt stated that Councilman LeBaron needs to give instruction on what the applicants and
the City needs to do.
Councilman Cates asked if the Mayor was comfortable with this project. Mayor Barratt answered
this was discussed at staff meeting and that they have not dealt with a road this steep before. They
have two choices: leave it as is or what is intended with the zone change. He feels this option is
better than what it is currently there, but he wants to see the neighbors protected.
Mr. Johnson wanted written assurances. Ms. Johnson stated she would like it developed, however,
they are concerned about the safety issue of things rolling down on them; it is currently an eyesore.
Councilman Cates asked the Johnson's preference, as is or developed. Mr. Johnson responded one
big house.

Councilman LeBaron added to his motion the instructions to staff and developers were to
work with the neighbors to assure there are appropriate retaining walls and safety features,
ensure landscaping, and that the safety and servicing of snow removal be address and that
those recommendations come back to the City Council.
Mr. Bennett asked if they want an approved site plan to approve simultaneously with the zone
change. It was noted that was the intent. It was also noted this would go back to staff and the
Planning Commission to flush out the actual site plan.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
It was explained this was to table action on this item.
Councilman Cates asked Heber Thompson if there were any questions on the concerns of the City
Council. Mr. Thompson stated the concerns are very well laid out and that they will be addressed
with the site plan.
Ms. Johnson asked what the site plan would address. It was answered it would address retaining
walls, drainage, the setback, utilities. Mr. Money stated he will need to get with the Johnson's to
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address their concerns; there will need to be a fence line agreement issue and will need to sit down
with them. Mayor Barratt stated the Johnson's concerns would be addressed.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTION 2-5.43 C-1-D OF THE
DEVELOPMENT CODE RELATING TO THE SPACING OF CELLULAR TOWERS
Mayor Barratt stated this item was discussed at the 7:15p.m. public hearing.
Mr. Despain explained the effect would eliminate the half mile separation requirement for antennas
on existing utility poles.
Mr. Bennett stated that they would still have to comply with the other requirements, such as the
three hundred foot separation between the pole and a residence. Basically, they are making an
exception that a utility pole being used for another purpose on public ground can have the antenna
connected.
Councilman Blake stated he thought the original ordinance showed a fee and asked what the fee
would be. Mr. Despain stated there was no fee; there would be a contract worked out with the
payment in the contract.
Councilman Belmont commented that she is not an attorney and at first, she thought it was okay but
as she reads it she is not so sure. It was noted this would allow for additional antennas in park
spaces only, where they are three hundred feet away from residential areas.

Councilman Blake moved to approve Ordinance 05-07-37 amending section 2-5.43 C-1-d of
the Development Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers as stated. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ADJUST THE COMMON BOUNDARY WITH HIGHLAND CITY IN THE VICINITY OF 1420
NORTH 150 WEST CONSISTING OF APPROXIMATELY ONE ACRE
Mr. Despain explained this was property was one lot south of 9600 North and was within the
Highland City boundary lines on the General Plan, but Highland can't service the property. They
are requesting to have the line adjusted so that it would be annexed into the City for services.
It was noted that Highland City has already passed their resolutions of intent to adjust the boundary
line.
Mr. Brown asked if they are going north across 9600 North street. Mr. Despain stated this is the
second parcel south of9600 North.
Mr. Brown commented that Highland City wanted the property one lot deep in the Robinson
Annexation on the south side of 9600 North. He stated that when they went over a few lots, the
property right on 9600 North was in American Fork. He questioned why they did not have a
common boundary line that went straight across instead of deviating. Mayor Barratt stated that
would be the preference, but there was litigation involved in the Robinson property. Mayor Barratt
also stated this property would not be coming into American Fork City if it could be serviced by
Highland.
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Mr. Brown asked ifthe plan was to straighten out 9600 North or if it would continue to be a curve.
Mayor Barratt indicated he did not know the answer to that question. They have been told it may be
straightened out, but there is a difference of opinion.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve Resolution 05-07-36R indicating the City's intent to
adjust the common boundary with Highland City n the vicinity of 1420 North 150 West
consisting of approximately one acre. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in
favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT TO PROVIDE DETECTIVE SERVICES AT THE
UTAH STATE DEVELOPMENTAL CENTER
Captain Cornia indicated there were minor adjustments of what was approved that needed to be
made to meet the State's requirements.
Councilman Belmont asked if Captain Cornia thinks there will ever be a time they will not have
agreements for detective services. Mayor Barratt stated American Fork needs to protect the
residents.
Captain Cornia stated this went back several years ago when the Utah State Developmental Center
had approximately 1500 residents. There were allegations of abuse, neglect and exploitations that
were not satisfactorily resolved. It was suggested at that time that they have an outside agency to
provide the internal affairs investigations. It has been a productive arrangement where their issues
are looked at from an outside agency. They get professional police services and the resolutions are
done quickly and professionally. Captain Cornia stated it also adds a layer of protection of their
liability issues. It has been a good relationship between the two agencies.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the contract to provide detective services at the Utah
State Developmental Center. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments at this time.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt stated there was one change order in relation to Allstate Construction to screen
topsoil at Hunter Park and move it to the Art Dye Park. It was noted there was approximately 1,000
cubic yards screened and transported; that was about 100 truck loads.

Councilman Belmont moved to approve the change order to Allstate Construction.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt reported the Council had received a memorandum concerning the Planning
Commission items.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 12, 2005 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the July 12, 2005, City Council minutes. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 21, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Storrs moved to approve the July 21, 2005, Work Session minutes. Councilman
LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont indicated she had not read them so she would abstain. Councilman Blake
stated he was not in attendance at that meeting.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman Storrs,
Councilman LeBaron, and Councilman Cates. Councilman Belmont and Councilman Blake
abstained. The motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake stated they met today at 5:30p.m. and reviewed city bills for payment. They
approved the city bills totaling $228,614.97 and purchase requisitions over $1,000 totaling
$210,633.41.
Councilman Blake continued that they reviewed a recommendation on the primary public defender
and conflict public defender. He stated they would recommend those as per the memorandum that
was prepared. Councilman Blake stated they would also recommend that as the Mayor appoints
the Prosecutor, that he consider a fixed rate price proposal.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the payment of bills as approved by the Finance
Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Councilman Blake returned to the subject of the recommendation on public defenders. He stated
that there was a memo for the City Council to consider when they recommend the primary public
defender and the conflict defender that they come up with a fixed rate. Councilman Blake stated
they will give all the council members a copy of that memo and suggested they look at this as a
future item.
OTHER BUSINESS
Councilman LeBaron stated he is receiving calls concerning the Boat Harbor. He wondered ifthere
was anything they could do, such as a temporary bridge like what the National Guard uses, so that
the Boat Harbor may be used again. Councilman LeBaron stated the City is losing a great deal of
money.
Mayor Barratt stated that it is a county road and Timp Marina will not let them come onto their
property. Councilman Cates asked about the National Guard's help.
Mr. Denney stated that on August 2nd, the County Council will be voting on rebuilding the bridge,
as well as dredging the river. The problem is that it is late in the season to get the work done and
open for anything other than Labor Day.
George Brown stated it may be a good idea to talk to the National Guard to discuss mobile bridges.
Mayor Barratt stated he will address that again with the National Guard, but because it is a county
road it is not the City's place to make any decisions.
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ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 9:41p.m.

T~0~
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 26, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July
26, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:40p.m.

6:50p.m.

7:00p.m.
7:05p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of 26 residential condominium units and related
common facilities at 550 South 1040 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the L.W.
Hansen Annexation consisting of 7.3 acres at 405 East 620 South into the R27500, Multiple Family Residential and the GC-2, General Commercial2 zones.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Phase I Naterra West Annexation
consisting of 121.46 acres at 860 East 500 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 650 North 1180
East from the existing R1-15,000 to the R1-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Hatch Annexation consisting of 5.27
acres at 625 South 100 West.
Receiving ofpublic comment regarding an amendment to Section 2-5.43 C-1-d of
the Development Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Fenn Properties Annexation
consisting of30.16 acres at 350 South 570 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
White Castle Addition Annexation consisting of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South
into the GC-2, General Commercial2 zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
*6
7.
8.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Ray Garrett; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period- limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation to LaVon Laursen for her work as Youth Court Advisor.
Presentation by the Cemetery Committee regarding the Heritage and History Pageant.
Presentation of the winners of the Steel Days Utah Junior Rodeo.
Presentation of the City Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the fmal plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

a.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of 26 residential condominium units and related
common facilities at 550 South 1040 East.
b.
Review and action on a final Plat of Ault Commercial Center Plat B, American
Fork portion of the Costco Project, located at approximately 450 North 900 West.
Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the L.W. Hansen Annexation
consisting of7.3 acres at 405 East 620 South including the placement of the property into
the R2-7500 and the GC-2 zones, and also the annexation agreements.
Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the White Castle Addition
Annexation consisting of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South including the placement of the
property into the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change at 650 North 1180 East
from the existing Rl-15,000 zone to the Rl-9000 Single Family Residential zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Section 2-5.43 C-1-d of the Development
Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to adjust the common
boundary with Highland City in the vicinity of 1420 North 150 West consisting of
approximately one acre.
Review and action on a contract to provide detective services at the Utah State
Developmental Center.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the July 12, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the July 21, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 22 day of July, 2005

h._"
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
JULy 26, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on July
26, 2005, in the American Fork City Hall, 31 North Church Street, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:40p.m.

6:50p.m.

7:00p.m.
7:05p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of26 residential condominium units and related
common facilities at 550 South 1040 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the L.W.
Hansen Annexation consisting of7.3 acres at 405 East 620 South into the R27500, Multiple Family Residential and the GC-2, General Commercial2 zones.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Phase I Naterra West Annexation
consisting of 121.46 acres at 860 East 500 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding a zone change request at 650 North 1180
East from the existing Rl-15,000 to the Rl-9000, Single Family Residential zone.
Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the Hatch Annexation consisting of5.27
acres at 625 South 100 West.
Receiving ofpublic comment regarding an amendment to Section 2-5.43 C-1-d of
the Development Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Fenn Properties Annexation
consisting of30.16 acres at 350 South 570 West.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
White Castle Addition Annexation consisting of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South
into the GC-2, General Commercial2 zone.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Ray Garrett; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation to LaVon Laursen for her work as Youth Court Advisor.
Presentation by the Cemetery Committee regarding the Heritage and History Pageant.
Presentation of the winners of the Little Buckaroo Rodeo.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

a.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the amended Mira Vista Phase II
Condominium Project consisting of 26 residential condominium units and related
common facilities at 550 South 1040 East.
b.
Review and action on a final Plat of Ault Commercial Center Plat B, American
Fork portion of the Costco Project, located at approximately 450 North 900 West.
Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the L.W. Hansen Annexation
consisting of7.3 acres at 405 East 620 South including the placement of the property into
the R2-7500 and the GC-2 zones, and also the annexation agreements.
Review and action on the Ordinance of Annexation for the White Castle Addition
Annexation consisting of 1.59 acres at 950 East 400 South including the placement of the
property into the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change at 650 North 1180 East
from the existing R1-15,000 zone to the R1-9000 Single Family Residential zone.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Section 2-5.43 C-1-d ofthe Development
Code relating to the spacing of cellular towers.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to adjust the common
boundary with Highland City in the vicinity of 1420 North 150 West consisting of
approximately one acre.
Review and action on a contract to provide detective services at the Utah State
Developmental Center.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the July 12, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the July 21, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 19 day of July, 2005

;__·t.&L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 4, 2005
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, August 4, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:06p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and *Keith Blake. Councilman
Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn, Steve Cornia,
Kevin Bennett, Stephen Parker, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Barbara Christiansen, John E.
Schiess, and Matty Telford.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING AUGUST 9, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council that Council meetings would now be held in the Library due
to the anticipated work at the City Hall.
Public Hearings
7:20p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of surplus property
It was noted that most of the items were out of Broadband and the Police Department and there
was also some miscellaneous furniture. Some of the items may be put on eBay.
Regular Session
There would be the presentation ofHero Awards. These were to be given at the Steel Days Flag
Ceremony but the recipients were unable to attend.
Action Items
1-Review and action on Resolutions declaring certain items to be surplus
This was the subject of the 7:20p.m. public hearing.
2-Discussion with Larry Moore representing Wells Fargo Bank and action on the Temple
Meadows Bond
Mr. Moore would be present to discuss the Temple Meadows bond with the Council.
3-Review and action on subdivisions. commercial projects. condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded

1

a.

Review and action the North Court Plat B Subdivision consisting of3 twin home lots at
62 West 450 North Circle
This was the north portion of an existing project to the south. Lot 9 would be a duplex lot
instead of a twin home lot.

b.

Review and action on the final plat of the Ellen Subdivision Plat A consisting of one lot
at 498 North 900 East
This was lot one of a fifteen-lot subdivision. Rod Despain noted they were working out
the sewer with the development to the south, but this lot would be able to be served from
the 900 East line.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was an old foundation on the property.

c.

Review and action on the final plat of Shady Nook Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots
at 427 North Center
This was a lot split of an existing L-shaped lot. There was an existing home on the south
lot.
Rod Despain added that the small home to the west had its own lot and would not be
affected by this action.

d.

Review and action on the final plat of the Crawley Subdivision, which is are-subdivision
oflots #36 & #37 in the Spring Hollow Plat B Subdivision at 476 & 464 North 520 West
Rod Despain explained that the two property owners had gotten together and the owner
on the north was willing to sell a portion of his property to allow the owner on the south
to construct a garage. He ncted that these lots were complicated by a diagonal gas line
easement. Both lots would remain legal lots. There was still a consent form that was
needed.

e.

Review and action on the final plat ofFenn Acres Plat C, are subdivision ofLot #3 of
Fenn Acres Plat B, consisting of3 lots at 581 West 200 South
Rod Despain reported that this property was recently rezoned and these lots would
conform to the new zone.

4-Review and action on an agreement with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center Project
Mayor Barratt reported that the Fitness Center Committee had been working on this for a number
of weeks. He had attended some of their meetings. Ellsworth Paulsen appeared to be very
accommodating and willing to look at what was desired. He had been impressed with them.
5-Review and action on a design services contract with Civil Science Inc. for the Historic Utah
Southern Rail Trail
2

Kevin Bennett explained that UTA had not yet been contacted to find out exactly where the
tracks would be located and if there would be a double set of tracks.
Councilman Belmont commented that this had been talked about for years.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Howard Denney explained that there was a previously approved cooperation agreement. The
City had paid their 6. 77%. This was the contract formally selecting Civil Science Inc. to be the
designers for this Historic Trail. The trail would mostly be along the tracks and could be on
either side.
6-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
Mayor Barratt would provide his recommendation on committees prior to the meeting.
7-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no changes orders.
8-Report and action on Planning Commission items
A separate Planning Commission memo had been provided.
9-10- Review and action on the July 26, 2005 city council minutes and Review and action on the
August 4, 2005. work session minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
11-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
Councilman LeBaron noted that the Finance Committee had talked about some of the City's
legal work contracts. He asked if it could be placed on the agenda to talk about the public
defender and the conflict public defender.
Mayor Barratt asked that it be placed on the agenda for the next work session for council
discussion. He stated that they would begin having work sessions every Thursday at 4:00p.m.
There were a slug of items that needed to be worked through.
DISCUSSION OF SIGNS
Richard Colborn explained that after some discussion at previous meetings, it was time to focus
on enforcement of what was currently on the books.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had been going over the sign ordinance and expressed
that the City had a pretty good sign ordinance. There was no enforcement of illegal signs,
however.
3

Councilman Blake asked about garage sale signs.
Councilman Belmont thought that people should be allowed to have garage sale signs but she did
not know how to do that. If they would put them up for a day and then picked them up, that was
one thing, but people just left them everywhere. The signs needed to be removed.
Councilman Blake suggested that the City -charge for putting garage sale signs up at key
locations such as 300 North 100 East.
Councilman Cates observed that if the City was not enforcing what they had, they did not need a
tougher ordinance.
Councilman Belmont noted that there was an article that reported that in Springville, people were
putting signs in the windows of vehicles and parking them on Main Street.
Councilman Blake asked what the current remedy was.
Councilman Belmont referred to the Development Code Section 2-5.31 F 6 A & B noting that
you can't,
" ... paint, mark, write-on, post or otherwise affix any handbill or sign to or upon any
public utility pole, street lamp pole, street sign, traffic sign, tree, fence, hydrant, or stake.
And any handbill or sign found posted upon any public property contrary to the
provisions of this paragraph may be removed by the police department, zoning
administrator or other person designated by the City for that purpose. The person
responsible for such posting shall be liable for the cost incurred in the removal, storage
and/or disposal thereof and the City is authorized to effect the collection of said cost."
Mayor Barratt noted that there had been a problem in a no parking area on the south side of700
North by the LDS Temple that was remedied by a warning form letter placed on the windshield
and sent to violators. He suggested that the address relating to the garage sale signs be sent a
warning letter noting that in the future, citations would be issued. It would be a lot of work for a
period oftime.
Councilman Blake agreed. The cost should be determined and they should be informed of the
cost.
Councilman Cates suggested $25.
Councilman Belmont noted that the cost of advertising in the newspaper was expensive. She did
not what to see the City littered with these types of signs. The sandwich type boards were also a
concern.
Mayor Barratt noted that some time ago they suggested placing a large board in the parking lot to
the north of the Administration Building and allow the placement of the signs there. West
Valley City did not allow any signs.

4

The Council discussed methods of solving this problem including placing a sign that said 'no
signs,' sending out warnings indicating a reasonable fee, and placing an officer at 300 North 100
East on Friday evenings to prevent postings.
The Council also discussed portable, flashing signs, animated signs, temporary banners & grand
openings, and reader board signs.
Councilman Belmont stated that the City seemed to be generating into a trashy area.
Mayor Barratt responded that American Fork was one of the top one hundred cities.
Councilman Blake expressed that the signs were tastefully done out at The Meadows. He noted
that there were some areas in the Ordinance that may need to be changed.
Mayor Barratt thought this was coming from the Beautification Committee. He asked
Councilman Belmont to have the Beautification Committee forward a recommendation. Right
now they would start with the warnings on the yard sale signs.
Mayor Barratt noted that he had a meeting to be to at 5:30p.m.
REPORT FROM HORROCKS ENGINEERING ON THE WATER SUPPLY ANALYSIS
Water Superintendent Steve Parker introduced John E. Scheiss from Horrocks Engineers.
Mr. Scheiss provided a written 2005 Water Supply Analysis. It is included in these minutes as
an ATTACHMENT. He explained that due to a number of factors, the City was to a critical
point. They needed to get either more culinary supply or a secondary system. This summer the
peak daily supply was less than a couple of years ago.

Councilman Cates asked how long the contract was for with Cedar Hills.
Howard Denney noted that it was ongoing. When Lone Peak High School went in, they did not
have enough water. American Fork provided water through Cedar Hills.
Mayor Barratt felt that a time frame should be given to Cedar Hills as to when the contract would
expire.
Councilman Blake asked if they paid a standard rate for the water.
Steve Parker answered that they paid a reduced rate.
Rod Despain added that the contract was done at a time before Cedar Hills had their secondary
irrigation system. One of the reasons why American Fork had not seen any pumping was
because Cedar Hills' system had been functioning. If American Fork did not want to deal with
the responsibility of water for Lone Peak High School, that could be done and he thought that
Cedar Hills would be quite happy to take over that responsibility if American Fork gave them the
sixty acre feet that American Fork got for that. He further explained that 3.67 cfs of water right
that Cedar Hills held was pumped out of American Fork's system and that provided some
5

measure of assistance in terms of meeting American Fork's demands. There were two sides to
the arrangement with Cedar Hills.
Mr. Scheiss recapped that the City needed a little additional culinary supply initially and
culinary/secondary for the future. It would take about two years to construct improvements.
There was enough culinary, if they did not include outdoor watering. He added that the City
could rehab the 600 East well and have it ready for next summer.

Mayor Barratt noted that The Meadows made up for twenty years of normal growth. The City
needed to put in a tank on the west side. American Fork soon needed to annually pay about
$400,000 for the water they were getting from CUP that the City could not yet use. There was
no distribution system for it.
Kevin Bennett commented that the water was owned by the Metropolitan Water District and they
could lease it to other entities.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City needed to have a water tank on the west side of American Fork
and that was one of the reasons why Howard Denney recommended that the City not accept the
grant as it would not allow that to happen.
Howard Denney explained that it would have to be a water tower.
Councilman Belmont thought that the City could not continue to build and build and build with
this situation.
The Council discussed a secondary system and a treatment facility.
Mayor Barratt noted that the water issues needed to be discussed and they needed to have a plan
of attack and decide what was going to be done. There may be an opportunity to get a grant
from CUP in exchange for some rights. Previously, the City was offered $5 million dollars and
the City turned them down. Of all of the cities, American Fork was the only one that turned
them down. There may be a new opportunity but at a reduced amount.
Councilman Blake noted that a few of years ago the Council approved a secondary system.
Mayor Barratt added that they did not approve a way to finance it. That was what they needed to
do. He stated that what they approved, a backbone system, was what the City needed to do.
Water was critical. One could live with burnt lawns but not with parched throats.
Richard Colborn noted that any new development needed to provide well rights or culinary
water, not surface water.
DISCUSSION OF THE USE OF PROPERTY AT 200 SOUTH 200 WEST
Matty Telford owned the property to west of the 200 West roadway, south of200 South, that was
abandoned as a roadway at the time the freeway was constructed. She requested the City deed
that to the adjacent property owner. She had a statement from the neighbor to the east stating
that they had no interest in the property.
6

Councilman Blake thought it made sense to go ahead and do that. It was not being used and
would never be a road.
Councilman LeBaron added that the property was unsightly as well.
Mayor Barratt commented that part ofMs. Telford's purpose was so that she could construct a
home on the property.
Ms. Telford noted that there was a ditch on her property on the east.
Mayor Barratt asked Ms. Telford if she had interest in the property if it did not meet the City
ordinances and she was not able to put a home on it.
Ms. Telford answered that she did.
Mayor Barratt expressed the opinion that the derelict pieces that existed in the community were
weed patches and the City could not take care of them. He recommended that they look at this.
There were some members of staff that were of the opinion that even if the property were sold
off, it would not conform to the City ordinance. Action would still be needed by the Board of
Adjustment.
Matty Telford reported that there were cases that dealt with situations as this. She reported there
were zero rear setbacks and reduced front set backs in the vicinity.
Councilman Belmont asked if there was such a thing as a zero set back.
Rod Despain thought what was being referred to as a zero rear set back was in fact a side
setback.
Mayor Barratt recommended that the staff look at this. There were some other derelict parcels in
the community that other residents had asked about also.
Councilman LeBaron noted there was one at 1120 North 350 West that needed to have
something done.
Councilman Cates asked Ms. Telford how she proposed to solve the irrigation ditch issue.
Ms. Telford responded that she would grant an easement to the irrigation company to pipe the
irrigation to the culvert under the freeway if they would give her the road and the square footage
to meet the 30-inch below frost line to build the footings on the structure.
Rod Despain explained that survey from Judea showed an existing parcel ofland for which the
deepest dimension was 56.58 feet. He and Howard Denney looked at that property and felt that
it went at such an angle that by the time it reached the east side of the road it would be about
ninety feet. The practicality of a building lot would be greatly enhanced if the additional area
was attached. Virtually all of the proposed dwelling was on the land that would come in the
form of a vacation. The request was to proceed with the process of vacating property to the
7

adjacent owners through hearings. Ms. Telford had provided a statement that the owner to the
east who normally would receive half of the property, had no interest. The City was not
obligated to vacate the street. Whether or not the residual parcel would be entitled to a building
permit at 56 feet of maximum depth was in question, but certainly adding this property
potentially made it a useable lot if the Board of Adjustment agreed. The irrigation channels
would need to be solved before the property was deeded away.
Matty Telford stated there were no legal easements attached to her property.
Howard Denney noted that on the City's property, the irrigation easements, gas lines, overhead
power lines would need to be dealt with. This was not the first request for the use of this
property. They had evaluated it previously and because ofthe easements encumbered on the
property, the City chose at that point in time, to keep the property.
Mayor Barratt and Councilman LeBaron exited the meeting.
Ms. Telford stated that there was some recent installation of poles that were not authorized that
caused lines to go over her property.
Richard Colborn asked the width of a typical irrigation easement.
Councilman Cates stated that they were 40 feet.
Councilman Belmont asked if Ms. Telford wanted to buy the property.
Rod Despain stated that it was not a surplus property deal. It was a road vacation.
Councilman Blake thought it ought to be looked at.
Rod Despain explained that it would be a determination by the City that the road would be
vacated and the City did not need it any more. The vacation would include an analysis of all of
the easements that were there. The intent was to put some form of a residential structure on it
and it may well be that because she was the owner of the property on the west, she would have
the most legitimate purpose in asking this as opposed to someone who was not an adjacent
property owner.
ADJOURNMENT
The w~rk session /joufed at 5:34p.m.
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 8-4-05 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 10
Executive Summary
Horrocks Engineers was asked to provide a summary of the City's culinary water supply
situation. The summary will discuss the development of the City's 1998 water master plan,
changes since that master plan, current water supply and storage situation, and project future
water supply and storage requirements. The report will also discuss options for meeting the
future water supply needs of the City .
Major changes in water supply and usage within American Fork City since the last master plan
update in 1998 have put extreme pressure on the City's culinary water system. American Fork
City has now fully utilized its source capacity to supply water to new users and needs to
immediately develop new water supplies to meet the demands of growth .
The City's culinary water storage tank capacity will need to be increased within two years at
current levels of growth .

1998 Culinary Water Master Plan
In 1998 Horrocks Engineers updated the City's water master plan as part of the City's General
Plan Update. Part of that plan was to analyze the current and past water usage and project what
the future water supply needs of the City would be. We analyzed the number of residential,
commercial, institutional, and other water users, compared their past water use, defined an
equivalent residential connection (ERC), projected anticipated growth in these areas and
projected future water use. ERC growth was anticipated to follow the same growth patterns as
the general population.
The 1998 master plan projected that culinary water supplies would be adequate until the year
2020. Recent history has demonstrated this not to be the case. It is generally recommended by
governmental and funding agencies such as the Division of Drinking Water and others, that
master plans be updated every t1ve years to take into account changing conditions. A water
master plan update is well over due for the City considering the signit1cant changes that have
taken place .

Population projections
The City's 1998 General Plan update included population projections that were higher than the
State or MAG projected for the area. As part of the current study, we looked at a couple of other
updated projections for comparison. Figure l shows the 1998 projections compared to the
current MAG projections and a modified "High Growth projection that assumes continued
current growth rates for 10 years then leveling oti to the MAG rates of growth after that. This
graph shows fairly similar rates of population growth through 20 lO. What the population
projections do not take into account is the large commercial growth rates experienced in the City
over the past several years. In addition the City is adding approximately 25 acres of new parks in
2005 that will require irrigation .
These population projections also do not take into account the current annexation petitions to the
City for areas south of I-15. There are several pending one of which is for 600 acres with a ·
potential for 1,800 Homes and 5,500 people. The growth potential may be considerably higher
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than shown in Figure 1 when these annexations are approved .
American Fork Population Projections
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Figure 1 Population projections
Changing Conditions
Since the 1998 master plan update, there have been significant changes in water supply and usage
within the City. Most notable was the advent of drought conditions which led to two aggravating
circumstances. The production capacity of the City's water sources has dropped because of
lowering ground water tables and water use has increased because of limited rainfall and higher
temperatures. In addition, commercial growth in the City has far outpaced projections .
The City's source capacity was estimated to be 17,500 gpm in 1998. This carne from City usage
records, and operator knowledge. The current capacity is estimated to be 14,700 gpm which is
down 17 percent from 1998. Again this is determined from City records and operator
knowledge. Water usage per connection in the years preceding the drought was 1.27 ac-ft per
year compared to 1.56 ac-ft during the drought years. This was a 23 percent increase in water
usage. Some of this increase is due to high users connecting to the system and some is because
of drought conditions. Water usage per typical home increased only modestly over this time
period.
Un-metered water usage prior to 1998 was estimated to be around 10 percent of total water
usage, based on historical water use records and it was projected to remain around 10 percent
through the planning period. Since 1998, un-metered water use has jumped to an average of 25
percent of total water usage.
Commercial connection growth in 1998 was projected to· follow the overall population gr~~th
patterns with an increase of 15 percent from 1998 to 2003. Actual commercial connection
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 8-4-05 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 4 OF 10
growth between 1998 and 2003 was 24 percent while water use per average commercial
connection increased 10 percent.
American Fork City currently has a contract to supply Cedar Hills City 1,200 gpm of culinary
water whenever it is needed. This is approximately 8 percent of the City's culinary water
capacity. The 1998 water master plan noted this contract but did not include it in the long term
supply projections because the contract was to be short term in nature and it was anticipated that
Cedar Hills would not need the water after a few years. There was also plenty of capacity at the
time as well. It now becomes a bigger issue because water supplies are short and the contract
remains in effect. Cedar Hills has not utilized a significant amount of water from the contract for
the past two years since the construction of their secondary water system. They only utilize
enough water to supply the Lone Peak High 5chool and other American Fork connections within
Cedar Hills. It is unknown how long Cedar Hills City will need the contract to remain in effect.
During peak usage, American Fork City can no longer supply Cedar Hills with 1,200 gpm, as per
the contract, and still meet the needs of it own current residents .
Another change from the 1998 plan was the assumption that the City would be able to obtain
treated water from CUP's Alpine aqueduct near the tank farm. That option is no longer available
and the master plan needs to be updated to identify where new water sources would be located
and what mainline improvements are needed to deliver the water.

Water Usage Projections
Water usage projections are based upon the population projections, past history of water usage,
and Division of Drinking Water rules and regulations. The following rule describes the legal
requirements the City is obligated to meet pertaining to water supply to its users .
"R309-510-7. Source Sizing.
(1) Peak Day Demand and Average Yearly Demand.
Sources shall legally and physically meet water demands under two separate
conditions. First, they shall meet the anticipated water demand on the day of
highest water consumption. This is referred to as the peak day demand. Second,
they shall also be able to provide one year's supply of water, the average yearly
demand."

In the absence of firm data, i.e. detailed daily usage measurements during the peak usage period,
the City must have approximately 800 gallons per day (gpd) capacity per equivalent residential
connection (ERC) for indoor use and 3.39 gallons per minute (gpm) capacity per acre of outdoor
irrigation. The City does not have adequate data to determine their legal obligation from usage
alone. Therefore an estimate of the number of ERC' s and irrigated acres served by the City has
been made.
The number and type of connections and their corresponding yearly usage was analyzed to
determine ERC's. Through this analysis it was determined that the average residential
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connection utilized 0.78 ac-ft per year during 2003. All other connections were assigned an ERC
value based on how much water they used compared to a typical residential connection. For
example, an average commercial connection used 4.4 ac-ft and was assigned an ERC value of
5.61 because they used 5.61 times the amount of water as a typical residential user.
An estimate of the number of irrigated acres served by the City was made by determining the
winter usage of a typical residential user, assume the same amount water was used indoor during
the summer and subtract indoor usage from the total usage to determine outdoor usage. Given
the State requirement of an acre of ground utilizing 3.39 gpm of water per acre it was then back
calculated that a typical ERC irrigated 0.25 acres of ground. This is reasonable considering
current zoning and landuse within the City. It is also consistent with surrounding communities
and their water usage patterns .
Figure 2 show water usage projections for American Fork City over the next 25 years compared
to the available supply. This graph does not include Cedar Hills usage or projections. The top
two lines show the required water supply projections using the current MAG projections and
modified "High Growth" projections. The available supply line shows how much water the City
can currently supply. Supply requirements outpace available supply in 2004. The green line
shows the City's estimated peak day usage based on City water records. This graph only shows
American Fork's usage projections and does not include water supplied to Cedar Hills. The
bottom two lines show the 1998 water usage projections and indoor usage projections. The
indoor usage line is included to illustrate the difference between indoor and outdoor water usage .
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Figure 2 Usage Projections Without Cedar Hills Contract
Water use in 2004 dropped mostly because of favorable weather patterns. This figure shows the
City is borderline on being able to meet its legal water supply requirements for 2005. The ·
situation becomes worse as the years progress. Given the right combination of weather and
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usage, the City should have enough supply to meet demand this year and for a couple of years to
come. Conversely, the City could be forced to ration water and or put restrictions on growth if
weather and usage patterns reflect the years 2002 and 2003. The same situation could occur if
one or more of the City's sources were to fail or be out of service for an extended period of time .
The need for new water supplies is critical and immediate to maintain current levels of service
and continue to meet the demands of growth. It is not prudent to depend on favorable weather
patterns to put off developing new water supplies .
Figure 3 shows that the contract with Cedar Hills only makes the water supply situation worse
because they could demand 1,200 gpm at any time and the City may not be able to supply it
while meeting the demand of their own users without new sources of supply. The lines within
the graph are similar to Figure 2 but include usage and projections ( 1,200 gpm demand) for
Cedar Hills. The City ran out of capacity to serve Cedar Hills in 2002 during the peak drought
usage .
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Figure 3 Usage Projections with Cedar Hills Contract

Water Storage analysis
Along with an analysis of the City's source capacity, the City's Storage capacity was also
analyzed to determine when the City may need to increase its capacity. Figure 4 shows the
current and projected storage situation for American Fork City. The storage situation has also
changed from the 1998 master plan in that the major growth and usage changes have accelerated
the need for storage capacity as well. The graph shows four lines the bottom of which is the
1998 projections for water storage. The middle line shows the current storage capacity of
14,500,000 gallons of storage. The jump in 2000 represents the construction of the 4.5 million
gallon tank at the Tank Farm. The top two lines show the projected storage needs based onMAG's population projections and simulated high growth projections. American Fork City will
need new storage capacity within two years at current levels of growth. If planning begins now,
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it will take approximately two years to complete a new storage tank .
---········-
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Figure 4 Water Storage Projections
Current cost to constmct a five million gallon culinary storage reservoir will range between $1.5
and $2 million. This does not include the transmission lines required to deliver the stored water
to the users. The capacity of the City's transmission lines between the existing tanks and the
distribution system are nearing their limits. It_is recommend that the City's master plan be
updated to determine what if any excess capacity may exist in these lines. The master plan did
identify these lines as needing to be upgraded to meet the demands of growth in the future. With
the major changes since the master plan update, it is unclear at what capacity they are currently
operating .

Water Supply Options
There are several water supply option available to the City. They are discussed in the following
sections including costs, time to implement, long term viability, and other factors .
No Action
The first option for water supply is to do nothing and leave the water supply system as is .
According to Division of Drinking Water mles and regulations, the City is currently out
of available water supply to meet the needs of future growth. The City would need to cap
its population and water use at current levels in order to stay compliant with State
regulations. The City can only meet the needs of its current residents during times of
high usage similar to 2002 when temperatures rose to 107 degrees for several days and if
all sources were operating. They would not be able to supply water to Cedar Hills or
have a well go down under those same circumstances and still meet the needs of its own
residences .
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Conservation
Water conservation is the first option that should be addressed when considering
future water supplies. Water in Utah is a scarce resource and will become harder
to find and develop for culinary use in the future. There are already difficulties
developing culinary water sources and it will only get more difficult in the future .
Water conservation will extend current supplies to more people and postpone
development of new sources of water. Initial water conservation measures will
offer the most benefit for the least cost. Additional water conservation measures
will become more and more costly. The City should include meaningful
conservation measures in any water supply planning .
The City has taken steps in the past few years to improve water usage in its parks
and other open space. Total water usage in 2003 for the City's un-metered
connection was approximately 25 percent of the total usage or approximately
3,675 gpm. It is estimated that the conservation efforts have saved up to 20
percent of this water and made it available to other users. This amounts to 730
gpm or about one years worth of growth. If the City were to consistently meet a
goal of 10 percent overall water conservation, the effect would be to extend the
City's current water supply to cover two years worth of growth. Figure 5 shows
the results if 10 percent conservation were achieved .
Conservation efforts alone will not meet the City's long term water supply needs.
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Figure 5 Usage Projections With 10% Conservation
Drilling Wells
The next option for additional culinary water supplies is to drill wells. The City currently
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has 6 operating wells for a total of 13,500 gpm of supply. To meet the projected 25 year
demand the City would need at least twice that amount. The ability to find and develop
twice as many wells of similar capacity within the City limits is questionable. The City
will probably not be able to meet its long term water supply needs through well
development alone .
There are a couple of well options that could serve the immediate needs of the City. The
City's 6th East Well has been inactive for some time due to some sanding problems and
because of limited capacity. This well could be rehabilitated and put back into service
relatively quickly. It is estimated to have a capacity of 700 gpm which would meet the
needs of growth for approximately one year. This well has the advantage of being a
previously approved source for the Ci-ty and its source protection plan has been updated
and approved. It would take between six months and one year to refurbish and return to
service at a cost of between $50,000 and $300,000 depending on if the wellhouse is
reconstructed or not.
The 6th East Well could be re-drilled to increase the capacity and eliminate sanding.
problems. It would still be considered an existing water source and greatly reduce the
time and money spent on Division of Drinking Water approvals. The current capacity
could possibly be doubled or tripled at a cost of $0.8 to $1.0 million. It would take
approximately 1.5 years to bring this well on line. Additional water line improvements
may be needed to deliver this additional water to the users and the tanks. It may be
possible to spend a minimal amount of money to get the old 6th East Well on line while
drilling this new well if time becomes critical.
The City purchased the Warnick Well outside of City limits a few years ago for
conversion to a culinary water source. The capacity of this well is approximately 1,400
gpm and would meet the needs of growth for about two years. This option is currently
difficult if not impossible because of source protection concerns. It is located near a
cattle feeding operation and may not be approved as a drinking water source until the
operation is discontinued. It would take approximately 1.5 years to obtain approvals,
refurbish the well and bring it on line at a cost of $400,000 to $500,000. It may be
necessary to re-drill this well at a cost of around a $1.0 million over a two year time
frame. Additional water line improvements may be needed to deliver this water to the
users and the tanks .
There is another existing well within the City limits that could be converted to a culinary
water supply well. Its capacity is estimated to be similar to the City's large producers and
could supply 4 to 5 years of growth. It is not considered an existing culinary water supply
source and would need to be evaluated, refurbished and equipped to convert it to a
culinary supply. A source protection plan would need to be developed but should be
approved with the adoption of a drinking water source protection ordinance within City
limits. This option is estimated to take 1.5 years to implement at a cost qf $400,000 to
$500,000. Additional water line improvements may be needed to deliver this waterct6 the
users and the tanks. ·
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Other new wells within the City would take a minimum of two years to complete at costs
ranging from $1.0 to $2.0 million. Additional water line improvements may be needed to
deliver this water to the users and the tanks.

Secondary Irrigation
The third option for the City's water supply is the construction of a secondary irrigation
system. If the City continues with its plan to develop a secondary irrigation system, the
long term need for new culinary water supplies and storage tanks could potentially be
eliminated. The existing culinary water sources will supply the indoor water needs of the
City for many years to come. All of the previous figures in this summary show the indoor
water usage projections compared to supply and the need will not out pace supply for
well over 25 years.
It will take a minimum of two years to design and construct a secondary irrigation system
for the City. Costs are not provided in this summary but they have been identified in
several studies performed for the City on the feasibility of a secondary irrigation system.
It is estimated that the City is or will be out of culinary water supplies before any
secondary system can be constructed. Therefore it is necessary to develop additional
culinary supplies immediately.

Water Treatment
The forth option for water supply is to construct a water treatment plant to treat the City's
CUP water and surface irrigation rights from American Fork River. A water treatment
plant could be built in phases to supply the necessary water now and upgraded as the need
increases. In the next ten years it is estimated that an additional 10,000 gpm of supply
capacity will be needed to meet demand. It is estimated to cost between $10 and $12
million to construct a treatment plant with a capacity of 10,000 gpm. Planning, design
and construction could take three to four years or more to bring a treatment plan on line.
Additional water line improvements may be needed to deliver this water to the users and
tanks.

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 4, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 4, 2005, in the Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at
4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Discussion of items for the upcoming August 9, 2005, City Council meeting.
Discussion of signs.
Report from Horrocks Engineering on the water supply analysis.
Discussion ofthe use of property at 200 South 200 West
Adjournment.

Date~is 2~~ orr2005
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 9, 2005
ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING OF SURPLUS PROPERTY

The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 9, 2005, in the American
Fork Library commencing at 7:25p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilman
Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn,
Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Doug Bateman, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Dale Gunther, Phyllis Crookston, Heber Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Skip Livingston, and 27
citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
declaring of surplus property. He noted that there were a couple of Harley Davidsons, other
vehicles, some office furniture, and items from Broadband.
Councilman Blake asked if these items were going to be placed on eBay.
Mayor Barratt responded that it had not been determined. Sometimes they had a sale at the
public works building.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:29p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on August 9, 2005, in the American
Fork Library, commencing at 7:32p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilman
Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn,
Howard Denney, Kevin Bennett, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Doug Bateman, Kristi Gonzales,
Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Dale Gunther, Phyllis Crookston, Heber Thompson, Mr. & Mrs. Skip
Livingston, Eric Morris, Heidi Rodeback, George E. Brown Jr., Jess Green, and 29 citizens.
Scout Zack Adams from Troop 859, led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and
Councilman Cates offered a prayer.
Mayor Barratt explained that they would be meeting in the Library for the foreseeable future due
to the remodel of City Hall and the construction of a facility for the arts and an assembly room.
Mayor Barratt noted that the item on the approval of a contract with Ellsworth Paulsen had been
deleted from the agenda.
PRESENTATION OF HERO AWARDS
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Mayor Barratt reported that on March 9, 2005, Mr. Bangriefwas at the American Fork Fitness
Center Pool and suffered a seizure. An alert guard, Jeremy Gonzales, along with staff provided
the necessary assistance until Emergency Medical Services arrived. Mayor Barratt presented the
Hero Award to Jeremy Gonzales, Shay Kemsley, Megan Bell, and Meghan Shane. Swim Pool
Director Kristi Gonzales accepted on behalf of the four. There was general applause.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Joann Nell stated that she had written a letter to Mayor Barratt and asked if there was anything
the City could do to clean up its property behind her house. Mayor Barratt noted that he was up
there before this meeting and he would address the situation with staff at their next meeting.
JaNeane Jacob read from a prepared statement. It is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 1. She asked Mayor Barratt if he agreed with Chief Fox that the public
deserved no less than the investigation that he pledged in the beginning of the article.
Mayor Barratt responded that he believed there were things that needed to be done. He preferred
to call them a review of the department. There were things that he was doing currently and
would continue to do, but he was not at this time prepared to disclose anything. As far as a
police investigation, that was not taking place. As the ChiefExecutive Officer, and as he had
explained in prior meetings, he had the right and by State Statute, he was the ChiefExecutive
Officer of the community and he was over the Police Department and the Police Chief answered
to him. He had chosen at this time to go in a different direction. With the retirement of the
current chief, they were in the process of hiring a new chief and Mayor Barratt wanted him to be
involved in whatever took place.
Ms. Jacob noted that Mayor Barratt had pledged an investigation and asked if that meant
anything to him.
Mayor Barratt answered that it did. He had the right to change his mind to do what he
considered to be the right thing since he was the duly elected Mayor of American Fork City.
JaNeane Jacob asked Councilman Cates the issue he was referring to in the adjournment portion
of the June 28, 2005, City Council meeting.
Councilman Cates responded that he felt that there were some answers that needed to be given,
but not in detail, because that would be a violation individuals' rights. It was certainly within the
realm of their responsibility to hopefully satisfy .questions that she might have. That was the
total context of it.
Ms. Jacob asked about what he meant.
Councilman Cates answered that he had hoped that what was said would be able to satisfy Ms.
Jacob's questions on that. As far as going into details, he agreed with the Mayor, that there were
things that they could not discuss.
JaNeane Jacob asked Mayor Barratt if the Council had come out with a uniform statement.
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Mayor Barratt responded that as far as he knew they had not. They had not publicly come out
with a uniform statement and he did not know if that was something the Council was going to do
or not.
Former Mayor Jess Green stated that he was impressed Friday as he attended the reception for
Chief Fox as he retired and he thought it was very appropriate that they gave him a significant
gift. He was a little concerned that he didn't see any of the council people there during that
presentation. He asked to read something into the minutes. The written page is provided as
ATTACHMENT 2 and his verbatim was as follows:
"Friday Chief Terry Fox retired from being Police Chief. For about seven years Chief
Fox has done an excellent job and he had been a credit to the City. Fox's appointment
began seven years ago during a Barratt investigation of complaints against police and has
ended during a second Barratt investigation of complaints against police. Some of the
current complaints, according to Mayor Barratt, were a revival of some of the very
serious unresolved complaints from seven years ago. Chief Fox has had to work with a
Department in turmoil, as you all were aware. He has done very well in policing the
City, establishing county-wide cooperation practices and keeping his Department within
the bounds of the City Ordinances in relation to the elected officials including Mayor
Barratt, his statutory boss and chief law enforcement officer ofthe City, by statute. Fox,
as Chief: ran things by the book it appears. Fox and I didn't always see eye to eye, but
that aside I found him intelligent, highly-trained, an excellent planner, including planning
for police presence at large events, and a good administrator. I appreciate the general
peace in the community under Fox and the peace in the Council meetings I've attended
especially during the current investigation having no glaring uniformed officers lining
both sides of the stairs leading to the Council Chambers. No packing the Council
Chambers with police. No nationwide media blitz against Mayor Barratt for doing this
second important investigation. By contrast, only Chief Fox or his representative
attended Council meetings as clearly specified by police policies and procedures. Chief
Fox has respected the law and citizens of American Fork and he deserves the Council's
appreciation and a further career in higher law enforcement. I think you will miss that
kind of Chief that will respect the officials and stay in perspective and within the law. I
respect him for that and I hope you do to."
Charlie Smith expressed that he was a spokesman for about 20 individuals that lived in the
Mountain Meadows Subdivision at about 480 South 325 West. He thanked Councilman Cates
for taking care ofhis family's property that was in the area. Mr. Smith explained that they had
three homes with flooded basements starting in May. On July 29th they added irrigation to it and
got another four homes. They were not sure it was due to irrigation waters. It was disappointing
to the homeowners because their homes were being devalued. He personally did not have a
basement but he had a lot of friends that did and they wanted to move. It was very heart
wrenching for them to have to go through this. They were concerned about solving the problem.
He continued that the retention pond had been full since early spring. They believe that there
was a problem with the French drains. There was dangerous pond issue in the park. There were
mosquitoes, the overflow drainpipe was too small and inlet pipe was big enough for a child to
crawl up and it was a dangerous hazard. Kids were also swimming in the pond.
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Mr. Smith noted that Doug Bateman came out and dug a trench that helped to drain the pond and
now that was a hazard. The neighbors had some issues with the Public Works Department. The
pond had been filling for well over two years. They had called at various times and were told it
was irrigation water. Now it was a real serious situation. The entry pipe hazard had been known
for two years. He had personally gone and talked with them a couple of times and they said they
would give them a grate to cover the inlet but nothing was done. As a neighborhood they
perceive that the leadership had bee11 unresponsive and condescending. It was a frustration. One
on one, they were getting shoved to the side. It took a special lady who was very abusive on the
phone to finally get some activity going. He did acknowledge that some lower staff member had
come down and gone out of his way and put in a lot of time communicating with them, which
was very important to them.

Mr. Smith reported that the neighbors were asking that a taskforce be put together, with some
oversight from the City Council, to hold someone accountable to make sure it got done. They
wanted the pond moved out of that park. It was an attractive hazard to their children and they
needed to finish the park according to the plan. The neighborhood would like to participate quite
heavily. They had some experience within the group.
Mr. Smith continued that they would like a formal review of the Public Works problem
resolution protocols. They would like to see how it could be done better and communication
back so people could remain informed.

Charlie Smith noted that on some of the playground equipment that was installed the bars on one
of the lands were spaced to far apart or were too high. He concluded by stating that he had been
in the neighborhood for ten years and he appreciated the City Council and asked for their
support.
Mayor Barratt asked Public Works Director Howard Denney for his comments.
Howard Denney reported one of the positive things that the City had done was to hire Doug
Bateman to oversee storm water. The pond has been breached and there was no water except for
a little water in the gravel. There was a significant flow going into the pond area and he believed
that part of it was from homes being pumped into it. The drain was free flowing. The problem
with the drain when it was installed, was that it was one and a quarter feet below the outlet so the
pipe was always full of water. He was going to investigate going down further so it would
gravity flow out of the pipe. He was going to request for local engineers to design and try to
drain it.
Councilman Blake had looked at the area. The trench that was dug was not safe. He
remembered when the development came to the Council. The engineering firm that designed it
should be approached and asked why it wasn't working.
Howard Denney reported that engineering firm showed up on Friday.
Doug Bateman noted that he talked with the developer that put the drain in and it was to be
twenty to thirty feet longer than what was actually installed and when he put it in he covered up
4

the daylight opening to where it was not free flowing. Once they unplugged it, within a day the
first home was dry and then the next one up dried.
Howard Denney stated that Daley was the engineer and there were some amendments to Steve
Sowby's plan.
Councilman Blake asked if the pond should have been fenced.
Mayor Barratt commented that it was supposed to be just a detention pond, but it hasn't worked
that way.
A gentleman that was the furthest away commented that if he had not pumped, it would have
been knee deep. It had only dropped a couple of inches.
Tanya Shaw supposed Skip Dunn had done all of the work down there. On the map it showed it
ended in front ofher house and that made no sense.
A man noted that the trench as a danger and if a child fell in he could not get out
Councilman LeBaron expressed that it was a major concern and asked that this be put on the next
agenda.
Councilman Cates commented that he was totally opposed to the retention pond idea. There
were too many problems. It did not help the mosquito problem in the area. Water levels were
starting to come back up. He was also concerned about the park and play ground equipment and
what seemed to be the improper spacing of the safety bars.
Howard Denney would refer the manner to the contractor, Allstate.
Mayor Barratt felt it was an omission. Heidi Rodeback and Councilman Belmont along with
Mayor Barratt would be meeting with the parks committee and they would review it. He asked
Ms. Rodeback if she would check in the other parks to see if they had the same situation and
report back. The City paid for safe playground equipment The pone issue would be discussed
at the next Council meeting. He asked Councilman Cates to coordinate with staff and the
neighborhood.
Mr. Smith asked if there was still a bond in place from the developer.
Mr. Denney thought that it had been released.
Marsha Livingston asked if the developer shouldn't still be responsible to fix the problem.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City would contact the developer.
A lady noted that her side of the street flooded when the farmer irrigated.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would talk to the irrigation water master.
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Councilman Cates noted that was a private ditch and that ground had been farmed for over 70
years. The improper drainage system within the development was not handling it.
Councilman Belmont noted that she was on the Planning Commission when this subdivision
came in and they went around and around with Reed Bromley when he was developing the
property over the worry of the water. There were to be no basements. Why were there
basements? It was a surprise to her.
Mayor Barratt asked about the basements.
Howard Denney provided a copy of the plat to the Mayor.
Mayor Barratt read from the plat:
"Purchasers ofthese lots are to be aware they are responsible to determine soil and
subsurface conditions as they affect building on their individual lots, and the same are
solely responsible to provide adequate measures to remedy any conditions which are
discovered such as groundwater, unacceptable soils and liquefiable soils for proper
structural stability."
Mayor Barratt noted that this should have been disclosed to the buyers.
Charlie Smith noted that the water turns were coming up and it needed to be addressed
immediately.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont reported that the four historic sites had been accepted to the State Historic
Sites List.
Councilman Blake commented with respect to ChiefFox he expressed his appreciation to him
and apologized for not being to his retirement event. He felt the comments made were
appropriate. He would have liked to have been there. ChiefFox served for seven very
challenging years. He commented that as Mayor Barratt expressed tonight, that he was
responsible for that area as the ChiefExecutive Officer, and he saw that the Mayor was taking on
that responsibility and the key issue was to take on the personnel search and to hire a new chief
and that was his priority and that was the best thing he could do right now. ChiefFox had
provided wonderful faithful service. From what he had seen the group was working together and
it was time to move forward. They were good people. It was a difficult and challenging job to
be a police officer. He expressed that one of his concerns was that the city's pay scale was not in
line with neighboring communities with regard to the police department and also inspectors.
Councilman Blake expressed the concern of increasing financial pressures. In the big picture
possibly part of it was the major development that occurred fairly quickly with The Meadows.
They were all aware that that was a major business and retail development. The nature of the
funding of that, was that the funding that came from City increased the financial pressure. An
added thing with that was that there were many more police incidents in that area with accidents,
shoplifting, etc. Placement of a police substation there had been talked about. Another related
6

point of the financial pressure was that several years ago, the City sold the old American Fork
hospital building and there was about $1.5 million that went into the reserves that had been used
in the last several years in a reserve capacity. As he looked at it, the reserves from the last fiscal
year had basically been used. There was a prudent level of reserves that ought to be there to
protect the City's bond rating. He referred to the issue on the south of the community that was
discussed earlier and that would require some funding. There was the situation with the Hunter
Park that had been controversial and the City was going to fund $400,000 to pay for land that
would become parkland and to pay for the City's responsibility for the road. The cemetery
currently had a moratorium and they needed $200,000 there. He noted that in general, the
revenue that came into the City was used for operations. The City did not have a structure to
build up reserves. They used some of the reserves for a $200,000 flusher truck. With regard to
Broadband, expenses ought to be brought into line with revenues. They had some excess fibers
that could bring in $1 million to $2 million. There were a lot of issues before them.
Councilman Blake announced that it helped to know those who were running for office. The
filing deadline was on August 15, 2005 at 5:00p.m. There were positions open including
Mayor. Councilman Blake stated that he had served for two terms and he was not planning on
running again for office. He was making that announcement so people would know a head of
time before this coming Monday. He encouraged wide involvement. The pressures continue to
mount. On the water system, they needed to do a secondary system or a water treatment plant.
That was probably $25 million to $30 million. If the City kept sufficient reserves, they could
have bonding capacity to do it. There were some key issues that were approaching and he would
continue to serve through this term to do all he could to strive for some of the balance that he
was hoping they could have in the community. He appreciated the opportunity to participate in
the democratic process.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Cemetery Historical Pageant was outstanding.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he appreciated Councilman Blake's service and technical
expertise that he had. He shared the same concerns that Councilman Blake expressed.
Councilman Cates reported appreciation for the upcoming work sessions and noted that the
Cemetery presentations were very well attended. He appreciated Howard Denney's work and
expressed that they needed the trenches on the south closed up as soon as possible.
Bill Jacob asked Councilman Blake if it was true that the Broadband was underwater right now.
Councilman Blake responded that the numbers were reported as ofthe end of June and he did not
think anything had changed since the end of June.
Bill Jacob commented that it was still underwater and suggested that they close it out. It was the
first time he had heard him allude that it was time to do something about it.
Councilman Blake answered that he did. The Administration had made some adjustment in
expenses and he thought it prudent in continuing in getting it operationally in balance and that it
could be done fairly quickly. Selling of some of the surplus could also be done quickly that
would bring in both operation revenue and some capital revenue. He noted an excellent book by
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Thomas Freedman, The World is Flat, was one of the best descriptions of the technology history
ofwhat was happening worldwide and what was happening with fiber.
Phyllis Crookston asked and reminded the Council that every time there was an election they
heard about the employees needing more money. She was not arguing that, but asked the
Council to bear in mind that there were retired people who did not have the option of getting any
more money and yet every year somebody wants more and more and more of it. She asked ifthe
Council wanted the older people to stay around or get out.
Mayor Barratt responded that it needed to be understood that the City spent thousands of dollars
training an employee and then have them leave and go to a sister City. They were trying to stop
individuals that the City has trained and paid for training, from leaving American Fork to go to
another community.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt asked Howard Denney to address the Boat Harbor and 300 West Street.
Boat Harbor. Howard Denney reported that the river level had dropped. The County would be
working on getting the road fixed at the entrance to the Boat Harbor. They were going through
the process to get the permits necessary. The County was also working on the repair of the
bridge at Sam White Lane.
300 West Bridge under I-15. The 300 West Street under pass was now closed and the 100 East
underpass was open. Howard Denney expressed the concern that there was not adequate notice
ofthe closing of300 West. The contractor, Wadsworth Brothers, responded that UDOT was
handling the notification. He was not aware of any continuing dialogue with the Council. The
road would be closed for approximately fifty days.
Mayor Barratt noted that UDOT was not doing a traffic count on 300 West because the count
would not be a true reflection of the traffic.
Councilman LeBaron noted that former Mayor Jess Green mentioned about Chief Fox. He
publicly indicated his feelings about ChiefFox and he agreed with what Jess Green wrote.
Mayor Barratt announced that at the Rotary Park on August 11 from 10:00 am to 2:00p.m., Utah
Power would be conducting a Safety and Health Awareness Carnival. All were invited to attend.
Mayor Barratt noted that there was an election this year and it was important that the City get a
whole slate of candidates. There were three Council positions and the Mayor. Mayor Barratt
announced that he was not running. After serving eight years as Mayor and four years as a
member of the Council back in the 1980's, it was time for Ted Barratt to have some time with his
wife. It had been a great opportunity. It can be frustrating as there was only so much money in
the budget and priorities needed to be determined.
Mayor Barratt continued that there was a two-year seat, the remainder ofTom Hunter's term,
two four-year seats, and the Mayor. There was until Monday, August 15, 2005, at 5:00 p.m. to
sign up. There were some downsides, but there were so many things that were good about it.
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The City had great employees and it was an enjoyable thing to be a part of solutions. Sometimes
at the meetings they focus on problems but there were hundreds of things that took place
everyday in the community that were good things. He encouraged those that had a desire to be a
part of the democratic process.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON RESOLUTIONS DECLARING CERTAIN ITEMS TO BE
SURPLUS

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-08-37R declaring certain items to be
surplus. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION WITH LARRY MOORE REPRESENTING WELLS FARGO BANK AND
ACTION ON THE TEMPLE MEADOWS BOND
Larry Moore representing Wells Fargo Bank recapped the Temple Meadows Bond. In July
1999, First Security Bank issued a couple of Set-Aside or Bonding Letters where they agreed to
hold approximately $244,000 as a bond for completion of, what it said in the bond letter, street
improvements in the Temple Meadows Subdivision. It was American Fork City's position that
there should still be about $73,250 in those accounts. In fact there was about $32,570 in the
account. He expressed that he did not know the reason for the discrepancy and no one associated
with Wells Fargo Bank, which acquired First Security Bank, could explain the reason for the
discrepancy. The Set-Aside letters were signed by the Manager of the 800 North, Orem Branch
at the time. He was no longer with the bank. Mr. Moore had not spoken with him, but some
Wells Fargo people had contacted him and he did not know the reason for the discrepancy.
Mr. Moore continued that the difference between $73,250 and $32,570 seemed like a lot, about
$41,000. It was really not as big as that. About $21,500 ofthat represented retention money for
work that the City acknowledged was completed in November 1999, and with a two-year
warranty period running out in 2001, none of that retention money could be drawn. That
$21,500 had to be taken off Another $5,750 represented money allocated for work that has been
done for more than two years and there would not be any basis for calling on that money for that
work After taking out those amounts, they were really only talking about a discrepancy of
$14,000.
Mr. Moore explained that he had made an offer to the City through City Attorney Kevin Bennett
that Wells Fargo just tum over all the money in the account to the City and resolve and release
each other. Why should the City do it? The best case to do it, he explained, was that ifthey
didn't, the City would make a claim for the $14,000 and it might be awarded and the cost of
attorney fees and other costs. The worse case was that if it was not resolved by negotiation, a
judge reading those bonds that say that they were for street improvements, may not interpret it to
be for landscaping. He understood from Mr. Bennett that most of the uncompleted work
pertained to landscaping. He asked if there were questions.

Councilman LeBaron asked if normal auditing procedures would pick that up.
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Larry Moore responded that he was not sure that the account was every fully funded with the
dollar amount that the City anticipated would be there. Part of the problem was transition issues
with Wells Fargo taking over First Security and a lot of change over in employees. He expressed
that the $14,000 was not really that much of a difference because much of it was retention money
for a warranty period that long expired and couldn't be withdrawn anyway. Another portion was
work that was done more than two years ago and was apparently completed satisfactorily as
there were no warranty claims made. It was Wells Fargo's opinion and the way Surety Bonds
worked, it was not just a fund to be used for whatever someone thought it ought to be used for, it
was for specific items. The letter just said it was for street improvements. He felt it would take
quite a bit of a stretch to include landscaping into street improvements.
Councilman Blake felt it was very peculiar. There was a discrepancy between what was thought
to be there and what was there. When it was put in place, the bank should have record of what
was deposited. It was being said that some of the discrepancy was being tied to the merger.
Mr. Moore stated that he did not know that there was anyone that could say that the bond amount
was fully funded, ever, with cash money to the extent anticipated by the City or referenced in the
letters.

Councilman Blake asked why the bank would not step up and make up the difference and pay
$46,000.
Mr. Moore responded that money had to be used for some specific purpose. The only thing First
Security signed was for street improvements and all street improvements as they would normally
consider had been done.

Councilman Blake thought they seemed to be technicalities in the language. Wells Fargo was a
fiscal financial institution and there was money provided in trust and now it could not be
explained why it was not there.
Mr. Moore responded that there was a real possibility that because the way it was worded, they
did not have any responsibility at all.

Councilman Blake asked why the bank was not willing to pay anything to resolve the situation,
that was already the City's.
Mr. Moore stated that Temple Meadows was foreclosed on, at least a substantial number of lots.
There was a loss into the six figures on the subdivision. That did not mean that the bank was
excused from somehow honoring a written agreement. The written agreement made said that the
bond was for street improvements. The street improvements were long since done. There was a
question if it could be collected in a dispute forum, even the $32,000. There was nothing ever
signed by the bank that included landscaping no matter what happened to the developer.

Larry Moore stated that the offer being made was for $32,570 that was in the interest bearing
account, so it changed from time to time.
Councilman Blake asked who owned the real funds in the real account.
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Mr. Moore responded that they were in a bank account and in some point it was in the name of
Royce Worthington who was the developer. The bank account was subject to a pledge. So if the
developer did everything he was supposed to do, which he didn't, the bank had a lean on those
funds and they would have gone back to the back to satisfy part of the loan.

Councilman Blake asked why the City couldn't draw out the funds right now.
Larry Moore answered that the City could send Wells Fargo a letter that said that the City
wanted those funds. What might happen was that a letter would be sent back that said that the
bond money was for street improvements and the street improvements were completed
November 30, 1999, and so the warranty period was up. In fairness to the City Engineering
Department in this process, as funds were released, there were line item budgets that went back
and forth and the City would take the position that whatever the Set-Aside letter said, in fairness,
you have to supplement it with the line item budgets that were traded back and forth and you
have to read that into street improvements. It was tough in a surety situation to do that. To be
held liable as a surety something had to be signed in writing and be specific.
Councilman LeBaron felt it was a reasonable offer. It was not the most optimal.
Councilman Blake recalled a couple of years ago that there was a letter and some controversy
over some release of funds.
Kevin Bennett responded that the issue was that the City had authorized the release of $9600 but
the City never knew if it was released to Mr. Henage.
Councilman Blake felt that it was time to move ahead.
Mayor Barratt concurred and felt they needed to move ahead. The homeowners have asked that
it be resolved. The other choice was to litigate it.
Eric Morris represented the homeowners and in general agreed that they were ready to move on
and he recommended to go ahead with the offer.
Tom Mackey appreciated Mr. Moore bringing this forward. He had looked at the materials
referred to for three years. He asked if the interest amount would be turned over also.
Mr. Moore responded that it would be.
Councilman LeBaron asked where the money would go.
Kevin Bennett answered that it would go to the City and then the City would bid the work
outstanding from there.
Mayor Barratt added that the developer had put in more than the $50,000 that he had pledged.
Devin MacDonald hoped the Homeowners Association would have input.
Councilman Blake moved to accept the amount offered of $32,570 and the accrued interest.
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Mr. Moore thought that a check could be had by Friday or Monday.

Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt noted that Barbara Christiansen had surgery this morning and asked for prayers in
her behalf.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action the North Court Plat B Subdivision consisting of3 twin home lots at 62
West 450 North Circle
Kevin Bennett stated that there needed to be on the plat a place for signatures of the water
and sewer departments ofthe City.
Councilman Blake noted that this was under the standard subdivision requirements and not
under the new Cottage provisions.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the final plat of North Court Subdivision
Plat B, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications, and
authorize the City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the County Recorder
upon completion of the following conditions: l) Receipt of a letter from the American
Fork Irrigation Company regarding the company ditch located at the north east
boundary of the subdivision; 2) Resolution of the description gaps with adjacent
parcels as approved by the City Engineer; 3) Actual conveyance of the water rights; 4)
Posting of a bond to ensure the construction of the required improvements and
payment of fees, if any; and 5) The inclusion of a sewer and water statement note
along with the sign-offs. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat of the Ellen Subdivision Plat A consisting of one lot
at 498 North 900 East

Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat of the Ellen Subdivision Plat A,
to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications, and
authorize the City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the County Recorder
subject to the posting of a bond to ensure construction of the required
improvements and the payment of fees, if any. Councilman LeBaron seconded the
motion with the inclusion of a sewer and water statement note along with the signoffs. Councilman Blake agreed to the addition.
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City Recorder Richard Colborn commented that the utility sign-off procedure had not
been nailed down and asked who the representatives were that had to sign the plat.
Kevin Bennett stated that the developer needed to do that.
Mayor Barratt stated that when the mylar came to the City, those signatures should
already be there when it came to the Council.
Rod Despain noted that one argument that had been used was that the water and sewer
utility was the City and the City Engineer signed the plat Was that sufficient?
City Attorney Kevin Bennett did not think so as he was signing it as City Engineer.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would solve this question internally.

All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on the final plat of Shady Nook Subdivision Plat A consisting of 2 lots
at 427 North Center

Councilman Belmont moved to approve the final plat of Shady Nook Subdivision
Plat A, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the
dedications, and authorize the City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the
County Recorder subject to: 1) Completion of conveyance of the water rights; 2)
Posting of a bond to ensure construction of the required improvements and payment
of fees, if any; and 3) The inclusion of the sewer and water statement note along
with the sign-offs. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
d.

Review and action on the final plat of the Crawley Subdivision, which is a re-subdivision
of lots #36 & #37 in the Spring Hollow Plat B Subdivision at 476 & 464 North 520 West
Rod Despain explained that common boundary between the two lots would be moved to
the north about ten feet to facilitate construction of a garage on the lot to the South. Both
would remain legal lots.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat of the Crawley Subdivision,
being a re subdivision of lots 36 and 37 of Spring Hollow Subdivision Plat B, to
authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and accept the dedications, and
authorize the City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the County Recorder
subject to receipt of the consent to amend forms signed by all owners of lots within
the Spring Hollow Subdivision Plat B and the inclusion of the sewer and water
statement note along with the sign-offs. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
e.

Review and action on the final plat ofFenn Acres Plat C, are subdivision of lot #3 of
Fenn Acres Plat B, consisting of3 lots at 581 West 200 South
Councilman Blake commented that it was good so see good-sized lots.
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Councilman Cates asked if they could have basements.
Kevin Bennett noted that on the plat it stated that there should be no basements.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the final plat of the Fenn Acres Subdivision
Plat C being are subdivision of lot 3 ofFenn Acres Subdivision Plat B, to authorize
the Mayor and Council to sign the plat accept the dedications, and to authorize the
City Recorder to record the plat at the office of the County Recorder subject to: 1)
Receipt of the consent to amend forms signed by all owners of lots within the Fenn
Acres Subdivision Plat B; 2) Conveyance of water right for the two additional lots
created by the subdivision; 3) Posting of a bond to ensure construction of the
required improvements and payment of fees, if any; and 4) The inclusion of the
sewer and water statement note along with the sign-offs. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH ELLSWORTH PAULSEN FOR THE
FITNESS CENTER PROJECT
This item was removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DESIGN SERVICES CONTRACT WITH CIVIL SCIENCE
INC. FOR THE HISTORIC UTAH SOUTHERN RAIL TRAIL
Howard Denney reported that the City previously sent in a match of 6. 77% in the amount of
about $4700. They then went through the selection pool and selected Civil Science Inc. This
was the formalization of the contract between UDOT, the City, and Civil Science Inc. This was
for design and did not include funds for construction of the trail along the tracks.
Councilman Belmont was glad to see this was moving forward.

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the contract with Civil Science Inc. Councilman
Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
Mayor Barratt noted there would be a work session on Thursday to discuss legal services
contracts. The Mayor would also review the committees.
Councilman LeBaron noted that specifically they would be looking at public defender contracts.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Howard Denney explained that this was a change order involving the sewer-bursting project in
the amount of $1901 to TV camera the line and to remove gravel found in the sewer on 400 East.
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Councilman Belmont moved approval of the change order. Councilman Cates seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt noted that a memo had been provided previously.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JULY 26. 2005 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the July 26, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 4, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the August 4, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee had previously reviewed the City bills
for payment that included some bond payments, purchase requests over $1,000, and manually
prepared checks that included some roll over retirement accounts.

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over
$1,000, and the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Cates asked how much the fireworks show cost at Steel Days.
Richard Colborn answered that it was about $11,500 dollars.
Mayor Barratt noted that there were always a lot of positive comments about the fireworks show.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 9:31p.m. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

([}h.ai
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 8-9-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 5
WRITTEN STATEMENT OF JANEANE JACOB
(AUGUST 9, 2005 CONCERNING POLICE INVESTIGATION)
On May 5, 2005, the American Fork Citizen published a news article entitled: " ... MAYOR
SAYS POLICE Wll..L BE INVESTIGATED ... ", which states in part: " ... American Fork Mayor
Ted Barratt pledged an investigation of the city's police department for the second time in his two
terms in office ... We will proceed and move forward to get answers, he said ... We will take care
of whatever new issues have been brought forward. We will resolve- hopefully forever- those
matters, Barratt said .... " Fox agreed " .. .Ifthere is more that needs to be done, we will do it, he
said ... The public deserves no less... " (A copy of the American Fork Citizen news article is
attached as Exhibit "A").
First Question: Mayor Barratt, do you agree with Chief Fox that the public deserves no
less than the investigation that you pledged in the beginning of this article?
On June 28, 2005, during the "ADJOURNMENT' portion of a City Council meeting, the
certified minutes state in part: " ... Councilman Cates stated there was an issue that needed to be
talked about and that was the back row sign. There needed to be a statement prepared that it was
not just from the Mayor... "
Second Question: Councilman Cates, what issue were you referring to? What did you
mean by your statement?
In those same minutes, Mayor Barratt stated that " ...He felt the Council needed to be
uniform and say this was where they stood and this was what they were doing ... " (A copy of
applicable pages of the certified minutes are attached as Exhibit "B").
Third Question: Mayor Barratt, did the Council come out with a uniform statement? If
so, where is that statement?
I respectfully request that a copy of this written statement and it's Exhibit "A" and Exhibit
"B" be attached as a permanent part of the minutes of this meeting.
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ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-6:20P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE KWR PLAT B ANNEXATION CONSISTING
OF 8.061 ACRES AT 70 EAST 1450 NORTH IN THE R1-9000 ZONE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on June 28, 2005, in the City Hall,
commencing at 6:21 p.m. Those present included Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake,
Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Howard Denney, Rod
Despain, Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Barbara Christiansen, Stephen Sowby, Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Jacob, Paul Robinson, and four citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Ricky Storrs assumed the Chair.
Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public
comment regarding the placement of the property in the KWR Plat B Annexation consisting of
8.061 acres at 70 East 1450 North into the R1-9000 zone. He asked for comments.

....
'~

Project Engineer Stephen Sowby recounted that they were at this point after a long time of
negotiation. Part ofthe property would go to Highland and part to American Fork. It met the
intent of the master plan. Even though it would be in the R1-9000 zone, there would not be more
than three units per acre. He encouraged its adoption as the Planning Commission
recommended.
Councilman Belmont noted that Highland was pretty savvy. They knew that people want to
move up and and want a bigger lot. They want the bigger lots in Highland and American Fork
gets the 9000 square foot lots.
Stephen Sowby explained that half of the lots were 9000 or 10,000 square feet and the other half
of the lots were larger than 10,000 square feet. He added that the Council also had the option if
they wanted to annex the whole thing.
Councilman Belmont stated that was what she would like to do. It had been in the works for 15
years that as the further out you went, the lots would get bigger. In this area they were out as far
as they could go. She did not like the 9000 square foot lots.
Stephen Sowby explained that it met the master plan. It did not exceed three units per acre. It
was exactly what the master plan that was approved a couple of months ago said. It was what
the Planning Commission approved. The owner had to sacrifice several lots to do it.
Councilman Blake added that it was noted at the work session that there were existing roads that
tied into this and affected the property. Those roads were designed for R1-9000 zoning.
Councilman Belmont expressed that it still left smaller lots than what the Planning Commission
started 15 years ago. If they didn't get larger lots now, they would not get them in this area.
1
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 14,2005 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the June 14, 2005, City Council minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE JUNE 21. 2005 SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the June 21, 2005, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met earlier this evening and added
$264.56 for helium for balloons for the Steel Days Celebration. They also review purchase
requests over $1,000.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment and the purchase requests
over $1,000 as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE CHARACTER AND PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE OF AN INDIVIDUAL

Councilman LeBaron moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the character and
professional competence of an individual. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
The Council took a short break before entering into the executive session at 9:35 p.m. See
ATTACHMENT 2.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 10:32 p.m. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:32 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
Councilman Cates stated there was an issue that needed to be talked about and that was the back
row sign. There needed to be a statement prepared that it was not just from the Mayor.

•

Mayor Barratt stated that he left the meeting earlier and apologized to Chief Fox because he did
not feel comfortable in how he answered at that time. It was not a statement that could come just
from him. He felt that the Council needed to be uniform and say this was where they stood and
this was what they were doing. He believed and had believed for a number of weeks that there
was nothing that an investigation or a review or whatever you want to call it, was going to
accomplish. Nothing was going to come of that.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that the sad thing was that it implied that since Chief Fox
resigned that he was the problem.
Mayor Barratt stated that Chief Fox knew that and they talked about that. Chief Fox was going
to live through that and he was going to live through that.
ChiefFox stated that he was going to continue to work with the public and Jay Christensen.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they were going to advertise nationally.
Mayor Barratt responded that they would begin in the next few days putting something together.
To August 5, 2005, was not very long. They would work with the Chief and as they drew closer
to August 5th, if they did not have a replacement by then, they would try to determine how that
transition would take place. ChiefFox loved this community and he wanted the best for this
community and he had given his very best and would continue to give his very best.

Alll

.

;~:oral-

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 8-9-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

Dear Citizen Editor:
August 1, 2005

American Fork City Police Chief Terry Fox retires at the end of this
week. For about seven years ChiefFox has done an excellent job and been a
credit to our city.
Fox' appointment began nearly seven years ago during a Barratt
investigation of complaints against police, and has ended during a second
Barratt investigation of complaints against police-----some of the current
complaints, according to Mayor Barratt were a revival of some of the very
serious unresolved complaints from seven years ago. Chief Fox has had to
work with a department in turmoil, but has done very well in policing the
city, establishing county-wide co-operation practices, and keeping his
department within the bounds of the city ordinances in relation to the elected
officials (including Mayor Barratt, his statutory boss). Fox, as Chief, ran
things by the book it appears!
Fox and I didn't always see eye-to-eye, but that aside, I found him
intelligent, highly trained, an excellent planner (including planning for
police presence at large events) and a good administrator.
I appreciate the general peace in the community under Fox; and the
peace in the Council meetings I've attended, especially during the current
investigation: Having no glaring uniformed officers lining both sides of the
stairs leading to the Council Chambers: No packing the Council Chambers
with police: No nation wide media blitz against Mayor Barratt during this
second important investigation. By contrast, only Chief Fox, or his
representative, attended Council Meetings, as clearly specified by Police
Policies and Procedures. ChiefFox has respected the law and the citizens of
American Fork, and deserves the Council's appreciation, and a further career
in higher law enforcement.

a
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 9, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
August 9, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of surplus property.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilman Cates; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Hero Awards.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Review and action on Resolutions declaring certain items to be surplus.
Discussion with Larry Moore representing Wells Fargo Bank and action on the Temple
Meadows Bond.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action the North Court Plat B Subdivision consisting of3 twin home
lots at 62 West 450 North Circle.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of the Ellen Subdivision Plat A consisting of
one lot at 498 North 900 East.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of Shady Nook Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 2 lots at 427 North Center.
d.
Review and action on the final plat of the Crawley Subdivision, which is a resubdivision of lots #36 & #37 in the Spring Hollow Plat B Subdivision at 476 &
464 North 520 West.
e.
Review and action on the final plat ofFenn Acres Plat C, are subdivision ofLot
#3 ofFenn Acres Plat B, consisting of3 lots at 581 West 200 South.
Review and action on an agreement with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center
Project.
Review and action on a design services contract with Civil Science Inc. for the Historic
Utah Southern Rail Trail.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the July 26, 2005 city council minutes.

10.
11.
12.

Review and action on the August 4, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 2 day of Augllst, 2005

L ft-.([_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 11, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, August 11, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:11 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Councilmembers Belmont and
Storrs were excused. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, and Richard
Colborn.
Mayor Barratt stated that at next week's work session they would focus on water and try to get a
sense of direction as far as what they were going to do regarding water supply and CUP water
and a treatment station.
DISCUSSION OF LEGAL WORK CONTRACTS
Mayor Barratt noted that the Finance Committee had reviewed this and he turned time to
Councilman LeBaron to take the lead in the discussion.
Councilman LeBaron reported that legal services fees were on the rise, both in prosecution and
in the area of public defender. John Jacobs and Mark Eddy had been doing the public defender
work on an hourly basis on two of the days and Jere Reneer and Reed Fisher had also been
helping out on an hourly basis. Conflict counsel was also an issue and it had been all over the
board with various people. The Finance Committee had talked for some time about a flat rate
and it seemed to be a good thing. The current prosecutor Tucker Hansen was under contract and
an appointment but he was willing to look at a flat rate as well.
Shaun Patton and John Jacobs had indicated to Councilman LeBaron previously and he reported
that they were willing to take the entire public defender all four days, Monday thru Thursday,
rather than Jere Reneer and Reed Fisher, who he understand was moving to Idaho. They would
do it for a flat fee of$70,000 per year which was $5,833.33 per month. It was on average $7,000
per month now or about $84,000 a year. It would be a savings of about $14,000 per year.
Councilman Blake commented that the commitment was that the fee was not tied to volume, but
whatever it took for that particular rate.
Councilman LeBaron commented that Shaun Patton and John Jacobs had been doing this a long
time and they did a good job.
Councilman Blake added that with the public defender it made sense to do it and they were
willing to do it and there was not any other contract that was an issue. It would be good to try it.
He noted that there was the variable of the appeal.
Councilman LeBaron thought that ought to go to an hourly rate. They had done business with
the City before and they were local and responsive and responsible.
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When there were conflicts previously, the judge usually had a list of whom he would contact and
they would use many different attorneys. This would give a little more uniformity. The problem
with an hourly rate with a conflict attorney was that often there was downtime that was charged.
Councilman LeBaron reported that it had been suggested by Dusty Kawai, that he would do
conflict work for $150 per appointment and with an evidentiary hearing or a trial an additional
$100. About 85% of the time a pretrial plea bargain was reached. He felt that the City was
paying a premium for legal work and this would help cut down the cost.
Mayor Barratt noted that Tucker Hansen billed hourly and that included the conflict counseL He
asked why they would not want to go through an open RFP process.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had a letter from Jere Reneer stating his disappointment that
it was not going to go out publicly as he could handle all of the public defender cases at the flat
rate of$250 per docket and a flat rate of$10,000 per month. There was a bid for $120,000 a
year to do what John Jacobs and Shaun Patton had bid for $70,000.
Mayor Barratt did not want to arbitrarily hand out a contract.
Councilman LeBaron did not think that the City would get a better proposal and the City was
already doing business with them. Councilman LeBaron continued that conflict counsel was
strange because the judge assigned the conflict counseL Councilman LeBaron did not know of
any contracts for that work with the City.
Dusty Kawai, Patrick Lindsay, Mike Esplin did Orem' s conflict and did a good job. The City
had done business with them, but not to the extent that they had with some of the others. They
had a good reputation.
Mayor Barratt noted that the prosecutorial portion would not change.
Councilman LeBaron explained that the City would send a letter to the judge and let him know
that the City had entered into a contract with the following persons for public defenders.
Councilman Blake commented that there was the interesting concept of city's responsibility to
provide counsel that was apparently a Constitutional mandate that was imposed. These were for
criminal charges and the one charged should be paying the cost.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they were indigent.
Councilman Blake felt that there could be some more effort in collecting. He asked how much
recovery was done.
Councilman LeBaron responded that Tucker Hansen could ask for recovery of public defender
costs as part of restitution and the City could encourage him to do that. Most were unemployed
or underemployed. He thought the minimum was $21,000 per year. They had to fill out an
affidavit and give it to the Court or the Court would examine them under oath.
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Councilman Blake commented that there was some reason or evidence why people were charged
and he felt there should be aggressive restitution sought. It was their responsibility for both the
crime and restitution.
Councilman LeBaron exited the meeting.
Mayor Barratt noted that Heidi Rodeback checked the other playgrounds for that type of
equipment that was of concern. She reported that Evergreen, Bicentennial, the large playground
equipment at Art Dye, Rotary Park, JC, Miller, and Legacy were all just like that. They
contacted Allstate Construction and they responded that this area of playground equipment was
only for those between five and twelve.
Richard Colborn stated that in a public playground the smallest one needed to be covered.
Mayor Barratt continued that he would have to go to Evergreen again because he did not see the
open bars. There were playground equipment in every other park and he wondered why they
were okay and these were not. They had a meeting next Thursday with Allstate.
Councilman Blake asked if they got something around the trench at Mountain Meadows or were
they trying to level it out.
Mayor Barratt reported that they got a bobcat skid steer stuck in there today.
Councilman Cates explained that there was an agreement with Christensen's and part of it was
that they would have the detention pond so that it controlled in case of a flood. Part way below it
there was a diversion and the Christensen's were afraid that would be washed out ifthere was
not something upstream to control it.
Councilman Blake felt a barrier was needed.
Councilman Cates noted that they would fill the trench with gravel to the water level and then
put dirt back into it.
Councilman Blake asked if that was happening quickly. In the interim there was still the danger
of it being an open pit.
Mayor Barratt did not know of the time frame. Horrocks Engineers was working on it. Howard
Denney reported to him that when the developer first went in there, they went down six feet
before they hit water. So they went down four feet for their basements. Back in 1991 when the
other homes were built they hit water around two feet or eighteen inches.
Councilman Blake thought that the plat said that the owner was responsible.
Mayor Barratt surmised that they came in for a building permit. They had an engineering
company prove that they could dig down six feet before they hit water and they only needed four
feet to put a half basement in. So, they were allowed to do that. The water has now come up.
From now on the City just needed to say that in an area of concern, there were no basements.
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Councilman LeBaron returned.
Mayor Barratt commented that the bottom line was that there was blame for everyone.
Richard Colborn asked whom the public defenders were that the City had used.
Councilman LeBaron reported that they were Shaun Patton, Mark Eddy, and John Jacobs.
Richard Colborn commented that they would just be formalizing what they had been doing in the
past.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the contract would be with Shaun Patton and John Jacobs as
Mark Eddy had left that firm.
Richard Colborn asked how many different conflict counsel had been used.
Councilman LeBaron answered that there was a basket full.
Mr. Colborn noted that they may have a relationship with one but they were not including all of
them.

Mayor Barratt thought that on the conflict counsel the City needed to provide a list to the Judge
that the City had a contract with.
Richard Colborn noted that list given to the judge should include all those that had done work
with the City in that capacity before and not exclude any of those.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they could say that primary conflict attorneys were Dusty
Kawai, Patrick Lindsay, Paige Benjamin, Mandy Jensen and then after that there was Shaun
Peterson who had done the work. Jerry Fisher was moving to Idaho. Jere Reneer had one of the
days. There was Tuesday, Wednesday, and Friday and Shaun Peterson did Wednesday and
Friday. They were going to now take all three days instead of two.
Councilman Cates noted that they may not have the same pricing.
Councilman LeBaron answered that was the arrangements.
Richard Colborn asked if they would sign a contract with the City.
Councilman LeBaron would get a copy of what Provo City used.
Committees and Boards. Mayor Barratt distributed a copy of the Committees and Boards and
discussed the need for the Council to review their areas and to get them updated. He noted the
advertisement was running for the Police Chief and the Fire Chief and they were due August 19,
2005.
Melanie Marsh commented that there was some interest and she had received several calls.
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Mayor Barratt noted that the Metropolitan Water Board needed to be up to date and running.
They were the ones that had signed for the CUP water.
Councilman LeBaron raised a question of the relationship of the Riding Club, and the race track,
with the City.
Richard Colborn noted there was an agreement a long time ago. He would research the issue.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City paid their share of the equestrian park on the west side of
American Fork. The racetrack impacted the ability of the golf course to make money.
Councilman Cates reminded the Council that the equestrian folks were very vocal in the
discussions on Art Dye and in keeping it open for equestrian use.
Councilman LeBaron noted that on the Recreation Committee the following should be on until
2008: Jim Phelps, Brian Barron, Myron Jones, Moyle Greenwood, Bob Phelps, and Curtis
Sampson. Carol Chomjak had resigned
Mayor Barratt noted that the Neighbors in Action had not been functioning.
Richard Colborn commented that it had been established by Resolution of the Council.
Mayor Barratt added that discussion was needed on Neighbors in Action. He felt the Nuisance
Abatement Committee should be part of the Beautification Committee. Mayor Barratt asked that
the Council get the information needed for the Committees back in.
Councilman Blake suggested that somebody should be on the Economic Development Team that
had a technology focus that could assist in promoting development through the technology that
the City had. He felt there was a potential there that was being missed.

r

ADJOURNMENT

The
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 11, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 11, 2005~ in the Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing
at 4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Discussion of legal work contracts.
Adjournment.

Dated this 9 day of August, 2005.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 18, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on Thursday, August 18, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:00p.m. Those present included Councilmembers Juel
Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. *Mayor Barratt arrived partway
through the meeting. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Richard
Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Steve Parker, John Schiess, Cathy Jensen, Pam Hunsaker, George E.
Brown Jr, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, and Jay Christensen.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt and Mayor Pro-tem Storrs, Councilmember Belmont Chaired the
meeting.
DISCUSSION OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING AUGUST 23, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Councilmember Belmont reviewed the upcoming agenda items with the Council.
Public Hearings
6:40 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the placement in the Tri-Valley and the Vinyl
Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 330 East 620 South into the GC-2 zone
These two annexations were adjacent to each other in the comer of330 East and 620 South. It
was west of the safe company.
6:45 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the Nebeker
Annexation at 925 North 900 West into the R1-12,000 zone
Kevin Bennett noted that this was located south and west ofDanny Richards' property on 900
West.
Councilman Belmont felt the R1-12,000 was compatible.
Councilman Blake asked about the water capability and the need for the water line.
Howard Denney explained that the Danny Richards subdivision would be served on a dead end
line. Previously, that dead end line came up from The Meadows, but now there was a connection
at 700 North. There were also issues with the sewer. They could not sewer from the TSSD line
and they were seeking an easement through adjacent properties.
Councilman Blake noted that the water needed to come across 1120 North
Councilman Belmont commented that they would be addressing water issues later on in the
meeting.
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6:50 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the Harbor
Road Annexation Plats A, B, and C located between approximately 640 South and 1100 South
on 100 West into the Rl-12.000 zone
Councilman LeBaron asked about utility issues.
Howard Denney responded that there was sewer to the south and water to the north. It would
take some coordination. They would need to construct on some county roads or easements.
Councilman LeBaron commented that there was a lot of work that was needed on all three of the
projects.
Councilman Blake noted the side-by-side development and commented that some of the purpose
of the 12,000 square foot lots was that there was some give and take for wetlands and other
things. From the look of the concept plan it looked like everything was to be developed and
there was no open space.
Councilman Belmont was concemerl about the park system. It was just more and more houses.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there was shown a Neighborhood Conservation Option on Plat
B to the north. It looked like wetlands.
Councilman Belmont felt it seemed premature even though they had been talking about it for
several years. Engineers have stated that they would be able to make it 'float'. She noted that
the Christensen Brothers had concern. They seemed to know about the water in that area. They
wanted to make sure it was done right. She felt they needed to include them in some sort of
dialogue.
Howard Denney asked how they would be involved.
Councilman Cates asked what would be expected from them.
Councilman Belmont answered that they wanted their information and knowledge. The City
needed to be very careful in light of what had happened at the Mountain Meadows development.
She felt the City should not be annexing and giving the okay until they were answered.
Councilman Blake would like to have some more background.
Councilman LeBaron noted that this was just the annexation and there was still a lot of work yet
to do.
Councilman Blake commented that even though it was an annexation approval, it was a large
piece.
Kevin Bennett explained that this was where the developer was invested with some rights.
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Councilman Blake asked if there were any more background. He asked where the
accommodation was for wetlands and the pond that was there.
Rod Despain reported that this had been with the City for quite sometime. Doug Warren had
started this and it did have some wetland issues. The City had continually been told that the
issues were minimal and could be easily done away with and the Corps had already approved
them. The City has asked for a letter from the Corps to that effect and have yet to receive one.
Plat A was done a few years ago and was ten acres. This property had now been picked up by
Mr. Bang. It met the three units per acre. He suspected that they needed to go forward with it
subject to all of the conditions that were there just because of the history and the time that had
been involved.
Councilman Blake did not feel that was a reason and that the Council should have some
background and understand what was happening and what the issues were.
Rod Despain reported that it conformed to the newly adopted general plan. It was a straight
subdivision. Plats A, B, & C were all part of a previous 600+ acre annexation. The Planning
Commission felt this was an appropriate division of that property as it was presented. There was
a small change to back lots onto 100 West Street. From Mr. Despain's view it was not a very
imaginative subdivision and they just wanted to divide the land, sell it, and get out.
Councilman Blake noted that on Plat C the roads looked narrow.
Rod Despain explained that the plat was promoted on the idea that the City was looking at 50foot streets. They have not adopted that.
Councilman Blake asked why it was said that it was compliant.
Rod Despain answered that the reason it was compliant was that Planning Commission said they
thought 50-foot streets were acceptable. They were looking at a different cross section that was
less and doing away with the high back curb that was the current standard and to do it in a way
that was more environmentally friendly with regard to water runoff This would allow for
percolation into the ground. As part ofthe City's Water Management Plan they have made
somewhat of a commitment to look at different road cross-sections that would be more water
friendly.
Councilman Blake commented that was the first that he had heard this and asked if the Council
would it.
Rod Despain responded that they would. He continued that the Planning Commission was under
extreme pressure to move annexations along.
Councilman Cates noted that this had been in the works for 12 years.
Richard Colborn commented that it being in the works for 12 years was not quite fair. There was
an Ordinance that adopted the Harbor Road Annexation Plat in 1999 and another on the same
property in 2002. It had been worked on and some conclusions come to, but it had not been able
to be made to work out.
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Councilman Blake felt that it should not come with that kind of pressure to the Council.
Councilman Belmont stated that she was looking for parks and trails besides a bunch oflots.
Rod Despain explained that on a subdivision based approval the City did not get the open space.
It was when it was a PUD.
Councilman Blake observed that when they approved the general plan there were a number on
the Council, and the Mayor also, that expressed that they may need to do some tweaking and
maybe this was one of those areas.
Mr. Despain agreed and felt they ought to be more committed to the Planned Unit Development
approach to design and development in that area. The Planning Commission, on Plats A & C,
were ready to go with a straight subdivision. He added that with regard to Plats B & C, they
were a long ways away because of the water rights. They were nowhere close. The developer
would want the Council to adopt the annexation and solve the water rights before it was
recorded.
Councilman Blake was not inclined to do that.
Rod Despain noted that one response was that they would like to have some further dialogue
with the Planning Commission and table them. The Planning Commission had done their part as
far as moving them forward so that at least the argument that the City was holding them up was
done away with.
Councilman Cates commented that they had seen plans with trail systems.
Councilman Blake added that there were several areas that did not fit what ought to go there.
Councilman Belmont noted that this was the last chance and they did not want to continue down
this road.
Councilman Cates expressed that the water needed to drain to the west and south.
Rod Despain observed that the effort that was put into Plat B was far more logical in trying to
address the issues than either Plats A or C.
Councilman Blake agreed that it had a little more character in it.
Rod Despain noted that the sketch plans under Plat B were prepared when the City was doing the
Ordinance reviews and in an effort to give the Planning Commission an example of how they
could be incorporated into design. With A & C there was no interest other than in selling the lots
and moving on.
7: I 0 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Providence Heights Annexation consisting
of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 E~st
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No protests had been filed to date. It would move on to the Planning Commission.
7:20 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the AF/Lehi Boundary Adjustment at about
900 West State
No protests had been filed to date. It would move on to the Planning Commission.
*Mayor Barratt arrived. Councilman Belmont continued to Chair the meeting.
Regular Session
Councilman Belmont reported that there would be a report on the detention pond at Mountain
Meadows.
Councilman Blake asked if there were some indication of what that would be.
Howard Denney stated that they were waiting for a purchase order for the safety fence. Cathy
Jensen would get him a number. They were getting proposals to do a study of the drainage of
both the subsurface drain and the retention basin.
Councilman Belmont noted that a Proclamation on MDA was provided.
Action Items
1-Review and action on the Tri-Valley Annexation at approximately 330 East 620 South
consisting of. 59 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation. placement of the property in the
GC-2 zone. and also the annexation agreement
This was the subject of the 6:40p.m. public hearing.
2-Review and action on the Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 330 East 600 South
consisting of 1.4 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the
GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement
This was also the subject of the 6:40p.m. public hearing.
3-Review and action on the Nebeker Annexation at 925 North 900 West consisting of6.92 acres
including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property in the R1-12,000 zone. and
also the annexation agreement
This was the subject ofthe 6:45 p.m. public hearing.
4-Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at approximately 640 South 100
West consisting of 10.89 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property
in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement
This was the subject of the 6:50p.m. public hearing.
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5-Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat B at approximately 1050 South 100
West consisting of 153.61 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement
This was also the subject of the 6:50p.m. public hearing.
6-Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat C at approximately 700 South 100
West consisting of 19.89 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation. placement of the property
in the R 1-12,000 zone. and also the annexation agreement
This was also the subject of the 6:50p.m. public hearing.
7-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements: 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the amended final plat for Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat B,
Lot #4 at 716 South 500 East.
This involved the moving of the east-west roadway to the north.

8-Review and action on the moving of a structure from 20 West 400 North to 147 East 600 North
Councilman Belmont has asked the person that owned the property to provide the Historic
Preservation Commission with a history of the house. Daniel Copper was going to move the
house. It used to belong to Doug Burk Sr.'s mother. It was called a 'one-cell'.
Councilman Blake asked if a building permit was needed.
Richard Colborn noted that on a moved building, the Council needed to approve the move. A
site plan would be required as well.
Rod Despain asked if Mr. Copper had a place to put it that would be a permanent installation.
It was not known. Richard Colborn expressed that since it was going to a Historical Overlay
Zone, the site plan would probably need to be approved through the Planning Commission. On
other moved buildings a bond had been required.

9-Review and action on an agreement with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center Project
Mayor Barratt thought this item was off the agenda.
10-Review and action on an Ordinance amending Sections 2.41.150 & 2.42. 090 of the Personnel
Policies relating to residency requirements
Councilman Blake asked if it was currently required of employees to live in the City.
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City Attorney Kevin Bennett responded that they currently encourage non-exempt employees
and require, but not necessarily enforce, exempt employees to be residents. Because it had not
always been enforced there was an issue of consistency. It also limited the pool of potential job
applicants. There was a provision on certain positions for Public Safety personnel.
Mayor Barratt reported that advertising for the Police Chief and Fire Chief had brought this to a
head. Orem Mayor Washburn told him that his concern was to get the best person they could
find. They had lots of department heads and public safety personnel that live in Salt Lake. All
they cared about was performance. They did not restrict where they lived.
Councilman LeBaron asked if a preference was allowable.
Mayor Barratt expressed that if they hired a new Police Chief that they could not require them to
live in American Fork. It would limit the ability to hire whom they wanted to hire.
Councilman Blake asked why it was unreasonable to want them to live in the community.
Mayor Barratt answered that they may have other opportunities. To him it was not that big of an
ISSUe.

Councilman Blake felt that there was some rationale to say that they wanted someone who
wanted to be part of the community and live in the same place where they worked. There was a
great variety of homes and neighborhoods in American Fork.
Councilman Cates asked if was a requirement.
Councilman Blake noted that Councilmembers had to live in the community.
Mayor Barratt noted that he looked at it differently than some. There were some individuals that
had applied for positions that if they had to live in American Fork, they did not want the job.
Kevin Bennett commented that one difference between the Councilmembers and exempt people
was that exempt people held their position at-will who may sell their home elsewhere to move
here to have a change in Council and not have a job next year. For them to pick up and move,
they did not have the guarantees that other employees had that were only encouraged. They did
not have the guarantees that they would have a job lasting to next month, let alone through their
two-year term of appointment or for years to come. He added, with that being true, it did limit
those who would come.
Councilman Blake asked the reason they would not have a job. They would want someone that
was confident and to come in and do an excellent job. They should want someone who wants to
be a part of the community. He felt there was a whole different mental attitude when someone
would move into the community. He asked in the interviews if they had been told that they had
to live in the community, because that was what the Ordinance was.
Mayor Barratt responded that they did not tell them that.
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Richard Colborn noted that they had not yet interviewed any for the police chief or for the fire
chief
Mayor Barratt stated that when they interviewed for the Recreation Director the applicants were
told that they were strongly encouraged to live in the City. He felt making residency a
requirement was a silly rule and that they needed to hire the best they could and as long as they
performed at a level satisfactory to the City, they should not care where they lived.
Councilman Cates observed that it wasn't that long ago that if you lived in Highland or Alpine
that one was considered from American Fork.
Councilman Blake felt that most positions were not an issue but the two Public Safety positions
were. Getting the best person possible was a subjective issue. Some of the job was mental and a
mental investment was something. On some positions, police chief and fire chief may well be
two of them, it was subterfuge to say that they should just get the best person. It was a mind set
in some respects.
Councilman LeBaron noted it was the enforcement of Ordinances, like the sign Ordinance. Do
we enforce it or change it.
Councilman Belmont commented that in American Fork the inner City was being purchased by
developers who were buying and turning decent houses into duplexes and three-plexes. That
was where the problems were. They needed to build the community so people wanted to live
here.
Councilman LeBaron commented that if they did not have this Ordinance, they would exclude
perhaps some good individuals. If it was discretionary, it could be a level of discussion during
the hiring process.
11-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
Report any changes or updates to the Mayor.
12-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There was one change order to Kilgore on the 150 West project for $6,573.
13-Report and action on Planning Commission items
A separate memo would be provided.
14-15-Review and action on the August 9, 2005 city council minutes and Review and action on
the August 11. 2005, work session minutes
There was no discussion on this item.
16-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
8

There was no discussion on this item.
Councilman Belmont turned the Chair to Mayor Barratt who Chaired the remainder of the
meeting.
Mayor Barratt noted that the LDS Church wanted to donate the triangle shape property at about
975 North 900 East to the City if the City was willing to pay for the title work.
After some discussion it was felt that it was a good idea. Mayor Barratt directed that the agenda
be amended to include an item to accept the donation.
FURTHER DISCUSSION ON FUTURE WATER NEEDS
Mayor Barratt directed the discussion to the water needs of the City. They needed to do
something with a secondary system or a treatment plant, but they needed to get off dead center.
He asked the amount of grant money that CUP had been talking about.
Howard Denney responded that they were talking between $2.5 and $5 million. It was thought
that there was still the possibility of a $5 million grant to the City.
Mayor Barratt stated that in return the City needed to give up 1000 acre-feet.
Mayor Barratt noted that in about 18 months the City needed to start paying $450,000 annually
for the 2095 acre feet that the City had signed on for. He expressed that the City ought to make
application for the grant and hopefully it was for $5 million and give them back the 1000 acre
feet of water so the City did not have to pay for it and to begin to design the system and put in
the back bone system.
John Schiess commented that the money could not be applied toward a treatment plant.
Mayor Barratt added that by giving up the water, the payment now would be around $225,000.
Councilman Blaked noted that if a secondary backbone was in place, the City could begin to use
the water.
John Schiess commented that in past negotiations with the CUP on other loans he had worked
on, some CUP water was given up and the rest of it they assigned back to CUP for in-stream
flow purposes in five-year blocks of time and CUP would pay the assessment during that time.
If there was a period of time that the City did not need that water and use other water, there was
the possibility ofturning it back to CUP and have them pay the assessment when they were using
it. That would be payments off the 40-year contract.
Councilman Belmont asked about the additional $10 a month to everyone's water bill.
Steve Parker stated that the water rate went up $2 per month to a total of $10 but raised the
gallons allowed from 6,000 per month to 10,000 per month.
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Mayor Barratt observed that they had gotten to this point before and CUP showed up for an
action item and it was defeated. If they were going to sincerely push forward and apply for the
grant and have CUP come up with $5 million for the City, they cannot repeat what happened.
Last time CUP was embarrassed and offended.
John Schiess noted that there was a certain amount of expense that CUP had to go through in
processing the grant.
Howard Denney stated that the next available application was the First ofMay. The process
could be started in March with the full version in June.
Councilman Belmont asked why the grant money was not applicable to a treatment plant.
John Schiess responded that the grant money was earmarked for specific projects like water
conservation and the way it was defined in the CUP was that it specifically excluded drinking
water facilities. One of the definitions of conservation was to convert from culinary to
secondary.
Councilman Blake noted that if a treatment plant was put in, it was still putting treated water on
the lawns. You would be paying to provide expensive water and make it bad tasting so you
could put it on the lawn.
Councilman Belmont noted that American Fork had very good tasting water.
Councilman Blake continued that if it had to be run through a treatment plant it would not taste
good.
George E. Brown Jr. asked the comparison of piping to everybody's yard versus the cost of a
treatment plant.
Councilman Blake responded that the costs may be fairly equivalent. If that was the case he
would rather have good tasting water.
John Schiess noted that in the studies performed by Frandsen & Noble the costs were pretty
much identical.
Councilman Blake added that you could get a grant toward a secondary system.
Mayor Barratt estimated that there were about 7200 households, and the City received a grant,
that was a burden that was taken off of their backs.
Councilman Belmont stated that the Council did vote to do the backbone. To force everyone to
hook up was a burden that some people did not want to bear.
Councilman Cates added that originally they voted to have the complete system put in.
Councilman Blake noted that what passed was to put in the system that would serve the big
users. It was $8 million.
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Mayor Barratt stated that they turned down the $5 million because it was decided not to give up
the water.
Howard Denney commented that there may be a commitment of time when we go to the whole
system if the City was applying for the $5 million for a partial system.
John Schiess explained that the money was dependent on how many acre-feet of water that could
be shown that would be conserved, ;.1nder their definition. The more conservation provided the
more money would be granted. Along with that was a 65/3 5 split that meant that they would
only fund 65% ofthe grant and the City had to come up with the other 35%.
Mayor Barratt expressed that some development was going to start development south of the
freeway. If the City was going to do a pressurized or secondary system, the City needed to
require the developer to put that system in.
Councilman Blake commented that they had started that process.
Mayor Barratt stated that the secondary piping was not being installed right now and they needed
to move in that direction and have that stubbed at the property line.
Howard Denney explained that the Ordinance would need to be modified to include that in the
minimum requirements even if it was, for now, a dry pipe.
Councilman Blake noted that in the study that was done that was with a basic backbone or partial
system and even in a full system, there were some areas where it just made sense to use the
regular culinary water.
Kevin Bennett commented that was the area south of the freeway.
Councilman Blake did not think it was all south of the freeway, he thought there were sections of
it. When one looked at the $450,000 that the City would need to start paying for in about
eighteen months, the payment would be for water that American Fork residents could not use.
The two options were a secondary or a treatment plant. Since the grant could not be used for a
treatment plant and the treatment plant was an equivalent cost to the secondary, it seemed to
make sense to go ahead with a secondary system.
George Brown asked how much water the City had.
John Schiess explained that was noted in the Frandsen & Noble study.
Rod Despain stated that they City had about 7,000 acre feet from various sources including CUP
water, Deer Creek water, Highland water, American Fork Irrigation water, Lehi Irrigation water,
and Pleasant Grove Irrigation water.
Councilman Blake noted that in the recap study done by Mr. Schiess it indicated that within two
years the City would be at its limits.
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Mr. Schiess stated that they City was at its limits now but was being helped by favorable weather
patterns.
Councilman Cates asked that the discussion of water be placed on the front end of a work session
when they did not have all of the agenda to go through.
Mayor Barratt commented that when he was elected Mayor he asked Steve Parker what the water
supply was like and he reported that the City was in good shape. The Meadows had burned up
25 years worth of normal residential construction in one swoop. There was a lot of water
demand in that part of the community. That was just one part of the puzzle.
Councilman Belmont expressed that there was a rumor that The Meadows had not complied with
what they were supposed to as far as water rights.
Rod Despain answered that they had a contractual commitment to provide to the City 281 acrefeet of water for that project. They thought it was good, but the State Engineer only approved
their application for 165 acre-feet ofwater. They were now in the process of acquiring
additional water.
Councilman Blake asked if the City could take cash in lieu of water right.
Rod Despain responded that the City's system did not allow that.
Councilman Blake felt that doing the grant and trade was the only way to get value out of the
water. The City had water that they could not use.
Councilman Belmont asked how they intended to get the water that the City should have.
Rod Despain explained that they did not have title to the 165 but they were entitled to use it
because there was a change application approved for that purpose. There had not yet been
submitted a Proof of Appropriation.
Mayor Barratt stated that there was an item that had to be dealt with on the City Hall and the
Fitness Center and that would be the subject of the work session on the 25th.
Councilman LeBaron asked Mr. Shiess' s recommendation.
John Schiess's recommendation from his summary report was that the City needed to have
another culinary supply, whether they went treatment plant or secondary. They each would take
a couple of years to get going. They were up against the wall with the culinary system. The
need for a new tank came up in two years also.
Councilman Blake asked if the City used all oftheir wells this year and what the options were.
Heber Thompson arrived.
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Mr. Schiess responded that an option was to rehabilitate the 600 East welL That was the
quickest and immediate fix. It was around $60,000. Beyond that they needed to start on new
wells, a treatment plant or a secondary system.

Mayor Barratt stated that next Thursday they would discuss the Fitness Center and the City Hall
renovations. Both issues were coming down to crunch time. Both needed to start construction
by December 1st_ At the work session in two weeks, September 1st, they would be discussing
water again.
ADJOURNMENT

u

The work session adjourned at 5:27p.m.

y:n.,

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 18, 2005
NOTICE & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
Thursday, August 18, 2005, in the Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing
at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be a& follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Discussion of items for the upcoming August 23, 2005, City Council meeting.
Further discussion on future water needs.
Adjournment.

Dated this 16 day of August, 2005.

fl {1., OL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 23, 2005

ATTACHMENT
Public Hearing - 6:40 p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the placement in the TriValley and the Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 330 East 620 South into the GC-2
zone
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on August 23, 2005, in the American Fork
Library, commencing at 6:40 p.m. Those present included Mayor Pro-tem Rick Storrs. Council
members present were Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Others
present included Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Mr. & Mrs. Mel Frandsen, Mr. & Mrs. Dan Frandsen, Scott McClesky, and Brayden
McClesky.
Mayor Pro-Tern Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the placement ofthe property in the Tri-Valley and Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation into
the GC-2 zone. He asked for comments.
There being no comment the hearing finished at 6:42p.m.
Public Hearing-6:45p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property
in the Nebeker Annexation at 925 North 900 West into the Rl-12,000 zone
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on August 23, 2005, in the
American Fork Library commencing at 6:45 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were
present this hearing along with Steve Sowby, Steve Holland, and two citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tem Storrs explained the purpose ofthe hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the placement of the property in the Nebeker Annexation into the Rl-12,000 zone. He
asked for comments.
Councilman Blake stated that in the work session, the issue is getting water and sewer to the site.
Mr. Denney stated the sewer issue is a bigger problem.
Mr. Holland explained the Planning Commission passed it contingent on getting sewer to the
property. They received approval from Mr. John McKinney, the owner of a smaller portion of
property, for an easement across their property. The larger property, owned by the Searle family,
has a problem in that the demands were too much and then Craig Searle decided that they did not
want to do it. Mr. Holland stated they are down to other possible options.
Councilman Belmont asked why they should discuss this now as the applicants should have worked
the problem out previously.
Mr. Holland stated the permanent solution would have been through the Searle property; the
Searle's agreed it was logical, but did not want to do that at this time. Another short-term
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possibility is to run the sewer to Lehi and tie it into their sewer line. Another solution would be a
pump station, which would be abandoned once the Searle's property is developed.
Councilman Belmont asked if it would be a better to wait until they get the sewer figured out. Mr.
Holland stated their ideal option would be to hook onto the Lehi option temporarily.
There being no additional comments the hearing ended at 6:51p.m.
Public Hearing-6:50p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property
in the Harbor Road Annexation Plats A, B, and C located between approximately 640 South and
1100 South on 100 West into the Rl-12,000 zone
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on August 23, 2005, in the American
Fork Library, commencing at 6:51 p.m. Those present included Mayor Pre Tern Rick Storrs,
Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Others present
included Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mr.
& Mrs. Mel Frandsen, Mr. & Mrs. Dan Frandsen, Scott McClesky, Brayden McClesky, Steve
Sowby, Steve Holland, Paul Washburn, George Brown, Steve Maddox, Rulon Jensen, Mr. & Mrs.
Roper and eight citizens
Mayor Pro-Tern Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the placement of the property in the Harbor Road Annexation Plats A, B, & C into the
Rl-12,000 zone. He asked for comments.
Steve Sowby: I'm representing a couple of the developers on this project and the only comment I
have is "do it." We have been waiting for four or five years, so please proceed. I think all of the
problems have been worked out and we are ready to start the (inaudible).
Councilman Blake: ... 3 different annexations .... a part of this public hearing.
Councilman Belmont: Well, Steve, one thing with this, uh, very interesting, it seems that as soon as
we pass the General Plan, which we have been working very hard to get the General Plan passed,
that when I look at this I see a lack of design. Couldn't we be doing something better than this
down there?
Mr. Sowby: You could, if you pass the next set of ordinances, yes. Right now, the only ordinance
you have that is applicable down there is the Rl-12 that you passed. And that is what these people
have chosen at this time.
Councilman Blake: What is the next set of ordinances?
Mr. Sowby: The ones the Planning Commission are working on is the PR-2, PR-2.3, PR-3, and
they give a lot more flexibility. Rod, I'm sure can explain more about that.
Councilman Blake: In our work session we talked about this, for example the narrow roads that are
in this one item. (inaudible comment)
Mr. Sowby: Plat C probably has the 50-foot road, yes.
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Councilman Blake: It looks like the (inaudible). It is not consistent with the kinds of things we are
looking at down there. Plus, it is a very large development. It is probably 200 acres combined.
Mr. Sowby: Yes, that is correct.
Councilman Blake: So it is a very large development with not a very good plan.
Mr. Sowby: Well, I beg to differ. These are, they have been working on these for more than three
and a half years and the plan that was submitted, for example on Mr. Frandsen's parcel, I don't
know if I should speak for him or not, but we submitted at least a dozen different plans and two of
the ones that were selected, one was an Rl-12 version and the other had all these others, such as
conservation subdivision, open space subdivision, the flexible lot subdivision. And, those are the
concept plans that were submitted to go with this annexation. The problem being that you haven't
implemented those ordinances yet.
Councilman Blake: So that come to the Planning Commission (inaudible), is that what you are
saying?
Mr. Sowby: Yes, sir.
Scott McClesky: What is the population of American Fork?
Councilman Blake: 22,000 I think.
Mr. McClesky: So, say 25,000. What is the estimated number of new residents that will move into
American Fork with this 183 or so acres?
Mr. Sowby: It would be about 400 units, so 1OOOish people.
Mr. McClesky: Has there been impact study on sewer and water, has that been done?
Unknown: Five years ago.
Mr. McClesky: Five years ago. Has it been updated?
Councilman Belmont: Five years ago we were in a drought also.
Unknown: It would impact sewer.
Councilman Belmont: Well, it will have eventually because what is happening here, I have reports
today that we are out of water. But how are we going to get water to the people down there? We
can't, we can't annex if we can't service.
(several comments at once)
Mr. McClesky: The question is, and I'm assuming these things have been done, but the study on
schools, infrastructure, required services, all of that. A thousand new residents, four hundred new
units in 180 acres. What is it, quarter acre lots?
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Mr. Sowby: Three per acre.
Mr. McClesky: So, is there in the plan for open space and parks?
Mel Frandsen: There sure is. There sure is, however,
Mr. McClesky: So that has already been done.
Mr. Frandsen: Until the other two or three ordinances, we'd like to see them pass because we can
do a much better subdivision. (Inaudible comment) We have a plat for it, and as far as we are
concerned, we have to have the bigger parcel, and we are only looking at, we are not looking at the
roads at all, we are looking at probably 30 acres in the foreseeable future. And it will only develop
as fast as there are people wanting to buy a lot. They are not all going to _ _ the market.
Mr. McClesky: Sir, do you have down the new ordinance, the design vision laid out or (inaudible).
Mr. Frandsen: We have got a plat laid out. (inaudible) ... on the design for the other two concepts
because they don't have the ordinance passed yet.
Paul Washburn: To just clarifty, the ordinances they have been discussing have been approved by
the Planning Commission and they are waiting for some corrections and it should be in place
hopefully in the next few weeks to move forward. It is possible to develop to the Rl-12, but it is
... (inaudible) ... very tight, dense ...
Mr. Frandsen: I guess, I'm a little confused. I thought, I really thought those ordinances were
approved. But have apparently been recommended by the Planning Commission but not the City
Council.
Mr. Despain: They have been approved by the Planning Commission with some changes. We are
making those changes and they will be sent for a hearing very quickly. Probably within the week
they will be to Dick to schedule those.
Mr. Frandsen: So I'm wondering about annexation, based on Rl-12 or should they make it subject
to the Council's approval of the other ordinances.
Mr. Washburn: It is my understanding, in talking to Rod, that this would be moved forward with
the Rl2 zone, which currently does not preclude us from using any new ordinances (inaudible). We
have turned in two plans, one shows the R12 and another shows a variety (inaudible).
Councilman Blake: Do you have alternative plans referred to in the packet?
Mr. Despain: That is correct. The two that you have as attachment two, one of them is based on the
proposed changes.
Councilman Blake: Which document is that?
Mr. Despain: This is the annexation agreement, or annexation ordinance, for Harbor Road Plat B.
Councilman Blake: And that has some options in it?
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Mr. Despain: Actually, there are two options in it under attachment two. One of them is actually a
flexible lot subdivision alternative and the other is a more _ _ potential development that chose
(inaudible.)
Several comments made at once.
Mr. Despain: Attachment two ofthe ordinance Harbor Road Annexation Plat B has the two
alternatives that Sowby referred to earlier. It provides, shows the alternatives they at least _ _ at
that time showing a conservation subdivision and a flexible lot alternative. Alternative one is the
one that has the conservation option as well as the alternative and some attached housing.
Alternative two is primarily a variable lot subdivision with some attached housing. So the two
alternatives, I think, these are more illustrative than what they will likely end up in final
development because there is no serious look at any limitations as wetlands and others may put off.
These are certainly illustrative rather than committing to that particular design.
Councilman Belmont: Well, when we talked about it on Thursday, and I think several there were
saying, I don't see any parks, I don't see any trails, I don't see any real. .. I was looking for
something really unusual like a PUD concept where they have had really good design. And I'm not
seeing it here. So, and then the other thing ...
Mr. Sowby: Juel, they are there.
Mr. Frandsen: Juel, they are there. This is a, we have a bigger plat of this. This is reduced so badly
it does look pretty jammed up, but over on the west side there is a lot of open space interspersed
along those circular roads. If you look at that, there is a pretty good sized park there that is open
space. It is a combination of two different types of designs and this doesn't illustrate it very well.
Councilman Belmont: What is the conservation neighborhood option, Rod?
Mr. Despain: The conservation option?
Councilman Belmont: The conservation neighborhood option. I can see that maybe it looks like it
is unbuildable, is that what that means?
Mr. Despain: The conservation option is based on the idea that you would have small lots,
relatively small lots, and a significant amount of open space around the_. That is shown in
alternative one. That is one of the alternatives that the new ordinance would permit. The
alternative two has some open space, but bear in mind PUD's provide for private open space, they
don't provide public open space. And the City, if they are looking at public parks, those are the
facilities at which the City uses impact fees money to buy. There isn't an obligation for a PUD or a
subdivision to construct parks other than for their own people. So that's ..... there is no land to
purchase for schools or churches because that has not happened down there.
Mr. Washburn: One of the concerns with anything reduced to that size, generally speaking, when
you look at plats you are looking at something either a twenty or thirty scale. It makes it easier to
understand. On a 24x36 sheet, this entire project ended up being a 1:250 feet scale. It is enormous.
And then to reduce that down to an 8.5 X 11 sheet, it doesn't _ _ . Understand that in this portion
of the development, these are nothing smaller than 12,000 square feet. (inaudible comment)
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Drawings to a larger scale, and at the work session if you remember they had the larger scale
drawings, and it was much more ... (inaudible).
Councilman Belmont I also wanted to ask Rod, what do we have to provide in parks. I can't
remember, but so many parks per how many people.
Mr. Despain: The standard in the General Plan is about five acres per thousand, is the park
standard.
Councilman Belmont So if we have twenty-two thousand people, which everyone keeps saying we
are going to double the population down there, so (inaudible). My concern is an annexation implies
rights. Once you are annexed in, there are implied rights here and I don't want to give rights until
we've got everything worked out.
Mr. Frandsen: Do you know that this is fourteen years old?
Councilman Belmont: No, I talked to someone the other day and it's not fourteen years.
Mr. Washburn: One of the things you have to look at, if you look at this on the larger scale, is just
immediately to the south of this project is a swamp, I think, about three to four hundred feet wide
with powerlines, there is a greenbelt space that runs from one end
Councilman Belmont: Under the powerlines.
Mr. Washburn: ofthe city to the other.
Councilman Belmont: I've heard that for years now. Under the power lines is going to be the open
space.
Mr. Washburn: Well, I don't know if it is going to be all the open space but it is a significant
amount of open space. And it doesn't have to be the only open space.
Councilman Belmont: I hope not that it is the only open space.
Mr. Washburn: Along the frontage of the property along Harbor Road we saw in the work session
the treatment of the trail that goes along that (inaudible). I don't think we have ignored parks ... but
it doesn't solve every problem of parks.
Councilman Belmont: I'm not against this. I'm not against this. Mel has been buying up property
for fifty years. (Inaudible comment) I'm not against that happening down there, I just want to
make sure that it happens correctly. That is my only concern. I'm a little worried. We've had
reports on the water and on the sewer and I, we've all just spent how much time down there
watching the people in Mountain Meadows pump the basements out in the streets.
Mr. Frandsen: We are not going to have any basements.
Councilman Belmont: They weren't going to have any either.
Unknown: Then why did you let them have 'em?
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Councilman Belmont: I didn't, I'm not the inspector.
Unknown: But you hired them.
Unknown: You can

them.

Councilman Belmont: I'm sorry, I can't do everything
Councilman Storrs: Let's have a little order here please. Steve.
Mr. Sowby: As far as the hearing tonight, the thing that these three property owners are asking for
is annexation designated in the R1-12 zone with the concept plan attached. Then you still have to
go through all of the preliminary plans, the final plans, the ordinance tuning up. All theses
properties have met every single requirement that has been asked for the annexation. This step has
to occur to be able to get to the final design, to decide exactly what happens in those zones.
Councilman Storrs: Okay, I'm just going to allow one more question by Councilman Cates and
then we are going to go onto the next public hearing.
Councilman Cates: The ordinances, will they supercede this Rl-12?
Mr. Despain: They are alternatives to the R1-12. The General Plan, in the area we are talking
about, allows three units per acre. That is the density standard for that area. There is, the R1-12
12,000 square feet lot is one way that that is met. It meets the density criteria. The PR-3, which we
do have the PR-3 but what we don't have the planned development alternatives that are allowed in
the PR-3, and that also allows development with more flexibility, but still at the density of three
units per acre.
Councilman Cates: Okay, if we approve it at R1-12,000, it could stay right there and we can not
force it to meet a new ordinance, that is what I'm asking.
Mr. Despain: I think that is correct. Once you set the zone, then I guess the city could initiate a
zone change but you assume that is where it is going to still until there is a request for something
other.
Councilman Cates: I have seen some of the plans other that have looked real good. If you approve
an R 1-12,000, then the developer, and Mel, I'm not saying it's you, but then the developer can say,
"Wait a minute, you approved me at the Rl-12,000 and that is what I'm staying."
Mr. Despain: You could do that, yes. I want to emphasize we do have, we have adopted the PR-3
ordinance. They can be designated the PR-3 just as easy as they can be designated Rl-12. The
difference at this point is that it will be a couple of weeks before the ordinances that will allow the
outline of the character of development to PR-3 will be in place.
Councilman Storrs: We need to move on. Any other questions, that will come up under the action
item.
The hearing concluded at 7:13p.m.
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Public Hearing- 7:10p.m. - Receiving of public comment regarding the Providence Heights
Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on August 23, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:13 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were
present at this hearing along with Megan Walgreen.
Mayor Pro-Tern Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the Providence Heights Annexation. He asked for comments.
Ms. Lurker explained there were no protests received.
Councilman Blake commented that this one is next to I-15 and he questioned the plans for this
property. Mr. Maddox hasn't determined that yet, but with the new ordinances it may be part of a
master planned community.
Mr. Washburn stated there is an incentive for people to use the alternative ordinances which allows
for more flexibility; it is the only way to get closer to the density.
There being no further comment the hearing finished at 7:15 p.m.
Public Hearing-7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the AF/Lehi Boundary
Adjustment at about 900 West State
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on August 23, 2005, in the American
Fork Library, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were present at this
hearing along with Derric Rykert, Jess Green, and three additional citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tern Storrs explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding
the AF/Lehi Boundary Adjustment. He asked for comments.
Mr. Despain stated these are the changes between the two cities brought about by the Costco
construction. There will some portions of property going into Lehi and some into American Fork.
Mr. Despain continued that there needs to be an agreement worked out with Lehi on a couple of
items.
Ms. Lurker explained that there were no protests received.
Councilman Belmont asked if Mr. Despain could share what the negotiations would be. Mr.
Despain stated some were the dollar commitments on the construction of the 900 West intersections
and one had to do with water and sewer use arrangements, but he was not sure on the other items.
Councilman Belmont asked how much money would be involved. Mr. Despain understood that it
would be about $200,000 in regards to the construction on 900 West.
Mr. Despain stated this does not accomplish the transfer, but it does pass the 60 days, which then
will allow them to prepare the boundary adjustment agreement.
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Mr McClesky asked if the Costco store is right on the boundary ofLehi and American Fork and if
there is a revenue sharing agreement between the cities. Councilman Storrs indicated that no there
was not revenue agreement; Lehi will get the Costco revenue and we will get the revenue from what
will be built on American Fork City's portion.
Councilman Belmont stated they have never heard exactly what was in the negotiations. Mr.
Despain stated the negotiations were primarily between the two mayors but the City Council will
have an opportunity to review the agreement.
There being no more comment, the hearing concluded at 7:25p.m.
Regular Session
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on August 23, 2005, in the American Fork
Library, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt*, Council members
Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included
Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Sheena Parker,
Kevin Bennett, Darren Falslev, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Mr. & Mrs. Mel Frandsen, Mr. & Mrs. Dan
Frandsen, Scott McClesky, Brayden McClesky, Steve Sowby, Steve Holland, George Brown, Steve
Maddox, Rulon Jensen, Mr. & Mrs. Roper, Megan Walgreen, Derric Rykert, Jess Green, Keith
Richins, Heidi Rodeback, Jeff Eastwood, Daniel Copper, Heber Thompson, David Millheim and
approximately 28 citizens.
Mayor Pro-Tem Storrs excused Mayor Barratt and indicated he would be arriving shortly from the
Grand Opening of the IHC Huntsman Cancer Center.
Scout Brayden McClesky led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Stephen Sowby offered a
prayer.
REPORT ON THE DETENTION POND AT MOUNTAIN MEADOWS SUBDIVISION
Mr. Denney reported that since the last meeting, several things have taken place. They have
cleaned the storm drain line; they believe they were successful in increasing flows coming from the
underground drain; they have tried to lower the water level in the detention pond; they have put
gravel in the pond; and they are trying to get the pooling out of the pond. Mr. Denney continued
that they have fenced the area to prevent people from falling into the trenches. Mr. Denney
explained they have contacted three engineering firms to look into the situation and to come up with
a solution.
*Mayor Barratt arrived at 7:37p.m.
Mr. Denney continued that a solution example could be an outlet from the pond and a design of the
underground drain. Currently, the open trench is the best flow of what they have out of that open
drain because of how steep the underground drain was installed; it is lower than the drainage pipes
in the area. Part of the study with the Engineering firms is to chase it down stream further and
dump it into the top of the pipe. Mr. Denney continued that ofthe three firms contacted one firm is
unable, one firm has talked to them, and they are still waiting to hear from the third firm.
Councilman Belmont asked if the people are still pumping water out of their homes. Mr. Denney
stated he understood there were two homes.
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Councilman Belmont asked who the Engineers on the project were. Mr. Denney stated that Steve
Sowby was the initial engineer, but the Dalley Brothers did some of their own Engineering.
Councilman Cates asked how long they have been pumping basements. It was noted some have
been pumping since March and others since May.
Councilman Cates stated he was trying to get a hold of Neil Christensen to discuss modifying the
detention pond.
Tanya Shelton, a homeowner in Mountain Meadows, questioned what they meant about tracing the
lines. Mr. Denney stated they are trying to see if they can gain elevation to see if they can get the
water level down. Ms. Shelton asked why they could not run the french drain across the street. Mr.
Denney stated that is part ofthe study that needs to be done; it needs to see if it is going to be
possible.
Charlie Smith stated they are concerned with a couple of things. They are concerned with the
procedures and the inspectors and such. That is why they pay the permits, so that the inspectors
check on things like that to protect them. That has failed them. Mr. Smith wanted them to review
the procedures on Public Works and Inspections as well as Customer Service aspect.
A citizen stated that they have reviewed the note on the plat map. He read the notes on the plat
which pertains to purchasers of the lots being aware of soil and subsurface conditions. Before the
issuance of the permit, which was dated December 12, 2003, there was already drywall in his house.
He would like to see the builders sign the papers and make sure they are aware of the issues before
they start building.
Councilman Cates asked that the comment be read again. He questioned if the developer purchased
a number of lots, is he responsible for the problem or does it get passed along to future owners?
Mr. Denney stated that is what needs to be cleared up, but he thinks it is.
Mr. Smith asked about the detention pond. Councilman Cates stated that there was an agreement on
the detention pond between the Christensens and the City. The intent was that if there happens to
be a flood, there is a diversion where half goes to the Christensen's property and half to the other
side. Mr. Christensen is concerned that his property will get flooded out.
Mr. Smith asked if they could move the pond further down and if the city owns the property. Mr.
Denney stated the problem is the drain; the drain is right behind it and that is where the water goes.
Mr. Smith suggested that the engineers look at that as well. Mr. Smith mentioned the pipe and the
area is an eyesore.
Councilman Cates asked if that could be piped over. Mr. Denney stated it would be a policy call.
Marsha Livingston stated that when Mr. Sowby did the first plan, who decided to change it from a
pavilion to a pond without people knowing and how did they get basements in the homes when they
shouldn't have had basements? She feels like who ever is responsible should make it right for the
home owners.
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A citizen stated there were people who knew that basements should not be there. She stated she
lives there and Mr. Daley stated that basements were not a good idea, but he still built a basement
for the neighbors.
Mr. Sowby stated he didn't know anything about a pavilion.
Mayor Barratt stated he did not remember the pavilion, but he did remember that the Christensen's
had asked that their investment be protected, which explained the detention pond in that location.
Mayor Barratt further explained that he was told some test holes were dug and they were not able to
find water six feet down. He stated there are more subdivisions where basements are not allowed if
there is a possibility of a water problem. In their situation, Jockey Hollow had the same problems.
They were told the same thing and the homeowners were told to determine whether or not
basements could be built. Mayor Barratt was told there was a level of due diligence on their part
and they did dig test holes. Mayor Barratt continued that in 1991, water was found 18" deep in the
development to the west of this subdivision. Since then, we have been in a drought followed by a
wet winter and wet spring. Mayor Barratt indicated there was blame to go around for everyone. In
the future, they are hoping to put an end to it. He indicated the question now is how to correct this
problem, to stop what is taking place and prevent the homes from flooding. He stated there is a
level of responsibility and those people will be addressed. Mayor Barratt stated they have looked
into piping it, but if the diversion dam gets washed out and the only way to prevent that was a
detention pond, that would only create another problem. There is a solution but it may not be any
better.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the open ditch had been fenced. Mr. Denney stated it was fenced.
The citizen stated there are several kids in the neighborhood; they were concerned if a child were to
drown. It is a dangerous situation.
Mr. Smith wanted to make sure they don't want the pond left there. They are afraid the City will go
for the quick fix. To them, it is not acceptable for them to put in gravel and wash their hands of it.
Mayor Barratt stated that would not be the case and that every Monday they have a staff meeting.
This would be discussed and the City's intention is to solve the problem.
Mr. Eastwood stated the trench does have a temporary fence but it is open at one end; there are kids
still playing there. Mayor Barratt stated that right now, there is not a choice at this point; they are
aware of the danger but are encouraging parents to watch their children. Mr. Eastwood just wanted
to let them know of the deadly situation.
Mr. Smith asked if there would be another report. Mayor Barratt stated there would be.
Councilman Blake stated that a comment has been made about correcting the drain. Mr. Denney
stated that open, the drain is better than what was designed but there is still water standing in a man
hole by the pipe.
Councilman Blake asked if the fence is working. It was noted it was better than nothing. Mr.
Eastwood stated that curious kids will be curious and still get in there. Mr. Denney agreed that
children could still get in the ditch.
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Councilman Belmont asked if there was anything else that could be done to keep a child out. Mr.
Denney stated the solution would be to solve the problem and pipe it. In the interim, Mayor Barratt
indicated that parents need to be vigilant in where their kids are.
Mayor Barratt stated they will get an update at the next Council meeting.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Jess Green stated that at the Planning Commission meeting last week, they addressed his land
between Lehi City and the Allred property. He asked that he gets a consensus from this City
Council to see if he can formally approach Lehi to see if they will annex the property. Mr. Green is
surrounded on by Lehi and Allred's property. There is no way for them to get services to his
property for a number of years; longer, if the Allred's renew their agricultural preservation trust.
Ms. Allred indicated that he should just go to Lehi. He has had discussions with Lehi concerning
this, but he is asking that they allow the Mayor to give him a letter giving him permission to go to
Lehi. Lehi is amicable to an approach, but they will not do anything without American Fork City's
permission. It was noted it would be a boundary line agreement adjustment.
Councilman Cates asked if this would need to come back as an action item. Mr. Green stated it
would but he is just asking for permission to approach Lehi City.
Mayor Barratt explained that the reason a letter is needed, is that Lehi and American Fork have an
agreement on annexations. Basically, Mayor Greenwood will not address the issue until American
Fork gives permission.
Council members Cates, Storrs, and Blake felt it would be okay to write the letter.
Mr. Green states he has plans for the property and wants to see it happen before something happens
to him.
Rulon Jensen stated he lives on 200 East between 200 and 300 North, which is a one way street.
Earlier this summer, the road was chip sealed. Mr. Jensen believes the road needs to be stripped
and the arrows put back down. The people driving the wrong way has increased ten fold and it is a
problem
Mr. Denney stated that in Finance Committee, they approved the road striping and that will take
place in the near future.
Ms. Jacob asked about the Police Investigation. Mayor Barratt stated he has answered that question
and that there will not be a police investigation. Ms. Jacob wished Mayor Barratt would look at it
from a different perspective. Mayor Barratt stated that he will not; Chief Fox made that statement.
Mayor Barratt stated the Chief Fox was not the ChiefExecutive Officer of the City; he is. Chief
Fox understands what Mayor Barratt intended to do and what has taken place since that statement
and they are both comfortable. Mayor Barratt stated it is his obligation as Mayor to protect the
citizens and that he has done.
Ms. Jacob asked why she does not feel safe. Mayor Barratt stated that is something she needs to
determine that; he does not know why everyone else feels safe and she does not.
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William Jacob read a statement concerning a Jetter from former police officer Mark Dell'Ergo; the
statement and Jetter from Mr. Dell'Ergo is attached to the minutes as ATTACHMENT #1. Mr.
Jacobs asked if Mr. Storrs has educated the other Council members. Councilman Storrs stated he
gave each of the Council members a copy of the letter.
Mr. Jacobs asked if they talked to Terry Fox and Steve Cornia. Councilman Storrs indicated he
turned that over to each council member as he had given them a copy of the letter.
Marvin Jones stated he would like to say that he appreciates the work the Council is doing. Mr.
Jones feels the senior citizens of the community are being neglected; they need to be challenged and
involved. Mr. Jones stated he would like to utilize the Senior Center better with classes that will
challenge their minds. He questioned why they can't do something to meet the needs of the senior
citizens. Mr. Jones stated he would love to meet with any of them if they would like to talk to him
further on this.
Mayor Barratt stated he was under the impression that there was a Board over the senior citizen
center. Are they refusing to offer the services? Mr. Jones stated their equipment is out of date but
that some members of the board also have stated that no one wanted the classes so they did not offer
classes. Mr. Jones stated there were people interested in classes.
Mayor Barratt stated the Council did not get involved in the running of the Senior Citizen Center.
Councilman Belmont thought that Mr. Jones had made some good comment.
Mr. Jones fully believes that in any other area, people go where they are invited and feel welcome.
The negative attitude on the Senior Board is driving people away. Mayor Barratt clarified that the
board is not willing to address Mr. Jones' concerns. Mr. Jones commented that he was told over the
phone that the things are doing are good enough and they do not want the change.
Mayor Barratt stated that Councilman Blake is over the Senior Citizens and he can take those
concerns to the meeting.
Councilman LeBaron commented that Mr. Jones is on the Recreation Committee but is willing to
move to the Senior Citizens Committee ifthere is an opening. Councilman Blake stated he would
be happy to look at that.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Cates had nothing to report.
Councilman LeBaron had nothing to report.
Councilman Storrs praised the Street department for their work. He called JoAnn Scott at Public
Works on Friday afternoon around 3:30p.m. about a sign that needed to be put up. By 5:00p.m.
the sign was put up.
Councilman Blake had nothing to report.
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Councilman Belmont stated that several weeks ago, she mentioned the passing of Selma Miller; she
neglected to mention Selma Miller was also the Poulty Days Queen in 1936
Councilman Belmont stated that Colleen Robinson McKay passed away; she was the Centennial
Queen for Utah's 100 year Celebration.
Councilman Belmont stated the Utah State Historical Committed annual meeting is September 15th
through the 17th at the Salt Lake Library.
Councilman Belmont stated the Nuisance Abatement Committee had another meeting. She
commended Officer Falslev for all his work with the Nuisance Abatement.
Councilman Cates stated that today was Madge Tuckett's 92nd birthday; she was a local school
teacher.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt apologized for being late; he was attending the opening of the Huntsman-IHC Cancer
Center. IHC has joined hands with Huntsman Cancer Center, when usually they want to be
separate; this is the first time a major cancer center and major hospital chain joined together. Mayor
Barratt continued that they have asked that he present to the City Council a "Star of Hope" to
remind them to have hope in their life, especially those who are suffering the terrible disease.
Councilman Cates expressed his appreciation for the "Star of Hope" as he is a cancer survivor.
Mayor Barratt read the Proclamation proclaiming August 24th to September 4th as Utah Firefighters
for MDA Week in American Fork, Utah.
Councilman Blake moved to declare August 24th to September 4, 2005, as Utah Firefighters
for MDA Week. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.

Mayor Barratt stated he has received a letter from Jerry Lewis and the Utah Highway Patrol; they
are very impressed with the Fire Department. American Fork City has been blessed with a fine Fire
Department.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE TRI-VALLEY ANNEXATION AT APPROXIMATELY 330
EAST 620 SOUTH CONSISTING OF .59 ACRES INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF
ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt explained the location of the property in question.
Councilman Blake moved to (1) approve Ordinance 05-08-38 of Annexation for the Tri-Valley
Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of all
deeds and water rights by the City and execution of the Annexation Agreement by the
applicant; (2) to approve the Annexation Agreement relating thereto, subject to delivery of
the outstanding attachments; and (3) approve the placement of the annexation area into the
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GC-2 General Commercial Zone and in the 1-15 Sign Overlay Zone. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE VINYL WHOLESALERS ANNEXATION AT
APPROXIMATELY 330 EAST 600 SOUTH CONSISTING OF 1.4 ACRES INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE GC-2 ZONE,
AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Councilman Storrs moved to (1) approve Ordinance 05-08-39 of Annexation for the Vinyl
Wholesalers Annexation, with the instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending
receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution of the Annexation Agreement
by the applicant; (2) approve the annexation agreement relating thereto, subject to delivery of
the outstanding attachments; and (3) approve the placement of the annexation area into the
GC-2 General Commercial Zone and the 1-15 Sign Overlay Zone.
Councilman Belmont asked if this meant they would be putting a billboard on the property. Mr.
Despain sated the zone does not permit billboards.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NEBEKER ANNEXATION AT 925 NORTH 900 WEST
CONSISTING OF 6.92 ACRES INCLUDING THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION,
PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE Rl-12,000 ZONE, AND ALSO THE
ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Councilman Blake stated there was some discussion on the sewer issues at the public hearing.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the (1) Ordinance 05-08-40 of Annexation for the
Nebeker Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt
of all deeds for widening of900 West, easements for off-site sewer, conveyance of water rights
to the City and execution of the Annexation Agreements by the applicants; (2) approve the
Annexation Agreement relating thereto, subject to delivery of the outstanding attachments
changes to address the off-site sewer issue, and (3) approve the placement of the annexation
area into the R1-12,000 Residential zone.
Councilman Belmont stated she was concerned about the sewer issue.
Mr. Holland explained once again the history of the project, which was explained at the public
hearing. He explained the cheapest way was to approach Lehi City about temporarily connecting to
their sewer. Other options would be a lift station or obtaining an easement from the property to the
south and running the sewer through one of the southern lots in this development. Craig Searle
admits that sewer will need to be run, but he does not want to run a line at this time that may
interfere with the development of his property. Mr. Holland had approached Orin Poweel of Lehi
City several months ago; he indicated they would not be excited about the idea, but did not say they
would not go for it.
Councilman Blake asked for the location of Costco in comparison with this property.
Councilman Blake stated that in the motion, it was subject to the delivery of the outstanding
attachment changes to address the off-site sewer issue. He asked who would sign off on the
changes. It was noted engineering staff would sign off.
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Mr. Denney pointed out the easements for the off-site sewer mentioned in the motion tells the
applicant that he would have to resolve the sewer issue by an easement, that a lift station is not an
issue.

Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Mr. Despain stated the motion that was made and seconded limits it to the easement option. He
stated this is a recent event. The annexation agreement before them assumes it was going to take
place; it actually has a description of the easement. The dilemma is if they pass the motion, the lift
station or any other alternative is not an option. Mr. Despain questioned if the City Council was
willing to look at other options.

Councilman Storrs added to the motion to include the authorization for them to amend the
agreement to provide for the alternatives to the easements as discussed.
Councilman Cates stated that at some future point it was mentioned that the property would be
connect to the city's sewer system; whose expense would it be? Mr. Holland stated that the
developer would take that expense. Mr. Holland stated that if that option of hooking onto Lehi does
not happen, could they go back to a lift station?
Mr. Bennett stated that there is some concern on the number of options. He suggested they table it
instead of guessing what will happen.
Mr. Nebeker stated the whole piece should be in American Fork; he is confident it will but is just
the matter of when. Mr. Nebeker commented that tabling it creates a hardship on the owners. They
can work out the problem.
Councilman Storrs stated he would keep his motion with his amendment.

Councilman LeBaron accepted the amendment to the motion.
Councilman Belmont asked if Mr. Bennett would clarify what he just said. Mr. Bennett stated his
concern is that once they annex the property, they have basically given the farm away. One
suggested he had would be to include subject to no development taking place until the sewer issue
was resolved, so there were no expectations of development.

Councilman Storrs added to his motion that there was no expectation of development to take
place until the sewer issue has been resolved. Councilman LeBaron accepted the second
amendment to the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
Councilman Belmont indicated her question had been answered.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE HARBOR ROAD ANNEXATION PLAT A AT
APPROXIMATELY 640 SOUTH 100 WEST CONSISTING OF 10.89 ACRES INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-12,000
ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt: Item number four was the subject of a public hearing at 6:50p.m. Review and
action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at approximately 640 South 100 West consisting of
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10.89 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the Rl-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Councilman Blake: Mayor, the next three items are in the same area and has some similar issues.
It seems like one of the things ..... is really, it would work better to have the PR-3 Ordinance in
place to resolve these. The staffis indicating they will bring it forward in a couple of weeks. It
seems like it would be better to
into that.
Councilman LeBaron: We can fashion the motion with that. I know this has been pending for a
long time, but this meets all the ordinances, policies of our city. It has been pending for some time
and I think we need to move on it. I think that _ _ safeguards can be put into place. I think that
the concern with annexing this number of acreage is providing city services, and I think we can
fashion the motion to take care of that. But, I don't think we can withhold annexation if it meets the
ordinances.
Mr. Bennett: Absolutely we can. (inaudible comment) You always have the option to say yes or
no. Once you say yes, then your options are taking away for development down the road.
(Inaudible). It is a privilege to annex into the City. (inaudible comment).
Mr. McClesky: It has been pointed out with respect to what Councilman Blake said _____
some landowners here saying ........ they would prefer to do this in the PR-3.
Mr. Sowby: Plat A and C, the Planning Commission has already recommended the Rl-12000 zone
and
the concept plan to support that.
Unknown: Do they plan to stay with that?
Mr. Sowby: On Plat A and C, yes. There are three different action items. On Plat B, you can
address that.
Councilman Blake: (inaudible comment) On plat C, isn't that the one where there are streets that
are more narrow? Isn't that pending to ordinances yet to come true?
Mr. Sowby: No, it's not.
Councilman Blake: What about the ordinances to not have the curb?
Mr. Despain: The ordinance, any changes with respect to the 50-foot cross section that has not been
approved. It is not an ordinance, actually, but a change to the city road standards.
Councilman Blake: ..... there isn't approval for that, the narrow street?.
Mr. Despain: That is correct. No, the current ordinances and policies foresee, but are not in place.
Councilman Blake: Why is this coming forward with it then?
Mr. Washburn: The plat you have in front of you has 50-foot streets, not 40-foot streets. We hope
that in the years to come that maybe some of the ordinances being talked about will change. And I
understand the turnaround will be just a couple of weeks. I heard "two weeks" two years ago last
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January. They were only two weeks away from bring these things forward. Now, these ordinances
are complicated, but I don't why it has taken as long as it has. I have no expectation that you are
going to see this done and taken care of in two weeks. I hope that will happen, but I don't know
that I believe it. Mr. Frandsen has been waiting on his annexation for over a decade. I mean, that is
a significant part of a person's life. He would like to move forward on his property ... with a large
annexation because that is what we were directed to do by staff and Planning Commission. It
certainly isn't all going to be developed at once. It will take place ..... but it is what we were
directed to do. And we have done everything we have been asked to do. The ordinances in place
that allow development to start now, and Mr. Frandsen would like to move forward.
Councilman Belmont: (inaudible comment) I am not against the development that will happen, but
two or three of you have said that we have ordinances that we need to get through. So, tell me,
what do we need to get through?
Mr. Washburn: May I, what needs to happen is all the ordinances associated with the PR, and there
is a variable lot subdivision, there is an open subdivision, and there is some variation on that But,
if this were annexed tonight and we were to start to prepare a plat now, I don't think we could get
something approved in less than six months. I have never seen anything fly through this body any
faster than that. Now there is plenty of time for other things to catch up, if in fact they are going to
catch up. The expectation is that they are not going to catch up. Why hold us up for another six
months or a year? You can't have it both ways. Either you are going to move on it or you are not
If you're not, let him move forward with what has been approved. If it is going to move forward,
there is plenty of time for it to catch up. Your system moves at the speed of ice melting on a 33
degree day. Nothing is going to happen much faster.
Councilman LeBaron: I have a lot of confidence in the Planning Commission. They have looked at
this a number of times.

Councilman LeBaron: I am prepared to move to (1) approve the Ordinance 05-08-41 of
Annexation for the Harbor Road Plat A Annexation, with instruction to the Recorder to
withhold recording pending receipt of all deeds and water rights by the City and execution of
the Annexation Agreement by the applicants; (2) approve the Annexation Agreement relating
thereto, subject to delivery of the outstanding attachments; including, but not limited to an
amended annexation concept plan, water rights; and (3) approve the placement of the
annexation area into the R1-12,000 Residential zone or with the option to put in place the PR3 if and when approval takes place of that ordinance, with a further finding that there is no
expectation as to development that there is no implied rights with regards to development
subject to those conditions previously mentioned.
Councilman Storrs: I'll second it, Mayor.
Mayor Barratt: A motion by Councilman LeBaron has been seconded by Councilman Storrs.
Mr. Green: I'd like to make an observation that if they are looking at a concept plan that gives them
a suggestion of what they want the development to look like. But I believe, if I'm not mistaken,
that they still have to go through the process along those guidelines. That is all it is, is guidelines.
And so they probably shouldn't get hung up on the concept plan because all it is is a guideline.
They will have to come back with (inaudible) with any completion of development plans.
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Councilman Belmont: I want to ask Shirl how they plan to provide the services.
Councilman LeBaron: That is all subject to Engineering and the city and that will take some time.
But that is why I added to the motion the finding of no expectations of development and no implied
rights to develop with this annexation until those issues are taken care of.
Councilman Belmont: I am very concerned about water. It's critical because here we've got the
Searle's coming in, we've got the Robinson coming in, Ellen, and so we aren't going to be sucking
up water. And, I read from Horrocks in their last report that we are out of water. And so, what are
we going to do? Because, I'm thinking this is frightening. They are going to want immediately,
and expect it. Once you give the annexation, then they are going to expect what everybody on this
side of the freeway has got.
Unknown: As long as we provide it.
Councilman Belmont: Yes, but I don't think we are going to be able to provide it.
Mayor Barratt: That is what your responsibility is, along with the other members here, to provide it.
Councilman Belmont: Well, I don't think we are going to be able to provide it. I think, I think
we've got huge problems. We've got a well, or two wells, that we are worried about and we have
got subdivisions coming in that we have got to provide those people with water as well. So, as I
have said before, I am not against the people on the south developing their property, but I am very
worried about the services. I just don't think, how we are going to provide all that for another
hundred acres.
Mayor Barratt: And that was_ from the work session, was to help the City Council. Staff has
had, I don't know how many years of telling you the Council needed to take a pro-active approach
to the water needs of the community.
Councilman Belmont: Now you were _ _ with that.
Mayor Barratt: Okay, then the Mayor is telling you that. This Council needs to be, take a proactive approach to this community and the needs of the community. It is not right that individuals,
whether it be Jess Green or whoever that might be, can't develop their property because the City has
refused to address a need that they knew was coming up. And so, you know, I don't think .....
Councilman Belmont: inaudible comment
Councilman Blake: Earlier, another issue raised in a document passed out about the earthquake
condition. Is there some issues there that hasn't been addressed by the Planning Commission about
liquefaction?
Mr. Washburn: The Planning Commission has made it very clear that they will require soils study,
probably on a lot by lot basis all the way through this area for development. We understand that. It
needs to happen incrementally as we develop because every time you put in new sewer line, new
water line you do have shifts in the way water travels. We understand that is going to be the case.
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Councilman Belmont: I have nightmares about Mountain Meadows all over again. So anyway, Mr.
Richans is here, Commissioner Richan. I'd like to hear from him. I have read it, but ...
Mr. Richans: The reason I brought that in is that I realize that there is going to be development
down there. But if you don't have in place the controls and the way to development that will solve
the problems that these people are having, you will have hundreds of times that many things
happening down there. So there has got to be ... (inaudible) ... The thing is, you are opening a can of
works down there and if you are not prepared to provide the right leadership to say what can be
done, for instance the people that altered their house plans over there just down from Storrs and hit
that well, what controls do you have? There is no question about it, the information I gave you is
over 35 years old. They have known about it for that length of time because I was on the Planning
Commission in the County when we had this done, this survey done that they have in their hands.
And, there is no question about it that you can not develop that ground down there the same as you
did the ground up above Main Street in American Fork. There is going to have to be a certain way
of building down there in order to provide so that the people who come in and trust us is going to
get a building permit and is assuming then that it is alright to build down there, kind of like what is
happening in Mountain Meadows. And if you, the water table there is a lot lower than it is in other
places down there. So you've got some real problems if you don't look at them now, you are just
passing them on to future generations. Problems that can't be solved, they just can't be solved
unless they are solved now. And that is why I brought that tonight, to give it to you as just, it is just
a beginning situation. I've talked a long time on this particular subject, but you have got to have in
place the controls that is necessary to build properly down there or you are just passing onto future
residents of American Fork the responsibility of paying for all this ..... We have been arguing about
the effect of a number three earthquake leveling _ _ , most of them not all of them. Mark in the
fact that the Wasatch Fault is now considered five hundred years past a major quake, which they
estimate will never be under a five, will probably be closer to seven, can you visualize what is going
to happen down there? I hope you can, because you are doing things now that is just, that will
impact that. (Inaudible comment)
Councilman Blake: Mayor, Heber Thompson is on the Planning Commission, he was nodding
acknowledgment of this issue. Is the Planning Commission aware of it, are they doing some
specific things?
Mr. Thompson: Well, we've had plenty of discussions on this and the resolutions we have are
among ourselves on the Planning Commission is we don't want to permit building that is not going
to be durable. You want to make there are services down there, that one can run the water lines and
sewer lines and so forth. And there are some guidelines that the Corp of Engineers have put out that
you have to follow, and we are, I think, the staff is very conscientious about following that. I just
don't see, the direction that I'm hearing from the Planning Commission, I don't see us getting into
the situation we are in with Mountain Meadows. I don't think we are going to act, the staff can
certainly comment on this, but I don't think we are going to act unless we have the assurances that
the geotechnical reports. As mentioned here by the developer, we may have to have one lot by lot
and do exceptions and these can be built and those can be built. I just think that we are very
sensitized there that this is not going to be hap-hazard building. Would you verify that Rod? We
are very sensitive about that.
Mayor Barratt: Alright, we are going to allow one more comment. Okay, two comments.
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Mr. Sowby: To help set your mind at ease a little bit, this is the geotechnical report that was done
last week at thousands of dollars of expense to developers. And it is not thirty-five years old and it
tells them exactly what to do. And .. .inaudible ... .it talks about earthquakes, it talks about
liquefaction, it talks about ground water, it talks about soil types, and so this is what the city has
required. That is why they hire professionals to do it.
Unknown: That was at the request of the Planning Commission because of some concerns that you
just addressed. It is the same concerns we have. (inaudible comment)
Tape Change
Unknown: .... which earthquake zone we're in.
Councilman Blake: Mayor, its good to hear that, but it seems like _just made a comment that
Mountain Meadows, _ of the plat had been noticed. I think the City really, we need to make sure
we confirm we have _ _ in place that inspections are done and things are approved, that the
follow-up occurs to make sure that it is occurring as the plan is laid out.
Unknown: We can't control the building inspectors.
Councilman Blake: I understand that. That is why I think we need to be conscious of that issue.
That is one of the things from Mountain Meadows that we should be very conscious of. As a city
we need to assure that the process in place, that inspections are where they should be, and that the
processes are followed. That is going to be a very important thing.
Unknown: .... have your inspectors follow up also.
Mr. McClesky: Be careful because Cedar Hills had geo reports on the hill as well.
Unknown: And they didn't follow them.
Unknown: That's true.
Mr. Washburn: Earthtee ... and that is who did this report.
Mayor Barratt: All right, we have a motion by Councilman LeBaron that has been seconded by
Councilman Storrs. All in favor?
Councilman Belmont: Please repeat that motion.
Mayor Barratt: That would be impossible

it has been so long ago.

Laughter
Mayor Barratt: Is it on the tape?
Ms. Lurker: Yes.
Mayor Barratt: If you have the memo, you can follow along on that and then add the last part.
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Councilman LeBaron: I added to that memo to number three to approve the placement of the
annexation area into the Rl-12,000 Residential zone or with the option ofPR-3 if that
ordinance is in fact in place at the time of recording with further finding that there is no
expectation development, further finding that there are no implied rights to development until
all the conditions on that as well as all, and this isn't in the original motion but will be if
Councilman Storrs agrees, that all appropriate and actual building codes and standards are
met and followed with exactness.
Councilman Storrs: I'll agree with the amendment to the motion.
Mayor Barratt: All right. All in favor.
All the Council members voted in favor of the motion. The motion carried.

(There were several comments made but not audible on the tape)
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE HARBOR ROAD ANNEXATION PLAT BAT
APPROXIMATELY 1050 SOUTH 100 WEST CONSISTING OF 153.61 ACRES INCLUDING
THE ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-12,000
ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt: Item number four was also the subject of a public hearing at 6:50. Review and
action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat B at approximately 1050 South 100 West consisting of
153.61 acres including the ordinance of annexation, placement of the property in the Rl-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Councilman LeBaron: There were similar issues, I believe.
Mayor Barratt: The same motion that was made for item number four, that motion will remain for
item number five on plat B.
Councilman Blake: Who is making that motion?
Councilman LeBaron: I'll make that same motion (Ordinance 05-08-42).
Councilman Blake: I'll second it.
Mayor Barratt: The motion has been seconded by Councilman Blake. All in favor.
All the Council members were in favor of the motion. The motion carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE HARBOR ROAD ANNEXATION PLAT CAT
APPROXIMATELY 700 SOUTH 100 WEST CONSISTING OF 19.89 ACRES INCLUDING THE
ORDINANCE OF ANNEXATION, PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY IN THE R1-12,000
ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT
Mayor Barratt: Item number six was once again the subject of the same public hearing at 6:50.
Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat Cat approximately 700South 100 West
consisting of 19.89 acres including the ordinance of annexation, placement of the property in the
R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
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Councilman LeBaron: I'll carry those two previous motions forward to include this one as
well (Ordinance 05-08-43).
Councilman Storrs: I'll second it, Mayor.
Mayor Barratt: Motion by Councilman LeBaron and seconded by Councilman Storrs to keep the
original motion that was made on Plat A and Plat B to be enforced on Plat C also. All in favor.
All the Council members were in favor. The motion carried.
Mr. Richan: May I make _ _? Steve referred to the fact that I said thirty-five years old. This
information that is in here was taken from the medium that we had, as the council will recall, five or
six years ago. And this is the information from that, but it hasn't varied at all in 35 years. But it is
up-to-date information.
Councilman Blake: It was helpful information. We appreciate it.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the amended final plat for Holmstead Center Subdivision Plat B, Lot
#4 at 716 South 500 East
Councilman Blake moved to approve to final plat of Lot 4 of the Holmstead Center
Subdivision Plat B, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, and have the
plat recorded subject to the receipt of the letters of consent from the owners of all
other lots in the subdivision and verification of technical amendments to the plat by the
City Engineer prior to recording. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were
in favor. The motion carried.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE MOVING OF A STRUCTURE FROM 20 WEST 400 NORTH
TO 147 EAST 600 NORTH
Mayor Barratt explained this structure was south ofthe American Fork Fitness Center and is being
moved to Daniel Copper's property.
Councilman Blake felt it may be appropriate to move this, but they may need a bond in place to
assure it takes place.
Mayor Barratt stated the property is going to be developed and the structure would need to be
moved. Mr. Despain stated they have been approached about a building on that property but he is
not sure of what will take place; the building will be taken down since it is non-usable,
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Mr. Copper stated he is unsure what the plan is for the old structure. They are trying to move it
until they can decide what will be done with it.
Councilman Blake asked where they are moving it to; it did not want it moved just to remain a
derelict structure. Mr. Copper re-stated he isn't sure what will be done and he did not know the time
frame on the project; he pointed out he had other structures on his property that had been moved but
have done nothing with them. Mr. Copper stated that if he did not move the structure, it will be torn
down.
Councilman Blake indicated he wanted some assurances that it will not be moved and sit there for a
long period of time.
Councilman Belmont indicated she was supposed to get a history of the building. Mr. Copper
stated that is being worked on; it is a stick frame building with adobe. If they can not move the
structure, they will take it apart and re-assemble it at a later time.
Mr. Green reminded the council that when Albertsons was built, they had the opportunity to
preserve the oldest cabin in the western United States owned by Old Man Greenwood. It was
constructed in 1824. They had the opportunity to save the building but they did nothing and it was
trashed instead of letting the State Historical Society assist the City in preserving it. Mr. Green
estimated this building was built in the 1860's and if someone can take the opportunity to preserve it
he thought it was a great opportunity.
Councilman Blake wanted to know the location the structure would be moved to. Mr. Copper
stated it will be on the Star Mill property, along with the other buildings being stored there.
Councilman Cates pointed out that ifthey don't allow it, the building will be torn down.
Councilman Storrs moved to approve moving the structure from 20 West 400 North to 147
East 600 North. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH ELLSWORTH PAULSEN FOR THE
FITNESS CENTER PROJECT
This item was removed from the agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 2.41.150 & 2.42.090
OF THE PERSONNEL POLICIES RELATING TO RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS
Mayor Barratt explained that currently there is a residency requirement that department heads live
in American Fork, but that will be taken out of the policy. They are looking to hire a Fire Chief and
a Police Chief, and already having hired a Recreation Direction, and the residency requirement
hinders the City's ability to hire the best person for the job. Other cities do not have that
requirement.
Councilman Belmont questioned why they think the best person doesn't want to lie in American
Fork. Mayor Barratt stated that isn't necessarily the case, but there are a number of applicants that
have applied for the job but they do not live within the city limits; some of the applicants have
specifically asked if they would have to move to American Fork. Mayor Barratt pointed out that
there are existing situations that are not conforming to the requirements.
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Councilman Belmont felt the Police Chief should live in American Fork. Is the housing not
acceptable?
Councilman Cates stated that in most cases, if they live a distance from the city, they will gravitate
to living in American Fork. The City is not offering them a guaranteed job, where they take the job
and might be out of work the following day, he, personally, would not want to move.
Councilman Blake felt that if the ordinance was amended, they would still be able to hire the best
person for the job.

Councilman Blake moved to approve Ordinance 05-08-44 amending Sections 2.41.150 &
2.42.090 of the Personnel Policies relating to residency requirements. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman Blake, Councilman Storrs,
Councilman Cates, and Councilman LeBaron. Councilman Belmont voted nay. The motion
carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF A DONATION OF REAL PROPERTY
AT APPROXIMATELY 975 NORTH 900 EAST
Mayor Barratt explained the location of the property, which was north of the LDS Temple and
Church house. He indicated the LDS Church no longer wants the ground and are willing to donate
the property to the City.

Councilman LeBaron moved to accept the donation of real property at approximately 975
North 900 East, commenting that something nice could be done with the property.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake commented that all the ground is nicely landscaped. The road is not being used
and they should look into vacating that road and landscaping it. Mr. Denney recommended that
they vacate the road and expand the landscape ..

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS, COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments at this time.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt explained they had two change orders. The first was for Kilgore Paving in the
amount of$6,573 for the 150 West project. The second change order is for Dunn Construction in
the amount of $2,647. 75 in relation to the water line along the frontage road; this is putting a
treatment around the pipe to extend the life of the water line.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the change order to Kilgore Paving in the amount of
$6,573.00 and the change order to Dunn Construction in the amount of$2,647.75.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There was nothing new they needed to be aware of.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 9, 2005 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Councilman LeBaron stated there were a couple of things he would like to look at in regards to the
minutes and he would like additional time to review them.
Mayor Barratt indicated this would be placed on the next agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 11, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Blake asked that they hold off on approving these minutes as well.
Mayor Barratt indicated this would also be placed on the next agenda.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake explained the Finance Committee met at 5:15p.m. at the Administrative offices.
They reviewed city bills totaling $142,567.27 and requisitions over $1000 in the amount of
$302,923.39. The purchase requisitions over $1,000 included the purchase of a 2005 Durango for
the Ambulance department. The Finance Committee recommended approval.
Councilman Blake moved to approve the city bills totaling $142,567.27 and the purchase
requisitions in the amount of $302,923.39. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake indicated they also reviewed the pending publication of the History of American
Fork. It is prepared to go to publication and is nicely done. There is a recommendation that they
pursue some donations to help fund the book. They would also recommend taking some preorders
priced at $34.95 for the book and CD by December 1st with the price going to $39.95 after that date.
Councilman Blake also mentioned the bond for Temple Meadows. They have received the check
and reviewed what improvements have been done to date. Councilman Blake indicated the
Finance Committee has decided to approve the reimbursement of$6,500 based upon written
concurrence from the Homeowners Association. They have also established the guidelines that the
HOA must give approval in order for funds to be released in the future.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
OTHER
Mr. Richan commented that in the past when Jockey Hollow was discussed, it was decided upon a
disclaimer to be placed on the subdivision plat concerning the water levels. He called a number of
people to see if they had looked at the plat map prior to purchasing their property. Only one person
had. Mr. Richan felt the City should not rely upon the disclaimer.
Mayor Barratt stated that has far as he knows, the reason they have had few problems in Jockey
Hollow is the difference in developer and marketing. In Jockey Hollow, the person in charge of
selling the lots made all the owner read and sign there they were aware of the water problems. That
did not take place in Mountain Meadows. That document was with the Title Company and
followed the property from owner to owner.
Councilman LeBaron stated that Keith Richan was one of the first developers who put in
underground utilities.
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ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 9:48 p.m. by cotmnon consent.

Y:::J:rl~
Deputy Recorder
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF WILLIAM T. JACOB
(AUGUST 23, 2005 CONCERNING CIDEF FOX AND CAPTAIN CORNIA)
On April 9, 2005 fonner AFPD Officer Mark V. Dell'Ergo sent a letter addressed to Rick Storrs,
City Councilman, which states in pertinent part:

" .. .1 am writing this letter with the hope that you can help prevent litigation with American Fork
City...Since interviewing for a police officer position in Washington State and subsequently resigning my
position with American Fork City, Chief Terry Fox ("Fox") and Captain Steve Cornia ("Cornia") have
been maliciously defaming both my character and perfonnance with the American Fork Police
.
Department...
... The additional slander and defamation by the Police Chief of American Fork City and police supervisors
also follows a pattern experienced by other police officers who have resigned from American Fork to seek
other opportunities...
... I trust that your positive influence can make a difference here so that further legal action is not necessary.
As a member of the City Council, I would urge you to educate the other City Council Members, the Mayor
and the Citizens about this and other unacceptable behavior that opens the city to both substantial legal risk
and scandal...
.. .I encourage the City Council to counsel Fox and Cornia, two public servants, so they understand the
serious consequences that can result from slander, defamation and lying to the citizens and other appointed
City officials ..." (A copy of former AFPD Officer Dell'Ergo's letter is attached hereto as Exhibit
"A").

l.

First Question: Mr. Storrs, as a member of the City Council did you educate the other City
Council Members. the Mayor and the Citizens about the unaccqrtable behavior of Chief Fox
and Captain Cornia. as you were urged to do so by fonner Officer Dell'Ergo?

2.

Second Question: Mr. Storrs, did the City Council aovernin& body counsel Chief Fox and
Captain Cornia concernin& the serious consequences that can result from slander, defamation
and mna to the citizens and other appointed City officials, as you were encouraged to do so by
fonner Officer Dell'Ergo?

I respectfully request that a copy of this written statement and it's Exhibit "A" be attached as a permanent
part of the minutes of this meeting.

EXHffiiTA

..
Mark V. Dell'Ergo
1334 East 1380 North
Lehi. Utah 84043
April 9, 2005
Rick Storrs
City Councilman
American Fork City
51 East Main Street
Americari Forl4 Utah 84003
Dear Councilman Stom:

I am writing this letter with the hope that you can help prevent litigation with American
Fork City. As you know, I have proudly served as an American Fork Police Officer for
the past nine years. Since interviewing for a police officer position in Washington State
and subsequently resigning my position with American Fork City, CbiefTerry Fox
("Fox") and Captain Steve Cornia {'4Q,mia") have been maliciously defaming both my
character and performance with the American Fork Police Department.
After Fox and Cornia became aware of my possible resignation through mandatory
interviews with the Washington police recruiter, they immediately demoted me from
Detective at the Utah State Development Center ("USDC") to patrol on the graveyard.
shift. While unwelcome, this pattem ofretaliation by demotion is established precedence
by Fox with other officers who have also "been discovered" interviewing or applying for
other Jaw enforcement positions.
· ·

In addition, sioce giving notice and resigning to take the Washington position, Fox and
Cornia have been telling sergeants and officers in the American Fork Police Department
that my demotion to patrol was :for per:lbrmance issues and that "complaints" led them to
demote me. The unsubstantiated rumors and vague statements alluding to misconduct are
maliciously being circulated by Fox and Cornia to harm me both perso:oally and
professionally. Furthermore, both Fox and Cornia know the statements are fit.lse.
The additional slander and de:fiunation by the Police Chief ofAmerican Fork City and
police supervisors also :lbllows a pattern experienced by other police officers who have
resigned :fi:om American Fork to seek other opportunities. Obviously:o these actions affect
officer morale and the department's effectiveneSs as a Jaw enfurcement institution whose
mission statement includes the statements "enibtee with equity" and "serve with honor".
Now, these attacks are directed personally at me. In order to protect my character and
choice ofprobsion, I will fake all necessary steps to see that this abuse is stopped.

You should also be aware that just this week, Fox had an emergency meeting with the
Sergeants, Lieutenants and Cornia. Fox told these supervisors that he had met with the
Mayor and that I was a topic of discussion. Fox reported that he told Mayor Barratt that I
was taken out of my Detective assignmem at USDC at the request ofDavid Laycock, the
Human Resources Director at USDC due to the complaints about me.
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This is both fitlse and malicious as I have never been told of any complaints and I do not
believe that any exist. In additio~ you can review the letter ofrecommendatio~ attached
hereto, from DaVid Laycock that addresses both my professionalism and character during
my time at USDC. Finally, I am in possession of a certified, notarized copy of my
persoDDel file as of my Jast day of employment with the AF City that proves I have not
been a problem, and in tact, I have been the OPJH>site.
It is incredible to learn that Fox, a Police Chief and swom officer ofthe Jaw, would lie to
the Mayor to possibly explain why good officers are leaving his department and/or just
attack with lies someone who resigned. It is true that better wages are a :filctor for many
who leave, but even more importaot is the ability to trust and believe in your supervisors
who should lead you.

Fox and Cornia should Jead by example and yet they do the exact opposite. I now
wonder about what else Fox and Cornia have lied to the Mayor and City Counc~ ifthey
are willing to spend time and energy disparaging my Dine years with American Fork City
and my professionalism. Instead of wishing me wen in my new cm:eer, Fox and Cornia
have spent the taxpayer's money wasting time and resources to 1ry to make me look bad.
In Utah Code Annotated 76--9-404 Crhaiaal defaiiUldon is defined as (1) A person is
guilty of criminal defiu:nation if be knowingly communicates to any person orally or in
writing any infOrmation which he knows to be mJse and knows will tend to expose any
other living person to public hatred, cont~ or ridicule. (2) Criminal defiunation is a
c1ass B misdemeanor.

I have spoken with an attorney concerning this. situation that is upsetting to both me and
my family and he bas advised me of my legal rights in this matter. However, my purpose
with this letter is not to sue the City for the misconduct of these two Jaw officers or to
have Fox and Cornia arrested. I would simply like an honest apology in writing and
assmance that both Fox and Cornia have ceased their slanderous and de&matory
statements.

I trust that your positive influence can make a difference here so that further legal action
is not necessary. As a ~of the City Council, I 'WOuld mge you to educate the other
City Council Members, the Mayor and tbe Citizens about this and other unacceptable
behavior that opens the city to both substantial legal risk and scandal

I encourage the City Council to counsel Fox and Cornia, two pubUc servants, so they
understand the serious consequences that can result from slander, de.&mation and lying to
the citizens and other appointed City officials. I look forward to a positive resolution to
this matter and thank you in advance for your assistance and dedication to making the
police force and American Fork a great city.

, Mark V. Dell'Ergo

.,.

',

..
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GAR\'IL IIEJUIERT
·~

State of Utah
Department of
Hu.aa Services

Date: 04/09/2005
GEORG£ K.EL""'ER PH.D.

Re:

Detective Mark Dell' Ergo

~.DIIw»r

Dhtilltlllllf ~ftJr
1'UIIe 11'iti IJiMibililies

KuaClarke,
~
Ulabs-~c-

To Whom It May Concern:

As the Director of Human Resources at the Utah State Developmental Center,
Department of Human Services, I have had tbe opportunity to work with Mr. Dell' Ergo
for just under 3 years on a professional bases.
During this period of time Mr. Dell' Ergo~ demonstrated an ability to worlc well with
others in a variety of situations. He is professional and has been a valuable resource
regarding investigations and helping to insure the environment is safe for the individuals
who reside at our facility.
Our agency is mandated to comply with Federal. laws, to include Title 19 regulations.
Mr. Dell' Ergo has been called to testify regarding action taken- by both USDC and AFPD
and has been stellar in these hearings/reviews.

I have worked with him on several cases regarding policy violations and violations of the
law. In each case Mr. Delr Ergo has been organized, consistent, and instrumental in
processing these cases correctly.
Mr. Den• Ergo has been a valuable resource for the Utah State Developmental Center
and I would highly recommend him for any business endeavQr he decides to undertake.
If you have any questions regarding Mr. Dell' Ergo, please feel free to contact me
directly.
' .

Respectfu.lly.

/5~~
{DavidLa$,4. -

.

Hmnan Resource Director

Utah State Developmental Center
Department of Human Services
895 NtN'fh 98t East • AIDericu Feftl. Utab 14803
T..-....-118n'763-4a!D • F...,..., fi01\?Q..III1" • ..,........_....,

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 23, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
August 23, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30 p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
6:40p.m.

6:45p.m.
6:50p.m.

7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the placement in the Tri-Valley and the
Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 330 East 620 South into the GC2 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Nebeker Annexation at 925 North 900 West into the R1-12,000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement ofthe property in the
Harbor Road Annexation Plats A, B, and C located between approximately 640
South and 1100 South on 100 West into the R 1-12,000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Providence Heights Annexation
consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the AF!Lehi Boundary Adjustment at
about 900 West State.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Stephen Sowby; roll call.
Report on the detention pond at Mountain Meadows Subdivision.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Review and action on the Tri-Valley Annexation at approximately 330 East 620 South
consisting of .59 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement ofthe property
in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 330 East 600
South consisting of 1. 4 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Nebeker Annexation at 925 North 900 West consisting of 6. 92
acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R1-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at approximately 640 South
100 West consisting of 10.89 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of
the property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat Bat approximately 1050 South

I00 West consisting of 153.61 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
*11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat C at approximately 700 South
100 West consisting of 19.89 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of
the property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the amended final plat for Holmstead Center Subdivision
Plat B, Lot #4 at 716 South 500 East.
Review and action on the moving of a structure from 20 West 400 North to 14 7 East 600
North.
Review and action on an agreement with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center
Project.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Sections 2.41.150 & 2.42.090 of the
Personnel Policies relating to residency requirements.
Review and action on the acceptance of a donation ofreal property at approximately 975
North 900 East.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 9, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the August 11, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

D•t·r~· ~~y{)It,
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
AUGUST 23, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
August 23, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30p.m.
The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS .
6:40p.m.

6:45p.m
6:50p.m.

7:10p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the placement in the Tri-Valley and the
Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 3 30 East 620 South into the GC2 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Nebeker Annexation at 925 North 900 West into the R1-12,000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the placement of the property in the
Harbor Road Annexation Plats A, B, and C located between approximately 640
South and 1100 South on 100 West into the R1-12,000 zone.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Providence Heights Annexation
consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East.
Receiving of public comment regarding the AF/Lehi Boundary Adjustment at
about 900 West State.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Stephen Sowby; roll call.
Report on the detention pond at Mountain Meadows Subdivision.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Review and action on the Tri-Valley Annexation at approximately 330 East 620 South
consisting of. 59 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property
in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Vinyl Wholesalers Annexation at approximately 330 East 600
South consisting of 1.4 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the
property in the GC-2 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Nebeker Annexation at 925 North 900 West consisting of6.92
acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of the property in the R1-12,000
zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat A at approximately 640 South
100 West consisting of 10.89 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of
the property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat Bat approximately 1050 South
100 West consisting of 153.61 acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement
of the property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.

6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Review and action on the Harbor Road Annexation Plat C at approximately 700 South
100 West consisting of 19.8Q acres including the Ordinance of Annexation, placement of
the property in the R1-12,000 zone, and also the annexation agreement.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the amended final plat for Holmstead Center Subdivision
Plat B, Lot #4 at 716 South 500 East.
Review and action on the moving of a structure from 20 West 400 North to 147 East 600
North.
Review and action on an agreement with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center
Project.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending Sections 2.41.150 & 2.42.090 ofthe
Personnel Policies relating to residency requirements.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 9, 2005 city council minutes.
Review and action on the August 11, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
AUGUST 25, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council m~t in a work session on Thursday, August 25, 2005, in the
City Administrative Offices, commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron.
Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard
Colborn, Derric Rykert, Barbara Christiansen, Lori England, John Park, Mark Wilson, Dale
Carter. Joe Gordon, Heber Thompson, Karen Schaack, Ken Baldwin, Sydney Nicholes, Dale
Gunther, Howard Denney, Mike Leishman, and Rachel David.
DISCUSSION OF THE CITY HALL PROJECT
Mike Leishman and Rachel David were present from Cooper Roberts. They presented a
computer animation depicting the site layout ofthe building from different fronts. They also
displayed the floor plan layout and exterior building material samples. He explained that with
the Committee they had gone through about twelve different floor plans. He noted that the
existing City Hall would remain pretty much intact but it would have a repositioned Council
room with some updating and a new west stairway configuration. They would be separate
buildings. The new building would be to the west and would only be about 4200 square feet and
did not have a lot of the bells and whistles that a lot of community theaters would like, but he
thought this would meet their needs nicely. It would have 171 seats.
Heber Thompson asked about electronic equipment for the Council Chambers including
projectors and screens and if that was part of the design.
Mr. Leishman responded that type of equipment would be on a cart that could be used in other
rooms in the building.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Chambers would have a screen that would come down and an
in-ceiling projector for Planning Commission and City Council meetings.
Mr. Leishman stated that they were not planning on having an in-ceiling projector. Ifthere was a

platform for the Council, a portable ramp would be required.
Howard Denney asked if the City Hall was going to be restored to the higher ceilings that were
historically there with the tin.
Mr. Leishman answered that right now, only the Council Chambers would have the tin ceiling.

The walls would be painted gypsum board.
Dale Gunther asked about parking.
Melanie Marsh reported that Rod Despain had done a parking study on this block and Center
Street.
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Dale Gunther asked for a copy of the study. He added that in terms ofthe use of the new
building and the time of day, he asked if parking would interfere with businesses.
Lori England answered that the building would be used all day for rehearsing. The maximum
crowd would impact parking.
Mr. Lieshman expressed that he had heard that there were 375 available parking stalls within the

area.
Councilman Blake asked if the proposal could be done for the budget allocated.
Mr. Leishman responded that he thought it could be. They were working with the LDS Church

Conference Center who were disposing of some of their theater lighting. That was one ofthe
cost saving things they were looking at. They were also looking at using refurbished seating.
Mayor Barratt noted that they had to be under construction by December 1, 2005. He asked if
they were still meeting that deadline.
Mike Lieshman explained that they had the drawings and specifications about 85% done for the
City Hall. The site plan would be going to the Planning Commission on September 7th.
Councilman LeBaron asked what the budget allotment was for the City Hall and the Arts Center.
Mayor Barratt thought it was $1.7 million.
Karen Schaack asked about fire sprinkling.
Mike Leishman responded that both buildings would be sprinkled. They were not over budget,
but were very close. The next estimate would be based on concrete things.
Richard Colborn asked what was meant by 'under significant construction by December 1st' and
if that included both buildings or one or the other.
Howard Denney thought that it was based on the project.
Mr. Lieshman commented that if it was close, they could do a footing and foundation plan while

they were finishing up the drawings.
Mayor Barratt reported that Cooper Roberts had done a wonderful job and were good to work
with.
DISCUSSION OF THE FITNESS CENTER PROJECT
John Park noted that for Historical Architects, Cooper Roberts were the right ones for the job.
He introduced Architect Mark Wilson and Project Manager Dale Carter. He noted that the plan
was to move the entrance from the west side to the northeast portion of the Fitness Center. This
was the fourth rendering that had been to the Committee. They had made some changes since
2

then based on the committee's recommendations, and were now up to number six. A half-size or
a full-size gymnasium was proposed. There was more office space and more storage space. The
locker rooms would remain. They would take racquetball courts five and six and would build a
new level. Underneath would be the aerobics, spin room, and weights. Above that would be a
new cardio room. The old weight room area and old store area would be the new childcare area.
Mr. Park explained that the Leisure Pool would have a lazy river, slide, lap lanes, and toys. The
6500 square foot pool was over by about 500 square feet. It and the full gymnasium put them
over budget. The lap lanes were in question in that they would only be used for three months of
the year. The lap lane would not make them money and would reduce the size of leisure pool
that would be making money. The full-size gym also was a money loser.

Mark Wilson noted that the capacity of the childcare area was 27 and was a lot more than what
they had before.
Karen Schaack asked where the parking would be.
Mr. Park noted that they would use the parking lot to the south off the hill and bring it up to
standard. He discussed the historict1l stairway that was there. They planned to expand the child
play area in the pool with a zero entry. They were proposing a Mertha Pool system. It was a
stainless steel tank that was vinyl lined. The bottom was actually soft on the feet.

Councilman Blake asked where the lap lanes were.
John Park explained that they were gone. They had but in two to three lap lanes but they were
only 60-feet as opposed to 75 feet. That was a trade off The lazy river was water that had a
good current to it. They saw it being used by seniors for exercise and they walk against the
current. They would have a double loop slide that ended in its own area. The disadvantage of
the Mertha Pool was that it came from Italy and was shipped by boat. The timing was critical,
but he felt they could get a good time line.
Mayor Barratt explained that Ellsworth Paulsen was operating and doing everything on a
handshake. They did not want to spend any more money unless the Council felt good. They
were up to revision six. At some point in time the Council needed to be able to say, push
forward and bring in the contract.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they did not really lose the lap lanes. They lose the hard
structure around them, but the committee felt it was a good trade off In the mornings, Derric
Rykert would be able to have that area roped off; if it was needed.
Mayor Barratt was of the opinion, as was Ellsworth Paulsen, that once people saw the lazy river
and that they could do the same thing there that they could in the lap lanes, the lap lanes would
not be in demand. They could not make money on the lap lanes. They could make money on the
lazy river and the slide in the children's portion.
Heber Thompson asked about the function of the existing pool and if it would only be accessible
to the swim team during early morning hours.
3

John Park did not think so, but be basically how it was now. They would be putting in a couple
of water features in the existing play area.
Mayor Barratt added that the bubble would go in the same area that it had always gone. By
putting some water features in the existing play area, they would be accessible and useable
during the winter.
Heber Thompson noted that there had always been conflict between the swim team and the
people doing their classes. He asked ifthis was improving the situation.
Derric Rykert answered that it was. The aqua joggers or water walkers did not necessarily need
a lap lane.
Heber Thompson asked if the costs included refurbishing of the change rooms.
John Park responded that they would be left as they were.
Mr. Thompson commented that they needed attention.

John Park agreed and added that they needed to also address some of the deck that had sunk a
little.
Dale Carter noted that during the summer months, they would have a separate entrance for those
parking on the lower parking level.
Heber Thompson noted that the steep slopes would be a quite a challenge to access.
Councilman Cates wanted to make sure that the needs of the Seniors were met.
Mr. Park continued that they were going to design the gym area as a full-size gym so that if
additional funds became available, it could be added. One of the problems they had with the
design was that they needed more office space for the Recreation Office. They were still a little
out of budget. The water toys were about $28,000 more than they anticipated. They were
working with the staff to see ifthere was some of the landscaping that the City could do.

Dale Gunther commented that with the expansion they were going to get office space, half a
gym, additional storage space, and an outdoor pool.
John Park added that they would also be getting a weight room that was probably double the size
of the current weight room and also a cardio room that was not there now, but they were losing
two racquetball courts.
Dale Gunther expressed the concern that he understood that last year the Fitness Center lost
$300,000. He asked if anyone had calculated the additional cost of operating the facility with
these additions and if any one had made a projection on how many more passes would need to be
sold to cover those costs.
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Derric Rykert answered that he was working on that, but he felt that there would be a smaller
loss.
Councilman Cates commented that it would be less that the City had to subsidize.
John Park stated that this pool would make money. The weight and cardio rooms would make
money.
Mark Wilson added that gymnastics also was a moneymaker.
John Park explained that the other changes with option six included moving the family change
area and opening up the concession area. With regard to the process, they needed to go with the
part one contract that would get the City to the point of having a full set of plans and absolute
costs. The cost of that was 85% of the fees for architect, civil engineer, water design, and
structural engineering. It would have costs associated with mechanical, electrical, mechanical
engineering, estimating work, and geo-tech design. They would do two separate construction
contracts. That was important so they could get the pool designed and get it to Mertha.
Mayor Barratt asked why it was important to get it to Mertha as soon as possible.
John Park explained that it would get them in line with Mertha. It was a long time. They
actually would build it in Italy and ship it on a boat then get through customs that could take as
long as three months or as little as three weeks. Metha Pools had one licensed contractor that
could install them in the intermountain west and they would be at their mercy. They also want to
order the pool toys early as the toy manufacturers were slaves to the big users and their orders
would come first. As they order the pool, they would continue with design of the building with
the architects. It would probably be three weeks behind that. Then they would have the final
costs. At the outside, they would start the first couple of weeks in October
John Park stated that Ellsworth Paulsen was an American Fork Company and they were honored
to do this project. He lived four or five blocks away from the Fitness Center and he has had a
pass since the day it opened.
Richard Colborn asked if there would be any downtime.
Mr. Park responded that they anticipated that the only change in the normal operating schedule

was when the new entrance was finished and was moved. It would be very minimal. The west
entrance would be open until the new entrance was completed, they would then redo that portion.
The only thing with the pool, was when they took the bubble down next spring, they would need
an extra half-week or week to put in the water features.
Councilman Belmont thought that the moving ofthe storage for the bubble out ofthe basement
and to the south was a good idea.
Councilman LeBaron commented that there had been some frank discussions and the Committee
had some strong personalities, but he felt the plan was the most worth for the budgeted amount.
It had been a good team approach. ~e felt that the concession stand was now of ample size.
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Heber Thompson asked how it was assured that the site plan was happening with City Engineer
and Planner and Staff in such a short tum around.
Mark Wilson stated that they have had a civil engineer working on a preliminary site plan and
turning that into Mr. Denney. That review was coming up next week. They were trying to push
that forward and the staff was being amenable.
John Park noted that the real exposure outside of that was geo tech that would be doing some
boring that was about $3100 and in doing the water design.
Councilman Blake asked what was checked for when they drilled.
Dale Carter responded that it was type of soils, ground water, expansive soils, foreign material,
and old buildings.
Heber Thompson expressed that he would trade some feature for updating the dressing rooms.
They were not compatible with the rest of the facility. It probably did not have a budget to
adequately maintain it.
John Park stated that if they wanted to trade that, they could do that, but another thought was to
if they could find some money, they could have the tile guy that was working on another area, he
could do that as well. It would be c:1eaper to have that work done as they were doing some other
work on site. It would be less costly to do it separately.
Mayor Barratt noted that most did not use the locker room. He had been told by some that used
to come to the Fitness Center that were now going to other facilities that a lazy river and toys
were important
Councilman Blake noted that re-asphalting was expensive. He asked ifthere were other
materials that could be used or if the existing asphalt could be refurbished.
John Park noted that there was a little for the parking lot, but not enough to completely rebuild it.
Dale Carter commented that it had held up to this point with construction vehicles on it as it was
mentioned at one of the meetings, and with that being the case, it probably had a good base under
it.
John Park expressed that he felt the reason the Fitness Center had not been kept up as well as it
should have, was simply the money issue. It was very hard for a City Council to decide to put
more money into it when it was losing money. He felt they could tum it around a little and make
it a better community center and reduce the outgo. He noted that the past Recreation Director
Steve Bailey had received a LDS mission call to Mongolia.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:22 p.m.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 1, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Thursday, September 1, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4: 10 p.m. Those in attendance
included Mayor Ted Barratt, and Councilmembers Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl
LeBaron. Councilmembers Belmont and Storrs were excused. Others present included Melanie
Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, John E. Schiess, John
Park, Barbara Christiansen, and Jeremy Twitchell.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH ELLSWORTH PAULSEN FOR THE
FITNESS CENTER PROJECT
Kevin Bennett reported that he had reviewed the contract.
John Park from Ellsworth Paulsen explained that the Part I contract was for design work to get to
the point that they absolutely knew what they were building. He anticipated having the pool
portion designed first and to come back to the Council with two different Part II contracts, one
for the pool and one either for the Recreation Center or one that got rid of just the pool and was
for both of them. The Part I Contract would give Ellsworth Paulsen authority to go forward for
design. The total architectural fees, which was not just from Mark Wilson, but included water
design and civil & structural engineering. It was 4% of the project estimated to be $112,000 of
which $95,200 was 85% and was what was covered in the Part I contract. It also covered $3100
for geo tech services.
Councilman Cates asked if it included geo tech work on the lower parking area.
Mr. Park answered that it did.

Councilman Blake noted that they had the RDA bond and asked if there were any restriction on
starting to spend it.
Mayor Barratt answered that the City had to show evidence of major construction prior to
December 1, 2005. He did not think that the funds could be used until after then. These funds
would have to be advanced.
John Park stated that they would be meeting together with the pool committee next Wednesday.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the Part I Contract. Councilman Cates seconded
the motion.
Kevin Bennett noted that Ellsworth Paulsen was easy to work with and they were able to get
things ironed out.
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Councilman Blake asked if there were deadline times in the contract. He encouraged that no
later than October 28, 2005, be added.

Councilman LeBaron amended his motion to include the statement no later than October
28, 2005, be added instead of on or about October 15, 2005. Councilman Cates seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
John Park would revise the document.
ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman Cates moved to adjourn to a work session at 4:25 p.m. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council began their work session at 4:25p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron.
Councilmembers Belmont and Storrs were excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh,
Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, John E. Schiess,
Barbara Christiansen, and Jeremy Twitchell.
FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE CITY'S WATER SUPPLY
Mayor Barratt asked if there were any questions of staff.
Councilman LeBaron asked how the repairs were going on the racetrack well.
Howard Denney answered that there was a new valve that had failed. It was replaced today, and
they would be testing it over the next couple of weeks. He added that Water Superintendent
Steve Parker asked to be excused as they were working on a major water leak on 500 East.
Councilman Blake asked for a walk-through of the alternatives and the pros and cons.
Councilman LeBaron added that they needed to identify the immediate needs to protect the
drinking supply and to conserve and also the long-term and short-term alternatives.
Howard Denney noted that 'do nothing' was an alternative also, but did not provide a solution.
Councilman Cates expressed that he was not interested in a band-aid but in moving in a direction
of a long-term solution.
Howard Denney stated that to bring the 600 East well back on line it would be about $60,000 but
it would pump the same sandy water. It would be for use in the short-term and would be used
only as a last resort. Tore-drill, increase size and eliminate the sandy water would be close to
$800,000.
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John Schiess stated that the well already had an approved source protection area and would
provide for three to four years of growth. He reported that technology had really changed since
this was originally drilled.
Howard Denney noted that a secondary system would take at least two years to put in and there
would still be a need for a short-term fix while they were working on a long-term fix.
Councilman Blake asked what assumptions were being taken into account.
John Schiess explained that the City needed to meet the maximum day use. In 2002, the
consumption was higher and that was now the benchmark to plan for.
Howard Denney noted that any of the wells could be converted from culinary to secondary. The
City's system was made up of springs and wells.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City had a number of small wells.
John Schiess responded that they were not the well themselves, just the water rights.
Richard Colborn commented that the City did get the Warnick well and rights. It was not a
culinary well.
Howard Denney explained that it would be difficult to change that to a culinary use because
there was a dairy herd over it.
Councilman Cates asked about timing in transferring rights to another well.
Howard Denney stated that if you were out of production for five years and could not show use
for five years, it was forfeited. In the case of American Fork, the rights had been combined and
the City could pull their rights out of one or all of their wells.
Mr. Schiess noted that Mr. Brent Ventura from Horrocks and Rod Despain were keeping up on
those rights.
John Schiess returned to the main question and stated that the long-term alternatives were either
a secondary system or a treatment plan. The City could not get all of its culinary water need
from just wells.
Councilman Blake commented that would be the case unless the City stopped using some of the
culinary water.
Mr. Schiess agreed. If the City had a secondary system they could. Currently between fifty and
sixty percent of culinary water was used outside.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the secondary system and a treatment plant costs were about the
same.
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John Schiess acknowledged that in all of the reports, the long-term costs of a complete secondary
or treatment plant were fairly comparable.
Howard Denney explained that the bottom line was, but they were not the same with the use of
CUP water.
-Currently the City will need to pay $480,000 annually for 2095 acre-feet of water
-The City could tum back in 1000 acre-feet and get a grant of up to $5 million for a
secondary system. That application starts in March 2006.
-That would reduce the annual payment to somewhere around $250,000 and that would
be a savings over 30 years. (The City delayed payment for 10 years)
Mayor Barratt commented that some were of the opinion that because the City would give away
1000 acre-feet, there would now only be 1095 acre-feet and that was not enough.
Mayor Barratt asked how many acre feet the City currently had.
Richard Colborn noted that in a previous meeting, it was reported that in all ofthe City's surface
water supply there was 7000 acre-feet.
Councilman Blake asked how much of that they City used in a year.
Rod Despain responded that the City only used about 450 acre-feet of that surface water. That
was the commitment to the Tri-City Golf Course.
Howard Denney referred to the 2001 report. A11 of the City's use was 5619 acre-feet of water
for outdoor use, 3737 acre-feet of water for indoor use for a total of9356 acre-feet.
Councilman Blake asked how much they would get out of a new well.
John Schiess reported that for every cu ft./sec was equal to two acre-feet per day. (An acre-foot
of water is the amount of water it takes to cover one-acre of ground, one foot deep. One cubicfoot is equal to 6.22 gallons. It is about 271,000 gallons.)
Mayor Barratt asked if the system could be charged without any CUP water.
Howard Denney referred to the Secondary Feasibility Report that stated that they did not have
enough secondary water out of the canyon to service the area south of town.
Councilman Blake noted that there was one more option. Timp Service District had approval to
test recycling in the treating of sewer water to a gray water level. Saratoga Springs was looking
at doing that. Up by Cedar Hills there was a natural place to do that, that could feed into a
secondary system. It would have to be treated down by the lake anyway, so a mini-treatment
substation could be built that could intercept the lines and put it into the secondary system.
There was no pumping required and would be a double saving.
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Howard Denney expressed his understanding that Timp Special Service District was only going
to support and build three of those types of stations and those were being claimed very quickly.
The longer that is waited, the more expensive it would be.
Councilman Blake thought that with that type of facility it would be a lower cost for the
secondary. He understood that the water would be treated to a safe level. This could be water
that would replace the 1000 acre-feet that was to be returned to CUP.
Howard Denney added that something like that would need to be done. They did not have
enough canyon surface water.
Councilman LeBaron commented that American Fork had good tasting water.
Councilman Blake noted that treated culinary water did not taste the same and that was a factor.
The more this was looked at, because of the grant potential and gray treated water, the secondary
system was the way to go.
Councilman Cates asked with a secondary system, how long it would extend the life of the
existing culinary water supply.
John Schiess reported that with a secondary system, it would extend the culinary water supply
another 30 years with the City's existing wells.
Councilman Blake expressed that it would give the City a window to re-took at the impact fees
possibly. There were possibly increased revenue sources down the road that could be used to
expand the water system.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the Metropolitan Water Board doing some bonding.
Councilman Blake thought that the City guaranteed it.
Rod Despain stated that the Metropolitan Water District was the contracting entity with CUP.
John Shiess noted that the Metropolitan Water District was a taxing entity so the bond had to be
a GO Bond and not a revenue bond.
Howard Denney added that previous administrations has said that if the Metropolitan Water
District would be the contracting entity, the City would make sure the bill got paid.
Cemetery. Mayor Barratt stated that he had to leave, but that he had been approached by the
Developmental Center who wanted to buy twelve cemetery lots in addition to the twelve that
they currently owned and that they would not pay more than $500 for each. He told them that
there was a moratorium and they only sold them in the case of need. In the last six or seven
years, the Developmental Center had only used four lots.
Councilman Cates stated that the money was not the issue, they did not have the lots.
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Mayor Barratt would report back to the Developmental Center that the City would only sell in
the case of a need.
Police Chief Applicants. Mayor Barratt noted that they had three applicants for police chief from
outside of the State of Utah. Was the City willing to pay transportation costs? He thought they
should pay their own way the first time and if there were a second interview, the City would pay.
Councilman LeBaron thought that was reasonable. He thought that $65,000 was a handicap
when neighboring cities were paying $85,000. He felt it impacted the amount and quality of
applicants.
Mayor Barratt noted that the salary range was $65,000 to $75,000 based on experience.
Steel Days Committee. Mayor Barratt continued that the Steel Days Committee had their wrapup meeting last Wednesday. He asked if the Council still wanted to meet with the Steel Days
Committee.
Councilman Blake suggested that there should be a report back and they could have a work
session.
Mayor Barratt suggested that they work toward a work session at 7:00p.m. on September 20th.
Councilman Cates noted that there was a real opposition to a name change from the older
citizens.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he was hearing just the opposite. That could be talked about
at the meeting. He was not wild about American Days.
Howard Denney continued the water discussion and noted there was a $9 million savings over
the 30 years plus the $5 million from the CUP grant that you don't get with a treatment plant
scenano.
Councilman Blake added that there was also the potential savings from the re-claiming of the
sewer water. He asked Howard Denney to make contact with the Sewer District on the matter to
see what the current parameters were.
Howard Denney reported that in talking with the staff a little, they were not too excited about
American Fork doing it because they did not have any place to use the water. Others could use it
immediately.
Evacuees from Hurricane Katrina. Mayor Barratt stated that he forgot an item. He reported that
Governor Huntsman was looking at housing some evacuees from Hurricane Katrina at the
Developmental Center if that was needed. Mayor Barratt had responded to Governor Huntsman
that the City would support that. The facility had that capability before. Most would go to Camp
Williams and other locations. There was the possibility ofbringing up to 150 families here.
Mayor Barratt left the meeting.
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John Schiess explained that for the secondary water supply the first source was American Fork
Irrigation water; second, CUP water; third, wells; and fourth, wastewater treated water.
Howard Denney noted that they would not drill wells in the south area for the secondary system
because it would have to be pumped up to the reservoir.
Mr. Shiess noted that it could be pumped into the system like they did the culinary.

Rod Despain explained that ifthe City continued its current policy of requiring irrigation rights,
when it came to development on the south side, there was no surface water irrigation shares
down there. There was only wells or springs, or sloughs or whatever. Based on the City's
policy, they would acquire additional underground water to put into that system.
John Schiess commented that wastewater treatment was number four. They should exhaust all
other options before going to wastewater treatment because it would cost more to treat it for
irrigation standard than what Timpanogos treated it now.
Councilman Blake expressed that sometimes there were grants available when water was reused.
Councilman Cates asked about elevated water towers.
Mr. Schiess answered that they were going out of favor all over the country for a number of
reasons including maintenance and their vulnerability to terrorist attack. There was an advantage
that if there was a power outage, there was a certain about of storage available.
Councilman Blake asked about the savings of covering all of the irrigation ditches.
John Schiess noted that was something that would have to be worked into design. Optimally if
they could cover all of the irrigation and City users, that would be the best. In Alpine, that was
what they did. They put all of that water into their secondary system and they sized the system
for people that were there now. They would not have to upsize their secondary system in the
future because when the farms went out of production, the capacity was there for the homes.
Howard Denney added that they provided water for ditches for those that still wanted to flood
irrigate.
Mr. Schiess stated that worked very well and they were happy with their system. He continued
that one disadvantage to a treatment plant was that the regulations were always getting tougher
and not less and it would get more and more expensive to treat the water to culinary standards.
That was a positive for a secondary system.
Councilman LeBaron asked for recommendations from Mr. Schiess.
John Schiess recommended that they re-drill the 600 East well immediately. It was a good shortterm fix and it was also a good long-term fix because it could be transferred to a secondary use in
the future. The City would not lose money by developing that well. If they started now, it would
be available the summer of2007.
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Councilman Blake asked what the advantage was of spending $800,000 if the City had sufficient
water. What was the degree of exposure?
Howard Denney responded that the first response of a shortage was to go to rationing.
Councilman Blake asked if that was the worse-case scenario.
Howard Denney commented that another part was storage. The report explained that in two
years, at the current growth rate, they would need an additional five million gallons in storage.
The cost was about $1.3 million
Mr. Schiess observed that if the City was moving ahead with the secondary system, the culinary
storage issue went away.

Councilman Blake felt that the most effective money they could spend was to go ahead with the
secondary system. He did not think that the 600 East well was an emergency. The secondary
system would take care of the storage and water issues. The City had water supply in the four
areas that were previously identified, and once we had a secondary, that was almost two-thirds of
the water that the City was using. Therefore they would increase their culinary capacity by twothirds. He did not think they had to spend $800,000 to insure a few lawns did not bum up.
Howard Denney recommended with that being the case, that they still spend $60,000 on the 600
East Well in the case it was needed. If other wells went down, they would need to press it into
service and it would be available, even though it had sandy water.
Councilman Blake noted the question was where to spend the money.
Rod Despain explained that the water coming out of the springs was about 7.6 acre-feet per day.
Howard Denney added that up to about six years ago, that was enough to make it through the
winter without pumping any wells.
Rod Despain stated that the City had a '713' right that was 13.5 cfs and they could pump that out
of four of the City's wells. The City had more capacity to pump than what the City had right for.
If they could pump it as fast as they could and could use it as fast as they could, there was
enough capacity. But, there came a time when the pipes were full, the tanks were full, and they
could not use anymore. The City had additional well rights, about 1000 acre-feet, that were
either perfected or in the process of being perfected. The City had been able to use a Cedar Hills
right for a period oftime, but Cedar Hills was now using it. That right kept the City pumping
within their rights.
Howard Denney noted that they were exceeding their rights.
Councilman Blake commented that they had additional rights that they were not able to use right
now.
Rod Despain stated that the City had about 3600 acre-feet in American Fork Irrigation water.
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Councilman Blake observed that they could give the CUP water back and save.
Councilman Cates asked about the capacity of the wells today and if that would diminish in the
future.
John Schiess responded that as of7 years ago, there had been a 17% drop in capacity, mostly due
to the drop in the aquifer.
Rod Despain commented that there was a nagging fear that the State Engineer would come to the
conclusion that they were oversubscribed in ground water and the notion of drilling additional
wells anytime was in question. He noted that American Fork City was situated favorably.
Howard Denney reported that the State Engineer had analyzed the water mining in this area and
predicted that the artesian flows south of the freeway and the low level wells would dry up and
that the culinary people above there would be the ones that would pump it dry enough to affect
them. A diversity of water sources and delivery systems was desirable.
Councilman LeBaron felt it was prudent to consider worse case scenario.
Councilman Blake commented that in the long term was where the worse case challenges would
be.
Howard Denney added that if the City relied only on wells and culinary now that was the most
rickety-bridge one could be on.
Councilman Blake expressed that by adding a secondary system one diversified and expanded.
He thought they needed to look at the bonding side and all of the options. The expenditure of the
$800,000 expanded the insurance issue of providing an alternative or a back up, but the amount
of water 'paled' with what the big picture would provide. It was not like the City was in dire
straights ifthe City moved ahead with a secondary.
John Schiess agreed that proceeding with the secondary was the key.
Howard Denney explained that an alternative was to put out a moratorium.
Councilman LeBaron noted that impact fees and revenue would be lost.
Howard Denney added that it would impact the City's ability to solve the problem.
Councilman Blake did not think that was a good idea as did the rest of the Council. They needed
to look at financing the system.
Howard Denney continued that if they only did a backbone system, they could serve water on the
major parks and cemetery and schools, but there was little income.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that it was only a band-aid.
Councilman Blake added that they needed to look at bonding for the whole thing over 30 years.
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Howard Denney thought that it was $28 million minus the $5 million grant for a full system.
Councilman Cates felt they had gone as far as they could.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the longer they go, the more expensive it would be.
ADJOURNMENT
The wo~;o~.[Z at 5 47 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 1, 2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION & WORK SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session & a
work session on Thursday, September 1, 2005, in the Administrative Offices, 51 East Main
Street, commencing at 4:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.

Review and action on an agreement with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center
Project.
Adjournment to a work session.

WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Further discussion of the City's water supply.
Adjournment.

D•trik.d•li:r't,
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

zoos.

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 8, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on September 8, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:06p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl
LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Also present were Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh,
Rod Despain, Richard Colborn, Howard Denney, John Park, Barbara Christiansen, and Kevin
Bennett, and two citizens.
Police Chief Mayor Barratt informed the Council that for the Police Chief they had four
finalists but had decided to re-advertise. They had not advertised in house in other agencies and
they would do that. They would advertise in every department and at the upcoming public safety
seminar that was being held at BYU next week.
Councilman LeBaron asked for a target date.
Mayor Barratt wanted to have someone by September 28th, but that was not going to work.
Councilman Belmont thought that the whole idea was to go way outside for a new police chief
Mayor Barratt answered that of the twenty-one applications received, ten or eleven were from
outside the State of Utah. Some of the applicants had not actually been involved in police work
in some cases for fifteen to twenty years and in one case never. They were going to start the
process again. They notified everyone that did not get through the first round. The remaining
eight were called for interviews and it was down to four.
Cultural Arts. Mayor Barratt informed the Council that in the course of putting together the
practice facility behind the City Hall and the work to be done on City Hall, they wanted to put
the bell back on the City Hall but there was not the money to do that. In talking with the Cultural
Arts people they were not intending to have performances there and it became apparent that the
practice facility was too small. At their Tuesday meeting, they determined that they needed a
practice facility and some classrooms. They would back away from the second building and
have Cooper Roberts Architects concentrate on the City Hall. They want to put the bell tower
back on and they would have funds now to do that. Cultural Arts still needed a practice facility.
They had spoken with Ellsworth Paulsen to determine if there was anything they could do at the
Fitness Center to include the Cultural Arts.
John Park from Ellsworth Paulsen explained that they added classrooms, the rest of the
gymnasium with a moveable wall halfway, and storage space. He continued that Derric Rykert
was ready to program for just half the gym. If they could tum it into a large space that the Arts
Council could use, they could program things back and forth. One of the classrooms would have
a tile floor so they could be used for painting classes. He noted that Lehi had purchased a
portable stage that could be pulled on a truck and put inside for performances. Similarly, it could
work here. The cost was about $80,000.
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Councilman Blake commented that it would be more versatile and even the gym could have
dividers and could be used for classrooms.
John Park continued that in the gym they would have seating that was accommodated by a fourrow pullout device for part of it. For the original half-gym and the pool that had been talked
about, it was $2,836,000 and that was within budget because they were going to subtract $36,000
from the landscaping budget that the City was going to try to do. The cost of the addition things
including $250,000 for the rest of the gym came to about $440,000. They had gone through with
the architect and the project manager and listed things that were outside the funding right now
that amounted to $100,000. The items included things like maintenance to the existing building
including restrooms and locker room, replacing existing carpet with another type of flooring,
repainting the exterior, replacing rusted doors to the boiler room, replace the concrete around the
pool that had settled, and some other items. The total with the stage, the addition, and the
$100,000 for the rest of the items, with the City doing the landscaping, would total $3,420,000.
Mayor Barratt commented that he and Cathy Jensen had discussed this the other day and thought
that if they could get everything done for $600,000 above the original price, that was what they
wanted to do. This would save enough money to also make the improvement to the sewer line at
the amphitheater.
Councilman LeBaron asked if it would free up sufficient money for the bell tower and new
furnishings at City Hall.
Cathy Jensen was not sure about the furnishings.
John Park pointed out that previously they did not have any equipment money in there and now
they had $15,400 as part ofthe new numbers.
Councilman Belmont asked about the function of the space for the Arts Council.
John Park noted that the area would have a high ceiling and there would be more sound panels
than in a normal gym. The door between the two halves would be a folding door but a little
heavier duty than in a normal LDS cultural halls. Occasionally the Cultural Arts would want to
use the whole gym and occasionally Recreation will want to use the whole gym.
Councilman Belmont understood that this was a 180-degree turn and she was all right with that,
but she wanted the Arts to be comfortable with what they were going to have.
Councilman LeBaron observed that it would take a lot of coordination and cooperation between
Recreation and Arts Council to make it work.
Councilman Blake asked how the pJblic would access the Arts area.
John Park noted that the public access would not be through the front lobby. They would be
making some further detail changes.
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Cathy Jensen commented that the access to the Fitness Center would be for those that were
paying or had a pass.
John Park noted that they could also allow access through the front lobby in the case of a large
event.
Councilman Blake asked where the parking would be.

•

John Park noted that they would be adding the parking lot on the south and there would be a net
gain of twenty parking stalls.
Mayor Barratt stated that they needed to discuss sharing parking with the school district.
John Park commented that if the horseshoe pits were moved to the lower parking area, there
could be additional parking there.
Mayor Barratt explained that he wanted the Council to be informed.
John Park noted that the Part I contract had been approved. It anticipated that it may change, so
it was still okay.
Councilman Belmont asked when the next meeting was.
John Park anticipated that they would go to the Planning Commission on September 21st and
back to the City Council after that.
Councilman Belmont would like to see the elevation drawings.
Council meetings in November & December. Mayor Barratt noted that Election Day was
November 8th, which was the second Tuesday was also a Council meeting. After some
discussion it was decided that in November the Council would meet on November 15 and
November 29. In December, Council meetings were scheduled for December 13 and December
27. They would not hold the December 27 meeting. There would not be a work session on
November 24 as that was Thanksgiving Day.
REVIEW OF AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING SEPTEMBER 13, 2005, CITY
COUNCIL MEETING
Mayor Barratt asked that the agenda be amended to include an executive session to discuss
litigation.
Mayor Barratt noted that the meeting with the Steel Days Committee was to be on September 20,
2005, at 7:00 p.m.
Councilman Blake asked if there-platting ofTemple Meadows could be added to the amended
agenda. It was anticipated that it would need to come back to the Council. There was a meeting
on Temple Meadows yesterday.
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Mayor Barratt asked that a report and action on Temple Meadows be added to the amended
agenda.
Rod Despain stated that there were a couple of things being added and they would provide a new
plat.
Mayor Barratt noted that the item on the telecommunications agreements would be off the
agenda.
Public Hearings
7:00 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at
13 13 East 50 South
Rod Despain reported that depending on water rights, this item may or may not have action.
7:10 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Warnick Annexation consisting of 4.88
acres at 1205 East 700 North
No protests had been received to date. Howard Denney noted that there was already a Warnick
Annexation and this would need to be Warnick II or something similar.
7:15 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art Dye
Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North
Rod Despain noted that there was also an agreement.
7:20 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Binch Et A1 Annexation consisting of
100.77 acres at 725 West 250 South
No protests had been received to date. Rod Despain noted that this included all of the
Holindrake property.
7:25 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Alpine Valley Center Lot
#7 at 589 West 130 North
Mayor Barratt noted that this was located between the Asian Buffet and Sonic.
Councilman Blake noted that Finance Committee would be at 5:30p.m.
Regular Session
There were no presentations scheduled.
Action Items
#!-Review and action the approval of a Class A Beer License for the Jalisco Market at 222 East
Main Street
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This was behind Blockbuster Video.
#2-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Metcalf
Annexation consisting of 16.52 acres at approximately 1025 North 900 West
Richard Colborn noted that the Russell Evans property might come out of the annexation.
Rod Despain would check on this to see if all of the properties would stay in the annexation.
#3-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at
1313 East 50 South
This was the subject of the 7:00p.m. public hearing.

b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art
Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease Agreement
This was the subject ofthe 7:15p.m. public hearing.

c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Alpine Valley Center
Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North
This was the subject of the 7:25p.m. public hearing

d.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for an Auto Dealership on
Lot #4 of the Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716 South 500 East
This was the expansion of Watts Automotive.

e.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Haymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase II consisting of 8 buildings at 185 South 930 East
Rod Desapin noted there were still some things outstanding but from a design standpoint
things were okay.

f

Review and action an Ordinance approving the final plat ofHaymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase III consisting of 8 buildings at 186 South 920 East
Rod Despain noted there were still some things outstanding.
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g.

Review and action on the final plat ofPincock Village Subdivision consisting of2 lots at
108 West 450 North
Mayor Barratt noted that the existing home would be taken down.

#4-Review and action on appointments of Election Judges for the October 4, 2005 Primary
Election and the November 8, 2005 Municipal Election
All but eight had been confirmed. They would have the remaining names ready for the Council
meeting.
#5-Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the construction of a skate park.
Councilman LeBaron commented that this was would be an in-ground, concrete facility.
Mayor Barratt noted that they still needed a sidewalk to get from the parking lot to the skate park
and he thought there would be additional funds available now to put in the sidewalk.
#6-Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

UTOPIA
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
UDOT
Union Pacific Railroad

Councilman Blake noted that this was a $1.5 million contract with UTOPIA. They would be
selling a portion of the excess fiber the City had and also provide an interim connection to
UTOPIA. He felt UTOPIA was a good candidate for the City to do more with. UTOPIA was a
non-profit organization that was doing fiber networks in Utah. The contract would put the
Broadband into the black on the revenue side this year plus it would provide funds that could be
used to complete the fiber network from Salt Lake to Spanish Fork and would give them
increased fiber capability. That part that was not needed could be sold off and provide additional
income. About half of the $1.5 million would be used to complete the fiber structure from Salt
Lake to Spanish Fork. It could be completed in two months. The bond was for $6 million. They
would be selling 7 of the 144 fibers to UTOPIA and the City would use about 20 of them.
Councilman Cates asked if the sale of the seven fibers was for a good price.
Councilman Blake explained that it was an attractive price because they would use some of the
funds to complete it It did not commit them to this price for sales in the future. They could
possibly sell off enough to retire the bond. The agreement was a multiple partner agreement and
each one needed to be approved to bring the whole thing together.
Councilman Cates thought that selling off enough to retire the bond was really worth looking at.
It would free up the City.
Councilman Belmont and Howard Denney were excused from the meeting.
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Councilman LeBaron felt it was a good move.
Councilman Blake added that this would give video arraignment. The City would own the
conduit and there would be a joint maintenance situation similar to a homeowners association.
#7-Review and action on a Resolution adopting an amended Library Meeting Room Policy.
Councilman LeBaron asked to have information on what the relevant changes were.
#8-Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards
There was no discussion on this item.
#9-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There may be a change order.
# 10-Report and action on Planning Commission items
Separate memos were provided.
#11-16- #11-Review and action on the August 9, 2005, City Council minutes; #12-Review and
action on the August 11, 2005, work session minutes; #13-Review and action on the August 18,
2005, work session minutes; #14-Review and action on the August 23, 2005 City Council
minutes: #15-Review and action on the August 25, 2005, work session minutes; and #16-Review
and action on the September 1, 2005, work session minutes
Richard Colborn noted that these minutes had been placed in the boxes previously and if anyone
needed an additional copy to let him know.
#17-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
The Finance Committee would be meeting at 5:30p.m.
Councilman LeBaron asked about any sewer claims. It was noted that there was one that was
being worked on.
Kevin Bennett came in from another meeting. He explained that the old library meeting room
policy had been prepared but never adopted. What was adopted before was the library Internet
policy. There had been a number of discussions of commercial use versus non-profit use.
Melanie Marsh asked that the telecommunications agreements be placed on the agenda for
September 27, 2005.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5 :24 p.m.
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 8, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
September 8, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at
4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Review of agenda items for the upcoming September 13, 2005, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 7 da-:// S~ptember, 2005.

K~. t!J-Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 13,2005
ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR THE CENTRAL UTAH CLINIC AT 1313 EAST 50 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on September 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:08p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers, Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Cameron Gunter, Vince Johnson, Rulon Jensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob,
Phyllis Crookston, Barbara Christiansen, Janice Otteson, Scouts, and fifteen citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at 1313 East 50 South. He asked for comments.
Cameron Gunter represented the development group and was also part owner. The annexation
was not complete because of water rights. It was anticipated that the water rights would be
signed on Friday.
Architect Vince Johnson explained it would include a surgical outpatient clinic. There would be
staff parking in the rear. There was a second floor over a little more than 50% of the building
and there was some room for internal expansion. This would be a sister project to the one in
Provo at about 1055 North 500 West.
Councilman Belmont noted that the landscape plan was not provided.
Mr. Gunter noted that the Planning Commission had reviewed the landscaping plan and that J.H.
Hadfield had the actual plan submitted.
There being no additional comments, the hearing finished at 7:15 p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:10P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
WARNICK ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 4.88 ACRES AT 1205 EAST 700 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on September 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:15 p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were
present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Warnick Annexation at 1205 East 700 North. He asked for comments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
Howard Denney noted it would need to be labeled Warnick II or Plat B or something like that as
there was already a Warnick Annexation.
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There being no more comment the hearing ended at 7:17p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:15 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR A CELLULAR TOWER AT THE ART DYE BALL COMPLEX AT 550
EAST 1200 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a third public hearing on September 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:17p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were
present at this hearing along with Derric Rykert.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was ~o receive public comment regarding the
site plan for a cellular tower at the Art Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North. It would be
replacing an existing light pole to include the cellular antenna. He asked for comments.
Jeanette Albers read a statement regarding cell towers. It is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 1.
A lady stated that there was a similar petition going around because they were concerned with
the tower that had gone up and there was one proposed at Legacy. Had they known about the
one at the Jr. High they would have opposed it.
There being no further comment, the hearing ended at 7:22p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
BINCHET AL ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 100.77 ACRES AT 725 WEST 250 SOUTH
The American Fork City Council met in a fourth public hearing on September 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:22p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Derric Rykert, Cameron Gunter, Vince Johnson, Rulon Jensen, Mr. &
Mrs. Bill Jacob, Phyllis Crookston, Barbara Christiansen, Janice Otteson, Scouts, and twenty-one
citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Binch Et Al Annexation at 725 West 250 South. He asked for comments.
Jamie Gull of Red Stone development and Jeff Stokes from PEPG Engineering was present to
answer questions.
Councilman Belmont asked what they anticipated for the 100 acres.
Mr. Gull reported that they were planning density to as close to the master plan as possible for
that area which for the most part three units per acre and the southern part was two units per acre.
They were geared toward 'move up' housing. That was something that someone would move to
from the starter home. There would be CC&R' s to protect the neighborhood. They did not build
homes, they were developer of subdivisions.
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Councilman Belmont asked for an overview of the CC&R's.
Mr. Gull explained that they would deal with exterior materials, landscaping, fencing, trail
system, and entry monuments.

Councilman LeBaron asked about basements.
Mr. Gull responded that they would only be able to be into the ground about five feet.

Councilman LeBaron asked what would happen if the water table were to rise after the home was
built.
Jamie Gull answered that they were looking at something for drainage or they would have no
basements. This study was done about two months ago.
Councilman Belmont expressed that there had been a lot of property annexed to American Fork
recently and the ability to provide services did not look so good right now. Others had been
warned as well. Water, streets, and a lot of things were issues.
Mr. Gull explained that their development would take place over a period of time.

Councilman LeBaron noted that there were twelve parcels included in the annexation. He asked
if there was a concept plan.
Mr. Gull responded that they did have a concept plan. Some of the parcels would remain in
greenbelt.

Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 7:27p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING-7:25P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
SITE PLAN FOR THE ALPINE VALLEY CENTER LOT #7 AT 589 WEST 130 NORTH
The American Fork City Council met in a fifth public hearing on September 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:27p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were
present at this hearing along with George E. Brown Jr., Heidi Rodeback, Heber Thompson, Judy
Price, and two additional citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
site plan for the Alpine Valley Center Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North. He asked for comments.
Ted Didas explained that this was on the southwest comer of 130 North and West State Road.
The utilities were stubbed to the property and the perimeter landscaping and the parking were in.
There being no more comment the hearing finished at 7:30p.m.
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REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on September 13, 2005 in the
American Fork Library, commencing at 7:36p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Howard
Denney, Rod Despain, Darrin Falslev, Derric Rykert, Lori England, Lynne Yocom, Cameron
Gunter, Vince Johnson, Rulon Jensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Phyllis Crookston, Keith Richan,
Judy Price, Heber Thompson, George E. Brown Jr., Heidi Rodeback, Janice Otteson, Dale
Gunther, Rulon Jensen, Barbara Christiansen, Scouts from Troops 29, 1123, 853, 825, & 829,
and twenty-seven citizens.
The Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Lynne Yocom
offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Janice Otteson invited all to the Star Mill at 147 East 600 North. It had been twenty-six years
since they shut the door to grind flour and has been in existence for 117 years. On Friday, Molly
Parduhn who was the last miller of the mill's wife, was turning 90 years old. As part of the
celebration there would be an art exhibit. It was a special building and a pretty special lady.
She commented that near the Alpine School District, two family of quail had been displaced
when they removed the shrubs and planted grass. Now they had to mow it and water it.
Larrabee Merritt, legal counsel for the City of Fun Carnival, expressed that several questions had
come up lately that he would like to discuss. Their contract ran through next year. His calls had
not been responded to. He understood they were going to change the name and not have a
carnival.
Mayor Barratt answered that the Council would be meeting with the Steel Days Committee next
Tuesday and they would have some answers at that time. He was welcome to contact Mayor
Barratt or Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh after that time.
Tanya Shelton, from Mountain Meadows Subdivision, asked for an update. She stated that she
had pulled a 7-year old boy from the trench. He was treading water. The safety fence was not
working and it needed to be done differently. She continued that they had asked that the pond be
moved. She had talked with some of the farmers who reported to her that the drain did not go
through there. She asked if that was the case, why the pond could not be moved.
Tanya Shelton asked why the slides were unsafe.
Mayor Barratt reported that they had a meeting this Thursday morning with the architect. Heidi
Rodeback who was on the Parks Committee had taken pictures. There were some other pieces of
equipment that were not up to code.
Councilman Belmont commented that she would be responding to this under her report
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Mayor Barratt asked that further discussion on Mountain Meadows be held until the end of the
public comment period.
Phyllis Crookston read a prepared statement regarding water. It is included in these minutes as
ATTACHMENT 2.
Dale Gunther reported that he had read an article in the Salt Lake Tribune about plans for the
arts. Is it an arts gym?
Mayor Barratt stated that in looking at what had been called a practice facility for the arts was a
facility that was going to be constructed by the City. But, because of what was needed, they
were unable to secure second hand seating and second hand lighting. The Cultural Arts needed
more classrooms than what they had and a facility that would hold the American Fork Symphony
and be able to have a practice facility. As members of the Council looked at it, they determined
that because the building really did not fit, it was felt that they needed to look at what was really
needed. They needed more classrooms. That facility at a million dollars could be duplicated by
going up and building the practice facility on the northeast end of the Fitness Center. It would
have acoustics for the symphony and a stage.
Dale Gunther asked if acoustically it would be a concert hall.
Mayor Barratt responded that acoustically he did not know if it would be a concert hall, but what
they were getting before wasn't going to be a concert hall. For $600,000 they were going to get
what they were going to spend a million dollars on. They would get a stage that was portable
and it would be a better fit with more classrooms and less money.
Councilman Cates asked about the restrooms proposed for the first facility.
Mayor Barratt reported that in order to accommodate restrooms, they would have had to have
been down underneath the stage. The architect was not pleased as to how that was coming out.
This way, they would also get additional storage. He felt it was a win-win situation. The City
Hall could now be restored to the same look when the building was built with tin ceilings and the
building would be opened up to where it would hold over 100 and they could put the bell tower
back on.
Janice Otteson asked how many the new building up to the Fitness Center would seat.
Mayor Barratt thought that it was about 170 to 180. It would be used for Cultural Arts. That
was their facility along with the four classrooms. The Recreation Center also needed classrooms
and they would schedule them when they were not being used by Cultural Arts.
Janice Otteson asked if the Fitness Center was still in the hole about $300,000.
Mayor Barratt acknowledged that they had some struggles.
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Councilman Blake added that Cultural Arts would have its own entrance. It was not an easy
decision. The Arts Council had looked at it also and what they wanted to have was classroom
situations and this would work better.
Janice Otteson thought that it sounded real good, but there would be basketball and volleyball.
Mayor Barratt stated that there would be a sound barrier. They would be using a portable stage.
Councilman Cates stated that it was discussed that this would not be the final thing for the Arts
Council. They did not have money to do it right. In the future, they could have something they
could be proud of and not something with second hand seating.
Mayor Barratt continued that now City Hall could be landscaped, an Arts Council facility built at
the Fitness Center, the Amphitheater would get completely done, and they would get the bell
tower over the City Hall.
Heber Thompson asked if there was opportunity for input on features of the facility.
Mayor Barratt explained that they had to be under significant construction by November 1st and
no later than December 1st. They were being told by the architect and the contractor that that
time line was being pushed. He added that the entire inside of the facility would be refurbished,
including the locker room.
Heber Thompson suggested that from a downtown perspective a more generous landscaping
around City Hall was desired and the Council several months ago was interested in making that a
prototype of landscaping that would be for downtown. He would like to give input into that.
Mayor Barratt expressed that input for that was welcomed. Melanie Marsh would be able
provide information as to when those meetings would be.
Heidi Rodeback felt that public input was important and a great resource.
Mayor Barratt explained that there was no more public input at this point on the drawings now
being prepared. They still needed to go through the Planning Commission and the City Council.
Heidi Rodeback commented that this was a major shift in the project and she was at Planning
Commission last Wednesday to learn about the project and at that point the only word that came
was that they were waiting for more detail. Now a week later, the project had been abandoned.
She did not feel there was enough public input.
Heidi Rodeback made a second point that they had taken the Arts Center out of downtown. She
was a supporter of Recreation and a supporter of the Arts, but the good that this would have been
for downtown had been glossed over and that vision lost. She expressed hope that by locating
the Arts Center there, that they would be able to work with the landscaping at City Hall. There
was some applause.
Bill Jacob asked for the definition of the 'downtown' area.
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Mayor Barratt expressed that his definition was from one public entrance to the next public
entrance.
Heidi Rodeback was asked and she responded that Downtown Inc. believed it was from 100 East
to 100 West and from 100 South to 100 North. She agreed with the Mayor.
Bill Jacob asked if the City was doing any revitalization.
Mayor Barratt stated that what the City was doing was only on their own property.
Heber Thompson commented that a private individual, Bill Jacob, was doing a great job.
Judy Price commented on the Ordinance that did not require City employees to live in the City.
She hoped they looked into the history of that Ordinance as it had to do with uniting the citizens
and building community and bonding citizens. She first heard of this from the Mayor's
comments on search for employees. There were times to look outside. She believed the
potential was right here. It was only fair to citizens of American Fork to offer employment to
them. She referred to 'detachment disorder.' She encouraged the Council to revisit that
Ordinance.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont commented that this Thursday was the annual meeting of the State
Department of History in Salt Lake at 8:30a.m. in the Rio Grande Building. There would be a
tour at 3:00p.m.
Councilman Belmont commented that she had talked to several persons about the playground
dangers. She reported that Heidi Rodeback discovered that those playgrounds did come up to
code. The installers have said that they would the improvements.
Heidi Rodeback reported that the code specified that if it was a platform it needed have
protective barriers. If it was a stairway, they only needed guardrails. The company felt that they
were conforming to code, however at Mountain Meadows and Rotary Parks, they would make
the improvements, if the Council requested it.
Mayor Barratt stated that he would write the letter.
Councilman Cates added that that particular equipment was intended for older children, five to
twelve, and not two to five. They would need parent supervision.
Mayor Barratt asked Howard Denney to give his report on Mountain Meadows.
Mr. Denney reported that the City had hired Horrocks Engineering to evaluate the issues and
conditions at Mountain Meadows. Mr. Brent Ventura from Horrocks was in attendance.
Mr. Ventura explained that his firm had it impressed upon them the priority of this project when
they were asked to do it. He explained that what they had looked at to this point was the
underground system that had been covered up so the water was not exiting. They had the
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original geo-technical report that was done during drought years. They would perpetuate the
facilities that existed and get the underground drain into the system downstream about 200 to
300 feet to where it would not back up into the detention pond. It remained to be seen how it
would work in a really, really wet year. He asked if there were questions.
Mayor Barratt asked that the conference room across the hall be opened so those residents that
would like to meet with Mr. Ventura could do so.
Mr. Ventura thought that in a week they would have the construction packet ready to go to
extend the under drain to tie into the storm drain system and then the trench could be covered
over.

It was noted that the detention pond was meant to take the surge of water and release it at a
controlled rate. Councilman Cates added that they could not eliminate it. He had talked with
Neal Christensen who was agreeable to meet with the City and make it a true detention pond and
not hold water all the time.
Brent Ventura explained that part of the design would place a patch that would be placed into the
detention pond with a pipe taken over to the existing storm drain that left the subdivision in a
different area at a lower elevation so there should not be anymore standing water.
Councilman Cates asked for help from the residents. He saw kids play in there with their father
watching. Yesterday there were three young ladies shoveling back into the drain.
A lady noted that the children had found a pond and they wanted to play in it.
Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation to Howard Denney, Horrocks Engineering, & staff, in
moving this forward and to the neighbors for their patience.
Councilmembers Blake and Storrs had nothing to report at this time.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Golf Course Committee was revising the by-laws. The
course was looking better and play was up.
Councilman Cates had nothing to report at this time.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that this Tuesday would be a meeting with the Steel Days Committee at
7:00p.m. concerning the City Celebration. City Council meetings in November would be on
November 15th and November 29th. There would be no work session on the 24th ofNovember
and the last Council meeting ofthe year would be on December 13th.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION THE APPROVAL OF A CLASS A BEER LICENSE FOR THE
JALISCO MARKET AT 222 EAST MAIN STREET
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was located behind the current Blockbuster Video.

Councilman Cates moved approval of the Class A Beer License for the Jalisco Market at
222 East Main Street. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE METCALF ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.52 ACRES AT
APPROXIMATELY 1025 NORTH 900 WEST

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-09-JSR indicating the City's intent to
annex the Metcalf Annexation consisting of 16.52 acres at approximately 1025 North 900
West. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Richard Colborn noted that the one parcel that was to be taken out has signed the petition and is
included.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS.
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at
1313 East 50 South
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the subject of the 7:00 p.m. public hearing.
Councilman Belmont would go to public works to see the print of the landscaping

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-09-45 approving the site plan
for the Central Utah Clinic at 1313 East 50 South, subject to the following
conditions: 1) City Recorder to withhold recording until the annexation of the
property is completed. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
b.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art
Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease Agreement
Mayor Barratt noted that a petition signed by 46 individuals represented 210 persons in
their families was presented. He asked if there were further comments.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had read the document that the group had
circulated. Once before there had been a proposal to put one out on 900 East that the
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neighbors were very opposed to. She felt it was a neighborhood issue and quality of life
issue and she did not want to vote for it.
Mayor Barratt asked for comments from the contractor.
David Carter explained that he was an independent contractor that searched for locations
for cell towers. This was for Cingular Wireless to add capacity and coverage to the given
area. Originally, he had contacted Cal Houghton. Seeing there were already numerous
ball field lights at this location and with the master plan to build two additional ball fields
and up to another ten light standards, he thought that would work. In working with Rod
Despain it was found that the Ordinance would not allow a secondary carrier on the same
pole and could not allow cell towers within a half-mile of each other. This was a changeout of one of the existing ball field light poles and was approximately 400 feet to the
interior from the property line. It had been through the Planning Commission and
noticed accordingly and also for the change to the Ordinance. They had been through
numerous meetings. The majority of the people were unaware of the existing antennas
and there were times that this one would not be noticed. The income from the rent and
the agreement was very fair. The proposed rent was more than twice what the existing
carrier was paying. It was a good location for Cingular.
Councilman LeBaron asked Mr. Carter to respond to the safety issue that was raised.
Mr. Carter explained that the FCC regulated the safety and they did not have any longterm findings that a cell tower, which was low power, caused any health threats.
Councilman Belmont read from a paper provided that the FCC was in charge of setting
the standards of exposure for the public and claim, based on scientific studies, the current
levels were safe. But, the FCC was not a public health agency. Many that worked for the
FCC were either past, present, or future employees of the very industry they were
supposed to regulate. She asked if the Planning Commission had this information when
they voted for it. It was not known.
Councilman Belmont thought that if the Planning Commission had read this information
they may not have approved it.
David Carter stated that public safety was a concern. A majority of individuals were now
carrying cell phones and they are requiring that they work wherever they were at. Part of
the technology that was coming and being mandated was that the individual making an
emergency phone call could be pinpointed back to where they were located. All of that
technology required the ability to provide a signal out to the phone and a signal back.
That was what they were trying to do.
Councilman Blake commented that there was a lot on the Internet about this. One could
find both sides of any topic. He thought this was a classic example of an article that
came from the Internet that exploded an issue out of focus. He commented that with
light, there was a whole spectrum. Part of the light was visible and part of it was not.
For years there has been television that sent an analog signal through the air, our bodies,
our homes, and an antenna picked it up and displayed an image. There were people that
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complained about children sitting too close to a television set and it was probably not
good to sit two or three feet in front of a television screen. The article added that they
were essentially the same as from a microwave oven. He did not see any indication of
problems to a person from a cell phone. The scare part of it was that there was a lot that
was not known. It was easy to raise questions.
Councilman Blake read also that people were concerned about mind control. San
Francisco did a study and confirmed in their study that there was no danger in it. Other
places like Los Angeles County Schools were not allowing it. Cell towers were all over.
He felt that comparing them to a microwave oven was a scare statement. He was
sensitive to the neighbors and those that signed the petition. He thought they could table
it and consider it for longer, but he did not see a valid case to the danger in it.
Rod Despain explained that there were about eight cell phone towers and a couple of
them had multiple antennas in the City. On public property, there was the existing one at
Art Dye Ball Park and one recently approved for the Jr. High School.
Councilman LeBaron was concerned that the School District had hired staff to look for a
place to locate cell towers. It was a revenue generating opportunity. He thought they
needed to look at locating all cell towers on public property and the compensation should
be adequate.

Councilman Blake moved to table the approval of the location of the cell tower at
the Art Dye Ball Park.
Councilman Blake continued that to him, revenue was not the biggest issue, but it was an
Issue.

Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Mayor Barratt assumed that it was tabled for further study.
Councilman LeBaron took the assignment to look at it further and that cell towers be
limited to public property.
Councilman Storrs expressed that they should be kept away from schools.
Mayor Barratt did not think a scientific answer was feasible.
Mr. David Carter stated that it was on public property, away from schools, and met what
the Council wanted. Those were the reasons that it was being tabled for.
Mayor Barratt concurred.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
Dale Gunther asked the options for Mr. Carter.
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Mayor Barratt commented that this location was needed.
Councilman Belmont did not think that the study would take that long.
Mayor Barratt added that the concerns noted were not relevant to this tower. Alpine and
Highland were locating cell towers on City property as a revenue source. He did not
know why this one could not be approved. He did not believe they should be on school
grounds.
Councilman LeBaron clarified that he anticipated two to four weeks to look at this issue.
He was also concerned with how compensation was arrived at.
David Carter stated that it was arrived at through negotiations with the City Attorney and
was fair market value.
Councilman Blake stated that was part of it. They wanted more information on the
market issue.
c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Alpine Valley Center
Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North
Mayor Barratt stated that this was north of the Asian Buffet and south of 130 North
Street.
It was noted that Grease Monkey would own the entire Lot #7.
Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-09-46 approving the site plan
for Alpine Valley Center Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North, subject to the following
conditions: 1) A sampling manhole approval by Timpanogos Special Service
District; 2) Resolution of minor engineering concerns as directed by the City
Engineer; and 3) Due to the lack of park, utilization of the second structure is
limited to office/retail use and not authorized for use as sit-down restaurant
establishments. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.

d.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for an Auto Dealership on
Lot #4 of the Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716 South 500 East
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the expansion ofthe Watts Automotive Dealership.
Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-09-47 approving the site plan
for an auto dealership on Lot #4 of the Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716
South 500 East, subject to the following conditions: 1) That the display will only be
permitted on the applicant's property and not on landscape area.
Councilman Belmont commented that when Watts Automotive originally came in there
was a landscaping plan that was agreed to. Over the years cars had been parked on what
was supposed to be landscaped areas. What could be expected with this landscape area.
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Rod Despain reported that there was a landscape component for the areas designated.
They had raised the question on the UDOT right-of-way that the display of automobiles
would cease, and they were told that it would.
Councilman Belmont asked how that got done.
Rod Despain commented that it had to be a factor all along 500 East.
Councilman Belmont asked that the plan be dusted off and looked at again.
Rod Despain noted that eight to ten feet belonged to the State.
Councilman Belmont added that trees were to be planted as well.
Councilman Blake asked that they communicate that issue to the Planning Commission
and Inspection Departments.
Councilman Blake amended his motion to include, 2) That the landscaping be
modified to be consistent with the 500 East Landscape plan.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
e.

Review and action on the final plat ofHaymaker Retreat Condominiums Phase II
consisting of 8 buildings at 185 South 930 East
Steve Maddox was present to request final approval of Haymaker Retreat Condominiums
Phase II.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that it was turning out to be a nice development.
Mr. Maddox reported that that they would be getting occupancy on their first home
within three days and their clubhouse and pool would be completed within about two
weeks. They anticipated getting the oil down on Bamberger Drive.

Rod Despain pointed out that they were asking to construct improvements prior to
recording in lieu of posting a bond and the proposed motion reflected that.
Mr. Maddox noted that they would then bond for the outstanding improvements that were
not done prior to winter.
Mr. Despain commented that the request to bond would come back to the Council for
approval.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-09-48 approving the final plat
of Haymaker Retreat Condominiums Phase II consisting of eight buildings at 185
South 930 East, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, but have the
City Recorder delay the recording of the plat pending completion of the required
improvements and subject to the following conditions: 1) Completion of the off-site
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improvements to Bamberger Drive, and 2) Verification of actual conveyance of
water rights. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
f

Review and action on the final plat of Haymaker Retreat Condominiums Phase III
consisting of8 buildings at 186 South 920 East
Councilman Blake noted that this was adjacent to the previous item discussed.
Mr. Maddox explained that a head gate on Mr. Roundy's property was damaged and they
would reconstruct that head gate when the water was out of the ditch on September 23rd.
He added that they had trespassed and destroyed some of this raspberry patch and they
would be constructing a dead end on the road that would be barricaded to prevent people
turning around on his property.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-09-49 approving the final plat
of Haymaker Retreat Condominiums Phase Ill consisting of eight buildings at 185
South 930 East, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, but have the
City Recorder delay the recording of the plat pending completion of the required
improvements an subject to the following conditions: 1) Completion of
requirements for Haymaker Retreat Condominiums Phase II, and 2) The addition
of a barricade on 900 East at the irrigation ditch. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
Mr. Maddox asked when the water was required.

Rod Despain stated that it was required as a condition of approval and would need to be
delivered before the plat was recorded.
g.

Review and action on the final plat ofPincock Village Subdivision consisting of2 lots at
108 West 450 North

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the Pin cock Village Subdivision consisting
of two lots at 108 West 450 North, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the
plat and have the plat recorded, subject to the following conditions: 1) Posting of a
performance guarantee to ensure the timely construction of required improvements,
and 2) Verification of water rights conveyance. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion.
All were in favor.
h.

Review and action on amended final Plats for A & B of the Temple Meadows Planned
Unit Development at approximately 650 North 1200 East
Councilman LeBaron stated that they had met and Councilman Blake took the lead in the
discussion they had with the staff and the developers. The agenda called for a report.
Councilman Blake reported that the Council passed a motion to approve this in March of
this year. There were some nine conditions that the Council had asked the developer and
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the homeowners to do. One of the key things was to have the Homeowner's Association
organize and the covenants and conditions reviewed and set into place. This was a
situation that began in 1999 and the some ofthe homes went in during the first couple of
years and then the developer went into bankruptcy and that caused some real difficulties
from that point on. The Homeowner's Association was a key part of what really was
intended to happen here. All along this had common ground in it. Those nine conditions
were reviewed and it looked like they put those in order. He asked if there was anyone in
attendance that had a concern in re-platting this or anyone that lived in the area that was
concerned it doing this re-plat and this proposal. He asked to hear from those if there was
anyone here that had concerns, or questions, or objections to it. They had a number of
public hearings and gone through this process beginning back in March and up through
now. He commented that the conditions were fairly involved. The homeowner's had
come together and have organized into a Homeowner's Association and the
Homeowner's Association had taken responsibility for the common ground and in
working out those issues between themselves. He thought that was a key thing that
needed to happen.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the amended final plats for Plats A and B of
the Temple Meadows Planned Unit Development at approximately 650 North 1200
East and to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat and to have the plat
recorded.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron commented that it had been a long and arduous process and there
was patience on everyone's part, particularly the homeowner's themselves. It had been a
difficult situation and hopefully they could finally put this thing to rest.
Councilman Blake mentioned that they had input from the City Attorney, Kevin Bennett,
and they considered that. It had been a long process.
Councilman Cates asked if the concerns that the attorney had, had been met.
Councilman Blake responded that they had. One of the issues that had been raised was
that the Legislature had changed the law in 2001 that put some different conditions on
these kinds of developments. But this started in 1999 and was already underway. He
thought that the concerns from that 2001 law were considered. The thing in question was
the common area and the responsibility for the common area. The Homeowner's
Association accepted responsibility for that. There was also title insurance that was an
ISSUe.

Councilman Cates asked if it had been issued.
Councilman Blake responded that it hadn't been issued but he thought it had a letter and a
quote and a letter of acknowledgement of the special issues surrounding it.
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Councilman LeBaron asked if they were adopting the nine conditions of the original
motion. He asked Councilman Blake to amend his motion to approve the nine conditions
and he would second it.
Councilman Blake amended his motion to include the nine conditions of
Councilman LeBaron's previous motion. Councilman LeBaron seconded the
motion.
(Councilman LeBaron's motion from the March 22, 2005, City Council meeting:
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the re-plat application pending for
Temple Meadows allowing for the construction of twenty-two {22) single-family
homes
l) Subject to Lots #l & #12 being moved across the street;
2) Subject to the developer providing $50,000 for common area improvements
and storm drainage;
3) Subject to the developer assisting in changing the CC&R's and revising the
Homeowners' Association Bylaws and that any bond money that is recovered
will be directed to the Homeowners' Association;
4) Subject to a finding that no homeowner has been materially harmed by this
action;
5) Subject to the owners of twin homes being deeded common area property
surrounding their homes and being responsible for its maintenance;
6) Subject to the developer solving any problems with title, thereby allowing for
legal recording;
7) Subject to the developer providing the City with a documented copy of
proper Title Insurance for the lots that were converted with the new platting;
8) Subject to staff reviewing and approving all final engineering drawings
allowing for the re plat to be properly recorded, meeting all necessary City
requirements.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman LeBaron included in his motion a change, 8) Subject to staff
reviewing and approving all final engineering drawings allowing for the re plat
to be properly recorded, meeting all necessary City requirements, subject to
correctly prepared plats, plans, and according to City Ordinances. Councilman
Blake agreed with his second.
Councilman LeBaron amended his motion, 3) Subject to the developer assisting
in changing the CC&R's and revising the Homeowners' Association Bylaws and
that any bond money that is recovered be directed to the City for further
handling and determination. Councilman Blake concurred with his second.
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Councilman LeBaron amended his motion to include 9) that all conditioned
matters after submission to staff will be submitted to the City Council for final
approval. They came back for review to this body for approval.
Councilman Blake agreed with his second.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion.
Councilman Belmont, Yea.
Councilman Blake, Yea.
Councilman Storrs, Yea.
Councilman LeBaron, Yea.
Councilman Cates, Yea.)
Howard Denney asked about the inclusion of the Title Insurance.
Councilman LeBaron answered, absolutely.
Mayor Barratt thought that was what was being asked was that all those issues.
Councilman LeBaron stated that they had all been met. They want to re-emphasize that
no homeowner had been materially harmed.
Councilman Blake believed that on the insurance that they were ready to do that.
Mr. Millheim commented that Title Insurance was issued to the owner of the property
which was himself He thought it would be appropriate in this case to list the HOA as an
additional party. He intended to immediately give this property to the HOA. There was
no conveyance being made to the City. He suggested that they modify the motion to say
that the Title Insurance include the HOA.

Councilman Blake added to his motion that it be subject to the issuance of Title
Insurance that also included as an additional insured the Homeowner's Association.
Councilman LeBaron agreed with his second.
Councilman LeBaron noted that there was another matter on one of the nine conditions.
Number five was not part of there-plat and was outside of there-plat area.

Councilman Blake amended his motion to vacate condition number five.
Councilman LeBaron agreed with his second.
Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor.
David Millhiem thanked Councilmembers LeBaron and Blake for taking the time from
their schedules to go through these in great detail. They had earned the respect of a lot of
people. He knew that it was a complicated task. There was some applause.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS OF ELECTION JUDGES FOR THE
OCTOBER4, 2005 PRIMARY ELECTION AND THE NOVEMBER 8, 2005 MUNICIPAL
ELECTION

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the Election Judges for the October 4, 2005,
Primary Election and the November 8, 2005, Municipal Election. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion.
City Recorder Richard Colborn asked that Nancy Toone, 248 West 1290 North be included as a
second Alternate Judge for Consolidated Precinct #3.

Councilman Storrs amended his motion to include Nancy Toone as a second Alternate
Judge for Consolidated Precinct #3. Councilman Belmont agreed with her second. All
were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn commented that many have stepped forward to be an Election
Judge and he expressed his appreciation to them. There were 54 of them.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE BID FOR THE CONSTRUCTION
OF ASKATEPARK
Councilman Storrs asked if legal counsel was okay with the contract.
Melanie Marsh noted that this was award of bid and the contract would come back.
Councilman Belmont commented that at least twelve years ago Phyllis Crookston attended a lot
of meetings and was supportive of a skate park in American Fork. She was ahead of everybody
else.

Councilman Storrs moved to award the bid to Site Design. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
Councilman LeBaron wanted to be sure that the skate park would be large enough.
Councilman Belmont asked how big.
Derric Rykert commented that it would be a big skate park.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING AN AMENDED LffiRARY
MEETING ROOM POLICY.

Councilman Cates moved approval of Resolution No. 05-09-39R adopting an amended
Library Meeting Room Policy.
Library Director Sheena Parker reviewed the policies with the Council noting that all
organizations, other than City meetings, would pay to use the meeting rooms. That included
non-profit organizations. Currently groups that used the library meeting rooms included
Toastmasters, educational groups, and charter schools.
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Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that the policy be placed on the City's website.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LEASE PURCHASE AGREEMENT WITH FORD MOTOR
COMPANY FOR POLICE VEHICLES

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of a lease purchase agreement with Ford Motor
Company for police vehicles.
Councilman LeBaron added that Cathy Jensen had done a good job at looking at lease options as
well as the Police Department and Melanie Marsh.
Councilman Belmont asked if it went to just Ford.
Cathy Jensen reported that it was not under state bid but done under a competitive discounted
rate.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON SURPLUS PROPERTY AT
APPROXIMATELY 350 WEST 1120 NORTH
Mayor Barratt reported that the City had already declared this property to be surplus.
Councilman Belmont commented that the City had never had an appraisal done of the property.
Mayor Barratt noted that it was .14 ~cres and was on the southeast comer of350 West 1120
North and was north of Richard & Marilyn Hardcastle and west of Steve Bailey. The
Hardcastle's do not have an interest in the property. Steve & Marilyn Bailey did. Right now it
was a weed patch.
The Council discussed the property, its being cleaned up, and minimum acceptable bid.

Councilman Blake moved to receive bids on this surplus property with a minimum bid to
be $3,000. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont commented that it was difficult to get people to clean up their properties.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS. COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments.
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REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There was no discussion on this item.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 9, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the August 9, 2005, City Council minutes as
presented. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 11, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the August 11, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Belmont. The
motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 18. 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Blake moved approval of the August 18, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 23. 2005 CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the August 23, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Richard Colborn commented that Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker had prepared these minutes
and that she had done a very good job.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AUGUST 25, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Belmont moved approval of the August 25, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER L 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the September 1, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Cates, LeBaron, and Storrs. Abstain, Councilman Belmont. The
motion carried.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
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Couniclman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met at 5:45 p.m. and reviewed the City
bills for payment and added one additional item for $819.00, purchase requests over $1,000, and
manual cash expenses.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over
$1,000, and the manual cash expenses as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman
Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
LITIGATION

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt stated that this was with DMP.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9:56p.m. to discuss
litigation. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt, and Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith
Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included legal counsel
Sharon Bertelsen, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Finance Director Cathy Jensen, and City
Recorder Richard Colborn. The meeting was audiotape recorded. The executive session
concluded at 10:58 p.m.

Councilman Cates moved to return to regular session at 10:58 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 10:58 p.m. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

h.: }h,
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 9-13-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
Statement to the Mayor and the American Fork City Council
Thank you Mayor Barrett and the City Council for allowing us to express our concerns to you
tonight.
We the residents of East American Fork would like you to know of our concern over the
recent interest the cell phone companies have taken in our city. More specifically we are
concerned with the recent proposals to put cell towers at our parks and schools where we have
high concentrations of children. We are also concerned with the fact that the cell companies
were able to change an ordinance this summer that dictated how many feet apart the towers
needed to be, thus allowing the cell towers to be placed in closer proximity to each other.
We wanted you to be aware that there is a debate in scientific circles across the country and
around the world as to the long term effects of exposure to cell towers especially in children.
The Calif. Dept. of education discourages cell tower placement on school property and the
LA Unified School District has drafted a resolution banning cell towers on school property until
long term studies are done especially on children. Also the International Assoc. Of firefighters
drafted a resolution banning further cell tower placements on their fire stations until further
studies are done.
Other neighboring cities such as Highland and Alpine have thought this issue out and have
decided to include ordinances dictating where cell phone towers can be placed in their cities so
that they impact the least amount of residents and so that the towers don't start showing up all
over the city. Alpine has dedicated a hill called Shepard's hill for cell tower placement.
Highland has dedicated certain city properties for this purpose.
We keep hearing about how American Fork is losing residents to surrounding communities
which in turn means lower enrollment at our schools. Lets not give residents of American Fork
another reason to consider other communities. Lets follow Alpine and Highlands lead and set
aside certain areas where cell towers can be placed that will impact the least amount of residents
especially children. May we suggest the commercial areas of town and areas that are not near
schools or parks that have high concentrations of children near them.
We would like to conclude by presenting you with our petitions. We are opposing the placement
of a second cell tower at Art Dye Park for the reasons stated in the petition. We have
(p .
Signatures representing
people. We also want you to know we are not opposed to cell
phones or cell towers but we again would ask that the placement of these towers be well thought
out by our city officials. Thank you for your time.

2/D
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ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 9-13-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
Tuesday September 13, 2005
Regular City Council Meeting, temporarily held in the American Fork Public Library.
I appreciate the opportunity afforded me to speak. I respectfully request my comments
be included in the official record.
Mayor, and council, I feel the need to offer my input on matters that I deem extremely
important in light of local circumstances and the national trauma of hurricane Katrina.
My concerns locally are water and debt. Regarding the councils proposed plan to sell
water, as I have said in the past, is not good policy. With places like Las Vegas wanting
to take water from western Utah, it seems imprudent to me to even consider disposal. As
far as pressurized irrigation that has not been an effective tool as evidenced by problems
by other cities. One thing not on your minds is the ineffectiveness of antibiotics should
there be cross contamination or other unforeseen biologic problems, which brings up the
hurricane "dilemma". Many of the problems on the Mississippi River have now been
attributed to the upstream works by the corps of engineers, and the constant workings
in the delta area on which New Orleans depends for its viability.

Pulitzer Prize winning author, Bob Marshall. a Louisiana native relates the damage the
levees, pipelines from offshore drilling have done, to create the loss of native beaches,
and barrier islands The delta ecosystem formed by the Mississippi for thousands of
years has retreated to less than half its size in 50 years. There is not time to detail all the
causes & consequences, except the most important one, that of what the loss of these
important 50 miles of wetlands, which if in place would have done to protect the area by
bearing most of the force from the hurricane, as was the case previously. How can we
benefit from this? There a multitude of lessons.
I am again asking for reconsideration of the plans to sell water. NO AMOUNT OF
MONEY NOW, will com~ for less water badly needed in future unforeseen
. 1./IE '1- £ bt::::.-cbcumStailces. -you have jUS( ee1pmated land south of the freeway in a good water
ir U
year after several years of drought. Pork barrel spending, regardless of what you may
think now may be your legacy, time will be unkind if water is continued to be managed
as has the money. I cannot understand running like a horse pulling a fire wagon to spend
and sell, it does nothing for mismanagement except to create more.
Please take time to ponder, please do not be on the offensive, please do not fall back on
the mandate scenario. You are all intelligent human beings. Please do not disregard my
comments because I am not male. Please do not stultify or truncate my comments.
knowledge, and study to offensive adjectives. Please continue to take pride in your
.. _ ~ _
leadership and may you be blessed for your efforts.
Sincerely,

.,.
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Phyllis 0. Crookston

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 13, 2005
*SECOND AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 13, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at
1313 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Warnick Annexation consisting of
4.88 acres at 1205 East 700 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art
Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Binch Et AI Annexation consisting of
100.77 acres at 725 West 250 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Alpine Valley Center
Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Lynne Yocom; roll calL
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

Review and action the approval of a Class A Beer License for the Jalisco Market at 222
East Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Metcalf
Annexation consisting of 16.52 acres at approximately 1025 North 900 West.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Central Utah
Clinic at 1313 East 50 South.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at
the Art Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease
Agreement.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Alpine Valley
Center Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North.
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for an Auto
Dealership on Lot #4 of the Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716 South
500 East.

e.

4.
5.
6.
*7.
*8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
*19.
20.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofHaymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase II consisting of8 buildings at 185 South 930 East.
f
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Haymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase III consisting of 8 buildings at 186 South 920 East.
g.
Review and action on the final plat ofPincock Village Subdivision consisting of2
lots at 108 West 450 North.
*h.
Report and action on amended final plats for Plats A & B of the Temple Meadows
Planned Unit Development at approximately 650 North 1200 East.
Review and action on appointments ofElection Judges for the October 4, 2005 Primary
Election and the November 8, 2005 Municipal Election.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the construction of a skate park.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting an amended Library Meeting Room Policy.
Review and action on a lease purchase agreement with Ford Motor Company for police
vehicles.
Review and action on going to bid on surplus property at approximately 350 West 1120
North.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 9, 2005, City Council minutes
Review and action on the August 11, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 18, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 23, 2005 City Council minutes.
Review and action on the August 25, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 1, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Adjournment.

Datlthi~~ d&I.mber, 2005
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 13, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 13, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at
1313 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Warnick Annexation consisting of
4.88 acres at 1205 East 700 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art
Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Binch Et AI Annexation consisting of
100.77 acres at 725 West 250 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Alpine Valley Center
Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Lynne Yocom; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

Review and action the approval of a Class A Beer License for the Jalisco Market at 222
East Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Metcalf
Annexation consisting of 16.52 acres at approximately 1025 North 900 West.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Central Utah
Clinic at 1313 East 50 South.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at
the Art Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease
Agreement.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Alpine Valley
Center Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North.
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for an Auto
Dealership on Lot #4 of the Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716 South
500 East.

e.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
*17.
18.

nat

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Haymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase II consisting of8 buildings at 185 South 930 East.
f
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat of Haymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase III consisting of 8 buildings at 186 South 920 East.
g.
Review and action on the final plat ofPincock Village Subdivision consisting of2
lots at 108 West 450 North.
*h.
Report and action on amended final plats for Plats A & B of the Temple Meadows
Planned Unit Development at approximately 650 North 1200 East.
Review and action on appointments of Election Judges for the October 4, 2005 Primary
Election and the November 8, 2005 Municipal Election.
Review and action on the awarding ofthe bid for the construction of a skate park.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting an amended Library Meeting Room Policy.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 9, 2005, City Council minutes
Review and action on the August 11, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 18, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 23, 2005 City Council minutes.
Review and action on the August 25, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 1, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Review and action on entering into an executive session to discuss litigation.
Adjournment.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 13, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 13, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:00p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.
7:25p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Central Utah Clinic at
1313 East 50 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Warnick Annexation consisting of
4.88 acres at 1205 East 700 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art
Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Binch Et AI Annexation consisting of
100.77 acres at 725 West 250 South.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for the Alpine Valley Center
Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Lynne Yocom; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

Review and action the approval of a Class A Beer License for the Jalisco Market at 222
East Main Street.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Metcalf
Annexation consisting of 16.52 acres at approximately 1025 North 900 West.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Central Utah
Clinic at 1313 East 50 South.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at
the Art Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease
Agreement.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for the Alpine Valley
Center Lot #7 at 589 West 130 North.
d.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for an Auto
Dealership on Lot #4 of the Holmstead Center Plat B Subdivision at 716 South
500 East.

e.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofHaymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase II consisting of 8 buildings at 185 South 930 East.
f
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the final plat ofHaymaker Retreat
Condominiums Phase III consisting of 8 buildings at 186 South 920 East.
g.
Review and action on the final plat ofPincock Village Subdivision consisting of2
lots at 108 West 450 North.
Review and action on appointments of Election Judges for the October 4, 2005 Primary
Election and the November 8, 2005 Municipal Election.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for the construction of a skate park.
Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
a.
UTOPIA
b.
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
C.
UDOT
d.
Union Pacific Railroad
Review and action on a Resolution adopting an amended Library Meeting Room Policy.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the August 9, 2005, City Council minutes
Review and action on the August 11, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 18, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the August 23, 2005 City Council minutes.
Review and action on the August 25, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 1, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

D•tl~i~~·grm~, 2005
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 20, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on September 20, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 7:02 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman Cates was excused. Steel Days Committee members present included Darin
Chipman, Wendy Parker, Allison Bean, Sydney Nicholes, Darrin Falslev, Lori England, Kelly
Sobotka, Mark Strickland, Cory Marsh, GayeLynne Richards, Shauna Thomas, Nan Kuhn, and
Shaunna Thompson. Others present included Melanie Marsh and Richard Colborn.
DISCUSSION WITH THE STEEL DAYS COMMITTEE REGARDING PAST AND FUTURE
CELEBRATIONS
Mayor Barratt explained that they would review an activity at a time from the Steel Days flier
and ask for comments about it.
Quilt Show. No representation from the quilt show person at the meetings. Times and dates
were printed wrong.
Art Show. Should not have the Symphony and the Art Show at the same time. It was noted that
the Art Show was tied to the Library's inventory time.

Children's Parade. The theme was Hero's and it worked well. The theme needed to be
something children could decorate their bikes around.

It was noted that there were still cars making deliveries north of the bank during the Flag
Ceremony and it was dangerous. The Flag Ceremony at the end of the Children's Parade was
too long.
Mayor Barratt thought that the Bank of American Fork and the businesses should be notified of
the Children's Parade and that street should be closed.
Horseshoe Tournament. It got over fairly early.
Men's Softball. It went well.
Baby Contest. It was growing each year.
Carnival. There was a problem with the dates next year. The carnival was already booked for
dates the City wanted. The Attorney for the City of Fun Carnival had talked with Mayor Barratt.
They may be willing to provide a release. Should not be at the mercy of the Carnival as to when
the town celebration would be held. This year it was too close on the heels of July 41h and the
Stadium of Fire.
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Cory Marsh commented that there were other carnivals.
Mayor Barratt added that there was a segment of the community that liked the carnival. He had
been in Logan and was impressed with the carnival that was there. It was financially the wrong
decision to allow the carnival to dictate when they were going to have Steel Days. He felt it hurt
us last year to go on the heels of the Freedom Festival. The dates needed to be tied down. The
Big Show needed to know. The City ofFun Carnival needed to be notified as to when Steel
Days would be and given a chance to meet those dates.
Cory Marsh noted that the carnival was a big tradition.
Mayor Barratt agreed. Some research was needed to see who could come and what the City
would be able to get.
Mark Strickland felt that someone from the City Council should handle that.
Mayor Barratt asked the Committee to give some recommendations to the City Council on
carnivals that were successful that other communities had used.
Councilman Belmont commented it seemed that the budget was way over.
Mark Strickland felt the budget should be brought up at the end.
Councilman Blake asked if it was a good format to have it go over two Saturdays. Mayor Barratt
noted that was a question of Councilman Cates as well.
Big Show. Fabulous. Some have said the fireworks were too long and they needed to be
between 30 and 45 minutes, not over 45 minutes. Not as much a family activity as it needed to
be.
Chamber Steak Fry. Well done.
Balloon Lift. They were only up for a short time because of the weather. They had trouble
getting up. Low cost event. No cost to attend. Had some local enthusiasts.
Councilman Belmont commented that the City did not need to repeat everything that was done in
Provo. She thought it would be nice if American Fork were a little more unusual.
Picnic in the Park. Started a new tradition.
5K Cancer Run. There was miscommunication. Good cause but needed to cater to the runners
that showed up. You lose runners without trophies. It was a service opportunity for the
American Fork Royalty for service hours. There was no monetary donation. The donation was
the service hours. The recognition was a Celebration ofLife. There were no trophies. Everyone
received a finisher's medal.
Allison Bean stated that they had worked with the Runner's Comer and noted that there were
very few runs that gave trophies.
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GayeLynne Richards asked the purpose of the run.
Allison Bean responded that it was an opportunity to celebrate and recognize. If they were
trying to make money, they would change the format.
Councilman Blake suggested that with the trophies there could be something done that would
allow them to be carried over from year to year.
Ms. Bean noted that they were working with IHC to have a better backing.
Golf Tournament & Hole in One. Nobody won the hole in one.
Big Parade. Best in a long time. Well done. Presbyterian Bells going off while the band was
trying to plan. Ask to have them turned off until Noon during the parade. Too big of gaps. Had
fifteen more entries than last year but actually finished sooner. The tumblers slowed the parade.
Council on 4-wheelers.
Mayor Barratt asked about throwing candy. The policy needed to be uniform.
Councilman Belmont noted that it was banned at one time.
Cory Marsh noted there were liability issues.
GayeLynne Richards noted that in the contract it stated what needed to happen with the candy
and that they could throw candy.
Car Show & Burnout. Awesome. Need a safer burnout area. Fundraising needed to be
appropriate. Signs for the car show need to say the Steel Days Car Show, not American Fork
Car Show. Junk trucks. Some businesses not notified that the road would be closed off. Oiled
the road just prior to the burnout.
Cory Marsh expressed that the signs were an oversight and could be corrected.
Kelly Sobotka noted that fundraising did not go toward a specific event but it went to the whole.
Cory Marsh added that they could utilize more of the City equipment or invest in some
bleachers.
Allison Bean approached the police about closing the road for the runners. They could not get
into their Pawn Shop.
Mayor Barratt added that some smoke from the burnout filtered into someone' s home and it was
sucked in through her cooling system and she had to be transported to the hospital.
There was a lot of general discussion on the burnout
Councilman Belmont agreed that they needed to appeal to the masses.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that down the road they may need to consider purchasing
some items rather than rent. There would be the storage issue. He asked about charging
admission to the burnout.
Cory Marsh did not know how that could be done.
Kelly Sobotka stated that there were events in the City Celebration that sucked a lot of money
and they would never get it back. The carnival brought in a lot of money.
Councilman Belmont added that they needed to look at what people really wanted. She had been
involved in Steel Days for a long time. Her father used to built a float every year for the Rotary
Club and she had relatives that came from Salt Lake just for the car show. She was a supporter
ofthe Art Show. The City needed to chose just a few things that they were proud of and maybe
some things did not need to be done.
Mark Strickland noted that the City was budgeting $150,000. Did they expect a return,
breakeven, or was it okay to go into the red.
Councilman Belmont responded that she could see it breakeven. That was why they lived here
and why they came here. You cannot make money on everything. There were unusual things
that American Fork could do. Someone told her that we were a carnival. They need to look at
other things. Councilman Belmont thought the run was great. Was it the best way to do? She
answered her own question by stating that she did not know. A parade was great.
Councilman Blake noted there was a good variety of activities that had been increasing over the
last number of years. He asked, on the Car Show and the Burnout, if it was just the logistics of
charging a fee.
Councilman Blake noted that the Car Show showed spending about $16,000 and bringing in
about $4,000 in revenue.
Councilman Belmont added that it brought the people here where they may spend their money.
Kelly Sobotka continued that they were not capturing any dollars to vendors or businesses.
Mayor Barratt noted that with Blackhawk was the only time the Steel Days made money while
he was Mayor.
Bills, invoices, and receipts were still coming in. The loose ends needed to be tied up.
Nan Kuhn noted that she only had 2700 tickets at home out of 8000. There were 2000 more.
Mayor Barratt noted that in past years also, bills were still coming in during October and
November when the celebration was held in July.
Shaunna Thompson asked if they were looking at keeping the talent local.
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Councilman Blake commented that Mayor Barratt had indicated that the best one was when a big
name was used.
Mayor Barratt noted that with Blackhawk they had sold out the amount of tickets they had and
had to ask permission to sell more.
Shaunna Thompson noted that the cost of those tickets were $6 to $8. Should they lower the
pnce.
Mayor Barratt expressed two avenues of thought. One, make it more family oriented and charge
maybe $10 per family up to about 6 family members or $2 a head and have lots and lots of
vendors and have a lot of things going on and make it more family oriented. Or, decide on a big
show and stick with it.
Shaunna Thompson stated that they had no idea the costs of some of the things like the stage.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City was hoping to have something similar. With that stage, that
was the kind of act they needed to attract so there was not the additional expense.
It was felt that was taking the big show way down. None of the previous acts would have
accepted that kind of a stage.

*Councilman Blake left the meeting.
Allison Bean felt that the timing of Steel Days this year was bad.
Mark Strickland commented that the City had a big reputation for the fireworks show.
There was a new track at the high school and that may hinder how things were done. It was
noted that the concession stand should have been opened but it was not open because the football
coach would not allow it to be.
Councilman Storrs stated that was wrong. The City provided funds to help with that just for that
reason.
The Principal Ms. Merrill said that they would be able to use it.
There was a general discussion about the concession stand.
It was asked about other options.

Mayor Barratt did not think there was one although he noted a family that wanted to put $7
million into a cultural arts center, but they got to choose the location. It was up by the
Developmental Center. It was not popular with some candidates in this election year.
Councilman Belmont noted that they had a contract with the State ofUtah for that property.
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Mayor Barratt noted that they had contacted Governor Huntsman who responded that this was
needed for North Utah County and they would work through it.
It was asked if The Meadows was considered where there was parking already there.
Mayor Barratt stated that they had one and only one location. He had tried to discuss other areas.
If it didn't work there, it all went away. He added that he believed that the use of the high school
was on a very short leash.
Stretching Out of Steel Days. Too much work for too long. It cut into other family things.
Things that were successfuL Picnic in the Park. The movie.
New Things. Parade at Dusk. Sunrise service with a cannon solute.
Councilman Belmont suggested again that they needed to decide who we were and what we were
and stop being everything to every person.
It was suggested to move the Picnic in the Park to where there were shade trees.

Mayor Barratt brought up the name change. It was a hot thing.
Councilman Belmont commented that when this came about she knew people that absolutely
hated the name Steel Days, but now that they wanted to make a change, Steels Days sounded real
good.
Cory Marsh did not think the people in the room had the right to make that decision.
Councilman Belmont did not either.
Councilman Storrs commented that out of all of the Steel Days stuff that went on, changing the
name was the biggest thing that he got hit up about by the citizens. They were negative. A
number wanted to keep it the same.
Councilman Belmont commented that it seemed like it had gone back to nogstalgia, it was so old
and been here so long, maybe that was what they should support.
Allison Bean asked if they were catering to those that they needed to be catering to. American
Fork City has changed a great deal and asked if we were Steel Days.
Councilman Belmont asked if were Poultry Days. It was changed and it was changed because
the steel industry employed three-quarters of the people who lived in the town. She asked what
American Days meant.
Allison Bean commented that they were all Americans.
Councilman Belmont stated that it meant nothing.
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Kelly Sobotka responded that it was absolutely ridiculous that Councilman Belmont would say
that 'Americans' meant nothing.
Councilman Belmont stated that it didn't mean anything in comparison to everything else. She
wished that they were something besides what they were. Strawberry Days had been there for
many years. They hadn't grown strawberries there for fifty years.
Cory Marsh commented that they were not changing their name either.
Councilman Belmont asked about tradition.
Allison Bean stated that she had to think of the generation coming in. She noted that their
generation was very proud to be Americans.
Councilman Belmont responded that she was not proud to be an American.
There was a lot of response at once.
Councilman Storrs commented that he had been involved in Steel Days many times. They tried
to change names two or three different times, but he supported keeping Steel Days because of
Sydney Nicholes talk on the reason to keep it Steel Days. He supported what Sydney Nicholes
said one-thousand percent.
Councilman Belmont stated that you could not throw out tradition. We did not crawl out of the
ground yesterday. We had been here 150 years.
Mark Strickland noted that the dynamics of the City was changing.
Councilman Belmont asked if they were going to change with the flavor of the week.
There was a lot of discussion all at once.
Mayor Barratt stated that within a few months they were going to have to begin the advertising
campaign. Were they going to be American Days? Was it still going to be Steel Days? That
decision needed to be made.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that Councilman Blake had indicated to him that it might be
time for a change.
Kelly Sobotka, on the name change, noted that people always shared their disapproval before
people shared their approval.
Councilman Storrs noted that they have not been able to come up with something to satisfy them.
Kelly Sobotka responded that if they went to the people they would come up with 200 names.
Councilman Storrs asked why it needed to be changed.
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Mr. Sobotka answered that he felt it did the City a disservice.

Councilman Storrs appreciated what Sydney Nicholes says one-hundred percent.
Kelly Sobotka expressed that he could appreciate what she had said also, but he felt they had to
look to the future.
Councilman Belmont suggested maybe they should call it Woodbury Days.
Councilman LeBaron knew there were differences of opinion.
Kelly Sobotka stated that was why they went to American Days because it was not named after a
business or an industry. It was named after Americans. There were only four cities in America
with American in their name and American Fork was the largest by far.
Councilman Belmont asked why not American Fork Days.
Mr. Sobotka suggested, why not?
Councilman Belmont commented that the Committee decided and then came and announced it.
Councilman LeBaron reported that Betty Spencer was a proponent of a name change.
Kelly Sobotka reported that he had not had one phone call to his home to tell him this was
wrong. They needed to take a serious look at it.
Councilman Belmont stated to put it on the ballot.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was not going on the ballot. It would be discussed and decided
the first Council meeting in October, October 11th. Representation from the Steel Days
Committee as far as the name change and the Council would need to make a decision. There
would be public input.
Councilman Belmont asked what was wrong if it went one more year as Steel Days.
Mayor Barratt reported that Councilman Cates was not necessarily opposed to a name change
and he was not either. Councilman Cates asked that they have a level of discussion.
Councilman Cates did not particularly care for American Days. Since he had been Mayor they
had gone through this two or three times. That was what Councilman Cates would like to do;
have a level of discussion over the next few weeks. There would be an election and new
individuals on the Council and wait and have Steel Days for one more year.
Mark Strickland asked when the budget for Steel Days would be ready for the coming year.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was ready and Cathy Jensen or Melanie Marsh could get him a copy.
Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation for what the Committee had done. He was proud of Steel
Days. He was proud to have been the Mayor and grateful to have had the opportunity to be a
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member of the City government during this period oftime. He congratulated the Committee. He
knew they had stretched things out, but he thought there were a lot of really, really good things
that were done. He thought everyone performed very well. They had hurdles to get over. They
had problems and they did a great job. Every activity, at least the ones he had attended, went off
very, very well. He was appreciative ofthe Steel Days Committee, because it was a big job and
required a lot oftime. Don't be afraid of stretching. That was how American Fork was going to
grow. They needed to do the things they talked about and maybe there were some activities and
portions of the celebration that needed to be eliminated and some portions that needed to be
enhanced and they were going to talk about a name change. Those were good things. That
brought blood and was lifesaving. The squeaky wheel gets the grease. A lot of things take place
in the City because individuals latch onto something and won't let go of it and they see it
through. Because certain individuals wanted to take care of every park in the community our
parks were enhanced and built and the City now had a great asset. The same thing with Steel
Days. Steel Days was a great celebration. Our fireworks were probably our brass ring and what
we can hang our hat on. Citizens were appreciative of Steel Days. He thanked them. There was
applause.
ADJOURNMENT

Thlo~~'Q[_urned &

845 p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 20, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
September 20, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at
7:00p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Discussion with the Steel Days Committee regarding past and future celebrations.
Adjournment.

Dated this 12day of September, 2005.

/( Yl,.
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCil- MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 22, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on September 22, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:05 p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl
LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Richard
Colborn. Howard Denney, Wendelin Knobloch, Kevin Bennett, Heidi Rodeback, Scout Hunter
Beckman and Mrs. Beckman.
UPDATE ON THE PARKS PROJECT
This item was postponed and would be part of the October 25, 2005 regular session. The park
project was about done.
Mayor Barratt commented that he had a Cub Scout Tour at 4:30p.m.
REVIEW OF AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING SEPTEMBER 27. 2005, CITY
COUNCil- MEETING
Public Hearings
7:20 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the Heath & Leslie Pillar Boundary
Adjustment with Highland City consisting of 1. 00 acres at 1420 North 150 West
The purpose for this boundary adjustment was so that the Pillar's could have sewer service.
Highland City was agreeable.
Regular Session
ACTION ITEMS
#!-Review and action on subdivisions. commercial projects. condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on Gray Estates Subdivision, formerly Haymaker Subdivision Plat B,
consisting of 3 lots at 60 South 900 East
The plat was provided. There was an existing home on Lot 1. These would lots for singlefamily homes.

#2-Review and action on a contract for public defender services
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Councilman LeBaron noted that Tucker Hansen and Judge Mitani were not aware of the details
of this contract but were comfortable with the arrangement. He felt it would serve the City well.
Councilman Blake thought it would be helpful to have a review of the numbers to show the
financial savings.
Kevin Bennett asked if it was just Shawn Patten and the not the firm.
Councilman LeBaron responded that was correct.
Kevin Bennett explained that this designated Shawn Patten as the public defender and whomever
he designated.
Councilman Blake observed that the term was from October 1, 2005, to the end of the fiscal year,
then on a month to month.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they ought to have 60 days instead of 30 days if they had cases
that had to be covered. They would finish out the ones they had now.
Kevin Bennett asked about conflict counsel.
Councilman LeBaron noted that on the conflict counsel, they would probably need to do RFP's
as there was no established relationship.
#3-Review and action on appointments to departments. committees. and boards
There currently were no appointments to be made.
#4-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There were no change orders provided at this time.
#5-Report and action on Planning Commission items
Councilman Blake asked where the Planning Commission was going to tour tomorrow.
Howard Denney answered that they were going to Salt Lake.
Wendelin Knobloch thought that were going to the Avenues.
Mayor Barratt noted that in Salt Lake they had gone into some inner-block areas and built some
homes on a pad-site format. The homes were very, very close together on very small lots. They
were Victorian in nature. He did not know if that was where they were going.
Wendelin Knobloch stated that it was something in conjunction with David Robinson's
development.
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Councilman Belmont attended a meeting in Salt Lake last Thursday and she had some
information that she would provide to the Council. It was a tragedy what was happening in those
neighborhoods.
#6-9 -Review and action on the September 8, 2005, work session minutes: Review and action on
the September 13, 2005, City Council minutes: Review and action on the September 20, 2005,
work session minutes; and Review and action on the September 22, 2005, work session minutes
There were no comments on the minutes.
# 10-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
Councilman Blake stated that the Finance Committee would meet at 6:00p.m.
Howard Denney reported that Qwest was asking for an 10-foot easement along the east side of
Rotary Park so they could move the pole line out of the backyards and onto this proposed
easement. They needed to replace the poles. They could then get the line up and ready and then
transfer service. He asked if it could be put on this coming agenda.
Councilman Blake asked if they would bury the service.
Mr. Denney stated that they were proposing overhead.

Mayor Barratt commented that if Qwest was not ready to address it at the meeting Tuesday night
he would like to hold it for two weeks.
Richard Colborn asked if they were going to be able to get it through the National Guard
property.
Howard Denney responded that they indicated to him that they were still working on that.
Councilman Cates noted that the City might have a sprinkling system in that area.
Richard Colborn suggested that the City provide a public utility easement. There would then not
be the need for a separate agreement and it would not be an exclusive easement.
Kevin Bennett agreed.
Mayor Barratt stated that they would hold off on placing this on the agenda.
Councilman Blake asked if the cell tower was coming back.
Mayor Barratt responded that Councilman LeBaron was working on that.
Councilman LeBaron wanted to see if the City could require cell towers to be located on the
City's property.
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Kevin Bennett noted that the one at Art Dye was going to be on the City's property and asked
why that one was stopped.
Councilman Belmont answered that it was a concern :from the neighbors.
Kevin Bennett commented that the FCC had already determined that there was no danger.
Mayor Barratt added that they were also going to look at the revenue.
Councilman Belmont noted that Alpine was putting them all on their property to get the revenue.
They needed to talk about it.
Heidi Rodeback suggested that they earmark the revenue for the parks.
*Mayor Barratt exited the meeting.
Councilman Cates asked about Mountain Meadows.
Howard Denney reported that the design had been submitted by Horrocks. The estimate was
about $33,000.
Councilman Cates asked about the Boat Harbor.
Howard Denney stated that the County was not doing the bridge. They were having a contractor
do that.
Councilman Cates commented that the County had been unfair and the City had lost thousands
of dollars.
Howard Denney explained that, 'tongue in cheek' he told Commissioner Ellertson that the City
was going to submit a letter requesting $90,000 at least :from the County for lost revenue.
Councilman Cates added that with the Boat Harbor closed, they were 'training' people to go
elsewhere.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the 560 West crossing.
Councilman Belmont responded that UTA had not signed the contract on crossings.
Councilman Cates thought that was discussed and because of the additional road through there,
that was no longer a necessity.
Councilman Blake noted that to get the closing of some crossings in order to open up 560 West
would cost about $1.5 million. The~e was some indication some of the pressure had been taken
off the need to open 560 West.
Councilman Belmont reminded the Council that they chose sites to close and voted on them and
UTA had not responded.
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Councilman Blake added that the City would still fund the cost of it.
Howard Denney noted the other option was to get 1120 North Street across to the west and that
needed to be funded at some time.
Councilman Blake commented that cost was about $1 million and there was more traffic on 300
West.
Councilman LeBaron reported that there was a State delegation that went to Texas on
public/private toll roads. They may be coming.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 4:43p.m.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 22, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
September 22, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at
4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Update on the Parks project.
Review of agenda items for the upcoming September 27, 2005, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 12 day of September, 2005.

I( fh,
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 27, 2005
ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING-7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
HEATH & LESLIE PILLAR BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT WITH HIGHLAND CITY
CONSISTING OF 1.00 ACRES AT 1420NORTH 150 WEST
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on September 27, 2005, in the
American Fork Library commencing at 7:24p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Robert
Chadwick, Stan Street, Sheena Parker, Richard Colborn, Lori England, Howard Denney, Mr. &
Mrs. Bill Jacob, Rulon Jensen, Darren Falslev, Capt. Steve Cornia, Heber Thompson, Wendelin
Knobloch, Barbara Christiansen, Steve Parker, and two citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to received public comment regarding
the Heath and Leslie Pillar Boundary Adjustment with Highland City at 1420 North 150 West.
He asked for comments.
Mayor Barratt explained that the property was currently located in Highland City. This was
property that Highland City could not provide sewer service to. They have already approved it
coming to American Fork.
City Recorder Richard Colborn reported that no protests had been received.
There being no more comment the hearing concluded at 7:27p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on September 27, 2005 in the
American Fork Library commencing at 7:31 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky Storrs. Councilman
LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn,
Robert Chadwick, Stan Street, Sheena Parker, Randall Honey, Red Austill, Lori England,
Howard Denney, Mr. & Mrs. Jon Varney & family, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Rulon Jensen, Darren
Falslev, Capt. Steve Cornia, Heber Thompson, Wendelin Knobloch, Barbara Christiansen, Steve
Parker, Heidi Rodeback, George E. Brown Jr., and nine citizens.
Councilman Juel Belmont led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Pastor Miki Laws
offered a prayer.
Mayor Barratt asked that Pastor Miki Laws let those know at the Community Church that the
bells were beautiful.
Pastor Miki Laws reported that they were donated by a pioneer family, William & Marilyn
Wyler.
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TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
There was no public comment.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt read a letter awarding the Employee of the Month to Mr. Jon Varney from the
Water & Sewer Department. There was general applause as he came to the front and received
his award.
Mayor Barratt expressed his appreciation for Jon Varney and all the employees of American
Fork City.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Belmont reported that on September 15, 2005, she represented American Fork at the
Department ofHistory and Economic Development statewide meeting from 8:30a.m. to 5:00
p.m. There were representatives frcm the entire State. One town had five representatives and
some of their elected officials in attendance. The meetings were exhilarating, uplifting, and
made one feel very strongly about their community. They toured the Big D Construction
Company building. It was a 1922 building that was made entirely of cement. It had previously
been the home of Fuller Paint Company and what Big D had done with the building was
incredible.
Mayor Barratt added that he believed they had won a number of national awards.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had been given the opportunity to receive two cabins for
the City. She had checked with Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Finance Officer Cathy Jensen,
and the Parks Taskforce. She asked that it be placed on the Council agenda to accept the gift.
The buildings were from the same family. The property was going to be developed and they
needed to be moved. The Historic Preservation Committee has agreed to use some of their funds
to do the move. She was not sure if that would be enough. She would be contacting Valgardson
and the Wells Company who do those types of moves. Pleasant Grove recently received a gift of
an old cabin.
Councilman Belmont suggested that the two cabins be moved into Robinson Park just south of
the DUP Museum. It was a good opportunity. She was worried that the developer would begin
to move forward. The City would need to be ready to move the cabins.
Councilman Blake asked what age period they were from.
Councilman Belmont thought they were from 1855 to 1860. She noted that there was a fellow
that was researching the buildings. They would place a small bronze plaque on each building.
Councilman Blake asked where they were now.
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Councilman Belmont responded that they were at 400 North 200 West. She would get the
information to the Council.
Councilman Blake reported that he had been asked by Mayor Barratt to attend the Utah Lake
Study Committee last month. The Committee was comprised of the communities that bordered
on Utah Lake. There were a number of issues that went back a number ofyears. The June
Sucker was a species that was only found in Utah Lake. The carp that were in the lake were so
prolific that they drove everything else out. A study was proposed to consider harvesting the
carp. There were other cultures that would use the meat. There was a person who had developed
a way to harvest the carp through the use of nets. It was interesting to see people working on
novel solutions to difficult problems. It was thought that as the population of carp went down
the other fifteen to twenty species offish in the lake would come back. American Fork had one
of the best harbors on the lake. The south side of American Fork was going to continue to be
developed and there was the opportunity for it to be made into a commercial/recreation area and
that was the way it was in the master plan. He would continue to attend those meetings.
Councilman Storrs expressed that it was good to see the Water Department in attendance to
support their co-worker. It was a well-deserved award for Jon Varney. He noted there were a lot
of candidates in the audience and he congratulated them for running and wished them all luck in
the upcoming election.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron had asked to be excused, but planned to be here
later on in the meeting.
Councilman Cates reported that they now had an engineering estimate from Horrocks of about
$33,000 for work on the drainage system in the Mountain Meadows area. He did not think it
would solve all of the problems such as the ones with deep basements, but this would help. He
suggested that instead of putting the water into the drainage ditch while they were doing the
construction that they put it on the wetlands that were there so as not to upset some of the
downstream users.
Howard Denney reported that the Finance Committee recommended to start the advertisement
for the bid.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt reported that he attended a meeting last week with UDOT, representatives from
BYU, Mayors, and County Commissioners at Cabela's. It was an amazing place. On September
17th about 1:00 p.m. the freeway was backed up and just creeping along from the Lehi Roller
Mills to the Cabela' s off ramp and they were exiting two lanes. Besides the Cabela' s huge
parking lot, they were parking at Thanksgiving Point and busing them. Then they used a
farmer's field and shuttled them from there. They anticipated that four-million individuals
would visit Cabela's in the course of a year and that would be the second largest tourist attraction
in the State ofUtah. That was based on 10,000 individuals per day. Last week they had 179,000
individuals buy something at Cabela's. By Christmas time, it may have the capacity to shut the
freeway down for miles in each direction. The object of the meeting was that the traffic
engineers were wrong. While they were having this meeting, they went out and counted the
license plates and 52% of the cars in the parking lot were from outside the State ofUtah.
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Mayor Barratt read a letter from Utah Power and a letter from the Utah Highway Patrol
commending the Public Safety Department of American Fork. These letters are included in
these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1 & ATTACHMENT 2. There was general applause.
Mayor Barratt noted that the Shari Durrant Jorgenson, the daughter of Barry and Shauna Durrant,
who used to work in the City Offices lost her husband yesterday in the van accident that involved
agricultural students from Utah State University. They had only been married about one year.
This accident has hit home.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS. AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on Gray Estates Subdivision, formerly Haymaker Subdivision Plat B,
consisting of 3 lots at 60 South 900 East
Developer Steve Maddox was present.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the final plat of Gray Estates Subdivision,
formerly Haymaker Subdivision Plat B, consisting of three lots at 60 South 900 East, to
authorize the Mayor and City Council to sign the plat, have the plat recorded, subject
to the following: 1) Posting of a performance guarantee to ensure the timely
construction of required improvements. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked about the middle lot that was much smaller than the other two.
Mayor Barratt noted that lot one had a home on it.
Steve Maddox noted that lot two would allow for a standard size home. Lot three was a
more difficult situation because of the shape. The square footage was deceptive.
Councilman Cates asked what was meant when it said 'timely.' Two years had been
allowed, but that was being looked at.
Mr. Maddox answered in this case the improvements were already in.
All were in favor.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER SERVICES
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was an item that Councilman LeBaron was interested in. It
would be held until later in the meeting to see if he would be in attendance.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPOINTMENTS TO DEPARTMENTS. COMMITTEES, AND
BOARDS
There were no appointments.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Wendelin Knobloch had nothing to report.
Councilman Blake asked if the Planning Commission went on their field trip.
Wendelin Knobloch reported that they went to the Capitol Hill Neighborhood west of the
Capitol. They looked at different types of development, setbacks, and building materials. Most
in this area were historical in nature. Most were single family and there were some duplexes &
twin homes and a few multiple units.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 8, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Blake moved approval of the September 8, 2005, work session minutes.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 13, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the September 13, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 20, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the September 20, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 22. 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the September 22, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met at 6:00p.m. He noted that they
were watching the increase in fuel costs and its effect. They reviewed the requests over $1,000
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and added several items. He noted that the radios for the fire and ambulance would be $330.00
installed. It was a timely purchase. The items added included:
Alpine Recreation & Sports
Lewis Young Robertson and Burr
Valley View Landscaping, Inc
Valley View Landscaping, Inc
Valley View Landscaping, Inc.
Robert Brough
Salt Lake County Sheriff

Trash receptacle, bike rack
Roadway Impact Fee
Analysis
Road base and compaction
150 West Street
Block wall, Irrigation,
Hydro seeding
Irrigation, Hydroseeding on
150 West Street
Program & install 800 Mhz
Radios (15)
(15) Motorola 800 Mhz
Radios

Public Works $ 1,291.00
Public Works $ 1,110.00
Streets

$2,200.00

Streets

$

984.00

Streets

$

678.00

Fire

$ 1,200.00

Fire

$ 3,750.00

It was a unanimous recommendation to approve the requests over $1,000 and the payment of the
City bills. The Finance Committee also reviewed the work to be done on the storm drain at
Mountain Meadows and recommended that they proceed to obtain bids and it would be ratified
at the next Council meeting.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the purchase requests over $1,000 and the City bills
for payment as reviewed by the Finance Committee and also the recommendation with
regard to the drainage system at Mountain Meadows. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER SERVICES
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron was not yet in attendance but the time had come
to address this issue.
Councilman Blake reported that he was familiar with the issue of the public defender noting that
Finance Committee had gone over it a number of times.
Mayor Barratt noted that it was discussed at the work session.
Councilman Blake explained that it placed the public defender on a fixed price contract. They
had an existing relationship and it would be in an agreement that would begin October 1, 2005
and continue through June 30, 2006 on a fiscal year basis and then month to month after that. It
would be a fixed fee of $5833.33 to do the public defender work. They had looked at the history
of it. The Finance Committee has recommended it. The current setting was based on the
number of cases. It looked like savings and a good service.
Cathy Jensen agreed.
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Councilman Blake moved to approve the agreement with K. Shawn Patton for public
defender work on a fixed monthly basis for this period of time. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Blake commented that the Council may want to look at a similar arrangement in
other areas like this especially at the time for appointments. It had been helpful to look at those
issues. He also commented that the courts should be encouraged to be diligent in being sure that
people qualify for a public defender and also in getting restitution. It was part of people taking
responsibility. They have reinforced that with them.
ADJOURNMENT

moth:AJ~~rJL

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 8:12p.m. Councilman Cates seconded the

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 9-27-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE

72 North 200 East
American Fork, Utah 84003
1 OFAk: 801-756-1274

-UTAH POWER
September 8, 2005

Mayor Ted Barratt ·
American Fork City
51 East Main St.
American Fork, UT 84003
Dear Mayor Barratt:
On Sunday, September 4, 2005 at approximately 11 :35 a.m., one of our line crews
was in the process of changing out an overhead transformer in the backyard· at
approximately 1045 N. 60 E. in American Fork. During this work assignment, a piece
of equipment broke causing injury to one of our employees who was
positioned on the pole. The crew leader in charge of the job immediately ~lied 911,
and then, proceeded mthe pole top rescue of our injured employee. The procedure
of getting the man down off the pole went extremely well. As soon as the employee
was on the ground, your EMS employees were right there.
Utah Power would like to express our great appreciation and heartfelt thanks to you
along with American Fork City's emergency personnel. We would like to thank
you for the outstanding response time and the professional manner in which they
took care of one our employees. It appears that our employee will make a full
recovery. He will be able to carry on with his career and family life without any side
effects. Please pass our appreciation and gratitude along to your people.
Sincerely,

Johnny ames
Operations Manager American Fork/Santaquin
cc: Scott Derrick
Sid Mortensen
Delynn Rodeback
Kent Ackerman

Utah Highwax Patrol

ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 9-27-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1
COLONEL SCOTT T. DUNCAN
Superintendent

State ofUtah
JON M. HUNTSMAN, JR.
Governor

July 17, 2005

GARY R. HERBERT
Lieutenant Governor

The Honorable Mayor Ted Barratt
American Fork City
51 EastMain
American Fork, UT 84003
Dear Mayor Barratt:
I would like you to be aware of how much the Utah Highway Patrol appreciates the
professionalism your fire department demonstrates at accident scenes. They are willing to go
above and beyond their duties with a friendly disposition. It is very important that every accident
scene is safeguarded to avoid injury to the emergency services personnel as they perform their
duties.
·
The American Fork Fire Department is well trained in responding to and protecting the
accident scene by properly positioning their emergency vehicles. They are conscientious of the
need to provide a safe route for traffic to pass through whenever possible. The members of your
department are always willing to discuss a situation and make adjustments when necessary.
As a State Trooper, I have had the opportunity to work with each of the emergency
services in Utah County over the past twenty-seven years. One of the characteristics that is
unique with the American Fork Fire Department is they always help clear the roadway by
sweeping and picking up debris. Although it is not their "job," they are not ones to stand around
doing nothing. They are team players who are professional, friendly, and a pleasure to work
with.
Sincerely,

4501 South 2700 West, Box 141100, Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-1100
telephone 80 l-9654379 • facsimile 80 1-965-4716

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SEPTEMBER 27, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
September 27, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the Heath & Leslie Pillar Boundary
Adjustment with Highland City consisting of 1.00 acres at 1420 North 150 West.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Pastor Miki Laws; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee ofthe Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on Gray Estates Subdivision, formerly Haymaker Subdivision
Plat B, consisting of3 lots at 60 South 900 East.
Review and action on a contract for public defender services.
Review and action on appointments to departments, committees, and boards.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 8, 2005, work session minutes
Review and action on the September 13, 2005, City Council minutes.
Review and action on the September 20, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the September 22, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 20 day of September, 2005

IC~,~

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 6, 2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on October 6, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:05 p.m. Those present included
*Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl
LeBaron. Councilman Storrs was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Dr. & Mrs. Blaine Bateman, and Robert Fratcher.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Councilman Belmont started the meeting
BLAINE BATEMAN WILL ADDRESS THE STATUS OF THE BUILDING AT 121 WEST
MAIN STREET
Dr. Blaine Bateman showed an aerial photo of the area of 121 West Main Street. He explained
that he owned the corner home and the one to the west of it. There were apartments in there
however there were many problems with the building including water, sewer, and heating.
*Mayor Barratt arrived.
During the process of having those items looked at, it was reported by the heating and air
conditioning contractor that the foundation was failing. It was up on jacks. The bathroom floor
had rotted out and there was a steel brace holding it up. He wanted to tear the building down.
He displayed photographs of the jacks holding up the building, the old boiler, and the foundation.
He had owned it for about a year and a half and did not dare put anyone in there. The plan was
to remove the building and put in a new office. His son would be coming here in about a year
and a half and would need an office. The existing parking on the corner lot would be expanded
and include some on the second lot as well.
Councilman Cates asked about the new building mirroring some of the historic homes along
Main Street.
Dr. Bateman responded that he would like to do something more colonial and in that setting. He
has offered to purchase the homes to the west.
Councilman Belmont noted that the Avenues in Salt Lake used to be slums and now they were
the high end. If they bull dozed everything, it would never be anything else. She would like to
look at the alternatives to tearing the building down. It was in a historic district.
Councilman Cates commented that it could be restored, but it may be cost prohibitive.
Councilman Belmont reported that she had a packet to give to Dr. Bateman regarding the
alternatives.
Councilman Blake added that there was no restriction from taking the building down.
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Councilman Belmont explained that was correct and that it was the James Chipman home. She
continued that the State could help get grants and there were tax write-otis available.
Dr. Bateman asked that the Council go and look at it. It was up on jacks.
Councilman Belmont asked Dr. Bateman if it would be okay to have the State Architect come
and look at it.
Dr. Bateman was okay with that and asked if it was restored, what could be done with it.
Councilman Blake responded that it could be modern on the inside.
Mayor Barratt explained that he had to be to an executive session with Mountainlands
Association of Governments in Provo at 5:00p.m.
Dr. Batement stated that we wanted to tear it down.
Councilman Belmont noted that she would contact the State Architect
REVIEW OF AGENDA ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING OCTOBER 6. 2005. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Regular Session
There were no presentations are scheduled.
Action Items
#!-Discussion and action on the change ofthe name from Steel Days
Mayor Barratt asked to make sure that Kelly Sobotka was notified of the meeting. It was an
important item and it needed to have a higher level of discussion. He did not like American
Days.
Councilman Blake asked if there was another name proposed. They had taken time with the
design of the City Flag.
Councilman Belmont did not see a problem with having it be Steel Days for another year.
Mayor Barratt explained that they needed to know now for the upcoming advertising year and
the travel schedule. He felt it needed more discussion and suggested that they keep it as Steel
Days and take the year to discuss it.
Councilman LeBaron noted that the logo was good and could be made to serve for additional
years.
#2-Report by BFI on the recycling program
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This would be an update.
#3-Review and action on the Second Addendum to the Solid Waste Collection Agreement with
BFI regarding second garbage cans
It was explained that BFI was currently billing those using a second trash container. The City

would now be doing that.
#4-Review and action on subdivisions. commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan for Les
Schwab Tire Store at 485 North 900 West on Lot 4 ofthe Ault Commercial Center
Subdivision Plat B
The plat was provided.

b.

Review and action on the site plan for the American Fork Fitness Center expansion at
454 North Center
The site plan was provided.

#5-Review and action on the acceptance of two pioneer cabins and authorization to proceed to
move the cabins to Robinson Park
Councilman Belmont suggested that they place the cabins south ofDUP museum in Robinson
Park She had met with the house mover. Part of the funds for the relocation of the cabins could
come from the Historic Commission funds. It would cost between $4000 and $5000 to move
them.
Mayor Barratt asked for the other costs as well including the concrete to put them on.
Councilman Blake commented that they should look for artifacts when the work was done.
#6-Review and action on the placement of a conservation easement on certain wetlands at The
Meadows
It was noted that this action was needed for the 404 Permit and should have been done at that

time.
Rod Depsain explained that the Corps would not talk to the developer about anything else until
this was done.
Councilman Blake asked what else was being discussed in the big picture.
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Mr. Despain thought that in the future there would be a request for some type of exchange of
ground.

#7-Review and action on the establishment of a 10-foot Public Utility Easement along the east
side ofRotary Park
This was for a new pole line.
#8-Review and action on an agreement with the Central Utah Water Conservancy District for a
matching grant ofup to $15.000 toward automated sprinklers in parks
This would include sensors like what was installed in the cemetery that would activate the
sprinkling system when water was needed.
#9-Review and action on a water right exchange agreement with Jay Garlick for 16 acre-feet of
water right
Rod Despain stated that this had been an ongoing issue and should finally clean up some water
rights that Mr. Garlick was to have provided to the City some time previous that the State
Engineer did not grant.
#10-Review and action on an agreement with Bear West to prepare an update to the Open Space
and Trails Element of the General Plan
This was for $13,500.
#11-Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with the
North Utah County Animal Shelter and action on an Ordinance adopting changes to the City's
Animal Control provisions consistent therewith
This was the Resolution. The Ordinance was forthcoming.
#12-Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
establishing the Utah County Council of Governments
This would formalize the Utah County Council of Governments.
#13-Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
UDOT for a matching grant for street improvements on 50 South from 700 East to 1100 East
This would improve the section of roadway that had been needed for a long time. It was noted
that 50 South Street had already been improved on the Pleasant Grove side of 1100 East.
# 14-Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
UDOT for a matching grant for the Historic Utah Southern Rail Trail via the Union Pacific
Railroad
4

This was along Pacific Drive and not the tracks on the south side of town.
#15-Review and action on authorization to go to bid for improvements at Mountain Meadows
It was noted that this item was needed.

#16-Review and action on authorization to go to bid for improvements at the City Hall
Mayor Barratt explained that it did not include furnishings.
Mayor Barratt commented that the Mayor's office furnishings had been surplused previously.
They had gotten comparable prices and he would like to purchase them and asked if the Council
would allow him to do that. There was no objection.
Cathy Jensen brought up the need of taking the docks out at the boat harbor and a new kind of
dock they were looking at that did not need to be taken out each year.
Councilman Belmont discussed taking some funds that may not be needed at the boat harbor and
using them to finish off City Hall.
#17-Review and action on authorization to go to bid on a fire truck and also fire equipment
Councilman Blake noted that this was a lease/purchase that was going to bid.
# 18-Review and action on authorization to go to bid on construction of the fiber route to Salt
Lake
Councilman Blake asked if the UTOPIA contracts would be ready to go.
Mayor Barratt explained that they would need to surplus some property before they could do the
contract.
Councilman Blake noted that UTOPIA had a window when this was of value to them. He did
not want to lose them.
Councilman LeBaron noted that at the Meet the Candidate night this item was discussed.
Councilman Cates expressed that the contract with UTOPIA was super important.
Mayor Barratt commented that the surplus needed to take place before the contract.
Councilman Blake commented that he had raised the issue of surplus weeks before. He noted
that the property to be surplused had already been defined in Exhibit A of the proposed
agreement.
#19-Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for the
October 4, 2005. Primary Election
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There was nothing on this item discussed.
#20-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There was nothing on this item discussed.
#21-Report and action on Planning Commission items
There was nothing on this item discussed.
#22-Review and action on the September 27, 2005, minutes
There was nothing on this item discussed.
#23-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was nothing on this item discussed.
Councilman Belmont explained that Robert Fratcher was present regarding the skatepark.
Mr. Fratcher expressed concern that Greenwood Park was not the best place for the new
skatepark and would like to discuss that at the next City Council meeting.

Melanie Marsh noted that the site plan was going to the Planning Commission on October 19th
and that would be a place for input.
Mayor Barratt stated that the October 11, 2005 agenda needed to be amended to include review
and action on Amendment # 1 to the Preliminary Design Build Agreement between American
Fork City and Ellsworth Construction Services and also an executive session to discuss the
acquisition of real property and also to discuss litigation.
Mayor Barratt asked about the item on the cell tower at Art Dye.
Councilman LeBaron reported that he had spoken with the gentleman and it should go back on
the agenda.
Mayor Barratt commented that the cell tower was exactly what they wanted. It was not at a
school and it was on City property.
Councilman LeBaron asked about the $1,000 a month and it was within reason. Even with
tweaking the Ordinance it would not affect this location.
Mayor Barratt asked that they discuss the surplus of fiber as well in the executive session and
also that they put on the agenda the review and action on going to bid on docks at the boat
harbor. The cell tower needed to placed on the amended agenda as well.
Councilman Blake felt they ought to proceed with surplusing process on fiber. They needed to
start the process. After the public hearing there was nothing that said that they had to.
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When to have the surplus hearing and special meeting to take action was discussed. It was
decided to have the public hearing on Tuesday, October 18, 2005, at 6:00p.m. and the special
session at 6: 10 p.m.
Richard Colborn thought that the recreation trailer might be ready to surplus by then as well.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:12p.m.

l ~-
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 6, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
October 6, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.

2.
3.

Blaine Bateman will address the status ofthe building at 121 West Main Street.
Review of agenda items for the upcoming October 6, 2005, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of October, 2005.

l /k, QL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 11, 2005
REGULAR SESSION
ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on October 11, 2005, in the American
Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included *Mayor Ted
Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky
Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Steve Cornia,
Kathleen Goodwin, Fire Chief Robert Chadwick, Lori England, Derric Rykert, Rod Despain, Jay
Christensen, Mr. & Mrs. Bill Jacob, Dale Gunther, Jim & Lynn Phelps, Heber Thompson, Cory
Marsh, George E. Brown Jr., Heidi Rodeback, Rulon Jensen, 2 Scouts, and 27 citizens.
In the absence of Mayor Barratt, Mayor Pro-tem Councilman Storrs assumed the Chair.
Scout McKay Pierce led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Dale Gunther offered a
prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
PERSON

LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER

Jack Richards, 444 South 200 East, expressed concerns of the proposed skate park at Greenwood
Park and asked the Council to consider another location due to the excessive traffic on 200 East
and the fact that there was only sidewalk on one side of the street. He felt that they had been
overburdened with the little league football games, the baseball games and that stuff going on.
He felt the City should consider a more centralized location.
*Mayor Barratt Arrived.
Robert Fratcher, 427 South 260 East, expressed that two and half years ago they had a chance to
put some input on that and there were many citizens who were for it, but there were many were
against it also. He was not particularly against it, but he did not like the proposed location at
Greenwood Park. There were some other skate parks in the State. The St. George skate park
was right next to the freeway but it did not have any residential areas around it It was
controlled. Provo's skate park was also on a main road and it did not have any conflicting
neighborhoods around it They had times for younger skaters and family skating time and things
like that. The Orem skate park was right next to the fire department. The vigilance was there.
They were concerned with the lack of vigilance at this location. He presented at petition that
included 120 signatures.
Michael Pierce, 295 East 570 South, expressed concern about the skate park. He showed the
Council some pictures on 500 South and 200 East showing the lack of sidewalk and access. The
road was narrow and was a terrible road. In his research as to why the skate park was to be
located in Greenwood Park he found three main points. 1) The Jr. High Principal asked that it be
moved as far away as possible from the Jr. High. Mr. Pierce's concern was that the Principal
wanted to make sure that kids were not skating in the park during school times and he was
concerned with those that would be in the park during that time of day. 2) Visibility from the
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freeway. It was advertising that it was a great park and the County was welcome. If that was the
case, there were two main accesses through there and they were not sufficient to handle any
additional traffic. 3) It was a wide-open space. It was wide-open and he felt they needed more
wide-open spaces. He was not opposed to the skate park. He had three sons who would enjoy
the skate park, but the location was not right. People play pickup football games there, fly kites
without worrying about overhead power lines, launch rockets, and all sorts of things.
Mr. Pierce added that the whole point of the RDA funds that fund this project was to able to

improve the community so that tax revenues can be increased so improvements could be made.
He felt American Fork would benefit more by completing projects such as Art Dye. There were
a lot of things still missing from the completion of the Art Dye Master Plan. The skate park
would be more beneficial in that location and would be able to generate more tax revenue
because more people could use a multi-purpose facility than having one far out of the way. More
money would be gained by that type of a facility or an improved recreation center and he
understood that was happening.
Bruce Mulinex, 552 South 260 East, stated that his home was right up against where the skate
park would be. They were the first people to move into that subdivision. They had heard that
Sherm Greenwood had deeded the land to the City to build two baseball parks. He expressed his
appreciation that the City helped them by going half on the chain link fence. He was concerned
about three things. 1) Soil Samples. The water table was quite high. Fill was needed. He was
concerned about the runoff that might come off into his home and property. 2) He was
concerned about kids jumping over the fence and 'tagging' on his home that might occur with
this development. 3) They had lived there for twelve years and in American Fork for 18 years
and was worried about increased traffic. He was not against the skate park but would like to see
it in a more central location.
Mayor Barratt assumed the Chair. He apologized for being late. He explained that his neighbor,
Dr. Dale Greenwood returned this evening after serving for over a year in Iraq as the Health
Service Director. He asked that they take a two-minute break.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs asked about the boat harbor.
Howard Denney reported that the County reported to him a few weeks ago that they would begin
work on the bridge and it would not take too long, but they had not started.
Councilman LeBaron reported on the new cemetery mapping system and explained that it was a
tremendous asset for the residents in the City. Down the road there may be some availability
from home computers.
Councilman Cates complimented those that served on the Cemetery Committee as they spent a
lot of time. He reported that the Cemetery Committee was sponsoring the Skyline Chorus on
December 5, 2005, at 7:00p.m. at the Northhampton House. He invited all to attend.
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Councilman Belmont stated that the State Department of History & Economic Development had
looked at the Utah Power & Light building and had written a letter to Jonny Barnes and she
would provide to the Council a copy.
Councilman Belmont reported that on Thursday afternoon at 2:00p.m. she would be meeting
with the State Department ofHistory & Economic Development and the State Architect on Main
Street regarding one of the homes. She would report at the next meeting.
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation of those that were in attendance from the Greenwood
Park area. It was helpful to have them come and express their concerns and also having the
signatures was helpful. He was not aware that anyone had concerns about it. The suggestion of
Art Dye was good and another place was on the lower area south of the recreation center. He
noted that they needed to move quickly on it and suggested that they look at the other areas.
They needed to start by December 1st.
Mayor Barratt commented that they could also do away with the skate park and move the funds
into other projects.
Councilman Blake asked the Mayor's thoughts.
Mayor Barratt responded that there were those that had filled this room on the other side of the
issue also. The first decision was to see if whether or not they wanted to build a skate park and
then where. They had to be under significant construction by December 1st.
Councilman Storrs commented that they had already spent money for the design.
Councilman Blake felt there was space at the Art Dye.
Mayor Barratt noted that the access was poor.
Councilman Blake explained that in the future there would be access from the west side.
Mayor Barratt expressed that they needed to get both parties here.
Couniclman Blake suggested a special work session.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt read a letter about Make a Difference Day. It was sponsored by USA Weekend
Magazine in partnership with the Points ofLight Foundation. He proclaimed Saturday, October
22, 2005, to be 'Make a Difference Day' in American Fork.
ACTION ITEMS
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE CHANGE OF THE NAME FROM STEEL DAYS
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was an issue that had come up and discussed three times since
he had been Mayor. They needed to get some surveys out and find out what was wanted. He
asked for comments.
Mr. Robert Hall asked what the reason for a change was and that Geneva Steel made many of
these communities. A good share of the citizens worked at Geneva. He expressed that his
family and brothers and neighbors worked there. He worked there 41 years. They could not
forget about it. They were the best jobs around.

Mayor Barratt explained that what was being suggested was that the Steel Days Committee felt
like it had been Steel Days for so many years that it was time for a change and have suggested
America Days. He did not care for that name but he felt that the citizens needed to get involved.

Councilman Blake moved to keep the name the same for this coming year, Steel Days, and
consider input on other possibilities or about keeping it the same. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Cates believed that American Fork had the largest number of employees at Geneva.
Councilman Storrs reported that everyone should read the Sydney Thomas article from 2002 as
to why it should be kept Steel Days.
Cory Marsh reported that part of the Steel Days Committee wanted a change and some did not.
There were six voting members who were not there. He felt they needed to lift up Steel Days.
He thanked the Council.
REPORT BY BFI ON THE RECYCLING PROGRAM
Gordon Raymond and Rick Sholtz were present from BFI.
Rick Sholtz explained that they were working through some issues with the recycling program
regarding missed stops, etc. He believed that they had good solutions and were implementing
them including more communication with City Staff.
Mayor Barratt asked how many were on the recycling program.
Mr. Sholtz estimated that about a month ago it was 532.

Councilman Blake asked if the pickup was still every other Friday and if there was an impact by
holidays.
Mr. Raymond responded that it was on every other Friday and with an observed holiday it was
moved back to Saturday.
Councilman Blake asked about advertising recycling.
Gordon Raymond reported that they would be doing some advertising. It was going out.
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Councilman Belmont reported on her recycling pickup noting that for the first three, they did not
have a bin. Then by fourth time the can was delivered and since then the pick up had been on
time and wonderful. She was very pleased.
Councilman LeBaron suggested a two-month freebie to get some more customers.
Mr. Sholtz responded that they would consider that as a promotional program at some point in
time.

Councilman Blake felt it could be a good catalyst.
Gordon Raymond noted that Highland City had double the people that started out and now
American Fork was catching up to ten to fifteen percent participation.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SECOND ADDENDUM TO THE SOLID WASTE
COLLECTION AGREEMENT WITH BFI REGARDING SECOND GARBAGE CANS
Mayor Barratt explained that rather than BFI doing billing, the City would be.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the second addendum to the Solid Waste Collection
Agreement with BFI regarding second garbage cans. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
It was noted that the rate would remain the same.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan for Les
Schwab Tire Store at 485 North 900 West on Lot 4 of the Ault Commercial Center
Subdivision Plat B
Mayor Barratt noted that this project was across from IHOP on the corner of900 West
and State Street. Costco, Lowes, and Walgreen would be to the west.
Matthew Idema with CLC Associates, the civil land consultant for Les Schwab Tires,
explained that last April they had received site plan approval at this lot. Due to some
changes and to be a good neighbor there was a change needed in the utilities and the
boundary itself The well had been capped and the rights had been filed with the State.
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Rod Despain explained that there was just enough of a change to have it brought back to
the Council. The accesses were now tied down.
Mr. Idema commented that red and white were the corporate identity colors for Les

Schwab as they were for the American Fork High School. Les Schwab was excited to be
part of the community.
Councilman Belmont had reviewed the landscape plan and thanked him and expressed
that it was a pleasure to work with people who understood how important landscaping
was.

Councilman Cates moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-10-50 approving the site plan
for Les Schwab Tire Store subject to the items that had been identified by the
Planning Commission and also the finding that the proposed amendment
constituted a minor amendment to the previously approved site plan. Councilman
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the site plan for the American Fork Fitness Center expansion at
454 North Center Street
John Park from Ellsworth Paulsen showed the proposed plans. The first phase was the
expansion to the east of the existing facility and included a full size gym, offices for the
recreation department, classrooms for the Arts Council, and some storage for the bubble.
The full size gym would be in halves to allow for use by the Arts Council and the
Recreation Department. The doors would be thicker and more soundproof than ones used
locally in LDS Churches. There would be a portable stage.
Mr. Park continued that the second portion of the project was to the west of the existing
swimming pool and included a pool with a large slide, toys, as well as a lazy river. There
would be room to allow for a 60-foot lap swim for some of the seniors that like to swim
in warmer water. Competitive swimmers like cooler water. There was no intent for a
bubble over this portion at this time. People that park to the south down below would be
able to enter the new pool area from there during the summer months. Parents would be
able to watch kids in both pools.
Councilman Belmont commented that the retaining wall was installed in about 1913 and
suggested that the stone be saved so it could be used in other areas.
Mr. Park stated that they would do everything they could to do that and would haul it to a

place that the City designated.
The third portion of the project was the interior remodel and because they were changing
the entrance to the east side, they would build the east side first, and change the entrance
then continue on the inside. Where the weight room was currently would become the
childcare area. They would also be installing a family dressing room. Two racquetball
courts would be removed and there would be a floor/ceiling assembly installed. The
bottom level would be a weight room in conjunction with where they currently stored the
bubble, and the upper level would be a cardio room. They would also do upgrades in the
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existing portion such as the gutters in the dressing rooms, tile repair, new flooring, and
other things such as those.
Councilman Blake asked what kind of retaining walls were planned.
John Park responded that where it was the steepest it would be two levels of the common
hold-a-hill blocks that were a synthetic stone. They would try to match the existing as
·
best they could.
Mr. Rulon Jensen commented that where they were going to build the new gymnasium
was currently a parking lot and the new parking lot was going to be down and to the
south and if that was the case, the skate park could not go there.
Councilman Blake thought that Art Dye was a better option.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Art Dye was not going to work.
Councilman Blake commented that they were using it now.
Mayor Barratt added that they needed a road system before it would work.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the site plan for the American Fork
Fitness Center expansion subject to curb, gutter, sidewalk, and retaining wall detail
being provided to the City.
Counclman LeBaron commented that Ellsworth Paulsen had been very patient with the
committee and done an excellent job and listened to their concerns and created five or six
different plans.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
c.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at the Art
Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease Agreement
Mayor Barratt noted that this was an amended agenda and this was one of those items. It
had been on the agenda about a month ago.
Applicant David Carter stated that they would be replacing an existing ball field light
pole with one that was stronger and 20-feet taller. A lease agreement was also presented
for approval.
Heidi Rodeback protested that this item was being handled on an amended agenda.
Councilman Belmont noted that they had talked about looking at this. This could be done
at this location. They were going to look at the whole of idea of having places to put
these that were not on school property. She thought that was what the many people that
were in attendance to protest were afraid of
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Councilman LeBaron commented that it met the criteria ofbeing on public land.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-10-51 approving the site
plan for a cellular tower at the Art Dye Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also
approval of the Option and Lease Agreement. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF TWO PIONEER CABINS AND
AUTHORIZATION TO PROCEED TO MOVE THE CABINS TO ROBINSON PARK
Councilman Belmont introduced Robert Hall who was a descendant of the original owners of the
cabins. There had been a lot of groundwork done. She had met with the property owner and
then the subsequent property owner and they had permission. She met with the house mover and
with Cathy Jensen and Melanie Marsh. The new owner contacted her to day. He did not want
the cabins to be lost. There was room south of the DUP Museum in Robinson Park. There was
some funding and they were looking for additional funding for the moving of the second cabin.
She asked for permission to move them to Robinson Park.
Councilman Blake expressed that preserving this type of history was a good thing to do. It was a
generous offer to donate them. He felt the location was good and they should put down a cement
slab. They should seek donations and the City should be prepared to make up the difference.
The Historical Committee had $4000 to $5000 in their budget and it would probably be another
$5000 to $10,000 for the cement and the move.
Mayor Barratt noted that the developer did not need to have the cabins moved immediately.
Rod Despain reported that it was outside the immediate development area.
Mayor Barratt commented that there was a benefactor that was looking at this project. They
needed to make arrangements to put in the concrete slab and the fence.
Councilman Belmont noted that when they were trying to save the homes on 100 East and they
had buyers, they saved a 1827 trappers cabin that was in a basement. It was removed in pieces
and was now at the This Is the Place State Monument.
Robert Hall mentioned that Highland Mayor Jess Adamson was also a great-grandson and he
was interested in them as well. Mr. Hall stated that they needed to stay in American Fork.

Councilman Blake moved to accept the two pioneer cabins and give the authorization to
proceed to move the cabins.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was not a building being moved for occupancy and a building
inspection was not necessary.
Councilman Blake added that it was intended to be preserved for historical purposes.
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Councilman Belmont observed that there was a hundred years of wood inside the cabin and it
needed to be emptied. They would ~1eed to remove two trees so they could move in with the
moving equipment.

Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENT #1 TO THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN BUILD
AGREEMENT BETWEEN AMERICAN FORK CITY AND ELLSWORTH CONSTRUCTION
SERVICES
John Park commented that if the timing was right they could beat up some sub contractors on the
pool for the concrete work that had been just talked about. He noted that he was now coming
back with contract with the pool and on the Recreation Center. They thought that they could just
amend the contract to free up the money to order the mertha pool. It was by far the best pool
made. It was the same with the toy. They both needed long lead times. There was a ten percent
deposit of $37,800 for the pool and a 25 percent deposit on the toy of $22,500. Ellsworth
Paulsen was taking no profit or overhead on these items. That was what the amendment would
do.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of Amendment #1 to the preliminary design build
agreement between American Fork City and Ellsworth Construction Services.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A 10-FOOT PUBLIC UTILITY
EASEMENT ALONG THE EAST SIDE OF ROTARY PARK
Mayor Barratt noted that this had been discussed at a previous work session.

Councilman Storrs moved to establish a 10-foot public utility easement along the east side
of Rotary Park.
Councilman Cates asked if it interfered with any trees.
Mayor Barratt responded that there was no damage to park or trees.

Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH THE CENTRAL UTAH WATER
CONSERVANCY DISTRICT FOR A MATCHING GRANT OF UP TO $15,000 TOWARD
AUTOMATED SPRINKLERS IN PARKS
Mayor Barratt noted that at the cemetery they had a moisture sensing system.
Councilman Blake asked if when it sensed the ground needed water if it just came on or if it
came on during the next available cycle.

Howard Denney answered that it would come on during the next available cycle. Unlike the one
at the cemetery that was a soil detection system, this was a rain detection system.
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Mayor Barratt added that it would be tied into the weather station at Thanksgiving Point.
Howard Denney explained that they would be able to program out periods of time.

Councilman Blake moved to approve an agreement with the Central Utah Water
Conservancy District for a matching grant of up to $15,000 toward automated sprinklers in
parks.
Howard Denney expressed that they City had already put $50,000 into sprinkling projects and
could make the request for funds immediately.

Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WATER RIGHT EXCHANGE AGREEMENT WITH JAY
GARLICK FOR 16 ACRE-FEET OF WATER RIGHT
Rod Despain explained that this was a long-standing problem that went back to the Childs
Merrill Annexation. They had purchased water rights to satisfy the requirement from Jay
Garlick. That application was rejected. Mr. Garlick had guaranteed that right for municipal
purposes. He has now come back with a second right and wanted the first one back that was in
the City's name. This agreement was to exchange water of equal value and memorialized that
approach. They City had done two or three of these before. They were also going to change the
City's policy and accept water rights after the approval by the State Engineer.
Mr. Despain noted that there was a memo from Kevin Bennett and suggested that any legal
actions be cleared through Kevin Bennett.

Mayor Barratt noted that were some typo's that needed to be cleared up.

Councilman Blake moved to approve a water right exchange agreement with Mr. Jay W.
Garlick subject to receipt of a replacement deed that conforms to the City's water rights
ordinance to be determined by the City Attorney and subject to some technical corrections
in the agreement. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AGREEMENT WITH BEAR WEST TO PREP ARE AN
UPDATE TO THE OPEN SPACE AND TRAILS ELEMENT OF THE GENERAL PLAN
Rod Despain explained that this was an ongoing effort to keep the General Plan current. Bear
West was the consultant used in the past.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the agreement with Bear West to prepare an update
to the Open Space and Trails Element of the General Plan. Councilman Belmont seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH THE NORTH UTAH COUNTY ANIMAL SHELTER
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AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ADOPTING CHANGES TO THE CITY'S ANIMAL
CONTROL PROVISIONS CONSISTENT THEREWITH
Mayor Barratt explained that the City's ChiefFinance Officer Cathy Jensen sat on that Board.
Cathy Jensen noted that the Ordinance had not yet been written.
Mayor Barratt added that the Ordinance would be on a future agenda.
Councilman Blake stated that it included all of the communities north of Orem.
Councilman Storrs expressed that this was going to be a lot better as it was a closer location and
there would be less time and money spent on transportation.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-10-40R approving an Interlocal
Cooperative Agreement with the North Utah County Animal Shelter. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT ESTABLISHING THE UTAH COUNTY COUNCIL OF
GOVERNMENTS
Councilman Blake thought that the Council of Governments already existed.
Mayor Barratt expressed that this was an update between all of the cities.
Councilman Blake asked ifthere was a budgetary impact or assessment of fees.
Mayor Barratt stated that each city would take up their share of the costs and they would have to
come back to the Council for approvaL The agreement had been through all of the cities in the
county and their attorneys and was about as milk toast as it could be.

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-10-41R approving an Interlocal
Cooperative Agreement establishing the Utah County Council of Governments.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH UDOT FOR A MATCHING GRANT FOR STREET
IMPROVEMENTS ON 50 SOUTH FROM 700 EAST TO 1100 EAST
Mayor Barratt noted that the residents on the east side would like this road fixed.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-10-42R approving an Interlocal
Cooperative Agreement with UDOT for a matching grant for street improvements on 50
South from 700 East to 1100 East. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATIVE AGREEMENT WITH UDOT FOR A MATCHING GRANT FOR THE
HISTORIC UTAH SOUTHERN RAIL TRAIL VIA THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
Mayor Barratt explained that this would be along Pacific Drive.
Howard Denney reported that this was for the design of the trail and would do the Environmental
Impact Study and also a preliminary design to do about half of the trail on the more easterly part.
Councilman Blake asked if a trail could be put in while a train was still working on the tracks
Howard Denney commented that there was also the option of putting it on the opposite side of
the tracks. The trail could also preserve the right-of-way for the future.

Councilman Belmont moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-10-43R approving an Interlocal
Cooperative Agreement with UDOT for a matching grant for the Historic Utah Southern
Rail Trail via the Union Pacific Railroad. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZATION TO GO TO BID FOR IMPROVEMENTS
AT MOUNTAIN MEADOWS
Councilman Blake noted that the estimate was about $33,000.

Councilman Storrs moved to go to bid for improvements at Mountain Meadows.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZATION TO GO TO BID FOR IMPROVEMENTS
AT THE CITY HALL

Councilman Belmont moved approval of authorization to go to bid on improvements to the
City Hall. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZATION TO GO TO BID ON A FIRE TRUCK AND
ALSO FIRE EQUIPMENT

Councilman Storrs moved approval to go to bid on a fire truck and also fire equipment.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake noted that it was felt that they would get a better price if they went to bid now
before the end of the year.
Councilman Storrs added that Chief Robert Chadwick had done an excellent job this.

All were in favor.
Councilman LeBaron went back to the bid on improvements to City Hall and asked if it included
the use of used furniture.
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Mayor Barratt did not know. The cost of construction had escalated considerable since they first
began the process.
Councilman LeBaron asked if they could use the money from the adjustment from the boat
harbor.
Mayor Barratt responded that $150,000 had not yet been allocated. It could be used at City Hall.
Councilman Blake felt that they needed to keep some flexibility.
Mayor Barratt hoped for some savings in the bids.
Councilman Cates sated that it should be finished like it should be done.
Mayor Barratt concurred. The boat harbor was a revenue source and it should be protected.
Councilman Cates commented that the boat docks did no good if one could not get there.
George E. Brown Jr. stated that it was his understanding that somewhere in the process of
litigation between the State ofUtah and the landowners, that somehow the City gave up its rights
to the boat harbor to the State.
Mayor Barratt responded that he was not aware of that.
Mr. Brown stated that was what the owners were saying.

Mayor Barratt did not know who those individuals were. He met with some recently and they
had always approached him with their attorneys with the understanding that the City had a legal
right to be there and that was as of 10:00 a.m. this morning.
George Brown Jr. felt the City should look into it before they put any more money into the boat
harbor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AUTHORIZATION TO GO TO BID ON CONSTRUCTION OF
THE FIBER ROUTE TO SALT LAKE
Councilman Blake explained that the Finance Committee looked at amending the agreement with
Fibernet to adjust fees. This authorized going to bid and did not commit them to do construction.
The construction however would strengthen the value of the asset.

Councilman Blake moved to auth\lrize to go to bid on the construction of the fiber route to
Salt Lake. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont noted that any bid could be rejected or all bids could be rejected.

All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID FOR DOCKS AT THE BOAT HARBOR
Councilman Blake felt they needed to go to bid to look at the costs.

Councilman Blake moved to go to bid for docks at the boat harbor. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Belmont added that someone needed to check on what was said about the City
giving up rights at the boat harbor.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was duly noted.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CANVASS BY THE CITY COUNCIL SITTING AS A
BOARD OF CANVASSERS FOR THE OCTOBER 4. 2005, PRIMARY ELECTION

Councilman Belmont moved to sit as a Board of Canvassers for the October 4, 2005,
Primary Election. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Registration books, posting books, poll books, envelope no. 1, and the print out from election
night were provided to each Councilmember for review.
City Recorder Richard Colborn noted that there was a discrepancy that could not be resolved and
that was in Precinct 13. There were 248 voters listed on the Statement ofDisposition ofBallots
and only 247 counted. He suggested that the Canvass be approved noting that discrepancy.
Councilman Blake expressed that the election judges really did a good job. They were dedicated
people.
Richard Colborn read the results of the provisional ballots that were counted earlier in the day.
They are included in the Official Results.

Councilman Blake moved to accept the canvass with a notation of the discrepancy of one
ballot in Precinct 13. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The Offical Results are included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT.
Mayor Barratt noted that there were an abnormal number of spoiled ballots.
Richard Colborn responded that it could be due to the power being out for a little over an hour in
the morning.
Mayor Barratt noted that he was out of town that day. He expressed appreciation to City
Recorder Richard Colborn who had a lot of responsibility in the community as did all City
Recorders. He complimented the manner in which he did his job.
Richard Colborn expressed appreciation to Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker. This was her first
election and she thought it was fun.
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Mayor Barratt added that there were times that Terilyn Lurker filled in, in many areas.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt noted that there were three change orders including one from Allstate
Construction on the Park project for an increase of $4,594; Cross Marine for the installation of
fixed dock system for increase of $30,000; and a decrease from Dunn Construction in the amount
of$26,814.63.
Councilman Storrs asked if they were okay budget wise.
Councilman Blake stated that Cathy Jensen had noted that an adjustment may need to be made
on the parks. It was within the bond, but was closer to using it up.
Mayor Barratt noted that they would be opening the budget to make adjustments before the end
of the calendar year.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the change orders. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There was nothing additional from the Planning Commission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SEPTEMBER 27. 2005. MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the September 27, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 6. 2005. WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the October 6, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met at 6:00p.m. and reviewed the City
bills for payment and purchase requests over $1,000. Two purchase requests were added
including one for EMS training for $1700 and one for the publishing of the history book for
$33,200. It was the intent to seek donations and there were some potential funds from the selling
of the book. They also reviewed the manual checks and an amendment to the Fibernet
agreement that could reduce expenditures by about $2,000 per month. That would come to the
Council in the future.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, purchase requests over
$1,000 and the manual checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee. All were in favor.
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Mayor Barratt asked citizens to consider a donation toward the publishing of the book that
covered from Shelly's book to the current. Betty Spencer had worked for many years trying to
bring this together.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE ACQUISITION/DISPOSAL OF REAL PROPERTY AND ALSO
LITIGATION

Councilman Storrs moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the
acquisition/disposal of real property and also litigation. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion.
Bill Jacob asked the subject of the litigation.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was DMP.

All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 9:42p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were Chief of Staff, Melanie Marsh~ ChiefFinance
Officer Cathy Jensen~ City Recorder Richard Colborn; and legal counsel Steve Mecham.
Steve Mecham and Melanie Marsh left the meeting at 10:28 p.m. and Howard Denney and Rod
Despain came in.
Melanie Marsh returned at 10:47 p.m.
Litigation was discussed. Real property acquisition/disposal was discussed.
The executive session adjourned at 11:12 p.m.

Councilman Blake moved to return to regular session at 11:12 p.m. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Blake moved adjournment at 11:12 p.m. Councilman LeBaron seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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OFFICIAL RESULTS
October 4, 2005 Primary Election
Canvass Report October 11, 2005

American Fork City
Precincts Counted
Registered Voters
Ballots Cast

CPl

CP2

CPJ

CP4

CP5

CP6

CP7

CPS

CP9

CP12

CP13

CP14

CP15

PROV TOT

100.00%
100.00%
17.53%

1240
161

987
117

998
210

1341
159

890
154

977
140

970
257

769
114

869
122

933
144

1050
247

970
211

865
200

18

12859
2254

14.29%
23.24%
62.47%

29
32
98

23
24
67

53
85
70

37
25
96

23
23
103

17
46
77

13
43
200

9
19
85

8
20
92

16
27
101

32
49
162

22
68
116

35
54
109

1
2
14

318
517
1390

18.02%
20.51%
2.09'1/o
24.57%
3.57%
2.64%
2.47%
18.91%
7.22%

51
60
7
66
28
7
6
50
27

35
58
4
50
6
6
5
39
14

67
38
8
98
14
11
14
97
28

59
45
4
69
13
8
7
75
26

49
57
7
109
5
9
4
46
7

67
30
6
47
2
2
13
68
15

76
171
7
87
11
18
5
66
44

47
36
3
65
4
4
7
29
16

39
58
5
54
12
7
5
39
10

52
86
1
32
10
5
4
40
36

72

55
51
22
142
14
6
11
58
17

78
62
5
91
16
17
9
53
34

4
7
0
7
1
1
2
6
4

751
855
87
1024
149
110
103
788
301

18.34%
63.68%
8.66%
9.33%

14
76
27
19

22
55
11

27
80
20
14

39
75
8
11

24
50
12
20

20
194
15
13

16
62
10
17

16
77
10
9

16
99
6
3

19
152
17
10

38
95

19
135

13

12

12

84
78
5
8

34

9

2
8
2
2

356
1236
168
181

2

6

2

10

2

3

1

2

2

2

3

3

Candidates - Mayor
George E. Brown, Jr.
Shirl Don LeBaron
Heber Thompson
Candidates - City Council 4 years
Juel Andersen Belmont
Jimmie Cates
Andy Dobmann
Terry V. Fox
Rulon S. Jensen
Lowell Magneson
Robert Palfreyman
Heidi Rodeback
Harold M. Smith

96
8
107
13
9
11
122
23

Candidates - City Council 2 years
Marc J. Ellison
Dale 0. Gunther
Karl Peterson
Colin T. Strasburg
Number of Spoiled Ballots

~1

~r
M.

k'
Richard

{}_i

Colborn, City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNC1L
OCTOBER 11, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 11, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

I.
2.
3.
4.

5.
*6

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Discussion and action on the change of the name from Steel Days.
Report by BFI on the recycling program.
Review and action on the Second Addendum to the Solid Waste Collection Agreement
with BFI regarding second garbage cans.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan
for Les Schwab Tire Store at 485 North 900 West on Lot 4 of the Ault
Commercial Center Subdivision Plat B.
b.
Review and action on the site plan for the American Fork Fitness Center
expansion at 454 North Center Street
*c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a cellular tower at
the Art Dye Ball Complex at 550 East 1200 North and also the Option and Lease
Agreement.
Review and action on the acceptance of two pioneer cabins and authorization to proceed
to move the cabins to Robinson Park.
Review and action on Amendment # 1 to the Preliminary Design Building Agreement
between American Fork City and Ellsworth Construction Services.
Review and action on the establishment of a 10-foot Public Utility Easement along the
east side of Rotary Park.
Review and action on an agreement with the Central Utah Water Conservancy District
for a matching grant of up to $15,000 toward automated sprinklers in parks.
Review and action on a water right exchange agreement with Jay Garlick for 16 acre-feet
of water right.
Review and action on an agreement with Bear West to prepare an update to the Open
Space and Trails Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
the North Utah County Animal Shelter and action on an Ordinance adopting changes to
the City's Animal Control provisions consistent therewith.

12.
13.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
*19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
*24
25.
*26.
27.

Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
establishing the Utah County Council of Governments.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
UDOT for a matching grant for street improvements on 50 South from 700 East to 1100
East.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
UDOT for a matching grant for the Historic Utah Southern Rail Trail via the Union
Pacific Railroad.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid for improvements at Mountain Meadows.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid for improvements at the City Hall.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid on a fire truck and also fire equipment.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid on construction of the fiber route to Salt
Lake.
Review and action on going to bid for docks at the boat harbor.
Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for
the October 4, 2005, Primary Election.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 27, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the October 6, 2005, work session minutes
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Discussion and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the
acquisition/disposal of real property and also litigation.
Adjournment.

l'

Dated

~d~yQ[_ber, 2005

Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 11, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 11, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance~ Prayer by invitation; roll calL
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

Discussion and action on the change ofthe name from Steel Days.
Report by BFI on the recycling program.
Review and action on the SE-cond Addendum to the Solid Waste Collection Agreement
with BFI regarding second garbage cans.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation~
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving an amended commercial site plan
for Les Schwab Tire Store at 485 North 900 West on Lot 4 of the Ault
Commercial Center Subdivision Plat B.
b. · Review and action on the site plan for the American Fork Fitness Center
expansion at 454 North Center Street.
Review and action on the acceptance of two pioneer cabins and authorization to proceed
to move the cabins to Robinson Park.
Review and action on the placement of a conservation easement on certain wetlands at
The Meadows.
Review and action on the establishment of a 10-foot Public Utility Easement along the
east side ofRotary Park.
Review and action on an agreement with the Central Utah Water Conservancy District
for a matching grant of up to $15,000 toward automated sprinklers in parks.
Review and action on a water right exchange agreement with Jay Garlick for 16 acre-feet
of water right.
Review and action on an agreement with Bear West to prepare an update to the Open
Space and Trails Element of the General Plan.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
the North Utah County Animal Shelter and action on an Ordinance adopting changes to
the City's Animal Control provisions consistent therewith.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement
establishing the Utah County Council of Governments.

13.

14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
UDOT for a matching grant for street improvements on 50 South from 700 East to 1100
East.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with
UDOT for a matching grant for the Historic Utah Southern Rail Trail via the Union
Pacific Railroad.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid for improvements at Mountain Meadows.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid for improvements at the City Hall.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid on a fire truck and also fire equipment.
Review and action on authorization to go to bid on construction of the fiber route to Salt
Lake.
Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for
the October 4, 2005, Primary Election.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the September 27, 2005, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 4 day of October, 2005

t(~.&L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 19,2005
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on October 19, 2005, in the American
Fork Library commencing at 4:13 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, Ricky Storrs, and *Keith Blake.
Others present included Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Derric Rykert, Jason Thompson, Doug
Schnieder, Randy Spafford, Steve Cornia, Howard Denney, Michael Mcintyre, LaVon Laursen,
Heidi Rodeback, Robert Fratcher, Gerald Hess, Barbara Christiansen, and 35 citizens.
Mayor Barratt welcomed all in attendance. He noted that the Planning Commission was meeting
on the skate park site plan later tonight.
DISCUSSION OF THE SITE PLAN FOR THE SKATE PARK TO BE LOCATED AT THE
GREENWOOD PARK AT APPROXIMATELY 200 EAST 500 SOUTH
Site Design Group President/CEO Michael Mcintyre explained that he was a Landscape
Architect and had a Masters in Construction Management. He noted that the previously
approved Greenwood Park Master Plan showed a skate park. He presented an overview of the
plans for the Greenwood Skate Park. The grass would be bermed upwards toward the bowl at
the south end. A lot of the activities would be subterranean. The skate park was about 120 feet
from the east property line. There would be a single point of entry and open during normal park
hours. It would be surrounded with a wrought iron fence. The slope of the grass was mellow at
three to one.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Mr. Mcintyre explained that it was not as deep as the one in Park City. He noted that some of
the bigger planned residential communities were incorporating skate parks. The plaza area
represented what was out in the street and included urban terrain. This was a community park
and had been reviewed and approved by the end users in the workshops.
Mayor Barratt asked if there were questions.
Bruce Mullinex explained that his property was right next to the site. He asked why the bowl
was not at ground level.
Michael Mcintyre responded that the ground water was high and there needed to be a gravity
flow out so they did not have to pump it.
Mr. Mullinex was concerned that with the slope it would increase the amount of water that
would flow onto is property.
Mr. Mcintyre answered that around the perimeter, there would be a swale in the grass that would
take the water away.
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Mr. Mullinex asked what would keep the drainpipe from clogging and backing up.

Mayor Barratt commented that it would be no different if it got plugged now.
Howard Denney explained the drainage and the grade to the pipe that went under the freeway. It
would back up by the freeway first. There were three other existing drains under the grass now
that would stay intact.
Michael Pierce asked the elevation ofthe bowl.
Michael Mcintyre responded that with the parking lot being a zero elevation, the top of the deck
would be a +7 and the freeway was a+ 10.9. It was about seven feet.
Mr. Pierce expressed that he was not against the skate park. He thought it was a fantastic idea,
but did not know that was the correct location. Fifth South was a narrow road.

Mayor Barratt stated that he used to live in the neighborhood for a number of years. When they
started going through all of the parks, for a number of years the south side of the community had
asked why it was that everything that was nice in American Fork was on the north side and when
could they have something on the south side. At the same time, there were a number of
individuals asking for a skate park. They purposely looked at something for the south.
Greenwood Park was an ideal location for a skate park.
Mayor Barratt stated that skate parks in Utah were well maintained because the City enforced
those parks to be clean and taken care of The City would not allow it to become an eyesore. If
it did, it would be shut down. He believed that these parks were popular things and it would
enhance the neighborhood and their values. At this time, the City could not move the park to
another location. With this funding, it had to be there or they had to forget it. There had to be
significant construction by December 1st.
Michael Pierce wanted to know if the Mayor had gone to that area and looked at the
infrastructure there including the roads and sidewalks if it was going to handle the increased
traffic.
Mayor Barratt responded that it had better access than many others in the community and was
adequate to handle the traffic.
Michael Pierce asked if the Mayor was sure of increased property values.
Mayor Barratt stated that he made his living in real estate. People wanted to be by a park. They
would now have a park with a baseball field and a skate park and it was a good amenity.
Mr. Pierce asked if it would off set the industrial/commercial on the other side of them. He
continued that the whole idea ofRDA funding was to eliminate blight. He asked if this did not
work out, would the City be applying for another RDA grant to eliminate blight in this section of
town.
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Mayor Barratt did not think so. He did not believe RDA' s would have much of a life down the
road.
Michael Pierce appreciated giving the south side a park but was it the best location for all of the
residents of American Fork.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was.
Mr. Pierce continued that it was not a centralized location. It was isolated.

Mayor Barratt responded that he did not believe it was isolated. It was in a location that was
easily accessible. It was close to Rotary Park, in a great location, and in a great neighborhood. It
made a better community.
Michael Pierce asked if he was sold on this idea and there was no room for public opinion.
Mayor Barratt stated that he conducted the meetings. He did not have a vote.
Michael Mcintyre stated that in the trends that he saw, that Del Webb, Trophy Homes, and
others did their research and they had successful skate parks. Teens were making decisions on
which cell phones to buy, DVD's, and also home buying.
Michael Pierce asked how many skate parks were in more commercial areas like the
Riverwoods.
Mr. Mcintyre stated that 95 percent of the skate parks were public, skate at your own risk.

Councilman Blake noted that they were not by shopping malls because the revenue was not
there. The ground was valuable.
Councilman Cates questioned whether the City could afford them in a commercial setting.
Michael Mcintyre reported they were better next to other recreation areas.
Robert Fratcher noted that in the sports complexes that had skate parks, how big were the
complexes.
Mr. Mcintyre responded that some were in regional parks, but most were in smaller places. He
had seen them in every perspective.
Robert Fratcher expressed a concern with crime.
Mayor Barratt noted that other locations did not allow monkey business in their parks.
Mr. Fratcher stated that they closed them up at night.

Mayor Barratt responded that it was the same scenario here. There was nothing different about
this park.
3

Mr. Fratcher stated that was not whC'.t he was told when he talked with the Mayor two and a half
weeks ago. He was told it would not have a fence around it.

Mayor Barratt responded that he thought he said he didn't know at the time.
Mr. Fratcher stated that he was told that it would not be watched over and there would be no
extra surveillance by the police at all.

Mayor Barratt continued that Orem and the other communities did not have a lot of problems and
they did not have to have a lot of extra police work.
Mr. Fratcher stated that he was for a skate park in American Fork, but would like to have it
moved. He was worried about tagging. They had tagging down there as it was. Was this going
to increase this? Was this a nest for something like that?

Mayor Barratt did not believe it was.
Michael Mcintyre reported that they had not had a problem with tagging after the skate park was
built. They generally did not allow paint, radios, music, food, and beverage. If any tagging
showed up, they would close it and lock it up.
Mr. Fratcher was not too worried about the park itself, but the homes around it. He asked who
was going to lock it up at night.

Mayor Barratt answered that there was going to be something like a Board of Directors and they
would put a lock on it. The skaters would have the responsibility to maintain the park. It had
worked in other parks unbelievably well. This was something that those people had wanted for
so long that he believed they would take care of the facility. If they can't, American Fork would
make those corrections.
Robert Fratcher continued that they were worried about magnifying the crime they had in their
neighborhood. They had drug houses and things like that and they were worried about that.
Councilman Cates felt they were missing an opportunity to assure the citizens that there would
be adequate patrolling and recommended that whoever was assigned to patrol that they get out of
the car and meet the kids. It was an opportunity to build a rapport with the kids and make it
something positive and that would eliminate the negative. He felt they could make it positive.
Robert Fratcher asked if there would be increased patrols.
Mayor Barratt asked for a respond from Captain Cornia of the Police Department.
Captain Cornia responded that they patrol where the kids were. That was what they did. It
served two purposes. It gave more eyes in the area and more police presence in the
neighborhood.
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Councilman LeBaron suggested that this Board of Directors ought to include homeowners,
representatives of the Youth Council, the youth who use it, PTA and educators, City
Council members, and a cross section of responsible adults to monitor the situation and report
problems. He felt it could all be accomplished with some cooperation.
Councilman Cates commented that if it would not work, they needed to vote it down.
Robert Fratcher stated that he had looked at all the other parks and there was not another park
that would not have the same problems.
Mayor Barratt agreed.
Robert Fratcher stated that there would be room at the Recreation Center if they took out one of
the ball fields.
Mayor Barratt stated that was the Pony League field and was their only field. It was $200,000
for a new field.
Gerald Hess stated that hopefully UDOT would improve I-15 and the sound wall that would
have to be built would be on the park property. He asked if there would be lighting.
Howard Denney stated that there were no lights planned at this time. The retaining walls would
impact residents as well.
Ms. Makin expressed that the police would go where the youth were, but so would the drug
dealers and gangs. They wanted to see more surveillance.
Bryce Reinbolt stated that other adults would be using it and they would report problems.
Michelle Allen asked what the City was going to do for the neighborhoods with regard to
sidewalks and streetlights. It was dark at about 150 East 400 South. It was big on her list.
Mayor Barratt asked her to report the streetlight needs to City Recorder Richard Colborn. He
noted that the City would assist and do what they could. There was a Mayor and City Council
and besides them there was Recreation Director Derric Rykert, along with Doug Schneider and
Randy Spafford, and Captain Cornia with the Police Department. There were resources
available. Councilman LeBaron was on the Parks and Recreation Committee and he was a
resource. He introduced Parks Lead Man Jason Thompson. They all felt a responsibility that
they don't create a problem in the neighborhood. If it was not taken care of they would shut it
down. But, he felt it would be a major amenity.
Michelle Allen reported that the cracked roads in the area needed to be smoothed up and the
water that backed up onto the roads taken care of
Mayor Barratt stated that they would do what they could. They operated with limited money and
they knew it was something that needed to be taken care of He could not give them a time line.
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Jeanine Turner lived north of the park and reported that every time there was a baseball game
there was trash that blew into her yard and flowers and roses. Parents threw their trash out as
well. It was irritating to her that she had that after every game. A block up, water backed up on
the lawn of the Fannin's. There was no drain on the north side. She reported that she had called
many times and was told that the drain was on the other side by the park. That was good she
said, but the water was on the north.
Mayor Barratt asked Howard Denney to look to see if there was a way to make it drain and bring
back a solution and its cost. Mayor Barratt asked that more trash cans be placed there.
Jason Thompson noted that the games were now over. He reported that the Little League
Football had stepped up their taking care of the trash.
Mayor Barratt noted that the coaches at the JC Ballpark and the Beehive Ballpark did not allow
their players to leave until the park was cleaned up.
Councilman Cates reported that Disney had done a study and learned that the average person
would carry a piece of trash 35 feet before they dropped it. In Disneyland, there was a trash
container about every 28 to 30 feet.
Mr. Pierce asked if there were enough elements to hold interest in the skate park for a long time
or would they need to be expanding it in the future.

Michael Mcintyre reported that a lot were taken right off the street venue in an urban
environment. There were different elements. It was not a video pong environment. Some
would learn here and others would develop skills here and then go elsewhere. This skate park
was unique; not a cookie cutter design.
Mr. Pierce pointed out the infrastructure was not adequate and the lighting and drainage were not
good.

Mayor Barratt stated that was correct.
Mr. Pierce stated that this money had been available for years and asked why they only had 45
days.

Mayor Barratt reported that this decision was made a long time ago and they were having this
meeting because individuals came to a City Council stating that they had concerns. It was going
to the Planning Commission tonight and if it was approved there, they would get a contract
tomorrow.
Councilman Belmont noted that the RDA funds came up as a one-time thing. They talked about
it for a great deal of time. They had lost money.
Mayor Barratt estimated that it was between two & three million dollars.
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Councilman Belmont continued that she wanted something else. The projects were the old city
hall, boat harbor, amphitheater, skate park, and the fitness center. She pushed to finish all the
parks, but that was not how the vote went.
Bryce Reinbolt reported that in South Jordan if the park got trashed they would lock it up. The
problem was that they only had two cans and no one to empty them.
Recreation Department employee Randy Spafford reported that he had been asked to be on the
Skate Park Committee. He noted that 500 South Street was bad with the dip and the water. He
had a hard time directing money to a skate park up until today. But, after a morning ofbeing
with the designer, he was convinced that he would put it in his backyard. He had heard that they
attracted drugs and those negatives. There were three generations of skate boarders. It was
important to get the mix to be at the park. Elements in the park were needed that would attract
the older generation including a bowl that went eleven feet high.
Ralph Hansen stated that street sections were a dime a dozen. There were married guys that
were carpooling to Salt Lake to get a bowl that was functional at eleven feet deep.
Randy Spafford noted that anything less was just a neighborhood park.
Mayor Barratt asked if eleven feet eliminated skaters. He was answered that it did not but it was
an attraction.
Kevin Morris expressed that a lot of the comments were giving the younger guys a bad rap.
There was no difference between a football player, a baseball player, and soccer player. There
were good elements in each. He would like the skate park in his backyard. He felt the designer
had done a great job. There were drugs in the high school but that did not make it a bad place to
go. It was a bad rap that there would hoodlums there. If lighting came later it could be angled
away. This had been covered over the last few months. He felt it would add value to the
properties in the neighborhood.
Sam Barrus observed that this type of activity was what kept them away from gangs and drug
dealers.
Kelly Fannin lived on Fifth South and 200 East and it was in front of her house that people came
fast through the standing water. She had people playing tag with cars every single day speeding
up and down her street and pulling into the parking lot ofthe Greenwood Park.
Mayor Barratt expressed that he could not eliminate that but he could step up patrols in that area
beginning now.
Ms. Fannin would appreciate that. She noted there was also a mosquito problem in the area.
Mayor Barratt stated that Howard Denney would look into the water problem.
Ms. Fannin was opposed to the increase in traffic; not the skate park.
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Councilman Storrs noted that traffic had been discussed a lot. At the skate park in Orem, he did
not see that many cars.
Tyler Christensen observed that if there were cars racing, they would not do it ifthere were more
traffic. They would be seen.
Mr. Hansen stated that there were maybe 10 cars in Orem and there were garbage cans set up all
over the place. There were only a couple of benches and that did not allow for much loitering.

Councilman Storrs stated that the City needed to look at the water problem on 500 South 200
East and also on 400 South 200 East. The park needed to be done right and needed to put in the
way it needs to be done with the citizen's concerns answered.
Councilman Belmont reported that someone called her about the water problem and she had
talked with Howard Denney. It came down to money.
Ms. Fannin stated that it came in on her lawn. In the neighborhood it was known as Lake
Fannin.
Councilman Storrs asked if there was money in storm drain.
Cathy Jensen stated that there was money in the storm drain and that the priorities just needed to
be identified.
Robert Fratcher asked about the privacy fence along the east side. They had problems with
people parking in the neighborhood and running through their yards to the park. He added that
they needed a phone in the park to be able to report injuries.
Mr. Hansen was asked ifthe design was set in stone.

Michael Mcintyre explained that it was a design build project and at this time it was still open.
A person asked about noise.
Mr. Mcintyre stated that it would be less than a tennis match. The urethane wheels were quite.

Another observed that it would be no more noisy than the noise from the freeway.
Collete Deveraux asked if they could finish it with the funding provided.
Mayor Barratt stated that there was a guaranteed price.
Mr. Mcintyre asked if there was a preference on the color of the wrought iron fence.
Overwhelmingly, black was the color of choice.

Councilman Blake asked if there was enough to put in the fence.
Mr. Mcintyre stated that they would have to make adjustments in the park.
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Councilman Storrs reported that he talked with Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh about the fence
issue. She committed to him that she would work with Cathy Jensen to find that money to get it
taken care of
Mayor Barratt stated that the Planning Commission would be addressing this at their meeting.
He asked there was any Councilmember that did not feel the Planning Commission should
address this issue.
Councilman Blake thought it should be addressed. The Council was committing to do some
things with the police department, roads, and fencing. They were critical points that needed to
be addressed.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that he had some of the same concerns that the citizens had and
raised. He felt they could be resolved absent moving the park with more information and
fencing. They needed all to be good neighbors. The tragedy would be if they had to lock it up.
It could be a wonderful thing for the community and commercial development as well. He
thought it could be a real positive thing if it was managed well. It was a great design. He liked
that it took some of the street elements and put them in one location. He took the concerns very
seriously and suggested that the Board ofDirectors start to meet now and get it formed before
construction and monitor it as it was built.
Councilman Belmont commented that it was a struggle for her. This was originally suggested
about 15 years ago. A member of the Beautification Committee wanted to see it. She also had a
lot of sympathy with the neighbors and she felt it was wonderful that they were coming together.
They had addressed everything and if it didn't work, it would be locked up.
Councilman Blake suggested that the citizens keep very involved in the process. The staff
needed to provide good information back to the Council in a timely manner.
Mayor Barratt asked Howard Denney to inform the Planning Commission that they were to
address this item at their meeting. Mayor Barratt reminded the audience that the Council would
address the site plan and the contract tomorrow in this room at 5:00 p.m. He asked them to
inform their neighbors that they would be picking up the patrol in that neighborhood.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:57 p.m.

~- tlt' a.t-
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 19,2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
October 19, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.

2.
Dared

Discussion of the site plan for the Skate Park to be located at the Greenwood Park at
approximately 200 East 500 South.
Adjournment.

l'~~y
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Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCJL MEETING MINUTES
OCTOBER 20, 2005

SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on October 20, 2005, in the American
Fork Library commencing at 5:00p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, Ricky Storrs, and *Keith Blake.
Others present included Cathy Jensen, Howard Denney, Richard Colborn, Randy Spafford,
Derric Rykert, Rod Despain, Barbara Christiansen, Heber Thompson, Robert Fratcher, and 8
citizens.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE SITE PLAN FOR THE SKATE PARK TO BE LOCATED
AT THE GREENWOOD PARK AT APPROXJMATEL Y 200 EAST 500 SOUTH
Mayor Barratt noted that the Planning Commission addressed the skate park site plan at their
meeting last night.
Councilman LeBaron asked if the Planning Commission had questions.
Howard Denney reported that there were questions on parking and draining.
Bryce Reinbolt noted that there were seventy spaces.
Randy Spafford noted that if parking was a problem while ballgames were going on, the skate
park could be shut down.
Councilman Belmont felt that they could not allow parking out on the street and clog the street.
Seventy stalls should be sufficient.
Robert Fratcher noted that the parking stalls needed to be striped.
A gentleman noted that the striping could be done as an Eagle Project.
Robert Fratcher felt that the drainage should be part of the contract.
Howard Denney explained that at this time it was not. This was only 60% of the plan as this was
a design build project. They could get it in through the contract process. The Part Two contract
was for the construction and that was where it needed to go in.
Councilman Belmont noted that the residents wanted to make sure it was done. The residents
were being very conciliatory and it needed to go in.
Mr. Fratcher asked if it would reduce the size of the skate park.
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Howard Denney reported that the City believed they had a donation of fill material and that
offset would be able to go toward this project.
Councilman Storrs moved approval of the site plan.

Bryce Reinbolt expressed that the design was fine but he would like to see the bowl expanded to
be deeper and wider.
Councilman Cates noted that there had been concerns from the neighbors if it was too high.
Robert Fratcher explained that they were talking about bringing it to eleven feet. They wanted
that as it would attract the older skaters. They wanted to make sure that took place and it just
didn't get skipped over.
Councilman Storrs noted that they wanted it to be eleven feet.
Cathy Jensen noted that Mr. Mcintyre had been great to work with. She did not feel that would
be an issue.
Howard Denney commented that there was a great start here to a Committee and urged to get
them signed up.

* Councilman Blake arrived.
Randy Spafford expressed a concern in that he was on the Committee and he had done some
research and he got the professionals here. The commitment was not a nailed down. It has been
said that the contractor would work with them. Additionally, there needed to be non-obtrusive
lighting at the comers. The second part, if it could not be built at eleven and a half feet high and
the bowl opened a little more, he said don't build it; don't waste the money. Most parks have
more half pipes and ridges and curvature and quarter pipes. This had less surface area than in a
normal skate park that was supposed to be 20,000 square feet. This was a more simple course
than what he had seen around the State. The older group needed to be attracted. He asked Bryce
Reinbolt if he would pass up this skate park to go to South Jordan with his family. His answer
was, yes. He wanted to know how to get it nailed down because if it could not be built at 11 Y:z
feet, it should not be built. He asked about the geo tech work.
Mayor Barratt stated that would happen when he got a contract.
Councilman Belmont felt that Randy Spafford was right. How did they nail it down?
Howard Denney explained that the design was liquid at this point in time.
Bryce Reinbolt thought that the dirt could be brought up.
Mayor Barratt stated that he had gotten the impression from Mr. Mcintyre that it could go up to
thirteen feet. Mr. Mcintyre needed a contract.
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It was expressed that they needed to make it technical. They needed to build a skate park that
attracted those that they wanted.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion.

Robert Fratcher stated that he had heard promises and wanted to be reassured that the road would
be fixed on 500 South in front of the park.
Mayor Barratt believed that was not a promise.
Councilman Blake stated that they had asked staff to report back on it.
Mr. Fratcher asked about the standing water problem.

Mayor Barratt stated that was not a promise and what was said was that they would ask Howard
Denney to look and give the City an estimate of what it was going to take to repair it.
Mr. Fratcher stated that what he heard was that the City had money and that it would be alright.

Mayor Barratt explained that it was asked if they had money in the storm drain and that was
confirmed.
Mr. Fratcher commented that he was seeing that not any of these items were promises.

Councilman Belmont felt there should be some assurance given.
Mr. Fratcher asked about the fence along the homes.

Mayor Barratt noted that he had not talked to Melanie Marsh about that.
Councilman Storrs stated that he would defend Melanie Marsh's statement.
Mr. Fratcher asked about police surveillance.

Mayor Barratt stated that was beginning now.
Mr. Fratcher asked if there would be a phone.

Mayor Barratt did not know. He did not think it was a problem.
Mr. Fratcher asked if it was committed that someone would come and lock it up at the end ofthe
day.

Mayor Barratt stated that there would be and it would be under the same park curfew.
Howard Denney noted that a lot of areas were getting rid of phones. Park and rides were getting
rid of phones because they didn't work when they needed them anyway.
3

Bryce Reinbolt felt if it was lit to start with, it would deter vandalism.
It was expressed by a gentleman that he had cuts in his fence near the park and he did not want
his horse and cow to get out and go onto the freeway. He understood that a fence along the east
was not included.
Councilman Blake noted that they would put a fence along the east.
Mr. Fratcher asked about street lighting.

Mayor Barratt stated that requests for street light locations should be provided to Richard
Colborn and he would forward those requests to Utah Power.
Mr. Pierce asked about the geo reports.

Mayor Barratt stated that they needed a contract first.
Mr. Pierce asked if additional costs would take from the quality of the skate park. They wanted
to make sure they got families. It needed to be diverse and technical.

Mayor Barratt explained that the City had some ways to offset some of the costs of the park and
those offsets would make it so that more money would be able to be put into the park.
Bryce Reinbolt stated that they could round up people to help lay sod.
Councilman Storrs stated that Dan Hindley was willing to help again.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DESIGN/BUll.,D CONTRACT WITH SITE DESIGN AND
CAL WADSWORTH CONSTRUCTION FOR THE SKATE PARK
Mayor Barratt noted that this was Part I of a two part contract.
Howard Denney reported that he and legal counsel Kevin Bennett had met on this. Mr. Bennett
recommended the Part I contract.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the Part I contract with Site Design and Cal
Wadsworth Construction. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Belmont explained that she told a gentleman earlier that the process began now and
they had to have eyes on the back of your head. It got tiresome and in the long run they would
have very good results.
Mayor Barratt noted that items on secondary irrigation and the City Hall bids would be removed
from the agenda. Three items would be added regarding the Searle Meadows Subdivision and
zone change and the land purchase agreement at 1120 North 600 West.
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ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 5:36 p.m. Councilman Storn seconded the
motion. AU were in favor.

ll" rk. Q.L
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 20, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
October 20, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 5:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Review and action on the site plan for the Skate Park to be located at the Greenwood
Park at approximately 200 East 500 South.
Review and action on a design/build contract with Site Design and Cal Wadsworth
Construction for the Skate Park.
Adjournment.

Dated this 13 day ofcnto~er, 2005.

[~.~
Richard M. Colborn
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AMEIUCAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 25, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 25, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:05p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of a modular office trailer
and also fiber to be surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a paint store on Lot #2 of
the GFI American Fork Investments Subdivision at 198 North Pacific Drive.
Receiving of public comment regarding the overall site plan for the Main Street
Plaza at 600 West Main Street also including the specific site plans for a car wash
on Lot #6 at 83 North 600 West; a restaurant on Pad "A:' Lot #3 at 538 West
Main Street; a retail building on Pad "E" Lot #4 at 34 North 600 West; and a
retail building on Pad "F" Lot #7 at 62 North 600 West.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilman Blake; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Arts Council Volunteer Awards.
Report on the Parks Project.
Council Reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

*2.
*3.

4.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring a modular office trailer and also fiber to be
surplus.
Review and action on the approval of a land purchase agreement with Wentworth
Development regarding the purchase of land at approximately 600 West 1120 North.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a zone change request at 600 West 1050
North from the existing RA-1 to the R1-9000 and the R1-12,000, Single Family
Residential zones.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the Main Street Plaza Subdivision consisting of7 lots at 600
West Main Street.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the overall site plan for the Main
Street Plaza at 600 West Main Street also including the specific site plans for a
car wash on Lot #6 at 83 North 600 West; a restaurant on Pad "A" Lot #3 at 538

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

West Main Street; a retail building on Pad "E" Lot #4 at 34 North 600 West; and
a retail building on Pad "F" Lot #7 at 62 North 600 West.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a paint store on
Lot #2 of the GFI American Fork Investments Subdivision at 198 North Pacific
Drive.
*d.
Review and action on the final plat for Searle Meadows Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 45 lots at 600 West 1050 North.
Review and action on an Addendum to the Services Agreement with Fibemet.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement for
the Center Street Trail.
Review and action on an Ordinance adopting changes to the City's Animal Control
provisions consistent with the Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with the North Utah
County Animal Shelter.
Review and action on a Resolution setting the fee for additional garbage containers at
$6.65 each per month. (no change from BFI)
Review and action on the award of the bid for the docks for the boat harbor.
Review and action to approve a settlement with Danny Miller Properties.
Review and action to approve a settlement with Dave Pawlovich.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the October 11, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the October 19, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 20, 2005, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the acquisition
of real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 21 day of October, 2005
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
OCTOBER 25, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
October 25, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARINGS
7:05p.m.
7:10p.m.
7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of a modular office trailer
and also fiber to be surplus.
Receiving of public comment regarding the site plan for a paint store on Lot #2 of
the GFI American Fork Investments Subdivision at 198 North Pacific Drive.
Receiving of public comment regarding the overall site plan for the Main Street
Plaza at 600 West Main Street also including the specific site plans for a car wash
on Lot #6 at 83 North 600 West; a restaurant on Pad "A" Lot #3 at 538 West
Main Street; a retail building on Pad "E" Lot #4 at 34 North 600 West; and a
retail building on Pad "F" Lot #7 at 62 North 600 West.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by Councilman Blake; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Arts Council Volunteer Awards.
Report on the Parks Project.
Council Reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.

3.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring a modular office trailer and also fiber to be
surplus.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the Main Street Plaza Subdivision consisting of 7 lots at 600
West Main Street.
b.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the overall site plan for the Main
Street Plaza at 600 West Main Street also including the specific site plans for a
car wash on Lot #6 at 83 North 600 West; a restaurant on Pad "A" Lot #3 at 538
West Main Street; a retail building on Pad "E" Lot #4 at 34 North 600 West; and
a retail building on Pad "F" Lot #7 at 62 North 600 West.
c.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving the site plan for a paint store on
Lot #2 of the GFI American Fork Investments Subdivision at 198 North Pacific
Drive.
Presentation and direction on updated secondary irrigation revenue proposals.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Review and action on an Addendum to the Services Agreement with Fibemet.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement for
the Center Street Trail.
Review and action on an Ordinance adopting changes to the City's Animal Control
provisions consistent with the Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with the North Utah
County Animal Shelter.
Review and action on a Resolution setting the fee for additional garbage containers at
$6.65 each per month. (no change from BFI)
Review and action on award of the bid for the remodel of City Hall.
Review and action on the award of the bid for the docks for the boat harbor.
Review and action to approve a settlement with Danny Miller Properties.
Review and action to approve a settlement with Dave Pawlovich.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the October 11, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the October 19,2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the October 20, 2005, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss the acquisition
of real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 17 day of October, 2005
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Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 9, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on November 9, 2005, in the American
Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 3:08p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, and Jimmie Cates. Council members Ricky
Storrs and Shirl LeBaron were excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Lori England,
Sheena Park, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Barbara
Christiansen, and Robert Fratcher.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF THE BID AND APPROVAL OF THE
CONTRACT FOR THE RENOVATION OF CITY HALL
Mayor Barratt reported that this item had been moved to the November 15, 2005, agenda.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONSTRUCTION SERVICE AGREEMENT WITH SITE
DESIGN GROUP FOR CONSTRUCTION OF A SKATE PARK AT GREENWOOD PARK
LOCATED AT APPROXIMATELY 200 EAST 500 SOUTH
Howard Denney reported that he and Kevin Bennett had reviewed the agreement.
Kevin Bennett explained that the agreement had been adjusted and was recommended.
Councilman Blake asked if there was a comfort level with the not to exceed amount in light of
some of the things that were added. Could they do it in the amount set?
Howard Denney stated that they had a 90% plan under the design build format
Mayor Barratt added that shortly after their meeting, Site Design Group stated that it would
include the eleven-foot and they would still come in under contract.
Howard Denney noted that the Parks and Streets Departments were stripping the site and
Melanie Marsh was trying to get fill material from other projects.
Robert Fratcher asked if they were comfortable with the water table.
Howard Denney explained that they were only going down two feet. They have had heavy
equipment on the site and it was stable enough. Engineered fill material would be added.
Councilman Blake noted that they would have to warranty the work for one year. He asked if
there was a comfort level with the monthly interest rate of 1. 9% in section 13.3 .1
Kevin Bennett noted that he had raised that in the Part I of the contract and it was felt to be okay.
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Howard Denney added that with the cement situation as it was and the difficulty in getting it,
Site Design Group had already ordered it.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the construction service agreement with Site Design
Group. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council of the groundbreaking ceremony for the Fitness Center &
Cultural Arts Project at 4:00 p.m. at the Fitness Center.

ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 3:18p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

l~n.U

Richard M. Colborn
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 9, 2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
November 9, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 3:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.

3.

Review and action on awarding of the bid and approval of the contract for the
renovation of City Hall.
Review and action on a construction service agreement with Site Design Group for
construction of a skate park at Greenwood Park located at approximately 200 East
500 South.
Adjournment.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 10, 2005
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on November 10, 2005, in the American
Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:14p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilrnernbers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Others
present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Kevin Bennett, George Schade, Brad Smith,
Richard Colborn, Sheena Parker, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Jay Christensen, Richard
Noble, Mayor-elect Heber Thompson, Councilrnernber-elect Heidi Rodeback, Councilrnernberelect Dale Gunther, Dustin Matsurnori, Barbara Christiansen, Brian Brown, George E. Brown Jr.,
and 2 citizens.
FRANSON & NOBLE WILL REPORT ON REVENUE PROJECTIONS ON A SECONDARY
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Mr. Richard Noble explained that they were asked to come up with updated projections and cost
estimates. A copy of Mr. Noble's letter report is provided in these minutes as an
ATTACHMENT. The cost of concrete and steel had increased along with the price offuel.
Two-and-a-half years ago, the estimate of the north system was $19 million and it was now
$24.1 million. The south was $7.8 million and now it was $12.0 million.
Mr. Noble explained that they worked with Dustin Matsurnori on bonding costs to figure out
what the water rates would end up being. He also discussed with staff the fact that the north side
of the City was approaching build out while the south side still had some wide-open space and
growth potential. The south system could be funded through impact fees and the corning growth.
The bonding scenario was based on issuing bonds for construction of the north system only. The
first scenario would be for a revenue bond and they also looked at a scenario for a general
obligation bond. The $24.1 million cost in 2005 dollars, over a three-year construction
timetable, was estimated that by the year 2008, the total would be about $28.3 million. There
was capitalized interest that occurred during construction and it was thought that a revenue bond
would need to be just over $3 5 million.
Mr. Noble estimated that on the north side, build out would occur about 2024. It was estimated
under the revenue bond scenario, thRt the residential connection fee would be $400 for those that
hooked on when it first became available to them. After that time, it would be higher. The
average annual residential user fee was estimated to be about $368 per year, based on a quarter
acre lot size.

Under a general obligation bond scenario, the bonding cost was significantly lower and the
interest rate was lower, the total bonded for would need to be approximately $32.2 million.
There would be the same initial connection fee of $400, but the average annual residential user
fee would be about $318.
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Neither scenario took into any consideration the potential of a grant from CUWCD that would
reduce the costs. It was assumed that in either scenario the user rates would escalate at 3% per
year.
Councilman Belmont stated that they had discussed an alternative of a treatment plant.
Mr. Noble explained that this report updated the plan that went through the Planning

Commission and the City Council and was the only plan updated.
Councilman Storrs asked if the cost of a treatment plant had increased as well. He asked about a
water reuse plant.
Richard Noble reported that he was not prepared as to what it would cost to build a treatment
plant in today's dollars, however, everything had gone up. Timp had been looking into water
reuse. A secondary system would allow for the use of multiple sources. A south system could
use reclaimed water.
Councilman Storrs noted that from the Timp Sewer District there was about 12 million gallons
that went into Utah Lake each day.
Councilman Cates commented that they had the projected costs on the secondary system, but did
they have any projection of savings that might be had on the culinary use per month.
Richard Noble responded that they had not looked at that.
Councilman Cates felt they needed to have some hard numbers so people would know in real
dollars what the cost would be. There were older citizens that could not continue to be hit with
increasing fees.
Richard Noble explained that one of the assumptions made was that there would be a 90%
connection with the idea that some would choose not irrigate their yards or hardship cases.
Mayor Barratt had a concern that in the eight years he had been Mayor, most of the time,
whatever the projected costs of anything were, there were generally cost overruns. In the places
he had contacted, there was not much difference between the charges for secondary and the
charges for culinary water. In Highland it had been reported that the secondary was turned on
too late and turned off too early.
Richard Noble reported that in Cedar Hills the secondary was turned on about April 15 and off
about October 15.
Mayor Barratt noted that in talking with staff, they had said that a secondary system did not
conserve water but it did conserve culinary water. He explained that he could not get across the
hurdle of the secondary and culinary water costing about the same.
Howard Denney suggested that if a secondary system were not done, they would probably need
to bond for culinary delivery and it would be about the same.
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Councilman Belmont observed that the Council did vote for a backbone system. She did not like
the mandatory feature. She added that Rod Despain had called it the "browning" of American
Fork because people would want to save money by not watering their trees and grass. She was
concerned about the City's bonded indebtedness.
Heber Thompson noted that it was $37 million.
Councilman Belmont added that a lot were on a fixed income. If the water was not on until May
and off in October, how did they water trees?
Mayor Barratt stated that something needed to be done differently than what was being done
right now. When the Boley well went down it had a huge impact. It had been down six to seven
times while he had been Mayor. It was the same with the Country Club well and the Golf
Course well. The City had been fortunate in the past. He understood that a treatment plant,
enhanced culinary system, and a secondary system were all about the same dollars.
Richard Noble expressed his personal opinion that when the City was looking at a $5 million
grant from the CUP it was about equal. Without the grant, it made it a tough sell to do the
secondary water. However, the south side was a little different. All of the streets did not have to
get torn up. There was not a good source of water and it might be appropriate to generate fees
from impact fees and use reclaimed wastewater and other sources.
Councilman Cates asked what the value was of the CUP water that they would be giving up and
was it greater than the grant they would be seeing. To get people to sign on and be supportive,
they needed to give them something and not take something from them.
Richard Noble expressed that no matter what, the status quo was not going to work.
Councilman LeBaron asked if a metered system or unlimited use was going to be used.
Richard Noble responded that there was not a reliable water meter suitable for secondary water
use.
Councilman LeBaron added that there needed to be a public information campaign.
Mayor Barratt agreed. There were some expenditures needed before the City applied for the
grant.
Richard Noble explained that even with a secondary system, there were limits to the use and if
they were not able to keep up with demand, there would still be water restrictions.
Mayor Barratt asked if the holding facilities were included.
Mr. Noble explained that the holding ponds would be at a site by the mouth of the canyon and
for the south side system, on the northwest portion of the City.
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Mayor Barratt noted that the site at the mouth of the canyon was not controlled by American
Fork but by Highland City. The County had offered to sell that property, but it had now been
taken off the table because ofthe new flood control measures.
Richard Noble explained that was a different site. This site was on the north side of the Canyon
Road. It was not under the ownership of the City.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson observed that it would be nice to have a broader spectrum of
options and alternatives. A decision, at the latest, needed to be made by March so they could get
the federal funding. There may be some hybrid options including a secondary system to service
the larger users like schools and parks and then work on increasing the culinary water supply.
He discussed aquifer storage recovery that replenished the aquifer by force pumping water into it
where the water was purified naturally. The staff ought to have a variety of option to look at.
Mayor Barratt responded that an education process needed to be undertaken. They needed to
move beyond talking about doing something month after month. They needed to start the public
hearing process.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson expressed that they needed to have a good story to tell before they
went to the public. He wanted to se~ the staff and the consultants recommend, from a variety of
sources, what they think was the best solution.
Mayor Barratt believed that was what had happened already and that was how they arrived at
where they were at.
Mr. Thompson commented that he had attended a lot of Council meetings over the last year-and-

a-half, and the Planning Commission, and he had not seen a lot of alternatives.
Mayor Barratt explained that four years ago they had a lot of options given to the Council and
that was how they got to this point. They had discussed a treatment plant and recharge systems.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther asked Richard Noble to clarify his opinion.
Mr. Noble responded that in the report that they did back in 2002, with the CUP grant, it was

almost a wash in terms of cost of expanding the culinary system versus a secondary system. The
Council decided that there were so many strings attached to that grant in terms of having to give
back the water, that they did not what to do that. That increased the real cost of the system by $5
million that it his mind swung the pendulum away from the secondary system. However, the
Council wanted to continue with it and they worked with the Planning Commission and
developed a Secondary System Element for the General Plan in 2003.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther asked if expanding the culinary water system was cheaper than
a secondary system.
Richard Noble expressed that he did not think it was an either or scenario. They needed to look
at additional capacity in the culinary system as well as looking at a secondary system on the
south side of town. Expand culinary on the north, do a secondary system on the south.
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Mayor Barratt commented that at the public hearings, they needed to present the options of
expanding the culinary system and a secondary system. He had a concern that with a secondary
backbone system, they would still be going across every major street in the City. There was still
going to be a cost to every single home.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther stated that there needed to be well-defined options for the public
to see.
Mayor Barratt continued that there was only to February to prepare the documentation for
submittal in March.
Dale Gunther asked what happened if it was not done next year.
Mayor Barratt responded it would then have to be submitted the following year. Something did
need to be done with the culinary pretty fast. He was not sure with the opportunity for the grant.
He did not know of any other City that turned down the CUP grant. CUP could not believe the
City turned it down. The City was in the same boat basically that they had been for six to seven
years. The Council had approved a backbone.
Cathy Jensen commented that with just a backbone, there was not a financing source and not
enough user fees.
George E. Brown Jr. stated that there was an interim position that the Council should proceed
with immediately. He proposed drilling a new well or at least refurbish the well on 600 East 700
North. It would increase the culinary water supply. He understood it would cost about a million
dollars to drill a new well, but it would provide the luxury of time to thrash out other solutions.
Mayor Barratt responded that Howard Denney had presented that scenario to the Council
numerous times and so had Mr. Noble.
Richard Noble recommended that a new well be drilled that would utilize new technology.
Councilman-Elect Heidi Rodeback stated that the public needed to be educated. She asked if
more water was trying to be created and why were they doing that if they had enough water to
gtve away.
Richard Noble responded that there was a difference between capacity in the system and water
rights. The City had pretty good rights but not capacity to meet the needs of delivery.
Howard Denney explained that they crossed the line in 2004 in being able to deliver enough
water for the day with the highest demand. If that happened again they would have to ration.
Heidi Rodeback expressed that it was a case of infrastructure not water.
Mayor Barratt answered that there was a requirement to service the residents and the community
of America Fork. After 2004, the City was in a diminishing situation. They needed to enhance
the infrastructure.
5

Heber Thompson mentioned that if that was the case, why didn't they drill new wells.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was a question of money.
George E. Brown Jr. added that it was also a question of getting appropriation of rights from the
State Engineer to be able to drill a new well. It was not difficult to be able to replace a defective
well, but it was different with a new well.
Howard Denney explained that payment on the CUP water would begin in 2007 and it was about
$450,000 annually.
Mayor Barratt added that the City was obligated to pay that but did not have a system to use it.
George E. Brown Jr. stated that they could turn the water over on a yearly basis.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they have a public hearing in the first part of December
with a power point presentation and handouts.
George E. Brown Jr. suggested that they start with the new welL He believed the City had the
funds to do that.
Mayor Barratt added that the City had other things like the water line on 1120 North. That was
around $1 million.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther stated that all of the issues in totality needed to be
communicated and the Council needed to have that before the public hearings.
Mayor Barratt agreed. They needed to have the full understanding before the public hearings.
Water needed to be addressed. It was a matter of public safety. They needed to get off dead
center and not wait another eight years.
Councilman LeBaron commented that Arlo Shelley had stated that it was twenty years.
Howard Denney stated that they needed to firm up which alternatives they were going to present
by selecting the top three, four or five.
Mayor Barratt suggested that it be limited to three.
1)
Culinary on the north
2)
Pressurized secondary on the south
3)
Enhance the culinary system
a.
New wells
b.
Treatment facility
c.
Recharge
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther expressed that they needed to look at the short term and long
term alternatives including the total value for the cost.

6

Councilman Cates added that the short-term solution had to be part of the long-term solution.
Mayor-Elect Thompson expressed that he did not see any controversy on the short-term solution
that was the drilling of a well in order to buy some time.
George E. Brown Jr. agreed. There had not been many significant storms so far.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that they charge staff to prepare for public hearings for the first
part of January.
Councilman Belmont felt that it needed to be left up to the incoming Council. November and
December were not good times to have public hearings.
Mayor Barratt did not think they would be ready to submit for a grant in March. The public
needed to understand and get ready for a GO Bond. The Council needed to build a close
relationship with CUP and let them know that the City was moving forward. They needed to
also prepare a scenario if the City did not get the grant.
Heber Thompson acknowledged wisdom in what Mayor Barratt had said, but before they
postpone it, he would like the staff, from all the information they have, to come up with the top
three recommendations and provide the best staff work they have, and then let the new Council
look at that and decide.
Mayor Barratt responded that staff had looked at it hard enough and long enough that they would
be able to provide their recommendations, but they would not be a whole lot different than what
was presented at this meeting.
Councilman LeBaron noted that they had looked at a revenue bond.
George E. Brown Jr. noted that in the past CUP had expressed interest in participating with
American Fork City in a treatment plant and he thought it would be wise to find out ifthey still
had that interest. It could be a big impact.
DUSTIN MATSUMORI WILL DISCUSS ITEMS WITH REGARD TO BONDING FOR A
SECONDARY IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Dustin Matsumori noted that after the previous discussion there were four main points.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Rates were still low.
In the cost of bonding and interest, a GO bond had more benefits. Did not have to set
aside about $2.5 million as one would with a revenue bond.
A bond resolution would need to be passed in April, 75 days before the election, in
order to go to a bond election in June.
With regard to general obligation bonding, the needs of the City should be looked
after. The City had been given a 'heads-up' in the past by the rating agencies that the
current bond rating, with an issuance of around $35 million, would be lowered a
notch or two. The bonds could still be sold. It sounded like the City had a need.
7

Councilman LeBaron asked Mr. Matsumori's recommendation between a general obligation or
revenue bond.
Mr. Matsumori explained that the general obligation would be the best to market.

REVIEW OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING NOVEMBER 15, 2005, CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
7:15 p.m. -Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring surplus of a 2000 Chevrolet
pickup VIN# 1GCEK19T4YE194405
There was no discussion on this item.
7:20p.m.- Receiving of public comment regarding the Metcalf Annexation consisting of 16.52
acres at 1025 North 900 West
There was no discussion on this item.
Regular Session
There would be presentations by the Arts Council and the presentation of the Employee ofthe
Month.
Action Items
1-Review and action on a Resolution declaring a 2000 Chevrolet pickup. VIN #
1GCEK19T4YE194405 to be surplus
Councilman Cates explained that it was going to be traded in. They were trying to get away
from a gas hog and get something more economical.
2-Review and action on a draft annexation agreement for the Providence Heights Annexation
consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East
Rod Despain explained that the applicant did not like the recommendation of the Planning
Commission. This was Dr. Roper's property. He had provided a memo to the Council
3-Review and action on the Ordinance approving the Hatch Annexation consisting of 5.27 acres
at 625 South 100 West, including placement in the RA-1 zone, and also the annexation
agreement
There was no discussion on this item.
4-Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with Utah
County to provide Fire Suppression Services in the unincorporated area of Utah County

8

Kevin Bennett noted that this was to be effective January 1, 2006.
The amount was less because of the reduction of the County area through annexations.
5-Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Parley Belnap
Annexation consisting of2.50 acres at 1290 East 300 North.
Mayor Barratt noted that the Belnap's have had problems with their septic tank.
6-Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums. and PUD' s including
1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3) posting of an
improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4) authorization
to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the plat recorded
a.

Review and action on the final plat for the Temple View Circle Subdivision consisting of
three lots at 683 North 1170 East Circle
There was no discussion on this item.

b.

Review and action on the final plat for the Mulberry Lane Subdivision consisting of 15
lots at 360 North 150 West
There was no discussion on this item.

c.

Review and action on the amended final plat for the Ellen Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 1 lot at 498 North 900 East
Rod Despain noted that this was an amended plat.

d.

Review and action on the final plat of Quail Run Estates Subdivision consisting of 3 lots
at 336 North 1160 East
This was north of the proposed Belnap Annexation. It was Mark Bartholomew's
property.

e.

Review and action on the final plat of Andersen PUD Plat A consisting of 21 lots at 860
East 200 North
Rod Despain explained that there were a number of issues outstanding that have now
been resolved.

f

Review and action on an amended final plat for Haymaker Retreat Phase I PUD
consisting of37 dwelling units at 80 South 900 East
Rod Despain explained this was a correction due to two buildings being constructed in
reverse.

7-Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
9

a.
b.
C.

d.

UTOPIA
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
UDOT
Union Pacific Railroad

This item was stricken from the agenda.
8-Review and action on the awarding of the bids for supplies for the fiber route to Salt Lake
This item was stricken from the agenda.
9-Review and action on awarding of the bids for the construction of the fiber route to Salt Lake
This item was stricken from the agenda.
10-Review and action on the approval of the fiber construction contract
This item was stricken from the agenda. It would be addressed at a later date. The contract was
still being worked out.
11-Review and action on a contract with MW Brown Engineering, Inc. for design of the Center
Street Trail
Mayor Barratt noted that the south address of250 South needed to be clarified.
12-Review and action on awarding of the bid and approval ofthe contract for the renovation of
City Hall
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh noted that they were still working on the contract.
13-Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for the
November 8, 2005, General Municipal Election
There was no discussion on this item.
14-Report and action on construction items including change orders
There was one change order on the sewer project that was a reduction.
IS-Report and action on Planning Commission items
A separate memo was provided.

16-Review and action on the October 25. 2005, minutes
These minutes were provided previously.
10

17-Review and action on the November 9, 2005, special session minutes
These minutes would be provided as soon as they are completed.
18-Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was no discussion on this item.
19-Consideration and action to enter into an executive session to discuss the acquisition of real
property
There was no discussion on this item.
Richard Colborn asked ifthere was to be an amended agenda to delete those items.
Mayor Barratt asked that the agenda be amended.
Richard Colborn asked if a water exchange agreement with Dixie Fenn could be added.
Mayor Barratt added the agreement along with the review and action on the appointment of a
Fire Chief Jay Christensen was going to be over the Fire Department and Stan Street would be
the Deputy Chief EMS would have a director. He would supervise both departments. He was
excellent at grant writing. The Fire Captains, Asst. Chief, and Chief had met and presented it to
the department. It would enhance the department. The departments would begin joining
together.
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh noted that most of the flow chart could happen. They needed to
work on the EMS Director as funding for that was a little way out.
Mayor-Elect Thompson asked about the Administrative Secretary.
Melanie Marsh explained that there was an employee in the City. They would be making some
adjustments.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 5:47p.m.

[)11, ~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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FRANSON NOBLE

The Water &source Specialists

ENGINEERING

October 24, 2005

Mrs. Cathy Jensen
Finance Officer
American Fork City
51 East Main Street
POBox 397
American Fork, Utah 84003
Re: Secondary Water System Updated Construction Cost Estimate and Revenue Projections
Dear Cathy:
As requested, we have updated the construction cost estimate and revenue projections for the
proposed Secondary Water System.
Table 1 contains the updated cost estimate for the North System. Table 2 contains the updated
cost estimate for the South System. Both estimates are based on pricing contained in contractor
bids recently received for similar projects along the Wasatch Front. You will notice a substantial
increase in the cost to the North and South Systems. These increases are primarily due to the
inflated coSts of PVC and ductile iron pipe, fuel, and labor over the past few years. Presently the
costs of pipe and fuel have increased dramatically due to Hurricane Katrina in the Gulf of
Mexico. If the project were put out to bid today the cost would likely be even higher than the
estimates in Tables 1 and 2. However, pipe suppliers are hopeful that prices wili decrease should
the cost of oil also decline.
We developed revenue projections through close coordination with Mr. Dustin Matsumori of
George K. Baum & Company. Two different scenarios were examined. The first scenario is
based on the City issuing revenue bonds and the second is based on general obligation (G.O.)
bonds. Each of these scenarios is described below. Both scenarios assume that bonding is for
the North System only and that funding for the South System would come from impact and
connection fees.
Scenario 1 - Revenue Bonds
Table 3 provides a schedule of expenditures for the project. This schedule is based on a 3-year
construction period beginning in 2006. Annual capital outlays are based on the assumption that
prices will escalate at 8.2 percent each year. This assumption is derived from the increase in
prices from the secondary water system 2002 cost estimate to the 2005 cost estimate. Estimated
bonding costs and capitalized interest are also displayed and added into the total to provide the
total bond issue amount of$35,050,000.

1276 South 820 East, Suite 100, American Fork, Utah 84003
T 801 756-0309 or 888 756-3726 (toll free) F 801 756-0481

.
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Table 4 shows the projected connections, connection fees, and user fees by year for the period
2006 through 2031. The table assumes that there will be a lower introductory connection for
residents that connect when the system first becomes available. The connection fee would then
increase after the introductory period. Total fees collected are based on the assumption that 90
percent of residents connect to the secondary system. User fees shown in the table are average
fees for all users- residential, commercial, and institutional. We assume that a rate schedule
would be developed and actual fees would be based on lot size in order to reflect usage of the
system. The table also assumes that user fees increase by 3 percent per year.
Table 5 is the debt service schedule provided by George K. Baum & Company. The debt service
is based on an interest rate of 5.00 percent.
Table 6 shows the flow of revenues and how they are used to cover debt service and operation
and maintenance costs for the system.
Scenario 2 - General Obligation Bonds

Tables 7 through 10 illustrate the effects of issuing G.O. bonds in lieu of revenue bonds. The
interest rate, bonding costs, and capitalized interest rate for G.O. bonds are all lower. The
interest rate for this scenario is 4.85 percent. Other assumptions are similar to the revenue bond
scenario.
Please remember that the information provided herein is preliminary in nature and should be
used only to obtain a general idea of the magnitude of fees that may be required to finance the
secondary water system. It is not intended that this information be adequate for underwriting of
bonds or other project financing. Additional detailed evaluations will be required for project
funding. The analysis does not reflect the benefit of any Water Conservation Credit Program
Grants through the Central Utah Water Conservancy District. If the City were successful in
obtaining a grant, the debt service costs and user fees could be reduced substantially.
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns.

Richard M. Noble, P.E.
Principal
Enclosures
cc: Howard Denney
Public Works Director
31 North Church Street
American Fork, UT 84003

Dustin J. Matsumori
George K. Baum & Company
15 W. South Temple, Suite 1090
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
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Table 1: North System Secondary Water Construction Cost Estimate

Subtotal $

18,515,162.00

-10% Contingency $

1,359,974.00

Total Construction Cost $

19,900,000.00

Upper Reservoir Land Acquisition $

1,000,000.00

-15% Design & Construction Engineering $

3,000,000.00

-1% Administration, Legal, Bond Counsel $

200,000.00

Total professional services $

3,200,000.00

Total project cost $

24,100,000.00

9/13/05
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Table 2: South System Secondary Water Construction Cost Estimate

Subtotal $

8,007,185.00

-10% Contingency $

1,359,974.00

Total Construction Cost $

9,400,000.00

Southside Reservoir Land Acquisition $

1,000,000.00

-15% Design & Construction Engineering $

1,400,000.00

-1% Administration, Legal, Bond Counsel $

100,000.00

Total professional services $

1,500,000.00

Total project cost $

11,900,000.00

9/13/05
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Table 3: Schedule of Expenditures
Secondary Water (North System)- Revenue Bonds
Interest Rate=
Annual Construction Cost Escalation =
Estimated Total Construction Cost (2005 dollars)

5.00%
8.2%
24,100,000

Schedule of Expenditures

2006 Construction Expenditure
2007 Construction Expenditure
2008 Construction Expenditure
Subtotal
Capitalized Interest & Bonding Costs

8,692,067
9,404,816
10.176.011
28,272,894
1

Total Bond Issue
' Estimate provided by George K. Baum & Company

6.777.106
35,050,000

Table 4: Projected Connections and User Fees
Secondary Water (North System)- Revenue Bonds

Non-

Fiscal
Year Residential Shareholder
0
0
2006
115
1222
2007
254
3665
2008
423
6109
2009
6272
423
2010
6439
423
2011
6611
423
2012
6786
423
2013
6966
423
2014
7151
423
2015
423
7340
2016
2017
7534
423
7733
423
2018
2019
7937
423
8146
423
2020
8361
423
2021
8560
423
2022
423
8605
2023
2024
8934
423
8934
2025
423
8934
423
2026
8934
423
2027
2028
8934
423
423
2029
8934
2030
423
8934
2031
8934
423

Connections by T~l!!:!
Commen:ial

0
5
217
361
370
379
3811
398
408
418
428
439
450
461
473
485
497
509
516
516
516
516
516
516
516
516

Institutional

0
10
31
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
63
65
67
69
71
72
72
72
72
72
72
72
72

Connections

Training Sch.

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Golf Course

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1. The number of connections increase by 2.5% annually starting in 2009.
2. The User Fees are assumed to increase by 3.00% annually.
3. Assumed that 90% of non-shareholdera and 100% of shareholdera connect to system

Plllks

0
11
32
54
55
58
57
58
59
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77

Nofl.Sharehldr

0
1250
3947
6578
6752
6930
7113
7300
7492
7689
7891
8099
8312
8531
8756
8987
9222
9463
9601
9801
9601
9601
9601
9601
9601
9801

~randTOiiiJ
0
1335
4201
7001
7175
7353
7536
7723
7915
8112
8314
8522
8735
8954
9179
9410
9645
9886
10024
10024
10024
10024
10024
10024
10024
10024

Connection
Fees

$0
$511,920
$1,353,0110
$1,244,640
$1911,700
$202,300
$206,800
$213,500
$218,000
$222,500
$228,100
$234,600
$239,100
$259,600
$268,100
$273,500
$277,100
$282,500
$160,100
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Shareholder Shareholder
User Fees
User Fees Totallnoome
$0
$0
$0
$409,694
$5,005
$926,619
$1,334,865
$15,404
$2,703,349
$2,291,636
$3,562,699
$26,423
$2,648,911
$2,422,995
$27,216
$2,791,997
$2,561,665
$28,032
$2,708,394
$211,873
$2,944,068
$2,863,204
$3,106,443
$29,739
$3,026,901
$30,632
$3,275,532
$3,453,991
$3,199,940
$31,550
$3,382,367
$3,640,964
$32,497
$3,575,529
$3,843,601
$33,472
$3,779,530
$4,053,106
$34,476
$3,995,386
$4,290,496
$35,510
$4,223,710
$4,528,385
$36,576
$4,776,316
$4,465,143
$37,673
$5,035,228
$4,719,325
$38,803
$4,987,928
$5,310,395
$39,987
$5,413,829
$5,212,563
$41,166
$5,368,940
$42,401
$5,411,341
$5,530,008
$43,673
$5,573,681
$5,695,908
$44,983
$5,740,892
$5,866,786
$5,913,119
$46,333
$6,042,789
$6,090,512
$47,723
$6,224,073
$6,273,228
$49,155
$6,410,795
$50,629
$6,461,424

User Fees

Connection Fees
R8ii0. Comm. Instil.
0 ---0
0.00
58.88
400
1600
6400
60.65
400
1600
6400
62.47
400
1600
6400
64.34
1000
4000 16000
66.27
1000
4000 16000
68.26
1000
4000 16000
70.31
1000
4000 16000
72.41
1000
4000 16000
74.59
1000
4000 16000
76.83
1000
4000 16000
79.13
1000
4000 16000
81.50
1000
4000 16000
83.95
1000
4000 16000
86.47
1000
4000 16000
89.06
1000
4000 16000
91.73
1000
4000 16000
94.49
1000
4000 16000
97.32
1000
4000 16000
100.24
1000
4000 16000
103.25
1000
4000 16000
106.34
1000
4000 16000
109.53
1000
4000 16000
112.82
1000
4000 16000
116.20
1000
4000 ~
119.69
1000
4000 ~'!!!3

NOO=Shar. Shili'8hldr
0.00
368.00
379.04
390.41
402.12
414.19
426.61
439.41
452.59
466.17
480.16
494.56
509.40
524.68
540.42
556.63
573.33
590.53
608.25
626.50
645.29
664.65
684.59
705.13
726.28
748.07
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Preliminary Numbers

AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
$35,050,000 WATER REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2006
North System - Water Rev Bond- 25yrs

Net Debt Service Schedule
Part1 of4
Date

01/15/2006
03/0112006
09/0112006
0310112007
09/01/2007
0310112008
09/0112008
03/0112009
09/0112009
03/01/2010
09/0112010
0310112011
09/0112011
03101/2012
09/01/2012
03/0112013
09/0112013
03101/2014
09/0112014
03/0112015
09/0112015
0310112016
09/0112016
0310112017
09/0112017
03/0112018
09/0112018
03/0112019
09/0112019
03/0112020
09/0112020
0310112021
09/0112021
0310112022
09/01/2022
03/0112023
09/0112023
03101/2024
09/0112024
0310112025
09/0112025
03/0112026
09/0112026
0310112027
09/0112027

Notth System- water Rev

Principal

Coupon

790,000.00

5.000%

825,000.00

5.000%

870,000.00

5.000%

910,000.00

5.000%

955,000.00

5.0000,(,

1 ,005,000.00

5.000%

1,055,000.00

5.000%

1 '11 0,000.00

5.000%

1 '165,000. 00

5.0000A>

1,220,000.00

5.000%

1 ,285,000.00

5.000%

1,345,000.00

5.000%

1,415,000.00

5.000%

1,485,000.00

5.000%

1,560,000.00

5.000%

1 ,635,000.00

5.000%

1,720,000.00

5.000%

1,805,000.00

5.000%

1,895,000.00

5.000%

1,990,000.00

5.000%

I SINGLE PURPOSE I

1~5

Interest

Total P+l

223,930.56
876,250.00
876,250.00
876,250.00
876,250.00
876,250.00
856,500.00
856,500.00
835,875.00
835,875.00
814,125.00
814,125.00
791,375.00
791,375.00
767,500.00
767,500.00
742,375.00
742,375.00
716,000.00
716,000.00
688,250.00
688,250.00
659,125.00
659,125.00
628,625.00
628,625.00
596,500.00
596,500.00
562,875.00
562,875.00
527,500.00
527,500.00
490,375.00
490,375.00
451,375.00
451,375.00
410,500.00
410,500.00
367,500.00
367,500.00
322,375.00
322,375.00
275,000.00
275,000.00

223,930.56
876,250.00
876,250.00
876,250.00
876,250.00
1,666,250.00
856,500.00
1,681,500.00
835,875.00
1, 705,875.00
814,125.00
1, 724,125.00
791,375.00
1,746,375.00
767,500.00
1,772,500.00
742,375.00
1,797,375.00
716,000.00
1,826,000.00
688,250.00
1,853,250.00
659,125.00
1,879,125.00
628,625.00
1,913,625.00
596,500.00
1,941,500.00
562,875.00
1,977,875.00
527,500.00
2,012,500.00
490,375.00
2,050,375.00
451,375.00
2,086,375.00
410,500.00
2,130,500.00
367,500.00
2,172,500.00
322,375.00
2,217,375.00
275,000.00
2,265,000.00

I 2:12PM

George K. Baum & Company
Public Finance
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Table 5 (continued)

Preliminary Numbers

AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
$35,050,000 WATER REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2006
North System - Water Rev Bond- 25yrs

Net Debt Service Schedule
Part2 of4
Date

01/15/2006
03/0112006
09/01/2006
03/0112007
09/0112007
0310112008
09/0112008
0310112009
09/0112009
0310112010
09/0112010
0310112011
09/0112011
0310112012
09/0112012
0310112013
09/0112013
03/0112014
09/0112014
03101/2015
09/0112015
0310112016
09/0112016
0310112017
09/0112017
0310112018
09/0112018
0310112019
09/0112019
03101/2020
09/0112020
0310112021
09/0112021
03/0112022
09/0112022
0310112023
09/01/2023
03/0112024
09/0112024
03101/2025
09/0112025
0310112026
09/0112026
03101/2027
0910112027

North System- water Rtw

OSR

CIF

Net New 0/S

Fiscal Total

1,628,112.50
856,500.00
1,604,652.94
835,875.00
1,629,027.94
814,125.00
1,647,277.94
791,375.00
1,669,527.94
767,500.00
1,695,652.94
742,375.00
1,720,527.94
716,000.00
1,749,152.94
688,250.00
1, 776,402.94
659,125.00
1,802,277.94
628,625.00
1,836,777.94
596,500.00
1,864,652.94
562,875.00
1,901,027.94
527,500.00
1,935,652.94
490,375.00
1,973,527.94
451,375.00
2,009,527.94
410,500.00
2,053,652. 94
367,500.00
2,095,652.94
322,375.00
2,140,527.94
275,000.00
2,188,152.94

1 ,628,112.50

(223,930.56)
(876,250.00)
(876,250.00)
(876,250.00)
(876,250.00)
(38,137.50)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)

2,461 '152.94
2,464,902.94
2,461,402.94
2,460,902.94
2,463,152.94
2,462,902.94
2,465,152.94
2,464,652.94
2,461 ,402.94
2,465,402.94
2,461,152.94
2,463,902.94
2,463,152.94
2,463,902.94
2,460,902.94
2,464,152.94
2,463,152.94
2,462,902.94
2,463,152.94

I SINGLE PURPOSE I 10120/2005 I 2:12PM

George K. Baum & Company
Public Finance
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Table 5 (continued)
Preliminary Numbers
AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
$35,050,000 WATER REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2006
North System - Water Rev Bond- 25yrs

Net Debt Service Schedule
Part 3 of4
Date

03/01/2028
09/01/2028
03101/2029
09/01/2029
03/01/2030
09/01/2030
03/01/2031
09/01/2031
Total

NotthSystem-waterRev

Principal

Coupon

2,090,000.00

5.000%

2,195,000.00

5.000%

2,305,000.00

5.000%

2,420,000.00

5.000%

$35,050,000.00

I SINGLE PURPOSE l

1~

Interest

Total P+l

225,250.00
225,250.00
173,000.00
173,000.00
118,125.00
118,125.00
60,500.00
60,500.00

225,250.00
2,315,250.00
173,000.00
2,368,000.00
118,125.00
2,423,125.00
60,500.00
2,480,500.00

$28,766,430.56

$63,816,430.56

I 2:12PM

George K. Baum & Company
Public Finance
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Table 5 (continued)

Preliminary Numbers

AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
$35,050,000 WATER REVENUE BONDS, SERIES 2006
Norlh System - Water Rev Bond- 25yrs

Net Debt Service Schedule
Part4 of4

03/01/2028
09/01/2028
0310112029
09/0112029
03/01/2030
09/0112030
03/01/2031
09/01/2031

(2,619,347.06)

Total

(4,348, 119.88)

North Sys!em •

water Rsv I

CIF

DSR

Date

225,250.00
2,238.402.94
173,000.00
2,291,152.94
118,125.00
2,346,277.94
60,500.00
(138,847.06)

(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)
(76,847.06)

SINGLE PURPOSE

I

1012012005

Net New D/S

(3, 728,930.56)

I

Fiscal Total
2,463,652.94
2,464,152.94
2,464,402.94
(78,347.06)

$55,739,380.12

2:12PM

George K. Baum & Company
Public Finance

Page4

Table 6: Debt Service Analysis and Coverage Calculations
Secondary Water (North System)- Revenue Bonds

Fiscal
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

· Connection
Fees
0
511,920
1,353,080
1,244,640
198,700
202,300
206,800
213,500
218,000
222,500
226,100
234,600
239,100
259,600
268,100
273,500
277,100
282,500
160,100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Revenues
Regular
User Fees
0
409,694
1,334,865
2,291,636
2,422,995
2,561,665
2,708,394
2,863,204
3,026,901
3,199,940
3,382,367
3,575,529
3,779,530
3,995,386
4,223,710
4,465,143
4,719,325
4,987,928
5,212,563
5,368,940
5,530,008
5,695,908
5,866,786
6,042,789
6,224,073
6,410,795

;..
Shareholder
User Fees
0
5,005
15,404
26,423
27,216
28,032
28,873
29,739
30,632
31,550
32,497
33,472
34,476
35,510
36,576
37,673
38,803
39,967
41,166
42,401
43,673
44,983
46,333
47,723
49,155
50,629

Total
Revenues
0
926,619
2,703,349
3,562,699
2,648,911
2,791,997
2,944,068
3,106,443
3,275,532
3,453,991
3,640,964
3,843,601
4,053,106
4,290,496
4,528,385
4,776,316
5,035,228
5,310,395
5,413,829
5,411,341
5,573,681
5,740,892
5,913,119
6,090,512
6,273,228
6,461,424

Less:
O&M
0
100,000
300,000
500,000
515,000
530,450
546,364
562,754
579,637
597,026
614,937
633,385
652,387
671,958
692,117
712,880
734,267
756,295
778,984
802,353
826,424
851,217
876,753
903,056
930,147
958,052

Notes:
1. Revenues are based on anticipated connections and projected user fees.
2. O&M cost escalantion rate =
3%

Net Revenues
For Debt Serv.
0
826,619
3,229,969
4,626,417
4,222,328
3,942,126
3,801,580
3,807,518
3,963,414
4,280,628
4,764,655
5,433,371
6,295,840
7,372,128
8,670,397
10,193,082
11,954,044
13,967,394
16,064,490
18,132,478
20,339,736
22,689,661
25,186,027
27,832,983
30,635,063
33,597,186.

Series 2006 Revenue Bonds
Interest
Total P&l
Princi~l
0 5.000%
0
0
0 5.000%
0
0
790,000 5.000%
876,250
1,666,250
825,000 5.000% 1,713,000 2,538,000
870,000
5.000% 1,671,750 2,541,750
5.000% 1,628,250 2,538,250
910,000
955,000
5.000% 1,582,750 2,537,750
1,005,000 5.000% 1,535,000 2,540,000
1,055,000 5.000% 1,484,750
2,539,750
1,110,000 5.000% 1,432,000 2,542,000
1,165,000 5.000% 1,376,500 2,541,500
1,220,000 5.000% 1,318,250 2,538,250
1,285,000 5.000% 1,257,250 2,542,250
1,345,000 5.000% 1,193,000 2,538,000
1,415,000 5.000% 1,125,750 2,540,750
1,485,000 5.000% 1,055,000 2,540,000
980,750
1,560,000 5.000%
2,540,750
902,750
1,635,000 5.000%
2,537,750
1,720,000 5.000%
821,000
2,541,000
1,805,000 5.000%
735,000
2,540,000
644,750
1,895,000 5.000%
2,539,750
1,990,000 5.000%
550,000
2,540,000
2,090,000 105.000%
450,500
2,540,500
2,195,000 205.000%
346,000
2,541,000
2,305,000 305.000%
236,250
2,541,250
2.420,000 405.000%
121,000
2,541,000

Surplus
Balance
0
826,619
1,563,719
2,088,417
1,680,578
1,403,876
1,263,830
1,267,518
1,423,664
1,738,628
2,223,155
2,895,121
3,753,590
4,834,128
6,129,647
7,653,082
9,413,294
11,429,644
13,523,490
15,592,478
17,799,986
20,149,661
22,645,527
25,291,983
28,093,813
S1,056,186

ioo-3
ioo-3

>

Coverageg
n/a
n/a ~
1.94
1.82 ioo-3
1.66 ~
1.55 ~
1.50
1.50 ~
1.56 ::::
168 ~
1.87 J:,
2.14 Ul
2.48
2.90 ~
3.41 fLJ
4.01 ~
4.70
5.50 <=:
6.32 ~
7.14 fLJ
8.01 I
8.93 ;:
9.91 en
10.95 ~
12.06 ::::
13.22 0

z

. =
R
2

~

eo.
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Table 7: Schedule ofExpenditures
Secondary Water (North System)- G.O. Bonds
Interest Rate
Annual Construction Cost Escalation
Estimated Total Construction Cost (2005 dollars)

=
=

4.85%
8.2%
24,100,000

Schedule of Expenditures
2006 Construction Expenditure
2007 Construction Expenditure
2008 Construction Expenditure
Subtotal
Capitalized Interest & Bonding Costs

8,692,067
9,404,816
10.176.011
28,272,894
1

Total Bond Issue
, Estimate provided by George K. Baum & Company

3.892.106
32,165,000

Table 8: Debt Service Analysis and Coverage Calculations
Secondary Water (North System)- G.O. Bonds

Connections b~ T~f::!
Fiscal
lnsiRutlonal Training Sell. Golf Course
Shareholder commercial
Veer RNidenlial
0
0
0
0
0
0
2006
10
1
1
5
1222
85
2007
31
1
217
1
254
3665
2008
361
52
1
1
423
6109
2009
53
370
1
1
423
2010
6272
54
379
1
1
423
2011
6439
388
55
1
1
2012
6611
423
398
56
1
6786
423
1
2013
408
57
1
1
423
6966
2014
1
418
58
1
423
2015
7151
59
428
1
1
7340
423
2016
60
1
439
423
1
2017
7534
450
61
423
1
1
2018
7733
63
1
461
7937
423
1
2019
473
65
1
423
1
2020
8146
485
67
1
8361
423
1
2021
497
69
1
1
8580
423
2022
509
71
1
423
1
8805
2023
516
72
423
1
1
2024
8934
516
72
423
2025
8934
1
1
516
72
8934
423
1
1
2026
516
72
2027
8934
423
1
1
516
72
423
1
2028
8934
1
516
72
1
8934
423
1
2029
516
72
1
1
8934
423
2030
516
72
1
8934
423
2031
1
Notes:
1. The number of connections increase by 2.50% annually starting in 2009.
2. The User Fees are assumed to increase by 3.00% annually.
3. Assumed that 90% of non-shareholders and 100% of shareholders connect to systam

Parks

0
11
32
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
77
77
77
77
77
77
77
77

NonConnections
Connection Shareholder Shareholder
User Fees Total Income
Fees
User Fees
Non-Sherahldr <\irand ,.otal
$0
$0
$0
$0
0
0
1250
1335
$511,920
$354,029
$4,325
$870,274
$13,311
$2,519,889
3947
4201 $1,353,080 $1,153,498
7001 $1,244,640 $1,980,272
$22,833
$3,247,745
6578
7175
$23,518
$2,316,002
$198,700 $2,093,784
6752
7353
$2,440,136
$202,300 $2,213,613
6930
$24,223
$208,800 $2,340,408
$2,572,156
7113
7536
$24,950
$2,713,380
$25,699
7300
7723
$213,500 $2,474,181
$26,470
$218,000 $2,615,637
$2,860,107
7492
7915
$222,500 $2,765,168
$27,264
$3,014,930
7689
8112
$3,176,988
$28,082
7891
8314
$226,100 $2,922,808
8522
$3,353,248
$234,600 $3,089,724
$28,924
6099
$3,534,899
8312
8735
$29,792
$239,100 $3,266,007
$30,686
$3,742,820
$259,600 $3,452,534
8531
8954
9179
$268,100 $3,649,838
$31,608
$3,949,542
8756
$32,554
$4,164,520
$273,500 $3,858,486
9410
8987
$33,531
$4,388,743
9645
$277,100 $4,078,112
9222
$34,537
$4,627,258
9463
9886
$282,500 $4,310,221
$35,573
$4,700,007
$160,100 $4,504,334
9601
10024
$38,640. $4,676,105
9601
10024
$0 $4,639,464
$4,816,388
10024
$37,739
$0 $4,778,648
9601
$38,872
$4,960,879
9601
10024
$0 $4,922,008
$40,038
$5,109,708
9601
10024
$0 $5,089,688
$41,239
$5,262,997
9601
10024
$0 $5,221,756
10024
$42,478
$5,420,887
9601
$0 $5,378,411
$43,750
$5,583,513
9601
10024
$0 $5,539,763

User Fees
Connection Fees
Non-Shar. Sharehldr
Resid. Comm. Instil.
0
--0----00.00
0.00
318.00
50.88
400
1600
6400
400
327.54
52.41
1600
6400
337.37
53.98
1600
400
6400
347.49
55.60
1000
4000 16000
4000
357.91
57.27
1000
16000
368.65
1000
58.98
4000
16000
379.71
60.75
1000
4000
16000
62.58
1000
391.10
4000 16000
64.45
1000
4000 16000
402.83
1000
4000
414.92
66.39
16000
427.37
68.38
4000 16000
1000
70,43
440.19
1000
4000 16000
453.39
1000
4000 16000
72.54
486.99
74.72
1000
4000 16000
481.00
1000
76.96
4000
16000
495.43
79.27
1000
4000 16000
81.65
1000
4000 16000
510.30
525.61
4000 16000
84.10
1000
541.37
86.62
1000
4000 16000
557.61
89.22
1000
4000 16000
574.34
91.89
1000
4000 16000
591.57
94.65
1000
4000 16000
609.32
97.49
1000
4000 16000
627.60
100.42
1000
4000
16000
103.43
1000
646.43
4000 16000

Q>

u.lo-3
~1-3

~>
~~

oo=:=

0~~
~~1-3

'"'"~1-3
0\
0

I=
~~
001-3

~7'
1-"Q
'"'"
l'.l.l
I
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Preliminary Numbers

AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
$32,165,000 GENERAL OBLIGATION WATER BONDS, SERIES 2006
North System - G. 0. Water Bond- 25yrs

Net Debt Service Schedule
Part 1 of2
Date
01/1512006
03/01/2006
09/0112006
03/0112007
09/0112007
03/01/2008
09/0112008
03/0112009
09/0112009
03/01/2010
09/0112010
03/01/2011
09/01/2011
03/0112012
09/01/2012
0310112013
09/01/2013
03/01/2014
09/0112014
03101/2015
09/01/2015
0310112016
09/01/2016
03/01/2017
09/01/2017
03/0112018
09/01/2018
03101/2019
09/0112019
03101/2020
09/0112020
03/01/2021
09/0112021
0310112022
09/01/2022
03/01/2023
09/01/2023
03101/2024
09/0112024
03101/2025
09/01/2025
03101/2026
09/0112026
03/0112027
09/01/2027

Principal

Interest

Total P+l

CIF

199,333.65
780,001.25
780,001.25
780,001.25
780,001.25
780,001.25
762,177.50
762,177.50
743,383.75
743,383.75
723,741.25
723,741.25
703,128.75
703,128.75
681,546.25
681,546.25
658,872.50
658,872.50
635,107.50
635,107.50
610,251.25
610,251.25
584,182.50
584,182.50
556,780.00
556,780.00
528,043.75
528,043.75
497,973.75
497,973.75
466,448.75
466,448.75
433,347.50
433,347.50
398,670.00
398,670.00
362,295.00
362,295.00
324,222.50
324,222.50
284,210.00
284,210.00
242,257.50
242,257.50

199,333.65
780,001.25
780,001.25
780,001.25
780,001.25
1,515,001.25
762,1n.50
1,537,177.50
743,383.75
1,553,383.75
723,741.25
1,573,741.25
703,128.75
1,593,128.75
681,546.25
1,616,546.25
658,872.50
1,638,872.50
635,107.50
1,660,107.50
610,251.25
1,685,251.25
584,182.50
1,714,182.50
556,780.00
1,741,780.00
528,043.75
1,768,043.75
497,973.75
1,797,973.75
466,448.75
1,831,448.75
433,347.50
1,863,347.50
398,670.00
1,898,670.00
362,295.00
1,932,295.00
324,222.50
1,974,222.50
284,210.00
2,014,210.00
242,257.50
2,057,257.50

(199,333.65)
(780,001.25)
(780,001.25)
(780,001.25)
(780,001.25)

Coupon

735,000.00

4.850%

775,000.00

4.850%

810,000.00

4.850%

850,000.00

4.850%

890,000.00

4.850%

935,000.00

4.850%

980,000.00

4.850%

1,025,000.00

4.850%

1,075,000.00

4.850%

1,130,000.00

4.850%

1,185,000.00

4.850%

1,240,000.00

4.850%

1,300,000.00

4.850%

1,365,000.00

4.850%

1,430,000.00

4.850%

1,500,000.00

4.850%

1,570,000.00

4.850%

1,650,000.00

4.850%

1,730,000.00

4.850%

1,815,000.00

4.850%

NetNewD/S

Fiscal Total

1,515,001.25
762,177.50
1,537,177.50
743,383.75
1,553,383.75
723,741.25
1,573,741.25
703,128.75
1,593, 128.75
681,546.25
1,616,546.25
658,872.50
1,638,872.50
635,107.50
1,660,107.50
610,251.25
1,685,251.25
584,·:82.50
1,714,11!2.50
556,780.00
1,741,780.00
528,043.75
1, 768,043.75
497,973.75
1, 797,973.75
466,448.75
1,831,448.75
433,347.50
1,863,347.50
398,670.00
1,898,670.00
362,295.00
1,932,295.00
324,222.50
1,974,222.50
284,210.00
2,014,210.00
242,2!"7.50
2,057,257.50

1,515,001.25
2,299,355.00
2,296,767.50
2,297,482.50
2,296,257.50
2,298,092.50
2,297,745.00
2,295,215.00
2,295,502.50
2,298,365.00
2,298,560.00
2,296,087.50
2,295,947.50
2,297,897.50
2,296,695.00
2,297,340.00
2,294,590.00
2,298,445.00
2,298,420.00
2,299,515.00

Norlh S~- G.O. Water I SINGLE PURPOSE I 1012012005 I 2:12PM

George K. Baum & Company
Public Finance
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Table 9 (continued)
Preliminary Numbers

AMERICAN FORK CITY, UTAH
$32,165,000 GENERAL OBLIGATION WATER BONDS, SERIES 2006
North System - G. 0. Water Bond- 25yrs

Net Debt Service Schedule
Part2 of2
Principal

Coupon

1,900,000.00

4.850%

1,995,000.00

4.850%

Date

Interest

Total P+l

198,243.75
2,098,243.75
152,168.75
2,147,168.75
103,790.00
2,193,790.00
53,107.50
2,243,1 07.50
$57,672,239.90

03101/2028
09/0112028
03/01/2029
09/0112029
03/01/2030
0910112030
03101/2031
09/0112031

2,090,000.00

4.850%

2,190,000.00

4.850%

198,243.75
198,243.75
152,168.75
152,168.75
103,790.00
103,790.00
53,107.50
53,107.50

Total

$32,165,000.00

-

$25,507,239.90

Norlh System- G.O. Water

CIF

Net New DIS

198,243.75
2,098,243.75
152,168.75
2,147,168.75
103,790.00
2,193,790.00
53,107.50
2,243,107.50
(3,319,338.65)

Fiscal Total

2,296,487.50
2,299,337.50
2,297,580.00
2,296,215.00

$54,352,901.25

I SINGLE PURPOSE I 1012012005 I 2:12PM

George K. Baum & Company
Public Finance
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Table 10: Debt Service Analysis and Coverage Calculations
Secondary Water (North System)- G.O. Bonds

~~

J

Fiscal
Year
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030
2031

Connection-Fees
0
511,920
1,353,080
1,244,640
198,700
202,300
206,800
213,500
218,000
222,500
226,100
234,600
239,100
259,600
268,100
273,500
277,100
282,500
160,100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Regular
User Fees
0
354,029
1,153,498
1,980,272
2,093,784
2,213,613
2,340,406
2,474,181
2,615,637
2,765,166
2,922,806
3,089,724
3,266,007
3,452,534
3,649,836
3,858,466
4,078,112
4,310,221
4,504,334
4,639,464
4,778,648
4,922,008
5,069,668
5,221,758
5,378,411
5,539,763

~
Shareholder
Total
User Fees Revenues
0
0
4,325
870,274
13,311
2,519,889
22,833
3,247,745
23,518
2,316,002
24,223
2,440,136
24,950
2,572,156
25,699
2,713,380
26,470
2,860,107
27,264
3,014,930
28,082
3,176,988
28,924
3,353,248
29,792
3,534,899
30,686
3,742,820
31,606
3,949,542
32,554
4,164,520
33,531
4,388,743
34,537
4,627,258
35,573
4,700,007
36,640
4,676,105
37,739
4,816,388
38,872
4,960,879
40,038
5,109,706
41,239
5,262,997
42,476
5,420,887
43,750
5,583,513

Less:
O&M
0
100,000
300,000
500,000
515,000
530,450
546,364
562,754
579,637
597,026
614,937
633,385
652,387
671,958
692,117
712,880
734,267
756,295
778,984
802,353
826,424
851,217
876,753
903,056
930,147
958,052

Net Revenues
For Debt Serv.
0
770,274
2,990,163
4,222,907
3,724,554
3,337,473
3,065,783
2,920,151
2,902,528
3,022,687
3,289,522
3,713,882
4,298,029
5,070,331
6,031,669
7,187,362
8,543,941
10,118,208
11,741,892
13,321,053
15,012,572
16,823,815
18,757,253
20,820,707
23,012,109
25,339,991

Series 2006 G.O. Bonds
Principal
Interest
0 4.850%
0
0 4.850%
0
735,000 4.850%
780,001
775,000 4.850% 1,524,355
810,000 4.850% 1,486,768
850,000 4.850% 1,447,483
890,000 4.850% 1,406,258
935,000 4.850% 1,363,093
980,000 4.850% 1,317,745
1,025,000 4.850% 1,270,215
1,075,000 4.850% 1,220,503
1,130,000 4.850% 1,168,365
1,185,000 4.850% 1,113,560
1,240,000 4.850% 1,056,088
1,300,000 4.850%
995,948
1,365,000 4.850%
932,898
1,430,000 4.850%
866,695
1,500,000 4.850%
797,340
1,570,000 4.850%
724,590
1,650,000 4.850%
648,445
1,730,000 4.850%
568,420
1,815,000 4.850%
484,515
1,900,000 4.850%
396,488
1,995,000 4.850%
304,338
2,090,000 4.850%
207,580
2,190,000 4.850%
106.~15

Surplus
Balance

~

Total P&l
Coverage~
0
0
n/a
0
770,274
n/a
;s:
1,515,001
1,475,162
1.97
2,299,355
1,923,552
1.84 ~
2,296,768
1,427,786
1.62 ~
2,297,483
1,039,990
1.45 0
2,296,258
769,525
1.34 ~
2,298,093
622,059
1.27 ~
2,297,745
604,783
1.26
2,295,215
727,472
1.32 ~
2,295,503
994,020
1.43 <;=
2,298,365
1,415,517
1.62 B:
2,298,560
1,999,469
1.87 (")
2,296,088
2,774,244
2.21 (")
2,295,948
3,735,722
2.63 ~
2,297,898
4,889,464
3.13 ==
2,296,695
6,247,246
3.72
2,297,340
7,820,868
4.40 d
2,294,590
9,447,302
5.12 ~
2,298,445 11,022,608
5.80 ~
2,298,420 12,714,152
6.53 1
2,299,515 14,524,300
7.32 "'=
2,296,488 16,460,765
8.17 >
2,299,338 18,521,369
9.06 ~
2,297,580 20,714,529
10.02 ~
2,296,215 23,043,776
11.04 0

=

!i

=

2

l'!!'j

~~

1. Revenues are based on anticipated connections and projected user fees.
2. O&M cost escalantion rate =
3%

~

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 10, 2005
NOTICE OF WORK SESSION & AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
November 10, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:00
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Franson Noble Engineering will report on revenue projections on a secondary
irrigation system.
Dustin Matsumori will discuss items with regard to bonding for a secondary irrigation
system.
Review of agenda items for the upcoming November 15, 2005, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated£·1 ~Lof~, 2005.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVEMBER 15, 2005
ATTACHMENTS (2)
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:15 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING SURPLUS OF A 2000 CHEVROLET PICKUP VIN# 1GCEK19T4YE194405

The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on November 15, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:15p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron,
and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn,
Howard Denney, Robert Chadwick, Lori England, Darren Falslev, Mayor-Elect Heber
Thompson, Councilman-Elect Heidi Rodeback, Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther, Reed
Thompson, Josh Christensen, Sam Liddiard, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain, Rick Bockman,
several additional police officers, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, Mary Kawakami, Mr. & Mrs. Bill
Jacob, Rulon Jensen, Barbara Christiansen, Dr. Roper, and eighteen citizens.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
declaring surplus of a 2000 Chevrolet Pickup. He asked for comments.
This vehicle had been used in the Police Department for investigations.
There being no additional comment, the hearing ended at 7:17p.m.
PUBLIC HEARING- 7:20P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
METCALF ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 16.52 ACRES AT 1025 NORTH 900 WEST
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on November 15, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:21p.m. Those present at the
previous hearing were present at this hearing.
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
Metcalf Annexation consisting of 16.52 acres at 1025 North 900 West. He asked for comments.
Glade Tucket of Lone Peak Development was present to answer questions.
Rod Despain explained that this property was just north of the Nebeker Annexation that had been
before the Council a few weeks ago.
Councilman Blake noted that the water connection was important.
There being no more comment the hearing concluded at 7:25p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on November 15, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron,
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and Ricky Storrs. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh, Richard Colborn,
Howard Denney, Robert Chadwick, Lori England, Darren Falslev, Mayor-Elect Heber
Thompson, Councilman-Elect Heidi Rodeback, Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther, Reed
Thompson, Josh Christensen, Sam Liddiard, Sheena Parker, Rod Despain, Rick Bockman, Kevin
Bennett, several additional police officers, Mr. & Mrs. Jim Phelps, Mary Kawakami, Mr. & Mrs.
Bill Jacob, Rulon Jensen, Barbara Christiansen, Dr. Roper, Judy Price, George E. Brown Jr.,
Paul Washburn, Robert Chadwick, Stan Street, Jay Christensen, Derric Rykert, Scouts from
Troops 859 & 814, and twenty citizens.
Mayor Barratt welcomed those in attendance.
The Scouts in attendance led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman LeBaron
offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Annette Anderson stated that everyone thought that she was the wife of somebody else but she
was an individual. She had taught in American Fork for 17lh years and she was listed in Who's
Who In America. She was in attendance because she cared about American Fork. She had been
the Director of the American Fork Civic Chorus. She was very concerned that American Fork
was not offering people cemetery lots and that citizens and non-residents were paying the same
price. She stated that there was a piece of property south of the cemetery that was in grass and
had water. It currently was a field but there were others in the community. It was not exactly a
ballpark. If they used it for cemetery lots, it would earn over $2 million at $800 per lot. She
petitioned the Council to do this. She asked the citizens of American Fork to stand up. Other
places were less than $800. No other place had residents and non-residents pay the same rate.
Mayor Barratt stated that they were discussing this issue tonight under the last agenda item. He
read the proposal. It is included in these minutes as ATTACHMENT 1.
Mark Strickland stated that he needed to approval for the amount for the 2006 Steel Days Big
Show. Agents wouldn't negotiate with the band until there was ratification from the City
Council on a dollar amount. He would like approval ofthe amount of$50,000.
Mayor Barratt stated that it was not an item on the agenda for action. The Council would be
entering into a special session on Monday and it could be placed on that agenda. He asked that
they bring everything to Melanie Marsh.
Councilman Blake asked Mr. Strickland what was in the budget.
Mr. Strickland responded that there was $50,000 in there.
Councilman LeBaron explained that as he understood it, the agent needed some sort of
ratification or guarantee before he could secure the contract.
Councilman Blake noted that the Council approved the budget and that was the amount.
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Mr. Strickland continued that they needed something else because of past actions by some cities.

Mayor Barratt asked that he bring the things to Melanie Marsh and they would take a look at it.
PRESENTATION OF ARTS COUNCIL AWARDS
Mayor Barratt read an award to Mary Kawakami, "in recognition of immeasurable dedication
and selflessness and volunteerism in the area of Literature for the American Fork City Arts
Council for the valuable enrichment and improvement of the lives of countless individuals from
the entire community, this November 15, 2005."
Mary Kawakami came forward and accepted the award. There was general applause.
Ann Searle came forward and made a special announcement that the Literary Board made a
recommendation to the Arts Council Governing Board and they agreed that from now on that
speech contest that Mary Kawakami had so tirelessly worked on for the past many years, would
hereafter be called the 'Mary Kawakami Speech Contest.' There was general applause.
Mary Kawakami stated that she had lived here for 65 years and it was the best time of her life.
Mayor Barratt read an award to Robert 'Beau' Chadwick "in appreciation for your dedicated
service as the Fire Chief and leadership in the Fire Department and community."
Beau Chadwick came forward and accepted the award. There was general applause.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt announced that Keith Southard had been selected as the Employee of the Month
for November 2005. He read the nomination letter. Mayor Barratt read the award to Keith
Southard "for his election as the Employee of the Month for November 2005. American Fork
City sincerely appreciates and acknowledges the efforts ofKeith Southard above and beyond the
call of duty." Keith Southard came forward and accepted the award. There was general
applause.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Storrs reported that Utah County was fixing one of the bridges on the lake road.
Councilman LeBaron reported that the Steel Days Committee had met four times already and
were working hard. The Veterans Day Program was inspiring. He felt it needed to be promoted
more. The Tri-City Golf Course would be meeting tomorrow.
Councilman Cates mentioned that young people should be encouraged to attend the Veterans
Day Program that was always outstanding. He met with a young man that had returned from
Iraq who reported that the people were appreciative of what they were doing. They had rebuilt
two schools and put together desks. People needed to extend their thanks. There was applause.
Councilman Blake had nothing to report at this time.
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Councilman Belmont asked that the drilling of a new well be placed on the next agenda.
Mayor Barratt responded that drilling the well was not currently in the budget but it was going to
be opened before the end of the year for adjustments.
Councilman Belmont reported that ground breaking ceremony on the Fitness Center/Arts
Council project was very nice. She thanked Derric Rykert for the good job he was doing. The
Nuisance Abatement Committee was making great strides. The list was going down everyday.
She thanked Officer Falslev for his efforts. The Veterans Day Program was wonderful. The
cabin move was progressing. They needed another $5,000. She thanked Robert Hall and Tom
Loader for their work. She noted that the American Fork Historical Preservation Commission
was selling a pictorial review of American Fork that was originally published in 1907. This was
allowed for them to sell through the State of Utah and Betty Spencer. The cost was $13.00 and
was available at the Belmont home. She could be contacted at 756-4616. There was applause.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt announced that Betty Spencer was concluding her book on the History of
American Fork from where George Shelley left off to current. They were hoping it would have
been done for Christmas, but that was not going to happen. He acknowledged her work in the
process.
Mayor Barratt read a letter from Glenn B. Roundy retiring as Chairman from the American Fork
Metropolitan Water District. In the course of a secondary water system, the Metropolitan Water
District was vital. Mr Roundy was present. There was applause for his service.
Mayor Barratt read a letter of retirement from Captain Steven B. Cornia who would be retiring
from the Police Department effective November 16, 2005. There was applause for his service in
his absence.
Item 11, the bid for City Hall would be awarded later in the meeting, but the contract would be
approved at a special session on Monday.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPOINTMENT OF A POLICE CHIEF
Mayor Barratt introduced Lt. Lance Call from West Valley City. The applicants were
interviewed by a committee that included Mayor Barratt, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Captain
Carl Hurst from Orem, ChiefLloyd Evans from Park City, ChiefKen McGuire of West Jordan,
Cedar Hills City Administrator Conrad Hildebrant, and Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson. Lance
Call was a unanimous choice of the committee.
Mayor Barratt called for the appointment of Lance Call as the new American Fork Chief of
Police.
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Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the appointment of Lance Call as the new
American Fork Chief of Police. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn administered the Oath of Office to Lance Call and had Chief Call
sign the oath. There was general applause.
Chief Call introduced some of his colleagues from West Valley City. He expressed appreciation
for their support. He had served there for 17 years. He currently lived in North Ogden.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE APPOINTMENT OF A FIRE CHIEF
Mayor Barratt called for the appointment of Jay Christensen to be the new Fire Chief.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the appointment of Jay Christensen as the new Fire
Chief. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt appreciated Jay Christensen's willingness to do this. He had prepared himself for
this opportunity. There would be a chain of command in the both the ambulance and the fire
departments.
City Recorder Richard Colborn administered the Oath of Office to Jay Christensen and had Chief
Christensen sign the oath. There was general applause.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A WATER EXCHANGE AGREEMENT WITH DIXIE FENN
AND CHAD FENN
Rod Despain explained that this was an agreement for an exchange of 6 acre-feet of water right
that had been previously provided for a development With a subsequent development they
would now prefer that the City take a different water right The City was not allowed to divest
itself of water right but they were allowed to exchange water of equal value.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the water exchange agreement with Dixie Fenn and
Chad Fenn subject to execution of the required deeds and agreement document.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake added to his motion to include all grammatical corrections and subject
to the review of the City Attorney. Councilman Belmont agreed with her second.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING A 2000 CHEVROLET
PICKUP. VIN # 1GCEK19T4YE194405 TO BE SURPLUS

Councilman Storrs moved approval ofResolution No. 05-11-47Rdeclaring a 2000
Chevrolet pickup to be surplus. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DRAFT ANNEXATION AGREEMENT FOR THE
PROVIDENCE HEIGHTS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 10.43 ACRES AT 1050 SOUTH
860EAST
Mayor Barratt explained that this was property owned by Don Roper. He explained that from
the Planning Commission memo they had made their recommendation according to the general
plan that showed the property in the design commercial zone. The developer wanted it
developed into residential units under the R-4 zone at 12 to the acre. Haymaker, at 50 South 900
East, was similar to what the developer was proposing here.
Councilman Blake noted that the Planning Commission also recommended that the Council
receive a concept plan that was consistent with residential and business.
Developer Steve Maddox explained that originally they were looking at a density of 18 units per
acre. The dynamics had changed. They had a waiting list of about 85 people for the Haymaker
Project and could only accommodate about half of those. He would like to continue the
Haymaker concept on Dr. Roper's property. He provided information regarding the vacancies in
the commercial area off of 500 East noting that commercial would not work for Dr. Roper's
property. There was a school in that commercial area now.
Mr. Maddox continued that he had provided a concept plan for density at 12 units per acre. It
would be on a mansion house concept with the garages not visible from the street. Each one of
the homes would have a different angle. There would be a sound wall on the freeway side. On
the east side, that property was in the works ofbeing annexed to Pleasant Grove City as multifamily. Dr. Roper's property was a unique island type piece of property.

Councilman LeBaron asked if there would be a transition area.
Steve Maddox responded that there would be 115 feet from the property line to the first building.
There would be some separation.
Councilman Blake asked the staff about the school that was mentioned that was in the business
park and if they needed a business permit and if it was a permitted use.
Rod Despain reported that there were actually two schools in that area. One went through the
City's system and one showed up because it was the temporary location of a school that was
under construction in Pleasant Grove. It was not permitted to have school children playing in the
parking lot. Buildings had been vacant.
Councilman Blake felt that the City should be enforcing things if there was an unsafe condition.
Rod Despain explained that one of the difficulties that the City had was that Charter Schools
have through the legislature received the same protection that the public school systems had.
Typically, the City had some limitations about what they could do and what they couldn't do.
Councilman Blake expressed that with health and safety issues the City ought to be able to step
in and regulate it.
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Howard Denney added that they were exempt, by state law, from building codes.
Rod Despain answered that if the one was not a temporary use, it would have gone to the
Planning Commission as well.
Councilman Blake felt that staff ought to take a look at that.
Councilman Belmont noted that Mr. Maddox's request was not something that fit under the
current Master Plan. This did not show any open space to speak of.
Mr. Maddox responded that the open space was comparable to Haymaker. There was at least an
acre and a half.
Councilman Belmont noted that she had probably only voted against the Planning Commission
twice in eight years. The Planning Commission did not agree with this and she would not vote
against them.
Steve Maddox believed that the Planning Commission had to uphold the Master Plan. He
wanted to help Dr. Roper change the Master Plan. Mr. Robinson was planning for residential
development less than a half a block a way. This project was a better plan than that going to the
north.
Councilman LeBaron noted the Planning Commission also recommended that they receive a
concept plan for residential consistent with R4-7500. The Commission thought the location
could be considered a spot zone. A change to the General Plan was a decision of the Council.
The Council and Planning Commission needed to be on the same page.
Steve Maddox explained that the Robinson Development was in the same Master Plan area as
Dr. Roper's property. Part of it, 34 acres at 18 units per acre were in process to be annexed to
Pleasant Grove.
Councilman Storrs commented that Haymaker was a nice development.
Mayor Barratt stated that the Planning Commission had to enforce what was in place. If there
was to be a change in the General Plan, they needed to hear that from the Council. The General
Plan was not a rock solid thing that could not be massaged. If the community had a need and a
desire that was something that the Council needed to decide.
Councilman LeBaron added that they needed to look at development in a cohesive manner and
cooperate with adjacent development. The minutes of the Planning Commission expressed a
concern that Mr. Maddox attended a work session of the City Council to determine the opinion
of the City Council concerning the Roper property. There were rumors indicating that the City
Council would do whatever they wanted without regard to the Commission's recommendation.
There was also an indication that Mr. Maddox had indicated before that he had talked to
members of the City Council.
Councilman LeBaron stated that he had never indicated to Mr. Maddox that he intended to
override the Planning Commission. It was somewhat disconcerting, and they had this issue
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before, that that was the Council's policy and procedure. They always had development start
with the Planning Commission. He disputed that and wanted the record clear in that regard. It
was troubling to him.
Steve Maddox added that it was a hot button. He called Mr. Despain the next morning after that
meeting as he felt it was a personal attack. He felt he was led to that meeting through staff and it
was an open meeting.
Councilman Blake did not recall that work session.
Councilman Belmont stated that she was there and she indicated the same concern that she had
tonight. She was worried about density and the Master Plan. Sometimes one can work with the
Master Plan but she would not vote to overturn the Planning Commission on this item.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that they needed to be firm and clear that the work session was
not a pulse finding body. Councilmembers Cates and Storrs agreed.
Councilman Cates asked Planning Commission member Kevin Tea about the meeting.
Kevin Tea was not at that meeting and neither was Commission member Heber Thompson.
Steve Maddox added that there were only four Commission members there for that meeting.
Councilman Blake noted that the Roper property was right on the freeway and was currently
planned for a business park. It was noted earlier that it could not be used with the current
business climate in that area. It had good access and in some ways it was a prime location.
Steve Maddox responded that he was currently building 150,000 square feet of professional
office space. In a park like what was there where he had a competitor that was offering one to
two years free on a five-year lease he was handcuffed at best. The accessibility was more of a
maze. They were competing with folks that had years of inventory. There was 110,000 square
feet of standing inventory in Pleasant Grove that was just built at the crossroads that was vacant.
Councilman Blake expressed that was the reality of market conditions.
Mr. Maddox agreed.
Councilman LeBaron felt that the General Plan was a living document. Dr. Roper wanted to do
with his property what he could with his property rights. As he read the Planning Commission
minutes, the Planning Commission, which was a recommending body that the City Council had
respect for their great work, recommended flexibility. He did not think they had to override the
Planning Commission's recommendation but give some guidance.
Mayor Barratt commented that the motion from the Planning Commission also recommended
that they receive a concept plan for residential consistent with the R4-7 500 zone. He felt that the
Commission was looking for direction from the City Council.
Councilman Blake noted that what was proposed was better than that to the east.
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Mayor Barratt added that they did not need more vacant buildings. If Council were going to
approach the General Plan as if it was rigid, development would be hampered. The City needed
to render a level of service to the community. He commented that he liked the plan and that it fit
good.
Councilman LeBaron asked if there was the possibility for residential.
Rod Despain reported that the draft annexation agreement reflected the current General Plan.
There were two possible courses of action. Hold to the current or change the General Plan to
allow this type of housing.
Mayor Barratt proposed that they open up the General Plan to make accommodation for this type
of development in that area. He felt the Planning Commission wanted some direction.
Steve Maddox explained that the median price ofthe units would be $179,000. He hoped that
the product he brought in would show that he believed in the City and the area.
Councilman LeBaron moved that this matter be referred back to the Planning Commission
and take Commissioner Gordon's recommendation that they receive a concept plan for
residential which was consistent with an R4-7500 zone and consideration that it be
considered a spot zone at this point in time. He further added that there be consideration
for a cohesive development with Naterra.
Mayor Barratt asked why the inclusion ofNaterra.
Councilman LeBaron responded that he wanted to see some cohesive planning and not have
'brown shoes with a black tuxedo.'
Mayor Barratt noted that Naterra was mostly in Pleasant Grove.
Councilman LeBaron amended his motion to exclude the reference to Naterra.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs asked City Attorney Kevin Bennett for his thoughts.
Kevin Bennett responded that he thought the Planning Commission wanted direction from the
City Council. He had never felt any of the feelings previously brought out.
Mayor Barratt felt it was wise to send it back to the Planning Commission to see what could be
done.
All were in favor.
Kevin Bennett expressed concern with spot zone comment. A spot zone really didn't exist in
Utah at this time. Mr. Gordon did not want to have a situation where they had a spot zone. If
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Naterra was all in the same area, the Planning Commission ought to be given instruction to look
at the whole area. Calling it a spot zone was a bad thing.

Councilman LeBaron moved to amend the motion to take the reference to the spot zone out
to clean it up. Councilman Blake agreed to the amendment with his second. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ORDINANCE APPROVING THE HATCH
ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 5.27 ACRES AT 625 SOUTH 100 WEST, INCLUDING
PLACEMENT IN THE RA-1 ZONE, AND ALSO THE ANNEXATION AGREEMENT

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-11-56 approving the Helen Hatch
Annexation with instruction to the Recorder to withhold recording pending receipt of a
signed agreement and verification of receipt of all required materials; approval of the
annexation agreement relating thereto; and approval of the placement of the annexation
area into the RA-1, Residential Agricultural zone. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
COOPERATION AGREEMENT WITH UTAH COUNTY TO PROVIDE FIRE
SUPPRESSION SERVICES IN THE UNINCORPORATED AREA OF UTAH COUNTY
Councilman Blake asked if this agreement was consistent with prior ones.
Mayor Barratt answered that it was. The amount of money received was reduced as the county
area was diminishing due to annexations.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-11-48R approving an interlocal
cooperation agreement with Utah County to provide fire suppression services in the
unincorporated area of Utah County. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE PARLEY BELNAP ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 2.50 ACRES AT 1290
EAST 300 NORTH
Rod Despain noted that this would start the annexation process.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-11-49R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Parley Belnap Annexation. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL: 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS: 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION: AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
10

ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a.

Review and action on the final plat for the Temple View Circle Subdivision consisting of
three lots at 683 North 1170 East Circle
Councilman Belmont asked about the steep grade.
Rod Despain noted that the developer had previously made a zone change request in
order get four lots. That had been dropped and it was now three lots and was consistent
with the Ordinance.
Councilman Blake asked if there was something being done to protect the lots, down
slope to the south.
Rod Despain explained that there was not. It would not be touched. The road going in
was at a ten percent grade at its steepest point.
The developer noted that EarthTec came and did a study. They were not intending any
disturbing of the ground. There would be a full bulb turnaround. The bulb area was a
flatter area.
Howard Denney explained that sewer service would be through an easement through
Temple Meadows. The ten percent was a steep slope in bad weather.

Councilman LeBaron moved approval of the final plat for the Temple View Circle
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to verification of the conditions of
approval by the Planning Commission, and the posting of a bond to secure
completion of constructon of required improvements. Councilman Blake seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
b.

Review and action on the final plat for the Mulberry Lane Subdivision consisting of 15
lots at 360 North 150 West
Mayor Barratt noted that this was the property were the cabins were located that were
going to be moved to Robinson Park. Gary Devincent was the developer.

Councilman Storrs moved to approve the final plat for the Mulberry Lane
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications and have the plat recorded, subject to verification of the conditions of
approval by the Planning Commission; Posting of a bond to secure completion of
construction of required improvements; and with a finding that the reduction ofthe
road cross-section to 50 feet, of 150 West Street, as recommended by the Planning
Commission, is appropriate for the efficient development of the area. Councilman
Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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Mark Ryan complimented Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Wendelin Knoblock, and the
whole staff and thanked them for their assistance. He announced that he and Mr.
Devincent together were going to donate $500 toward the moving of the cabins.
Councilman Belmont thanked them.
c.

Review and action on the amended final plat for the Ellen Subdivision Plat A consisting
of 1 lot at 498 North 900 East
Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat for the Ellen Subdivision, subject
to the same terms and conditions as the original approval Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.

d.

Review and action on the final plat of Quail Run Estates Subdivision consisting of 3 lots
at 336 North 1160 East
Rod Despain explained that this was the initial development. The property to the west
was not in the City at the present time. This was the Mark Bartholomew Property.
Currently the turn around was through the use of a driveway. A longer roadway would
have necessitated a temporary turn around. Garbage cans would need to be toted out to
300 North.
Howard Denney noted that the plow would plow in and then have to back out.
Councilman Cates noted that those problems would eventually be eliminated.
Councilman LeBaron moved approval for the Quail Run Estates Subdivision, to
authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and have
the plat recorded, subject to verification of the conditions of approval by the
Planning Commission and approval of the proposal by the applicant to construct
improvements in-lieu of bonding. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were
in favor.

e.

Review and action on the final plat of Andersen PUD Plat A consisting of 21 lots at 860
East 200 North
Councilman Blake asked if this connected in to the west.
Mayor Barratt noted that to the west there were the backs of homes.
Councilman Blake noted weeds and growth there. There was a space for a trail to
connect.
Councilman Belmont stated that the trail would not connect to the west. It was inside the
development.
Councilman Blake asked who was responsible for property on Fleming Drive where the
trial did continue further west. It seemed that the trail was not being maintained there.
12

Councilman Belmont stated that the property had been under contract for eighteen
months and it had finally closed and does not belong to Mrs. Andersen any more. She
read,
"1, Juel Belmont, a member of the American Fork City Council, hereby publicly
disclose a conflict of interest regarding real property owned by the Culver
Andersen Family Trust. I, and my family members are beneficiaries of the Trust
and my mother Lois P. Andersen is the Trustee of the Trust. The Trust has sold
real property to a land developer who intends to develop Andersen Planned Unit
Development, subject to American Fork City vacating a portion ofEvergreen
Drive. Since the City has recently vacated several roads under similar
circumstances, I anticipate the matter will come before the City Council for a final
decision."
She explained they had been going through this for eighteen months. It was done and
had finally closed. It belonged to Jared Bishop and had nothing to do with her family any
longer.
Mayor Barratt noted there was a pathway with weeds and asked if it was going to be
improved.
Project Engineer Fred Clarke stated that they would be installing a new sidewalk on the
north side ofFleming Drive.
Mayor Barratt noted that the sidewalk would end at the end of their development. The
sidewalk coming in from the west would end where it ended now, by the head gate.
Councilman Blake asked who maintained the path now. Some of the places were
overgrown.
Councilman Belmont explained that south ofthe fence belonged to American Fork City.
Fred Clarke commented that there could be something that could connect but it was
outside the project.
Councilman Cates asked how much area would be needed to make a connection.
Mr. Clarke answered about ten to eleven feet.
Councilman Blake thought it would be better if it could be connected.
Councilman Belmont stated that it was a protection strip and had been there for 50 years.
Councilman Blake asked what it was there to protect.
Councilman Belmont explained that 50 years ago there was only pasture there. She felt it
was good to keep it as a protection strip.
13

Rod Despain reported that there had been a lot of debate on this issue and it was
concluded that there was no way to legally require the developers of the Andersen PUD
to improve that segment that was off site of their property and below the Culver Acres
Subdivision. He pointed out that there were similar problems on the south end of the
Andersen Property and that was being resolved as part of the development.
Councilman Blake expressed that the protection strip protected the road, 825 East, from
going through.
Councilman Belmont added that the people that lived there preferred that.
Councilman Blake commented that if that was the intent of the area, the fence was old
and wore down and he asked who was to maintain it.
Councilman Belmont answered that the fence was put in there by the Alpine School
District. They wanted a place where the children could walk safely.
Councilman Blake asked when the fence collapsed, who was responsible.
Mayor Barratt explained that there would be a sidewalk installed on the south side of this
development that would go nowhere to the west.
Councilman Blake asked if there were going to be any children walking to school along
this.
George E. Brown Jr. noted that kids would walk on the south side ofFleming Drive.
Councilman Blake stated that normally when a subdivision went in there was a sidewalk
that people could use. He asked if there was going to be an unsafe condition for children.
Councilman Belmont responded that if it was, it was probably the only unsafe place in
the entire town.
Councilman LeBaron noted that across the street there was a sidewalk.
Councilman Blake felt that the sidewalk should connect.
Mayor Barratt explained that it could not connect because that property was owned by
someone else.
George E. Brown Jr. noted that on 100 West by Shelley School there were no sidewalks
at all.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-11-56 approving the final plat
and appurtenant plans and documents for the Andersen PUD Plat A consisting of21
lots, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications and
have the plat recorded subject to the receipt of a deed conveying title to the off-site
14

area adjacent to Fleming Drive and the posting of a bond to secure completion and
construction of required public improvements and essential common improvements.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake asked what the deed was for.
Rod Despain noted that there was a parcel of land south of the subdivision boundary but
north of the street that was not in the boundary of the subdivision. It was an off-site
dedication of any interest that the property owner to the north had.
George E. Brown Jr. commented that Fleming Drive had been built on someone else's
property and this would help to solve that.
Councilman Belmont stated that she had recused herself but would be voting.

All were in favor.
f

Review and action on an amended final plat for Haymaker Retreat Phase I PUD
consisting of 3 7 dwelling units at 80 South 900 East

Councilman Cates moved to approve the amended final plat for the Haymaker
Retreat Condominiums Phase I subject to verification of completion changes to the
plat, as determined by the City Engineer and continuation of the terms and
conditions set forth in the original approval. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH MW BROWN ENGINEERING, INC.
FOR DESIGN OF THE CENTER STREET TRAIL
Councilman Blake noted that this was similar to the ones they had done previously.
Howard Denney explained that this was the selecting of the consultant.

Councilman Storrs moved approval of a contract with MW Brown Engineering, Inc., for
design of the Center Street Trail. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF THE BID AND APPROVAL OF THE
CONTRACT FOR THE RENOVATION OF CITY HALL
Mayor Barratt noted that this going to be the awarding of the bid only. The contract portion
would be on Monday, November 21, 2005 at 5:00p.m. at the administration building. There
were three bids. The recommendation was the low bid of$1,068,700 from Broderick &
Henderson and included the base bid and alternates C, D, & E. The start date was immediately.

Councilman LeBaron moved to award the bid to Broderick and Henderson. Councilman
Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
15

REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CANVASS BY THE CITY COUNCIL SITTING AS A
BOARD OF CANVASSERS FOR THE NOVEMBER 8, 2005. GENERAL MUNICIPAL
ELECTION

Councilman LeBaron moved to sit as a Board of Canvassers for the November 8, 2005,
General Municipal Election. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Registration books, posting books, IJOil books, envelope no. 1, and the print out from election
night for each precinct were provided to the Councilmember's for review. City Recorder
Richard Colborn recommended that the Canvass be approved.
Mayor Barratt asked about write-in votes.
Richard Colborn explained that to qualify as a write-in candidate, they still must apply and there
were none.
Richard Colborn read the results of the provisional and absentee ballots that were counted earlier
in the day. They are included in the Official Results.

Councilman Storrs moved to accept the canvass. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The Official Results are included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT 2.
Mayor Barratt distributed the Certificates of Election to the winners. He would deliver the
Certificates to those not still in attendance.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt noted that there was one change order on the sewer project. It was a savings of
$15,460.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the change order. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There were no other Planning Commission items.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE OCTOBER 25. 2005, MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the October 25, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Richard Colborn stated that Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker took those minutes and she did a
good job.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 9, 2005, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Blake moved approval ofthe November 9, 2005, special session minutes as
presented. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, noting that they reviewed
the lease on a fire truck that was a very favorable 3.825 percent, and also approval of the
manual cash checks and requests over $1,000. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION TO ENTER INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE ACQUISITION OF REAL PROPERTY

Councilman LeBaron moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the acquisition of
real property. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council met in an executive session at 10:02 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl
LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs. Also present were City Attorney Kevin Bennett, Chief Finance
Officer Cathy Jensen, Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, City Engineer Howard Denney, City Sexton
Ray Garrett, Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson, and City Recorder Richard Colborn. The
acquisition of real property was discussed. The meeting was audio-tape recorded as required by
State Statute. The Executive Session ended at 10:45 p.m.

Councilman Storrs moved to return to regular session at 10:45 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Storrs moved adjournment at 10:45 p.m. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

JL lh.

CL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATIACHMENT 1 TO THE 11-15-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 3

American Fork City Council Meeting
November 15,2005
PROPOSAL: American Fork City open the 320 square foot property owned by the city situated
south of the present cemetery for the sale of grave plots. The money profited by this be used to
purchase other property adjacent to the American Fork City Cemetery so that adequate cemetery
plots will be available to accommodate the growth of American Fork City.. TillS CITY SHOULD
FOLLOW THE PATTERN OF ALL OTHER NEIGHBORING CITIES AND CHARGE A
RESIDENT AND NON-RESIDENT FEE, AND THE FEE SHOULD BE REASONABLE.
Proposal presented by Annette Anderson
Resident and property owner of American Fork City

ATTACHMENT 1 TO THE 11-15-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 2 OF 3

A'ITACBMENT 1 TO THE 11-15-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 3 OF 3
COSTS FOR BURIAL LOTS
Alpine City Cemetery
Moratorium--only one or two lots can be purchased.
$300.00
Resident
Non-resident
$800.00
American Fork City Cemetery
Moratorium--only one or two lots can be purchased
All
$800.00
Highland City Cemetery
Unlimited lots available
Resident
Non-resident

$500.00
$800.00

Lebi City Cemetery

Unlimited lots available
Resident
Non-resident

$350.00
$650.00

Orem City Cemetery
Infonnation taken off web page
Burial Lot
$600.00
Y2 space on Edge of Road $400.00
Pleasant Grove City Cemetery
Unlimited lots available
Resident
Non-resident

$400.00
$500.00

Provo City Cemetery
Unlimited lots available
Resident
Non-resident

$500.00 flush and $600.00 upright
$600.00 flush and $700.00 upright

')

)

OFFICIAL RESULTS
November 8, 2005 Primary Election
Canvass Report November 15, 2005

American Fork City
Precincts Counted
Registered Voters
Ballots Cast

CPl

CPl

CP3

CP4

CPS

CP6

CP7

CP8

CP9

CPU

CP13

CP14

CP15

PROV TOT

100.000/o
100.000/o
30.17%

1235
281

984
209

1007
336

1345
299

887
251

1000
290

971
422

771
220

872
226

945
267

1067
397

976
345

874
328

31

-

12934
3902

31.61%
68.3911/o

58
221

51
157

161
174

79
218

77
173

110
179

107
30fi

46
172

57
167

69
198

124
269

152
187

122
201.

9
22

1222
2644

21.34%
26.600/o
23.82%
28.25%

103
162
120
139

82
136
75
95

162
102
139
230

136
106
112
206

83
99
162
115

162
86
98
201

120
300
171
191

94
104
109
94

82
137
97
109

111
178
75
117

129
225
162
216

103
122
235
174

159
152
154
134

15
12
19

1541
1921
1720
2040

32.40%
67.60%

102
173

88
116

164
164

109
180

99
142

116
155

79
339

64
151

58
162

58
190

75
309

126
200

69
252

14
15

1221
2548

1

4

2

5

3

1

1

2

1

1

0

0

2

Candidates - Mayor
Shirl Don LeBaron
Heber Thompson
Candidates - City Council 4 years

Jue1 Andersen Belmont
Jimmie Cates
Terry V. Fox
Heidi Rodeback
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Candidates - City Council 2 years
Marc J. Ellison

Dale 0. Gunther

Number of Spoiled Ballots

J: ~c @J_
Richard M. Colborn, City Recorder

ATTACHMENT 2 TO THE 11-15-05 CC MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 15, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 15, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the declaring surplus of a 2000 Chevrolet
pickup VIN# 1GCEK19T4YE194405.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Metcalf Annexation consisting of
16.52 acres at 1025 North 900 West.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period - limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Arts Council Awards.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

* 1.
*2.
*3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.

Review and action on the appointment of a Police Chief.
Review and action on the appointment of a Fire Chief
Review and action on a water exchange agreement with Dixie Fenn and Chad Fenn.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring a 2000 Chevrolet pickup, VIN #
1GCEK19T4YE194405 to be surplus.
Review and action on a draft annexation agreement for the Providence Heights
Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East.
Review and action on the Ordinance approving the Hatch Annexation consisting of 5.27
acres at 625 South 100 West, including placement in the RA-1 zone, and also the
annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Utah County to provide Fire Suppression Services in the unincorporated area of Utah
County.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Parley Belnap
Annexation consisting of2.50 acres at 1290 East 300 North.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat for the Temple View Circle Subdivision
consisting of three lots at 683 North 1170 East Circle.

b.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Review and action on the final plat for the Mulberry Lane Subdivision consisting
of 15 lots at 360 North 150 West.
c.
Review and action on the amended final plat for the Ellen Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 1 lot at 498 North 900 East.
d.
Review and action on the final plat of Quail Run Estates Subdivision consisting of
3 lots at 336 North 1160 East.
e.
Review and action on the final plat of Andersen PUD Plat A consisting of21lots
at 860 East 200 North.
£
Review and action on an amended final plat for Haymaker Retreat Phase I PUD
consisting of37 dwelling units at 80 South 900 East.
Review and action on a contract with MW Brown Engineering, Inc. for design of the
Center Street Trail.
Review and action on awarding of the bid and approval of the contract for the renovation
of City Hall.
Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for
the November 8, 2005, General Municipal Election.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the October 25, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the November 9, 2005, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action to enter into an executive session to discuss the acquisition of
real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 14 day ofNovember, 2005

t k, Q1_
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 15,2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 15, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:15p.m.
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring surplus of a 2000 Chevrolet
pickup VIN# 1GCEK19T4YE194405.
Receiving of public comment regarding the Metcalf Annexation consisting of
16.52 acres at 1025 North 900 West.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of Arts Council Awards.
Presentation of the Employee ofthe Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring a 2000 Chevrolet pickup, VIN #
1GCEK19T4YE194405 to be surplus.
Review and action on a draft annexation agreement for the Providence Heights
Annexation consisting of 10.43 acres at 1050 South 860 East.
Review and action on the Ordinance approving the Hatch Annexation consisting of5.27
acres at 625 South 100 West, including placement in the RA-1 zone, and also the
annexation agreement.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Cooperation Agreement with
Utah County to provide Fire Suppression Services in the unincorporated area ofUtah
County.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Parley Belnap
Annexation consisting of2.50 acres at 1290 East 300 North.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction ofwater rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on the final plat for the Temple View Circle Subdivision
consisting of three lots at 683 North 1170 East Circle.
b.
Review and action on the final plat for the Mulberry Lane Subdivision consisting
of 15 lots at 360 North 150 West.
c.
Review and action on the amended final plat for the Ellen Subdivision Plat A
consisting of 1 lot at 498 North 900 East.

d.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Review and action on the final plat of Quail Run Estates Subdivision consisting of
3 lots at 336 North 1160 East.
e.
Review and action on the final plat of Andersen PUD Plat A consisting of21 lots
at 860 East 200 North.
f
Review and action on an amended final plat for Haymaker Retreat Phase I PUD
consisting of37 dwelling units at 80 South 900 East.
Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
a.
UTOPIA
b.
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
C.
UDOT
d.
Union Pacific Railroad
Review and action on the awarding of the bids for supplies for the fiber route to Salt
Lake.
Review and action on awarding of the bids for the construction of the fiber route to Salt
Lake.
Review and action on the approval ofthe fiber construction contract.
Review and action on a contract with MW Brown Engineering, Inc. for design of the
Center Street Trail.
Review and action Review and action on awarding of the bid and approval ofthe contract
for the renovation of City Hall.
Review and action on a canvass by the City Council sitting as a Board of Canvassers for
the November 8, 2005, General Municipal Election.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the October 25, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the November 9, 2005, special session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action to enter into an executive session to discuss the acquisition of
real property.
Adjournment.

Dated this 8 day ofNovember, 2005

ll' th. ~
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COVNCIL MEETING MINUTES
NOVE:MBER 21,2005
SPECIAL SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on Monday, November 21, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 5:12p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Lori England, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Wendelin Knoblock,
Rod Lewis, Mike Leishman, Mayor-elect Heber Thompson, Barbara Christiansen, Nan Kuhn,
Mark Strickland, and one more.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON APPROVAL OF THE CONTRACT FOR THE RENOVATION
OF CITY HALL
Mayor Barratt reported that City Attorney Kevin Bennett and Howard Denney had completed
their review and this was the corrected copy. Rod Lewis with Broderick and Henderson noted
they would begin on Wednesday.

Councilman Cates moved to approve the contract with Broderick and Henderson for the
renovation of City Hall. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE BUDGET OF NOT TO EXCEED $50,000 FOR THE MAIN
PERFORMER'S FEE FOR THE 2006 BIG SHOW
Councilman Blake asked what it was last year.
Cathy Jensen reported that the total for the 2005 Big Show was about $118,000. The performer
was $50,000.
Mayor Barratt read the memo from the Steel Days Committee. It is included in these minutes as
an ATTACHMENT. He reported that he had heard that Chicago was a bust when they
appeared at USANA. He asked if they were not using the same booking company as they had in
the past.
Nan Kuhn responded that they were not.
Mayor Barratt continued that the booking company wanted to know that they had $50,000
committed to work with up front.
Councilman Blake believed that Cathy Jensen had confirmed that they had the same amount as
they had last year.
Cathy Jensen reported that there was no money right now. It would have to be moved in. They
were still getting requisitions in from last year's celebration.
1

Nan Kuhn explained that when a contract was signed with a performer, fifty percent was due up
front.
Mayor Barratt noted that American Fork for past few years has had a big act. Last year Steel
Days was negatively impacted because it fell on the heels ofthe Stadium ofFire.
Nan Kuhn explained that the 2006 Big Show would be Saturday, July 15th.
Mayor Barratt noted that it also impacted the Car Show.
Councilman Belmont felt the Car Show was a huge draw.
Mayor Barratt reported that Friday did not work for the Car Show. They preferred a Saturday
like Logan, Coalville, and Lehi.
Councilman Belmont asked how the stretching out of the celebration worked out.
Mayor Barratt commented that it had been discussed and it was decided that it was too long.
Mark Strickland expressed that he felt there was a lack of leadership in the Car Show.
Councilman Belmont thought that maybe Roger Taylor would come back.
Nan Kuhn explained that they had discussed doing the Carnival the weekend before.
Mayor Barratt reported that he had about as many complaints about the Car Show as he did on
the Carnival. He asked why they were using this booking agent.
Nan Kuhn explained that they needed to get the act booked as soon as possible.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson asked how they got the list of potential acts.
Nan Kuhn explained that she went to a website and put in some criteria and got three pages of
acts.
Mark Strickland noted that there were over 100 bands on the three pages. He invited others to let
him know of other groups that may be wanted. It expressed that he personally felt that $50,000
was a little high to bring in an act for a community celebration.
Mayor-Elect Thompson asked about budget.
Mayor Barratt explained that they had never made money except for when Blackhawk
performed.
Mayor-Elect Thompson asked about Rryan Shupe and the Rubber Band.
Nan Kuhn noted that they were not as popular back then.
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Mark Strickland expressed that they would stay on budget. There would be budgets for the
parade, Big Show, etc.
Cathy Jensen commented that unfortunately Mr. Strickland was starting out in a hole. There was
nothing left.
Mr. Strickland noted that every requisition that came in would have his signature on it. The
procedure needed to be tightened up.
Nan Kuhn added that more fundraising efforts and sponsors were needed than what had been
done last year. The major one last year was Doug Smith Auto.
Mark Strickland felt there was a big difference between having it on July gth and July 15th
Councilman Cates stated that the fireworks show was getting some real recognition.
Mayor Barratt recommended that they make that motion for $50,000 but suggested that they
really try to stay closer to the $25,000 to $35,000 range.

Councilman Storrs moved to not exceed $50,000.
Councilman Belmont noted that they would approve it now and then place it there when the
budget was opened. She wanted it to be a success.
Mayor Barratt answered that if success was measured by whether it was profitable or not, it was
against the odds.
Mayor Barratt thought that 50% of those coming to the Big Show were coming to be inside
during the fireworks.
Councilman Blake asked when the other half was paid.
Nan Kuhn responded that it was the night of the performance.

Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT TO A WORK SESSION

Councilman Storrs moved to adjourn to a work session at 5:50 p.m. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Storrs suggested that they pay commission for fund raising efforts.
Mark Strickland expressed that he met with the High School Principal. The Principal had a
concern that the high school was 'nickeling and diming' the community. Mr. Strickland
responded to her that there was an opportunity for the high school to give back, but no one from
the high school stepped forward to help with Steel Days, when there were thousands of dollars to
be made at the Big Show, Parade, and Picnic in the Park. He did not personally agree that the
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City should have to pay the High School Band to march in the Steel Days Parade. The
community put up a lot of money to send them back east. Last year Doug Smith Auto
contributed $9,000 toward Steel Days. They were in need of more persons to serve.
Richard Colborn commented that with the expansion of the Fitness Center the City was going to
purchase a portable stage. At the time it was thought that it would be used for the stage at the
Big Show. In booking an act, that needed to be a consideration.
WORK SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on November 21, 2005, in the
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 6:00p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson, Joe Rich, and Richard MendenhalL
DISCUSSION OF THE WETLANDS AT THE MEADOWS
Richard Mendenhall stated that the proposal was an exchange of land for land. The exchange
would be from an area that the City owned northwest of the theaters that would become
developable ground, for property south ofWalMart. The ground that the City would give up was
currently in a conservation area. The land traded for was uplands and would become wetlands.
He noted that diversity of habitat was more desirable than continuity. This was a crucial time in
that even one more building constructed would not allow for any flexibility.
Councilman Belmont asked why now when it was brought up about a year ago.
Richard Mendenhall responded that they had been working with regulatory agencies including
the Army Corps of Engineers, Fish & Wildlife, etc., and now it was time for the City. The
question was would the City be willing to do a land trade.
Howard Denney asked if there was a problem there with the one lot that Mr. Mendenhall did not
own.
Mr. Mendenhall stated that would not be included.
Howard Denney felt that it would still be impacted.
Councilman Belmont noted that Lehi announced a large commercial project last week. There
were only so many dollars and so many consumers.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson thought the area proposed for exchange would be a decent
environment for a fine arts theater. He asked if the developer would participate in a fine arts
theater.
Richard Mendenhall did not know. If he created the space, could the City create the fixtures?
CineMark a few years ago provided some theaters that had live theater capabilities and made
them available for community events. They had gone away from that. They were looking to
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expand with four more screens. That would be a time that could be addressed. An alternative
was some outdoor areas for large gatherings. The trade would provide something alternate to
what they had.
Councilman Blake noted a second location on the map.
Mr. Mendenhall explained it was up by Applebee's. There was a small area that they were
hoping to widen out the traffic approach. It was a corner of wetlands that would become not
wetlands. It was actually uplands and not subject to a 404 Permit.
Howard Denney asked about the interpretive trail around the wetlands and the tower and benches
that had been presented previously.

Mr. Mendenhall responded that he was not showing a site plan tonight, but presenting a concept.
Councilman Blake added that the question was since they were trading wetlands, were they
considering putting the trail into the wetlands.

Mr. Mendenhall expressed that he was not presenting a site plan.
Mayor Barratt wrapped up the conservation. He asked if anyone in the legislative body had a
concern if the the Army Corps ofEngineers was approached about a trade of ground.
Councilman Belmont found it distasteful. She had been involved with this project from the
beginning.
Councilman Storrs explained that he knew the ground real well. His friend used to own it. It
seemed more like wetland and it would be restored. He remembered the pond. He was willing
to trade.
Councilman Belmont expressed that she had to be shown.
Rod Despain noted that the location was not a very useable parcel behind WalMart. This worked
better with the trade and it being open space. The parcel out on Highway 89 was very small. He
asked if it would be an extension ofKohl's.

Mr. Mendenhall did not know.
Mr. Despain noted that the 3000 square foot parcel was not very big and if it was an chance to
get a sign for Kohl's on Highway 89, there were some issues there.
Mayor Barratt noted that Councilman LeBaron was not in attendance, but the remainder, other
than Councilman Belmont, were not objectionable.
Rod Despain asked about the open space easement.
Mayor Barratt noted that had been recorded.
Richard Mendenhall asked about the trade and getting a document that would provide for that.
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Councilman Belmont felt it should be on the Council agenda.
Mayor Barratt asked that the agenda be amended to include this item.
Howard Denny noted that they did not have the deeds. Before they could take action to trade,
they would need physical deeds.
Mr. Mendenhall explained they would provide the property descriptions.

Councilman Blake noted that before anything was built, a site plan would still need to be
provided.
Mayor Barratt felt this needed to be moved ahead.
Councilman Belmont commented that the taxpayers put in the infrastructure last time. She asked
who was going to put it in this time.
Councilman Blake responded it would be the developer.
It was felt that it would require a surplus hearing.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session adjourned at 6:46 p.m.

}( ~. Q..L
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 11-21-05 CC SS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

STEEL DAYS· BIG SHOW
The Steel Days Committee at ·:he urging of the mayor, other city leaders, and
residents seeks to follow up on the success of last years' Big Show featuring
Diamond Rio. In order to do this, it makes sense to bring another big name act
in the music business to American Fork. However, the booking agency for the
acts we are considering has had past difficulty with financial commitments from
many cities. They indicate that these cities have not had approved, committed
budgets prior to booking and therefore are somewhat wary of working with us.
We request that the council approve a budget of $50,000 to cover the main
performer's fee for next year's Big Show. Once this is in place we can continue
the process of booking an act. We will not go over that amount and we could
come in under depending on which group agrees to our offer. The five acts we
are considering are: Chicago, Train, Hall & Oates, Kansas, and Little River Band
and we would appreciate your input.
We are asking you to help us make the next Big Show as great as the last one.
So, as a committee we hope you will show your support in this effort so the
citizens of American Fork can have a celebration in 2006 worth to remembering.

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCll...
NOVEMBER21, 2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION & WORK SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session & a
work session on Monday, November 21,2005, in the Administrative Oftices, !1 East Main
Street, commencing at !:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.

Review and action on approval of the contract for the renovation of City Hall.
Review and action on the budget of not to exceed $50,000 for the main performer's fee
for the 2006 Big Show.
Adjournment to a work session.

3.

WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Discussion of the wetlands at The Meadows.
Adjournment.

Dated this 18 day ofNovember, 2005.

~

n,,&_t_

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
NOVEMBER 29, 2005
PUBLIC HEARING
7:20P.M.- RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING CHANGES TO THE
DEVELOPMENT CODE: PART I AMENDS SECTION 0-1 RELATING TO THE FORMAL
TITLE OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE; PART II- AMENDS ENTIRE CHAPTER 1-3
RELATING TO THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT; PART III- AMENDING VARIOUS
PROVISIONS OF THE SUBDIVISION ORDINANCE, AS FOLLOWS: (1) SECTION 3-4,
DESIGN AND DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS, (2) SECTION 3-5, WATER SYSTEM
AND OTHER UTILITY REQUIREMENT, (3) SECTION 3-7, PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES
(BONDING), (4) SECTION 3-3, APPROVAL PROCEDURE; PART IV- AMENDS PORTION
OF SECTION 2-6.2 RELATING TO LARGE SCALE DEVELOPMENTS, AS FOLLOWS: (1)
SUBSECTION E. PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES, AND (2) SUBSECTION B, APPROVAL
PROCEDURE; PART V- AMENDS SECTION 6-1 RELATING TO PROCEDURE FOR
AMENDMENT OF THE DEVELOPMENT CODE
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on November 29, 2005, in the American
Fork City Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:20p.m. Those present for the public
hearing included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates,
and Shirl LeBaron. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Kevin
Bennett, Beau Chadwick, Jay Christensen, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Lori England, Sheena
Parker, Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson, Councilman-elect Dale Gunther, Councilwoman-elect Heidi
Rodeback, Barbara Christiansen, Matt Cottrell, Tod & Krystal Smith, Maxine Steele, Clark Taylor,
John Dester, and four scouts.
Mayor Barratt turned the time over to Mr. Despain for an explanation on the public hearing. Mr.
Despain explained that they have taken a look at the ordinances and this is the first of two or three
major amendments to the development code. Mr. Despain further explained that this has five parts
to the change; he read over the public hearing notice explaining the changes. He pointed out that
Part II included the requirements for secondary irrigation; this would require that the lines be
installed at time of development. Mr. Despain indicated that Part V is the most significant change;
this includes the change in State Law requiring the public hearings to be held by the Planning
Commission instead of the City Council.
There being no further comment, the public hearing concluded at 7:33p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on November 29, 2005, in the American
Fork City Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:39p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl LeBaron. Others
present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn Lurker, Kevin Bennett, Beau Chadwick, Jay
Christensen, Howard Denney, Rod Despain, Lori England, Sheena Parker, Mayor-Elect Heber
Thompson, Councilman-elect Dale Gunther, Councilwoman-elect Heidi Rodeback, Barbara
Christiansen, Matt Cottrell, Tod & Krystal Smith, Maxine Steele, Clark Taylor, John Dester,

George Brown, nineteen scouts and their leaders.
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Mayor Barratt welcomed everyone and excused Councilman Storrs.
The scouts led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Clark Taylor offered the prayer.
The scouts and their leaders from troops 1096, 332, 828, and 1197 introduced themselves.
TWENTY-MINUTES PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Krystal Smith stated she had some comments concerning the Joliet Subdivision. She indicated the
latest installation on the project was a storm drain below her cleanout drain for her ditch. First, the
storm drain was too high, then it was lowered to meet city specs. Americraft Homes indicated that
Mike Miller originally put in the storm drain and then Americraft Homes had to fix it.
Unfortunately, they have filled in the front of her ditch and no one is taking credit for the problem.
Ms. Smith asked who is responsible to fix the problem. Mayor Barratt answered that it would be
the developer of the project, which would be Americraft Homes.
Ms. Smith also stated they have left of about 65 feet of sidewalk to be installed; the plat indicated it
was supposed to be completed on the west side of the road. She was told by Americraft Homes that
Mr. Hadfield told them they did not have to go past the road because of future development by the
Smiths and their neighbors. Ms. Smith stated that section was part of the Joliet Subdivision and
should be their responsibility to install the improvements along that portion. Mayor Barratt
indicated that if it was part of the Joliet Subdivision, then they would be responsible for the
installation. Mr. Denney stated that she needed to get with Mr. Hadfield to clear up the problem.
Mayor Barratt asked her to give copies of the pictures to the City.
Mr. Smith stated he did not want to have some problems with the irrigation ditch and would
appreciate the ditch being cleaned up.
Councilman Belmont asked if the subdivision conformed to the ordinance; she felt the homes were
too close to each other. Mr. Despain stated they conform to the R2-7,500 zone and meet the setback
requirements
Arlo Shelley stated that the City has been attempting to change the name of the celebration. The
Steel Plant is gone. The Poultry is gone. He explained that about the time the freeway opened,
there was a sign that welcomed people to the Cave City, for the Timpanogos Cave located nearby.
He indicated there were several people from American Fork have been involved with the
development ofTimpanogos Cave. In 1946, the National Park Service became involved. Mr.
Shelley indicated he is suggesting they go back to the time that American Fork was known as the
Cave City and name the celebration American Fork Cave Days or Timpanogos Cave Days,
honoring some of those people involved with developing the cave. He pointed out that the local
High School and Junior High School call themselves the Cavemen. He thought it would be best if
they develop things in honor of those who.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the Steel Days Committee has struggled with the identity of
the city, something other than steel. He felt that perhaps Mr. Shelley has mentioned something they
need to consider.
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Maxine Steele invited everyone to the Harry Potter Christmas Concert, noting that Heidi Rodeback
will be playing the piano. She indicated that the Symphony is grateful to Mayor Barratt,
Councilman Blake and Councilman Belmont for their support.
Clark Taylor stated that there were plans in the newspaper concerning parks. He was wondering
what the status was of the Art Dye complex. He was asking because his sons can never play in
American Fork because there are no fields available for their use. He thought they could get
revenue money if they have the ball fields and questioned if they were looking at completing the
complex. Mayor Barratt stated the plan is to complete the circle, moving the Pony League up to the
Art Dye Complex; he believes that in not too many years they will complete that circle.
Councilman Belmont asked if the field north of the Fitness Center was named after Bus Manning
name and if it is moved will the name move with it Mayor Barratt stated he hoped the City would
keep that name.
COUNCIL REPORTS
Mayor Barratt excused Councilman Storrs.
Councilman Cates stated that he attended the Thanksgiving Concert at the Apollo Hall, which was
held in an attempt to raise some money for the Harrington schooL He wished them luck in that
endeavor and commented that there is some outstanding talent in American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron stated that the Recreation and Parks Committee have discussed Art Dye Park.
It is a funding issue, but the Master Plan shows the complex will be completed. They need to come
up with some ideas to finish the park.
Councilman Blake expressed appreciation to Maxine Steele. There are many wonderful events
planned for December and encouraged people to attend the activities.
Councilman Blake also stated that on November lOth, there was a work session held on the water
needs and indicated there was a thorough discussion on all options for the water needs. He
indicated that Frandsen and Nobel have done studies for approximately 8 years. Councilman Blake
indicated that the Timpanogos Special Service District (TSSD) is probably going to need to expand
to meet the demand of development. Councilman Blake indicated that if re-use of water is done,
which is possible, that would take some load off ofTSSD. They do have technology that would
allow them to clean out the water which could then be re-used. It is an important issue that the new
administration needs to look at. Councilman Belmont indicated there were two other options
mentioned, drilling a new well and a water treatment plant.
Councilman Blake stated another critical issue is the Broadband, which was acquired from
Switchpoint. There have been discussions for three partnerships, UDOT, Central Utah Telephone,
and UTOIA Councilman Blake indicated that UDOT is a major player, as the technology is used to
monitor traffic flow. UDOT is also looking into taking that fiber up Spanish Fork canyon. Chief
Fox had also made arrangements for video arrangement, which saves the City money. Central Utah
Telephone entered into an agreement and helped put in some additional sections of fiber. UTOPIA
has some needs and is willing to participate in a partnership with the City; they want to move
forward and they need to work on this.
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Mayor Barratt stated Ms. Marsh and Ms. Jensen had been in conversation all day with UTOPIA.
Mr. Mecham is going to make some calls for more information. Mayor Barratt stated the City
Council may need to meet in a Special Session on Thursday at approximately 5:00p.m.; he is
unsure if the meeting is necessary.
Krystal Smith asked if the recycled water could go to the Golf Course. She indicated that recycled
water going to her garden makes her sick. Councilman Blake indicated that large water users had
been discussed for recycled water.
Councilman Blake indicated that refurbishing the well may be a good thing to look at now.
Councilman Cates indicated that they could do a portion of the secondary irrigation on the south
side and that they might want to discuss the cost on that.
Councilman Belmont commented that the retaining wall was removed the from the Old High
School; it had been there since 1913 and would be stock piled for a future project.
Councilman Belmont indicated that the Pioneer Cabin update is ongoing and that she will be talking
with John Park on the cement pads to be in Pioneer Park.
Councilman Belmont reported that the Christmas tree lighting will take place on December 2, 2005.
They are asking children to make paper ornaments. She stated the Parks Department will be there
to assist with putting on the ornaments on the tree and that there will be hot wassail served.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt indicated they had discussed the possibility of another special session on Thursday.
There would also be a work session on December 81h. He stated they would also have a swearing in
of the new City Council on January 2nd at the Library.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE DEVELOPMENT CODE AS
DISCUSSED AT THE 7:20P.M. PUBLIC HEARING
Councilman Blake asked for more clarification on the changes, and how the practices of the city
differ from the ordinances. Mr. Despain explained that the Planning Commission took on the
functions of the technical review committee, but with staff additions, technical review was shifted
from Planning Commission to City Staff and was done prior to going before the Planning
Commission. Mr. Despain indicated that State law has also changed.
Councilman Blake asked why they did 'no amend the ordinance when it first changed. Mr. Despain
indicated they are doing that now. Mr. Denney explained it was not an overnight change; since
1978 legislature has been constantly changing. Mr. Despain further explained that when they had a
one man staff, it was not a high priority item because of the work load.
Councilman LeBaron commented that maybe they need to go further in the development agreement
and design review with this amendment. Mr. Bennett indicated that is in there, but development
agreements have been in there for quite a while.
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Councilman LeBaron commented that another concern would be Section 3.5.3 subsection 2
concerning pressurized irrigation system. He question who is going to be responsible for that in the
southern end of the city if they have not commenced secondary water systems. Mr. Denney stated
they can use culinary water in the secondary irrigation; this would be planning for the future.
Mayor Barratt stated they are laying the lines now to prepare for irrigation in that area in the future,
rather than tearing up the roads at an additional expense. Councilman Cates stated the provisions of
the subsection shall take effect at such time as the City shall have commenced construction of
secondary water system.
Mr. Denney stated that he would recommend that they require it at the starting of a certain date,
whether they have started secondary irrigation or not; they can use culinary water if needed.
Mr. Despain stated this provision was added at the request of the Planning Commission, trying to
address the issue of the uncertainty of pressurized irrigation. The Planning Commission wanted it
left in. Mr. Despain stated that it has been suggested they use culinary water. If they were to take
out the last sentence, it would mean from this day forward they would require those lines.
Councilman Blake stated the city should make a decision on whether or not the approach would be
taken.
Councilman Cates stated that any subdivisions which came in prior to the start of construction
would not put the lines in, but when they began the secondary irrigation system the City would have
to come back in and install those lines at a higher cost. He felt they needed to have them start
installing the lines now, even if that meant the city would use culinary water for now.
There was a discussion on when to start requiring installation. Mr. Bennett felt they needed to take
the whole sentence out because they can amend the ordinance, giving them time to discuss the
options and make a decision. He did not think they should put it in or they will have interpretation
problems.
Mr. Denney pointed out that in the last several months they have annexed over 100 acres into the
City. If they don't have the pipe installed, the City will have to tear up the roads at the expense of
the taxpayers.
Mayor Barratt recommended that they get the ordinance the way they want it and then pass it that
way; they need to leave a type of system in place or they are going to have to make the tax payers
carry the burden.
It was noted they are taking out the last sentence only. Mr. Bennett reminded them of the time
when they were changing impact fees. When they discussed that, people were submitting plans to
get them in before the date so they could be grandfathered in under the old fees. They had the
problem of then deciding which plans had the lower fee and which had the higher fee. Mr. Bennett
stated that if they put a time now, they will have a flurry of people wanting to get grandfathered in.
By leaving it out, they have avoided that problem.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Ordinance 05-11-58 for the proposed amendments of
the Development Code including section 0-1 relating to the formal title, section 1-3 relating to
the Board of Adjustment, Part III relating to the subdivision, Part IV relating to large scale
development, and Part V amending sections 6-1 relating to the procedures to amend the code
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with the exception that the 3-5.3 subsection 2 the last sentence beginning with provisions of
subsections 2 and ending in secondary water system be deleted. Councilman Blake seconded
the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman LeBaron, Councilman Blake, and
Councilman Cates.
Before voting, Councilman Belmont wanted to make sure Mr. Bennett was okay with leaving the
last sentence out. Mr. Bennett stated they could always add that back in once they decided that is
they way they wanted to go.

Councilman Belmont voted aye. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AWARDING OF THE BID FOR THE NEW FIRE TRUCK AND
ALSO APPROVAL OF A LEASE CONTRACT AND RESOLUTION OF FINANCING
Mayor Barratt read over the financing, indicating the amount would be $682,000 over 5 years at
3.853%. He indicated they have an amortization schedule in front of them.
Ms. Jensen stated the lease agreement would need to be approved subject to some information.
They still need to put in a change to make it a five year loan. They also need to fill in the funding
amount and the payment schedule in the actual lease agreement.
Mayor Barratt stated the motion would need to include those changes and subject to the approval of
the Finance Committee Chairman and the Mayor.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the lease agreement and Resolution 05-ll-50R of
Financing subject to conditions mentioned that the lease is a five year lease, the funding
amount and the payment schedule be included in the lease, that final approval of the Finance
Committee Chairman and the Mayor be obtained, also noting that the contract does have the
provisions based on funding so if a future council does not have the funding, then this lease
can be terminated. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Cates asked if there is a residual amount at the end of the five years. Ms. Jensen
believed it was one dollar. Councilman Cates wanted to know what that amount was; he would not
feel comfortable without that figure. Mayor Barratt thought it was one dollar also. Councilman
Cates asked that clarification of a one dollar buy-out at the end of the lease be added.

Councilman Blake added to his motion that a clarification of a one dollar buy-out at the end
of the lease be added to be verified by the Finance Committee Chairman. Councilman
Belmont agreed to the addition to the motion. All were in favor.
Mr. Bennett stated he was looking through the lease agreement that was not filled out yet, but he did
not have before him the pressurized irrigation information. Mr. Bennett clarified for the City
Council that essentially they are requiring that at the end of the night it does make that effective and
from here on out everybody does have to put in the secondary irrigation system lines. Mr. Denney
stated he wanted the last sentence only so it is mandatory. Mr. Bennett wanted them o make sure
they understood that they made the decision tonight and it was effective tonight.
Mr. Brown stated that the TSSD had an interesting experience when they started charging their fees.
It provided that the following morning the fees would go into effect. The purpose of that was to get
the fees that Micron would have paid. Somehow, Micron got its application submitted and
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approved prior to the next morning to avoid those fees. He thought if they are going to have a
system, they can make it effective now so they capture the fees and concept. Mayor Barratt stated
that is what the City Council has done.
Mayor Barratt stated that Ms. Jensen indicated they need to have a motion to approve the loose
equipment in the amount of$93,643.00 and the 105' Quint/Aerial Fire truck in the amount of
$587,530, which is included in the lease.
Councilman Blake stated this is awarding the contract of the bid.

Councilman Blake moved to award the contract to L.N. Curtis and Sons for the loose
equipment and to Smeal Fire Apparatus for the 105' Quint/Aerial Fire. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION PROVISIONS OF THE CITY CODE
Councilman Belmont stated that in the old ordinance, they had that demotion would be held off for
one week but they are asking it to go to 90 days, as well as notifying a member of the Historical
Preservation Commission. The demolition will be issued 90 days after the initial application, but
may be issued earlier if the owner completes the information prior to the 90 days.
Councilman Cates asked why one section says the city will delay issuing a permit for a maximum of
90 days, but another says the permit will be issued after 90 days. He felt there was a conflict in the
time table. Councilman Blake pointed out that they may need to include the word "or" so they
understand it is the same topic.
Councilman LeBaron commented that the documentation includes a minimum, but who establishes
the maximum? Councilman Belmont stated they have only required the minimum, and she checked
with the State and other committees; this is what the State and other committees require.
Councilman Belmont stated that also, before it put everything on the Historic Preservation
Commission, but the burden should be on the person who wants to do the demolition. She stated
that a lot of people have been very clear with the information submitted.
Mr. Bennett stated that he would suggest that they should include what is required, so there is no
claim they are being arbitrary and capricious.
Councilman Belmont indicated that she and Richard Colborn have worked on this but they could
add a few things. She indicated she would work with Richard Colborn and Kevin Bennett to get the
issues cleared up and will return with this at the December 13th City Council meeting for approval.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE ADJUSTING THE CITY'S COMMON
BOUNDARY WITH LEHI CITY AT APPROXIMATELY 600 NORTH 900 WEST INCLUDING
THE BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT PLAT. THE BOUNDARY ADJUSTMENT AGREEMENT,
AND THE PLACEMENT OF THE PROPERTY TRANSFERRED TO THE GC-2, GENERAL
COMMERCIAL 2 ZONE
Councilman Blake stated they have worked with this before and is something they have planned to

do.
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Councilman Blake moved to approve Ordinance 05-11-59 adjusting the common boundary
between American Fork City and Lehi City and appurtenant plats, with instruction to the
Recorder to withhold recording pending verification of receipt of text changes to the plat and
all required materials; (2) approve the Municipal Boundary Line Agreement for the
Lehi/American Fork Boundary Adjustment Agreement No.2; and (3) approve the placement
of the lands being added to American Fork City into the GC-2 General Commercial Zone.
Mr. Despain stated that Mr. Bennett had a couple of technical corrections.

Councilman Blake added to his motion to include a subject to the technical corrections as per
the City Attorney. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON GOING TO BID ON THE DRILLING OF A NEW WELL
Mayor Barratt indicated this was added by Councilman Belmont, but there were no materials
included in the packet.
Councilman Blake felt that getting bids was a good idea and questioned if there was an issue on the
time of year to get good bids. Mr. Denney thought so.
Mr. Denney questioned if they were assuming the new well would be in the Beehive Park to replace
the existing well.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve going to bid on the drilling of a new well.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mr. Denney stated they will also need to authorize going to bid on the design on the well.
Councilman Blake asked if the City did not have enough of a design to go to bid. Mr. Denney
answered they did not, and that it would take approximately $100,000 to design the well. Mayor
Barratt indicated that they have just authorized them to go to bid, but he does not know what he is
going to bid.
Councilman Blake asked why it would cost $100,000. Mr. Denney stated they would be designing
all the apparatuses, the pressure reducers, the pumps, and the electricity. He explained the last
design that Frandsen and Noble did for a well was over $100,000.
Mr. Gunther stated that he thought that Richard Noble had recommended drilling a new well next to
the existing welL
Councilman Blake asked if they could ask for design and build on this bid. Mr. Denney did not
think those type of firms would form that type of alliance, but they could try that approach. Mayor
Barratt indicated they needed to give Mr. Denney specific direction.

Councilman Cates moved to vacate Councilman LeBaron's motion. Councilman Blake
seconded. All were in favor.
Mr. Denney stated that typically, they have a not-to-exceed amount on the bid such as 1.2 million
dollars. They need to decide what the City needs in terms of the well; they do not want to get a 2
million dollar well when a 1.2 million dollar well would meet the needs of the City.
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There was a discussion on the amount of money that could be spent on a well. Ms. Jensen indicated
they could go approximately one million dollars and not much over that.
Mr. Gunther asked if the City could they talk to Frandsen and Noble and ask them to come up with
an Engineer's estimate so they know the ball park on the cost.
Mayor Barratt stated they need to come up with a plan on solving the water problems. Councilman
Cates indicated the new administration will be discussing that issue right away, at which time they
could come up with a plan. They need to decide the direction they want to take and the best
location if a well is needed. It was pointed out that the current well on 700 North is no longer in use
for a reason and that a different location may meet the needs of the City better.
Councilman LeBaron moved to table this item. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All
were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
6a. Review and action on an amended preliminary plan for Heirloom Cottages PUD, at 775
East 50 South
Mr. Dester explained this is for Phase II; everything to the east is in Phase I. He stated the
reason for the amendment is that two units have been removed and replaced with a
swimming poo1.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the amended preliminary plan for Heirloom
Cottages PUD at 775 East 50 East. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were
in favor.
6b. Review and action on the final plat of the SMF Village Subdivision consisting of 3 lots
at 386 East 200 North
It was explained that this is a three lot subdivision with three single family homes. The
developers explained they are planning on something similar to the area, but they have not
gotten that far on the look of the homes. The developer indicated that they may just sell out
the lots.
Councilman Belmont hoped the three homes would be different and not cookie cutter
homes. The developer thought they may sell the lots to individuals. He indicated they are
going to try to save trees, but make the lot buildable. Councilman Belmont asked that they
tag the trees that they wish to save.
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the final plat of the SMF Village Subdivision
to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the dedications, and have
the plat recorded subject to (1) prior receipt of water rights in the amount of three acre
feet in accordance with the City's water rights conveyance ordinance; (2) posting of a
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bond to secure completion of construction required improvements; and (3) tagging
trees to save as many trees as possible per Councilman Belmont. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
6c. Review and action on the final plat of the Indian Sky Subdivision, consisting of 14lots
at 925 North 900 West
It was noted this was up by the Danny Richards development. Mr. Despain explained this is
the Nebeker Annexation territory; it is in the Rl-12,000 zone and is the end result of the
process.
The developer commented that he had made larger lots after hearing the comments of
Councilman Belmont.
Councilman Blake asked ifthere was a master plan on the roads in the area. The developer
explained that the stub roads are in Lehi; they have had to get off-site sewer easements from
the property on the south. Mr. Denney explained they do have the easement for the sewer
line, which is where the road will go in the future.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat of the Indian Sky Subdivision,
consisting of 141ots at 925 North 900 West, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign
the plat, accept the dedications, and have the plat recorded subject to (1) the receipt of
evidence of the completion of the Nebeker Annexation; (2) recording of the off-site
sewer easements; and (3) posting of a bond to secure the completion of construction of
required improvements. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Councilman Cates asked if there were any irrigation ditches in the area. The developer
explained there was one but the ditch was now piped and is not on this property.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. All were in favor. The motion carried.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A DEVELOPMENT LOAN AGREEMENT WITH JUST
BECAUSE FLOWERS AT 649 EAST STATE STREET
Councilman Blake stated this has gone through the finance committee and has gone through the
process for the loan. They have reviewed that priority is given to Downtown business owners, but
there has not been any applications from a downtown business. Councilman Blake indicated he
believed there was approximately $13,000 remaining, if this loan was given. Councilman Blake
pointed out there was a loan given this past year to a downtown business owner, but there have been
no further applicants from that area. He noted this is down on the priority list.
Councilman Belmont felt they had not gotten out the word to downtown business owners of the
availability of funds. She wants everyone to improve themselves, but felt this was too far from
downtown American Fork.
Councilman LeBaron stated that subject was brought up when Mr. Peterson applied for his loan.
They did advise them that there was money left and they should let the other business owners know.
Councilman LeBaron did not think it was fair to not loan them money when no one else had
applied. Councilman Belmont re-stated that she felt this was too far removed and that other
businesses do not know about the loan. Councilman Blake indicated the downtown business
owners did have the opportunity.
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Councilman Belmont stated that it looks like the funds are dwindling. It was noted the Star Mill
loan is maturing and making payments and there are still funds left and the money should start to
build up. Councilman Belmont felt the Downtown business owners should have the remaining
funds.
Councilman LeBaron stated the Matthews have been before the Finance Committee several times
and have submitted plans.
Councilman Blake re-stated that the Matthews were told their area was further down on the priority
list. He also would like to see that the Downtown business owners are made aware of the funds.
Councilman Blake stated that the priority should be for the merchants who are willing to do the
improvements.
Mr. Bennett commented that unless there have been some changes to the agreement he has seen, the
date needs to be changed. It was noted the agreement has been updated and that the date is okay.
Mr. Bennett's next comment was the percentage rate of3% to 5% charged on the loan; they have
selected 3% when interest rates are going up. He pointed out there is also no reference to collateral;
they need to document the collateral. Mr. Bennett questioned if there was $20,000 worth of
collateral and where the documentation was; he did not think the building was worth $20,000.
Councilman Blake stated they have discussed the issue of collateral and the interest rates. He
commented that the collateral is the building plus the improvements. Mr. Bennett stated the
building does not look like a $20,000 building. Keith commented that they did talk about the
interest rates and specifically addressed collateral, which is the building and improvements, and
personal guarantee. It noted the intent was that the collateral should be in the agreement.
Mayor Barratt stated that they had previously made a loan that did not have security. He stated that
this loan is great; Little Things Mean A Lot got started with this loan. This loan to Just Because
Flowers is a good idea, but he felt they need some security. Little Things Mean A Lot was a fixed
building hooked up to water and sewer. Mayor Barratt indicated that somehow the loan has gotten
to the point where he thinks they need to get levels of security.
Councilman Blake re-stated that collateral was discussed and the intent was that they include
collateral, which was to be the building, in the agreement.
Councilman Cates asked if they need to refer this back to the Finance Committee for them to work
out the issues.
There was a short discussion on the collateral for the loan. It was suggested that they could place a
lien on their property.
Mayor Barratt stated the problem was that they end up having this type of discussion every time a
loan is applied for. He felt that the Finance Committee has made the commitment to the Matthews
that they would be able to get the money and to have the building as collateral and personal
guarantees. Morally, they are obligated to give them the loan.
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Councilman LeBaron indicated the Finance Committee made a recommendation to the City
Council.

Councilman Blake indicated they have spent the time going through the conditions of the loan
and the application. Councilman Blake moved to approve the loan with the additional of a
security agreement with the building as collateral and with other recommended changes by
legal counsel to the security agreement or the promissory note. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman Blake, Councilman LeBaron and
Councilman Cates. Councilman Belmont voted against. The motion carried with a three to
one vote.
Councilman Cates felt they have not gone about this in a professional manor.
Mayor Barratt stated that Just Because Flowers is a great business, but there are a few problems.
First of all, they do not have a sewer line. Second of all, the city did not get security; they recently
gave a loan where they did not get security and he did not feel good about that. He thought they
needed to have a lot of security for the loans and they should not put the city in a position of not
getting the money back. They should only use this money for businesses that are connected to the
city; this business is on ground the business owners do not even own. Mayor Barratt stated that
other than one little situation, they have had good luck with the repayment of this loan. He would
have looked at things differently. Mayor Barratt stated they have made a commitment, but they
need to look at this process.
Councilman LeBaron indicated that the Matthew's have been to the Finance Committee three or
four times and they feel this is a good loan.
Councilman Belmont observed that in Phase I of the improvements they would be putting in a
flashing sign and indicated they may want tore-look at that sign. Ms. Matthews explained that
there is a flashing sign currently there but is worn out and needs to be replaced.
Councilman Blake stated this is not an easy responsibility. He indicated that they did let them know
the funds were for downtown businesses first and he hoped that downtown business owners would
come forward to take advantage of the loan.
Mayor Barratt stated that a number of businesses have approached the city but people did not want
to borrow it at 3%. They are not interested in getting into more debt.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CLASS C BEER LICENSE FOR RIB CITY GRILL AT 648
EAST STATE ROAD #H
It was noted this is in the Perry Brother's development. Mayor Barratt indicated that a Class C beer
license would allow them to dispense beer to be consumed on premise.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the Class C Beer License for Rib City Grill at 648
East State Road #H. Councilman Belmont seconded. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE PART II CONTRACT WITH ELLSWORTH-PAULSEN FOR
THE FITNESS CENTER
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John Park stated they started turning dirt last week and that Part I contract was approved; he wanted
it noted that construction had already begun. He indicated this would allow them to continue to get
going.
It was noted the cost is not to exceed $3,470,000. They added a section to include upgrades on
existing facilities. They will prioritize the upgrades, but they think they can do all the things.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve Part II of the contract with Ellsworth-Paulsen for the
Fitness Center. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mr. Park reported that they may be able to do something about the concrete pads for historic
buildings.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE UPDATING AND MODIFYING OF THE CITY'S
PROCUREMENT RESOLUTION
Ms. Jensen stated this would bring the procurement resolution into line with the practices that have
been in place for a number of years. In the old resolution, the purchasing agent could approve
anything under $500, but the actual practice has been $1,000. That would give them some
maneuverability to meet day to day operations.

Councilman Blake moved to approve Resolution 05-11-51R amending the City's Procurement
procedures as proposed. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
Mayor Barratt indicated they had no change orders at this time.
REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
Mayor Barratt indicated there was nothing to take action on.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 10, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES
Councilman Cates moved to approve the November 10,2005, work session minutes.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 15, 2005, CITY COUNCIL MINUTES
Councilman Blake moved to approve the November 15, 2005, minutes. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake stated they met at 6 p.m. and reviewed the bills for payment. He commented it
was nice to see the bills at barely over $100,000. Councilman Blake indicated they recommended
approval ofthe city bills in the amount of $118,864.89 and the purchase requests over $1,000
totaling $98,628.70.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the City Bills for payment as well as the purchase
requests over $1,000. Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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REVIEW AND ACTION ON ENTERING INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO DISCUSS
PROPERTY ACQUISITION
Councilman Blake moved to adjourn to an executive session to discuss property acquisition.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council entered into an executive session at 10:00 p.m. Those present
included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Shirl
LeBaron. Also present were Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Chief Finance Officer Cathy Jensen,
City Civil Attorney Kevin Bennett, and Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker.
Property acquisition was discussed. The executive session was audio-tape recorded as per State
Law.
Councilman Belmont moved to return to regular session at 10:28 p.m. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LAND PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR THE PROPERTY AT
850 NORTH 100 WEST.
This item was not discussed and no action was taken.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE RELEASE OF AN EASEMENT ON PROPERTY AT 850
NORTH lOOWEST
This item was not discussed and no action was taken.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LAND PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR PROPRETY AT 6145
NORTH 6000 WEST
This item was not discussed and no action was taken.
ADJOURNMENT
Councilman Belmont moved to adjourn the meeting. Councilman Blake seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 10:29 p.m.

~(JiM#
Terilyn Lurker
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 29, 2005
*AMENDED -NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 29, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding changes to the Development Code:

Part I
Partll
Part lli

Amends Section 0-1 relating to the formal title of the Development Code
Amends entire Chapter 1-3 relating to the Board of Adjustment
Amending various provisions of the Subdivision Ordinance, as follows: (1)
Section 3-4, design and documentation requirements; (2) Section 3-5, water
system and other utility requirement; (3) Section 3-7, performance guarantees
(bonding); (4) Section 3-3, approval procedure.
Amends portions of Section 2-6.2 relating to Large Scale Developments, as
follows: (1) Subsection E, performance guarantees; and (2) Subsection B,
approval procedure.
Amends Section 6-1 relating to procedure for amendment of the development
code.

Part IV

PartY

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code as discussed at the
7:20p.m. public hearing.
Review and action on awarding of the bid for the new fire truck and also approval of a
lease contract and Resolution ofFinancing.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Historical Preservation provisions of
the City Code.
Review and action on an Ordinance adjusting the City's common boundary with Lehi
City at approximately 600 North 900 West including the Boundary Adjustment Plat, the
Boundary Adjustment Agreement, and the placement of the property transferred to the
GC-2, General Commercial 2 zone.
Review and action on going to bid on the drilling of a new well.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

a.

*7.
*8.
*9.
*10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
*19.
20.

Review and action on an amended preliminary plan for the Heirloom Cottages
PUD at 77 5 East 50 South.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of the SMF Village Subdivision consisting of
3 lots at 386 East 200 North.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of the Indian Sky Subdivision consisting 14 at
925 North 900 West.
Review and action on a development loan agreement with Just Because Flowers at 649
East State Street.
Review and action on a Class C Beer License for Rib City Grill at 648 East State Road
#H
Review and action on the Part II Contact with Ellsworth Paulsen for the Fitness Center.
Review and action on the updating and modifying of the City's Procurement Resolution.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 10, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the November 15, 2005, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss property
acquisition.
Review and action on a land purchase agreement for property at 850 North 100 West.
Review and action on the release of an easement on property at 850 North 100 West.
Review and action on a land purchase agreement for property at 6145 North 6000 West.
Adjournment.

Dated this 22 day ofNovember, 2005

l fl1 'QL
Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
NOVEMBER 29, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
November 29, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:20p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding changes to the Development Code:

Part I
Part II
Part III

Amends Section 0-1 relating to the formal title of the Development Code
Amends entire Chapter 1-3 relating to the Board of Adjustment
Amending various provisions of the Subdivision Ordinance, as follows: (1)
Section 3-4, design and documentation requirements; (2) Section 3-5, water
system and other utility requirement; (3) Section 3-7, performance guarantees
(bonding); (4) Section 3-3, approval procedure.
Amends portions of Section 2-6.2 relating to Large Scale Developments, as
follows: (1) Subsection E, performance guarantees; and (2) Subsection B,
approval procedure.
Amends Section 6-1 relating to procedure for amendment of the development
code.

Part IV

Part V

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Development Code as discussed at the
7:20 p.m. public hearing.
Review and action on awarding of the bid for the new fire truck and also approval of a
Resolution of Financing.
Review and action on amendments to the Historical Preservation provisions of the City
Code.
Review and action on an Ordinance adjusting the City's common boundary with Lehi
City at approximately 600 North 900 West including the Boundary Adjustment Plat, the
Boundary Adjustment Agreement, and the placement of the property transferred to the
GC-2, General Commercial 2 zone.
Review and action on going to bid on the drilling of a new well.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.

a.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Review and action on an amended preliminary plan for the Heirloom Cottages
PUD at 775 East 50 South.
b.
Review and action on the final plat of the SMF Village Subdivision consisting of
3 lots at 386 East 200 North.
c.
Review and action on the final plat of the Indian Sky Subdivision consisting 14 at
925 North 900 West.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 10, 2005, work session minutes.
Review and action on the November 15, 2005, minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Consideration and action on entering into an executive session to discuss property
acquisition.
Review and action on a land purchase agreement for property at 850 North 100 West.
Review and action on the release of an easement on property at 850 North 100 West.
Adjournment.

Datedts;

~[Zvember,

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES
DECEMBER 1, 2005
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on December 1, 2005, at the American
Fork City Administration Building, located at 51 East Main, commencing at 5:05p.m. Those
present included Mayor Ted Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates,
Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Terilyn
Lurker, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Lynne Yocum, George Schade, Barbara Christiansen,
and Steve Clark.
Mayor Barratt welcomed everyone.
CONSIDERATION AND ACTION TO ENTER INTO AN EXECUTIVE SESSION TO
DISCUSS THE ACQUISITION OR SALE OF REAL PROPERTY
Councilman Belmont moved to enter into an executive session to discuss the acquisition or
sale of real property. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
The American Fork City Council met in an executive session at 5:06p.m. Those present at the
executive session were Mayor Barratt, Council members Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie
Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Rick Storrs. Also present were Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh, Budget
Officer Cathy Jensen, Civil Attorney Kevin Bennett, Deputy Recorder Terilyn Lurker, Interim
Broadband Director George Shade, Chief Broadband Advisor Lynne Yocum, and Public Works
Director Howard Denney.
The purpose of the executive session was to discuss the acquisition or sale of real property.
The meeting was audio-tape recorded as required by State Statute. The Executive Session ended
at 6:00p.m.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A TELECOMMUNICATION CONTRACT WITH UTOPIA
Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the telecommunication contract with UTOPIA to
be executed by UTOPIA by December 12,2005, and subject to legal review by Steve
Mecham. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. Those voting "aye" were Councilman
LeBaron, Councilman Blake, Councilman Cates, and Councilman Storrs. Councilman
Belmont voted nay.
Councilman Belmont explained that she could not vote in favor of this contract as the City has
been warned by people. Her main concern is the lawsuit that Qwest has against UTOPIA. They
were warned about the potential lawsuit the City could be involved in.
Mayor Barratt commented that he concurred with Councilman Belmont's remark, but felt the
City Council had a responsibility to do what needed to be done to make things work. He
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commented he had faith in Councilman Blake's abilities. They do not have an option at this
time.
Councilman Belmont stated that they have been warned that this could be a problem.

The motion carried.
ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Blake moved to adjourn the special session. Councilman Cates seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
The meeting adjourned at 6:05p.m.

Y:::::t;/?w.M
Deputy Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 1, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a
special sessioa on December 1, 2005, in the Americaa J'orll: City
Admlaiatratioa Ofticea, 51 Bast MaiD Street, commencing at 5:00 p.m. The
agenda shall be as follows:
SPECIAL SESSION
1.
2.
3.

Consideration and action to enter into an executive session to discuss
the acquisition or sale of real property.
Review and action on a telecommunication contract with UTOPIA.
Adjournment

Dated this 30 day of November, 2005.

~#UA.JCL.
;e~yn lurker
Deputy Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 8, 2005
WORK SESSION

ATTACHMENT
The American Fork City Council met in a work session on December 8, 2005, in the City
Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at 4:12p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, *Councilman
Blake, and **Councilman Storrs. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Melanie Marsh,
Richard Colborn, Rod Despain, Howard Denney, Lynne Yocom, George Schade, Eight Scouts
from Troop 1195, Darrin Chipman, Barbara Christiansen, and Dan Van Woerkom.
REVIEW OF ITEMS FOR THE UPCOMING DECEMBER 13. 2005. CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
Public Hearings
7:10 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of the following property to be
surplus:
a.
0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East. (Center of the block bounded by Center Street & 100 East
and Main Street & 100 South)
Mayor Barratt explained that this was part of the property that was obtained from
Humphries Welding in a land exchange when the Library was constructed. This parcel
has not been used and was weeds. Humpries Welding would like to obtain and utilize the
property. He recommended that they declare it surplus.
7:15 p.m.-Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June 30.
2006. budget.
Cathy Jensen provided the Resolution regarding the revisions.
*Councilman Blake arrived.
Regular Session
There will be the presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Action Items
#1 -Review and action on a Resolution amending the fiscal year ending June 30. 2006. budget
Mayor Barratt asked when the auditors would be ready.
*Councilman Storrs arrived.
Cathy Jensen reported that they would soon be ready.
1

#2- Review and action on a Resolution declaring 0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East to be surplus
This would be the subject ofthe 7:10p.m. public hearing.
#3- Review and action on signage at North Park
Mayor Barratt introduced Dan Van Woerkom who was the legal counsel for Patterson
Construction.
Mr. Van Woerkom explained that the sign had been there long before Patterson bought the

property. Patterson had kept it up, reinforced it, and changed the face of the sign a few times. It
was on now what was City Park property. They were trying to work it out. Isaac Patterson
worked on this issue before and wanted to have a twenty-year time frame. This agreement
proposed at least ten years.
Councilman Belmont thought that a billboard being on a City Park was strange. She asked what
the City's Sign Ordinance had to say.
Rod Despain explained that the Sign Ordinance would not allow a new sign. Obviously, there
was a sign there before. There was a reasonable argument to do away with the sign today,
because it had moved locations. It may be an expansion of a non-conforming use. However,
there was legitimacy to the argument that it was a non-conforming sign. This was the sort of
thing that needed to get settled with some sort of an agreement.
Councilman Blake felt it was appropriate to work out a compromise.
Mayor Barratt felt that ten years was the most that could be expected and it was two years into
that time frame. He would like to get this resolved and not pass it on to the next administration.
Mr. Van Woerkom commented that the signs were fairly valuable.

Mayor Barratt noted that there was original discussion in 2003.
Councilman Belmont asked if Pattersons intended to rent out the sign space or keep their own
name on it.
Mayor Barratt expected that it would be Patterson's only.
Councilman LeBaron suggested that a clause be included that Patterson's would be responsible
for maintenance. He also suggested that it be approved by the Beautification Committee in terms
of maintenance and eye appeal. He suggested a sum of $500 to $700 for prior use and a lump
sum payment for future use, discounted slightly.
Mr. Van Woerkom did not know at what level the amount would become an issue.
Mr. Van Woerkom ageed with Rod Despain when he said there were arguments on both sides.
From Patterson's position, signs in the State ofUtah carried a very interesting right. The rights
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did not transfer by deeds. The billboards stay in the ownership of who owns them, regardless of
who purchased the underlying property. Back pay sounded funny to them.
Howard Denney asked if they were willing to go back to the original location and size. The old
poles were still in the ground.
Mr. Van Woerkom was not familiar with that.

Councilman Cates suggested a $5,000 lump sum payment for eight more years and be done.
Mr. Van Woerkom stated that their concession was the limiting of the use of the sign to ten
years. It was their sign and they could use it.

Rod Despain stated that the most important thing for the City was a time certain date that the
sign went away.
Mayor Barratt asked that it be resolved, but if they could not work it out, it should be scratched
from the agenda rather than continue this same level of discussion.
Dan Van Woerkom stated that he would take whatever the Council suggested back to Mr.
Patterson.
Councilman LeBaron suggested seven to eight years at $500 per year.
Councilman Blake suggested eight years at $500 per year and no retroactive payment.
Councilman LeBaron added that a maintenance clause needed to be included.
Mayor Barratt commented that they did not want the sign leased or rented out to someone else.
It could only be used for Patterson's and could not be enlarged or moved.
Mr. Van Woerkom would discuss that with Mr. Patterson and get back with Kevin Bennett.

#4- Review and action on a land purchase agreement for property at 6145 North 6000 West
Mayor Barratt asked Mr. Bennett to provide that to him as soon as possible. The family needed
the agreement in this calendar year. Payments need not be made in this calendar year.
#5- Review and action on a Resolution changing the Consolidated Fee Schedule with regards to:
a.
Broadband fees
Chief of Staff Melanie Marsh stated that a connection of an existing drop would remain
at $50 and a new connection would be $275. They met with the ISP's this week and she
believed that they would show up to the Council meeting.
George Schade agreed that the ISP's would be in attendance and that they would have
plenty to say about this issue.
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Councilman Blake suggested an approach that committed to a two-year agreement like
they do with cell phones. It made a hard sell with that much money up front.
Mayor Barratt was not favorable to a large up front payment. He felt the City would be
cutting its own throat. ComCast was giving those that signed up sixty days free.
Melanie Marsh noted that one of the ISP's was doing a one-year sign up agreement and
that ISP has reported no problems.
Councilman Blake thought that the ISP could go through a local financial institution.
Councilman Cates felt it was still a tough selL
Councilman Blake felt they needed to be prepared to meet the challenge.
Melanie Marsh commented that they could not tell the ISP's how to sell their product.
Kevin Bennett stated that the City could only be the wholesaler.
b.

Building Inspection Overtime Charge fee
Mayor Barratt stated that this was a fee a builder would pay to move their project toward
the head of the line. It would be $200 and would be an expediting fee for plan checks
and would be an overtime fee if there was an after hours inspection required. Other
Cities used this method.
Howard Denney stated that they were reactivating something that they had done in the
past except at a fee of$200 instead of$100.
Councilman Storrs asked how many would use it.
Howard Denny responded that there would be quite a few.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson noted that if the City had the staff to do the work on a
timely manner they would not have this situation.
Howard Denney added that the plans did not come in evenly. Many times plans came in,
in bunches.
Mayor-Elect Thompson asked about the use of temporary employees.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was how City employees could work part time.
Howard Denney noted that they out-sourced commercial plans to St. George, now.
Mayor Barratt felt it was a good thing to do.

#6- Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
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a.
b.
C.

d.

UTOPIA
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
UDOT
Union Pacific Railroad

Melanie Marsh stated that this was still being worked on. It would be ready for Tuesday night.
They needed to include a contract with Utah County. It would be placed in their boxes or
delivered on Monday.
Councilman Blake reported that UTOPIA had responded back and had accepted the terms that
were given and also expressed a willingness to move their Board Meeting up to December 12th to
give approval to it. It was a $1.5 million contract with $150,000 from UTOPIA upfront and
$155,000 from Central Utah Telephone.
#7- Review and action on an Ordinance amending the City's Personnel Policies
Melanie Marsh stated that the outside legal counsel was still working on this item. It was the
whole policy. It was off this agenda. She would like to put it on any special meeting or the first
meeting in January.
Councilman LeBaron asked to be able to provide input. He felt that new employees should be
'at will' employees.
Melanie Marsh stated that in the outside counsel's review that that was not a recommended
approach.
Heber Thompson felt that the Council needed to time to do a good review. The sooner the
Council had the draft the better.
#8 - Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Alpine School
District No.2 Annexation consisting ofO.ll acres at 125 East 1500 South
Rod Despain noted that the annexation that included the Alpine School Bus Garage did not
include all of their property and this annexation would correct that.
#9 - Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Richard
McKinney Annexation consisting of approximately 2.5 acres at 745 North 900 West
Mayor Barratt noted that a portion of this property would be going to Lehi and a portion to
American Fork.
#10- Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Ruben and
Christine Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 75 West 1500 South
Richard Colborn noted that the Alpine School District Annexation needed to be recorded prior to
dealing with the second Alpine School District Annexation and also this annexation.
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# 11 - Review and action on subdivisions. commercial projects. condominiums. and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3) posting of
an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation; and 4)
authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public and to have the
plat recorded
a.

Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for a retail building
on out-parcel #2 ofTimp Plaza Shopping Center at 599 West Pacific
Rod Despain explained that the Planning Commission recommended approval with a
reminder of their previous commitment to modify the access onto Pacific Drive to be
opposite 540/560 West Street. There was some resistance expressed.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson reported that the Planning Commission had tried to talk
the developer into coming back with a better plan. They wanted a yes or no on the plan
submitted. The Planning Commission approved it.
Councilman Blake noted that 540/560 West was always in the master plan and this was
the time it ought to be done.
Councilman Belmont noted that she was on the Planning Commission when Woodbury
came in and agreed to move the access.
Mayor Barratt commented that the whole intersection there was terrible. Lining the
entrance up with 540/560 West would create a bigger problem and would not solve
anything. It should be left alone.
There was general discussion on the intersection.
Councilman Belmont felt the situation was a lot worse than it was nine years ago.
Mayor-Elect Thompson felt that it would help if the proposed building were located away
from the intersection. Mr. Kohler did not want to hear any suggestions.
***Councilman LeBaron was excused from the meeting.

b.

Review and action on approval of the final plat for East Temple View Subdivision
consisting of 3 lots at 1280 East 700 North
Rod Despain explained that this was east of the one approved at the last meeting.

# 12 - Review and action on a Public Library Grant contract
Mayor Barratt noted that this was something that was dealt with annually.
#13 -Review and action on a Resolution adopting a snow removal policy for streets
Kevin Bennett stated that the Council would have it by Monday.
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Mayor Barratt explained that this would identify the priority roads that would be plowed first.
#14- Review and action on the awarding of the bid for construction of the Fiber Route Project
The bid results were provided.

# 15 - Review and action on a contract with Fibertel for construction of the Fiber Route Project
This contract would be coming after review by Kevin Bennett.
#16- Review and action on the awarding of the bid for material for the Fiber Route Project
The bid results were provided.

# 17 - Review and action on a contract with Codale for material for the Fiber Route Project
This contract would be coming after review by Kevin Bennett.
# 18 - Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement with UDOT and
RB&G Engineering for design services for road improvements on 50 South Street from 700 East
to 1100 East
There was no discussion on this item.
# 19 - Review and action on the establishment of a Public Safety Review Committee
Mayor Barratt explained that he would suggest a number of positions for the committee but
would leave appointments of individuals to Mayor-Elect Thompson to make after he took office.
#20 - Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through December
31, 2006, for those on active duty in the military
Mayor Barratt noted that the Council had been doing this over the past couple of years. It was
due to expire on December 31st and he felt they needed to continue it.
Councilman Blake asked that letters be sent out to each to provide updated information.
Mayor Barratt agreed.
#21- Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company
Kevin Bennett explained that the way it was worded it was either Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson
or City Engineer Howard Denney.
#22 - Report and action on construction items including change orders
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There were no change orders.
#23 - Report and action on Planning Commission items
There would be a separate memo.
#24-27- Review and action on the November 21, 2005, special session minutes; Review and
action on the November 29, 2005, minutes; Review and action on the December 1, 2005, special
session minutes; and Review and action on the December 8, 2005, work session minutes
There was no discussion on these items.
#28 - Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment
There was nothing discussed regarding this item.
Mayor Barratt explained that they were looking at a special session on December 20th to review
the audit, probably at 4:00p.m.
Councilman Belmont asked that if there was a special session that it include action on changes to
the Historical Preservation Provisions of the City Code that was talked about at the last meeting
and also the establishment of consequences for damage done to trees in accordance with the
Section 78-38-3 of the State Code.
Mayor Barratt reported that he had received a letter from Steve Cuillard regarding basement
issues at Temple Meadows. It is included in these minutes as an ATTACHMENT. (The
reference to the water line in item number one should be the line for groundwater.) He asked
Howard Denney what he had found out.
Howard Denney provided copies of the Temple Meadows Plats and explained that in certain
areas, basements were restricted unl..'!ss there was fill brought in. Mr. Cuillard had purchased lots
41 & 42. In his letter he refers to the note on the plat that reads,
"To account for the shallow ground water conditions pad elevation should be properly
elevated above the existing grade once site ground water conditions are observed during
construction. In addition it has been recommended that Lots 33 thru 50 should have 5
feet of properly compacted fill .... "
Mr. Denney continued. Once there was the five feet of fill, then the slab can go on it. There was

not a question. If a basement was wanted, bring in five feet of fill and then the fill for the
basement. That was on the plat. Mr. Cuillard's question was whether he could have a basement.
Basements were allowed if enough fill was brought in.
Mr. Denney added that in the lower parts this year, there was water sitting on top of the ground.

He referred to the old geo-tech report from TerraCon dated October 1996. The groundwater was
measured to be approximately 31;2 to 91;2 feet below the ground and based upon the historic
depths of groundwater variations it was possible for the shallow groundwater table in the ponded
areas within the property, to reach the existing grade. There would be water above the grade. To
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account for the shallow groundwater conditions the pad needed to be properly elevated above
existing grade. If shallow groundwater conditions were encountered on the other pad sites
during grading and construction, up to five feet of properly compacted fill should be used to raise
the existing surface elevation for those pads and lots. That was in the notes.
Mr. Denney concluded that on those lots, they needed to be raised five feet and that was the
elevation one would put the pad on. If a basement was wanted, backfill would need to be
brought in around it after that. That was from the original soils report.
Mr. Denney referred to the current soils report from EarthTec in June of2005 and there was an
updated one in November and he thought there was another one since then. The location of
restrictions was the same. The conclusion in this one says that,

"Groundwater was encountered at depths of about 4 to 8 feet below the existing surface.
Floor slabs should be kept at least three feet above the groundwater."
There was only a basement of one-foot in depth.
Richard Colborn asked if there were any lots built contrary to the original recommendations.
Howard Denney reported that there was not.
Mayor Barratt stated that Mr. Cuillard felt that was too restrictive and he would like an answer.
The Council determined that no change was needed.
Mayor Barratt reminded the Council to sign the plats that were in the other room.
ADJOURNMENT
The work session concluded 6:00p.m.

l h.. tLL

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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ATTACHMENT TO THE 12-08-05 CC WS MINUTES- PAGE 1 OF 1

Dear Mayor,

Just a couple of thoughts to consider while reviewing the basement issues in Temple
Meadows.
1 - There are currently two homes that have full basements beneath the water line on the
plat.
2 If the ruling is no basements, what is to be the cutoff point? For example I own two
lots, 41 & 42 where the water line divides them, half above and half beneath. Test were
done November 4, 2005 water was not hit at 12ft and the other water was hit at 11.5ft.
Test holes were below the water line.
3 - If no basements are to be allowed does this mean slab on grade only?
4 - Why does the city only recognize the Geotechlwater test done in 1998 and not the one
completed this year?

5 - The current plat reads as follows: To account for the shallow ground water conditions
pad elevation should be properly elevated above the existing grade onee site ground
water conditions are observed during eonstruetion. In addition it has been
recommended that lots 33-50 should have 5 feet of properly compacted fill. The same site
preparations should be used on all lots and pads that encounter shallow ground water.
6- CC&R's state the following Section 3.20 Basements will be permitted with in Temple
Meadows PUD only with a letter of opinion from a qualified licensed and bonded
engineer recommending the safe, sound and dry use of a basement below the structure.
Said letter and report does exist.
Thank you very much for your time and energy on this matter.
Sincerely

~----~----Steve Cuillard

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 8, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a work session on
December 8, 2005, in the City Administrative Offices, 51 East Main Street, commencing at
4:00 p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
WORK SESSION
1.
2.

Review of items for the upcoming December 13, 2005, City Council meeting.
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day ofDecember, 2005.

t
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 13, 2005
PUBLIC HEARING 7:10P.M. RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING OF THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY TO BE SURPLUS:
a.

0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East. (Center ofthe block bounded by Center Street & 100 East
and Main Street & 100 South)
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on December 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library commencing at 7:12p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted
Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and
Ricky Storrs. Others present included Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Councilman-Elect
Dale Gunther, Howard Denney, Doug Schneider, Janet Hicken, Lori England, Sheena
Parker, Derric Rykert, Lynne Yocom, and Barbara Christiansen,
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive public comment
regarding the declaring of property at 50 South 50 East to be surplus. He asked for
comments.
Dale Gunther asked if the person that was willing to purchase the property was an adjacent
property owner.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was.
There being no additional comment, the hearing ended at 7:14p.m.

PUBLIC HEARING- 7:15 P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING
REVISIONS TO THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2006, BUDGET
The American Fork City Council met in a second public hearing on December 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library commencing at 7:16p.m. Those present at the previous hearing were
present at this hearing along with Ruben Adams and Lance CalL
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the public hearing was to receive public comment
regarding revisions to the budget for fiscal year ending June 30, 2006. He gave time to City
Finance Officer Cathy Jensen who explained the proposed changes to the 2005-2006 Budget.
1-The library's grant was actually higher than anticipated. There was an increase of $2,700 to
reflect this increase in grant. Library Director Sheena Parker would like to spend the additional
amount on shelving.
2-The Historical Grant that was expected and expended funds for last fiscal year came through
during this fiscal year. $4,600 was being adjusted both on the revenue side and was also being
used to offset the transfer to Capital Improvements to help pay for the placement of the historical
cabins.
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3-$50,000 has been added as a transfer to the Celebration Fund. The revenue and expenditure
accounts in the Celebration Fund have also been adjusted to reflect this amount.
4-The amount transferred to the Capital Improvement fund has been reduced. Originally, it was
anticipated that because B&C Road Funds had limited uses, they would accrue some funds for
the use of future projects or equipment in the Capital Improvement fund.
The auditors have decided that even though the Road/Bridge Bonds were called in June of last
year, they would like the expense to come out of the current fiscal year as per the amortization
schedule. The cost of the road bonds would go against the B&C Road Funds received, so the
funds originally set-aside in the restricted account could be used in other areas. The effect was a
decrease in the transfer to Capital Improvements and a decrease in the allocation of the restricted
funds in the Capital Improvement Fund.
The Transfer to the Debt Service Fund reflected the additional amount needed in the Debt
Service Account to cover the Road Bonds.
5-The County dispatch fees were increasing from $6.50 a call to $15.36 a call, but also, the City
will be charged a separate call-out fee every time the Ambulance/Fire and/or police are called,
even if they are called out together. An increase in the Ambulance budget of$11,200 and $3,200
in the Fire budget reflect the additional expense.
6-In the Capital Improvement Fund, under "Other Revenue" and also under Police Vehicles and
Fire Equipment is the NPV (Net Present Value) of the fire truck lease and the NPV of the Police
Vehicles Lease. This was an offsetting entry to reflect the fact that the City was getting the funds
from a source other than straight budgetary appropriation. This was more to allow for the journal
entry than anything else.
7-As noted previously, the restricted funds were being reduced and allocated for the other
purposes in the Capital Improvement Fund.
8-In the Fire Equipment line-item, in addition to the NPV of the fire truck, was $16,000 which
allowed for payment of the actual lease amount.
9-Under Police Vehicles, in addition to the NPV ofthe vehicle lease was $13,400 needed to
outfit the vehicles and $8,000 to purchase 800Mhz radios that would be necessary when the
County goes to straight 800Mhz broadcasting.
10-Under cemetery expansion was the $50,000 additional cost for the cemetery land and $5,000
needed to improve the Philly Field for cemetery expansion.
11-Under Buildings and Property was the $25,000 for the Bishop/Boat harbor property, $10,000
to move the planning trailer, $10,000 for Mayoral furniture and $10,000 to move the historical
cabins.
12-Under the Capital Projects Fund, was the $50,000 needed to move Philly Field. This is
coming from funds remaining in the bond.
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13-In the Sewer & Water Fund was $200,000 for water system improvements.
14-In the Special Revenue Fund was the adjustment to allow for the "Just Because Flowers and
Gifts" small business loan.
15-In the Planning Department was an adjustment for the approved Bear West contract for
$13,000. The offset to General Fund expenditures was a reduction of the contribution to the Fund
Balance Account.
Mayor Barratt noted that this was action item number one. He asked if there were any questions.
There being none, the hearing closed at 7:26p.m.
REGULAR SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a regular session on December 13, 2005, in the
American Fork Library commencing at 7:31 p.m. Those present included Mayor Ted Barratt,
Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, Shirl LeBaron, and Ricky Storrs.
Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy Jensen, Richard Colborn, Councilman-Elect Dale
Gunther, Howard Denney, Doug Sclmeider, Janet Hicken, Lori England, Sheena Parker, Derric
Rykert, Lynne Yocom, Lance Call, Rod Despain, Ruben Adams, Barbara Christiansen, George
E. Brown Jr., Eagle Scout Candidate Joshua Landon, Mr. & Mrs. Landon, Dan Van Woerkom,
Scout Josh Brandon led the audience in the Pledge of Allegiance and Councilman Juel Belmont
offered a prayer.
TWENTY-MINUTE PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD- LIMITED TO TWO MINUTES PER
PERSON
Joshua Landon showed a display board that explained for his Eagle Scout Project he supervised
the construction of Burrowing Owl boxes for the Division of Wildlife Resources. He worked
with Randy Berger from the DWR. Burrowing Owls were not on the endangered species list but
were on the 'threatened list.' The purpose of the project was to help to rebuild the Burrowing
Owl population. He placed the boxes in the Salt Creek Wildlife Management Area. There was
general applause.
Charlie Smith asked the status of the Mountain Meadows Project. It had been 45 days. He asked
the response of the Army Corps ofEngineers
City Engineer Howard Denney answered that the Corps had not yet responded on the decision of
whether the City could dump water on the wetlands. Horrocks Engineers would do the follow
up.
Mayor Barratt hoped that they had a response by the January 10, 2006, City Council meeting.
PRESENTATION OF THE EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH
Mayor Barratt made the presentation of the Employee of the Month to Janet Hicken. Ms. Hicken
worked in the Recreation Department. There was general applause.
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COUNCIL REPORTS
Councilman Cates wished the citizens of American Fork a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year. He thanked the members of the Council for their time and effort, especially Mayor
Barratt, Councilman Blake and Councilman Belmont. He would miss them. There was general
applause.
Councilman LeBaron expressed that it had been a wonderful year and the City was a better place
because of Council members Belmont and Blake and because of Mayor Barratt. He added that
Councilman Blake had been a wonderful Finance Committee Chairman. He wished everyone a
Merry Christmas.
Councilman Storrs echoed the previous comments and thanked the outgoing Councilmembers
and added that it was a pleasure to serve with them. He acknowledged Councilman's Blake
expertise on the Broadband. He thanked Councilman Belmont for her efforts on our Heritage.
Councilman Storrs reported that he met with North Pointe Solid Waste District where they
approved their new budget. He would provide a copy to the City Recorder. They were no longer
going to transfer the waste by rail to Price. It would now be hauled to Tooele by truck. The cost
was about the same. They had had some problems with the railroad.
Mayor Barratt asked how many trucks a day would be needed.
Councilman Storrs answered that six or seven would be needed. They sold the bailer.
Councilman Blake was glad to hear that. He noted that the waste process was pretty involved.
He added that the bailer never worked and it was time they got rid of it.
Councilman Blake reported that the symphony provided a wonderful event at the High School.
It was a Harry Potter Christmas. It was a larger group that what had attended in the past.
Councilman Blake expressed that he enjoyed his Arts Council assignment as well as all of the
assignments that he had had with the City including the Library and others. He appreciated the
expressions given for his work. He enjoyed his two terms on the Council. It was a good
experience. He appreciated all the citizens, the staff and those that came on various issues. The
City had done a lot of things including the Library, Police & Courts, and Fire & Ambulance. He
commended Mayor Barratt for the way he conducted the meetings.
Councilman Blake expressed that American Fork was a great community and a great City and he
appreciated the staff and the great people here.
Councilman Belmont reported that the City Hall renovation was coming along. She had taken
photographs on what they had uncovered on the interior.
Councilman Belmont thanked Robert Hall for his efforts with the cabins. They were getting
ready for the move.
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Councilman Belmont reported that she met with the Parks Department on November 30th and
they put the lights on the tree for the tree lighting in Robinson Park on December 1st with hot
cider and hot chocolate. About fifty children were there and Santa Clause came. She noted that
the recent wind had taken the tree down and she asked that someone put it back up. December
3rd was the Santa Clause Parade from 100 West to the Star Flour Mill. There were about 150
children and the Arts Council was there to provide hot chocolate and free books from the
Library. On December 5th the symphony did a Harry Potter theme and it was a full house.
Councilman Belmont thanked all of the Council for the most interesting eight years of her life.
She didn't sleep well and when she woke up in the middle of the night, she would go over the
agenda. Now she should not have so many sleepless nights. It had been a nice eight years and
she had learned a lot. She commented about having a picture of the Council taken the way they
had done in the past. She thanked the citizens of American Fork. She reported that she usually
had about four hours of phone calls each day and she didn't mind taking them.
Councilman Belmont expressed thanks to the new Council coming in and thanks to the old
Council. If there was anything on the agenda, she would be sitting in the audience. She
expressed a great love for the community and wished everyone a Merry Christmas. There was
general applause.
MAYOR'S REPORT
Mayor Barratt wished everyone a Merry Christmas. He reminded the Council that there would
be a special session next Tuesday at 4:00p.m. The swearing in ceremony would held on January
2, 2006, at Noon in the Library.
Mayor Barratt expressed appreciation to the community for the privilege he had to serve and he
added that it was a good thing for him to move on. He had a thick honey-do list. He had one
grandchild and would be running Grandpa's day care periodically.
ACTION ITEMS
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING
JUNE 30, 2006, BUDGET

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-52R approving amendments to
the fiscal year ending June 30, 2006, Budget. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Councilman Blake commented that it was not unusual to make adjustments to the budget and he
felt that all these were reasonable and it was good to see the work that had gone into them. He
asked about and expressed a strong preference for not using the trailers. They had the trailer
outside of City Hall for a lot of years. It was to be moved to Public Works. He thought the
money would be better spent to redo the basement or put in an elevator. He concurred with these
amendments but he just suggested that they look at that.
Mayor Barratt reported that the remodeling of the basement and elevator was about $30,000.
The only point in moving the trailer was that it was an easy fix for right now. It would probably
be moved two or three months.
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George E. Brown Jr. asked what the changes were. A copy of the amendments were provided to
him.
Mayor Barratt added that if he had questions after he reviewed it, they would address them.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING 0.08 ACRES AT 50 SOUTH 50
EAST TO BE SURPLUS

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-53R declaring 0.08 acres at 50
South 50 East to be surplus. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SIGNAGE AT NORTH PARK
Mayor Barratt explained that the agreement was for eight consecutive years at $500 per year and
Patterson would pay $1,000 upon execution ofthe agreement for years 2004 and 2005.

Councilman Cates moved to approve the sign agreement with Patterson Construction.
Councilman LeBaron seconded the motion.
Councilman Belmont stated that this was part of the work session last Thursday. She felt that
billboards were legalized graffiti and to have one in a City park was terrible. She understood that
it was Grandfathered in. Mr. Dan Van Woerkom explained it very well, but she was concerned
about American Fork's image. She would vote for it because she did not see any other way. She
thought that everyone that lived here should think of the City's image.
Councilman Blake pointed out that there was language that they would keep it in good repair.
Mr. Dan Van Woerkom stated that if it wasn't, to call him. He added that it would stay in good
repair because they valued the sign.

Councilman Cates observed that the property had been sold, but the sign was separate. He felt it
was a fair agreement.
Councilman Belmont stated that Utah was a beautiful state that was blighted by billboards.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A LAND PURCHASE AGREEMENT FOR PROPERTY AT
6145 NORTH 6000 WEST
Mayor Barratt stated that this was property next to the American Fork Boat Harbor. This had
been discussd over the past few months. The down payment was $25,000. In the blanks in the
document he suggested that the dates be the 15th. It was about five acres.
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Councilman Blake thought that the terms were favorable to American Fork City at zero percent
interest over about seven years. It would be good property for the City to have.
Councilman Storrs asked if they were able to provide clear title.
Mayor Barratt responded that the owner has presented a title report from Title West and the City
Attorney had a copy of that. Title West stated that they would defend the title and would extend
a Warranty Deed on the property.

Councilman Storrs felt it would be a great addition to the Boat Harbor and moved
approval of the contract with the dates being filled in for the 15th. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther asked what the purchase price would be.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was $400,000 over seven years with no interest.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION CHANGING THE CONSOLIDATED FEE
SCHEDULE WITH REGARDS TO:
a.
b.

Broadband fees
Building Inspection Overtime Charge fee

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-54R approving the
consolidated fee schedule with changes to the Broadband fees and the Building Inspection
Overtime Fee. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON TELECOMMUNICATION CONTRACTS WITH THE
FOLLOWING:
a.
b.
c.

UTOPIA (amended)
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
Union Pacific Railroad

Councilman Blake noted that these had been in process for about a year. With the Central Utah
Telephone Inc, contract there was $155,000 that would come to the City. The authorization date
was January 1, 2006. The payment date would be by January 10, 2006. He felt it was a good
situation and there were good partnerships formed. They all agreed to strengthen the fiber from
Payson to Salt Lake through cooperation. It would cost about $750,000 to complete, but when it
was finished it would be a high-speed fiber backbone. The advantage to the City was that it
would be a strong, high-speed broadband connection to a hub in downtown Salt Lake.
Councilman Blake continued that the immediate payment from UTOPIA would be $150,000 and
it would be $1.5 million over the life of the contract.
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Councilman Blake moved to approve the contracts as amended since December 1st with the
payment date from Central Utah Telephone to be by January 10,2006. Councilman
LeBaron seconded the motion for them all.
The City's outside attorney, Steve Mecham, asked ifthere were any questions.
Councilman Belmont expressed concern that the City might get drawn into the Qwest lawsuit
against UTOPIA.
Steve Mecham responded that he believed that his opinion and interpretation of the law that what
the City was doing was well within the Statute. There were risks and anybody could sue
anybody for anything. He spent most of his time with the UTOPIA contract. The Central Utah
Telephone and the UDOT contracts were complex and very interrelated and one would not work
without the other. He believed it did the job.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT WITH UTAH COUNTY REGARDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Councilman Blake noted that this was one of the group of contracts.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-55R approving an Interlocal
Agreement with Utah County regarding telecommunications. Councilman Storrs seconded
the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT UDOT REGARDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-56R approving an Interlocal
Agreement with UDOT regarding telecommunications. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion.
When asked about a business analysis, Steve Mecham responded that he did not do that, but what
he did was a legal analysis.
Mayor Barratt explained that about a year ago he asked the Council, particular Councilman
Blake, to come up with something that would put some life into the system. This would give
some income into the system.
Central Utah Telephone representative Steve Clark, reported that they had the same concern with
request to the Qwest lawsuit. Their conclusion was that this transaction didn't come close in
resembling the reason of the lawsuit. They took comfort in the fact that by entering into this
contract, American Fork was not becoming a UTOPIA City. This was strictly an arms length
transaction on a commodity that was owned by American Fork the same as if they were to do
business with any other person. It would be quite a stretch to draw American Fork into the
lawsuit. Mr. Mecham had stated that anybody could sue anybody for anything. It would take an
awful lot of pliability and legal interpretation in order to be able to imply that because they
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bought something from American Fork, that somehow made them a UTOPIA City and subject to
them being a member of that organization.
Steve Mecham responded that he had not talked about being drawn into that, that was not what
he had said. The issue was whether the action taken was within the law and his judgment was
that it was.

All were in favor.
Councilman Cates moved to revisit the contract with UTOPIA. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
City Recorder Richard Colborn read the Resolution.
Whereas, American Fork City desires to enter into an Interlocal Cooperative Agreement by
and between American Fork City and UTOPIA for the purpose of selling surplus fiber.
Now, Therefore, the City Council of American Fork resolves to enter into the attached
Interlocal Cooperative Agreement with UTOPIA for the purpose of selling surplus fiber and
authorizes the Mayor to sign said agreement.
Passed by the City Council of American Fork, Utah, this 13 day of December, 2005.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-57R approving an Interlocal
Agreement with UTOPIA for the purpose of selling surplus fiber. Councilman LeBaron
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
George E. Brown, Jr. commented that the long and short of it was that the City was going to get
$1.5 million from UTOPIA to sell some unused fiber and then use half of those funds to extend
the fiber from wherever it was now to Salt Lake City.
Mayor Barratt responded that was correct.
Councilman Blake added that some segments could be sold immediately and others needed to be
completed. The City would get $300,000 up front immediately. The City did have agreements
that provided options that would extend payments. He expressed appreciation to Melanie Marsh
and Cathy Jensen in working with the six parties in bringing this together.
Mayor Barratt expressed his appreciation to Steve Mecham and noted that individuals such as
Mr. Mecham were not easy to come by. Mayor Barratt thanked Melanie Marsh and Cathy
Jensen for their work and added that some days they worked all day on just this issue.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE ALPINE SCHOOL DISTRICT NO.2 ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 0.11
ACRES AT 125 EAST 1500 SOUTH
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Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-58R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Alpine School District No. 2 Annexation consisting of 0.11 acres at 125 East 1500
South. Councilman Cates seconded the motion.
Richard Colborn asked about the original Alpine School District Annexation.
Rod Despain responded that the annexation was ready to go and the agreement did not need to be
signed by the District.

All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE RICHARD MCKINNEY ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF
APPROXIMATELY 2.5 ACRES AT 745 NORTH 900 WEST

Councilman LeBaron moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-59R indicating the City's intent
to annex the Richard McKinney Annexation consisting of approximately 2.5 acres at 745
North 900 West. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION INDICATING THE CITY'S INTENT TO
ANNEX THE RUBEN AND CHRISTINE ADAMS ANNEXATION CONSISTING OF 17.41
ACRES AT 75 WEST 1500 SOUTH

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-60R indicating the City's intent to
annex the Ruben and Christine Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 75 West
1500 South. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Rod Despain noted that it put the City boundary within one property of being able to annex the
American Fork Boat Harbor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON SUBDIVISIONS, COMMERCIAL PROJECTS,
CONDOMINIUMS, AND PUD'S INCLUDING 1) PLAT APPROVAL; 2) METHOD OF
SATISFACTION OF WATER RIGHTS REQUIREMENTS; 3) POSTING OF AN
IMPROVEMENT BOND OR SETTING OF A TIME FRAME FOR IMPROVEMENT
INSTALLATION; AND 4) AUTHORIZATION TO SIGN THE FINAL PLAT AND
ACCEPTANCE OF ALL DEDICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC AND TO HAVE THE PLAT
RECORDED
a. Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for a retail building
on out-parcel #2 ofTimp Plaza Shopping Center at 599 West Pacific
Councilman LeBaron expressed concern regarding traffic sightlines, ingress, and egress.
He did not know if that had been adequately dealt with by the applicant.
Dan Kohler from Woodbury Corporation was present along with Andy Spencer from
PEPG Engineering.
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Mayor Barratt explained that this was concerning the pad site on the comer where there
had been garden supplies and Christmas Tree lots.
Andy Spencer explained that when the item was before the Planning Commission there
were concerns expressed about the proximity of the building to the comer and sightlines
and other issues that had been raised this evening. He had revised the plan to address
those concerns and that was the plan that was before them. He apologized for getting the
revised plan to them so late.
He continued that they had moved the building around and away from the comer. Access
would be right-in and right-out. The pad was originally approved in the late 1980's.
Councilman Belmont asked why they could not wait until the next Council meeting. It
seemed a stampede to her.
Mr. Spencer responded that there was only one meeting being held in December and they
did not want to wait until the second week in January. They had accommodated what the
Planning Commission wanted.

Councilman Belmont expressed concern for the traffic load there and that it did not seem
like good planning.
Dan Kohler explained that the original plan and approval was back in 1984 and there
were two pads originally approved. They were not changing the original approval of
6,000 square feet and the accesses were the same as originally approved.
Councilman Belmont commented that was before the gas station and The Meadows were
there. They needed to see the plan prior to 8:30p.m. last night
Andy Spencer stated that the plan had been refined based on the comments of the
Planning Commission.
Mayor Barratt stated that Woodbury had an approved site.
Planning Commissioner Heber Thompson reported that two other concerns were
expressed at the Planning Commission meeting. First, there was consideration that
540/560 West could be brought down to Pacific Drive and that there was language in
those original agreements that there would be consideration given to that Second, the
opening of the railroad crossing.
Mayor Barratt stated that the City had identified the crossings they would close. The
concern the City had was that it was a million dollars.
Heber Thompson suggested that a light or a traffic circle would need to be installed there.
Mayor Barratt responded that this had been discussed a number of times in staff meetings
and there was not a good solution. He felt the roundabout was not popular and that the
best fix was the one that was there. He did not feel that the 400 West Street traffic
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pattern would change even with 540/560. He did not want to tell somebody they had to
do something based on a 'might.'
Mayor Barratt continued that he had two individuals that wanted to rent a thousand
square feet or less in American Fork. That was not found in American Fork. It was too
bad that back in 1984, the City did not realize the potential problem.
Mr. Thompson noted that at the Planning Commission there were many residents
complaining of the traffic at 700 North and 900 West.

Councilman LeBaron asked if it would really help Smith's and ifWoodbury still leased
to Smith's.
Mr. Kohler explained that Smith's controlled their own property. Smith's had to approve
what Woodbury did and vice versa. Woodbury could make a good faith effort but they
could not guarantee that Smith's would accept it.

Howard Denney thought that was part of the motion, to line those up.
Rod Despain stated that they were looking in the minutes.
Mr. Kohler acknowledged that there was a discussion that took place, but not that it was
part of any motion.

Rod Despain added that part of the reason for raising the issue was not necessarily to
change it at this point, but to memorialize, what was in their opinion, an acknowledgment
that it would be desirable. He added that Mayor Barratt had commented that other
parameters have come in and they may not now want it. It came up now because this
plan was part of a larger shopping center project.
Mr. Kohler stated that if the City had a plan, they would have something to submit to
Smith's. It was not reasonable to attach it as a condition. The accesses were there now.

Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther felt that Woodbury should have looked at the whole
project back then.
George E. Brown Jr. commented that out here, we did not know how to do traffic circles
like they did in the East. Here they were too small.
Councilman Belmont thought that it needed more planning.
Councilman LeBaron wanted to see the engineering done first.
Councilman Blake suggested that the Planning Commission ought to review the changes.
Andy Spencer commented that they could not be expected to repair the whole
intersection. It would be beyond the scope of this small retail building. It was part of a
broader picture.
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Councilman Blake felt the intersection was an issue.

Councilman LeBaron moved to table. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
Dan Kohler stated that Woodbury Corporation preferred that it was not tabled, but either
approved or denied.
Councilman Blake explained that part of the reason for tabling it was that there were still
some issues that needed to be worked out with the Planning Commission.
Dan Kohler commented with due respect that they had gone beyond the Ordinance and
moved the building further back and to the south to create more distance between it and
Pacific Drive. They were operating on a prior approval for this particular site with
accesses that had prior approval by the Planning Commission and the City Council. They
were not requesting a change. This was the time that economically it was feasible to
develop the pad site. They also created a right-in and a right-out situation. With the
issues regarding 560 West Street, they were willing to make a good faith effort, but it was
not a condition and seemed to be unreasonable.

Councilman Lebaron amended his motion to refer it back to the Planning
Commission. Councilman Belmont withdrew her second.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Councilman Cates commented that there was merit on both sides and that they needed to
work toward a solution.
Councilman Belmont commented that she was in a meeting a few years ago and they
agreed.
Rod Despain noted that they were looking for those minutes. He added that the situation
was more complicated now.
Mayor Barratt thought that legally, they had a right to develop their property. It was
strange to him that they did not have a tenant but they were building a drive thru.
Heber Thompson commented that Woodbury wanted an up or down vote from the
Planning Commission. The Planning Commission sent it forward.
b.

Review and action on approval of the final plat for East Temple View Subdivision
consisting of3 lots at 1280 East 700 North

Councilman Blake moved to approve the final plat for the East Temple View
Subdivision, to authorize the Mayor and Council to sign the plat, accept the
dedications an have the plat recorded subject to the receipt of water rights in
accordance with the City's Water Rights Conveyance Ordinance and the posting of
a bond to secure completion of construction of required improvements and subject
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to the conclusion of any reimbursement to a previous developer. Councilman
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A PUBLIC LIBRARY GRANT CONTRACT

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve a Public Library Grant Contract. Councilman
Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
Mayor Barratt thanked Library Director Sheena Parker for her work.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson commented that during the Holidays there was something always
great going on at the Library for the community. There was a welcoming feeling there.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION ADOPTING A SNOW REMOVAL POLICY
FOR STREETS

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No 05-12-61R approving a snow removal
policy for streets.
Mayor Barratt noted that the City Attorney, along with Howard Denney and TJ Warnick, had
some corrections and additions and asked that they be included in the motion.

Councilman Storrs amended his motion to include the changes. Councilman Belmont
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE BID FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
THE FffiER ROUTE PROJECT

Councilman Blake moved to award the bid for construction of the fiber route project to
FiberTel Corporation in the amount of $248,532.70. Councilman Storrs seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH FffiERTEL FOR CONSTRUCTION OF
THE FffiER ROUTE PROJECT

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the contract with FiberTel for the construction of
the fiber route project in the amount of $248,532.70. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE AWARDING OF THE BID FOR MATERIAL FOR THE
FffiER ROUTE PROJECT

Councilman Blake moved to award the bid for the material for the fiber route project to
Codale Electric Supply in the amount of $387,058.22. Councilman LeBaron seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A CONTRACT WITH CODALE FOR MATERIAL FOR THE
FffiER ROUTE PROJECT
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Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the contract with Codale Electric Supply for the
material for the fiber route project in the amount of $387,058.22. Councilman Storrs
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT WITH UDOT AND RB&G ENGINEERING FOR DESIGN SERVICES FOR
ROAD IMPROVEMENTS ON 50 SOUTH STREET FROM 700 EAST TO 1100 EAST

Councilman Cates moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-62R approving an Interlocal
agreement with UDOT and RB&G Engineering for design services for road improvements
on 50 South Street from 700 East to 1100 East. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion.
All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A PUBLIC SAFETY REVIEW
COMMITTEE
Mayor Barratt stated that he would like to see the establishment of a Public Safety Review
Committee that would be Chaired by the Mayor, a Council member, Police Chief, Chief of Staff,
City Engineer, three members from the Alpine School District, and two members of the public at
large. He asked Mayor-Elect Thompson to fill the appointments.

Councilman LeBaron moved to approve the establishment of a Public Safety Review
Committee as described. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION GRANTING RELIEF FROM CITY UTILITY
BILLS THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2006, FOR THOSE ON ACTIVE DUTY IN THE
MILITARY

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-63R granting relief from City
utility bills through December 31, 2006, for those on active duty in the military.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were favor.
Councilman Cates noted that letters would go out to those currently on the program to get
updated information.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DESIGNATION OF A PERSON TO VOTE THE CITY'S
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION SHARES AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
AMERICAN FORK IRRIGATION COMPANY

Councilman Blake moved to appoint the Mayor-Elect or his representative Howard
Denney to vote the City's American Fork Irrigation shares at the Annual Meeting of the
American Fork Irrigation Company. Councilman Cates seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
REPORT AND ACTION ON CONSTRUCTION ITEMS INCLUDING CHANGE ORDERS
There were no change orders.
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REPORT AND ACTION ON PLANNING COMMISSION ITEMS
There was nothing from the Planning Commission.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 21, 2005, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the November 21, 2005, Special Session minutes as
presented. Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE NOVEMBER 29, 2005, MINUTES

Councilman Cates moved approval of the November 29, 2005, minutes as presented.
Councilman Blake seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER l, 2005, SPECIAL SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Storrs moved approval of the December 1, 2005, Special Session minutes as
provided. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON THE DECEMBER 8, 2005, WORK SESSION MINUTES

Councilman Blake moved approval of the December 8, 2005, work session minutes as
presented. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
FINANCE COMMITTEE REPORT INCLUDING ACTION ON THE APPROVAL OF CITY
BILLS FOR PAYMENT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee met at 6:00p.m. and reviewed a sewer
back up claim and recommended reimbursement. They reviewed the City bills for payment and
Purchase Requests over $1,000, and the manually prepared checks. One of the manually
prepared checks was for a payment on the mertha pool for the Fitness Center.

Councilman Blake moved approval of the City bills for payment, requests over $1,000, and
the manually prepared checks as reviewed by the Finance Committee. Councilman Cates
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
ADJOURNMENT
Mayor Barratt expressed that he did not think they could get through this agenda by 11:00 p.m.

Councilman Belmont moved adjournment at 9:47 p.m. Councilman Blake seconded the
motion. All were in favor.

Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 13, 2005
*AMENDED- NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
December 13, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:10p.m.

7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of the following property to be
surplus:
a.
0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East, (Center of the block bounded by Center
Street & 100 East and Main Street & 100 South)
Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30,2006,budget.

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period -limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee ofthe Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

*7.
*8.

9.
10.

Review and action on a Resolution amending the fiscal year ending June 30, 2006,
budget.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring 0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East to be surplus.
Review and action on signage at North Park.
Review and action on a land purchase agreement for property at 6145 North 6000 West.
Review and action on a Resolution changing the Consolidated Fee Schedule with regards
to:
a.
Broadband fees
b.
Building Inspection Overtime Charge fee
Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
*a.
UTOPIA (amended)
b.
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
c.
Union Pacific Railroad
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement with Utah County
regarding telecommunications.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement UDOT regarding
telecommunications.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Alpine
School District No.2 Annexation consisting of0.11 acres at 125 East 1500 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Richard
McKinney Annexation consisting of approximately 2.5 acres at 745 North 900 West.

11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Ruben and
Christine Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 75 West 1500 South.
Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD's
including I) plat approval~ 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements~ 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for a retail
building on out-parcel #2 ofTimp Plaza Shopping Center at 599 West Pacific.
b.
Review and action on approval of the final plat for East Temple View Subdivision
consisting of3 lots at 1280 East 700 North.
Review and action on a Public Library Grant contract.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting a snow removal policy for streets.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for construction of the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on a contract with Fibertel for construction of the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on the awarding ofthe bid for material for the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on a contract with Codale for material for the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement with UDOT and
RB&G Engineering for design services for road improvements on 50 South Street from
700 East to 1100 East.
Review and action on the establishment of a Public Safety Review Committee.
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2006, for those on active duty in the military.
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 21, 2005, special session minutes.
Review and action on the November 29, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the December 1, 2005, special session minutes.
Review and action on the December 8, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 12 day ofDecember, 2005
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Richard M. Colborn
City Recorder

AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 13, 2005
NOTICE AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in regular session on
December 13, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 7:30
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
7:10p.m.

7:15p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring of the following property to be
surplus:
a.
0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East, (Center of the block bounded by Center
Street & 100 East and Main Street & 100 South)
Receiving of public comment regarding revisions to the fiscal year ending June
30,2006,budget

REGULAR SESSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pledge of Allegiance; Prayer by invitation; roll call.
Twenty-minute public comment period limited to two minutes per person.
Presentation of the Employee of the Month.
Council reports.
Mayor's report.
ACTION ITEMS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Review and action on a Resolution amending the fiscal year ending June 30, 2006,
budget.
Review and action on a Resolution declaring 0.08 acres at 50 South 50 East to be surplus.
Review and action on signage at North Park
Review and action on a land purchase agreement for property at 6145 North 6000 West.
Review and action on a Resolution changing the Consolidated Fee Schedule with regards
to:
a.
Broadband fees
b.
Building Inspection Overtime Charge fee
Review and action on telecommunication contracts with the following:
a.
UTOPIA
b.
Central Utah Telephone Inc.
C.
UDOT
d.
Union Pacific Railroad
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the City's Personnel Policies.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Alpine
School District No.2 Annexation consisting of0.11 acres at 125 East 1500 South.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Richard
McKinney Annexation consisting of approximately 2.5 acres at 745 North 900 West.
Review and action on a Resolution indicating the City's intent to annex the Ruben and
Christine Adams Annexation consisting of 17.41 acres at 75 West 1500 South.

11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

Review and action on subdivisions, commercial projects, condominiums, and PUD' s
including 1) plat approval; 2) method of satisfaction of water rights requirements; 3)
posting of an improvement bond or setting of a time frame for improvement installation;
and 4) authorization to sign the final plat and acceptance of all dedications to the public
and to have the plat recorded.
a.
Review and action on an Ordinance approving a commercial site plan for a retail
building on out-parcel #2 ofTimp Plaza Shopping Center at 599 West Pacific.
b.
Review and action on approval of the final plat for East Temple View Subdivision
consisting of3 lots at 1280 East 700 North.
Review and action on a Public Library Grant contract.
Review and action on a Resolution adopting a snow removal policy for streets.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for construction of the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on a contract with Fibertel for construction of the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on the awarding of the bid for material for the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on a contract with Codale for material for the Fiber Route Project.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an Interlocal Agreement with UDOT and
RB&G Engineering for design services for road improvements on 50 South Street from
700 East to 11 00 East.
Review and action on the establishment of a Public Safety Review Committee.
Review and action on a Resolution granting relief from City utility bills through
December 31, 2006, for those on active duty in the military.
Review and action on the designation of a person to vote the City's American Fork
Irrigation shares at the annual meeting of the American Fork Irrigation Company.
Report and action on construction items including change orders.
Report and action on Planning Commission items.
Review and action on the November 21, 2005, special session minutes.
Review and action on the November 29, 2005, minutes.
Review and action on the December 1, 2005, special session minutes.
Review and action on the December 8, 2005, work session minutes.
Finance Committee Report including action on the approval of City bills for payment.
Adjournment.

Dated this 6 day of December, 2005
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AMERICAN FORK CITY
COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
DECEMBER 20, 2005
PUBLIC HEARING-4:00P.M. -RECEIVING OF PUBLIC COMMENT REGARDING THE
DECLARING SURPLUS OF 3.84 ACRES (NORTHWEST OF THE CINEMARK THEATERS
AND NEAR APPLEBEE'S AT THE MEADOWS) TO BE EXCHANGED FOR 3.84 ACRES
OF PROPERTY (BEHIND W ALMART AT THE MEADOWS)
The American Fork City Council met in a public hearing on December 20, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:05p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Sheena Parker, Lance Call, Rod
Despain, Craig Carlisle, Joe Rich, Richard Mendenhall, Angie Anderson, Jacob McClellan,
Brian Brown, George Schade, Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson, Garland Mayne, George E. Brown
Jr., and Barbara Christiansen
Mayor Barratt explained the purpose of the hearing was to receive public comment regarding the
declaring of3.84 acres to be surplus and to be exchanged for 3.84 acres at The Meadows. He
asked how the small piece in the middle would be handled.
Richard Colborn noted that the Gay parcel was excluded from the description.
Councilman Belmont commented that the request used to be for one acre and now it had grown
to 3.84 acres.
Joe Rich stated that they had always wanted to trade acre for acre.
Councilman Belmont asked if wetlands property was as valuable as commercial property. She
thought it would be a great opportunity for American Fork to trade it in such a way that it
received commercial value.
Richard Mendenhall commented that it was already zoned commercial. They would be restoring
a wetlands.
Councilman Belmont expressed that when they first came in, they were going to build upscale
and be upscale like the Gateway and then they went to a WalMart.
Richard Mendenhall did not think trat was a valid statement. They were trying to restore that
concept. There were limitations by staff, the nature of parking, and design. Just as they had a
bridge spanning the wetland element now, there may be another bridge spanning it. The freeway
was great exposure. The property on the eastside created critical mass and had equal value either
way.
Councilman Belmont did not agree. She asked the value of the Kawakami property.
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Mr. Mendenhall noted that this commercial land to be traded had equal value. What the City
was doing was a net zero trade. It was not wetlands for commercial.

Councilman Belmont felt that the developer had discovered that where they went was the wrong
way to go and they were going back.
Richard Mendenhall explained that what was on the north side of the conservation area was
consistent with the original plan. What was on the south side was consistent with the original
plan. The difference was that the design standards imposed by staff would not allow the road
corridor to allow for parking. Forty-five degree angle parking was not allowed on a collector
corridor. Now they were coming back. It would need to be a public/private partnership or it
would be built at Forest City up by Cabella's. They needed a little more width on land. It was
never started and finished as originally conceived due to many factors.
Councilman Belmont expressed her feeling that the trade was not a whole lot for the City and
everything for Woodbury.
Councilman Blake noted that the original concept was more of a village area. In the area of the
trade on the west side, there was a pond area and might be a nice place in the future to bridge
over and connect. Uplands were fairly equivalent and on the edge of the wetland.
Mr. Mendenhall noted that when the conservation boundaries were drawn they did not know all
of the parameters.

City Engineer Howard Denney expressed concern with the Gay parcel. At this time it was
excepted from the description. If there was action of the Council and even Woodbury to change
the value of the ground, it may be a constitutional taking and reimbursement due to the owners.
There being no further comment, the hearing concluded at 4:17p.m.
SPECIAL SESSION
The American Fork City Council met in a special session on December 20, 2005, in the
American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:17p.m. Those present included
Mayor Ted Barratt, Councilmembers Juel Belmont, Keith Blake, Jimmie Cates, and Ricky
Storrs. Councilman LeBaron was excused. Others present included Melanie Marsh, Cathy
Jensen, Richard Colborn, Kevin Bennett, Howard Denney, Sheena Parker, Lance Call, Rod
Despain, Craig Carlisle, Joe Rich, Richard Mendenhall, Angie Anderson, Jacob McClellan,
Brian Brown, George Schade, Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson, Garland Mayne, George E. Brown
Jr., Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther, Barbara Christiansen, Peter Wilson, and one additional
citizen.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION DECLARING TO BE SURPLUS OF 3.84
ACRES (NORTHWEST OF THE CINEMARK THEATERS AND NEAR APPLEBEE'S AT
THE MEADOWS) TO BE EXCHANGED FOR 3.84 ACRES OF PROPERTY (BEHIND
W ALMART AT THE MEADOWS)
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Richard Mendenhall answered that currently the Gay parcel had no right of access and no
utilities and no developmental capacity unless it was associated with other parcels. It's real
value was in its nuisance.
Mayor Barratt asked if Woodbury Corporation would indemnify the City.
Richard Mendenhall responded that it would.
George E. Brown Jr. asked ifthere had been an appraisal.
Mayor Barratt responded that there had not been.
George E. Brown Jr. commented that one commercial use might have a higher value. It was not
the same if they wanted to change. Location, location, location determined the value. Once the
value was established, that was the value. The Kawakami property had set a precedence of
value. In Price v. Orem City, (2000 UT 26, 995 P.2d 1237) it says that the City holds public
assets in trust for the public. If the City was going to give something up, they needed to find out
if there was a difference in value of property versus the property they want. Mr. Brown
suspected that there would be a difference in value or otherwise the developer would not be
interested.
Councilman Blake thought that to be an interesting point, but the facts of this, would be relevant,
and there was value on the property behind WalMart and also there was potential development to
the west, in Lehi, and this was on the border and could be developed in partnership. He felt there
was a strong case to say that it was equivalent and also it was the same type of property. The
amount ofland was identical, 3.84 acres in each case. Part ofthe original design ofthe whole
Meadows was to bring in the village type of development. This trade would be conducive to that
and that was what the City had bargained for. The City was not in a position of dictating but
could express some preference. On the issue of equal value, he felt there was a strong case for
that.
George E. Brown Jr. stated that they should have an outside independent evaluation, appraisal, or
analysis. They needed to justify the value.
Councilman Storrs commented that they were trading the same amount of ground.
Richard Mendenhall stated that this was difficult in public meetings where the public could say
anything they wanted. It was hard to respond to things that were animated for the sake of
creating a reaction. The conservation area would be restored. There was considerable difference
between land that was at the intersection of two main streets and land that was on the interior that
did not have a direct access to a public road. The Kawakami property could not be compared to
this property. Whatever the Council deemed to be the appropriate course of action for evaluating
the trade of parcels, they would be happy to follow the direction given.
Councilman Belmont noted that 'highest and best use' was a real estate term. She would think
that they would want an independent appraisal. It would become upscale and different than what
was done here. It would be a good way to go. Since Gateway and the Riverwoods, she thought
that Woodbury had recognized that was a pretty good concept.
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George E. Brown Jr. stated that they didn't know the value.
Mayor Barratt responded that in reality this property was extremely valuable in both cases and
that they were equal in value. The existing Meadows was a good project. There were a lot of
people coming here because of the amenities and he wanted to see the amenities grow. On the
weekends there was not enough parking. This trade needed to take place and it would enhance
the development. It was a moving project and it needed to be that way. They were using this
project to improve the community. He believed there was nothing wrong with what was being
asked.
Mayor-Elect Thompson, asked that if an independent appraisal was done, was the City prepared
to reimburse the developer or vice versa.
Councilman Belmont stated that they all went to The Meadows and were told how wonderful it
was going to be. She did not want to do a swap. She wanted it to be fair and they needed an
independent appraisal.
Mayor Barratt believed the property values to be equal. He asked for a motion.

Councilman Blake moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-65R declaring property to be
surplus including 3.84 acres (northwest of the CineMark Theaters and near Applebee's at
the Meadows) to be exchanged for 3.84 acres of property (behind WaiMart at the
Meadows) and exchange as proposed and an indemnification as indicated with respect to
the private property parcel.
Councilman Belmont asked if it would be open for anyone to bid on.
City Attorney Kevin Bennett explained that the Ordinance allowed the City to swap out and
declare property surplus for a specific public purpose. If this fell through, the Council would
determine to not surplus it at all or to bid it out.
Mayor Barratt proposed that the motion needed to include that if the Army Corps of Engineers
did not allow this that this action was null and void.

Councilman Blake amended his motion to include that if the Army Corps of Engineers did
not allow this that this action was null and void.
Councilman Storrs seconded the motion.
Councilman Storrs noted that if they traded and it was upscale he would like to make sure there
was a nice upscale restaurant. It would bring in more tax revenue.
Councilman Belmont agreed with bringing in more tax revenue, but they needed to know what
the ground was worth. She would not be opposed if it was done that way.
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Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson noted that Woodbury would like that property to enhance their
development and the City would benefit from it as welL The City had an obligation to extend
1120 North.
Mayor Barratt stated that was not for Woodbury; that was for WalMart and Home Depot.
Mayor-Elect Heber Thompson stated that the City also had to get a water line down there as
well. He thought Woodbury could bear the cost of that in exchange for this property.
Howard Denney estimated that the cost of the water line extension was about $600,000.
Councilman Blake responded that it was a City responsibility at the time development occurred.
Howard Denney explained that the impact fees had already been paid and he was not sure how
they would go and get that back.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther asked if the trade was equivalent.
Mayor Barratt explained that the City had acreage there given to the City. They would change
some of the wetlands for property that would become wetlands.
Councilman Blake noted that the developable property would move from one location to another.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther asked why they did not just sell the property to them.
Councilman Blake stated that the Corps of Engineers would have to agree to it as well because it
was wetlands.
Richard Mendenhall explained that Corps would not allow for a reduction ofwetland area.

Mayor Barratt called for a vote on the motion. Voting was as follows: Aye,
Councilmembers Blake, Cates, and Storrs. Nay, Councilman Belmont. The motion
carried.
The Council asked for a good restaurant in the area.
Mayor Barratt expressed the belief that it was important that American Fork do what they could
to get the project up and as tall as they could get it before the project at Cabella' s got going.
Councilman-Elect Dale Gunther asked what sales tax would be coming to the City in the future.
Mayor Barratt responded that it was ten years on the sales tax and twenty years on the property
tax, until it was paid off.
Councilman Belmont referred to Nordstrom's and that it took a lot to get them there.
Richard Mendenhall stated that each national popular tenant was different. Most of those tenants
were the 'bell cow' that made the rest of it work. This trade was to get the critical mass to make
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it work. American Fork had the opportunity to attract the next level of development. They
would need some changes in the way they did business
Mayor Barratt expressed that he wanted this to be upscale. He wanted something that was
different from Provo and Orem.
Howard Denney explained that this started a process and it was next in the Army Corps of
Engineers' court. Woodbury would be back before the Council on the issue of the conservation
easement and there were still more steps after that, that would need to be taken.
Mayor Barratt explained that the Corps was not willing to move ahead, unless the City was
willing to make the trade.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AGREEMENTS WITH TIMP ANOGOS SPECIAL SERVICE
DISTRICT RELATING TO THE EXTENSION OF A WATER LINE ON 1500 SOUTH
STREET
Timpanogos Special Service District Superintendent Garland Mayne was present to request
approval of a waterline extension.
Kevin Bennett noted that the agreements allowed for the delay in the conveyance of the water
rights and some other changes in language with regard to the surveys that had already been done,
that it could move ahead. Their bid expired on Friday and it would allow them to proceed
without having to start all over.
Councilman Blake asked about the five-year provision.
Kevin Bennett noted that there was a house that was in the right of way and they had not to
exceed five years in it. It was being leased by Jerry Eastman.
Councilman Storrs disclosed that he worked for TSSD and would vote on this issue.
Howard Denney explained that when the Eastman's well failed the City allowed them to hook up
but never got their water rights. It was meant to be a temporary connection.
Rod Despain commented that it was intended that the Eastman connection was temporary. It
would go away in five years. Water rights were permanent.

Councilman Blake moved to approve the agreements including the one that allowed the
delay in the water right assignment. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in
favor.
PRESENTATION AND ACTION ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE FINANCIAL AUDIT
FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 2005
Jacob McClellan, along with Angie Anderson, with the firm ofHawkins Cloward & Simister,
LC, explained that he supervised the fieldwork of the audit and presented a preliminary draft of
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the audit and would like it back. There were a few items not yet included. They would provide a
final copy at a later date.
Councilman Blake commented if they were going to accept the preliminary draft they would
need to keep them.
Angie Anderson explained the audit needed to be accepted by December 31st.
Councilman Blake thought that if it was not complete, they could not accept it.
Mr. McClellan explained that the numbers would not change. They needed to add the

disclosures from the Attorneys. The important part was the financial information that Cathy
Jensen would go through.
Councilman Blake added that there should not be any problem in leaving them if they were
approved because every page was stamped, 'Preliminary Draft'.
Angie Anderson explained there concern was that even with it stamped 'Preliminary Draft' they
did not want someone to receive that and think it was final. It would be less confusing for the
public.
Mr. McClellan continued that they issued an unqualified opinion with limitations. He suggested

a fraud policy and left a sample policy. They looked at the requirements of the State of Utah.
There was a deficit in the fund balance of the Broadband and they were optimistic that it would
be resolved. They found some department budget overages. American Fork had a number of
satellite locations, like the Fitness Center. It was important to review the oversight accounting
policies at those locations. It would be spelled out in the management letter.
Councilman Blake asked when it was anticipated that they would get a final copy of it.
Angie Anderson thought it would be the middle of next week.
Mr. McClellan explained that there were two main categories in the American Fork Audit. One

was Governmental Funds and one was Enterprise Funds. He reviewed the current assets and the
current liabilities. Last year the City's net assets were about $81 million and they were $83
million this year.

Councilman Blake moved to accept the preliminary draft of the audit for the fiscal year
ending June 30,2005. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
A copy was retained.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE HISTORICAL
PRESERVATION PROVISIONS OF THE CITY CODE
Councilman Belmont explained that City Attorney Kevin Bennett had worked on the Ordinance
and made changes that were deemed important. The City needed to have something to document
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buildings that were to be demolished. This change would provide a window and an opportunity
to address the historical needs.
Councilman Cates asked if the building official made the notification.
Councilman Belmont reported that Ron Morrill had been good in that respect and to let people
know what they were looking for in the way of documentation.

Councilman Cates moved to adopt Ordinance No. 05-12-60 amending the Historical
Preservation provisions of the City Code. Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All
were in favor.
REVIEW OF CONSEQUENCES FOR DAMAGES TO TREES
Councilman Belmont reported that the City was losing their urban forest.
It was noted that the current Sections of the State Law that dealt with damage to trees was 76-6106, Criminal Mischief and 78-38-3, Right of action for injuries to trees.

REVIEW AND ACTION ON AMENDMENT NO. 1 TO THE AMERICAN HOUSEKEEPING
INC. (AHI) JANITORIAL CONTRACT
Councilman Blake reported that the Finance Committee had reviewed this amendment to the
contract and recommended its approvaL

Councilman Blake moved approval of Amendment No.1 to the American Housekeeping
Inc. Janitorial Contract. Councilman Storrs seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON AN AMENDED TELECOMMUNICATION CONTRACT WITH
CENTRAL UTAH TELEPHONE INC.
Councilman Blake commented that this was a minor change that UDOT had asked for regarding
access. UDOT needed to set the rules for access on their property. It caused some changes to
the Central Utah Telephone Contract

Councilman Blake moved approval of an amended telecommunications contract with
Central Utah Telephone Inc. with changes that had been made from the prior approval.
Councilman Belmont seconded the motion. All were in favor.
REVIEW AND ACTION ON A RESOLUTION APPROVING AN AMENDED INTERLOCAL
AGREEMENT WITH UDOT REGARDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
This included the same changes.

Councilman Storrs moved to adopt Resolution No. 05-12-64R approving an amended
Interlocal Agreement with UDOT regarding telecommunications. Councilman Blake
seconded the motion. All were in favor.
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ADJOURNMENT

Councilman Cates moved adjournment at 5:42 p.m. Councilman Belmont seconded the
motion. All were in favor.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 20, 2005
"'AMENDED- NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
December 20, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:15
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
4:00p.m.

Receiving of public comment regarding the declaring surplus of3.84 acres
(Northwest ofthe Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be
exchanged for 3.84 acres of property (behind WalMart at The Meadows)

SPECIAL SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
"'6.
"'7.
"'8.

9.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring to be surplus of3.84 acres (Northwest ofthe
Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be exchanged for 3.84 acres
of property (behind WalMart at The Meadows)
Presentation and action on the acceptance of the financial audit for fiscal year ending
June 30, 2005.
Review and action on agreements with Timpanogos Special Service District relating to
the extension of a water line on 1500 South Street.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Historical Preservation provisions of
the City Code.
Review of consequences for damages to trees.
Review and action on Amendment No. 1 to the American Housekeeping Inc. (AHI)
janitorial contract.
Review and action on an amended telecommunication contract with Central Utah
Telephone Inc.
Review and action on a Resolution approving an amended Interlocal agreement with
UDOT regarding telecommunications.
Adjournment.

Dated this 19 day ofDecember, 2005.
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AMERICAN FORK CITY COUNCIL
DECEMBER 20, 2005
NOTICE OF SPECIAL SESSION AND AGENDA
Notice is hereby given that the American Fork City Council will meet in a special session on
December 20, 2005, in the American Fork Library, 64 South 100 East, commencing at 4:15
p.m. The agenda shall be as follows:
PUBLIC HEARING
4:00p.m.

Receiving ofpublic comment regarding the declaring surplus of3.84 acres
(Northwest of the Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be
exchanged for 3. 84 acres of property (behind WalMart at The Meadows)

SPECIAL SESSION
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Review and action on a Resolution declaring to be surplus of3.84 acres (Northwest of the
Cinemark Theaters and near Applebee's at The Meadows) to be exchanged for 3.84 acres
of property (behind W alMart at The Meadows)
Presentation and action on the acceptance ofthe financial audit for fiscal year ending
June 30, 2005.
Review and action on agreements with Timpanogos Special Service District relating to
the extension of a water line on 1500 South Street.
Review and action on an Ordinance amending the Historical Preservation provisions of
the City Code.
Review of consequences for damages to trees.
Adjournment.

Dated this 12 day of December, 2005.
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